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xiii
The origin and continuation of humankind is based on solar energy. The 
most basic processes supporting life on earth, such as photosynthesis and the 
rain cycle, are driven by solar energy. From the very beginning of its history 
humankind realized that a good use of solar energy is in humankind’s benefit. 
Despite this, only recently, during the last 40 years, has solar energy been har-
nessed with specialized equipment and used as an alternative source of energy, 
mainly because it is free and does not harm the environment.

The original idea for writing this book came after a number of my review 
papers were published in the journal Progress in Energy and Combustion 
Science. The purpose of this book is to give undergraduate and postgraduate 
students and engineers a resource on the basic principles and applications of 
solar energy systems and processes. The book can be used as part of a complete 
two-semester junior or senior engineering course on solar thermal systems. In 
the first semester, the general chapters can be taught in courses such as intro-
duction to solar energy or introduction to renewable sources of energy. This 
can be done by selecting only the descriptive parts of the various chapters and 
omitting most of the mathematical details, which can be included in the course 
for more advanced students. The prerequisites for the second part are, at least, 
introductory courses in thermodynamics and heat transfer. The book can also 
be used as a reference guide to practicing engineers who want to understand 
how solar systems operate and how to design the systems. Because the book 
includes a number of solved examples, it can also be used for self-study. The 
international system of units (SI) is used exclusively in the book.

The material presented in this book covers a large variety of technologies 
for the conversion of solar energy to provide hot water, heating, cooling, dry-
ing, desalination, and electricity. In the introductory chapter, the book provides 
a review of energy-related environmental problems and the state of the climate. 
It also gives a short historical introduction to solar energy, giving some details 
of the early applications. It concludes with a review of renewable energy tech-
nologies not covered in the book.

Chapter 2 gives an analysis of solar geometry, the way to calculate shading 
effects, and the basic principles of solar radiation heat transfer. It concludes 
with a review of the solar radiation measuring instruments and the way to con-
struct a typical meteorological year.

Solar collectors are the main components of any solar system, so in Chapter 3,  
after a review of the various types of collectors, the optical and thermal analy-
ses of both flat-plate and concentrating collectors are given. The analysis for 
flat-plate collectors includes both water- and air-type systems, whereas the 
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xiv  Preface
analysis for concentrating collectors includes the compound parabolic and the 
parabolic trough collectors. The chapter also includes the second-law analysisincludes the second-law analysisthe second-law analysis 
of solar thermal systems.

Chapter 4 deals with the experimental methods to determine the perfor-methods to determine the perfor- the perfor-
mance of solar collectors. The chapter outlines the various tests required to 
determine the thermal efficiency of solar collectors. It also includes the meth-includes the meth- the meth-
ods required to determine the collector incidence angle modifier, the collec-
tor time constant, and the acceptance angle for concentrating collectors. The 
dynamic test method is also presented. A review of European standards used 
for this purpose is given, as well as quality test methods and details of the Solar 
keymark certification scheme. Finally, the chapter describes the characteristics 
of data acquisition systems.

Chapter 5 discusses solar water heating systems. Both passive and active 
systems are described, as well as the characteristics and thermal analysis of heat 
storage systems for both water and air systems. The module and array design 
methods and the characteristics of differential thermostats are then described.are then described.. 
Finally, methods to calculate the hot water demand are given, as are international 
standards used to evaluate the solar water heater performance. The chapter also 
includes simple system models and practical considerations for the setup of solarsimple system models and practical considerations for the setup of solar 
water heating systems.

Chapter 6 deals with solar space heating and cooling systems. Initially, 
methods to estimate the thermal load of buildings are given. Then, some gen-
eral features of passive space design are presented, followed by the active sys-
tem design. Active systems include both water-based and air-based systems. 
The solar cooling systems described include both adsorption and absorption 
systems. The latter include the lithium bromide–water and ammonia-water sys-
tems. Finally, the characteristics for solar cooling with absorption refrigeration 
systems are given.

Industrial process heat systems are described in Chapter 7. First, the gen-
eral design considerations are given, in which solar industrial air and water 
systems are examined. Subsequently, the characteristics of solar steam genera-
tion methods are presented, followed by solar chemistry applications, which 
include reforming of fuels and solar cells. The chapter also includes a descrip-includes a descrip-a descrip-
tion of active and passive solar dryers and greenhouses.

Solar desalination systems are examined in Chapter 8. The chapter initially 
analyzes the relation of water and energy as well as water demand and consump-
tion and the relation of energy and desalination. Subsequently, the exergy analy-
sis of the desalination processes is presented, followed by a review of the direct 
and indirect desalination systems. The chapter also includes a review of theincludes a review of the a review of the 
renewable energy desalination systems and parameters to consider in the selec-
tion of a desalination process.

Although the book deals mainly with solar thermal systems, photovoltaics 
are also examined in Chapter 9. First the general characteristics of semiconduc-
tors are given, followed by photovoltaic panels and related equipment. Then, a 
review of possible applications and methods to design photovoltaic (PV) systems 
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are presented. Finally, the chapter examines the concentrating PV and the hybrid 
photovoltaic/thermal (PV/T) systems.

Chapter 10 deals with solar thermal power systems. First, the general 
design considerations are given, followed by the presentation of the three basic 
technologies: the parabolic trough, the power tower, and the dish systems. This 
is followed by the thermal analysis of the basic cycles of solar thermal power 
plants. Finally, solar ponds, which are a form of large solar collector and stor-
age system that can be used for solar power generation, are examined.are examined..

In Chapter 11, methods for designing and modeling solar energy systems 
are presented. These include the f-chart method and program, the utilizability 
method, the Φ , f-chart method, and the unutilizability method. The chapter 
also includes a description of the various programs that can be used for theincludes a description of the various programs that can be used for thea description of the various programs that can be used for the 
modeling and simulation of solar energy systems and a short description of the 
artificial intelligence techniques used in renewable energy systems modeling, 
performance prediction, and control. The chapter concludes with an analysis of 
the limitations of simulations.

No design of a solar system is complete unless it includes an economic anal-
ysis. This is the subject of the final chapter of the book. It includes a description 
of life cycle analysis and the time value of money. Life cycle analysis is then 
presented through a series of examples, which include system optimization and 
payback time estimation. Subsequently, the P1, P2 method is presented, and the 
chapter concludes with an analysis of the uncertainties in economic analysis.

The appendices include nomenclature, a list of definitions, various sun 
diagrams, data for terrestrial spectral irradiation, thermophysical properties of 
materials, curve fits for saturated water and steam, equations for the CPC curves, 
meteorological data for various locations, and tables of present worth factors.

The material presented in this book is based on more than 25 years of expe-
rience in the field and well-established sources of information. The main sources 
are first-class journals of the field, such as Solar Energy and Renewable Energy; 
the proceedings of major biannual conferences in the field, such as ISES, 
Eurosun, and World Renewable Energy Congress; and reports from various soci-
eties. A number of international (ISO) standards were also used, especially with 
respect to collector performance evaluation (Chapter 4) and complete system 
testing (Chapter 5).

In many examples presented in this book, the use of a spreadsheet program 
is suggested. This is beneficial because variations in the input parameters of 
the examples can be tried quickly. It is, therefore, recommended that students 
try to construct the necessary spreadsheet files required for this purpose.

Finally, I would like to thank my family—my wife Rena, my son Andreas, 
and my daughter Anna—for the patience they have shown during the lengthy 
period required to write this book.

Soteris kalogirou
Cyprus University of Technology
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�.�   General introduction to renewable  
enerGy technoloGies

The sun is the only star of our solar system located at its center. The earth and 
other planets orbit the sun. Energy from the sun in the form of solar radia-
tion supports almost all life on earth via photosynthesis and drives the earth’s  
climate and weather.

About 74% of the sun’s mass is hydrogen, 25% is helium, and the rest is 
made up of trace quantities of heavier elements. The sun has a surface tempera-
ture of approximately 5500 K, giving it a white color, which, because of atmo-
spheric scattering, appears yellow. The sun generates its energy by nuclear fusion 
of hydrogen nuclei to helium. Sunlight is the main source of energy to the surface 
of the earth that can be harnessed via a variety of natural and synthetic processes. 
The most important is photosynthesis, used by plants to capture the energy of 
solar radiation and convert it to chemical form. Generally, photosynthesis is the 
synthesis of glucose from sunlight, carbon dioxide, and water, with oxygen as 
a waste product. It is arguably the most important �nown biochemical pathway,�nown biochemical pathway,biochemical pathway, 
and nearly all life on earth depends on it.

Basically all the forms of energy in the world as we �now it are solar in ori-
gin. Oil, coal, natural gas, and wood were originally produced by photosynthetic 
processes, followed by complex chemical reactions in which decaying vegeta-
tion was subjected to very high temperatures and pressures over a long period 
of time. Even the energy of the wind and tide has a solar origin, since they are 
caused by differences in temperature in various regions of the earth.

Since prehistory, the sun has dried and preserved human�ind’s food. It has 
also evaporated sea water to yield salt. Since humans began to reason, they have 
recognized the sun as a motive power behind every natural phenomenon. This 
is why many of the prehistoric tribes considered the sun a god. Many scripts  
of ancient Egypt say that the Great Pyramid, one of human�ind’s greatest  
engineering achievements, was built as a stairway to the sun (Anderson, 1977).

c h a p t e r� �� � � e  ��   � � e� � e
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�  Introduction
From prehistoric times, people realized that a good use of solar energy is 
beneficial. The Gree� historian Xenophon in his “memorabilia” records some 
of the teachings of the Gree� philosopher Socrates (470–399 BC) regarding the 
correct orientation of dwellings to have houses that were cool in summer and 
warm in winter.

The greatest advantage of solar energy as compared with other forms of 
energy is that it is clean and can be supplied without environmental pollution. 
Over the past century, fossil fuels provided most of our energy, because these were 
much cheaper and more convenient than energy from alternative energy sources, 
and until recently, environmental pollution has been of little concern.

Twelve autumn days of 1973, after the Egyptian army stormed across the Suez 
Canal on October 12, changed the economic relation of fuel and energy as, for the 
first time, an international crisis was created over the threat of the “oil weapon”an international crisis was created over the threat of the “oil weapon”over the threat of the “oil weapon” 
being used as part of Arab strategy. Both the price and the political weapon issues 
quic�ly materialized when the six Gulf members of the Organization of Petroleum 
Exporting Countries (OPEC) met in Kuwait and abandoned the idea of holding 
any more price consultations with the oil companies, announcing at the same time 
that they were raising the price of their crude oil by 70%.

The rapid increase in oil demand occurred mainly because increasing quan-
tities of oil, produced at very low cost, became available during the 1950s and 
1960s from the Middle East and North Africa. For the consuming countries, 
imported oil was cheap compared with indigenously produced energy from 
solid fuels.

The proven world oil reserves are equal to 1200 billion barrels (2005) and 
the world natural gas reserves are 180 trillion m3 (2004). The current production 
rate is equal to 80 million barrels per day for oil and 7.36 billion m3 per day for 
natural gas. Therefore, the main problem is that proven reserves of oil and gas, 
at current rates of consumption, would be adequate to meet demand for only 
another 41 and 67 years, respectively (Goswami, 2007). The reserves for coal 
are in a better situation; they would be adequate for at least the next 230 years.

If we try to see the implications of these limited reserves, we are faced 
with a situation in which the price of fuels will accelerate as the reserves are 
decreased. Considering that the price of oil has become firmly established as 
the price leader for all fuel prices, the conclusion is that energy prices will 
increase continuously over the next decades. In addition, there is growing con-
cern about the environmental pollution caused by burning fossil fuels. This 
issue is examined in Section 1.3.

The sun’s energy has been used by both nature and human�ind throughout 
time in thousands of ways, from growing food to drying clothes; it has alsothousands of ways, from growing food to drying clothes; it has also, from growing food to drying clothes; it has also 
been deliberately harnessed to perform a number of other jobs. Solar energy 
is used to heat and cool buildings (both actively and passively), heat water for 
domestic and industrial uses, heat swimming pools, power refrigerators, oper-
ate engines and pumps, desalinate water for drin�ing purposes, generate elec-
tricity, for chemistry applications, and many more operations. The objective of 
this boo� is to present various types of systems used to harness solar energy, 
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their engineering details, and ways to design them, together with some exam-
ples and case studies.

�.�  enerGy demand and renewable enerGy
Many alternative energy sources can be used instead of fossil fuels. The decision 
as to what type of energy source should be utilized in each case must be made on 
the basis of economic, environmental, and safety considerations. Because of the 
desirable environmental and safety aspects it is widely believed that solar energy 
should be utilized instead of other alternative energy forms because it can be pro-
vided sustainably without harming the environment.

If the world economy expands to meet the expectations of countries around 
the globe, energy demand is li�ely to increase, even if laborious efforts are made 
to increase the energy use efficiency. It is now generally believed that renewable 
energy technologies can meet much of the growing demand at prices that are 
equal to or lower than those usually forecast for conventional energy. By the 
middle of the 21st century, renewable sources of energy could account for three 
fifths of the world’s electricity mar�et and two fifths of the mar�et for fuels 
used directly.1 Moreover, ma�ing a transition to a renewable energy-intensive 
economy would provide environmental and other benefits not measured in stan-
dard economic terms. It is envisaged that by 2050 global carbon dioxide (CO2) 
emissions would be reduced to 75% of their 1985 levels, provided that energy 
efficiency and renewables are widely adopted. In addition, such benefits could 
be achieved at no additional cost, because renewable energy is expected to be 
competitive with conventional energy (Johanson et al., 1993).

This promising outloo� for renewables reflects impressive technical gains 
made during the past two decades as renewable energy systems benefited from 
developments in electronics, biotechnology, material sciences, and in other 
areas. For example, fuel cells developed originally for the space program opened 
the door to the use of hydrogen as a non-polluting fuel for transportation.

Moreover, because the size of most renewable energy equipment is small, 
renewable energy technologies can advance at a faster pace than conventional 
technologies. While large energy facilities require extensive construction in the 
field, most renewable energy equipment can be constructed in factories, where 
it is easier to apply modern manufacturing techniques that facilitate cost reduc-
tion. This is a decisive parameter that the renewable energy industry must con-
sider in an attempt to reduce cost and increase the reliability of manufactured 
goods. The small scale of the equipment also ma�es the time required from ini-
tial design to operation short; therefore, any improvements can be easily identi-
fied and incorporated quic�ly into modified designs or processes.

1 This is according to a renewable energy-intensive scenario that would satisfy energy 
demands associated with an eightfold increase in economic output for the world by the mid-
dle of the 21st century. In the scenario considered, world energy demand continues to grow in 
spite of a rapid increase in energy efficiency.
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According to the renewable energy-intensive scenario, the contribution of 
intermittent renewables by the middle of this century could be as high as 30% 
(Johanson et al., 1993). A high rate of penetration by intermittent renewables 
without energy storage would be facilitated by emphasis on advanced natural 
gas-fired turbine power-generating systems. Such power-generating systems—
characterized by low capital cost, high thermodynamic efficiency, and the flex-
ibility to vary electrical output quic�ly in response to changes in the output of 
intermittent power-generating systems—would ma�e it possible to bac� up the 
intermittent renewables at low cost, with little, if any, need for energy storage.

The �ey elements of a renewable energy-intensive future are li�ely to have 
the following �ey characteristics (Johanson et al., 1993):

1.	 There would be a diversity of energy sources, the relative abundance of 
which would vary from region to region. For example, electricity could 
be provided by various combinations of hydroelectric power, intermittent 
renewable power sources (wind, solar-thermal electric, and photovoltaic), 
biomass,2 and geothermal sources. Fuels could be provided by metha-
nol, ethanol, hydrogen, and methane (biogas) derived from biomass, 
supplemented with hydrogen derived electrolytically from intermittent 
renewables.

2.	 Emphasis would be given to the efficient mixing of renewable and con-
ventional energy supplies. This can be achieved with the introduction 
of energy carriers such as methanol and hydrogen. It is also possible to 
extract more useful energy from such renewable resources as hydropower 
and biomass, which are limited by environmental or land-use constraints. 
Most methanol exports could originate in sub-Saharan Africa and Latin 
America, where vast degraded areas are suitable for re-vegetation that will 
not be needed for cropland. Growing biomass on such lands for metha-
nol or hydrogen production could provide a powerful economic driver for 
restoring these lands. Solar-electric hydrogen exports could come from 
regions in North Africa and the Middle East that have good insolation.

3.	 Biomass would be widely used. Biomass would be grown sustainably 
and converted efficiently to electricity and liquid and gaseous fuels 
using modern technology without contributing to deforestation.

4.	 Intermittent renewables would provide a large quantity of the total elec-
tricity requirements cost-effectively, without the need for new electrical 
storage technologies.

5.	 Natural gas would play a major role in supporting the growth of a 
renewable energy industry. Natural gas-fired turbines, which have low 
capital costs and can quic�ly adjust their electrical output, can provide 

2 The term biomass refers to any plant matter used directly as fuel or converted into fluid fuel 
or electricity. Biomass can be produced from a wide variety of sources such as wastes of 
agricultural and forest product operations as well as wood, sugarcane, and other plants grown 
specifically as energy crops.
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excellent bac�up for intermittent renewables on electric power grids. 
Natural gas would also help launch a biomass-based methanol industry.

6.	 A renewables-intensive energy future would introduce new choices and 
competition in energy mar�ets. Growing trade in renewable fuels and 
natural gas would diversify the mix of suppliers and the products traded, 
which would increase competition and reduce the possibility of rapid 
price fluctuations and supply disruptions. This could also lead eventu-
ally to a stabilization of world energy prices with the creation of new 
opportunities for energy suppliers.

7.	 Most electricity produced from renewable sources would be fed into 
large electrical grids and mar�eted by electric utilities, without the need 
for electrical storage.

A renewable energy-intensive future is technically feasible, and the prospects 
are very good that a wide range of renewable energy technologies will become 
competitive with conventional sources of energy in a few years’ time. However, 
to achieve such penetration of renewables, existing mar�et conditions need to 
change. If the following problems are not addressed, renewable energy will enter 
the mar�et relatively slowly:

n Private companies are unli�ely to ma�e the investments necessary to 
develop renewable technologies because the benefits are distant and not 
easily captured.

n Private firms will not invest in large volumes of commercially available 
renewable energy technologies because renewable energy costs will usu-
ally not be significantly lower than the costs of conventional energy.

n The private sector will not invest in commercially available technologies 
to the extent justified by the external benefits that would arise from their 
widespread deployment.

Fortunately, the policies needed to achieve the goals of increasing efficiency 
and expanding renewable energy mar�ets are fully consistent with programs 
needed to encourage innovation and productivity growth throughout the economy. 
Given the right policy environment, energy industries will adopt innovations, 
driven by the same competitive pressures that revitalized other major manufactur-
ing businesses around the world. Electric utilities have already shifted from being 
protected monopolies, enjoying economies of scale in large generating plants, to 
being competitive managers of investment portfolios that combine a diverse set of 
technologies, ranging from advanced generation, transmission, distribution, and 
storage equipment to efficient energy-using devices on customers’ premises.

Capturing the potential for renewables requires new policy initiatives. The 
following policy initiatives are proposed by Johanson et al. (1993) to encour-
age innovation and investment in renewable technologies:

1.	 Subsidies that artificially reduce the price of fuels that compete with 
renewables should be removed or renewable energy technologies should 
be given equivalent incentives.
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2.	 Taxes, regulations, and other policy instruments should ensure that con-
sumer decisions are based on the full cost of energy, including environ-
mental and other external costs not reflected in mar�et prices.

3.	 Government support for research, development, and demonstration of 
renewable energy technologies should be increased to reflect the criti-
cal roles renewable energy technologies can play in meeting energy and 
environmental objectives.

4.	 Government regulations of electric utilities should be carefully reviewed 
to ensure that investments in new generating equipment are consistent 
with a renewables-intensive future and that utilities are involved in pro-
grams to demonstrate new renewable energy technologies.

5.	 Policies designed to encourage the development of the biofuels industry 
must be closely coordinated with both national agricultural development 
programs and efforts to restore degraded lands.

6.	 National institutions should be created or strengthened to implement 
renewable energy programs.

7.	 International development funds available for the energy sector should 
be increasingly directed to renewables.

8.	 A strong international institution should be created to assist and coor-
dinate national and regional programs for increased use of renewables, 
support the assessment of energy options, and support centers of excel-
lence in specialized areas of renewable energy research.

The integrating theme for all such initiatives, however, should be an energy 
policy aimed at promoting sustainable development. It will not be possible to 
provide the energy needed to bring a decent standard of living to the world’s 
poor or sustain the economic well-being of the industrialized countries in envi-
ronmentally acceptable ways if the use of present energy sources continues. The 
path to a sustainable society requires more efficient energy use and a shift to a 
variety of renewable energy sources. Generally, the central challenge to policy 
ma�ers in the next few decades is to develop economic policies that simultane-
ously satisfy both socioeconomic developmental and environmental challenges.

Such policies could be implemented in many ways. The preferred policy 
instruments will vary with the level of the initiative (local, national, or inter-
national) and the region. On a regional level, the preferred options will reflect 
differences in endowments of renewable resources, stages of economic devel-
opment, and cultural characteristics. Here the region can be an entire continent. 
One example of this is the recent announcement of the European Union (EU) 
for the promotion of renewable energies as a �ey measure to ensure that Europe 
meets its climate change targets under the Kyoto Protocol.

According to the decision, central to the European Commission’s action 
to ensure the EU and member states meet their Kyoto targets is the European 
Climate Change Program launched in 2000. Under this umbrella, the Commission, 
member states, and sta�eholders identified and developed a range of cost-effective 
measures to reduce emissions.
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To date, 35 measures have been implemented, including the EU Emissions 
Trading Scheme and legislative initiatives to promote renewable energy sources 
for electricity production, expand the use of biofuels in road transport, and 
improve the energy performance of buildings. Earlier, the EC proposed an inte-
grated pac�age of measures to establish a new energy policy for Europe that 
would increase actions to fight climate change and boost energy security and 
competitiveness in Europe, and the proposals put the EU on course toward 
becoming a low-carbon economy. The new pac�age sets a range of ambitious 
targets to be met by 2020, including improvement of energy efficiency by 20%, 
increasing the mar�et share of renewables to 20%, and increasing the share of 
biofuels in transport fuels to 10%. On greenhouse gas emissions, the EC pro-
poses that, as part of a new global agreement to prevent climate change from 
reaching dangerous levels, developed countries should cut their emissions by 
an average of 30% from 1990 levels.

As a concrete first step toward this reduction, the EU would ma�e a firm 
independent commitment to cut its emissions by at least 20% even before a 
global agreement is reached and irrespective of what others do.

Many scenarios describe how renewable energy will develop in coming 
years. In a renewable energy-intensive scenario, global consumption of renew-
able resources reaches a level equivalent to 318 EJ (exa, E  1018) per annum 
(a) of fossil fuels by 2050—a rate comparable to the 1985 total world energy 
consumption, which was equal to 323 EJ. Although this figure seems to be 
very large, it is less than 0.01% of the 3.8 million EJ of solar energy reaching 
the earth’s surface each year. The total electric energy produced from intermit-
tent renewable sources (34 EJ/a) would be less than 0.003% of the sunlight 
that falls on land and less than 0.1% of the energy available from wind. The 
amount of energy targeted for recovery from biomass could reach 206 EJ/a by 
2050, which is also small compared with the rate (3,800 EJ/a) at which plants 
convert solar energy to biomass. The production levels considered are therefore 
not li�ely to be constrained by resource availability. A number of other practi-
cal considerations, however, do limit the renewable resources that can be used. 
The renewable energy-intensive scenario considers that biomass would be pro-
duced sustainably, not harvested in virgin forests. About 60% of the biomass 
supply would come from plantations established on degraded land or excess 
agricultural land and the rest from residues of agricultural or forestry opera-
tions. Finally, the amounts of wind, solar-thermal, and photovoltaic power that 
can be economically integrated into electric generating systems are very sen-
sitive to patterns of electricity demand and weather conditions. The marginal 
value of these intermittent electricity sources typically declines as their share 
of the total electric mar�et increases.

By ma�ing efficient use of energy and expanding the use of renewable tech-
nologies, the world can expect to have adequate supplies of fossil fuels well into 
the 21st century. However, in some instances regional declines in fossil fuel pro-
duction can be expected because of resource constraints. Oil production outside 
the Middle East would decline slowly under the renewables-intensive scenario, so 
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that one third of the estimated ultimately recoverable conventional resources will 
remain in the ground in 2050. Under this scenario, the total world conventional 
oil resources would decline from about 9900 EJ in 1988 to 4300 EJ in 2050. 
Although remaining conventional natural gas resources are comparable to those 
for conventional oil, with an adequate investment in pipelines and other infra-
structure components, natural gas could be a major energy source for many years.

The next section reviews some of the most important environmental conse-
quences of using conventional forms of energy. This is followed by a review of 
renewable energy technologies not included in this boo�.

�.�  enerGy-related environmental problems
Energy is considered a prime agent in the generation of wealth and a significant 
factor in economic development. The importance of energy in economic devel-
opment is recognized universally and historical data verify that there is a strong 
relationship between the availability of energy and economic activity. Although 
in the early 1970s, after the oil crisis, the concern was on the cost of energy, dur-
ing the past two decades the ris� and reality of environmental degradation have 
become more apparent. The growing evidence of environmental problems is due 
to a combination of several factors since the environmental impact of human 
activities has grown dramatically. This is due to the increase of the world popu-
lation, energy consumption, and industrial activity. Achieving solutions to the 
environmental problems that humanity faces today requires long-term potential 
actions for sustainable development. In this respect, renewable energy resources 
appear to be one of the most efficient and effective solutions.

A few years ago, most environmental analysis and legal control instruments 
concentrated on conventional pollutants such as sulfur dioxide (SO2), nitrogen 
oxides (NOx), particulates, and carbon monoxide (CO). Recently, however, 
environmental concern has extended to the control of hazardous air pollutants, 
which are usually toxic chemical substances harmful even in small doses, as 
well as to other globally significant pollutants such as carbon dioxide (CO2). 
Additionally, developments in industrial processes and structures have led to 
new environmental problems. Carbon dioxide as a greenhouse gas plays a vital 
role in global warming. Studies show that it is responsible for about two thirds 
of the enhanced greenhouse effect. A significant contribution to the CO2 emitted 
to the atmosphere is attributed to fossil fuel combustion (EPA, 2007).

The United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED), 
held in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, in June 1992, addressed the challenges of achieving 
worldwide sustainable development. The goal of sustainable development cannot 
be realized without major changes in the world’s energy system. Accordingly, 
Agenda 21, which was adopted by UNCED, called for “new policies or pro-
grams, as appropriate, to increase the contribution of environmentally safe and 
sound and cost-effective energy systems, particularly new and renewable ones, 
through less polluting and more efficient energy production, transmission, dis-
tribution, and use.”
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The division for sustainable development of the United Nations Department 
of Economics and Social Affairs defined sustainable development as “develop-
ment that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of 
future generations to meet their own needs.” Agenda 21, the Rio declaration on 
environment and development, was adopted by 178 governments. This is a com-
prehensive plan of action to be ta�en globally, nationally, and locally by organi-
zations of the United Nations system, governments, and major groups in every 
area in which there are human impacts on the environment (United Nations, 
1992). Many factors can help to achieve sustainable development. Today, one of 
the main factors that must be considered is energy and one of the most impor-
tant issues is the requirement for a supply of energy that is fully sustainable 
(Ronsen, 1996; Dincer and Ronsen, 1998). A secure supply of energy is gener-
ally agreed to be a necessary but not a sufficient requirement for development 
within a society. Furthermore, for a sustainable development within a society, it 
is required that a sustainable supply of energy and effective and efficient utiliza-
tion of energy resources are secure. Such a supply in the long term should be 
readily available at reasonable cost, sustainable, and able to be utilized for all 
the required tas�s without causing negative societal impacts. This is the reason 
why there is a close connection between renewable sources of energy and sus-
tainable development.

Sustainable development is a serious policy concept. In addition to the defi-
nition just given, it can be considered as development that must not carry the 
seeds of destruction, because such development is unsustainable. The concept 
of sustainability has its origin in fisheries and forest management in which pre-
vailing management practices, such as overfishing or single-species cultivation, 
wor� for limited time, then yield diminishing results and eventually endanger 
the resource. Therefore, sustainable management practices should not aim 
for maximum yield in the short run but smaller yields that can be sustained  
over time.

Pollution depends on energy consumption. Today, the world daily oil con-
sumption is 80 million barrels. Despite the well-�nown consequences of fossil 
fuel combustion on the environment, this is expected to increase to 123 million 
barrels per day by the year 2025 (Worldwatch, 2007). A large number of factors 
are significant in the determination of the future level of energy consumption 
and production. Such factors include population growth, economic performance, 
consumer tastes, and technological developments. Furthermore, government 
policies concerning energy and developments in the world energy mar�ets cer-
tainly play a �ey role in the future level and pattern of energy production and 
consumption (Dincer, 1999).

In 1984, 25% of the world population consumed 70% of the total energy 
supply, while the remaining 75% of the population was left with 30%. If the total 
population were to have the same consumption per inhabitant as the Organization 
for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) member countries have 
on average, it would result in an increase in the 1984 world energy demand from 
10 TW (tera, T  1012) to approximately 30 TW. An expected increase in the 
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population from 4.7 billion in 1984 to 8.2 billion in 2020 would even raise the 
figure to 50 TW.

The total primary energy demand in the world increased from 5,536 GTOE3 
in 1971 to 10,345 GTOE in 2002, representing an average annual increase of 
2%. It is important, however, to note that the average worldwide growth from 
2001 to 2004 was 3.7%, with the increase from 2003 to 2004 being 4.3%. The 
rate of growth is rising mainly due to the very rapid growth in Pacific Asia, 
which recorded an average increase from 2001 to 2004 of 8.6%.

The major sectors using primary energy sources include electrical power, 
transportation, heating, and industry. The International Energy Agency (IEA) 
data shows that the electricity demand almost tripled from 1971 to 2002. This 
is because electricity is a very convenient form of energy to transport and use. 
Although primary energy use in all sectors has increased, their relative shares 
have decreased, except for transportation and electricity. The relative share of 
primary energy for electricity production in the world increased from about 
20% in 1971 to about 30% in 2002 as electricity became the preferred form of 
energy for all applications.

Fueled by high increases in China and India, worldwide energy consump-
tion may continue to increase at rates between 3% and 5% for at least a few 
more years. However, such high rates of increase cannot continue for too long. 
Even at a 2% increase per year, the primary energy demand of 2002 would 
double by 2037 and triple by 2057. With such high energy demand expected 
50 years from now, it is important to loo� at all the available strategies to fulfill 
the future demand, especially for electricity and transportation.

At present, 95% of all energy for transportation comes from oil. Therefore, 
the available oil resources and their production rates and prices greatly influ-
ence the future changes in transportation. An obvious replacement for oil would 
be biofuels such as ethanol, methanol, biodiesel, and biogases. It is believed that 
hydrogen is another alternative because, if it could be produced economically 
from renewable energy sources, it could provide a clean transportation alterna-
tive for the future.

Natural gas will be used at rapidly increasing rates to ma�e up for the short-
fall in oil production; however, it may not last much longer than oil itself at 
higher rates of consumption. Coal is the largest fossil resource available and 
the most problematic due to environmental concerns. All indications show that 
coal use will continue to grow for power production around the world because 
of expected increases in China, India, Australia, and other countries. This, 
however, would be unsustainable, from the environmental point of view, unless 
advanced clean coal technologies with carbon sequestration are deployed.

Another parameter to be considered is the world population. This is 
expected to double by the middle of this century and as economic develop-
ment will certainly continue to grow, the global demand for energy is expected 

3 TOE  Tons of oil equivalent  41.868 GJ (giga, G  109).
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to increase. For example, the most populous country, China, increased its pri-
mary energy consumption by 15% from 2003 to 2004. Today, much evidence 
exists to suggest that the future of our planet and the generations to come will 
be negatively affected if humans �eep degrading the environment. Currently, 
three environmental problems are internationally �nown: acid precipitation, the 
stratospheric ozone depletion, and global climate change. These issues are ana-
lyzed in more detail in the following subsections.

1.3.1	 Acid	rain
Acid rain is a form of pollution depletion in which SO2 and NOx produced by 
the combustion of fossil fuels are transported over great distances through the 
atmosphere and deposited via precipitation on the earth, causing damage to 
ecosystems that are exceedingly vulnerable to excessive acidity. Therefore, it is 
obvious that the solution to the issue of acid rain deposition requires an appro-
priate control of SO2 and NOx pollutants. These pollutants cause both regional 
and transboundary problems of acid precipitation.

Recently, attention also has been given to other substances, such as volatile 
organic compounds (VOCs), chlorides, ozone, and trace metals that may par-
ticipate in a complex set of chemical transformations in the atmosphere, result-
ing in acid precipitation and the formation of other regional air pollutants.

It is well �nown that some energy-related activities are the major sources 
of acid precipitation. Additionally, VOCs are generated by a variety of sources 
and comprise a large number of diverse compounds. Obviously, the more 
energy we expend, the more we contribute to acid precipitation; therefore, the 
easiest way to reduce acid precipitation is by reducing energy consumption.

1.3.2	 Ozone	layer	depletion
The ozone present in the stratosphere, at altitudes between 12 and 25 �m, plays 
a natural equilibrium-maintaining role for the earth through absorption of 
ultraviolet (UV) radiation (240–320 nm) and absorption of infrared radiation 
(Dincer, 1998). A global environmental problem is the depletion of the strato-
spheric ozone layer, which is caused by the emissions of chlorofluorocarbons 
(CFCs), halons (chlorinated and brominated organic compounds), and NOx. 
Ozone depletion can lead to increased levels of damaging UV radiation reaching 
the ground, causing increased rates of s�in cancer and eye damage to humans, 
and is harmful to many biological species. It should be noted that energy-related 
activities are only partially (directly or indirectly) responsible for the emissions 
that lead to stratospheric ozone depletion. The most significant role in ozone 
depletion is played by the CFCs, which are mainly used in air conditioning and 
refrigerating equipment as refrigerants, and NOx emissions, which are produced 
by the fossil fuel and biomass combustion processes, natural denitrification, and 
nitrogen fertilizers.

In 1998, the size of the ozone hole over Antarctica was 25 million �m2. It 
was about 3 million �m2 in 1993 (Worldwatch, 2007). Researchers expect the 
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Antarctic ozone hole to remain severe in the next 10–20 years, followed by a 
period of slow healing. Full recovery is predicted to occur in 2050; however, 
the rate of recovery is affected by the climate change (Dincer, 1999).

1.3.3	 Global	climate	change
The term greenhouse effect has generally been used for the role of the whole 
atmosphere (mainly water vapor and clouds) in �eeping the surface of the earth 
warm. Recently, however, it has been increasingly associated with the contribu-
tion of CO2, which is estimated to contribute about 50% to the anthropogenic 
greenhouse effect. Additionally, several other gases, such as CH4, CFCs, halons, 
N2O, ozone, and peroxyacetylnitrate (also called greenhouse gases) produced 
by the industrial and domestic activities can contribute to this effect, result-
ing in a rise of the earth’s temperature. Increasing atmospheric concentrations 
of greenhouse gases increase the amount of heat trapped (or decrease the heat 
radiated from the earth’s surface), thereby raising the surface temperature of 
the earth. According to Colonbo (1992), the earth’s surface temperature has 
increased by about 0.6°C over the last century, and as a consequence the sea 
level is estimated to have risen by perhaps 20 cm. These changes can have a 
wide range of effects on human activities all over the world. The role of various 
greenhouse gases is summarized by Dincer and Ronsen (1998).

According to the EU, climate change is happening. There is an overwhelm-
ing consensus among the world’s leading climate scientists that global warming 
is being caused mainly by carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases emitted 
by human activities, chiefly the combustion of fossil fuels and deforestation.

A reproduction of the climate over the last 420,000 years was made recently 
using data from the Vosto� ice core, in Antarctica. An ice core is a core sample 
from the accumulation of snow and ice over many years that have recrystallized 
and trapped air bubbles from previous time periods. The composition of these 
ice cores, especially the presence of hydrogen and oxygen isotopes, provides a 
picture of the climate at the time. The data extracted from this ice core provide 
a continuous record of temperature and atmospheric composition. Two parame-
ters of interest are the concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere and the tempera-
ture. These are shown in Figure 1.1, considering 1950 as the reference year. As 
can be seen, the two parameters follow a similar trend and have a periodicity of 
about 100,000 years. If one considers, however, the present CO2 level, which is 
about 380 ppm (the highest ever recorded), one can understand the implication 
that this would have on the temperature of the planet.

Humans, through many of their economic and other activities, contribute 
to the increase of the atmospheric concentrations of various greenhouse gases. 
For example, CO2 releases from fossil fuel combustion, methane emissions 
from increased human activities, and CFC releases contribute to the greenhouse 
effect. Predictions show that if atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse 
gases, mainly due to fossil fuel combustion, continue to increase at the pres-
ent rates, the earth’s temperature may increase by another 2–4°C in the next  
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century. If this prediction is realized, the sea level could rise by 30–60 cm 
before the end of this century (Colonbo, 1992). The impacts of such sea level 
increase can easily be understood and include flooding of coastal settlements, 
displacement of fertile zones for agriculture to higher latitudes, and decrease 
in availability of freshwater for irrigation and other essential uses. Thus, such 
consequences could put in danger the survival of entire populations.

1.3.4	 Nuclear	energy
Nuclear energy, although non-polluting, presents a number of potential hazards 
both during the production stage and mainly for the disposal of radioactive waste. 
Nuclear power environmental effects include the effects on air, water, ground, 
and the biosphere (people, plants, and animals). Nowadays, in many countries, 
laws govern any radioactive releases from nuclear power plants. In this section 
some of the most serious environmental problems associated with electricity pro-
duced from nuclear energy are described. These include only effects related to 
nuclear energy and not emissions of other substances due to the normal thermo-
dynamic cycle.

The first item to consider is radioactive gases that may be removed from 
the systems supporting the reactor cooling system. The removed gases are com-
pressed and stored. The gases are periodically sampled and can be released 
only when the radioactivity is less than an acceptable level, according to certain 
standards. Releases of this nature are done very infrequently. Usually, all poten-
tial paths where radioactive materials could be released to the environment are 
monitored by radiation monitors (Virtual Nuclear Tourist, 2007).

Nuclear plant liquid releases are slightly radioactive. Very low levels of 
lea�age may be allowed from the reactor cooling system to the secondary cool-
ing system of the steam generator. However, in any case where radioactive water 
may be released to the environment, it must be stored and radioactivity levels 
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reduced, through ion exchange processes, to levels below those allowed by the 
regulations.

Within the nuclear plant, a number of systems may contain radioactive fluids. 
Those liquids must be stored, cleaned, sampled, and verified to be below accept-
able levels before release. As in the gaseous release case, radiation detectors 
monitor release paths and isolate them (close valves) if radiation levels exceed a 
preset set point (Virtual Nuclear Tourist, 2007).

Nuclear-related mining effects are similar to those of other industries and 
include generation of tailings and water pollution. Uranium milling plants pro-
cess naturally radioactive materials. Radioactive airborne emissions and local 
land contamination were evidenced until stricter environmental rules aided in 
forcing cleanup of these sites.

As with other industries, operations at nuclear plants result in waste; some 
of it, however, is radioactive. Solid radioactive materials leave the plant by 
only two paths:

n Radioactive waste (e.g., clothes, rags, wood) is compacted and placed in 
drums. These drums must be thoroughly dewatered. The drums are often 
chec�ed at the receiving location by regulatory agencies. Special land-
fills must be used.

n Spent resin may be very radioactive and is shipped in specially designed 
containers.

Generally, waste is distinguished into two categories: low-level waste (LLW) 
and high-level waste (HLW). LLW is shipped from nuclear plants and includes 
such solid waste as contaminated clothing, exhausted resins, or other materials 
that cannot be reused or recycled. Most anti-contamination clothing is washed 
and reused; however, eventually, as with regular clothing, it wears out. In some 
cases, incineration or supercompaction may be used to reduce the amount of 
waste that has to be stored in the special landfills.

HLW is considered to include the fuel assemblies, rods, and waste separated 
from the spent fuel after removal from the reactor. Currently the spent fuel is 
stored at the nuclear power plant sites in storage pools or in large metal cas�s. To 
ship the spent fuel, special transport cas�s have been developed and tested.

Originally, the intent had been that the spent fuel would be reprocessed. The 
limited amount of highly radioactive waste (also called high-level waste) was 
to be placed in glass rods surrounded by metal with low long-term corrosion or 
degradation properties. The intent was to store those rods in specially designed 
vaults where the rods could be recovered for the first 50–100 years and then 
made unretrievable for up to 10,000 years. Various underground locations can 
be used for this purpose, such as salt domes, granite formations, and basalt for-
mations. The objective is to have a geologically stable location with minimal 
chance for groundwater intrusion. The intent had been to recover the plutonium 
and unused uranium fuel, then reuse it in either breeder or thermal reactors as 
mixed oxide fuel. Currently, France, Great Britain, and Japan are using this  
process (Virtual Nuclear Tourist, 2007).
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1.3.5	 renewable	energy	technologies
Renewable energy technologies produce mar�etable energy by converting nat-
ural phenomena into useful forms of energy. These technologies use the sun’s 
energy and its direct and indirect effects on the earth (solar radiation, wind, 
falling water, and various plants; i.e., biomass), gravitational forces (tides), and 
the heat of the earth’s core (geothermal) as the resources from which energy is 
produced. These resources have massive energy potential; however, they are 
generally diffused and not fully accessible, and most of them are intermittent 
and have distinct regional variabilities. These characteristics give rise to dif-
ficult, but solvable, technical and economical challenges. Nowadays, signifi-
cant progress is made by improving the collection and conversion efficiencies, 
lowering the initial and maintenance costs, and increasing the reliability and 
applicability of renewable energy systems.

Worldwide research and development in the field of renewable energy 
resources and systems has been carried out during the last two decades. Energy 
conversion systems that are based on renewable energy technologies appeared 
to be cost effective compared to the projected high cost of oil. Furthermore, 
renewable energy systems can have a beneficial impact on the environmental, 
economic, and political issues of the world. At the end of 2001 the total installed 
capacity of renewable energy systems was equivalent to 9% of the total elec-
tricity generation (Sayigh, 2001). As was seen before, by applying the renew-
able energy-intensive scenario, the global consumption of renewable sources by 
2050 would reach 318 EJ (Johanson et al., 1993).

The benefits arising from the installation and operation of renewable energy 
systems can be distinguished into three categories: energy saving, generation 
of new wor�ing posts, and decrease in environmental pollution.

The energy-saving benefit derives from the reduction in consumption of the 
electricity and diesel used conventionally to provide energy. This benefit can be 
directly translated into monetary units according to the corresponding produc-
tion or avoiding capital expenditure for the purchase of imported fossil fuels.

Another factor of considerable importance in many countries is the ability 
of renewable energy technologies to generate jobs. The penetration of a new 
technology leads to the development of new production activities, contributing 
to the production, mar�et distribution, and operation of the pertinent equipment. 
Specifically for the case of solar energy collectors, job creation is mainly related 
to the construction and installation of the collectors. The latter is a decentralized 
process, since it requires the installation of equipment in every building or for 
every individual consumer.

The most important benefit of renewable energy systems is the decrease 
in environmental pollution. This is achieved by the reduction of air emissions 
due to the substitution of electricity and conventional fuels. The most important 
effects of air pollutants on the human and natural environment are their impact 
on the public health, agriculture, and on ecosystems. It is relatively simple to 
measure the financial impact of these effects when they relate to tradable goods, 
such as the agricultural crops; however, when it comes to non-tradable goods, 
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such as human health and ecosystems, things becomes more complicated. It 
should be noted that the level of the environmental impact and therefore the 
social pollution cost largely depend on the geographical location of the emis-
sion sources. Contrary to the conventional air pollutants, the social cost of CO2 
does not vary with the geographical characteristics of the source, as each unit of 
CO2 contributes equally to the climate change thread and the resulting cost.

All renewable energy sources combined account for only 17.6% share of 
electricity production in the world, with hydroelectric power providing almost 
90% of this amount. However, as the renewable energy technologies mature and 
become even more cost competitive in the future, they will be in a position to 
replace a major fraction of fossil fuels for electricity generation. Therefore, sub-
stituting fossil fuels with renewable energy for electricity generation must be an 
important part of any strategy of reducing CO2 emissions into the atmosphere 
and combating global climate change.

In this boo�, emphasis is given to solar thermal systems. Solar thermal sys-
tems are non-polluting and offer significant protection of the environment. The 
reduction of greenhouse gas pollution is the main advantage of utilizing solar 
energy. Therefore, solar thermal systems should be employed whenever pos-
sible to achieve a sustainable future.

The benefits of renewable energy systems can be summarized as follows 
(Johanson et al., 1993):

n Social and economic development. Production of renewable energy, 
particularly biomass, can provide economic development and employ-
ment opportunities, especially in rural areas, that otherwise have limited 
opportunities for economic growth. Renewable energy can thus help 
reduce poverty in rural areas and reduce pressure for urban migration.

n Land restoration. Growing biomass for energy on degraded lands can 
provide the incentive and financing needed to restore lands rendered nearly 
useless by previous agricultural or forestry practices. Although lands farmed 
for energy would not be restored to their original condition, the recovery of 
these lands for biomass plantations would support rural development, pre-
vent erosion, and provide a better habitat for wildlife than at present.

n Reduced air pollution. Renewable energy technologies, such as meth-
anol or hydrogen for fuel cell vehicles, produce virtually none of the 
emissions associated with urban air pollution and acid deposition, with-
out the need for costly additional controls.

n Abatement of global warming. Renewable energy use does not pro-
duce carbon dioxide or other greenhouse emissions that contribute to 
global warming. Even the use of biomass fuels does not contribute to 
global warming, since the carbon dioxide released when biomass is 
burned equals the amount absorbed from the atmosphere by plants as 
they are grown for biomass fuel.

n Fuel supply diversity. There would be substantial interregional energy 
trade in a renewable energy-intensive future, involving a diversity of energy 
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carriers and suppliers. Energy importers would be able to choose from 
among more producers and fuel types than they do today and thus would 
be less vulnerable to monopoly price manipulation or unexpected disrup-
tions of supply. Such competition would ma�e wide swings in energy 
prices less li�ely, leading eventually to stabilization of the world oil price. 
The growth in world energy trade would also provide new opportunities 
for energy suppliers. Especially promising are the prospects for trade in 
alcohol fuels, such as methanol, derived from biomass and hydrogen.

n Reducing the risks of nuclear weapons proliferation. Competitive 
renewable resources could reduce incentives to build a large world infra-
structure in support of nuclear energy, thus avoiding major increases in 
the production, transportation, and storage of plutonium and other radio-
active materials that could be diverted to nuclear weapons production.

Solar systems, including solar thermal and photovoltaics, offer environmen-
tal advantages over electricity generation using conventional energy sources. 
The benefits arising from the installation and operation of solar energy systems 
fall into two main categories: environmental and socioeconomical issues.

From an environmental viewpoint, the use of solar energy technologies has 
several positive implications that include (Abu-Zour and Riffat, 2006):

n Reduction of the emission of the greenhouse gases (mainly CO2, NOx) 
and of toxic gas emissions (SO2, particulates)

n Reclamation of degraded land
n Reduced requirement for transmission lines within the electricity grid
n Improvement in the quality of water resources

The socioeconomic benefits of solar technologies include:

n Increased regional and national energy independence
n Creation of employment opportunities
n Restructuring of energy mar�ets due to penetration of a new technology 

and the growth of new production activities
n Diversification and security (stability) of energy supply
n Acceleration of electrification of rural communities in isolated areas
n Saving foreign currency

It is worth noting that no artificial project can completely avoid some impact 
to the environment. The negative environmental aspects of solar energy systems 
include:

n Pollution stemming from production, installation, maintenance, and 
demolition of the systems

n Noise during construction
n Land displacement
n Visual intrusion

These adverse impacts present difficult but solvable technical challenges.
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The amount of sunlight stri�ing the earth’s atmosphere continuously is 
1.75  105 TW. Considering a 60% transmittance through the atmospheric 
cloud cover, 1.05  105 TW reaches the earth’s surface continuously. If the irra-
diance on only 1% of the earth’s surface could be converted into electric energy 
with a 10% efficiency, it would provide a resource base of 105 TW, while the 
total global energy needs for 2050 are projected to be about 25–30 TW. The 
present state of solar energy technologies is such that single solar cell efficien-
cies have reached over 20%, with concentrating photovoltaics (PVs) at about 
40% and solar thermal systems provide efficiencies of 40–60%.

Solar PV panels have come down in cost from about $30/W to about $3/W 
in the last three decades. At $3/W panel cost, the overall system cost is around 
$6/W, which is still too high for the average consumer. However, solar PV is 
already cost effective in many off-grid applications. With net metering and 
governmental incentives, such as feed-in laws and other policies, even grid-
connected applications such as building integrated PV (BIPV) have become 
cost effective. As a result, the worldwide growth in PV production has aver-
aged more than 30% per year during the past five years.

Solar thermal power using concentrating solar collectors was the first solar 
technology that demonstrated its grid power potential. A total of 354 MWe 
solar thermal power plants have been operating continuously in California 
since 1985. Progress in solar thermal power stalled after that time because of 
poor policy and lac� of R&D. However, the last five years have seen a resur-
gence of interest in this area, and a number of solar thermal power plants 
around the world are under construction. The cost of power from these plants 
(which so far is in the range of $0.12 to $0.16/�Wh) has the potential to go 
down to $0.05/�Wh with scale-up and creation of a mass mar�et. An advan-
tage of solar thermal power is that thermal energy can be stored efficiently and 
fuels such as natural gas or biogas may be used as bac�up to ensure continuous  
operation.

�.�  state oF the climate in �00�
A good source of information on the state of climate in the year 2005 is the 
report published by the U.S. National Climatic Data Center (NCDC), which 
summarizes global and regional climate conditions and places them in the con-
text of historical records (Shein et al., 2006). The parameters examined are 
global temperature and various gases found in the atmosphere.

1.4.1	 Global	temperature
Based on the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) 
and the U.S. National Climate Data Center records, the rise in global surface 
temperatures since 1900 is 0.66°C, when calculated as a linear trend. The year 
2005 was notable for its global warmth, both at the surface and throughout the 
troposphere. Globally, surface temperatures remained above average in all 12 
months and reached a record high value for the year. This anomalous warmth 
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is part of a long-term warming trend of approximately 0.7°C per century since 
1900 and a rate of increase almost three times as great since 1976.

Generally, the globally averaged annual mean surface temperature in 2005 
was the warmest since the inception of consistent temperature observations in 
1880. Unli�e the previous record, the positive anomaly of 1998 (0.50°C), 
the 2005 global anomaly of 0.53°C above the 1961–1990 mean occurred in 
the absence of a strong El Niño signal. However, statistically, the 2005 global 
temperature anomaly could not be differentiated from either 1998 or any of 
the previous four years. The majority of the top 10 warmest years on record 
have occurred in the past decade, and 2005 continues a mar�ed upward trend 
in globally averaged temperature since the mid-1970s. The global temperature 
from 1850 until 2006 is shown in Figure 1.2, together with the five-year aver-
age values. As can be seen there is an upward trend that is more serious from 
the 1970s onward.

Regionally, annual and monthly averaged temperatures were above normal 
across most of the world. Australia experienced its warmest year on record as 
well as its hottest April. For both Russia and Mexico, 2005 was the second 
warmest year on record.

1.4.2	 carbon	dioxide
Carbon dioxide emitted from natural and anthropogenic (i.e., fossil fuel com-
bustion) sources, is partitioned into three reservoirs: atmosphere, oceans, and 
the terrestrial biosphere. The result of increased fossil fuel combustion has 
been that atmospheric CO2 has increased from about 280 ppm (parts per mil-
lion by dry air mole fraction) at the start of the industrial revolution to about 
380 ppm today (see Figure 1.3). Roughly half the emitted CO2 remains in the 
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atmosphere and the remainder goes into the other two sin�s: oceans and the 
land biosphere (which includes plants and soil carbon).

The present rate of anthropogenic carbon emission to the atmosphere is 
nearly 7 Pg/a (piga, P  1015). During the 1990s, net upta�e by the oceans was 
estimated at 1.7  0.5 Pg/a, and by the land biosphere at 1.4  0.7 Pg/a. The 
gross atmosphere–ocean and atmosphere–terrestrial biosphere (i.e., photosyn-
thesis and respiration) fluxes are on the order of 100 Pg/a. Inter-annual varia-
tions in the atmospheric increase of CO2 are not attributed to variations in fossil 
fuel emissions but rather to small changes in these net fluxes. Most attempts to 
explain the inter-annual variability of the atmospheric CO2 increase have focused 
on short-term climate fluctuations (e.g., the El Niño/Southern Oscillation 
[ENSO] and post-mountain Pinatubo cooling), but the mechanisms, especially 
the role of the terrestrial biosphere, are poorly understood. To date, about 5% of 
conventional fossil fuels have been combusted. If combustion is stopped today, 
it is estimated that after a few hundred years, 15% of the total carbon emitted 
would remain in the atmosphere, and the remainder would be in the oceans.

In 2005, the globally averaged atmospheric CO2 mole fraction was 378.9 ppm, 
just over a 2 ppm increase from 2004. This record CO2 concentration in 2005 con-
tinues a trend toward increased atmospheric CO2 since before the industrial era 
values of around 280 ppm. This continues the steady upward trend in this abun-
dant and long-lasting greenhouse gas. Since 1900, atmospheric CO2 has increased 
by 84 ppm (22%), with an average annual increase of 1.6 ppm since 1980.

1.4.3	 Methane
The contribution of methane (CH4) to anthropogenic radiative forcing, including 
direct and indirect effects, is about 0.7 W/m2, or roughly half that of CO2. Also, 
changes in the load of CH4 feed bac� into atmospheric chemistry, affecting the 
concentrations of hydroxyl (OH) and ozone (O3). The increase in CH4 since the 
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pre-industrial era is responsible for about half of the estimated increase in bac�-
ground tropospheric O3 during that time. It should be noted that changes in OH 
concentration affect the lifetimes of other greenhouse gases such as hydrochlo-
rofluorocarbons (HCFCs) and hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs).

In 2003, CH4 increased by about 5 ppb (parts per billion, 109, by dry air mole 
fraction), primarily due to increases in the Northern Hemisphere. This was fol-
lowed by a small decrease in 2004 and little change from those levels in 2005. 
The globally averaged methane (CH4) concentration in 2005 was 1774.8 ppb, or 
2.8 ppb less than in 2004.

Stratospheric ozone over Antarctica on September 29, 2005, reached a min-
imum of 110 Dobson units (DU). This represented the 10th lowest minimum 
level in the 20 years of measurement of stratospheric ozone. A Dobson unit is 
the most basic measure used in ozone research. The unit is named after G. M. B. 
Dobson, one of the first scientists to investigate atmospheric ozone. He designed 
the Dobson spectrometer, which is the standard instrument used to measure 
ozone from the ground. The Dobson spectrometer measures the intensity of 
solar UV radiation at four wavelengths, two of which are absorbed by ozone 
and two of which are not. One Dobson unit is defined to be 0.01 mm thic�ness 
at STP (standard temperature and pressure  0°C and 1 atmosphere pressure). 
For example, when in an area all the ozone in a column is compressed to STPwhen in an area all the ozone in a column is compressed to STPin an area all the ozone in a column is compressed to STP 
and spread out evenly over the area and forms a slab of 3 mm thic�, then the 
ozone layer over that area is 300 DU.

1.4.4	 carbon	Monoxide
Unli�e CO2 and CH4, carbon monoxide (CO) does not strongly absorb terres-
trial infrared radiation but affects climate through its chemistry. The chemistry 
of CO affects OH (which influences the lifetimes of CH4 and HFCs) and tro-
pospheric O3 (which is by itself a greenhouse gas), so emissions of CO can 
be considered equivalent to emissions of CH4. Current emissions of CO may 
contribute more to radiative forcing over decade time scales than emissions of 
anthropogenic nitrous oxide.

Because the lifetime of CO is relatively short (a few months), the anomaly 
quic�ly disappeared and CO quic�ly returned to pre-1997 levels. Carbon mon-
oxide levels in 2005 were comparable to those found in the early 2000s. The 
globally averaged CO mole fraction in 2005 was 83.5 ppb, very near the aver-
age of the past five years. Since 1991, little trend in globally averaged CO has 
been observed.

1.4.5	 Nitrous	Oxide	and	sulfur	hexafluoride
Atmospheric N2O and sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) are present in lower con-
centrations than CO2, but the radiative forcing of each is far greater. Nitrous 
oxide is the third strongest greenhouse gas, while each SF6 molecule is 22,200 
times more effective as an infrared absorber than one CO2 molecule and has an  
atmospheric lifetime of between 500 and 3200 years.
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The concentration of both species has grown at a linear rate, N2O at 0.76 ppb/
a (0.25% per year) since 1978 and SF6 at a rate of 0.22 ppt (parts per trillion, 
1012, by dry air mole fraction) per year (5%/a) since 1996. The concentration 
of 320 ppb N2O in 2005 has added a radiative forcing of around 0.17 W/m2 over 
the pre-industrial N2O concentration of around 270 ppb. Atmospheric N2O is 
also a major source of stratospheric nitric oxide (NO), a compound that helps to 
catalytically destroy stratospheric O3. The atmospheric concentration of SF6 has 
grown due to its use as an electrical insulator for power transmission throughout 
the world. Its global mean concentration was 5.75 ppt at the end of 2005. While 
total radiative forcing of SF6 from pre-industrial times to the present is relatively 
small (0.003 W/m2), its long atmospheric lifetime, high atmospheric growth rate, 
and high global-warming potential are a concern for the future.

1.4.6	 halocarbons
Concern over stratospheric ozone depletion has restricted or eliminated produc-
tion of many halocarbons. The phase-out of human-produced halocarbons was the 
result of the 1987 Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer. 
As a result of these efforts, mixing ratios of many ozone-depleting gases have been 
declining at the earth’s surface in recent years; this decline continued in 2005. 
Reports from many laboratories around the world that perform measurements of 
halocarbons show that tropospheric mixing ratios of CFC-12, the longest-lived 
and most abundant human-made ozone-depleting gas in the atmosphere, pea�ed 
within the last few years. These measurements also show that mixing ratios of 
some halogenated gases continue to increase globally. The most rapid increases 
are in HCFCs and HFCs, which are chemicals commonly used as replace-
ments for chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), halons, and other ozone-depleting gases. 
Although HCFCs contain chlorine (Cl) and deplete O3 with a reduced efficiency 
compared to CFCs, HFCs do not participate in O3 destroying reactions.

Changes in the direct radiative influence of long-lived halocarbons can be 
estimated from observed changes in atmospheric mixing ratios with �nowledge 
of trace gas radiative efficiencies. Such an analysis suggests that the direct 
radiative forcing of these gases was still increasing in 2005, though at a much 
slower rate than observed from 1970 to 1990.

1.4.7	 sea	level
In the global ocean, sea level was above the 1993–2001 base period mean 
and rose at a rate of 2.9  0.4 mm/a. The largest positive anomalies were in 
the tropics and the Southern Hemisphere. The globally averaged sea surface 
temperature (SST) also was above normal in 2005 (relative to the 1971–2002 
mean), reflecting the general warming trend in SST observed since 1971.

�.�  a brieF history oF solar enerGy
Solar energy is the oldest energy source ever used. The sun was adored by 
many ancient civilizations as a powerful god. The first �nown practical appli-
cation was in drying for preserving food (Kalogirou, 2004).
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Probably the oldest large-scale application �nown to us is the burning of the 
Roman fleet in the bay of Syracuse by Archimedes, the Gree� mathematician 
and philosopher (287–212 B.C.). Scientists discussed this event for centuries. 
From 100 B.C. to 1100 A.D., authors made reference to this event, although 
later it was criticized as a myth because no technology existed at that time to 
manufacture mirrors (Delyannis, 1967). The basic question was whether or not 
Archimedes �new enough about the science of optics to devise a simple way to 
concentrate sunlight to a point at which ships could be burned from a distance. 
Nevertheless, Archimedes had written a boo�, On Burning Mirrors (Meinel and 
Meinel, 1976), which is �nown only from references, since no copy survived.

The Gree� historian Plutarch (46–120 A.D.) referred to the incident, saying 
that the Romans, seeing that indefinite mischief overwhelmed them from no 
visible means, began to thin� they were fighting with the gods.

In his boo�, Optics Vitelio, a Polish mathematician described the burning of 
the Roman fleet in detail (Delyannis and Belessiotis, 2000; Delyannis, 1967): 
“The burning glass of Archimedes composed of 24 mirrors, which conveyed the 
rays of the sun into a common focus and produced an extra degree of heat.”

Proclus repeated Archimedes’ experiment during the Byzantine period and 
burned the war fleet of enemies besieging Byzance in Constantinople (Delyannis, 
1967).

Eighteen hundred years after Archimedes, Athanasius Kircher (1601–1680) 
carried out some experiments to set fire to a woodpile at a distance in order to 
see whether the story of Archimedes had any scientific validity, but no report 
of his findings survives (Meinel and Meinel, 1976).

Many historians, however, believe that Archimedes did not use mirrors but 
the shields of soldiers, arranged in a large parabola, for focusing the sun’s rays 
to a common point on a ship. This fact proved that solar radiation could be a 
powerful source of energy. Many centuries later, scientists again considered solar 
radiation as a source of energy, trying to convert it into a usable form for direct 
utilization.

Amazingly, the very first applications of solar energy refer to the use of 
concentrating collectors, which are, by their nature (accurate shape construc-
tion) and the requirement to follow the sun, more “difficult” to apply. During 
the 18th century, solar furnaces capable of melting iron, copper, and other met-
als were being constructed of polished iron, glass lenses, and mirrors. The 
furnaces were in use throughout Europe and the Middle East. One of the first 
large-scale applications was the solar furnace built by the well-�nown French 
chemist Lavoisier, who, around 1774, constructed powerful lenses to concen-
trate solar radiation (see Figure 1.4). This attained the remar�able tempera-
ture of 1750°C. The furnace used a 1.32 m lens plus a secondary 0.2 m lens 
to obtain such temperature, which turned out to be the maximum achieved for 
100 years. Another application of solar energy utilization in this century was 
carried out by the French naturalist Boufon (1747–1748), who experimented 
with various devices that he described as “hot mirrors burning at long distance” 
(Delyannis, 2003).
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During the 19th century, attempts were made to convert solar energy into other 
forms based upon the generation of low-pressure steam to operate steam engines. 
August Monchot pioneered this field by constructing and operating several solar-
powered steam engines between the years 1864 and 1878 in Europe and North 
Africa. One of them was presented at the 1878 International Exhibition in Paris 
(see Figure 1.5). The solar energy gained was used to produce steam to drive a 

FiGure �.�  Solar furnace used by Lavoisier in 1774.

FiGure �.�  Parabolic collector powering a printing press at the 1878 Paris Exposition.
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printing machine (Mouchot, 1878; 1880). Evaluation of one built at Tours by the 
French government showed that it was too expensive to be considered feasible. 
Another one was set up in Algeria. In 1875, Mouchot made a notable advance 
in solar collector design by ma�ing one in the form of a truncated cone reflector. 
Mouchot’s collector consisted of silver-plated metal plates and had a diameter of 
5.4 m and a collecting area of 18.6 m2. The moving parts weighed 1400 �g.

Abel Pifre, a contemporary of Mouchot, also made solar engines (Meinel 
and Meinel, 1976; Kreider and Kreith, 1977). Pifre’s solar collectors were par-
abolic reflectors made of very small mirrors. In shape they loo�ed rather simi-
lar to Mouchot’s truncated cones.

The efforts were continued in the United States, where John Ericsson, an 
American engineer, developed the first steam engine driven directly by solar 
energy. Ericsson built eight systems that had parabolic troughs by using either 
water or air as the wor�ing medium (Jordan and Ibele, 1956).

In 1901 A. G. Eneas installed a 10 m diameter focusing collector that pow-
ered a water-pumping apparatus at a California farm. The device consisted 
of a large umbrella-li�e structure open and inverted at an angle to receive 
the full effect of the sun’s rays on the 1788 mirrors that lined the inside sur-
face. The sun’s rays were concentrated at a focal point where the boiler was 
located. Water within the boiler was heated to produce steam, which in turn 
powered a conventional compound engine and centrifugal pump (Kreith and  
Kreider, 1978).

In 1904, a Portuguese priest, Father Himalaya, constructed a large solar fur-
nace. This was exhibited at the St. Louis World’s Fair. This furnace appeared quite 
modern in structure, being a large, off-axis, parabolic horn collector (Meinel and 
Meinel, 1976).

In 1912, Fran� Shuman, in collaboration with C. V. Boys, undertoo� to build 
the world’s largest pumping plant in Meadi, Egypt. The system was placed in 
operation in 1913, using long parabolic cylinders to focus sunlight onto a long 
absorbing tube. Each cylinder was 62 m long, and the total area of the several 
ban�s of cylinders was 1200 m2. The solar engine developed as much as 37 to 
45 �W continuously for a five-hour period (Kreith and Kreider, 1978). Despite 
the plant’s success, it was completely shut down in 1915 due to the onset of 
World War I and cheaper fuel prices.

During the last 50 years, many variations were designed and constructed 
using focusing collectors as a means of heating the transfer of wor�ing fluid 
that powered mechanical equipment. The two primary solar technologies used 
are central receivers and distributed receivers employing various point and 
line focus optics to concentrate sunlight. Central receiver systems use fields of 
heliostats (two-axis trac�ing mirrors) to focus the sun’s radiant energy onto a 
single tower-mounted receiver (SERI, 1987). Distributed receiver technology 
includes parabolic dishes, Fresnel lenses, parabolic troughs, and special bowls. 
Parabolic dishes trac� the sun in two axes and use mirrors to focus radiant 
energy onto a point focus receiver. Troughs and bowls are line focus trac�ing 
reflectors that concentrate sunlight onto receiver tubes along their focal lines. 
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Receiver temperatures range from 100°C in low-temperature troughs to close 
to 1500°C in dish and central receiver systems (SERI, 1987).

Today, many large solar plants have output in the megawatt range to pro-
duce electricity or process heat. The first commercial solar plant was installed 
in Albuquerque, New Mexico, in 1979. It consisted of 220 heliostats and had 
an output of 5 MW. The second was erected at Barstow, California, with a total 
thermal output of 35 MW. Most of the solar plants produce electricity or pro-
cess heat for industrial use and they provide superheated steam of 673 K. Thus, 
they can provide electricity or steam to drive small-capacity conventional 
desalination plants driven by thermal or electrical energy.

Another area of interest, hot water and house heating, appeared in the mid-
1930s but gained interest in the last half of the 1940s. Until then, millions of 
houses were heated by coal-burning boilers. The idea was to heat water and 
feed it to the radiator system that was already installed.

The manufacture of solar water heaters began in the early 1960s. The 
industry of solar water heater manufacturing expanded very quic�ly in many 
countries of the world. Typical solar water heaters in many cases are of the ther-
mosiphon type and consist of two flat-plate solar collectors having an absorber 
area between 3 and 4 m2 and a storage tan� with capacity between 150 and 180 
liters, all installed on a suitable frame. An auxiliary electric immersion heater or 
a heat exchanger, for central heating-assisted hot water production, are used in 
winter during periods of low solar insolation. Another important type of solar 
water heater is the forced circulation type. In this system, only the solar pan-
els are visible on the roof, the hot water storage tan� is located indoors in a 
plant room, and the system is completed with piping, a pump, and a differential 
thermostat. Obviously, this type is more appealing, mainly for architectural and 
aesthetic reasons, but it is also more expensive, especially for small installations 
(Kalogirou, 1997). More details on these systems are given in Chapter 5.

1.5.1	 Photovoltaics
Becquerel discovered the photovoltaic effect in selenium in 1839. The conver-
sion efficiency of the “new” silicon cells, developed in 1958, was 11%, although 
the cost was prohibitively high ($1000/W). The first practical application of 
solar cells was in space, where cost was not a barrier, since no other source 
of power is available. Research in the 1960s resulted in the discovery of other 
photovoltaic materials such as gallium arsenide (GaAs). These could operate 
at higher temperatures than silicon but were much more expensive. The global 
installed capacity of photovoltaics at the end of 2002 was near 2 GWp (Lysen, 
2003). Photovoltaic cells are made of various semiconductors, which are materi-
als that are only moderately good conductors of electricity. The materials most 
commonly used are silicon (Si) and compounds of cadmium sulphide (Cds), 
cuprous sulphide (Cu2S), and gallium arsenide (GaAs).

Amorphous silicon cells are composed of silicon atoms in a thin homoge-
nous layer rather than a crystal structure. Amorphous silicon absorbs light more 
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effectively than crystalline silicon, so the cells can be thinner. For this reason, 
amorphous silicon is also �nown as a thin film PV technology. Amorphous sili-
con can be deposited on a wide range of substrates, both rigid and flexible, which 
ma�es it ideal for curved surfaces and “foldaway” modules. Amorphous cells 
are, however, less efficient than crystalline-based cells, with typical efficiencies 
of around 6%, but they are easier and therefore cheaper to produce. Their low 
cost ma�es them ideally suited for many applications where high efficiency is 
not required and low cost is important.

Amorphous silicon (a-Si) is a glassy alloy of silicon and hydrogen (about 
10%). Several properties ma�e it an attractive material for thin film solar cells:

1.	 Silicon is abundant and environmentally safe.
2.	 Amorphous silicon absorbs sunlight extremely well, so that only a very 

thin active solar cell layer is required (about 1 m as compared to 100 m 
or so for crystalline solar cells), thus greatly reducing solar cell material 
requirements.

3.	 Thin films of a-Si can be deposited directly on inexpensive support 
materials such as glass, sheet steel, or plastic foil.

A number of other promising materials, such as cadmium telluride (CdTe) 
and copper indium diselenide (CIS), are now being used for PV modules. The 
attraction of these technologies is that they can be manufactured by relatively 
inexpensive industrial processes, in comparison to crystalline silicon tech-
nologies, yet they typically offer higher module efficiencies than amorphous 
silicon.

The PV cells are pac�ed into modules that produce a specific voltage and cur-
rent when illuminated. PV modules can be connected in series or in parallel to 
produce larger voltages or currents. Photovoltaic systems can be used indepen-
dently or in conjunction with other electrical power sources. Applications pow-
ered by PV systems include communications (both on earth and in space), remote 
power, remote monitoring, lighting, water pumping, and battery charging.

The two basic types of PV applications are the stand-alone and the grid-
connected systems. Stand-alone PV systems are used in areas that are not eas-
ily accessible or have no access to mains electricity grids. A stand-alone system 
is independent of the electricity grid, with the energy produced normally being 
stored in batteries. A typical stand-alone system would consist of PV module 
or modules, batteries, and a charge controller. An inverter may also be included 
in the system to convert the direct current (DC) generated by the PV modules 
to the alternating current form (AC) required by normal appliances.

In the grid-connected applications, the PV system is connected to the local 
electricity networ�. This means that during the day, the electricity generated 
by the PV system can either be used immediately (which is normal for sys-
tems installed in offices and other commercial buildings) or sold to an electric-
ity supply company (which is more common for domestic systems, where the 
occupier may be out during the day). In the evening, when the solar system is 
unable to provide the electricity required, power can be bought bac� from the 
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networ�. In effect, the grid acts as an energy storage system, which means the 
PV system does not need to include battery storage.

When PVs started to be used for large-scale commercial applications about 
20 years ago, their efficiency was well below 10%. Nowadays, their efficiency 
has increased to about 15%. Laboratory or experimental units can give efficien-
cies of more than 30%, but these have not been commercialized yet. Although 
20 years ago PVs were considered a very expensive solar system, the present 
cost is around $5000/�We, and there are good prospects for further reduction in 
the coming years. More details on photovoltaics are included in Chapter 9 of 
this boo�.

1.5.2	 solar	desalination
The lac� of water was always a problem to humanity. Therefore, among the first 
attempts to harness solar energy was the development of equipment suitable for 
the desalination of seawater. Solar distillation has been in practice for a long 
time (Kalogirou, 2005).

As early as in the fourth century B.C., Aristotle described a method to evapo-
rate impure water and then condense it to obtain potable water. However, histori-
cally, probably one of the first applications of seawater desalination by distillation 
is depicted in the drawing shown in Figure 1.6. The need to produce freshwater 
onboard emerged by the time the long-distance trips were possible. The draw-
ing illustrates an account by Alexander of Aphrodisias in 200 A.D., who said that 

FiGure �.�  Sailors producing freshwater with seawater distillation.
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sailors at sea boiled seawater and suspended large sponges from the mouth of a 
brass vessel to absorb what evaporated. In drawing this liquid off the sponges, 
they found it was sweet water (Kalogirou, 2005).

Solar distillation has been in practice for a long time. According to Mali� et al.  
(1985), the earliest documented wor� is that of an Arab alchemist in the 15th 
century, reported by Mouchot in 1869. Mouchot reported that the Arab alche-
mist had used polished Damascus mirrors for solar distillation.

Until medieval times, no important applications of desalination by solar energy 
existed. During this period, solar energy was used to fire alembics in order to con-
centrate dilute alcoholic solutions or herbal extracts for medical applications and 
to produce wine and various perfume oils. The stills, or alembics, were discovered 
in Alexandria, Egypt, during the Hellenistic period. Cleopatra the Wise, a Gree� 
alchemist, developed many distillers of this type (Bittel, 1959). One of them is 
shown in Figure 1.7 (Kalogirou, 2005). The head of the pot was called the ambix, 
which in Gree� means the “head of the still,” but this word was applied very often 
to the whole still. The Arabs, who overtoo� science and especially alchemy about 
the seventh century, named the distillers Al-Ambiq, from which came the name 
alembic (Delyannis, 2003).

Mouchot (1879), the well-�nown French scientist who experimented with 
solar energy, in one of his numerous boo�s mentions that, in the 15th century, 
Arab alchemists used polished Damascus concave mirrors to focus solar radia-
tion onto glass vessels containing saltwater to produce freshwater. He also 
reports on his own solar energy experiments to distill alcohol and an apparatus 
he developed with a metal mirror having a linear focus in which a boiler was 
located along its focal line.

FiGure �.�  Cleopatra’s alembic.
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Later on, during the Renaissance, Giovani Batista Della Porta (1535–1615), 
one of the most important scientists of his time, wrote many boo�s, which were 
translated into French, Italian, and German. In one of them, Magiae Naturalis, 
which appeared in 1558, he mentions three desalination systems (Delyannis, 
2003). In 1589, he issued a second edition in which, in the volume on distilla-
tion, he mentions seven methods of desalination. The most important of them 
is a solar distillation apparatus that converted brac�ish water into freshwa-
ter. In this, wide earthen pots were used, exposed to the intense heat of the 
solar rays to evaporate water, and the condensate collected into vases placed 
underneath (Nebbia and Nebbia-Menozzi, 1966). He also describes a method 
to obtain freshwater from the air (what is �nown today as the humidification–
dehumidification method).

Around 1774, the great French chemist Lavoisier used large glass lenses, 
mounted on elaborate supporting structures, to concentrate solar energy on 
the contents of distillation flas�s. The use of silver- or aluminum-coated glass 
reflectors to concentrate solar energy for distillation has also been described by 
Mouchot.

In 1870, the first American patent on solar distillation was granted to the 
experimental wor� of Wheeler and Evans. Almost everything we �now about 
the basic operation of the solar stills and the corresponding corrosion problems 
is described in that patent. The inventors described the greenhouse effect, ana-
lyzed in detail the cover condensation and re-evaporation, and discussed the 
dar� surface absorption and the possibility of corrosion problems. High operat-
ing temperatures were claimed as well as means of rotating the still in order to 
follow the solar incident radiation (Wheeler and Evans, 1870).

Two years later, in 1872, an engineer from Sweden, Carlos Wilson, designed 
and built the first large solar distillation plant, in Las Salinas, Chile (Harding, 
1883); thus, solar stills were the first to be used on large-scale distilled water 
production. The plant was constructed to provide freshwater to the wor�ers and 
their families at a saltpeter mine and a nearby silver mine. They used the salt-
peter mine effluents, of very high salinity (140,000 ppm), as feedwater to the 
stills. The plant was constructed of wood and timber framewor� covered with 
one sheet of glass. It consisted of 64 bays having a total surface area of 4450 m2 
and a total land surface area of 7896 m2. It produced 22.70 m3 of freshwater per 
day (about 4.9 L/m2). The still was operated for 40 years and was abandoned 
only after a freshwater pipe was installed, supplying water to the area from the 
mountains.

In the First World Symposium on Applied Solar Energy, which too� place 
in November 1955, Maria Tel�es described the Las Salinas solar distilla-
tion plant and reported that it was in operation for about 36 continuous years 
(Tel�es, 1956a).

The use of solar concentrators in solar distillation was reported by Louis 
Pasteur, in 1928, who used a concentrator to focus solar rays onto a copper 
boiler containing water. The steam generated from the boiler was piped to a 
conventional water-cooled condenser in which distilled water was accumulated.
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A renewal of interest in solar distillation occurred after the First World 
War, at which time several new devices had been developed, such as the roof-
type, tilted wic�, inclined tray, and inflated stills.

Before the Second World War only a few solar distillation systems existed. 
One of them, designed by C. G. Abbot, is a solar distillation device, similar to 
that of Mouchot (Abbot, 1930; 1938). At the same time some research on solar 
distillation was underta�en in the USSR (Trofimov, 1930; Te�uchev, 1938). 
During the years 1930–1940, the dryness in California initiated the interest 
in desalination of saline water. Some projects were started, but the depressed 
economy at that time did not permit any research or applications. Interest grew 
stronger during the Second World War, when hundreds of Allied troops suf-
fered from lac� of drin�ing water while stationed in North Africa, the Pacific 
islands, and other isolated places. Then a team from MIT, led by Maria Tel�es, 
began experiments with solar stills (Tel�es, 1943). At the same time, the U.S. 
National Research Defense Committee sponsored research to develop solar 
desalters for military use at sea. Many patents were granted (Delano, 1946a; 
1946b; 1946c) for individual small plastic solar distillation apparatuses that 
were developed to be used on lifeboats or rafts. These were designed to float 
on seawater when inflated and were used extensively by the U.S. Navy during 
the war (Tel�es, 1945). Tel�es continued to investigate various configurations 
of solar stills, including glass-covered and multiple-effect solar stills (Tel�es, 
1951; 1953; 1956b).

The explosion of urban population and the tremendous expansion of indus-
try after the Second World War again brought the problem of good-quality water 
into focus. In July 1952, the Office of Saline Water (OSW) was established in 
the United States, the main purpose of which was to finance basic research on 
desalination. The OSW promoted desalination application through research. Five 
demonstration plants were built, and among them was a solar distillation plant 
in Daytona Beach, Florida, where many types and configurations of solar stills 
(American and foreign) were tested (Talbert et al., 1970). G. O. G. Loef, as a 
consultant to the OSW in the 1950s, also experimented with solar stills, such as 
basin-type stills, solar evaporation with external condensers, and multiple-effect 
stills, at the OSW experimental station in Daytona Beach (Loef, 1954).

In the following years, many small-capacity solar distillation plants 
were erected on Caribbean islands by McGill University of Canada. Everett 
D. Howe, from the Sea Water Conversion Laboratory of the University of 
California, Ber�eley, was another pioneer in solar stills who carried out many 
studies on solar distillation (Kalogirou, 2005).

Experimental wor� on solar distillation was also performed at the National 
Physical Laboratory, New Delhi, India, and the Central Salt and Marine Chemical 
Research Institute, Bhavnagar, India. In Australia, the Commonwealth Scientific 
and Industrial Research Organization (CSIRO) in Melbourne carried out a 
number of studies on solar distillation. In 1963, a prototype bay-type still was 
developed, covered with glass and lined with blac� polyethylene sheet (CSIRO, 
1960). Solar distillation plants were constructed using this prototype still in theusing this prototype still in thein the 
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Australian desert, providing freshwater from saline well water for people and 
livestoc�. At the same time, V. A. Baum in the USSR was experimenting with 
solar stills (Baum, 1960; 1961; Baum and Bairamov, 1966).

Between 1965 and 1970, solar distillation plants were constructed on four 
Gree� islands to provide small communities with freshwater (Delyannis, 1968). 
The design of the stills, done at the Technical University of Athens, was of the 
asymmetric glass-covered greenhouse type with aluminum frames. The stills 
used seawater as feed and were covered with single glass. Their capacity ranged 
from 2044 to 8640 m3/d. In fact, the installation in the island of Patmos is the 
largest solar distillation plant ever built. On three more Gree� islands, another 
three solar distillation plants were erected. These were plastic-covered stills (ted-
lar) with capacities of 2886, 388, and 377 m3/d, which met the summer freshwa-
ter needs of the Young Men’s Christian Association (YMCA) campus.

Solar distillation plants were also constructed on the islands of Porto Santo 
and Madeira, Portugal, and in India, for which no detailed information exists. 
Today, most of these plants are not in operation. Although a lot of research is 
being carried out on solar stills, no large-capacity solar distillation plants have 
been constructed in recent years.

A number of solar desalination plants coupled with conventional desalina-
tion systems were installed in various locations in the Middle East. The major-
ity of these plants are experimental or demonstration scale. A survey of these 
simple methods of distilled water production, together with some other, more 
complicated ones, is presented in Chapter 8.

1.5.3	 solar	drying
Another application of solar energy is solar drying. Solar dryers have been used 
primarily by the agricultural industry. The objective in drying an agricultural prod-
uct is to reduce its moisture contents to a level that prevents deterioration within a 
period of time regarded as the safe storage period. Drying is a dual process of heat 
transfer to the product from a heating source and mass transfer of moisture from 
the interior of the product to its surface and from the surface to the surrounding 
air. For many centuries farmers were using open-sun drying. Recently however,For many centuries farmers were using open-sun drying. Recently however, 
solar dryers have been used which are more effective and efficient.

The objective of a dryer is to supply the product with more heat than is 
available under ambient conditions, increasing sufficiently the vapor pres-
sure of the moisture held within the crop, thus enhancing moisture migration 
from within the crop and decreasing significantly the relative humidity of the 
drying air, hence increasing its moisture-carrying capability and ensuring a  
sufficiently low equilibrium moisture content.

In solar drying, solar energy is used as either the sole heating source or 
a supplemental source, and the air flow can be generated by either forced or 
natural convection. The heating procedure could involve the passage of the 
preheated air through the product or by directly exposing the product to solar 
radiation, or a combination of both. The major requirement is the transfer of 
heat to the moist product by convection and conduction from surrounding air 
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mass at temperatures above that of the product, by radiation mainly from the 
sun and to a little extent from surrounding hot surfaces, or by conduction from 
heated surfaces in conduct with the product. More information on solar dryers 
can be found in Chapter 7.

1.5.4	 Passive	solar	buildings
Finally, another area of solar energy is related to passive solar buildings. The 
term passive system is applied to buildings that include, as integral parts of the 
building, elements that admit, absorb, store, and release solar energy and thus 
reduce the need for auxiliary energy for comfort heating. These elements have 
to do with the correct orientation of buildings, the correct sizing of openings, 
the use of overhangs and other shading devices, and the use of insulation and 
thermal mass. For many years however, many of these were used based mostly 
on experience. These are investigated in Chapter 6 of this boo�.These are investigated in Chapter 6 of this boo�..

�.�  other renewable enerGy systems
This section briefly reviews other renewable energy systems not covered in thisreviews other renewable energy systems not covered in thisother renewable energy systems not covered in this 
boo�. More details on these systems can be found in other publications.

1.6.1	 Wind	energy
Wind is generated by atmospheric pressure differences, driven by solar power. Of 
the total of 175,000 TW of solar power reaching the earth, about 1200 TW (0.7%) 
are used to drive the atmospheric pressure system. This power generates a �inetic 
energy reservoir of 750 EJ with a turnover time of 7.4 days (Soerensen, 1979). 
This conversion process ta�es place mainly in the upper layers of the atmosphere, 
at around 12 �m height (where the “jet streams” occur). If it is assumed that about 
4.6% of the �inetic power is available in the lowest strata of the atmosphere, the 
world wind potential is on the order of 55 TW. Therefore it can be concluded 
that, purely on a theoretical basis and disregarding the mismatch between supply 
and demand, the wind could supply an amount of electrical energy equal to the 
present world electricity demand.

As a consequence of the linear relationship between wind speed and wind 
power (and hence energy), one should be careful in using average wind speed 
data (m/s) to derive wind power data (W/m2). Local geographical circumstances 
may lead to mesoscale wind structures, which have a much higher energy con-
tent than one would calculate from the most commonly used wind speed fre-
quency distribution (Rayleigh). Ma�ing allowances for the increase of wind 
speed with height, it follows that the energy available at, say, 25 m varies from 
around 1.2 MWh/m2/a to around 5 MWh/m2/a in the windiest regions. Higher 
energy levels are possible if hilly sites are used or local topography funnels a 
prevailing wind through valleys.

A BriEf hiSTOriCAL inTrOduCTiOn inTO wind EnErGy
In terms of capacity, wind energy is the most widely used renewable energy 
source. Today there are many wind farms that produce electricity. Wind energy 
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is, in fact, an indirect activity of the sun. Its use as energy goes as far bac� as 
4000 years, during the dawn of historical times. It was adored, li�e the sun, as a 
god. For the Gree�s, wind was the god Aeolos, the “flying man.” After this god’s 
name, wind energy is sometimes referred to as Aeolian energy (Delyannis, 2003).

In the beginning, about 4000 years ago, wind energy was used for the pro-
pulsion of sailing ships. In antiquity, this was the only energy available to drive 
ships sailing in the Mediterranean Basin and other seas, and even today, it is 
used for sailing small leisure boats. At about the same period, windmills, which 
were used mainly to grind various crops, appeared (appeared ( (Kalogirou, 2005).

It is believed that the genesis of windmills, though not proven, lay in the 
prayer mills of Tibet. The oldest, very primitive windmills have been found at 
Neh, eastern Iran, and on the Afghanistan borders (Major, 1990). Many wind-
mills have been found in Persia, India, Sumatra, and Bactria. It is believed, in 
general, that many of the windmills were constructed by the Gree�s, who immi-
grated to Asia with the troops of Alexander the Great (Delyannis, 2003). The 
earliest written document about windmills is a Hindu boo� of about 400 B.C., 
called Arthasastra of Kantilys (Soerensen, 1995), in which there is a suggestion 
for the use of windmills to pump water. In Western Europe, windmills came later, 
during the 12th century, with the first written reference in the 1040–1180 A.D.  
time frame (Merriam, 1980).

The famous Swiss mathematician, Leonhard Euler, developed the wind 
wheel theory and related equations, which are, even today, the most important 
principles for turbogenerators. The ancestor of today’s vertical axis wind tur-
bines was developed by Darrieus (1931), but it too� about 50 years to be com-
mercialized, in the 1970s. Scientists in Denmar� first installed wind turbines 
during the Second World War to increase the electrical capacity of their grid. 
They installed 200 �W Gedser mill turbines, which were in operation until the 
1960s (Dodge and Thresler, 1989).

wind TurBinES
The theoretical maximum aerodynamic conversion efficiency of wind turbines 
from wind to mechanical power is 59%. However, the fundamental properties 
of even the most efficient of modern aerofoil sections, used for blades of large- 
and medium-size wind turbines, limit the pea� achievable efficiency to around 
48%. In practice, the need to economize on blade costs tends to lead to the 
construction of slender-bladed, fast-running wind turbines with pea� efficien-
cies a little below the optimum, say 45%. The average year-round efficiency 
of most turbines is about half this figure. This is due to the need to shut down 
the wind turbine in low or high winds and limit the power once the rated level 
is reached. Further, a reduction of the average efficiency is caused by generator 
(and gearbox) losses and because the machine does not always operate at its 
optimum wor�ing point (Beurs�ens and Garrad, 1996).

Wind turbines represent a mature technology for power production, and 
they are commercially available on a wide range of nominal power. In spite of 
the technology’s maturity, new control strategies and improved energy storage  
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systems increased the production of wind turbines. A picture of how the wind 
turbine diameter and power increased in the last 25 years is shown in Figure 
1.8. It is anticipated that by 2010, machines with diameters of 180 m that are 
capable of producing 8–12 MW will be produced. These are possible today after 
the recent developments in the carbon fiber–reinforced blade production, which 
allows the manufacture of long and strong blades with small weight.

ECOnOmy
In many countries, wind power is already competitive with fossil and nuclear 
power when the external and social costs are included. The often-perceived 
disadvantage of wind energy (and solar energy) is that being an intermittent 
(stochastically varying) source not representing any capacity credit ma�es the 
resource of uncertain value for large-scale electricity production; this, however, 
is not true. Utility studies have shown that wind energy does represent a certain 
capacity credit, though at a factor of 2–3 lower than the value for nuclear and 
fossil fuel-fired plants. Therefore, wind energy replaces fossil fuels and saves 
capacity of other generating plants.

The growth in installed wind power is hampered by a number of barriers. 
These are public acceptance, land requirements, visual impact, audible noise, 
telecommunication interference, and various impacts on natural habitat and 
wildlife. Most of these problems, however, are solved by the installation of off-
shore wind par�s.

Wind energy technology has progressed significantly over the last two 
decades, driving down capital costs to as low as $1000 per �W. At this level of 
capital costs, wind power is already economical at locations with fairly good 
wind resources. Therefore, the average annual growth in worldwide wind energy 
capacity was over 30% for the last five years. The total worldwide installed 
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capacity reached a level of 59 GW in 2005 (WWEA, 2007). The world’s total 
theoretical potential for onshore wind power is around 55 TW, with a practical 
potential of at least 2 TW, which is about two thirds of the entire present world-
wide generating capacity. The offshore wind energy potential is even larger.

Wind energy can compete with energy from other sources (coal, oil, and 
nuclear) only under favorable wind and grid conditions. Further decrease in 
cost will extend the mar�et potential for wind turbine systems considerably. 
Decrease in the cost of wind energy can be achieved by reducing the relative 
investment cost, introducing reliability design methods, and exploiting the best 
available wind sites.

wind EnErGy SySTEmS TEChnOLOGy
The exploitation of wind energy today uses a wide range of machine sizes 
and types, giving a range of different economic performances. Today there 
are small machines up to about 300 �W and large-capacity ones that are in the 
megawatt range. A photograph of a wind par� is shown in Figure 1.9.

The technology of the wind turbine generators currently in use is only 25 
years old, and investment in it so far has been rather modest, compared with 
other energy sources. Nearly all the wind turbines manufactured by industry are 
of the horizontal axis type, and most of them have a three-bladed rotor. However, 
for some years now, machines have been constructed with two blades to reduce 
the costs and prolong the life of machines by ma�ing them lighter and more flex-
ible by reducing the number of high-technology components.

Europe installed 7588 MW of wind turbines in 2006, valued at 9 billion 
Euros, an increase of 23% over the installation levels of 2005. The mar�et for 
European wind power capacity bro�e new records in 2006, according to annual 
statistics from the European Wind Energy Association (EWEA). The cumula-
tive wind capacity in the European Union increased 19% to 48,027 MW, which 
can generate 100 TWh of electricity in an average wind year, equal to 3.3% of 
total EU power consumption.

FiGure �.�  A photograph of a wind park.
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For the seventh year in a row, wind is second only to gas-fired capacity 
(8500 MW) in terms of new electricity-generating installations. Germany and 
Spain continue to attract the majority of investments (last year representing 50% 
of the EU mar�et), but there is a “healthy trend in the European mar�et towards 
less reliance on Germany and Spain.” In 2002, 680 MW of European wind capac-
ity was installed outside Germany, Spain, and Denmar�; in 2006, that level was 
3755 MW. Excluding the three pioneering countries, this represents a sixfold 
increase in the annual mar�et in four years. The figures clearly confirm that a 
second wave of European countries is investing in wind power.

It is clear that this investment is due to the strong effect of the EU Renewable 
Electricity Directive passed in 2001, which urges the European Commission and 
the council to introduce safeguard measures that ensure legal stability for renew-
able electricity in Europe. These figures confirm that sector-specific legislation 
is the most efficient way to boost renewable electricity production.

Germany installed 2233 MW of turbines in 2006, 23% more than in 2005, 
and passed the 20,000 MW mar�. Spain was the second largest mar�et, with 
1587 MW, while France moved into third place from sixth by installing 810 MW 
during 2006. Portugal installed 694 MW of new capacity, more than in any pre-
vious year, and is constructing another 1063 MW on its way to meet the gov-
ernment target of 3750 MW by 2010. The United Kingdom installed 634 MW 
in 2006, and its total installed capacity increased by 47%, while Italy installed 
417 MW and Ireland set a new record with 250 MW, increasing its total capacity 
by 50%. Wind energy in the new EU-12 countries tripled to 183 MW last year, 
mostly in Poland, Lithuania, and Hungary. Bulgaria installed 22 MW, while 
Romania installed 1.3 MW of turbines. Eight countries in the EU now have sur-
passed the 1000 MW threshold of wind capacity.

The investments made to achieve this level of development have led to a 
steady accumulation of field experience and organizational learning. Ta�en 
together, many small engineering improvements, better operation and mainte-
nance practices, improved wind prospects, and a variety of other incremental 
improvements have led to steady cost reductions.

Technological advances promise continued cost reductions. For example, 
the falling cost of electronic controls has made it possible to replace mechani-
cal frequency controls with electronic systems. In addition, modern computer 
technology has made it possible to substantially improve the design of blades 
and other components.

The value of wind electricity depends on the characteristics of the utility 
system into which it is integrated, as well as on regional wind conditions. Some 
areas, particularly warm coastal areas, have winds with seasonal and daily 
patterns that correlate with demand, whereas others have winds that do not. 
Analyses conducted in the United Kingdom, Denmar�, and the Netherlands 
ma�e it clear that wind systems have greater value if numerous generating sites 
are connected, because it is li�ely that wind power fluctuations from a system 
of turbines installed at many widely separated sites will be less than at any 
individual site.
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1.6.2	 biomass
Biomass energy is a generic term applied to energy production achieved from 
organic material bro�en down into two broad categories:

n Woody biomass. Forestry timber, residues and co-products, other woody 
material including thinning and cleaning from woodlands (�nown as for-
estry arisings), untreated wood products, energy crops such as willow, 
short rotation coppice (SRC), and miscanthus (elephant grass).

n Non-woody biomass. Animal wastes, industrial and biodegradable 
municipal products from food processing and high-energy crops such as 
rape, sugarcane, and corn.

Biomass, mainly in the form of industrial and agricultural residues, pro-
vided electricity for many years with conventional steam turbine power gen-
erators. The United States currently has more than 8000 MWe of generating 
capacity fueled from biomass. Existing steam turbine conversion technologies 
are cost competitive in regions where low-cost biomass fuels are available, 
even though these technologies are comparatively inefficient at the small sizes 
required for biomass electricity production.

The performance of biomass electric systems can be improved dramatically 
by adapting to biomass advanced gasification technologies developed origi-
nally for coal. Biomass is a more attractive feedstoc� for gasification than coal 
because it is easier to gasify and has very low sulfur content, so expensive sul-
fur removal equipment is not required. Biomass integrated gasifier–gas turbine 
power systems with efficiencies of more than 40% have been commercially 
available since the early 1990s. These systems offer high efficiency and low 
unit capital costs for base load power generation at relatively modest scales 
of 100 MWe or less and can compete with coal-fired power plants, even when 
fueled with relatively costly biomass feedstoc�s.

Another form of energy related to agriculture is biogas. Animal waste is 
usually used for the generation of electricity from biogas. In these systems, the 
manure from animals is collected in special tan�s, and by the addition of oxy-
gen, methane is produced, which can be used directly in a diesel engine driving 
a generator to produce electricity. For these systems to be feasible, large farms 
or consortiums of farms are required. This method also solves the problem of 
disposing the manure, and as a by-product, we have the creation of a very good 
fertilizer. In the following subsections only biomass and biofuels are examined.

SuSTAinABLE BiOmASS PrOduCTiOn fOr EnErGy
The renewable energy-intensive global scenario described in Section 1.2 calls 
for some 400 million hectares of biomass plantations by the second quarter of 
the 21st century. If this magnitude of biomass is used, the questions raised arethe questions raised are are 
whether the net energy balances are sufficiently favorable to justify the effort, 
whether high biomass yields can be sustained over wide areas and long peri-
ods, and whether such plantations are environmentally acceptable (Johanson  
et al., 1993).
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Achieving high plantation yields requires energy inputs, especially for fertil-
izers and harvesting and hauling the biomass. The energy content of harvested 
biomass, however, is typically 10–15 times greater than the energy inputs.

However, whether such high yields can be achieved year after year is ques-
tionable. The question is critical because essential nutrients are removed from 
a site at harvest; if these nutrients are not replenished, soil fertility and yields 
will decline over time. Fortunately, replenishment is feasible with good man-
agement. Twigs and leaves, the parts of the plant in which nutrients tend to con-
centrate, should be left at the plantation site at harvest, and the mineral nutrients 
recovered as ash at energy conversion facilities should be returned to the plan-
tation soils. Nitrogen losses can be restored through the application of chemi-
cal fertilizers; ma�e-up requirements can be �ept low by choosing species that 
are especially efficient in the use of nutrients. Alternatively, plantations can be 
made nitrogen self-sufficient by growing nitrogen-fixing species, perhaps inter-
mixed with other species. In the future, it will be possible to reduce nutrient 
inputs by matching nutrient applications to a plant’s cyclic needs.

Intensive planting and harvesting activities can also increase erosion, leading 
to productivity declines. Erosion ris�s for annual energy crops would be similar 
to those for annual food crops, and so the cultivation of such crops should be 
avoided on erodible lands. For crops such as trees and perennial grasses, aver-
age erosion rates are low because planting is so infrequent, typically once every 
10–20 years.

An environmental drawbac� of plantations is that they support far fewer 
species than natural forests. Accordingly, it is proposed here that plantations 
be established not on areas now occupied by natural forests but instead on 
deforested and otherwise degraded lands in developing countries and on excess 
agricultural lands in industrialized countries. Moreover, a certain percentage of 
land should be maintained in a natural state as sanctuary for birds and other 
fauna, to help control pest populations. In short, plantations would actually 
improve the status quo with regard to biological diversity.

BiOfuELS
Recent advancements in distillation and blending technologies are being widely 
recognized as influencing the global proliferation of biofuels. The idea of biofu-
els is not new; in fact, Rudolf Diesel envisaged the significance of biofuels bac� 
in the 19th century, stating, “The use of vegetable oils for engine fuels may seem 
insignificant today. But such oils may become in the course of time, as important 
as petroleum and the coal tar products of the present time” (Cowman, 2007).

Rudolf Diesel’s first compression ignition engines ran on peanut oil at the 
World Exposition in Paris. The current drive toward greater use of biofuels is 
being pushed by the diversification of energy sources using renewable products, 
as reliance on carbon-based fuels becomes an issue, and the need to replace the 
methyl tertiary butyl ether (MTBE) component used in many of the world’s 
petroleum products. The change from fuels with an MTBE component started 
as an environmental issue in various parts of the world.
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Ethanol has been recognized as the natural choice for replacing MTBE, and 
the need for blending ethanol into petroleum products is now a global require-
ment. Brazil has long been the world’s leader when it comes to fuel ethanol 
capacity, but the United States is trying to exceed this and other countries in the 
Western Hemisphere by rapidly growing its production. European legislation 
has set substantial targets for the coming years, and EU Directive 2003/30/EC 
promoting the use of biofuels in transport sets a target of 5.75% use by 2010. 
Standards for biofuels have already been established, with the undiluted base 
products being defined as B100 (100% biodiesel) and El00 (100% ethanol). 
Subsequent blending will modify this number, such as a blend of 80% petrol 
and 20% ethanol, defined as E20, or a blend of 95% diesel and 5% biodiesel, 
defined as B5 (Cowman, 2007).

Biodiesel can be used in any concentration with petroleum-based die-
sel fuel, and little or no modification is required for existing diesel engines. 
Biodiesel is a domestic renewable fuel for diesel engines and is derived from 
vegetable oils and animal fats, including used oils and fats. Soybean oil is the 
leading vegetable oil produced in the United States and the leading feedstoc� 
for biodiesel production. Biodiesel is not the same as a raw vegetable oil; 
rather, it is produced by a chemical process that removes the glycerin and con-
verts the oil into methyl esters.

Utilizing the current petroleum distribution infrastructure, blending is typi-
cally carried out at the storage or loading terminal. The most common locations 
for blending are the storage tan�, the load rac� headers, or most effectively, at 
the load arm. The most important requirement for this process is the accurate 
volume measurement of each product. This can be done through sequential 
blending or ratio blending but most beneficially utilizing the side-stream blend-
ing technique.

Although petroleum products containing MTBE could be blended at the 
refinery and transported to the truc� or tan�er loading terminals via a pipeline or 
railcar, ethanol blended fuel contains properties that ma�e this difficult. Ethanol, 
by nature, attracts any H2O encountered on route or found in storage tan�s. If 
this happens in a 10% blend and the concentration of H2O in the blended fuel 
reaches 0.4%, the combined ethanol and H2O drops out of the blend. The exact 
point of dropout depends on the ethanol percentage, ma�e-up quantity, and tem-
perature. If this dropout occurs, the ethanol combines with the H2O and sepa-
rates from the fuel, dropping to the bottom of the storage tan�. The resulting 
blend goes out of specification, and getting bac� to the correct specification 
requires sending the contaminated ethanol bac� to the production plant.

The solution to this problem is to �eep the ethanol in a clean, dry envi-
ronment and blend the ethanol with the petroleum products when loading the 
transport truc�s and tan�ers. Moving the blend point to the loading point mini-
mizes the ris� of fuels being contaminated by H2O.

In general biodiesel processing, the fat or oil is degummed, then reacted 
with alcohol, such as methanol, in the presence of a catalyst to produce glyc-
erin and methyl esters (biodiesel). Methanol is supplied in excess to assist in 
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quic� conversion, and the unused portion is recovered and reused. The catalyst 
employed is typically sodium or potassium hydroxide, which has already been 
mixed with the methanol (Cowman, 2007).

Whereas fuel produced from agriculture has had only marginal use in today’s 
climate, there are political, environmental, legislative, and financial benefits 
for using biofuels. With oil prices remaining high and very unli�ely to reduce, 
demand for biofuel will continue to rise and provide exciting growth prospects 
for both investors and equipment manufacturers.both investors and equipment manufacturers.investors and equipment manufacturers.

1.6.3	 Geothermal	energy
Measurements show that the ground temperature below a certain depth remains 
relatively constant throughout the year. This is because the temperature fluc-
tuations at the surface of the ground are diminished as the depth of the ground 
increases due to the high thermal inertia of the soil.

There are different geothermal energy sources. They may be classified in 
terms of the measured temperature as low (100°C), medium (100–150°C), and 
high temperature (150°C). The thermal gradient in the earth varies between 
15 and 75°C per �m depth; nevertheless, the heat flux is anomalous in different 
continental areas. The cost of electrical energy is generally competitive, 0.6–2.8 
U.S. cents/MJ (2–10 U.S. cents/�Wh), and 0.3%, or 177.5 billion MJ/a (49.3 bil-
lion �Wh/a), of the world total electrical energy was generated in the year 2000 
from geothermal resources (Baldacci et al., 1998).

Geothermal power based on current hydrothermal technology can be locally 
significant in those parts of the world where there are favorable resources. About 
6 GWe of geothermal power were produced in the early 1990s and 15 GWe may 
be added during the next decade. If hot dry roc� geothermal technology is suc-
cessfully developed, the global geothermal potential will be much larger.

Deep geothermal heat plants operate with one- or two-hole systems. The 
high expenditure incurred in drilling holes discourages one from using this 
method in gaining thermal energy. The one-hole injection system or the use of 
existing single holes, made during crude oil or natural gas exploration, reduces 
the capital cost. In one-hole systems, the hole is adapted to locate in it a vertical 
exchanger with a double-pipe heat exchanger, in which the geothermal water is 
extracted via the inside pipe. Published characteristics allow the estimation of 
the gained geothermal heat energy flux as a function of the difference between 
the temperatures of extracted and injected water at different volume fluxes of 
the geothermal water. In general, the two-layer systems and two-hole systems 
are more advantageous than one-hole systems. More details of geothermal  
systems related to desalination are given in Chapter 8.

1.6.4	 hydrogen
Hydrogen, though the most common element in the universe, is not found in 
its pure form on earth and must be either electrolyzed from water or stripped 
out from natural gas, both of which are energy-intensive processes that result in 
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greenhouse gas emissions. Hydrogen is an energy carrier and not a fuel, as is usu-
ally wrongly asserted. Hydrogen produced electrolytically from wind or direct 
solar power sources and used in fuel cell vehicles can provide zero-emission  
transportation. As for any fuel, appropriate safety procedures must be followed. 
Although the hazards of hydrogen are different from those of the various hydro-
carbon fuels now in use, they are no greater.

The basic question is how to produce hydrogen in a clean, efficient way. 
Using natural gas, coal, or even nuclear power to produce hydrogen in many 
ways defeats the purpose of moving toward a future powered by hydrogen. In 
the first two instances, greenhouse gases are emitted in the process of produc-
ing the hydrogen, whereas in the last case, nuclear waste is generated.

As a nearly ideal energy carrier, hydrogen will play a critical role in a new, 
decentralized energy infrastructure that can provide power to vehicles, homes, 
and industries. However, the process of ma�ing hydrogen with fossil–based 
power can involve the emission of significant levels of greenhouse gases.

Although the element of hydrogen is the most abundant one in the universe, 
it must be extracted from biomass, water, or fossil fuels before it can ta�e the 
form of an energy carrier. A �ey issue in the future is to promote the generation 
of electricity from wind, then use that electricity to produce hydrogen.

Extracting hydrogen from water involves a process called electrolysis, defined 
as splitting elements apart using an electric current. Energy supplied from an 
external source, such as wind or the burning of a fossil fuel, is needed to drive 
the electrochemical reaction. An electrolyzer uses direct current to separate water 
into its component parts, hydrogen and oxygen. Supplementary components in 
the electrolyzer, such as pumps, valves, and controls, are generally supplied with 
alternating current from a utility connection. Water is “disassociated” at the 
anode, and ions are transported through the electrolyte. Hydrogen is collected 
at the cathode and oxygen at the anode. The process requires pure water.

Despite considerable interest in hydrogen, however, there is a significant 
downside to producing it by means of fossil fuel-generated electricity due to 
the emissions related to the electrolysis process. Hydrogen fuel promises little 
greenhouse gas mitigation if a developing hydrogen economy increases demand 
for fossil fuel electricity. On the other hand, using cleanly produced hydrogen 
can fundamentally change our relationship with the natural environment.

Electrolytic hydrogen may be attractive in regions such as Europe, South 
and East Asia, North Africa, and the southwestern United States, where pros-
pects for biomass-derived fuels are limited because of either high population 
density or lac� of water. Land requirements are small for both wind and direct 
solar sources, compared to those for biomass fuels. Moreover, as with wind 
electricity, producing hydrogen from wind would be compatible with the simul-
taneous use of the land for other purposes such as ranching or farming. Siting 
in desert regions, where land is cheap and insolation is good, may be favored 
for photovoltaic-hydrogen systems because little water is needed for electroly-
sis. The equivalent of 2–3 cm of rain per year on the collectors—representing a 
small fraction of total precipitation, even for arid regions—would be enough.
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Electrolytically produced hydrogen will probably not be cheap. If hydrogen 
is produced from wind and photovoltaic electricity, the corresponding cost of 
pressurized electrolytic hydrogen to the consumer would be about twice that for 
methanol derived from biomass; moreover, a hydrogen fuel cell car would cost 
more than a methanol fuel cell car because of the added cost for the hydrogen 
storage system. Despite these extra expenses, the life-cycle cost for a hydrogen 
fuel cell car would be marginally higher than for a gasoline internal combustion 
engine car, which is about the same as for a battery-powered electric vehicle.

The transition to an energy economy in which hydrogen plays a major role 
could be launched with hydrogen derived from biomass. Hydrogen can be pro-
duced thermochemically from biomass using the same gasifier technology that 
would be used for methanol production. Although the downstream gas process-
ing technologies would differ from those used for methanol production, in each 
case the process technologies are well established. Therefore, from a techno-
logical perspective, ma�ing hydrogen from biomass is no more difficult than 
ma�ing methanol. Biomass-derived hydrogen delivered to users in the trans-
port sector would typically cost only half as much as hydrogen produced elec-
trolytically from wind or photovoltaic sources.

Probably the best way to utilize hydrogen is with a fuel cell. A fuel cell is an 
electrochemical energy conversion device in which hydrogen is converted into 
electricity. Generally, fuel cells produce electricity from external supplies of fuel 
(on the anode side) and oxidant (on the cathode side). These react in the pres-
ence of an electrolyte. Generally, the reactants flow in and reaction products flow 
out while the electrolyte remains in the cell. Fuel cells can operate continuously 
as long as the necessary flows are maintained. A hydrogen cell uses hydrogen 
as fuel and oxygen as an oxidant. Fuel cells differ from batteries in that they 
consume reactants, which must be replenished, whereas batteries store electrical 
energy chemically in a closed system. Additionally, while the electrodes within a 
battery react and change as a battery is charged or discharged, a fuel cell’s elec-
trodes are catalytic and relatively stable. More details on fuel cells are given in 
Chapter 7.

1.6.5	 Ocean	energy
The various forms of ocean energy are abundant but often available far away 
from the consumer sites. The world’s oceans have the capacity to provide cheap 
energy. Right now, there are very few ocean energy power plants, and most are 
fairly small.

The energy of the ocean can be used in three basic ways (Energy Quest, 
2007):

n Use the ocean’s waves (wave energy conversion).
n Use the ocean’s high and low tides (tidal energy conversion).
n Use temperature differences in the water (ocean thermal energy conversion).

Unli�e other renewable energy sources that rely on sophisticated tech-
nologies and advanced materials, such as PVs, most ocean renewable energy 
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systems are inherently simple, since they are made from concrete and steel. 
Additionally, most of the ocean systems rely on proven technologies, such as 
hydraulic rams and low-head hydropower turbines and impellers. The ocean’s 
energy resource is large and well understood. The ocean’s energy resource is 
superior to wind and solar energy, since ocean waves traveling in deep water 
maintain their characteristics over long distances and the state of the sea can 
easily be predicted accurately more than 48 hours in advance. Therefore, 
although wave energy is variable, li�e all renewable energy sources, it is more 
predictable than solar or wind energy. Similarly, tidal currents are created 
because of the interaction of the tides and the ocean floor and are thus very pre-
dictable and generally more constant than wind and solar energy. Additionally, 
the high density of water ma�es the resource concentrated, so moving water 
carries a lot of energy (Katofs�y, 2008). The disadvantage of ocean systems 
is the need to apply mechanical systems that must be robust and withstand the 
harsh marine environment. The various ocean energy systems are described 
briefly in the following sections.

wAVE EnErGy
Kinetic energy (movement) exists in the moving waves of the ocean and can 
be used to power a turbine. These systems fundamentally convert the �inetic 
energy of the waves into electricity by capturing either the vertical oscillation 
or the linear motion of the waves. Individual devices range in sizes of about 
100 �W to about 2 MW (Katofs�y, 2008). In the simple example shown in 
Figure 1.10, the wave rises into a chamber. The rising water forces the air out 
of the chamber. The moving air spins a turbine that can turn a generator. When 
the wave goes down, air flows through the turbine and bac� into the chamber 
through doors that are normally closed.

This is only one type of wave energy system. Others actually use the up-
and-down motion of the wave to power a piston that moves up and down inside 
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Wave

Direction

Air out

Generator
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FiGure �.�0  Principle of operation of a wave energy converter.
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a cylinder. That piston can also turn a generator. Most wave energy systems  
are very small and are applied mainly to power a warning buoy or small 
lighthouses.

TidAL EnErGy
Another form of ocean energy is called tidal energy. When tides come into the 
shore, they can be trapped in reservoirs behind dams. Then when the tide drops, 
the water behind the dam can be allowed to flow, just li�e in a regular hydro-
electric power plant. Tidal technologies can also employ underwater turbines 
or propellers driven by the flowing water. Such technologies can be deployed in 
streams and rivers as well.

Tidal energy has been used since about the 11th century, when small dams 
were built along ocean estuaries and small streams. The tidal water behind 
these dams was used to turn water wheels to mill grains. Tidal barrage systems 
are in commercial operation in a few locations, but their further development is 
questionable because of their environmental impact in bloc�ing off large estu-
aries (Katofs�y, 2008).

Tidal energy wor�s well when there is a large increase in tides. An increase 
of at least 5 m between low tide and high tide is needed. There are only a few 
places on earth where this tide change occurs.

Some power plants are already operating using this idea. One plant, the La 
Rance Station, in France, ma�es enough energy from tides (240 MW) to power 
240,000 homes. It began ma�ing electricity in 1966. It produces about one fifth 
of a regular nuclear or coal-fired power plant. It generates more than 10 times 
the power of the next largest tidal station in the world, the 17 MW Canadian 
Annapolis station.

OCEAn ThErmAL EnErGy COnVErSiOn
Ocean thermal energy conversion (OTEC) systems use the temperature dif-
ference of surface and deep water to ma�e energy. This idea is not new but 
actually dates bac� to 1881, when a French engineer by the name of Jacques 
D’Arsonval first thought of OTEC. Ocean water gets colder the deeper you go 
from the surface, and at a great depth the ocean gets very cold. It is warmer on 
the surface because sunlight warms the water.

Power plants can be built that use this difference in temperature to ma�e 
energy. A difference of at least 21°C is needed between the warmer surface 
water and the colder deep ocean water. Using this type of energy source, an 
OTEC system is being demonstrated in Hawaii.

exercise
Perform a review of the current status of energy consumption, by sector and 
type of fuel, and the current status of the use of renewables in your country. It 
is highly recommended that you use data from the statistical service of your 
country and the Internet. Suggest various measures to increase the contribution 
of renewables.
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The sun is a sphere of intensely hot gaseous matter with a diameter of 
1.39  109 m (see Figure 2.1). The sun is about 1.5  108 km away from earth, 
so, because thermal radiation travels with the speed of light in a vacuum 
(300,000 km/s), after leaving the sun solar energy reaches our planet in 8 min 
and 20 s. As observed from the earth, the sun disk forms an angle of 32 min 
of a degree. This is important in many applications, especially in concentra-
tor optics, where the sun cannot be considered as a point source and even this 
small angle is significant in the analysis of the optical behavior of the collector. 
The sun has an effective black-body temperature of 5760 K. The temperature in 
the central region is much higher. In effect, the sun is a continuous fusion reac-
tor in which hydrogen is turned into helium. The sun’s total energy output is 
3.8  1020 MW, which is equal to 63 MW/m2 of the sun’s surface. This energy 
radiates outward in all directions. The earth receives only a tiny fraction of the 
total radiation emitted, equal to 1.7  1014 kW; however, even with this small 
fraction, it is estimated that 84 min of solar radiation falling on earth is equal to 
the world energy demand for one year (about 900 EJ). As seen from the earth, 
the sun rotates around its axis about once every four weeks.

As observed from earth, the path of the sun across the sky varies through-
out the year. The shape described by the sun’s position, considered at the same 
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time each day for a complete year, is called the analemma and resembles a fig-
ure 8 aligned along a north-south axis. The most obvious variation in the sun’s 
apparent position through the year is a north-south swing over 47° of angle 
(because of the 23.5° tilt of the earth axis with respect to the sun), called dec-
lination (see Section 2.2). The north-south swing in apparent angle is the main 
cause for the existence of seasons on earth.

Knowledge of the sun’s path through the sky is necessary to calculate the solar 
radiation falling on a surface, the solar heat gain, the proper orientation of solar col-
lectors, the placement of collectors to avoid shading, and many more factors that 
are not of direct interest in this book. The objective of this chapter is to describe the 
movements of the sun relative to the earth that give to the sun its east-west trajec-
tory across the sky. The variation of solar incidence angle and the amount of solar 
energy received are analyzed for a number of fixed and tracking surfaces. The envi-
ronment in which a solar system works depends mostly on the solar energy avail-
ability. Therefore, this is analyzed in some detail. The general weather of a location 
is required in many energy calculations. This is usually presented as a typical mete-
orological year (TMY) file, which is described in the last section of this chapter.

2.1 reCkoning oF time
In solar energy calculations, apparent solar time (AST) must be used to express 
the time of day. Apparent solar time is based on the apparent angular motion 
of the sun across the sky. The time when the sun crosses the meridian of the 
observer is the local solar noon. It usually does not coincide with the 12:00 
o’clock time of a locality. To convert the local standard time (LST) to apparent 
solar time, two corrections are applied; the equation of time and longitude cor-
rection. These are analyzed next.

2.1.1  Equation of Time
Due to factors associated with the earth’s orbit around the sun, the earth’s 
orbital velocity varies throughout the year, so the apparent solar time varies 
slightly from the mean time kept by a clock running at a uniform rate. The vari-
ation is called the equation of time (ET). The equation of time arises because 
the length of a day, that is, the time required by the earth to complete one revo-
lution about its own axis with respect to the sun, is not uniform throughout the 
year. Over the year, the average length of a day is 24 h; however, the length of 
a day varies due to the eccentricity of the earth’s orbit and the tilt of the earth’s 
axis from the normal plane of its orbit. Due to the ellipticity of the orbit, the 
earth is closer to the sun on January 3 and furthest from the sun on July 4. 
Therefore the earth’s orbiting speed is faster than its average speed for half the 
year (from about October through March) and slower than its average speed 
for the remaining half of the year (from about April through September).

The values of the equation of time as a function of the day of the year (N) 
can be obtained approximately from the following equations:

 ET B B B  [min]  9 87 2 7 53 1 5. sin( ) . cos( ) . sin( )  (2.1)
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A graphical representation of Eq. (2.1) is shown in Figure 2.2, from which the 
equation of time can be obtained directly.

2.1.2  Longitude Correction
The standard clock time is reckoned from a selected meridian near the center 
of a time zone or from the standard meridian, the Greenwich, which is at longi-
tude of 0°. Since the sun takes 4 min to transverse 1° of longitude, a longitude 
correction term of 4  (Standard longitude  Local longitude) should be either 
added or subtracted to the standard clock time of the locality. This correction 
is constant for a particular longitude, and the following rule must be followed 
with respect to sign convention. If the location is east of the standard meridian, 
the correction is added to the clock time. If the location is west, it is subtracted. 
The general equation for calculating the apparent solar time (AST) is

 AST LST ET 4 SL LL DS    ( )  (2.3)

where
LST  local standard time.
ET  equation of time.
SL  standard longitude.
LL   local longitude.
DS  daylight saving (it is either 0 or 60 min).

If a location is east of Greenwich, the sign of Eq. (2.3) is minus (), and 
if it is west, the sign is plus (). If a daylight saving time is used, this must be 
subtracted from the local standard time. The term DS depends on whether day-
light saving time is in operation (usually from end of March to end of October) 
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or not. This term is usually ignored from this equation and considered only if 
the estimation is within the DS period.

e x a m p l e  2 . 1

Find the equation of AST for the city of Nicosia, Cyprus.

Solution
For the locality of Cyprus, the standard longitude (SL) is 30°E. The city of Nicosia 
is at a local longitude (LL) of 33.33° east of Greenwich. Therefore, the longitude 
correction is –4  (30  33.33)  13.32 min. Thus, Eq. (2.3) can be written as

AST LST ET  (min)   13 32.

2.2 Solar angleS
The earth makes one rotation about its axis every 24 h and completes a revolu-
tion about the sun in a period of approximately 365.25 days. This revolution365.25 days. This revolution. This revolution 
is not circular but follows an ellipse with the sun at one of the foci, as shown 
in Figure 2.3. The eccentricity, e, of the earth’s orbit is very small, equal to 
0.01673. Therefore, the orbit of the earth round the sun is almost circular. The 
sun-earth distance, R, at perihelion (shortest distance, at January 3) and aph-
elion (longest distance, at July 4) is given by Garg (1982):

 R a e ( )1  (2.4)

where a  mean sun-earth distance  149.5985  106 km.
The plus sign in Eq. (2.4) is for the sun-earth distance when the earth is at 

the aphelion position and the minus sign for the perihelion position. The solu-
tion of Eq. (2.4) gives values for the longest distance equal to 152.1  106 km 
and for the shortest distance equal to 147.1  106 km, as shown in Figure 2.3. 
The difference between the two distances is only 3.3%. The mean sun-earth 
distance, a, is defined as half the sum of the perihelion and aphelion distances.

The sun’s position in the sky changes from day to day and from hour to 
hour. It is common knowledge that the sun is higher in the sky in the summer 
than in winter. The relative motions of the sun and earth are not simple, but 
they are systematic and thus predictable. Once a year, the earth moves around 
the sun in an orbit that is elliptical in shape. As the earth makes its yearly revo-
lution around the sun, it rotates every 24 h about its axis, which is tilted at an 
angle of 23° 27.14 min (23.45°) to the plane of the elliptic, which contains the 
earth’s orbital plane and the sun’s equator, as shown in Figure 2.3.

The most obvious apparent motion of the sun is that it moves daily in an 
arc across the sky, reaching its highest point at midday. As winter becomes 
spring and then summer, the sunrise and sunset points move gradually north-
ward along the horizon. In the Northern Hemisphere, the days get longer as the  
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sun rises earlier and sets later each day and the sun’s path gets higher in the 
sky. On June 21 the sun is at its most northerly position with respect to the 
earth. This is called the summer solstice and during this day the daytime is at a 
maximum. Six months later, on December 21, the winter solstice, the reverse is 
true and the sun is at its most southerly position (see Figure 2.4). In the middle 
of the six-month range, on March 21 and September 21, the length of the day 
is equal to the length of the night. These are called spring and fall equinoxes, 
respectively. The summer and winter solstices are the opposite in the Southern 
Hemisphere; that is, summer solstice is on December 21 and winter solstice 
is on June 21. It should be noted that all these dates are approximate and that 
there are small variations (difference of a few days) from year to year.

Fall equinox—September 21

Spring equinox—March 21

365.25 Days

Earth

Sun

Ecliptic 
axis

24.7 Days

23.45°24 Hours

Polar axis

152.1 � 106km 147.1 � 106km

Summer solstice—June 21 Winter solstice—December 21

Figure 2.3 Annual motion of the earth about the sun.
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Figure 2.4 Annual changes in the sun’s position in the sky (northern hemisphere).
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For the purposes of this book, the Ptolemaic view of the sun’s motion is used 
in the analysis that follows, for simplicity; that is, since all motion is relative, it 
is convenient to consider the earth fixed and to describe the sun’s virtual motion 
in a coordinate system fixed to the earth with its origin at the site of interest.

For most solar energy applications, one needs reasonably accurate predic-
tions of where the sun will be in the sky at a given time of day and year. In the 
Ptolemaic sense, the sun is constrained to move with 2 degrees of freedom on 
the celestial sphere; therefore, its position with respect to an observer on earth 
can be fully described by means of two astronomical angles, the solar altitude 
() and the solar azimuth (z). The following is a description of each angle, 
together with the associated formulation. An approximate method for calculat-
ing these angles is by means of sun-path diagrams (see Section 2.2.2).

Before giving the equations of solar altitude and azimuth angles, the solar 
declination and hour angle need to be defined. These are required in all other 
solar angle formulations.

DEclinAtion, 
As shown in Figure 2.3 the earth axis of rotation (the polar axis) is always 
inclined at an angle of 23.45° from the ecliptic axis, which is normal to the 
ecliptic plane. The ecliptic plane is the plane of orbit of the earth around the 
sun. As the earth rotates around the sun it is as if the polar axis is moving with 
respect to the sun. The solar declination is the angular distance of the sun’s 
rays north (or south) of the equator, north declination designated as positive. 
As shown in Figure 2.5 it is the angle between the sun-earth center line and the 
projection of this line on the equatorial plane. Declinations north of the equator 
(summer in the Northern Hemisphere) are positive, and those south are nega-
tive. Figure 2.6 shows the declination during the equinoxes and the solstices. As 
can be seen, the declination ranges from 0° at the spring equinox to 23.45° at 
the summer solstice, 0° at the fall equinox, and 23.45° at the winter solstice.
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Figure 2.5 Definition of latitude, hour angle, and solar declination.
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The variation of the solar declination throughout the year is shown in Figure 
2.7. The declination, , in degrees for any day of the year (N) can be calculated 
approximately by the equation (ASHRAE, 2007)

 
δ  23 45

360

365
284. sin ( )N












 (2.5)

Declination can also be given in radians1 by the Spencer formula (Spencer, 
1971):

 

   

  

0 006918 0 399912 0 070257
0 006758 2

. . cos( ) . sin( )
. ( )
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0 000907 2
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. cos( ) . sin( )

Γ
Γ Γ  (2.6)

where  is called the day angle, given (in radians) by

 
Γ

π


2 1

365

( )N
 (2.7)

The solar declination during any given day can be considered constant in engi-
neering calculations (Kreith and Kreider, 1978; Duffie and Beckman, 1991).

1 Radians can be converted to degrees by multiplying by 180 and dividing by .
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As shown in Figure 2.6, the Tropics of Cancer (23.45°N) and Capricorn 
(23.45°S) are the latitudes where the sun is overhead during summer and win-
ter solstice, respectively. Another two latitudes of interest are the Arctic (66.5°N) 
and Antarctic (66.5°S) Circles. As shown in Figure 2.6, at winter solstice all 
points north of the Arctic Circle are in complete darkness, whereas all points 
south of the Antarctic Circle receive continuous sunlight. The opposite is true for 
the summer solstice. During spring and fall equinoxes, the North and South Poles 
are equidistant from the sun and daytime is equal to nighttime, both of which 
equal 12 h.

Because the day number and the hour of the year are frequently required in 
solar geometry calculations, Table 2.1 is given for easy reference.

hour AnglE, h
The hour angle, h, of a point on the earth’s surface is defined as the angle 
through which the earth would turn to bring the meridian of the point directly 
under the sun. Figure 2.5 shows the hour angle of point P as the angle measured 
on the earth’s equatorial plane between the projection of OP and the projection 
of the sun-earth center to center line. The hour angle at local solar noon is zero, 
with each 360/24 or 15° of longitude equivalent to 1 h, afternoon hours being 
designated as positive. Expressed symbolically, the hour angle in degrees is

 h  0 25. ( ) Number of minutes from local solar noon  (2.8)

where the plus sign applies to afternoon hours and the minus sign to morning 
hours.

table 2.1 Day Number and Recommended Average Day for Each Month

Month Day number Average day of the month

Date N  (deg.)

January i 17 17 20.92

February 31  i 16 47 12.95

March 59  i 16 75 2.42

April 90  i 15 105 9.41

May 120  i 15 135 18.79

June 151  i 11 162 23.09

July 181  i 17 198 21.18

August 212  i 16 228 13.45

September 243  i 15 258 2.22

October 273  i 15 288 9.60

November 304  i 14 318 18.91

December 334  i 10 344 23.05
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The hour angle can also be obtained from the apparent solar time (AST); 
i.e., the corrected local solar time is

 h  ( )AST 12 15  (2.9)

At local solar noon, AST  12 and h  0°. Therefore, from Eq. (2.3), the local 
standard time (the time shown by our clocks at local solar noon) is

 LST ET SL LL   12 4( )  (2.10)

e x a m p l e  2 . 2

Find the equation for LST at local solar noon for Nicosia, Cyprus.

Solution
For the location of Nicosia, Cyprus, from Example 2.1,

LST ET  min  12 13 32. [ ]

e x a m p l e  2 . 3

Calculate the apparent solar time on March 10 at 2:30 pm for the city of Athens, 
Greece (23°40 E longitude).

Solution
The equation of time for March 10 (N  69) is calculated from Eq. (2.1), in which 
the factor B is obtained from Eq. (2.2) as

              B N     360 364 81 360 364 69 81 11 87/ ( ) / ( ) .
ET   

   
9 87 2 7 53 1 5
9 87 2 11 87 7 53
. sin( ) . cos( ) . sin( )
. sin( . ) .

B B B
ccos( . ) . cos( . )  11 87 1 5 11 87

Therefore,

ET min  min  12 8 13. ∼

The standard meridian for Athens is 30°E longitude. Therefore, the apparent solar 
time at 2:30 pm, from Eq. (2.3), is

AST
 or p

      


14 30 4 30 23 66 0 13 14 30 0 25 0 13
14 42 2 42

: ( . ) : : : :
: , : mm
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SolAr AltituDE AnglE, 
The solar altitude angle is the angle between the sun’s rays and a horizontal 
plane, as shown in Figure 2.8. It is related to the solar zenith angle, , which is 
the angle between the sun’s rays and the vertical. Therefore,

 Φ α π   / 2 90  (2.11)

The mathematical expression for the solar altitude angle is

 sin( ) cos( ) sin( ) sin( ) cos( ) cos( ) cos( )α δ δ  Φ L L h  (2.12)

where L  local latitude, defined as the angle between a line from the center 
of the earth to the site of interest and the equatorial plane. Values north of the 
equator are positive and those south are negative.

SolAr Azimuth AnglE, z
The solar azimuth angle, z, is the angle of the sun’s rays measured in the hori-
zontal plane from due south (true south) for the Northern Hemisphere or due 
north for the Southern Hemisphere; westward is designated as positive. The 
mathematical expression for the solar azimuth angle is

 
sin( )

cos( )sin( )

cos( )
z

h


δ
α

 (2.13)

This equation is correct, provided that (ASHRAE, 1975) cos(h)  tan()/tan(L). 
If not, it means that the sun is behind the E-W line, as shown in Figure 2.4, and 
the azimuth angle for the morning hours is   |z| and for the afternoon hours 
is   z.

At solar noon, by definition, the sun is exactly on the meridian, which con-
tains the north-south line, and consequently, the solar azimuth is 0°. Therefore 
the noon altitude n is

 α δn L   90  (2.14)

z N

E

W

S

Φ
α

Horizon

Center of earth

Sun Sun’s daily path

Figure 2.8 Apparent daily path of the sun across the sky from sunrise to sunset.
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e x a m p l e  2 . 4

What are the maximum and minimum noon altitude angles for a location at 
40° latitude?

Solution
The maximum angle is at summer solstice, where  is maximum, i.e., 23.5°. 
Therefore, the maximum noon altitude angle is 90°  40°  23.5°  73.5°.

The minimum noon altitude angle is at winter solstice, where  is mini-
mum, i.e., 23.5°. Therefore, the minimum noon altitude angle is 90°  40° 
 23.5°23.5°  26.5°.

SunriSE AnD SunSEt timES AnD DAY lEngth
The sun is said to rise and set when the solar altitude angle is 0. So, the hour 
angle at sunset, hss, can be found by solving Eq. (2.12) for h when   0°:

sin( ) sin( ) sin( )sin( ) cos( )cos( )cos( )α δ    0 0 L L hss

or

cos( )
sin( )sin( )

cos( )cos( )
h

L

Lss  
δ
δ

which reduces to

 cos( ) tan( ) tan( )h Lss   δ  (2.15)

where hss is taken as positive at sunset.
Since the hour angle at local solar noon is 0°, with each 15° of longitude 

equivalent to 1 h, the sunrise and sunset time in hours from local solar noon is 
then

 H H Lss sr   1 15 1/ cos [ tan( ) tan( )]δ  (2.16)

The sunrise and sunset hour angles for various latitudes are shown in 
Figure A3.1 in Appendix 3.

The day length is twice the sunset hour, since the solar noon is at the mid-
dle of the sunrise and sunset hours. Therefore, the length of the day in hours is

 Day length  2 15 1/ cos [ tan( ) tan( )]L δ  (2.17)

e x a m p l e  2 . 5

Find the equation for sunset standard time for Nicosia, Cyprus.

Solution
The local standard time at sunset for the location of Nicosia, Cyprus, from  
Example 2.1 is

Sunset standard time H ET  ss   13 32. (min)
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e x a m p l e  2 . 6

Find the solar altitude and azimuth angles at 2 h after local noon on June 15 for 
a city located at 40°N latitude. Also find the sunrise and sunset hours and the 
day length.

Solution
From Eq. (2.5), the declination on June 15 (N  167) is

δ    23 45
360

365
284 167 23 35. sin ( ) .













From Eq. (2.8), the hour angle, 2 h after local solar noon is

h    0 25 120 30. ( )

From Eq. (2.12), the solar altitude angle is

sin( ) sin( ) sin( . ) cos( ) cos( . ) cos( ) .α   40 23 35 40 23 35 30 0 864

Therefore,

α  59 75.

From Eq. (2.13), the solar azimuth angle is

sin( ) cos( . )
sin( )

cos( . )
.z  23 35

30

59 75
0 911

Therefore,

z  65 67.

From Eq. (2.17), the day length is

Day length  h  2 15 40 23 35 14 831/ cos [ tan( ) tan( . )] .

This means that the sun rises at 12  7.4  4.6  4:36 am solar time and sets 
at 7.4  7:24 pm solar time.

inciDEncE AnglE, 
The solar incidence angle, , is the angle between the sun’s rays and the nor-
mal on a surface. For a horizontal plane, the incidence angle, , and the zenith 
angle, , are the same. The angles shown in Figure 2.9 are related to the basic 
angles, shown in Figure 2.5, with the following general expression for the angle 
of incidence (Kreith and Kreider, 1978; Duffie and Beckman, 1991):

cos( ) sin( ) sin( ) cos( ) cos( ) sin( ) sin( ) cos( )θ δ β δ β   

      

L L Zs

             cos( ) cos( ) cos( ) cos( ) sin( ) cos( ) cos( ) siL h L hδ β δ nn( ) cos( )
cos( ) sin( ) sin( ) sin( )

β
δ β

Z
h Z

s

s                                                                        ( . )2 18
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where
  surface tilt angle from the horizontal
Zs  surface azimuth angle, the angle between the normal to the surface from 
true south, westward is designated as positive

For certain cases Eq. (2.18) reduces to much simpler forms:

n For horizontal surfaces,   0° and   , and Eq. (2.18) reduces to 
Eq. (2.12).

n For vertical surfaces,   90° and Eq. (2.18) becomes

cos( ) cos( )sin( )cos( ) sin( )cos( )cos( )cos( )
co

θ δ δ  

  

L Z L hs sZ
ss( )sin( )sin( )δ h sZ  (2.19)

n For a south-facing, tilted surface in the Northern Hemisphere, 
Zs  0° and Eq. (2.18) reduces to

cos( ) sin( ) sin( ) cos( ) cos( ) sin( ) sin( )θ δ β δ β 

              

L L
    

                 

cos( ) cos( ) cos( ) cos( )
sin( ) cos(

L h
L

δ β
δ)) cos( ) sin( )h β

which can be further reduced to

cos( ) sin( ) sin( ) cos( ) cos( ) cos( )θ β δ β δ   L L h  (2.20)

n For a north-facing, tilted surface in the Southern Hemisphere, 
Zs  180° and Eq. (2.18) reduces to

cos( ) sin( ) sin( ) cos( ) cos( ) cos( )θ β δ β δ   L L h  (2.21)

Equation (2.18) is a general relationship for the angle of incidence on a sur-
face of any orientation. As shown in Eqs. (2.19)–(2.21), it can be reduced to 
much simpler forms for specific cases.
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Figure 2.9 Solar angles diagram.
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e x a m p l e  2 . 7

A surface tilted 45° from horizontal and pointed 10° west of due south is located 
at 35°N latitude. Calculate the incident angle at 2 h after local noon on June 15.

Solution
From Example 2.6 we have   23.35° and the hour angle  30°. The solar 
incidence angle  is calculated from Eq. (2.18):

cos( ) sin( )sin( . )cos( ) cos( )sin( . )sin( )coθ  35 23 35 45 35 23 35 45 ss( )
cos( )cos( . )cos( )cos( )
sin( )cos( .

10
35 23 35 30 45
35 23

   
   335 30 45 10

23 35 30 45 1
)cos( )sin( )cos( )

cos( . )sin( )sin( )sin(   00
0 769

)
.

Therefore,

θ  39 72.

2.2.1  The Incidence Angle for Moving Surfaces
For the case of solar-concentrating collectors, some form of tracking mechanism 
is usually employed to enable the collector to follow the sun. This is done with 
varying degrees of accuracy and modes of tracking, as indicated in Figure 2.10.

Tracking systems can be classified by the mode of their motion. This can be 
about a single axis or about two axes (Figure 2.10a). In the case of a single-axis 
mode, the motion can be in various ways: east-west (Figure 2.10d), north-south 
(Figure 2.10c), or parallel to the earth’s axis (Figure 2.10b). The following equa-
tions are derived from the general equation (2.18) and apply to planes moved, as 
indicated in each case. The amount of energy falling on a surface per unit area 
for the summer and winter solstices and the equinoxes for latitude of 35° N is 
investigated for each mode. This analysis has been performed with a radiation 
model. This is affected by the incidence angle, which is different for each mode. 
The type of model used here is not important, since it is used for comparison 
purposes only.

Full trAcking
For a two-axis tracking mechanism, keeping the surface in question continu-
ously oriented to face the sun (see Figure 2.10a) at all times has an angle of 
incidence, , equal to

 cos( )θ  1  (2.22)

or   0°. This, of course, depends on the accuracy of the mechanism. The 
full tracking configuration collects the maximum possible sunshine. The per-
formance of this mode of tracking with respect to the amount of radiation col-
lected during one day under standard conditions is shown in Figure 2.11.
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The slope of this surface () is equal to the solar zenith angle (), and the 
surface azimuth angle (Zs) is equal to the solar azimuth angle (z).

tiltED n-S AxiS with tilt ADjuStED DAilY
For a plane moved about a north-south axis with a single daily adjustment so 
that its surface normal coincides with the solar beam at noon each day,  is 
equal to (Meinel and Meinel, 1976; Duffie and Beckman, 1991)

 cos sin cos cos( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2θ δ δ 2 h  (2.23)

For this mode of tracking, we can accept that, when the sun is at noon, the 
angle of the sun’s rays and the normal to the collector can be up to a 4° declina-
tion, since for small angles cos(4°)  0.9981. Figure 2.12 shows the number 
of consecutive days that the sun remains within this 4° “declination window” at 
noon. As can be seen in Figure 2.12, most of the time the sun remains close to 
either the summer solstice or the winter solstice, moving rapidly between the 
two extremes. For nearly 70 consecutive days, the sun is within 4° of an extreme 
position, spending only nine days in the 4° window, at the equinox. This means 
that a seasonally tilted collector needs to be adjusted only occasionally.

The problem encountered with this and all tilted collectors, when more than 
one collector is used, is that the front collectors cast shadows on adjacent ones. 
This means that, in terms of land utilization, these collectors lose some of their 
benefits when the cost of land is taken into account. The performance of this 
mode of tracking (see Figure 2.13) shows the peaked curves typical for this 
assembly.

PolAr n-S AxiS with E-w trAcking
For a plane rotated about a north-south axis parallel to the earth’s axis, with 
continuous adjustment,  is equal to

 cos( ) cos( )θ δ  (2.24)
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This configuration is shown in Figure 2.10b. As can be seen, the collec-
tor axis is tilted at the polar axis, which is equal to the local latitude. For this 
arrangement, the sun is normal to the collector at equinoxes (  0°) and the 
cosine effect is maximum at the solstices. The same comments about the tilting 
of the collector and shadowing effects apply here as in the previous configura-
tion. The performance of this mount is shown in Figure 2.14.

The equinox and summer solstice performance, in terms of solar radiation 
collected, are essentially equal; i.e., the smaller air mass for summer solstice 
offsets the small cosine projection effect. The winter noon value, however, is 
reduced because these two effects combine. If it is desired to increase the win-
ter performance, an inclination higher than the local latitude would be required; 
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Figure 2.13 Daily variation of solar flux: tilted n-S axis with tilt adjusted daily.
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but the physical height of such configuration would be a potential penalty to be 
traded off in cost effectiveness with the structure of the polar mount. Another 
side effect of increased inclination is shadowing by the adjacent collectors, for 
multi-row installations.

The slope of the surface varies continuously and is given by

 
tan( )
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 (2.25a)

The surface azimuth angle is given by
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horizontAl E-w AxiS with n-S trAcking
For a plane rotated about a horizontal east-west axis with continuous adjust-
ment to minimize the angle of incidence,  can be obtained from (Kreith and 
Kreider, 1978; Duffie and Beckman, 1991),

 cos( ) cos ( )sin ( )θ δ 1 2 2 h  (2.26a)

or from this equation (Meinel and Meinel, 1976):

 cos( ) sin ( ) cos ( )cos ( )θ δ δ 2 2 2 h  (2.26b)

The basic geometry of this configuration is shown in Figure 2.10c. The 
shadowing effects of this arrangement are minimal. The principal shadowing is 
caused when the collector is tipped to a maximum degree south (  23.5°) at 
winter solstice. In this case, the sun casts a shadow toward the collector at the 
north. This assembly has an advantage in that it approximates the full tracking 
collector in summer (see Figure 2.15), but the cosine effect in winter greatly 
reduces its effectiveness. This mount yields a rather “square” profile of solar 
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radiation, ideal for leveling the variation during the day. The winter perfor-
mance, however, is seriously depressed relative to the summer one.

The slope of this surface is given by

 tan( ) tan( ) cos( )β Φ | |z  (2.27a)

The surface orientation for this mode of tracking changes between 0° and 
180°, if the solar azimuth angle passes through 90°. For either hemisphere,

 

If | |
If | |

z Z
z Z

s

s

   

  

90 0
90 180

,
,>  (2.27b)

horizontAl n-S AxiS with E-w trAcking
For a plane rotated about a horizontal north-south axis with continuous adjust-
ment to minimize the angle of incidence,  can be obtained from (Kreith and 
Kreider, 1978; Duffie and Beckman, 1991)

 cos( ) sin ( ) cos ( )sin ( )θ α δ 2 2 2 h  (2.28a)

or from this equation (Meinel and Meinel, 1976):

 cos( ) cos( )cos( ) cos( ) sin ( )θ δ Φ h h2  (2.28b)

The basic geometry of this configuration is shown in Figure 2.10d. The 
greatest advantage of this arrangement is that very small shadowing effects are 
encountered when more than one collector is used. These are present only at 
the first and last hours of the day. In this case the curve of the solar energy col-
lected during the day is closer to a cosine curve function (see Figure 2.16).
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Figure 2.15 Daily variation of solar flux: horizontal E-w axis with n-S tracking.
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The slope of this surface is given by

 tan( ) tan( )|cos( )β  Φ Z zs |  (2.29a)

The surface azimuth angle (Zs) is 90° or 90°, depending on the solar azimuth 
angle:

 

If  
If  

z Z
z Z

s

s

   

    

0 90
0 90

,
,  (2.29b)

comPAriSon
The mode of tracking affects the amount of incident radiation falling on the col-
lector surface in proportion to the cosine of the incidence angle. The amount of 
energy falling on a surface per unit area for the four modes of tracking for the 
summer and winter solstices and the equinoxes are shown in Table 2.2. This 
analysis has been performed with the same radiation model used to plot the solar 
flux figures in this section. Again, the type of the model used here is not impor-
tant, because it is used for comparison purposes only. The performance of the  
various modes of tracking is compared to the full tracking, which collects  
the maximum amount of solar energy, shown as 100% in Table 2.2. From this table  
it is obvious that the polar and the N-S horizontal modes are the most suitable 
for one-axis tracking, since their performance is very close to the full tracking, 
provided that the low winter performance of the latter is not a problem.

2.2.2  Sun path diagrams
For practical purposes, instead of using the preceding equations, it is con-it is con-
venient to have the sun’s path plotted on a horizontal plane, called a to have the sun’s path plotted on a horizontal plane, called a sun path  
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Figure 2.16 Daily variation of solar flux: horizontal n-S axis and E-w tracking.
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diagram, and to use the diagram to find the position of the sun in the sky at 
any time of the year. As can be seen from Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13), the solar alti-
tude angle, , and the solar azimuth angle, z, are functions of latitude, L, hour 
angle, h, and declination, . In a two-dimensional plot, only two independent 
parameters can be used to correlate the other parameters; therefore, it is usual 
to plot different sun path diagrams for different latitudes. Such diagrams show 
the complete variations of hour angle and declination for a full year. Figure 
2.17 shows the sun path diagram for 35°N latitude. Lines of constant declina-
tion are labeled by the value of the angles. Points of constant hour angles are 
clearly indicated. This figure is used in combination with Figure 2.7 or Eqs. 
(2.5)–(2.7); i.e., for a day in a year, Figure 2.7 or the equations can be used to 
estimate declination, which is then entered together with the time of day and 
converted to solar time using Eq. (2.3) in Figure 2.17 to estimate solar alti-
tude and azimuth angles. It should be noted that Figure 2.17 applies for the 
Northern Hemisphere. For the Southern Hemisphere, the sign of the declina-
tion should be reversed. Figures A3.2 through A3.4 in Appendix 3 show the 
sun path diagrams for 30°, 40°, and 50°N latitudes.

table 2.2 Comparison of Energy Received for Various Modes of Tracking

Tracking mode Solar energy received (kWh/m2) Percentage to full tracking

E SS WS E SS WS

Full tracking 8.43 10.60 5.70 100 100 100

E-W polar 8.43 9.73 5.23 100 91.7 91.7

N-S horizontal 7.51 10.36 4.47 89.1 97.7 60.9

E-W horizontal 6.22 7.85 4.91 73.8 74.0 86.2

Notes: E  equinoxes, SS  summer solstice, WS  winter solstice.
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2.2.3  Shadow determination
In the design of many solar energy systems, it is often required to estimate the 
possibility of the shading of solar collectors or the windows of a building by 
surrounding structures. To determine the shading, it is necessary to know the 
shadow cast as a function of time during every day of the year. Although math-
ematical models can be used for this purpose, a simpler graphical method is 
presented here, which is suitable for quick, practical applications. This method 
is usually sufficient, since the objective is usually not to estimate exactly the 
amount of shading but to determine whether a position suggested for the place-
ment of collectors is suitable or not.

Shadow determination is facilitated by the determination of a surface- 
oriented solar angle, called the solar profile angle. As shown in Figure 2.18, 
the solar profile angle, p, is the angle between the normal to a surface and the 
projection of the sun’s rays on a plane normal to the surface. In terms of the 
solar altitude angle, , solar azimuth angle, z, and the surface azimuth angle, 
Zs, the solar profile angle p is given by the equation

 
tan( )

tan( )

cos( )
p

z Zs




α
 (2.30a)

A simplified equation is obtained when the surface faces due south, i.e., 
Zs  0°, given by

 
tan( )

tan( )

cos( )
p

z


α  (2.30b)

The sun path diagram is often very useful in determining the period of the 
year and hours of day when shading will take place at a particular location. 
This is illustrated in the following example.

Normal to surface

Sun

α

South

p

Overhang

Window

Horizontal plane
Zs

z

Shadow

Figure 2.18 geometry of solar profile angle, p, in a window overhang arrangement.
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e x a m p l e  2 . 8

A building is located at 35°N latitude and its side of interest is located 15° east 
of south. We want to investigate the time of the year that point x on the build-
ing will be shaded, as shown in Figure 2.19.

Solution
The upper limit of profile angle for shading point x is 35° and 15° west of true 
south. This is point A drawn on the sun path diagram, as shown in Figure 2.20. 
In this case, the solar profile angle is the solar altitude angle. Distance x–B is 
(72  122)1/2  13.9 m. For the point B, the altitude angle is tan()  8/13.9 
→   29.9°. Similarly, distance x–C is (42  122)1/2  12.6 m, and for point 
C, the altitude angle is tan()  8/12.6 →   32.4°. Both points are as indi-
cated on the sun path diagram in Figure 2.20.

Building of interest Nearby 
structure

35°

x

S

35°

30°
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Elevation

Plan view

Ground level
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A

B

C

x

Figure 2.19 Shading of building in Example 2.8.
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Therefore, point x on the wall of interest is shaded during the period indicated 
by the curve BAC in Figure 2.20. It is straightforward to determine the hours 
that shading occurs, whereas the time of year is determined by the declination.

Solar collectors are usually installed in multi-rows facing the true south. 
There is, hence, a need to estimate the possibility of shading by the front rows 
of the second and subsequent rows. The maximum shading, in this case, occurs 
at local solar noon, and this can easily be estimated by finding the noon alti-
tude, n, as given by Eq. (2.14) and checking whether the shadow formed 
shades the second or subsequent collector rows.

e x a m p l e  2 . 9

Find the equation to estimate the shading caused by a fin on a window.

Solution
The fin and window assembly are shown in Figure 2.21.

From triangle ABC, the sides AB  D, BC  w, and angle A is z – Zs.
Therefore, distance w is estimated by w  D tan(z – Zs).

Shadow calculations for overhangs are examined in more detail in Chapter 
6, Section 6.2.5.

2.3 Solar radiation
2.3.1  General
All substances, solid bodies as well as liquids and gases above the absolute 
zero temperature, emit energy in the form of electromagnetic waves.

The radiation that is important to solar energy applications is that emitted 
by the sun within the ultraviolet, visible, and infrared regions. Therefore, the 

Fin, 
width, D

Window

w

Sun
South

Perpendicular to window

z

C
B

ZsA

Figure 2.21 Fin and window assembly for Example 2.9.
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radiation wavelength that is important to solar energy applications is between 
0.15 and 3.0 m. The wavelengths in the visible region lie between 0.38 and 
0.72 m.

This section initially examines issues related to thermal radiation, which 
includes basic concepts, radiation from real surfaces, and radiation exchanges 
between two surfaces. This is followed by the variation of extraterrestrial radia-
tion, atmospheric attenuation, terrestrial irradiation, and total radiation received 
on sloped surfaces. Finally, it briefly describes radiation measuring equipment.describes radiation measuring equipment.radiation measuring equipment.

2.3.2  Thermal radiation
Thermal radiation is a form of energy emission and transmission that depends 
entirely on the temperature characteristics of the emissive surface. There is no 
intervening carrier, as in the other modes of heat transmission, i.e., conduction 
and convection. Thermal radiation is in fact an electromagnetic wave that travels 
at the speed of light (C  300,000 km/s in a vacuum). This speed is related to 
the wavelength () and frequency () of the radiation as given by the equation:

 C v λ  (2.31)

When a beam of thermal radiation is incident on the surface of a body, part 
of it is reflected away from the surface, part is absorbed by the body, and part 
is transmitted through the body. The various properties associated with this 
phenomenon are the fraction of radiation reflected, called reflectivity (); the 
fraction of radiation absorbed, called absorptivity (); and the fraction of radi-
ation transmitted, called transmissivity (). The three quantities are related by 
the following equation:

 ρ α τ   1  (2.32)

It should be noted that the radiation properties just defined are not only 
functions of the surface itself but also of the direction and wavelength of the 
incident radiation. Therefore, Eq. (2.32) is valid for the average properties over 
the entire wavelength spectrum. The following equation is used to express the 
dependence of these properties on the wavelength:

 ρ α τλ λ λ   1  (2.33)

where
  spectral reflectivity.
  spectral absorptivity.
  spectral transmissivity.

The angular variation of absorptance for black paint is illustrated in Table 
2.3 for incidence angles of 0–90°. The absorptance for diffuse radiation is 
approximately 0.90 (Löf and Tybout, 1972).

Most solid bodies are opaque, so that   0 and     1. If a body 
absorbs all the impinging thermal radiation such that   0,   0, and   1, 
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regardless of the spectral character or directional preference of the incident 
radiation, it is called a blackbody. This is a hypothetical idealization that does 
not exist in reality.

A blackbody is not only a perfect absorber, it is also characterized by an 
upper limit to the emission of thermal radiation. The energy emitted by a black-
body is a function of its temperature and is not evenly distributed over all wave-
lengths. The rate of energy emission per unit area at a particular wavelength is 
termed the monochromatic emissive power. Max Planck was the first to derive 
a functional relation for the monochromatic emissive power of a blackbody in 
terms of temperature and wavelength. This was done by using the quantum the-
ory, and the resulting equation, called Planck’s equation for blackbody radiation, 
is given by

 

E
C

e
b C Tλ

λ




1
5 2 1/λ( )

 (2.34)

where
Eb  monochromatic emissive power of a blackbody (W/m2-m).
T  temperature of the body (K).
  wavelength (m).
C1  constant  3.74  108 W-m4/m2.
C2  constant  1.44  104 m-K.

By differentiating Eq. (2.34) and equating to 0, the wavelength cor-
responding to the maximum of the distribution can be obtained and is equal 
to maxT  2897.8 m-K. This is known as Wien’s displacement law. Figure 
2.22 shows the spectral radiation distribution for blackbody radiation at  
three temperature sources. The curves have been obtained by using the Planck’s 
equation.

table 2.3 Angular Variation of Absorptance 
for Black Paint (Reprinted from Löf and Tybout 
(1972) with Permission from ASME).

Angle of incidence (°) Absorptance

0–30 0.96

30–40 0.95

40–50 0.93

50–60 0.91

60–70 0.88

70–80 0.81

80–90 0.66
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The total emissive power, Eb, and the monochromatic emissive power, Eb, 
of a blackbody are related by

 

E E db b λ λ
0

∞

∫  (2.35)

Substituting Eq. (2.34) into Eq. (2.35) and performing the integration 
results in the Stefan-Boltzmann law:

 E Tb  σ 4  (2.36a)

where   the Stefan-Boltzmann constant  5.6697  108 W/m2K4.
In many cases, it is necessary to know the amount of radiation emitted by a 

blackbody in a specific wavelength band 1 → 2. This is done by modifying 
Eq. (2.35) as

 

E E db b( )0 → ∫λ  λ
0

λ

λ  (2.36b)

Since the value of Eb depends on both  and T, it is better to use both vari-
ables as

 

E T
E

T
d Tb

b
T

( )0
0

→ ∫λ
λ

 λ λ  (2.36c)

Therefore, for the wavelength band of 1 → 2, we get

 

E T T
E

T
d Tb

b

T

T

( )λ λ λλ

λ

λ

1 2

1

2

→ ∫  (2.36d)

which results in Eb(0 → 1T)  Eb (0 → 2T). Table 2.4 presents a tabulation 
of Eb(0 → T) as a fraction of the total emissive power, Eb  T4, for various 
values of T. The values are not rounded, because the original table, suggested 
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by Dunkle (1954), recorded T in micrometer-degrees Rankine (m-°R), 
which were converted to micrometer-Kelvins (m-K) in Table 2.4.

A blackbody is also a perfect diffuse emitter, so its intensity of radiation, 
Ib, is a constant in all directions, given by

 E Ib b π  (2.37)

Of course, real surfaces emit less energy than corresponding blackbodies. 
The ratio of the total emissive power, E, of a real surface to the total emissive 
power, Eb, of a blackbody, both at the same temperature, is called the emissivity 
() of a real surface; that is,

 
ε 

E

Eb
 (2.38)

The emissivity of a surface is not only a function of surface temperature 
but depends also on wavelength and direction. In fact, the emissivity given by 
Eq. (2.38) is the average value over the entire wavelength range in all direc-
tions, and it is often referred as the total or hemispherical emissivity. Similar 
to Eq. (2.38), to express the dependence on wavelength, the monochromatic or 
spectral emissivity, , is defined as the ratio of the monochromatic emissive 
power, E, of a real surface to the monochromatic emissive power, Eb, of a 
blackbody, both at the same wavelength and temperature:

 
ε λ

λ
λ 

E

Eb

 (2.39)

Kirchoff’s law of radiation states that, for any surface in thermal equilib-
rium, monochromatic emissivity is equal to monochromatic absorptivity:

 ε αλ λ( ) ( )T T  (2.40)

The temperature (T) is used in Eq. (2.40) to emphasize that this equation 
applies only when the temperatures of the source of the incident radiation and 
the body itself are the same. It should be noted, therefore, that the emissivity 
of a body on earth (at normal temperature) cannot be equal to solar radiation 
(emitted from the sun at T  5760 K). Equation (2.40) can be generalized as

 ε α( ) ( )T T  (2.41)

Equation (2.41) relates the total emissivity and absorptivity over the entire 
wavelength. This generalization, however, is strictly valid only if the incident 
and emitted radiation have, in addition to the temperature equilibrium at the 
surfaces, the same spectral distribution. Such conditions are rarely met in real 
life; to simplify the analysis of radiation problems, however, the assumption 
that monochromatic properties are constant over all wavelengths is often made. 
Such a body with these characteristics is called a graybody.
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table 2.4 Fraction of Blackbody Radiation as a Function of T

T (m-K) Eb(0 → 
T)/T4

T (m-K) Eb(0 → 
T)/T4

T (m-K) Eb(0 → 
T)/T4

555.6 1.70E–08 4000.0 0.48085 7444.4 0.83166

666.7 7.56E–07 4111.1 0.50066 7555.6 0.83698

777.8 1.06E–05 4222.2 0.51974 7666.7 0.84209

888.9 7.38E–05 4333.3 0.53809 7777.8 0.84699

1000.0 3.21E–04 4444.4 0.55573 7888.9 0.85171

1111.1 0.00101 4555.6 0.57267 8000.0 0.85624

1222.2 0.00252 4666.7 0.58891 8111.1 0.86059

1333.3 0.00531 4777.8 0.60449 8222.2 0.86477

1444.4 0.00983 4888.9 0.61941 8333.3 0.86880

1555.6 0.01643 5000.0 0.63371 8888.9 0.88677

1666.7 0.02537 5111.1 0.64740 9444.4 0.90168

1777.8 0.03677 5222.2 0.66051 10000.0 0.91414

1888.9 0.05059 5333.3 0.67305 10555.6 0.92462

2000.0 0.06672 5444.4 0.68506 11111.1 0.93349

2111.1 0.08496 5555.6 0.69655 11666.7 0.94104

2222.2 0.10503 5666.7 0.70754 12222.2 0.94751

2333.3 0.12665 5777.8 0.71806 12777.8 0.95307

2444.4 0.14953 5888.9 0.72813 13333.3 0.95788

2555.5 0.17337 6000.0 0.73777 13888.9 0.96207

2666.7 0.19789 6111.1 0.74700 14444.4 0.96572

2777.8 0.22285 6222.1 0.75583 15000.0 0.96892

2888.9 0.24803 6333.3 0.76429 15555.6 0.97174

3000.0 0.27322 6444.4 0.77238 16111.1 0.97423

3111.1 0.29825 6555.6 0.78014 16666.7 0.97644

3222.2 0.32300 6666.7 0.78757 22222.2 0.98915

3333.3 0.34734 6777.8 0.79469 22777.8 0.99414

3444.4 0.37118 6888.9 0.80152 33333.3 0.99649

3555.6 0.39445 7000.0 0.80806 33888.9 0.99773

3666.7 0.41708 7111.1 0.81433 44444.4 0.99845

3777.8 0.43905 7222.2 0.82035 50000.0 0.99889

3888.9 0.46031 7333.3 0.82612 55555.6 0.99918
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Similar to Eq. (2.37) for a real surface, the radiant energy leaving the sur-
face includes its original emission and any reflected rays. The rate of total radi-
ant energy leaving a surface per unit surface area is called the radiosity (J), 
given by

 J E Hb ε ρ  (2.42)

where
Eb  blackbody emissive power per unit surface area (W/m2).
H  irradiation incident on the surface per unit surface area (W/m2).
  emissivity of the surface.
  reflectivity of the surface.

There are two idealized limiting cases of radiation reflection: The reflection 
is called specular if the reflected ray leaves at an angle with the normal to the 
surface equal to the angle made by the incident ray, and it is called diffuse if 
the incident ray is reflected uniformly in all directions. Real surfaces are nei-
ther perfectly specular nor perfectly diffuse. Rough industrial surfaces, how-
ever, are often considered as diffuse reflectors in engineering calculations.

A real surface is both a diffuse emitter and a diffuse reflector and hence, it 
has diffuse radiosity; i.e., the intensity of radiation from this surface (I) is con-
stant in all directions. Therefore, the following equation is used for a real surface:

 J I π  (2.43)

e x a m p l e  2 . 1 0

A glass with transmissivity of 0.92 is used in a certain application for wavelengths 
0.3 and 3.0 m. The glass is opaque to all other wavelengths. Assuming that the 
sun is a blackbody at 5760 K and neglecting atmospheric attenuation, determine 
the percent of incident solar energy transmitted through the glass. If the interior 
of the application is assumed to be a blackbody at 373 K, determine the percent of 
radiation emitted from the interior and transmitted out through the glass.

Solution
For the incoming solar radiation at 5760 K, we have

λ1T   0 3 5760 1728. µm-K

λ2 3 5760 17280T    µm-K

From Table 2.4 by interpolation, we get

E T

T
b ( )

. . %
0

0 0317 3 17
4

→ 1λ

σ
 

E T

T
b ( )

. . %
0

0 9778 97 782
4

→ λ

σ
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Therefore, the percent of solar radiation incident on the glass in the wavelength 
range 0.3–3 m is

E T T

T
b ( )

. . . %
λ λ

σ
1 2

4
97 78 3 17 94 61

→
  

In addition, the percentage of radiation transmitted through the glass is 0.92  
94.61 87.04%.

For the outgoing infrared radiation at 373 K, we have

  λ µ1 0 3 373 111 9T   . . m-K

λ µ2 3 373 1119 0T    . m-K

From Table 2.4, we get

                                               

E T

T
b ( )

. %
0

0 0 01
4

→ λ

σ
 

E T

T
b ( )

. . %
0

0 00101 0 12
4

→ λ

σ
 

The percent of outgoing infrared radiation incident on the glass in the wave-
length 0.3–3 m is 0.1%, and the percent of this radiation transmitted out 
through the glass is only 0.92  0.1  0.092%. This example, in fact, dem-
onstrates the principle of the greenhouse effect; i.e., once the solar energy is 
absorbed by the interior objects, it is effectively trapped.

e x a m p l e  2 . 1 1

A surface has a spectral emissivity of 0.87 at wavelengths less than 1.5 m, 
0.65 at wavelengths between 1.5 and 2.5 m, and 0.4 at wavelengths longer 
than 2.5 m. If the surface is at 1000 K, determine the average emissivity over 
the entire wavelength and the total emissive power of the surface.

Solution
From the data given, we have

λ µ1 1 5 1000 1500T   . m-K

λ µ2 2 5 1000 2500T   . m-K

From Table 2.4 by interpolation, we get

E T

T
b ( )

.
0

0 013131
4

→ λ

σ


and

E T

T
b ( )

.
0

0 161442
4

→ λ

σ
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Therefore,

E T T

T
b ( )

. . .
λ λ

σ
1 2

4
0 16144 0 01313 0 14831

→
  

and
E T

T
b ( )

. .
λ

σ
2

4
1 0 16144 0 83856

→ ∞
  

The average emissive power over the entire wavelength is given by

ε       0 87 0 01313 0 65 0 14831 0 4 0 83856 0 4432. . . . . . .

and the total emissive power of the surface is

E T     εσ 4 8 4 20 4432 5 67 10 1000 25129 4. . . W/m

2.3.3  Transparent plates
When a beam of radiation strikes the surface of a transparent plate at angle 1, 
called the incidence angle, as shown in Figure 2.23, part of the incident radia-
tion is reflected and the remainder is refracted, or bent, to angle 2, called the 
refraction angle, as it passes through the interface. Angle 1 is also equal to 
the angle at which the beam is specularly reflected from the surface. Angles 1 
and 2 are not equal when the density of the plane is different from that of the 
medium through which the radiation travels. Additionally, refraction causes the 
transmitted beam to be bent toward the perpendicular to the surface of higher 
density. The two angles are related by the Snell’s law:
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1

1

2
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θ
θ

 (2.44)

where n1 and n2 are the refraction indices and n is the ratio of refraction index 
for the two media forming the interface. The refraction index is the determining 
factor for the reflection losses at the interface. A typical value of the refraction  
index is 1.000 for air, 1.526 for glass, and 1.33 for water.

Incident beam

θ1

θ2

Transmitted beam

Reflected beam

n1

n2

Refracted beam

Medium 1

Medium 2

Figure 2.23 incident and refraction angles for a beam passing from a medium with 
refraction index n1 to a medium with refraction index n2.
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Expressions for perpendicular and parallel components of radiation for 
smooth surfaces were derived by Fresnel as

 

r⊥ 
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Equation (2.45) represents the perpendicular component of unpolarized radia-
tion and Eq. (2.46) represents the parallel one. It should be noted that parallel 
and perpendicular refer to the plane defined by the incident beam and the sur-
face normal.

Properties are evaluated by calculating the average of these two compo-
nents as

 
r r r 
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( )⊥   (2.47)

For normal incidence, both angles are 0 and Eq. (2.47) can be combined with 
Eq. (2.44) to yield
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If one medium is air (n  1.0), then Eq. (2.48) becomes
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Similarly, the transmittance, r (subscript r indicates that only reflection losses 
are considered), can be calculated from the average transmittance of the two com-
ponents as follows:
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For a glazing system of N covers of the same material, it can be proven that
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The transmittance, a (subscript  indicates that only absorption losses are con-
sidered), can be calculated from

 τ θ
a

KL




e cos 2










 (2.51)

where K is the extinction coefficient, which can vary from 4 m1 (for low-quality 
glass) to 32 m1 (for high-quality glass), and L is the thickness of the glass cover.
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The transmittance, reflectance, and absorptance of a single cover (by consid-
ering both reflection and absorption losses) are given by the following expres-
sions. These expressions are for the perpendicular components of polarization, 
although the same relations can be used for the parallel components:
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Since, for practical collector covers,  is seldom less than 0.9 and r is on 
the order of 0.1, the transmittance of a single cover becomes

 τ τ τα≅ r  (2.53)

The absorptance of a cover can be approximated by neglecting the last term 
of Eq. (2.52c):

 α τα≅ 1   (2.54)

and the reflectance of a single cover could be found (keeping in mind that 
  1    ) as

 ρ τ τ τ τα α≅ ( )1   r  (2.55)

For a two-cover system of not necessarily same materials, the following 
equation can be obtained (subscript 1 refers to the outer cover and 2 to the inner 
one):
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e x a m p l e  2 . 1 2

A solar energy collector uses a single glass cover with a thickness of 4 mm. In the 
visible solar range, the refraction index of glass, n, is 1.526 and its extinction coef-
ficient K is 32 m1. Calculate the reflectivity, transmissivity, and absorptivity of 
the glass sheet for the angle of incidence of 60° and at normal incidence (0°).
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Solution
Angle of incidence  60°
From Eq. (2.44), the refraction angle 2 is calculated as
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From Eq. (2.51), the transmittance can be obtained as
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From Eqs. (2.45) and (2.46),
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From Eqs. (2.52a)–(2.52c), we have
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Normal incidence
At normal incidence, 1  0° and 2  0°. In this case,  is equal to 0.880. 
There is no polarization at normal incidence; therefore, from Eq. (2.49),
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From Eqs. (2.52a)–(2.52c), we have
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2.3.4  radiation Exchange between Surfaces
When studying the radiant energy exchanged between two surfaces separated 
by a non-absorbing medium, one should consider not only the temperature ofshould consider not only the temperature ofnot only the temperature of 
the surfaces and their characteristics but also their geometric orientation with 
respect to each other. The effects of the geometry of radiant energy exchange 
can be analyzed conveniently by defining the term view factor, F12, to be the 
fraction of radiation leaving surface A1 that reaches surface A2. If both surfaces 
are black, the radiation leaving surface A1 and arriving at surface A2 is Eb1A1F12, 
and the radiation leaving surface A2 and arriving at surface A1 is Eb2A2F21. If 
both surfaces are black and absorb all incident radiation, the net radiation 
exchange is given by

 Q E A F E A Fb b12 1 1 12 2 2 21   (2.58)

If both surfaces are of the same temperature, Eb1  Eb2 and Q12  0. 
Therefore,

 A F A F1 12 2 21  (2.59)

It should be noted that Eq. (2.59) is strictly geometric in nature and valid for 
all diffuse emitters, irrespective of their temperatures. Therefore, the net radia-
tion exchange between two black surfaces is given by

 Q A F E E A F E Eb b b b12 1 12 1 2 2 21 1 2   ( ) ( )  (2.60)
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From Eq. (2.36), Eb  T4, Eq. (2.60) can be written as

 Q A F T T A F T T12 1 12 1
4

2
4

2 21 1
4

2
4   σ σ( ) ( )  (2.61)

where T1 and T2 are the temperatures of surfaces A1 and A2, respectively. 
As the term (Eb1 – Eb2) in Eq. (2.60) is the energy potential difference that 
causes the transfer of heat, in a network of electric circuit analogy, the term 
1/A1F12  1/A2F21 represents the resistance due to the geometric configuration 
of the two surfaces.

When surfaces other than black are involved in radiation exchange, the sit-
uation is much more complex, because multiple reflections from each surface 
must be taken into consideration. For the simple case of opaque gray surfaces, 
for which   , the reflectivity   1    1  . From Eq. (2.42), the 
radiosity of each surface is given by

 J E H E Hb b    ε ρ ε ε(1 )  (2.62)

The net radiant energy leaving the surface is the difference between the 
radiosity, J, leaving the surface and the irradiation, H, incident on the surface; 
that is,

 Q A J H ( )  (2.63)

Combining Eqs. (2.62) and (2.63) and eliminating irradiation H results in
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 ( )  (2.64)

Therefore, the net radiant energy leaving a gray surface can be regarded as the 
current in an equivalent electrical network when a potential difference (Eb – J) is 
overcome across a resistance (1 – )/A. This resistance is due to the imperfec-
tion of the surface as an emitter and absorber of radiation as compared to a black 
surface.

By considering the radiant energy exchange between two gray surfaces, A1 
and A2, the radiation leaving surface A1 and arriving at surface A2 is J1A1F12, 
where J is the radiosity, given by Eq. (2.42). Similarly, the radiation leav-
ing surface A2 and arriving surface A1 is J2A2F21. The net radiation exchange 
between the two surfaces is given by

 Q J A F J A F A F J J A F J J12 1 1 12 2 2 21 1 12 1 2 2 21 1 2     ( ) ( )  (2.65)

Therefore, due to the geometric orientation that applies between the two poten-
tials, J1 and J2, when two gray surfaces exchange radiant energy, the resistance 
1/A1F12  1/A2F21.

An equivalent electric network for two the gray surfaces is illustrated in 
Figure 2.24. By combining the surface resistance, (1 – )/A for each surface 
and the geometric resistance, 1/A1F12  1/A2F21, between the surfaces, as 
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shown in Figure 2.24, the net rate of radiation exchange between the two sur-
faces is equal to the overall potential difference divided by the sum of resis-
tances, given by
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 (2.66)

In solar energy applications, the following geometric orientations between 
two surfaces are of particular interest.

A. For two infinite parallel surfaces, A1  A2  A and F12  1, Eq. (2.66) 
becomes
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 (2.67)

B. For two concentric cylinders, F12  1 and Eq. (2.66) becomes
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C. For a small convex surface, A1, completely enclosed by a very large con-
cave surface, A2, A1    A2 and F12  1, then Eq. (2.66) becomes

 Q A T T12 1 1 1
4

2
4 ε σ( )  (2.69)

The last equation also applies for a flat-plate collector cover radiating to the 
surroundings, whereas case B applies in the analysis of a parabolic trough col-
lector receiver where the receiver pipe is enclosed in a glass cylinder.

As can be seen from Eqs. (2.67)–(2.69), the rate of radiative heat trans-
fer between surfaces depends on the difference of the fourth power of the sur-
face temperatures. In many engineering calculations, however, the heat transfer 
equations are linearized in terms of the differences of temperatures to the first 
power. For this purpose, the following mathematical identity is used:

 T T T T T T T T T T T T1
4

2
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Figure 2.24 Equivalent electrical network for radiation exchange between two gray 
surfaces.
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Therefore, Eq. (2.66) can be written as

 Q A h T Tr12 1 1 2 ( )  (2.71)

with the radiation heat transfer coefficient, hr, defined as
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For the special cases mentioned previously, the expressions for hr are as 
follows:

Case A:
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Case B:
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Case C:

 h T T T Tr   ε σ1 1 2 1
2

2
2( )( )  (2.75)

It should be noted that the use of these linearized radiation equations in terms 
of hr is very convenient when the equivalent network method is used to analyze 
problems involving conduction and/or convection in addition to radiation. The 
radiation heat transfer coefficient, hr, is treated similarly to the convection heat 
transfer coefficient, hc, in an electric equivalent circuit. In such a case, a com-
bined heat transfer coefficient can be used, given by

 h h hc rcr    (2.76)

In this equation, it is assumed that the linear temperature difference between 
the ambient fluid and the walls of the enclosure and the surface and the enclo-
sure substances are at the same temperature.

e x a m p l e  2 . 1 3

The glass of a 1  2 m flat-plate solar collector is at a temperature of 80°C 
and has an emissivity of 0.90. The environment is at a temperature of 15°C. 
Calculate the convection and radiation heat losses if the convection heat trans-
fer coefficient is 5.1 W/m2K.
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Solution
In the following analysis, the glass cover is denoted by subscript 1 and the 
environment by 2. The radiation heat transfer coefficient is given by Eq. (2.75):

 

h T T T Tr   

    





ε σ1 1 2 1
2

2
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8 2 20 90 5 67 10 353 288 353 288

( )( )

. . ( )( )

66 789. W/m -K2
 

Therefore, from Eq. (2.76),

 h h hc rcr
2W/m -K    5 1 6 789 11 889. . .  

Finally,

Q A h T Tcr12 1 1 2 1 2 11 889 353 288 1545 6     ( ) ( )( . )( ) . W

2.3.5  Extraterrestrial Solar radiation
The amount of solar energy per unit time, at the mean distance of the earth 
from the sun, received on a unit area of a surface normal to the sun (perpen-
dicular to the direction of propagation of the radiation) outside the atmosphere 
is called the solar constant, Gsc. This quantity is difficult to measure from the 
surface of the earth because of the effect of the atmosphere. A method for the 
determination of the solar constant was first given in 1881 by Langley (by Langley ((Garg, 
1982), who had given his name to the units of measurement as Langleys per 
minute (calories per square centimeter per minute). This was changed by the 
SI system to Watts per square meter (W/m2).

When the sun is closest to the earth, on January 3, the solar heat on the 
outer edge of the earth’s atmosphere is about 1400 W/m2; and when the sun is 
farthest away, on July 4, it is about 1330 W/m2.

Throughout the year, the extraterrestrial radiation measured on the plane 
normal to the radiation on the Nth day of the year, Gon, varies between these 
limits, as indicated in Figure 2.25, in the range of 3.3% and can be calculated 
by (Duffie and Beckman, 1991; Hsieh, 1986):
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  (2.77)

where
Gon   extraterrestrial radiation measured on the plane normal to the radiation 

on the Nth day of the year (W/m2).
Gsc   solar constant (W/m2).

The latest value of Gsc is 1366.1 W/m2. This was adopted in 2000 by the 
American Society for Testing and Materials, which developed an AM0 refer-
ence spectrum (ASTM E-490). The ASTM E-490 Air Mass Zero solar spectral 
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irradiance is based on data from satellites, space shuttle missions, high-altitude 
aircraft, rocket soundings, ground-based solar telescopes, and modeled spec-
tral irradiance. The spectral distribution of extraterrestrial solar radiation at the 
mean sun-earth distance is shown in Figure 2.26. The spectrum curve of Figure 
2.26 is based on a set of data included in ASTM E-490 (Solar Spectra, 2007).

When a surface is placed parallel to the ground, the rate of solar radiation, 
GoH, incident on this extraterrestrial horizontal surface at a given time of the 
year is given by
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Figure 2.25 Variation of extraterrestrial solar radiation with the time of year.
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The total radiation, Ho, incident on an extraterrestrial horizontal surface 
during a day can be obtained by the integration of Eq. (2.78) over a period 
from sunrise to sunset. The resulting equation is
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where hss is the sunset hour in degrees, obtained from Eq. (2.15). The units of 
Eq. (2.79) are joules per square meter (J/m2).

To calculate the extraterrestrial radiation on a horizontal surface by an hour 
period, Eq. (2.78) is integrated between hour angles, h1 and h2 (h2 is larger). 
Therefore,
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It should be noted that the limits h1 and h2 may define a time period other  
than 1 h.

e x a m p l e  2 . 1 4

Determine the extraterrestrial normal radiation and the extraterrestrial radiation 
on a horizontal surface on March 10 at 2:00 pm solar time for 35°N latitude. 
Determine also the total solar radiation on the extraterrestrial horizontal sur-
face for the day.

Solution
The declination on March 10 (N  69) is calculated from Eq. (2.5):
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The hour angle at 2:00 pm solar time is calculated from Eq. (2.8):

h  0 25 0 25 120. ( ) . ( ) number of minutes from local solar noon  30

The hour angle at sunset is calculated from Eq. (2.15):

h Lss        cos [ tan( ) tan( )] cos [ tan( ) tan( . )] .1 1 35 4 8 86 6δ
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The extraterrestrial normal radiation is calculated from Eq. (2.77):
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The extraterrestrial radiation on a horizontal surface is calculated from Eq. (2.78):

        G G G L L hoH on on  cos( ) [sin( )sin( ) cos( )cos( )cos( )]Φ δ δ

                       1383 35 4 8 35 4 8 30 911[sin( )sin( . ) cos( )cos( . )cos( )] W/m2

The total radiation on the extraterrestrial horizontal surface is calculated from  
Eq. (2.79):
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A list of definitions that includes those related to solar radiation is found in 
Appendix 2. The reader should familiarize himself or herself with the various 
terms and specifically with irradiance, which is the rate of radiant energy falling 
on a surface per unit area of the surface (units, watts per square meter [W/m2] 
symbol, G), whereas irradiation is incident energy per unit area on a surface 
(units, joules per square meter [J/m2]), obtained by integrating irradiance over a 
specified time interval. Specifically, for solar irradiance this is called insolation. 
The symbols used in this book are H for insolation for a day and I for insolation 
for an hour. The appropriate subscripts used for G, H, and I are beam (B), dif-
fuse (D), and ground-reflected (G) radiation.

2.3.6  Atmospheric Attenuation
The solar heat reaching the earth’s surface is reduced below Gon because a large 
part of it is scattered, reflected back out into space, and absorbed by the atmo-
sphere. As a result of the atmospheric interaction with the solar radiation, a 
portion of the originally collimated rays becomes scattered or non-directional. 
Some of this scattered radiation reaches the earth’s surface from the entire sky 
vault. This is called the diffuse radiation. The solar heat that comes directly 
through the atmosphere is termed direct or beam radiation. The insolation 
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received by a surface on earth is the sum of diffuse radiation and the normal 
component of beam radiation. The solar heat at any point on earth depends on

1.  The ozone layer thickness
2.  The distance traveled through the atmosphere to reach that point
3.  The amount of haze in the air (dust particles, water vapor, etc.)
4.  The extent of the cloud cover

The earth is surrounded by atmosphere that contains various gaseous constit-
uents, suspended dust, and other minute solid and liquid particulate matter and 
clouds of various types. As the solar radiation travels through the earth’s atmo-
sphere, waves of very short length, such as X rays and gamma rays, are absorbed 
in the ionosphere at extremely high altitude. The waves of relatively longer 
length, mostly in the ultraviolet range, are then absorbed by the layer of ozone 
(O3), located about 15–40 km above the earth’s surface. In the lower atmosphere, 
bands of solar radiation in the infrared range are absorbed by water vapor and 
carbon dioxide. In the long-wavelength region, since the extraterrestrial radiation 
is low and the H2O and CO2 absorption are strong, little solar energy reaches the 
ground.

Therefore, the solar radiation is depleted during its passage though the 
atmosphere before reaching the earth’s surface. The reduction of intensity with 
increasing zenith angle of the sun is generally assumed to be directly propor-
tional to the increase in air mass, an assumption that considers the atmosphere 
to be unstratified with regard to absorbing or scattering impurities.

The degree of attenuation of solar radiation traveling through the earth’s atmo-
sphere depends on the length of the path and the characteristics of the medium 
traversed. In solar radiation calculations, one standard air mass is defined as the 
length of the path traversed in reaching the sea level when the sun is at its zenith 
(the vertical at the point of observation). The air mass is related to the zenith 
angle,  (Figure 2.27), without considering the earth’s curvature, by the equation:
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Therefore, at sea level when the sun is directly overhead, i.e., when   0°, 
m  1 (air mass one); and when   60°, we get m  2 (air mass two). 
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Figure 2.27 Air mass definition.
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Similarly, the solar radiation outside the earth’s atmosphere is at air mass zero. 
The graph of direct normal irradiance at ground level for air mass 1.5 is shown 
in Appendix 4.

2.3.7  Terrestrial Irradiation
A solar system frequently needs to be judged on its long-term performance. 
Therefore, knowledge of long-term monthly average daily insolation data for 
the locality under consideration is required. Daily mean total solar radiation 
(beam plus diffuse) incident on a horizontal surface for each month of the year 
is available from various sources, such as radiation maps or a country’s meteo-
rological service (see Section 2.4). In these sources, data, such as 24 h aver-
age temperature, monthly average daily radiation on a horizontal surface H
(MJ/m2-d), and monthly average clearness index, KT, are given together with 
other parameters, which are not of interest here.2 The monthly average clear-
ness index, KT, is defined as
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  (2.82)

where
H   monthly average total insolation on a terrestrial horizontal surface 

(MJ/m2-d).
Ho   monthly average daily total insolation on an extraterrestrial horizontal 

surface (MJ/m2).

The bar over the symbols signifies a long-term average. The value of Ho can 
be calculated from Eq. (2.79) by choosing a particular day of the year in the 
given month for which the daily total extraterrestrial insolation is estimated to be 
the same as the monthly mean value. Table 2.5 gives the values of Ho for each 
month as a function of latitude, together with the recommended dates of each 
month that would give the mean daily values of Ho. The day number and the 
declination of the day for the recommended dates are shown in Table 2.1. For 
the same days, the monthly average daily extraterrestrial insolation on a horizon-
tal surface for various months in kilowatt hours per square meter microns (kWh/
m2m) for latitudes 60° to 60° is also shown graphically in Figure A3.5 in 
Appendix 3, from which we can easily interpolate.

To predict the performance of a solar system, hourly values of radiation are 
required. Because in most cases these types of data are not available, long-term 
average daily radiation data can be utilized to estimate long-term average radia-
tion distribution. For this purpose, empirical correlations are usually used. Two 
such frequently used correlations are thecorrelations are theare the Liu and Jordan (1977) correlation and 
the Collares-Pereira and Rabl (1979) correlation.

2 Meteorological data for various locations are shown in Appendix 7.
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g 16 Sept 15 Oct 15 Nov 14 Dec 10

7.8 16.7 28.1 38.4 43.6

0.7 19.5 30.2 39.4 43.9

3.6 22.2 32.1 40.3 44.2

6.5 24.7 33.8 41.1 44.4

9.3 27.1 35.3 41.6 44.4

2.0 29.2 36.5 41.9 44.2

4.5 31.1 37.5 41.9 43.7

6.9 32.8 38.1 41.6 43.0

9.1 34.2 38.5 41.1 42.0

1.1 35.4 38.7 40.3 40.8

2.8 36.3 38.5 39.3 39.3

4.4 36.9 38.1 37.9 37.6

5.7 37.2 37.3 36.4 35.6

6.7 37.3 36.3 34.5 33.5

7.5 37.0 35.1 32.5 31.1

8.0 36.5 33.5 30.2 28.5

8.2 35.7 31.8 27.7 25.7

8.2 34.7 29.8 25.1 22.9

7.9 33.4 27.5 22.3 19.9

7.3 31.8 25.1 19.4 16.8

6.5 30.0 22.5 16.4 13.7

5.4 27.9 19.8 13.4 10.7

4.1 25.7 16.9 10.4   7.7

2.7 23.2 13.9   7.4   4.8

1.0 20.6 10.9   4.5   2.3
table 2.5 Monthly Average Daily Extraterrestrial Insolation on Horizontal Surface (MJ/m2)

Latitude Jan 17 Feb 16 Mar 16 Apr 15 May 15 June 11 July 17 Au

60°S 41.1 31.9 21.2 10.9 4.4 2.1 3.1

55°S 41.7 33.7 23.8 13.8 7.1 4.5 5.6 1

50°S 42.4 35.3 26.3 16.8 10.0 7.2 8.4 1

45°S 42.9 36.8 28.6 19.6 12.9 10.0 11.2 1

40°S 43.1 37.9 30.7 22.3 15.8 12.9 14.1 1

35°S 43.2 38.8 32.5 24.8 18.6 15.8 17.0 2

30°S 43.0 39.5 34.1 27.2 21.4 18.7 19.8 2

25°S 42.5 39.9 35.4 29.4 24.1 21.5 22.5 2

20°S 41.5 39.9 36.5 31.3 26.6 24.2 25.1 2

15°S 40.8 39.7 37.2 33.1 28.9 26.8 27.6 3

10°S 39.5 39.3 37.7 34.6 31.1 29.2 29.9 3

5°S 38.0 38.5 38.0 35.8 33.0 31.4 32.0 3

0 36.2 37.4 37.9 36.8 34.8 33.5 33.9 3

5°N 34.2 36.1 37.5 37.5 36.3 35.3 35.6 3

10°N 32.0 34.6 36.9 37.9 37.5 37.0 37.1 3

15°N 29.5 32.7 35.9 38.0 38.5 38.4 38.3 3

20°N 26.9 30.7 34.7 37.9 39.3 39.5 39.3 3

25°N 24.1 28.4 33.3 37.5 39.8 40.4 40.0 3

30°N 21.3 26.0 31.6 36.8 40.0 41.1 40.4 3

35°N 18.3 23.3 29.6 35.8 39.9 41.5 40.6 3

40°N 15.2 20.5 27.4 34.6 39.7 41.7 40.6 3

45°N 12.1 17.6 25.0 33.1 39.2 41.7 40.4 3

50°N   9.1 14.6 22.5 31.4 38.4 41.5 40.0 3

55°N   6.1 11.6 19.7 29.5 37.6 41.3 39.4 3

60°N   3.4   8.5 16.8 27.4 36.6 41.0 38.8 3
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According to the Liu and Jordan (1977) correlation,
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 (2.83)

where
rd  ratio of hourly diffuse radiation to daily diffuse radiation.
hss  sunset hour angle (degrees).
h  hour angle in degrees at the midpoint of each hour.

According to the Collares-Pereira and Rabl (1979) correlation,
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 (2.84a)

where
r  ratio of hourly total radiation to daily total radiation.

 α   0 409 0 5016 60. . sin( )hss  (2.84b)

 β   0 6609 0 4767 60. . sin( )hss  (2.84c)

e x a m p l e  2 . 1 5

Given the following empirical equation,

 

H

H
K K KD

T T T   1 390 4 027 5 531 3 1082 3. . . .
 

where HD is the monthly average daily diffuse radiation on horizontal sur-
face—see Eq. (2.105a)—estimate the average total radiation and the average 
diffuse radiation between 11:00 am and 12:00 pm solar time in the month of 
July on a horizontal surface located at 35°N latitude. The monthly average 
daily total radiation on a horizontal surface, H, in July at the surface location is 
23.14 MJ/m2-d.

Solution
From Table 2.5 at 35° N latitude for July, Ho  40 6. MJ/m2. Therefore,

K
H

HT
o

  
23 14

40 6
0 570

.

.
.

Therefore,

H

H
D     1 390 4 027 0 57 5 531 0 57 3 108 0 57 0 3162 3. . ( . ) . ( . ) . ( . ) .
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and

 H HD   0 316 0 316 23 14 7 31 2. . ( . ) . MJ/m -d  

From Table 2.5, the recommended average day for the month is July 17 
(N  199). The solar declination is calculated from Eq. (2.5) as

δ    23 45
360

365
284 23 45

360

365
284 199. sin ( ) . sin ( )N

























 21 0.

The sunset hour angle is calculated from Eq. (2.15) as

cos( ) tan( ) tan( ) cos [ tan( ) tan( )]h L hss ss     δ → 1 35 21 106

The middle point of the hour from 11:00 am to 12:00 pm is 0.5 h from solar noon, 
or hour angle is 7.5°. Therefore, from Eqs. (2.84b), (2.84c), and (2.84a), we have
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From Eq. (2.83), we have
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Finally,

Average hourly total radiation

MJ/m  or  2




0 123 23 14

2 85

. ( . )

. 22850 2kJ/m

Average hourly diffuse radiation

MJ/m  or2




0 113 7 31

0 826

. ( . )

.    826 kJ/m2
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2.3.8  Total radiation on Tilted Surfaces
Usually, collectors are not installed horizontally but at an angle to increase 
the amount of radiation intercepted and reduce reflection and cosine losses. 
Therefore, system designers need data about solar radiation on such titled sur-
faces; measured or estimated radiation data, however, are mostly available either 
for normal incidence or for horizontal surfaces. Therefore, there is a need to con-
vert these data to radiation on tilted surfaces.

The amount of insolation on a terrestrial surface at a given location for a 
given time depends on the orientation and slope of the surface.

A flat surface absorbs beam (GBt), diffuse (GDt), and ground-reflected (GGt) 
solar radiation; that is,

 G G G Gt Bt Dt Gt    (2.85)

As shown in Figure 2.28, the beam radiation on a tilted surface is

 G GBt Bn cos( )θ  (2.86)

and on a horizontal surface,

 
G GB  Bn cos( )Φ  (2.87)

where
GBt  beam radiation on a tilted surface (W/m2).
GB  beam radiation on a horizontal surface (W/m2).

It follows that

 
R

G

GB  Bt

B

cos( )

cos( )

θ
Φ

 (2.88)

where RB is called the beam radiation tilt factor. The term cos() can be calcu-
lated from Eq. (2.86) and cos() from Eq. (2.87). So the beam radiation com-
ponent for any surface is

 G G RB BBt   (2.89)

In Eq. (2.88), the zenith angle can be calculated from Eq. (2.12) and the 
incident angle  can be calculated from Eq. (2.18) or, for the specific case of a 

GB

GBt

GBnGBn

α β

θ
Φ

Figure 2.28 Beam radiation on horizontal and tilted surfaces.
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south-facing fixed surface, from Eq. (2.20). Therefore, for a fixed surface fac-
ing south with tilt angle , Eq. (2.88) becomes
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L L h
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cos( )

sin( )sin( ) cos( )cos( )cos( )

sin( )s

θ β δ β δ
Φ iin( ) cos( )cos( )cos( )δ δ L h

 (2.90a)

The values of RB for collector slopes equal to latitude and latitude 10°, which 
is the usual collector inclination for solar water-heating collectors, are shown in 
Figures A3.6 and A3.7 in Appendix 3. Equation (2.88) also can be applied to other 
than fixed surfaces, in which case the appropriate equation for cos(), as given in 
Section 2.2.1, can be used. For example, for a surface rotated continuously about 
a horizontal east-west axis, from Eq. (2.26a), the ratio of beam radiation on the 
surface to that on a horizontal surface at any time is given by
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 (2.90b)

e x a m p l e  2 . 1 6

Estimate the beam radiation tilt factor for a surface located at 35°N latitude 
and tilted 45° at 2:00 pm solar time on March 10. If the beam radiation at nor-
mal incidence is 900 W/m2, estimate the beam radiation on the tilted surface.

Solution
From Example 2.14,   4.8° and h  30°. The beam radiation tilt factor is 
calculated from Eq. (2.90a) as
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L L h

L LB 
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    35 45 4 8 35 45 4 8 30))
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.

35 4 8 35 4 8 30
1 312

  


Therefore, the beam radiation on the tilted surface is calculated from Eq. (2.89) as

 G G RB BBt
2W/m  900 1 312 1181( . )  

Many models give the solar radiation on a tilted surface. The first one is the iso-
tropic sky model developed originally by Hottel and Woertz (1942) and refined by 
Liu and Jordan (1960). According to this model, radiation is calculated as follows.

Diffuse radiation on a horizontal surface,

 

G G d GD R R 2 2
0

2

cos( )
/

Φ Φ
π

∫  (2.91)

where GR  diffuse sky radiance (W/m2-rad).
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Diffuse radiation on a tilted surface,
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∫∫  (2.92)

where  is the surface tilt angle as shown in Figure 2.28.
From Eq. (2.91), the second term of Eq. (2.92) becomes GR  GD/2. 

Therefore, Eq. (2.92) becomes
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Similarly, the ground-reflected radiation is obtained by G(GB  GD), 
where G is ground albedo. Therefore, GGt is obtained as follows.

Ground-reflected radiation,
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  2 2
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Φ Φ∫  (2.94)

where Gr is the isotropic ground-reflected radiance (W/m2-rad).
Ground-reflected radiation on tilted surfaces,
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Combining Eq. (2.94) and (2.95) as before,
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Therefore, inserting Eqs. (2.93) and (2.96) into Eq. (2.85), we get
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 (2.97)

The total radiation on a horizontal surface, G, is the sum of horizontal 
beam and diffuse radiation; that is,

 G G GB D   (2.98)
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Therefore, Eq. (2.97) can also be written as
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 (2.99)

where R is called the total radiation tilt factor.

othEr rADiAtion moDElS
The isotropic sky model is the simplest model that assumes that all diffuse 
radiation is uniformly distributed over the sky dome and that reflection on the 
ground is diffuse. A number of other models have been developed by a num-
ber of researchers. Three of these models are summarized in this section: the 
Klucher model, the Hay-Davies model, and the Reindl model. The latter proved 
to give very good results in the Mediterranean region.

klucher model
Klucher (1979) found that the isotopic model gives good results for overcast 
skies but underestimates irradiance under clear and partly overcast conditions, 
when there is increased intensity near the horizon and in the circumsolar region 
of the sky. The model developed by Klucher gives the total irradiation on a 
tilted plane:
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where F is a clearness index given by
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The first of the modifying factors in the sky diffuse component takes into 
account horizon brightening; the second takes into account the effect of cir-
cumsolar radiation. Under overcast skies, the clearness index F becomes 0 and 
the model reduces to the isotropic model.

hay-Davies model
In the Hay-Davies model, diffuse radiation from the sky is composed of an iso-
tropic and circumsolar component (Hay and Davies, 1980) and horizon bright-
ening is not taken into account. The anisotropy index, A, defined in Eq. (2.102), 
represents the transmittance through atmosphere for beam radiation:
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The anisotropy index is used to quantify the portion of the diffuse radiation 
treated as circumsolar, with the remaining portion of diffuse radiation assumed 
isotropic. The circumsolar component is assumed to be from the sun’s position. 
The total irradiance is then computed by
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 (2.103)

Reflection from the ground is dealt with as in the isotropic model.

reindl model
In addition to isotropic diffuse and circumsolar radiation, the Reindl model 
also accounts for horizon brightening (Reindl et al., 1990a,b) and employs the 
same definition of the anisotropy index, A, as described in Eq. (2.102). The 
total irradiance on a tilted surface can then be calculated using
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Reflection on the ground is again dealt with as in the isotropic model. Due 
to the additional term in Eq. (2.104), representing horizon brightening, the 
Reindl model provides slightly higher diffuse irradiances than the Hay-Davies 
model.

inSolAtion on tiltED SurFAcES

The amount of insolation on a terrestrial surface at a given location and time 
depends on the orientation and slope of the surface. In the case of flat-plate col-
lectors installed at a certain fixed angle, system designers need to have data 
about the solar radiation on the surface of the collector. Most measured data, 
however, are for either normal incidence or horizontal. Therefore, it is often nec-
essary to convert these data to radiation on tilted surfaces. Based on these data, a 
reasonable estimation of radiation on tilted surfaces can be made. An empirical 
method for the estimation of the monthly average daily total radiation incident 
on a tilted surface was developed by Liu and Jordan (1977). In their correlation, 
the diffuse to total radiation ratio for a horizontal surface is expressed in terms 
of the monthly clearness index, KT , with the following equation:

 

H

H
K K KD

T T T   1 390 4 027 5 531 3 1082 3. . . .  (2.105a)
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Collares-Pereira and Rabl (1979) expressed the same parameter by also 
considering the sunset hour angle:
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where hss  sunset hour angle (degrees).
Erbs et al. (1982) also expressed the monthly average daily diffuse correla-

tions by taking into account the season, as follows.
For hss  81.4° and 0.3  KT   0.8,

 

H

H
K K KD

T T T   1 391 3 560 4 189 2 1372 3. . . .  (2.105c)

For hss  81.4° and 0.3  KT   0.8,

 

H

H
K K KD

T T T   1 311 3 022 3 427 1 8212 3. . . .  (2.105d)

With the monthly average daily total radiation H  and the monthly average 
daily diffuse radiation HD  known, the monthly average beam radiation on a 
horizontal surface can be calculated by

 H H HB D   (2.106)

Like Eq. (2.99), the following equation may be written for the monthly 
total radiation tilt factor R :
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where
Ht   monthly average daily total radiation on a tilted surface.
RB  monthly mean beam radiation tilt factor.

The term RB  is the ratio of the monthly average beam radiation on a tilted 
surface to that on a horizontal surface. Actually, this is a complicated function 
of the atmospheric transmittance, but according to Liu and Jordan (1977), it 
can be estimated by the ratio of extraterrestrial radiation on the tilted surface to 
that on a horizontal surface for the month. For surfaces facing directly toward 
the equator, it is given by
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where hss is sunset hour angle on the tilted surface (degrees), given by

 h h L   
ss ss,min{ cos }[ tan( ) tan( )]}1 β δ  (2.109)

It should be noted that, for the Southern Hemisphere, the term (L – ) of 
Eqs. (2.108) and (2.109) changes to (L  ).

For the same days as those shown in Table 2.5, the monthly average ter-
restrial insolation on a tilted surface for various months for latitudes 60° 
to 60° and for a slope equal to latitude and latitude plus 10° is shown in 
Appendix 3, Figures A3.3 and A3.4, respectively.

e x a m p l e  2 . 1 7

For July, estimate the monthly average daily total solar radiation on a surface 
facing south, tilted 45°, and located at 35°N latitude. The monthly average 
daily insolation on a horizontal surface is 23.14 MJ/m2-day. Ground reflectance 
is equal to 0.2.

Solution
From Example 2.15, we have: H HD /   0.316,   21°, and hss  106°. The 
sunset hour angle for a tilted surface is given by Eq. (2.109):

 h h Lss   min{ ,cos [ tan( ) tan( )}ss
1 β δ  

Here, cos1 [tan(35  45) tan(21)]  86°.Therefore,

 h  ss 86  

The factor RB  is calculated from Eq. (2.108) as
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From Eq. (2.107),
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Finally, the average daily total radiation on the tilted surface for July is:

 H RHt   0 804 23 14 18 6. ( . ) . MJ/m -d2
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2.3.9  Solar radiation Measuring Equipment
A number of radiation parameters are needed for the design, sizing, perfor-
mance evaluation, and research of solar energy applications. These include 
total solar radiation, beam radiation, diffuse radiation, and sunshine duration. 
Various types of equipment measure the instantaneous and long-term integrated 
values of beam, diffuse, and total radiation incident on a surface. This equip-
ment usually employs the thermoelectric and photovoltaic effects to measure 
the radiation. Detailed description of this equipment is not within the scope of 
this book; this section is added, however, so the reader might know the types of 
available equipment. More details of this equipment can easily be found from 
manufacturers’ catalogues on the Internet.

There are basically two types of solar radiation measuring instruments: 
the pyranometer (see Figure 2.29) and the pyrheliometer. The former is used 
to measure total (beam and diffuse) radiation within its hemispherical field of 
view, whereas the latter is an instrument used for measuring the beam radiation 
at normal incidence. The pyranometer can also measure the diffuse solar radia-
tion if the sensing element is shaded from the beam radiation. For this purpose a 
shadow band is mounted with its axis tilted at an angle equal to the latitude of the 
location plus the declination for the day of measurement. Since the shadow band 
hides a considerable portion of the sky, the measurements require corrections for 
that part of diffuse radiation obstructed by the band. Pyrheliometers are used to 
measure direct solar irradiance, required primarily to predict the performance of 
concentrating solar collectors. Diffuse radiation is blocked by mounting the sensor  

Figure 2.29 Photograph of a pyranometer.



element at the bottom of a tube pointing directly at the sun. Therefore, a two-axis 
sun-tracking system is required to measure the beam radiation.

Finally, sunshine duration is required to estimate the total solar irradiation. 
The duration of sunshine is defined as the time during which the sunshine is 
intense enough to cast a shadow. Also, the duration of sunshine has been defined 
by the World Meteorological Organization as the time during which the beam 
solar irradiance exceeds the level of 120 W/m2. Two types of sunshine record-
ers are used: the focusing type and a type based on the photoelectric effect. The 
focusing type consists of a solid glass sphere, approximately 10 cm in diame-
ter, mounted concentrically in a section of a spherical bowl whose diameter is 
such that the sun’s rays can be focused on a special card with time marking, 
held in place by grooves in the bowl. The record card is burned whenever bright 
sunshine exists. Thus, the portion of the burned trace provides the duration of 
sunshine for the day. The sunshine recorder based on the photoelectric effect 
consists of two photovoltaic cells, with one cell exposed to the beam solar radia-
tion and the other cell shaded from it by a shading ring. The radiation difference 
between the two cells is a measure of the duration of sunshine.

The International Standards Organization (ISO) published a series of inter-
national standards specifying methods and instruments for the measurement of 
solar radiation. These are:

l ISO 9059 (1990). Calibration of field pyrheliometers by comparison to 
a reference pyrheliometer.

l ISO 9060 (1990). Specification and classification of instruments for 
measuring hemispherical solar and direct solar radiation. This standard 
establishes a classification and specification of instruments for the mea-
surement of hemispherical solar and direct solar radiation integrated over 
the spectral range from 0.3 to 3 m. According to the standard, pyranom-
eters are radiometers designed for measuring the irradiance on a plane 
receiver surface, which results from the radiant fluxes incident from the 
hemisphere above, within the required wavelength range. Pyrheliometers 
are radiometers designed for measuring the irradiance that results from 
the solar radiant flux from a well-defined solid angle, the axis of which is 
perpendicular to the plane receiver surface.

l ISO 9846 (1993). Calibration of a pyranometer using a pyrheliometer. 
This standard also includes specifications for the shade ring used to 
block the beam radiation, the measurement of diffuse radiation, and sup-
port mechanisms of the ring.

l IS0 9847 (1992). Calibration of field pyranometers by comparison to a 
reference pyranometer. According to the standard, accurate and precise 
measurements of the irradiance of the global (hemispheric) solar radia-
tion are required in:
1.  The determination of the energy available to flat-plate solar collectors.
2. The assessment of irradiance and radiant exposure in the testing of 

solar- and non-solar related material technologies.
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3.  The assessment of the direct versus diffuse solar components for energy 
budget analysis, for geographic mapping of solar energy, and as an aid 
in the determination of the concentration of aerosol and particulate pol-
lution and the effects of water vapor.

Although meteorological and resource assessment measurements generally 
require pyranometers oriented with their axes vertical, applications associated 
with flat-plate collectors and the study of the solar exposure of related mate-
rials require calibrations of instruments tilted at a predetermined non-vertical 
orientation. Calibrations at fixed tilt angles have applications that seek state-of-
the-art accuracy, requiring corrections for cosine, tilt, and azimuth.

Finally, the International Standards Organization published a technical 
report, “lSO/TR 9901: 1990—Field pyranometers—Recommended practice 
for use,” the scope of which is self-explanatory.

2.4 the Solar reSourCe
The operation of solar collectors and systems depends on the solar radiation input 
and the ambient air temperature and their sequences. One of the forms in which 
solar radiation data are available is on maps. These give the general impression 
of the availability of solar radiation without details on the local meteorological 
conditions and, for this reason, must be used with care. One valuable source of 
such information is the Meteonorm. Two maps showing the annual mean global 
solar radiation for the years 1981–2000 for Europe and North America are 
shown in Figures 2.30 and 2.31, respectively (Meteonorm, 2009). These are 
based on numerous climatological databases and computational models. Maps 
for other regions of the world can be obtained from the Meteonorm website 
(Meteonorm, 2009).

For the local climate, data in the form of a typical meteorological year are 
usually required. This is a typical year, which is defined as a year that sums up 
all the climatic information characterizing a period as long as the mean life of a 
solar system. In this way, the long-term performance of a collector or a system 
can be calculated by running a computer program over the reference year.

2.4.1  Typical Meteorological Year
A representative database of weather data for one-year duration is known as 
the test reference year (TRY) or typical meteorological year (TMY). A TMY 
is a data set of hourly values of solar radiation and meteorological elements. 
It consists of months selected from individual years concatenated to form a 
complete year. The TMY contains values of solar radiation (global and direct), 
ambient temperature, relative humidity, and wind speed and direction for 
all hours of the year. The selection of typical weather conditions for a given  
location is very crucial in computer simulations to predict the performance of 
solar systems and the thermal performance of buildings and has led various 
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investigators to either run long periods of observational data or select a particu-
lar year that appears to be typical from several years of data. The intended use 
of a TMY file is for computer simulations of solar energy conversion systems 
and building systems (see Chapter 11, Section 11.5).

The adequacy of using an average or typical year of meteorological data 
with a simulation model to provide an estimate of the long-term system per-
formance depends on the sensitivity of system performance to the hourly and 
daily weather sequences. Regardless of how it is selected, an “average” year 
cannot be expected to have the same weather sequences as those occurring over 
the long term. However, the simulated performance of a system for an “average 
year” may provide a good estimate of the long-term system performance, if 
the weather sequences occurring in the average year are representative of those 
occurring over the long term or the system performance is independent of the 
weather sequences (Klein et al., 1976). Using this approach, the long-term inte-
grated system performance can be evaluated and the dynamic system’s behav-
ior can be obtained.

In the past, many attempts were made to generate such climatological data-
bases for different areas around the world using various methodologies. One 
of the most common methodologies for generating a TMY is the one proposed 
by Hall et al. (1978) using the Filkenstein-Schafer (FS) statistical method 
(Filkenstein and Schafer, 1971).

The FS method algorithm is as follows: First, the cumulative distribution 
functions (CDFs) are calculated for each selected meteorological parameter 
and for each month, over the whole selected period as well as over each spe-
cific year of the period. To calculate the CDFs for each parameter, the data 
are grouped in a number of bins, and the CDFs are calculated by counting the 
cases in the same bin.

The next step is to compare the CDF of a meteorological parameter, such 
as global horizontal radiation, for each month for each specific year with the 
respective CDF of the long-term composite of all years in the selected period.

The FS is the mean difference of the long-term CDF, CDFLT, and the spe-
cific month’s CDF, CDFSM, calculated in the bins used for the estimation of the 
CDFs, given by

 

FS CDF CDFLT SM 


1

1N
z zi i

i

N

( ) ( )∑  (2.110)

where
N  number of bins (by default, N  31).
zi   value of the FS statistic for the particular month of the specific year and 

the meteorological parameter under consideration.

The next step is the application of the weighting factors, WFj, to the FS 
statistics values, one for each of the considered meteorological parameters, 
FSj, corresponding to each specific month in the selected period. In this way, 
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a weighted sum, or average value, WS, is derived and this value is assigned to 
the respective month; that is,

 

WS WF FS


1

1M j j
j

M

∑  (2.111)

with
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1

1∑  (2.112)

where M  number of parameters in the database.
The user can change the WF values, thus examining the relative importance 

of each meteorological parameter in the final result. The smaller the WS, the 
better the approximation to a typical meteorological month (TMM).

Applying this procedure for all months of the available period, a composite 
year can be formed consisting of the selected months with the smallest WS 
values.

The root mean standard deviation (RMSD) of the total daily values of the 
global solar irradiance distribution for each month of each year can then be esti-
mated with respect to the mean long-term hourly distribution and the FS statis-
tics. The RMSD can be computed, and for each month, the year corresponding 
to the lowest value can be selected. The estimations are carried out according to 
the expression

 
RMSD 
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where x   the average value of its parameter over the number of bins (N  31).
A total of 8760 rows are included in a TMY file, each corresponding to an 

hour of the year. The format of TMY file suitable for earlier versions of the 
TRNSYS program is shown in Table 2.6.

2.4.2  Typical Meteorological Year, Second Generation
A type 2 TMY format is completely different and consists of many more fields. 
Such a file can be used with detailed building analysis programs such as TRNSYS 
(version 16), DOE-2, BDA (Building Design Advisor), and Energy Plus.  
A TMY-2 file also contains a complete year (8760 items of data) of hourly mete-
orological data. Each hourly record in the file contains values for solar radiation, 
dry bulb temperature, and meteorological elements, such as illuminance, precip-
itation, visibility, and snowfall. Radiation and illumination data are becoming 
increasingly necessary in many simulation programs. A two-character source 
and an uncertainty flag are attached to each data value to indicate whether the 
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data value was measured, modeled, or missing and provide an estimate of the 
uncertainty of the data value. By including the uncertainty flags, users can 
evaluate the potential impact of weather variability on the performance of solar 
systems or buildings.

The first record of each file is the file header that describes the station. 
The file header contains a five-digit meteorological station number, city, state 
(optional), time zone, latitude, longitude, and elevation. The field positions 
and definitions of these header elements, together with the values given for the 
TMY2 for Nicosia, Cyprus (Kalogirou, 2003), are shown in Table 2.7.

Following the file header, 8760 hourly data records provide a one-year 
record of solar radiation, illuminance, and meteorological data, along with their 
source and uncertainty flags. Table 2.8 gives field positions and element defi-
nitions of each hourly record (Marion and Urban, 1995). Each hourly record 
begins with the year (field positions 2-3) from which the typical month was cho-
sen, followed by the month, day, and hour information and the rest of the data as 
shown in Table 2.8 (Kalogirou, 2003).

For solar radiation and illuminance elements, the data values represent 
the energy received during the 60 minutes preceding the hour indicated. For 
meteorological elements (with a few exceptions), observations or measure-
ments were made at the hour indicated. A few of the meteorological elements 

table 2.6 Format of TMY File Suitable for the TRNSYS Program Up to Version 14

Month 
of year

Hour 
of 
month

IB (kJ/m2)a I (kJ/m2)b Dry 
bulb 
tempc

HR
d Wind 

velocity 
(m/s)

Wind 
directione

1 1 0 0 75 60.47 1 12

1 2 0 0 75 60.47 1 12

1 3 0 0 70 57.82 1 12

1 4 0 0 70 57.82 1 12

1 5 0 0 75 58.56 2 12

— — — — — — — —

12 740 0 0 45 47.58 1 23

12 741 0 0 30 43.74 1 25

12 742 0 0 20 40.30 1 26

12 743 0 0 20 40.30 1 27

12 744 0 0 10 37.51 1 23

Notes:
aIB   Direct (beam) normal solar radiation (integrated over previous hour) in kJ/m2.
bI  Global solar radiation on horizontal (integrated over previous hour) in kJ/m2.
cDegrees  10 (°C).
dHumidity ratio (HR) in kg of water/kg of air  10,000.
eDegrees  10, expressed as 0 for wind from north, 9 for east, 18 for south, and so forth.
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had observations, measurements, or estimates made at daily, instead of hourly, 
intervals. Consequently, the data values for broadband aerosol optical depth, 
snow depth, and days since last snowfall represent the values available for the 
day indicated.

With the exception of extraterrestrial horizontal and extraterrestrial direct 
radiation, the two field positions immediately following the data value provide 
source and uncertainty flags both to indicate whether the data were measured, 
modeled, or missing and to provide an estimate of the uncertainty of the data. 
Source and uncertainty flags for extraterrestrial horizontal and extraterrestrial 
direct radiation are not provided, because these elements were calculated using 
equations considered to give exact values. Explanation of the uncertainty flags 
for the other quantities is given in Marion and Urban (1995).

A sample of the Nicosia TMY-2 file, showing the data for the first days of 
January, including the header elements, can be seen in Figure 2.32 (Kalogirou, 
2003). It should be noted that the format of the TMY-2 for the Energy Plus 
program is a little different than the one shown in Figure 2.32 since it includes 
after the header design conditions, extreme periods and holidays, and daylight 
saving data.

table 2.7 Header Elements in the TMY-2 Format (first record only)

Field position Element Definition Value used

002–006 5-digit number Weather station’s number 17609

008–029 City City where the station is located 

(max 22 characters)

Nicosia

031–032 State State where the station is located 

(2-letter abbr)

—

034–036 Time zone Time zone: Number of hours  

by which the local standard time 

is ahead of Greenwich (ve E, 

ve W)

2

038–044 Latitude Latitude of the station:

038 N  North of equator N

040–041 Degrees 34

043–044 Minutes 53

046–053 Longitude Longitude of the station:

046 W  West, E  East E

048–050 Degrees 33

052–053 Minutes 38

056–059 Elevation Elevation of station in meters 

above sea level

162



 Urban, 1995)

ocal standard time

r radiation in Wh/m2 received on a horizontal surface at the 

phere

r radiation in Wh/m2 received on a surface normal to the 

 the atmosphere

 direct and diffuse solar radiation in Wh/m2 received on a 

ce

r radiation in Wh/m2 received within a 5.7° field of view 

sun

T
he S

olar R
esource 
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(Continued)
table 2.8 Data Elements in the TMY-2 Format (all except the first record) (from Marion and

Field position Element Value Definition

002–009 Local standard time

002–003 Year 2-digit Year

004–005 Month 1–12 Month

006–007 Day 1–31 Day of month

008–009 Hour 1–24 Hour of day in l

010–013 Extraterrestrial horizontal  

radiation

0–1415 Amount of sola

top of the atmos

014–017 Extraterrestrial direct normal 

radiation

0–1415 Amount of sola

sun at the top of

018–023 Global horizontal radiation Total amount of

horizontal surfa

018–021 Data value 0–1200

022 Flag for data source A–H, ?

023 Flag for data uncertainty 0–9

024–029 Direct normal radiation Amount of sola

centered on the 

024–027 Data value 0–1100

028 Flag for data source A–H, ?

029 Flag for data uncertainty 0–9
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t

 radiation in Wh/m2 received from the sky (excluding the 

orizontal surface

ount of direct and diffuse illuminance in hundreds of lux 

rizontal surface

 130,000 lux

 of direct normal illuminance in hundreds of lux received 

d of view centered on the sun

 110,000 lux

 of illuminance in hundreds of lux received from the sky 

lar disk) on a horizontal surface

0,000 lux
able 2.8 Continued

Field position Element Value Definition

030–035 Diffuse horizontal radiation Amount of solar

solar disk) on a h

030–033 Data value 0–700

034 Flag for data source A–H, ?

035 Flag for data uncertainty 0–9

036–041 Global horiz. illuminance Average total am

received on a ho

036–039 Data value 0–1300 0 to 1300  0 to

040 Flag for data source I, ?

041 Flag for data uncertainty 0–9

042–047 Direct normal illuminance Average amount

within a 5.7° fiel

042–045 Data value 0–1100 0 to 1100  0 to

046 Flag for data source I, ?

047 Flag for data uncertainty 0–9

048–053 Diffuse horiz. illuminance Average amount

(excluding the so

048–051 Data value 0–800 0 to 800  0 to 8

052 Flag for data source I, ?

053 Flag for data uncertainty 0–9



(Continued)

table 2.8 Continued

f luminance at the sky’s zenith in tens of Cd/m2

0,000 Cd/m2

me in tenths covered by clouds or obscuring phenomena 

ted

me in tenths covered by clouds or obscuring phenomena 

ving the sky or higher cloud layers at the hour indicated

ture in tenths of a degree Centigrade at the hour 

50.0 to 50.0°C

T
he S

olar R
esource 
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Field position Element Value Definition

054–059 Zenith luminance Average amount o

054–057 Data value 0–7000 0 to 7000  0 to 7

058 Flag for data source I, ?

059 Flag for data uncertainty 0–9

060–063 Total sky cover Amount of sky do

at the hour indica

060–061 Data value 0–10

062 Flag for data source A–F

063 Flag for data uncertainty 0–9

064–067 Opaque sky cover Amount of sky do

that prevent obser

064–065 Data value 0–10

066 Flag for data source A–F

067 Flag for data uncertainty 0–9

068–073 Dry bulb temperature Dry bulb tempera

indicated.

068–071 Data value 500 to 500 500 to 500  

072 Flag for data source A–F

073 Flag for data uncertainty 0–9
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perature in tenths of a degree Centigrade at the hour 

 60.0 to 30.0°C

ity in percent at the hour indicated

ressure at station in mbar at the hour indicated

 in degrees at the hour indicated. (N  0 or 360,  

80, W  270). For calm winds, wind direction equals  
table 2.8 Continued

Field position Element Value Definition

074–079 Dew point temperature Dew point tem

indicated.

074–077 Data value 600 to 300 600 to 300 

078 Flag for data source A–F

079 Flag for data uncertainty 0–9

080–084 Relative humidity Relative humid

080–082 Data value 0–100

083 Flag for data source A–F

084 Flag for data uncertainty 0–9

085–090 Atmospheric pressure Atmospheric p

085–088 Data value 700–1100

089 Flag for data source A–F

090 Flag for data uncertainty 0–9

091–095 Wind direction Wind direction

E  90, S  1

zero.

091–093 Data value 0–360

094 Flag for data source A–F

095 Flag for data uncertainty 0–9



(Continued)

table 2.8 Continued

in tenths of meters per second at the hour indicated.

 to 40.0 m/s

isibility in tenths of kilometers at the hour indicated.

mited visibility

 0.0 to 160.9 km

sing data

ht in meters at the hour indicated.

limited ceiling height

roform

ssing data

ther conditions denoted by a 10-digit number.

 water in millimeters at the hour indicated T
he S

olar R
esource 
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Field position Element Value Definition

096–100 Wind speed Wind speed 

096–98 Data value 0–400 0 to 400  0

99 Flag for data source A–F

100 Flag for data uncertainty 0–9

101–106 Visibility Horizontal v

101–104 Data value 0–1609 7777  unli

105 Flag for data source A–F, ? 0 to 1609 

106 Flag for data uncertainty 0–9 9999  mis

107–113 Ceiling height Ceiling heig

107–111 Data value 0–30450 77777  un

112 Flag for data source A–F, ? 88888  cir

113 Flag for data uncertainty 0–9 99999  mi

114–123 Present weather — Present wea

124–128 Precipitable water Precipitation

124–126 Data value 0–100

127 Flag for data source A–F

128 Flag for data uncertainty 0–9
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d aerosol optical depth (broadband turbidity) in thousandths on 

dicated.

 0.0 to 0.240

th in centimeters on the day indicated.

issing data

f days since last snowfall.

or greater days

sing data
table 2.8 Continued

Field position Element Value Definition

129–133 Aerosol optical depth Broadban

the day in

129–131 Data value 0–240 0 to 240 

132 Flag for data source A–F

133 Flag for data uncertainty 0–9

134–138 Snow depth Snow dep

134–136 Data value 0–150 999  m

137 Flag for data source A–F, ?

138 Flag for data uncertainty 0–9

139–142 Days since last snowfall Number o

139–140 Data value 0–88 88  88 

141 Flag for data source A–F, ? 99  mis

142 Flag for data uncertainty 0–9



exerCiSeS
2.1  As an assignment using a spreadsheet program and the relations pre-

sented in this chapter, try to create a program that estimates all solar 
angles according to the latitude, day of year, hour, and slope of surface.

2.2  As an assignment using a spreadsheet program and the relations presented 
in this chapter, try to create a program that estimates all solar angles 
according to the latitude, day of year, and slope of surface for all hours of 
a day.

2.3  Calculate the solar declination for the spring and fall equinoxes and the 
summer and winter solstices.

2.4  Calculate the sunrise and sunset times and day length for the spring and 
fall equinoxes and the summer and winter solstices at 45°N latitude and 
35°E longitude.

2.5  Determine the solar altitude and azimuth angles at 10:00 am local time 
for Rome, Italy, on June 10.

2.6  Calculate the solar zenith and azimuth angles, the sunrise and sunset times, 
and the day length for Cairo, Egypt, at 10:30 am solar time on April 10.

2.7  Calculate the sunrise and sunset times and altitude and azimuth angles 
for London, England, on March 15 and September 15 at 10:00 am and 
3:30 pm solar times.

2.8  What is the solar time in Denver, Colorado, on June 10 at 10:00 am 
Mountain Standard Time?

2.9  A flat-plate collector in Nicosia, Cyprus, is tilted at 40° from horizon-
tal and pointed 10° east of south. Calculate the solar incidence angle 
on the collector at 10:30 am and 2:30 pm solar times on March 10 and 
September 10.

2.10  A vertical surface in Athens, Greece, faces 15° west of due south. 
Calculate the solar incidence angle at 10:00 am and 3:00 pm solar times 
on January 15 and November 10.

2.11  By using the sun path diagram, find the solar altitude and azimuth 
angles for Athens, Greece, on January 20 at 10:00 am.

2.12  Two rows of 6 m wide by 2 m high flat-plate collector arrays tilted at 
40° are facing due south. If these collectors are located in 35°N latitude, 
using the sun path diagram find the months of the year and the hours of 
day at which the front row will cast a shadow on the second row when 
the distance between the rows is 3 m. What should be the distance so 
there will be no shading?

 17609 NICOSIA                     2 N 34 53 E 33 38   162
 86 1 1 1   01415   0?9   0?9   0?9   0?9   0?9   0?9   0?9 5B8 2B8  75C9  65C9 94C91021C9120*0 10B8 233B877777*09999999999  0*0 70E8  0*088*0
 86 1 1 2   01415   0?9   0?9   0?9   0?9   0?9   0?9   0?9 4B8 2B8  75C9  65C9 94C91021C9120*0 10B8 217B877777*09999999999  0*0 70E8  0*088*0
 86 1 1 3   01415   0?9   0?9   0?9   0?9   0?9   0?9   0?9 4A7 1A7  70C9  62C9 93C91021C9120A7 10A7 200A722000A79999999999  0*0 70E8  0*088*0
 86 1 1 4   01415   0?9   0?9   0?9   0?9   0?9   0?9   0?9 4B8 1B8  70C9  59C9 93C91021C9120*0 20B8 333B822000*09999999999  0*0 70E8  0*088*0
 86 1 1 5   01415   0?9   0?9   0?9   0?9   0?9   0?9   0?9 3B8 1B8  75C9  60C9 92C91021C9120*0 10B8 467B822000*09999999999  0*0 70E8  0*088*0
 86 1 1 6   01415   1?9   0?9   0?9   0?9   0?9   0?9   0?9 3B8 1A7  75C9  61C9 91C91021C9120A7 10A7 600A722000A79999999999  0*0 70E8  0*088*0
 86 1 1 7   01415  19H9   0H9   0H9   0I9   0I9   0I9   0I9 3B8 2B8  90B8  65C8 89E81021B8120*0 10B8 600B822000*09999999999  0*0 70E8  0*088*0
 86 1 1 8 1401415  70H9   0H9  70H9  52I9  53I9  47I9  68I9 3B8 2B8  90B8  69C8 87E81021B8120*0 10B8 600B822000*09999999999  0*0 70E8  0*088*0
 86 1 1 9 3731415  89G9   0G9  89G9 221I9 369I9 118I9 161I9 2A7 2A7 120A7  77A7 83E81022E8120A7 20A7 600A722000A79999999999  0*0 70E8  0*088*0
 86 1 110 5601415  78H9   0H9  78H9 382I9 647I9 126I9 168I9 3B8 2B8 120B8  84C8 79E81021B8 80*0 20B8 533B822000*09999999999  0*0 70E8  0*088*0

Figure 2.32 Format of tmY-2 file.

Exercises 117
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2.13  Find the blackbody spectral emissive power at   8 m for a source at 
400 K, 1000 K, and 6000 K.

2.14  Assuming that the sun is a blackbody at 5777 K, at what wavelength 
does the maximum monochromatic emissive power occur? What frac-
tion of energy from this source is in the visible part of the spectrum in 
the range 0.38–0.78 m?

2.15  What percentage of blackbody radiation for a source at 323 K is in the 
wavelength region 6–15 m?

2.16  A 2 mm thick glass sheet has a refraction index of 1.526 and an extinc-
tion coefficient of 0.2 cm1. Calculate the reflectivity, transmissivity, 
and absorptivity of the glass sheet at 0°, 20°, 40°, and 60° incidence 
angles.

2.17  A flat-plate collector has an outer glass cover of 4 mm thick K  23 m1 
and refractive index of 1.526, and a tedlar inner cover with refractive 
index of 1.45. Calculate the reflectivity, transmissivity, and absorptiv-
ity of the glass sheet at a 40° incidence angle by considering tedlar to 
be of a very small thickness; i.e., absorption within the material can be 
neglected.

2.18  The glass plate of a solar greenhouse has a transmissivity of 0.90 for 
wavelengths between 0.32 and 2.8 m and is completely opaque at 
shorter and longer wavelengths. If the sun is a blackbody radiating 
energy to the earth’s surface at an effective temperature of 5770 K and 
the interior of the greenhouse is at 300 K, calculate the percent of inci-
dent solar radiation transmitted through the glass and the percent of 
thermal radiation emitted by the interior objects that is transmitted out.

2.19  A 30 m2 flat plate solar collector is absorbing radiation at a rate of 
900 W/m2. The environment temperature is 25°C and the collector 
emissivity is 0.85. Neglecting conduction and convection losses, calcu-
late the equilibrium temperature of the collector and the net radiation 
exchange with the surroundings.

2.20  Two large parallel plates are maintained at 500 K and 350 K, respec-
tively. The hotter plate has an emissivity of 0.6 and the colder one 0.3. 
Calculate the net radiation heat transfer between the plates.

2.21  Find the direct normal and horizontal extraterrestrial radiation at 
2:00 pm solar time on February 21 for 40°N latitude and the total solar 
radiation on an extraterrestrial horizontal surface for the day.

2.22  Estimate the average hourly diffuse and total solar radiation incident on a 
horizontal surface for Rome, Italy, on March 10 at 10:00 am and 1:00 pm 
solar times if the monthly average daily total radiation is 18.1 MJ/m2.

2.23  Calculate the beam and total radiation tilt factors and the beam and total 
radiation incident on a surface tilted at 45° toward the equator one hour 
after local solar noon on April 15. The surface is located at 40°N lati-
tude and the ground reflectance is 0.25. For that day, the beam radia-
tion at normal incidence is GB  710 W/m2 and diffuse radiation on the  
horizontal is GD  250 W/m2.
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2.24  For a south-facing surface located at 45°N latitude and tilted at 30° from 
the horizontal, calculate the hourly values of the beam radiation tilt fac-
tor on September 10.

2.25  A collector located in Berlin, Germany is tilted at 50° and receives 
a monthly average daily total radiation H

–
 equal to 17 MJ/m2-day. 

Determine the monthly mean beam and total radiation tilt factors for 
October for an area where the ground reflectance is 0.2. Also, estimate 
the monthly average daily total solar radiation on the surface.
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Solar energy collectors are special kinds of heat exchangers that transform solar 
radiation energy to internal energy of the transport medium. The major com-
ponent of any solar system is the solar collector. This is a device that absorbs 
the incoming solar radiation, converts it into heat, and transfers the heat to a 
fluid (usually air, water, or oil) flowing through the collector. The solar energy 
collected is carried from the circulating fluid either directly to the hot water or 
space conditioning equipment or to a thermal energy storage tank, from which it 
can be drawn for use at night or on cloudy days.

There are basically two types of solar collectors: non-concentrating or sta-
tionary and concentrating. A non-concentrating collector has the same area 
for intercepting and absorbing solar radiation, whereas a sun-tracking concen-
trating solar collector usually has concave reflecting surfaces to intercept and 
focus the sun’s beam radiation to a smaller receiving area, thereby increasing 
the radiation flux. Concentrating collectors are suitable for high-temperature 
applications. Solar collectors can also be distinguished by the type of heat 
transfer liquid used (water, non-freezing liquid, air, or heat transfer oil) and 
whether they are covered or uncovered. A large number of solar collectors  
are available on the market. A comprehensive list is shown in Table 3.1 
(Kalogirou, 2003).

This chapter reviews the various types of collectors currently available. 
This is followed by the optical and thermal analysis of collectors.

3.1  Stationary collectorS
Solar energy collectors are basically distinguished by their motion—station-
ary, single-axis tracking, and two-axis tracking—and the operating tempera-
ture. First, we’ll examine the stationary solar collectors. These collectors are  
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permanently fixed in position and do not track the sun. Three main types of 
collectors fall into this category:

1.	 Flat-plate collectors (FPCs).
2.	 Stationary compound parabolic collectors (CPCs).
3.	 Evacuated tube collectors (ETCs).

3.1.1	 Flat-Plate	Collectors	(FPCs)
A typical flat-plate solar collector is shown in Figure 3.1. When solar radiation 
passes through a transparent cover and impinges on the blackened absorber 
surface of high absorptivity, a large portion of this energy is absorbed by the 
plate and transferred to the transport medium in the fluid tubes, to be carried 
away for storage or use. The underside of the absorber plate and the two sides 
are well insulated to reduce conduction losses. The liquid tubes can be welded 
to the absorbing plate or they can be an integral part of the plate. The liquid 
tubes are connected at both ends by large-diameter header tubes. The header 

table 3.1  Solar Energy Collectors

Motion Collector type Absorber 
type

Concentration 
ratio

Indicative 
temperature 
range (°C)

Stationary

Flat-plate collector (FPC) Flat 1 30–80

Evacuated tube collector 

(ETC)

Flat 1 50–200

Compound parabolic 

collector (CPC)

Tubular 1–5 60–240

Single-axis 

tracking

5–15 60–300

Linear Fresnel reflector 

(LFR)

Tubular 10–40 60–250

Cylindrical trough collector 

(CTC)

Tubular 15–50 60–300

Parabolic trough collector 

(PTC)

Tubular 10–85 60–400

Two-axis 

tracking

Parabolic dish reflector 

(PDR)

Point 600–2000 100–1500

Heliostat field collector 

(HFC)

Point 300–1500 150–2000

Note: Concentration ratio is defined as the aperture area divided by the receiver/absorber area of the 
collector.
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and riser collector is the typical design for flat-plate collectors. An alternative 
is the serpentine design shown on the right-hand side of Figure 3.1a. This col-
lector does not present the potential problem of uneven flow distribution in 
the various riser tubes of the header and riser design, but serpentine collectors 
cannot work effectively in thermosiphon mode (natural circulation) and need 
a pump to circulate the heat transfer fluid (see Chapter 5). The absorber plate 
can be a single sheet on which all risers are fixed, or each riser can be fixed on 
a separate fin, as shown in Figure 3.1b.

The transparent cover is used to reduce convection losses from the absorber 
plate through the restraint of the stagnant air layer between the absorber plate 
and the glass. It also reduces radiation losses from the collector because the 
glass is transparent to the shortwave radiation received by the sun, but it is 
nearly opaque to longwave thermal radiation emitted by the absorber plate 
(greenhouse effect).

The advantages of flat-plate collectors are that they are inexpensive to manu-
facture, they collect both beam and diffuse radiation, and they are permanently 
fixed in position, so no tracking of the sun is required. The collectors should be 
oriented directly toward the equator, facing south in the Northern Hemisphere 
and north in the Southern Hemisphere. The optimum tilt angle of the collector  

Glazing

Casing

Insulation

Header
pipe

Riser pipe

Absorber plate

SerpentineHeader and riser

(a)

Absorber plate

Flow pipe

Inlet

Outlet

Header pipe

Riser pipes

Insulation

(b)

Figure 3.1  Typical flat-plate collector. (a) Pictorial view of a flat-plate collector.  
(b) Photograph of a cut header and riser flat-plate collector.
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is equal to the latitude of the location, with angle variations of 10° to 15° more or 
less, depending on the application (Kalogirou, 2003). If the application is solar 
cooling, then the optimum angle is latitude 10° so that the sun will be per-
pendicular to the collector during summertime, when the energy will be mostly 
required. If the application is space heating, then the optimal angle is latitude 
10°; whereas for annual hot water production, it is latitude 5°, to have rela-
tively better performance during wintertime, when hot water is mostly required.

The main components of a flat-plate collector, as shown in Figure 3.2, are 
the following:

l Cover. One or more sheets of glass or other radiation-transmitting 
material.

l Heat removal fluid passageways. Tubes, fins, or passages that conduct 
or direct the heat transfer fluid from the inlet to the outlet.

l Absorber plate. Flat, corrugated, or grooved plates, to which the 
tubes, fins, or passages are attached. A typical attachment method is the 
embedded fixing shown in the detail of Figure 3.2. The plate is usually 
coated with a high-absorptance, low-emittance layer.

l Headers or manifolds. Pipes and ducts to admit and discharge the fluid.
l Insulation. Used to minimize the heat loss from the back and sides of 

the collector.
l Container. The casing surrounds the aforementioned components and 

protects them from dust, moisture, and any other material.

Flat-plate collectors have been built in a wide variety of designs and from 
many different materials. They have been used to heat fluids such as water, 
water plus antifreeze additive, or air. Their major purpose is to collect as much 

Gasket
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Absorber plate
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Absorber detail

Embedded fixing of
riser on absorber plate

Absorber fin

Riser tube

(see detail)

Figure 3.2  Exploded view of a flat-plate collector and absorber details.
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solar energy as possible at the lowest possible total cost. The collector should 
also have a long effective life, despite the adverse effects of the sun’s ultraviolet 
radiation and corrosion and clogging because of acidity, alkalinity, or hardness of 
the heat transfer fluid, freezing of water, or deposition of dust or moisture on the 
glazing and breakage of the glazing from thermal expansion, hail, vandalism, or 
other causes. These causes can be minimized by the use of tempered glass.

In the following two sections, more details are given about the glazing and 
absorber plate materials. Most of these details also apply to other types of col-
lectors. A third section refers to the collector construction and types of absorber 
configurations used.

GlazinG maTErials
Glass has been widely used to glaze solar collectors because it can transmit as 
much as 90% of the incoming shortwave solar irradiation while transmitting 
virtually none of the longwave radiation emitted outward by the absorber plate 
(see Example 2.10). Window glass usually has high iron content and is not 
suitable for use in solar collectors. Glass with low iron content has a relatively 
high transmittance for solar radiation (approximately 0.85–0.90 at normal inci-
dence), but its transmittance is essentially zero for the longwave thermal radia-
tion (5.0–50 m) emitted by sun-heated surfaces.

Plastic films and sheets also possess high shortwave transmittance, but 
because most usable varieties also have transmission bands in the middle of the 
thermal radiation spectrum, they may have longwave transmittances as high as 
0.40. Additionally, plastics are generally limited in the temperatures they can 
sustain without deteriorating or undergoing dimensional changes. Only a few 
types of plastics can withstand the sun’s ultraviolet radiation for long periods. 
However, they are not broken by hail or stones, and in the form of thin films, 
they are completely flexible and have low mass.

The commercially available grades of window and greenhouse glass have 
normal incidence transmittances of about 0.87 and 0.85, respectively (ASHRAE, 
2007). For direct radiation, the transmittance varies considerably with the angle 
of incidence.

Antireflective coatings and surface texture can improve transmission sig-
nificantly. The effect of dirt and dust on collector glazing may be quite small, 
and the cleansing effect of an occasional rainfall is usually adequate to maintain 
the transmittance within 2–4% of its maximum value. Dust is collected mostly 
during summertime, when rainfall is less frequent, but due to the high magni-
tude of solar irradiation during this period, the dust protects the collector from 
overheating.

The glazing should admit as much solar irradiation as possible and reduce 
the upward loss of heat as much as possible. Although glass is virtually opaque 
to the longwave radiation emitted by the collector plates, absorption of that 
radiation causes an increase in the glass temperature and a loss of heat to the 
surrounding atmosphere through radiation and convection. These effects are 
analyzed in Section 3.3.
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Various prototypes of transparently insulated flat-plate collectors and com-
pound parabolic collectors (see Section 3.1.2) were built and tested in the 
1990s (Spate et al., 1999). Low-cost, high-temperature resistant transparent 
insulating (TI) materials have been developed so that the commercialization of 
these collectors becomes feasible. A prototype flat-plate collector covered by 
transparent insulation was developed recently (Benz et al., 1998) and tested, 
and the efficiency of the collector was proven comparable with that of evacu-
ated tube collectors (see Section 3.1.3). However, no commercial collectors of 
this type are available on the market yet.

CollECTor absorbinG PlaTEs
The collector plate absorbs as much of the irradiation as possible through the 
glazing, while losing as little heat as possible upward to the atmosphere and 
downward through the back of the casing. The collector plates transfer the 
retained heat to the transport fluid. To maximize the energy collection, the 
absorber of a collector should have a coating that has high absorptance for solar 
radiation (short wavelength) and a low emittance for re-radiation (long wave-
length). Such a surface is referred as a selective surface. The absorptance of the 
collector surface for shortwave solar radiation depends on the nature and color 
of the coating and on the incident angle. Usually black color is used, but vari-
ous color coatings have been proposed by Tripanagnostopoulos et al. (2000); 
Wazwaz et al. (2002); and Orel et al. (2002), mainly for aesthetic reasons.

By suitable electrolytic or chemical treatment, surfaces can be produced 
with high values of solar radiation absorptance () and low values of longwave 
emittance (). Essentially, typical selective surfaces consist of a thin upper layer, 
which is highly absorbent to shortwave solar radiation but relatively transparent 
to longwave thermal radiation, deposited on a surface that has a high reflectance 
and low emittance for longwave radiation. Selective surfaces are particularly 
important when the collector surface temperature is much higher than the ambi-
ent air temperature. The cheapest absorber coating is matte black paint; however, 
this is not selective, and the performance of a collector produced in this way is 
low, especially for operating temperatures more than 40°C above ambient.

An energy-efficient solar collector should absorb incident solar radiation, 
convert it to thermal energy, and deliver the thermal energy to a heat transfer 
medium with minimum losses at each step. It is possible to use several design 
principles and physical mechanisms to create a selective solar-absorbing sur-
face. Solar absorbers referred to as tandem absorbers, are based on two lay-
ers with different optical properties. A semiconducting or dielectric coating 
with high solar absorptance and high infrared transmittance on top of a non-
selective, highly reflecting material such as metal constitutes one type of tan-
dem absorber. Another alternative is to coat a non-selective, highly absorbing 
material with a heat mirror that has a high solar transmittance and high infrared 
reflectance (Wackelgard et al., 2001).

Today, commercial solar absorbers are made by electroplating, anodiza-
tion, evaporation, sputtering, and applying solar selective paints. Of the many 
types of selective coatings developed, the most widely used is black chrome. 
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Much of the progress in recent years has been based on the implementation of 
vacuum techniques for the production of fin-type absorbers used in low-tem-
perature applications. The chemical and electrochemical processes used for 
their commercialization were readily taken over from the metal finishing indus-
try. The requirements of solar absorbers used in high-temperature applications, 
however—namely, extremely low thermal emittance and high temperature  
stability—were difficult to fulfill with conventional wet processes. Therefore, 
large-scale sputter deposition was developed in the late 1970s. Nowadays, the 
vacuum techniques are mature, are characterized by low cost, and have the 
advantage of being less environmentally polluting than the wet processes.

CollECTor ConsTruCTion
For fluid-heating collectors, passages must be integral with or firmly bonded 
to the absorber plate. A major problem is obtaining a good thermal bond 
between tubes and absorber plates without incurring excessive costs for labor 
or materials. The materials most frequently used for collector plates are cop-
per, aluminum, and stainless steel. UV-resistant plastic extrusions are used for 
low-temperature applications. If the entire collector area is in contact with the 
heat transfer fluid, the thermal conductance of the material is not important. 
The convective heat loss in a collector is relatively insensitive to the spacing 
between the absorber and the cover in the range of 15–40 mm. The back insula-
tion of a flat-plate collector is made from fiberglass or a mineral fiber mat that 
will not outgas at elevated temperatures. Building-grade fiberglass is not satis-
factory because the binders evaporate at high temperature and then condense on 
the collector cover, blocking incoming solar radiation.

Figure 3.3 shows a number of absorber plate designs for solar water and air 
heaters that have been used with varying degrees of success. Figure 3.3a shows 
a bonded sheet design, in which the fluid passages are integral to the plate to 
ensure good thermal conduct between the metal and the fluid. Figures 3.3b and 
3.3c show fluid heaters with tubes soldered, brazed, or otherwise fastened to 
upper or lower surfaces of sheets or strips of copper (see also the details in 
Figure 3.2). Copper tubes are used most often because of their superior resis-
tance to corrosion.

Thermal cement, clips, clamps, or twisted wires have been tried in the 
search for low-cost bonding methods. Figure 3.3d shows the use of extruded 
rectangular tubing to obtain a larger heat transfer area between tube and plate. 
Mechanical pressure, thermal cement, or brazing may be used to make the 
assembly. Soft solder must be avoided because of the high plate temperature 
encountered at stagnation conditions, which could melt the solder.

The major difference between air- and water-based collectors is the need to 
design an absorber that overcomes the heat transfer penalty caused by lower heat 
transfer coefficients between air and the solar absorber. Air or other gases can 
be heated with flat-plate collectors, particularly if some type of extended surface 
(Figure 3.3e) is used to counteract the low heat transfer coefficients between 
metal and air (Kreider, 1982). Metal or fabric matrices (Figure 3.3f) (Kreider 
and Kreith, 1977; Kreider, 1982), thin corrugated metal sheets (Figure 3.3g), 
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or porous absorbers may be used, with selective surfaces applied to the latter 
when a high level of performance is required. The principal requirement of these 
designs is a large contact area between the absorbing surface and the air. The 
thermal capacity of air is much lower than water, hence larger volume flow rates 
of air are required, resulting in higher pumping power.

Reduction of heat loss from the absorber can be accomplished either by a 
selective surface to reduce radiative heat transfer or by suppressing convection. 
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Francia (1961) showed that a honeycomb made of transparent material, placed 
in the airspace between the glazing and the absorber, was beneficial.

Another category of collectors, which is not shown in Figure 3.3, is the 
uncovered or unglazed solar collector. These are usually low-cost units that can 
offer cost-effective solar thermal energy in applications such as water preheat-
ing for domestic or industrial use, heating of swimming pools (Molineaux et 
al., 1994), space heating, and air heating for industrial or agricultural applica-
tions. Generally, these collectors are used in cases where the operating tem-
perature of the collector is close to ambient. These collectors, usually called 
panel collectors, consist of a wide absorber sheet, made of plastic, containing 
closed-spaced fluid passages (see Figure 3.4). Materials used for plastic panel 
collectors include polypropylene, polyethylene, acrylic, and polycarbonate.

Flat-plate collectors (FPCs) are by far the most-used type of collector. 
Flat–plate collectors are usually employed for low-temperature applications, 
up to 80°C, although some new types of collectors employing vacuum insula-
tion or transparent insulation (TI) can achieve slightly higher values (Benz et 
al., 1998). Due to the introduction of highly selective coatings, actual standard 
flat-plate collectors can reach stagnation temperatures of more than 200°C. 
With these collectors good efficiencies can be obtained up to temperatures of 
about 100°C.

Lately some modern manufacturing techniques such as the use of ultrasonic 
welding machines have been introduced by the industry that improve both the 
speed and the quality of welds. This is used for welding of fins on risers, to 
improve heat conduction. The greatest advantage of this method is that the weld-
ing is performed at room temperature; therefore, deformation of the welded parts 
is avoided.

3.1.2	 Compound	Parabolic	Collectors	(CPCs)
Compound parabolic collectors (CPCs) are non-imaging concentrators. They 
have the capability of reflecting to the absorber all of the incident radiation 

Figure 3.4  Photograph of a plastic collector absorber plate.
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within wide limits. Their potential as collectors of solar energy was pointed out 
by Winston (1974). The necessity of moving the concentrator to accommodate 
the changing solar orientation can be reduced by using a trough with two sec-
tions of a parabola facing each other, as shown in Figure 3.5.

Compound parabolic concentrators can accept incoming radiation over a 
relatively wide range of angles. By using multiple internal reflections, any radi-
ation entering the aperture within the collector acceptance angle finds its way 
to the absorber surface located at the bottom of the collector. The absorber can 
take a variety of configurations. It can be flat, bifacial, wedge, or cylindrical, as 
shown in Figure 3.5. Details on the collector shape construction are presented 
in Section 3.6.1.

Two basic types of CPC collectors have been designed: symmetric and asym-
metric. CPCs usually employ two main types of absorbers: the fin type with a 
pipe and tubular absorbers. The fin type can be flat, bifacial, or wedge, as shown 
in Figure 3.5 for the symmetric type, and can be single channel or multichannel.

Compound parabolic collectors should have a gap between the receiver and 
the reflector to prevent the reflector from acting as a fin conducting heat away 
from the absorber. Because the gap results in a loss of reflector area and a cor-
responding loss of performance, it should be kept small. This is more impor-
tant for flat receivers.

Flat absorber Bifacial absorber

Wedge absorber Tube absorber

Figure 3.5  Various absorber types of CPCs.
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For higher-temperature applications a tracking CPC can be used. When 
tracking is used, this is very rough or intermittent, since the concentration ratio 
is usually small and radiation can be collected and concentrated by one or more 
reflections on the parabolic surfaces.

Compound parabolic collectors can be manufactured either as one unit with 
one opening and one receiver (see Figure 3.5) or as a panel (see Figure 3.6a). 
When constructed as a panel, the collector looks like a flat-plate collector, as 
shown in Figure 3.6b.

3.1.3	 Evacuated	Tube	Collectors	(ETCs)
Conventional simple flat-plate solar collectors were developed for use in sunny, 
warm climates. Their benefits, however, are greatly reduced when conditions 
become unfavorable during cold, cloudy, and windy days. Furthermore, weathering 
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Figure 3.6  Panel CPC collector with cylindrical absorbers. (a) schematic diagram. 
(b) Photo of a CPC panel collector installation.
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influences, such as condensation and moisture, cause early deterioration of inter-
nal materials, resulting in reduced performance and system failure. Evacuated 
heat pipe solar collectors (tubes) operate differently than the other collectors 
available on the market. These solar collectors consist of a heat pipe inside a 
vacuum-sealed tube, as shown in Figure 3.7. In an actual installation, many 
tubes are connected to the same manifold as shown in Figure 3.8.

Evacuated tube collectors (ETCs) have demonstrated that the combination 
of a selective surface and an effective convection suppressor can result in good 
performance at high temperatures. The vacuum envelope reduces convection 
and conduction losses, so the collectors can operate at higher temperatures 
than flat-plate collectors. Like flat-plate collectors, they collect both direct and 
diffuse radiation. However, their efficiency is higher at low incidence angles. 
This effect tends to give evacuated tube collectors an advantage over flat-plate 
collectors in terms of daylong performance.

Evacuated tube collectors use liquid-vapor phase change materials to trans-
fer heat at high efficiency. These collectors feature a heat pipe (a highly effi-
cient thermal conductor) placed inside a vacuum-sealed tube. The pipe, which 
is a sealed copper pipe, is then attached to a black copper fin that fills the tube 
(absorber plate). Protruding from the top of each tube is a metal tip attached to 
the sealed pipe (condenser). The heat pipe contains a small amount of fluid (e.g., 
methanol) that undergoes an evaporating-condensing cycle. In this cycle, solar 
heat evaporates the liquid and the vapor travels to the heat sink region, where it 
condenses and releases its latent heat. The condensed fluid returns to the solar 
collector and the process is repeated. When these tubes are mounted, the metal 
tips project into a heat exchanger (manifold), as shown in Figure 3.7. Water or 

Fluid flow
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Absorber plate

Heat pipe evaporator

Cross-sectional detail

Figure 3.7  schematic diagram of an evacuated tube collector.
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glycol flows through the manifold and picks up the heat from the tubes. The 
heated liquid circulates through another heat exchanger and gives off its heat to 
a process or water stored in a solar storage tank. Another possibility is to use the 
ETC connected directly to a hot water storage tank.

Because no evaporation or condensation above the phase-change temper-
ature is possible, the heat pipe offers inherent protection from freezing and 
overheating. This self-limiting temperature control is a unique feature of the 
evacuated heat pipe collector.

Evacuated tube collectors consist of a heat pipe inside a vacuum-sealed tube. 
The characteristics of a typical collector are shown in Table 3.2. Evacuated tube 
collectors on the market exhibit many variations in absorber shape. Evacuated 
tubes with CPC reflectors are also commercialized by several manufacturers. 
One such design, presented recently in an attempt to reduce cost and increase 
lifetime, consists of an all-glass Dewar type evacuated tube collector. This uses 
two concentric glass tubes, and the space in between the tubes is evacuated, cre-
ating a vacuum jacket. In this type of ETC, the selective coating is deposited onto 

Figure 3.8  actual ETC installation.
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the outside surface of a glass tube domed at one end. This tube is then inserted 
into a second, larger-diameter domed glass tube and the tubes are joined at the 
open end. The advantage of this design is that it is made entirely of glass and 
it is not necessary to penetrate the glass envelope to extract heat from the tube, 
eliminating leakage losses and keeping it cheaper than the single-envelope sys-
tem. However, these are suitable only for low-pressure systems and have the dis-
advantages that the tubes cannot be drained; if one tube breaks, all the working 
fluid may be lost (Morrison, 2001). This is also called a wet tube ETC. A varia-
tion of the wet tube ETC is a normal single-glass ETC in which water (or any 
other fluid) flows through the collector in either a U tube or coaxial pipe.

As ETCs are relatively expensive. The cost effectiveness of these collec-
tors can be improved by reducing the number of tubes and using reflectors to 
concentrate the solar radiation onto the tubes. A diffuse reflector (reflectivity, 
  0.6) mounted behind the tubes, spaced one tube diameter apart, as shown 
in Figure 3.9a, increases the absorbed energy in each tube by more than 25% 
for normal incidence. This system also presents a 10% increase in energy col-
lection over a full day because of incidence angle effects. Greater enhancement 
per tube can be achieved by using CPC-type reflectors, as shown in Figure 
3.9b. Evacuated tube arrays with stationary concentrators may have stagnation 
temperatures exceeding 300°C.

Another type of collector developed recently is the integrated compound 
parabolic collector (ICPC). This is an evacuated tube collector in which, at  
the bottom part of the glass tube, a reflective material is fixed (Winston et al., 
1999). In this case, either a CPC reflector, Figure 3.10a, or a cylindrical reflector, 

table 3.2  Characteristics of Typical Evacuated Tube Collector System

Parameter Value

Glass tube diameter 65 mm

Glass thickness 1.6 mm

Collector length 1965 mm

Absorber plate material Copper

Coating Selective

Absorber area 0.1 m2

Flat diffuse reflector Reflector Evacuated tubes

Collectors(a) (b)

Figure 3.9  Evacuated tube collectors array with reflectors. (a) Flat diffuse reflector. 
(b) CPC reflector.
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Figure 3.10b, is used. The latter does not achieve the concentration of the 
shaped reflector but has a very low manufacturing cost. In this way, the collector 
combines into a single unit the advantages of vacuum insulation and non-imag-
ing stationary concentration. In another design, a tracking ICPC is developed 
that is suitable for high-temperature applications (Grass et al., 2000).

Evacuated tube collectors are produced in a variety of sizes, with outer diam-
eters ranging from 30 mm to about 100 mm. The usual length of these collectors 
is about 2 m.

3.2  Sun-tracking concentrating collectorS
Energy delivery temperatures can be increased by decreasing the area from 
which the heat losses occur. Temperatures far above those attainable by flat-
plate collectors can be reached if a large amount of solar radiation is con-
centrated on a relatively small collection area. This is done by interposing an 
optical device between the source of radiation and the energy-absorbing surface. 
Concentrating collectors exhibit certain advantages over the conventional flat-
plate type (Kalogirou et al., 1994a). The main advantages are as follows:

1.	 The working fluid can achieve higher temperatures in a concentrator sys-
tem than a flat-plate system of the same solar energy-collecting surface. 
This means that a higher thermodynamic efficiency can be achieved.

2.	 It is possible with a concentrator system to achieve a thermodynamic 
match between temperature level and task. The task may be to operate 
thermionic, thermodynamic, or other higher-temperature devices.

3.	 The thermal efficiency is greater because of the small heat loss area rel-
ative to the receiver area.

4.	 Reflecting surfaces require less material and are structurally simpler 
than flat-plate collectors. For a concentrating collector, the cost per unit 
area of the solar-collecting surface is therefore less than that of a flat-
plate collector.

5.	 Owing to the relatively small area of receiver per unit of collected solar 
energy, selective surface treatment and vacuum insulation to reduce heat 
losses and improve the collector efficiency are economically viable.

Solar radiationSolar radiation

Finned absorber

(a) (b)

Figure 3.10  integrated CPC tubes. (a) internal compound parabolic. (b) Circular reflec-
tor with finned absorber.
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Their disadvantages are:

1.	 Concentrator systems collect little diffuse radiation, depending on the 
concentration ratio.

2.	 Some form of tracking system is required to enable the collector to fol-
low the sun.

3.	 Solar reflecting surfaces may lose their reflectance with time and may 
require periodic cleaning and refurbishing.

Many designs have been considered for concentrating collectors. 
Concentrators can be reflectors or refractors, can be cylindrical or parabolic, 
and can be continuous or segmented. Receivers can be convex, flat, cylindri-
cal, or concave and can be covered with glazing or uncovered. Concentration 
ratios, i.e., the ratio of aperture to absorber areas, can vary over several orders 
of magnitude, from as low as slightly above unity to high values on the order 
of 10,000. Increased ratios mean increased temperatures at which energy can 
be delivered, but consequently, these collectors have increased requirements 
for precision in optical quality and positioning of the optical system.

Because of the apparent movement of the sun across the sky, conventional 
concentrating collectors must follow the sun’s daily motion. The sun’s motion 
can be readily tracked by two methods. The first is the altazimuth method, which 
requires the tracking device to turn in both altitude and azimuth, i.e., when per-
formed properly, this method enables the concentrator to follow the sun exactly. 
Paraboloidal solar collectors generally use this system. The second one is one-
axis tracking, in which the collector tracks the sun in only one direction, either 
from east to west or north to south. Parabolic trough collectors generally use this 
system. These systems require continuous and accurate adjustment to compen-
sate for the changes in the sun’s orientation. Relations on how to estimate the 
angle of incidence of solar radiation and the slope of the collector surface for 
these tracking modes are given in Chapter 2, Section 2.2.1.

The first type of solar concentrator, shown in Figure 3.11, is effectively 
a flat-plate collector fitted with simple flat reflectors, which can markedly 

Sun rays

Flat reflector

Flat plate
collector

Figure 3.11  Flat-plate collector with flat reflectors.
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increase the amount of direct radiation reaching the collector. This is, in fact, 
a concentrator because the aperture is bigger than the absorber but the system 
is stationary. A comprehensive analysis of such a system is presented by Garg 
and Hrishikesan (1998). The model facilitates the prediction of the total energy 
absorbed by the collector at any hour of the day for any latitude for random tilt 
angles and azimuth angles of the collector and reflectors. This simple enhance-
ment of flat-plate collectors was initially suggested by Tabor (1966).

Flat-plate collectors can be equipped with flat reflectors, either in the way 
shown in Figure 3.11 or in the saw-toothed arrangement shown in Figure 3.12, 
which is suitable for multi-row collector installations. In both cases, the simple 
flat diffuse reflectors can significantly increase the amount of direct radiation 
reaching the collector. The term diffuse reflector denotes a material that is not 
a mirror, avoiding the formation of an image of the sun on the absorber, which 
creates uneven radiation distribution and thermal stresses.

Another type of collector, the CPC, already covered under the stationary 
collectors, is also classified as concentrator. This can be stationary or tracking, 
depending on the acceptance angle. When tracking is used, this is very rough or 
intermittent, since the concentration ratio is usually small and radiation can be 
collected and concentrated by one or more reflections on the parabolic surfaces.

As was seen previously, one disadvantage of concentrating collectors is that, 
except at low concentration ratios, they can use only the direct component of 
solar radiation, because the diffuse component cannot be concentrated by most 
types. However, an additional advantage of concentrating collectors is that, in 
summer, when the sun rises well to the north of the east-west line, the sun fol-
lower, with its axis oriented north-south, can begin to accept radiation directly 
from the sun long before a fixed, south-facing flat-plate collector can receive 
anything other than diffuse radiation from the portion of the sky that it faces. 
Thus, in relatively cloudless areas, the concentrating collector may capture more 
radiation per unit of aperture area than a flat-plate collector.

In concentrating collectors solar energy is optically concentrated before 
being transferred into heat. Concentration can be obtained by reflection or refrac-
tion of solar radiation by the use of mirrors or lenses. The reflected or refracted 

Diffuse reflectorCollector

Solar rays
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Figure 3.12  Flat-plate collectors with saw-toothed reflectors.
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light is concentrated in a focal zone, thus increasing the energy flux in the receiv-
ing target. Concentrating collectors can also be classified into non-imaging and 
imaging, depending on whether the image of the sun is focused at the receiver. 
The concentrator belonging in the first category is the CPC, whereas all the other 
types of concentrators belong to the imaging type. The collectors falling into this 
category are:

1.	 Parabolic trough collector.
2.	 Linear Fresnel reflector.
3.	 Parabolic dish.
4.	 Central receiver.

3.2.1	 Parabolic	Trough	Collectors	(PTCs)
To deliver high temperatures with good efficiency a high-performance solar 
collector is required. Systems with light structures and low-cost technology for 
process heat applications up to 400°C could be obtained with parabolic trough 
collectors (PTCs). PTCs can effectively produce heat at temperatures between 
50°C and 400°C.

Parabolic trough collectors are made by bending a sheet of reflective mate-
rial into a parabolic shape. A black metal tube, covered with a glass tube to 
reduce heat losses, is placed along the focal line of the receiver (see Figure 
3.13). When the parabola is pointed toward the sun, parallel rays incident on the 
reflector are reflected onto the receiver tube. The concentrated radiation reach-
ing the receiver tube heats the fluid that circulates through it, thus transforming 
the solar radiation into useful heat. It is sufficient to use a single-axis tracking 
of the sun; therefore, long collector modules are produced. The collector can 
be oriented in an east-west direction, tracking the sun from north to south, or 
in a north-south direction, tracking the sun from east to west. The advantages 
of the former tracking mode is that very little collector adjustment is required 
during the day and the full aperture always faces the sun at noon but the collec-
tor performance during the early and late hours of the day is greatly reduced, 
due to large incidence angles (cosine loss). North-south oriented troughs have 
their highest cosine loss at noon and the lowest in the mornings and evenings, 
when the sun is due east or due west. Photographs of PTC collectors are shown 
in Figure 3.14.

Receiver tube

Glass cover

Receiver detail

Tracking
mechanism

Parabola

Sun rays
Receiver

Figure 3.13  schematic of a parabolic trough collector.
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Over the period of one year, a horizontal north-south trough field usually 
collects slightly more energy than a horizontal east-west one. However, the 
north-south field collects a lot of energy in summer and much less in winter  
(see Chapter 2, Section 2.2.1). The east-west field collects more energy in 
winter than a north-south field and less in summer, providing a more constant 
annual output. Therefore, the choice of orientation usually depends on the 
application and whether more energy is needed during summer or winter.

Parabolic trough technology is the most advanced of the solar thermal tech-
nologies because of considerable experience with the systems and the devel-
opment of a small commercial industry to produce and market these systems. 

(a)

(b)

Figure  3.14  Photos of actual parabolic trough collectors. (a) The EuroTrough (from 
www.sbp.de/en/html/projects/detail.html?id=1043). (b) an industrial solar Technology 
collector.

www.sbp.de/en/html/projects/detail.html?id=1043
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Parabolic trough collectors are built in modules that are supported from the 
ground by simple pedestals at either end.

Parabolic trough collectors are the most mature solar technology to gener-
ate heat at temperatures up to 400°C for solar thermal electricity generation or 
process heat applications. The biggest application of this type of system is the 
southern California power plants known as Solar Electric Generating Systems 
(SEGS), which have a total installed capacity of 354 MWe (Kearney and Price, 
1992). SEGS I is 14 MWe, SEGS II–VII are 30 MWe each, and SEGS VIII and 
IX are 80 MWe each. Three collector designs have been used in these plants: 
LS-1 for SEGS I, LS-2 for SEGS II–VII, and LS-3 for part of SEGS VII, VIII, 
and IX. More details on this system are given in Chapter 10. Another important 
application of this type of collector is installed at Plataforma Solar de Almeria 
(PSA) in southern Spain, mainly for experimental purposes. The total installed 
capacity of the PTCs is equal to 1.2 MW.

The receiver of a parabolic trough is linear. Usually, a tube is placed along 
the focal line to form an external surface receiver (see Figure 3.13). The size of 
the tube, and therefore the concentration ratio, is determined by the size of the 
reflected sun image and the manufacturing tolerances of the trough. The sur-
face of the receiver is typically plated with a selective coating that has a high 
absorptance for solar radiation but a low emittance for thermal radiation loss.

A glass cover tube is usually placed around the receiver tube to reduce the 
convective heat loss from the receiver, thereby further reducing the heat loss 
coefficient. A disadvantage of the glass cover tube is that the reflected light 
from the concentrator must pass through the glass to reach the absorber, adding 
a transmittance loss of about 0.9, when the glass is clean. The glass envelope 
usually has an antireflective coating to improve transmissivity. One way to fur-
ther reduce convective heat loss from the receiver tube and thereby increase the 
performance of the collector, particularly for high-temperature applications, is 
to evacuate the space between the glass cover tube and the receiver. The total 
receiver tube length of PTCs is usually from 25 m to 150 m.

New developments in the field of parabolic trough collectors aim at cost 
reduction and improvements in technology. In one system, the collector can be 
washed automatically, drastically reducing the maintenance cost.

After a period of research and commercial development of the parabolic 
trough collectors in the 1980s a number of companies entered the field, pro-
ducing this type of collector for the temperature range between 50°C and 
300°C, all of them with one-axis tracking. One such example is the solar 
collector produced by the Industrial Solar Technology (IST) Corporation. 
IST erected several process heat installations in the United States that by the 
end of the last century were up to 2700 m2 of collector aperture area (Kruger  
et al., 2000).

The IST parabolic trough has been thoroughly tested and evaluated at the 
Sandia National Laboratory (Dudley, 1995) and the German Aerospace Centre 
(DLR) (Kruger et al., 2000) for efficiency and durability.

The characteristics of the IST collector system are shown in Table 3.3.
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Parabola ConsTruCTion
To achieve cost-effectiveness in mass production, the collector structure must 
feature not only a high stiffness-to-weight ratio, to keep the material content to a 
minimum, but also be amenable to low-labor manufacturing processes. A num-
ber of structural concepts have been proposed, such as steel framework struc-
tures with central torque tubes or double V trusses and fiberglass (Kalogirou et 
al., 1994b). A recent development in this type of collectors is the design and 
manufacture of the EuroTrough, a new parabolic trough collector, in which an 
advanced lightweight structure is used to achieve cost-efficient solar power gen-
eration (Lupfert et al., 2000; Geyer et al., 2002). Based on environmental test 
data to date, mirrored glass appears to be the preferred mirror material, although 
self-adhesive reflective materials with lifetimes of 5–7 years exist in the market.

For the EuroTrough collector, a so-called torque-box design has been 
selected, with less weight and fewer deformations of the collector structure 
due to dead weight and wind loading than the reference designs (LS-2 torque 
tube or the LS-3 V truss design, both commercial in the Californian plants). 
This reduces torsion and bending of the structure during operation and results 
in increased optical performance and wind resistance. The weight of the steel 
structure has been reduced by about 14% as compared to the available design 
of the LS-3 collector. The central element of the box design is a 12 m long steel 
space-frame structure having a squared cross-section that holds the support arms 
for the parabolic mirror facets. The torque box is built out of only four steel 
parts. This leads to easy manufacturing and decreases the required effort and 

table 3.3  Characteristics of the IST Parabolic Trough Collector System

Parameter Value/type

Collector rim angle 70°

Reflective surface Silvered acrylic

Receiver material Steel

Collector aperture 2.3 m

Receiver surface treatment Highly selective blackened nickel

 Absorptance 0.97

 Emittance (80°C) 0.18

Glass envelope transmittance 0.96

Absorber outside diameter 50.8 mm

Tracking mechanism accuracy 0.05°

Collector orientation Axis in N-S direction

Mode of tracking E-W horizontal
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thus the cost for site assembling. The structural deformation of the new design 
is considerably less than in the previous design (LS-3), which results in better 
performance of the collector.

Another method for producing lightweight troughs, developed by the 
author, is with fiberglass (Kalogirou et al., 1994b). For the production of the 
trough, a mold is required. The trough is in fact a negative copy of the mold. 
Initially, a layer of fiberglass is laid. Cavities produced with plastic conduits, 
covered with a second layer of fiberglass at the back of the collector surface, 
provide reinforcement in the longitudinal and transverse directions to increase 
rigidity, as shown in Figure 3.15.

TraCkinG mEChanisms
A tracking mechanism must be reliable and able to follow the sun with a cer-
tain degree of accuracy, return the collector to its original position at the end 
of the day or during the night, and track during periods of intermittent cloud 
cover. Additionally, tracking mechanisms are used for the protection of collec-
tors, i.e., they turn the collector out of focus to protect it from hazardous envi-
ronmental and working conditions, such as wind gusts, overheating, and failure 
of the thermal fluid flow mechanism. The required accuracy of the tracking 
mechanism depends on the collector acceptance angle. This is described 
in Section 3.6.3, and the method to determine it experimentally is given in 
Section 4.3.

Various forms of tracking mechanisms, varying from complex to very simple, 
have been proposed. They can be divided into two broad categories: mechani-
cal and electrical-electronic systems. The electronic systems generally exhibit 
improved reliability and tracking accuracy. These can be further subdivided into:

1.	 Mechanisms employing motors controlled electronically through sensors, 
which detect the magnitude of the solar illumination (Kalogirou, 1996)

2.	 Mechanisms using computer-controlled motors, with feedback control 
provided from sensors measuring the solar flux on the receiver (Briggs, 
1980; Boultinghouse, 1982)

30  30mm RHS

Receiver position

Parabola

2mm first fiberglass layer

2mm final fiberglass layer

20mm dia. plastic conduit

Section X–X

X
X

Glue

Figure 3.15  Fiberglass parabola details.
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A tracking mechanism developed by the author (Kalogirou, 1996) uses 
three light-dependent resistors, which detect the focus, sun-cloud, and day-
night conditions and give instruction to a DC motor through a control system 
to focus the collector, follow approximately the sun path when cloudy condi-
tions exist, and return the collector to the east during night.

The system, which was designed to operate with the required tracking accu-
racy, consists of a small direct current motor that rotates the collector via a 
speed reduction gearbox. A diagram of the system, together with a table show-
ing the functions of the control system, is presented in Figure 3.16. The system 
employs three sensors, of which A is installed on the east side of the collector 
shaded by the frame, whereas the other two (B and C) are installed on the col-
lector frame. Sensor A acts as the “focus” sensor, i.e., it receives direct sunlight 
only when the collector is focused. As the sun moves, sensor A becomes shaded 
and the motor turns “on.” Sensor B is the “cloud” sensor, and cloud cover is 
assumed when illumination falls below a certain level. Sensor C is the “day-
light” sensor. The condition when all three sensors receive sunlight is translated 
by the control system as daytime with no cloud passing over the sun and the 
collector in a focused position. The functions shown in the table of Figure 3.16 
are followed provided that sensor C is “on,” i.e., it is daytime.

The sensors used are light-dependent resistors (LDRs).The main disadvan-
tage of LDRs is that they cannot distinguish between direct and diffuse sunlight. 
However, this can be overcome by adding an adjustable resistor to the system, 
which can be set for direct sunlight (i.e., a threshold value). This is achieved by 
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Figure 3.16  Tracking mechanism, system diagram.
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setting the adjustable resistor so that for direct sunlight, the appropriate input 
logic level (i.e., 0) is set.

As mentioned previously, the motor of the system is switched on when any 
of the three LDRs is shaded. Which sensor is activated depends on the amount 
of shading determined by the value set on the adjustable resistor, i.e., threshold 
value of radiation required to trigger the relays. Sensor A is always partially 
shaded. As the shading increases due to the movement of the sun, a value is 
reached that triggers the forward relay, which switches the motor on to turn the 
collector and therefore re-exposes sensor A.

The system also accommodates cloud cover, i.e., when sensor B is not receiv-
ing direct sunlight, determined by the value of another adjustable resistor, a 
timer is automatically connected to the system and this powers the motor every 
2 min for about 7 s. As a result, the collector follows approximately the sun’s 
path and when the sun reappears the collector is re-focused by the function of 
sensor A.

The system also incorporates two limit switches, the function of which is to 
stop the motor from going beyond the rotational limits. These are installed on 
two stops, which restrict the overall rotation of the collector in both directions, 
east and west. The collector tracks to the west as long as it is daytime. When 
the sun goes down and sensor C determines that it is night, power is connected 
to a reverse relay, which changes the motor’s polarity and rotates the collector 
until its motion is restricted by the east limit switch. If there is no sun during 
the following morning, the timer is used to follow the sun’s path as under nor-
mal cloudy conditions. The tracking system just described, comprising an elec-
tric motor and a gearbox, is for small collectors. For large collectors, powerful 
hydraulic units are required.

The tracking system developed for the EuroTrough collector is based on 
“virtual” tracking. The traditional sun-tracking unit with sensors that detect 
the position of the sun has been replaced by a system based on calculation of 
the sun position using a mathematical algorithm. The unit is implemented  
in the EuroTrough with a 13-bit optical angular encoder (resolution of 0.8 mrad) 
mechanically coupled to the rotation axis of the collector. By comparing both 
sun and collector axes positions by an electronic device, an order is sent to the 
drive system to induce tracking.

3.2.2	 Fresnel	Collectors
Fresnel collectors have two variations: the Fresnel lens collector (FLC), shown 
in Figure 3.17a, and the linear Fresnel reflector (LFR), shown in Figure 3.17b. 
The former is made from a plastic material and shaped in the way shown to 
focus the solar rays to a point receiver, whereas the latter relies on an array of 
linear mirror strips that concentrate light onto a linear receiver. The LFR collec-
tor can be imagined as a broken-up parabolic trough reflector (see Figure 3.17b), 
but unlike parabolic troughs, the individual strips need not be of parabolic shape. 
The strips can also be mounted on flat ground (field) and concentrate light on a 
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linear fixed receiver mounted on a tower. A representation of an element of an 
LFR collector field is shown in Figure 3.18. In this case, large absorbers can be 
constructed and the absorber does not have to move. The greatest advantage of 
this type of system is that it uses flat or elastically curved reflectors, which are 
cheaper than parabolic glass reflectors. Additionally, these are mounted close to 
the ground, thus minimizing structural requirements.

Receiver(a)

Sun rays

Fresnel
lens

Sun rays

(b)

Figure 3.17  Fresnel collectors. (a) Fresnel lens collector (FlC). (b) linear Fresnel-type 
parabolic trough collector.
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The first to apply this principle was the great solar pioneer Giorgio Francia 
(1968), who developed both linear and two-axis tracking Fresnel reflector sys-
tems at Genoa, Italy, in the 1960s. These systems showed that elevated tem-
peratures could be reached using such systems, but he moved on to two-axis 
tracking, possibly because advanced selective coatings and secondary optics 
were not available (Mills, 2001).

In 1979, the FMC Corporation produced a detailed project design study for 
10 MWe and 100 MWe LFR power plants for the U.S. Department of Energy 
(DOE). The larger plant would have used a 1.68 km linear cavity absorber 
mounted on 61m towers. The project, however, was never put into practice, 
because it ran out of DOE funding (Mills, 2001).

A later effort to produce a tracking LFR was made by the Israeli Paz com-
pany in the early 1990s by Feuermann and Gordon (1991). This used efficient 
secondary CPC-like optics and an evacuated tube absorber.

One difficulty with the LFR technology is that avoidance of shading and 
blocking between adjacent reflectors leads to increased spacing between reflec-
tors. Blocking can be reduced by increasing the height of the absorber towers, 
but this increases cost. Compact linear Fresnel reflector (CLFR) technology 
has been recently developed at Sydney University in Australia. This is, in 
effect, a second type of solution for the Fresnel reflector field problem that has 
been overlooked until recently. In this design adjacent linear elements can be 
interleaved to avoid shading. The classical LFR system has only one receiver 
and there is no choice about the direction and orientation of a given reflector. 
However, if it is assumed that the size of the field will be large, as it must be 
in technology supplying electricity in the megawatt class, it is reasonable to 
assume that there will be many towers in the system. If they are close enough, 
then individual reflectors have the option of directing reflected solar radiation to 
at least two towers. This additional variable in the reflector orientation provides 
the means for much more densely packed arrays because patterns of alternating 
reflector orientation can be such that closely packed reflectors can be positioned 
without shading and blocking. The interleaving of mirrors between two receiv-
ing towers is shown in Figure 3.19. The arrangement minimizes beam blocking 
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Figure 3.18  schematic diagram of a downward-facing receiver illuminated from an lFr 
field.
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by adjacent reflectors and allows high reflector densities and low tower heights 
to be used. Close spacing of reflectors reduces land usage, but in many cases, 
as in deserts, this is not a serious issue. The avoidance of large reflector spacing 
and tower heights is also an important cost issue when the cost of ground prep-
aration, array substructure cost, tower structure cost, steam line thermal losses, 
and steam line cost are considered. If the technology is to be located in an area 
with limited land availability, such as in urban areas or next to existing power 
plants, high array ground coverage can lead to maximum system output for a 
given ground area (Mills, 2001).

3.2.3	 Parabolic	Dish	Reflectors	(PDRs)
A parabolic dish reflector (PDR), shown schematically in Figure 3.20a, is a 
point-focus collector that tracks the sun in two axes, concentrating solar energy 
onto a receiver located at the focal point of the dish. The dish structure must 
fully track the sun to reflect the beam into the thermal receiver. For this purpose, 
tracking mechanisms similar to the ones described in the previous section are 
employed in double, so the collector is tracked in two axes. A photograph of a 
Eurodish collector is shown in Figure 3.20b.

The receiver absorbs the radiant solar energy, converting it into thermal energy 
in a circulating fluid. The thermal energy can then be either converted into elec-
tricity using an engine-generator coupled directly to the receiver or transported 
through pipes to a central power conversion system. Parabolic dish systems can 
achieve temperatures in excess of 1500°C. Because the receivers are distributed 
throughout a collector field, like parabolic troughs, parabolic dishes are often 
called distributed receiver systems. Parabolic dishes have several important 
advantages (De Laquil et al., 1993):

1.	 Because they are always pointing at the sun, they are the most efficient 
of all collector systems.

2.	 They typically have concentration ratios in the range of 600 to 2000 and 
thus are highly efficient at thermal-energy absorption and power conver-
sion systems.
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Figure 3.19  schematic diagram showing interleaving of mirrors in a ClFr with reduced 
shading between mirrors.
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3.	 They are modular collector and receiver units that can function either 
independently or as part of a larger system of dishes.

The main use of this type of concentrator is for parabolic dish engines. A 
parabolic dish engine system is an electric generator that uses sunlight instead 
of crude oil or coal to produce electricity. The major parts of a system are the 
solar dish concentrator and the power conversion unit. More details on this sys-
tem are given in Chapter 10.

Parabolic dish systems that generate electricity from a central power con-
verter collect the absorbed sunlight from individual receivers and deliver it via 
a heat transfer fluid to the power conversion systems. The need to circulate heat 

Parabola

Sun rays

Receiver

Two-axis tracking
mechanism(a)

Figure 3.20  Parabolic dish collector. (a) schematic diagram. (b) Photo of a Eurodish 
collector (from www.psa.es/webeng/instalaciones/discos.html).

www.psa.es/webeng/instalaciones/discos.html
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transfer fluid throughout the collector field raises design issues such as piping 
layout, pumping requirements, and thermal losses.

3.2.4	 Heliostat	Field	Collectors	(HFCs)
For extremely high inputs of radiant energy, a multiplicity of flat mirrors, or helio-
stats, using altazimuth mounts can be used to reflect their incident direct solar 
radiation onto a common target, as shown in Figure 3.21. This is called the helio-
stat field or central receiver collector. By using slightly concave mirror segments 
on the heliostats, large amounts of thermal energy can be directed into the cavity 
of a steam generator to produce steam at high temperature and pressure.

The concentrated heat energy absorbed by the receiver is transferred to a 
circulating fluid that can be stored and later used to produce power. Central 
receivers have several advantages (De Laquil et al., 1993):

1.	 They collect solar energy optically and transfer it to a single receiver, 
thus minimizing thermal energy transport requirements.

2.	 They typically achieve concentration ratios of 300 to 1500 and so are 
highly efficient, both in collecting energy and in converting it to electricity.

3.	 They can conveniently store thermal energy.
4.	 They are quite large (generally more than 10 MW) and thus benefit from 

economies of scale.

Each heliostat at a central receiver facility has from 50 to 150 m2 of reflective 
surface, with four mirrors installed on a common pillar for economy, as shown 
in Figure 3.22. The heliostats collect and concentrate sunlight onto the receiver, 
which absorbs the concentrated sunlight, transferring its energy to a heat transfer 
fluid. The heat transport system, which consists primarily of pipes, pumps, and 
valves, directs the transfer fluid in a closed loop among the receiver, storage, and 
power conversion systems. A thermal storage system typically stores the col-
lected energy as sensible heat for later delivery to the power conversion system. 
The storage system also decouples the collection of solar energy from its conver-
sion to electricity. The power conversion system consists of a steam generator, 
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Figure 3.21  schematic of central receiver system.
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turbine generator, and support equipment, which convert the thermal energy into 
electricity and supply it to the utility grid.

In this case incident sunrays are reflected by large tracking mirrored col-
lectors, which concentrate the energy flux towards radiative-convective heat 
exchangers, where energy is transferred to a working thermal fluid. After energy 
collection by the solar system, the conversion of thermal energy to electricity 
has many similarities with the conventional fossil-fueled thermal power plants 
(Romero et al., 2002).

The collector and receiver systems come in three general configurations. In 
the first, heliostats completely surround the receiver tower, and the receiver, which 
is cylindrical, has an exterior heat transfer surface. In the second, the heliostats are 
located north of the receiver tower (in the Northern Hemisphere), and the receiver 
has an enclosed heat transfer surface. In the third, the heliostats are located north 
of the receiver tower, and the receiver, which is a vertical plane, has a north-facing 
heat transfer surface. More details of these plants are given in Chapter 10.

3.3   thermal analySiS oF Flat-plate  
collectorS

In this section, the thermal analysis of the collectors is presented. The two 
major types of collectors, flat plate and concentrating, are examined separately. 
The basic parameter to consider is the collector thermal efficiency. This is 
defined as the ratio of the useful energy delivered to the energy incident on the 
collector aperture. The incident solar flux consists of direct and diffuse radia-
tion. While flat-plate collectors can collect both, concentrating collectors can 
utilize direct radiation only if the concentration ratio is greater than 10 (Prapas 
et al., 1987).

Figure 3.22  Detail of a heliostat.
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In this section, the various relations required to determine the useful energy 
collected and the interaction of the various constructional parameters on the 
performance of a collector are presented.

3.3.1	 Absorbed	Solar	Radiation
The prediction of collector performance requires information on the solar 
energy absorbed by the collector absorber plate. The solar energy incident on 
a tilted surface can be found by the methods presented in Chapter 2. As can 
be seen from Chapter 2, the incident radiation has three special components: 
beam, diffuse, and ground-reflected radiation. This calculation depends on the 
radiation model employed. Using the isotropic model on an hourly basis, Eq. 
(2.97) can be modified to give the absorbed radiation, S, by multiplying each 
term with the appropriate transmittance-absorptance product as follows:
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where the terms [1  cos()]/2 and [1 – cos()]/2 are the view factors from 
the collector to the sky and from the collector to the ground, respectively. The 
same equation can be used to estimate the monthly average absorbed solar 
radiation, S , by replacing the hourly direct and diffuse radiation values with 
the appropriate monthly average values, HB and HD , RB with RB , and various 
() values with monthly average values, ( )τα  in Eq. (3.1). More details on 
this are given in Chapter 11.

The combination of cover with the absorber plate is shown in Figure 
3.23, together with a ray tracing of the radiation. As can be seen, of the inci-
dent energy falling on the collector,  is absorbed by the absorber plate and 
(1  ) is reflected back to the glass cover. The reflection from the absorber 

Incident radiation

Absorber plate

Glass cover 

τα(1�α)ρD

Reflected radiation

τα

τ

τα(1�α)2ρD
2

(1�α)τ

(1�α)2τρD
2

(1�α)2τρD

(1�α)τρD

Figure 3.23  radiation transfer between the glass cover and absorber plate.
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plate is assumed to be diffuse, so the fraction (1  ) that strikes the glass 
cover is diffuse radiation and (1  )D is reflected back to the absorber 
plate. The multiple reflection of diffuse radiation continues so that the fraction 
of the incident solar energy ultimately absorbed is

 

( ) ( )
( )

τα τα α ρ
τα
α

  
  

1
1 11

D
n

n D

[ ]
∞

∑  (3.2)

Typical values of () are 0.7–0.75 for window glass and 0.9–0.85 for low- 
iron glass. A reasonable approximation of Eq. (3.2) for most practical solar 
collectors is

 ( ) .τα τα≅ 1 01  (3.3)

The reflectance of the glass cover for diffuse radiation incident from the 
absorber plate, D, can be estimated from Eq. (2.57) as the difference between 
 and  at an angle of 60°. For single covers, the following values can be used 
for D:

For KL  0.0125, D  0.15.
For KL  0.0370, D  0.12.
For KL  0.0524, D  0.11.

For a given collector tilt angle, , the following empirical relations,  
derived by Brandemuehl and Beckman (1980), can be used to find the effec-
tive incidence angle for diffuse radiation from sky, e, D, and ground-reflected  
radiation, e,G:

 
θ β βe D,   59.68 0.1388 0.001497 2  (3.4a)

 
θ β βe G,

290 0.5788 0.002693    (3.4b)

where   collector slope angle in degrees.
The proper transmittance can then be obtained from Eq. (2.53), whereas 

the angle dependent absorptance from 0 to 80° can be obtained from (Beckman  
et al., 1977):
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where
e  effective incidence angle (degrees).
n   absorptance at normal incident angle, which can be found from the prop-

erties of the absorber.
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Subsequently, Eq. (3.2) can be used to find ()D and ()G. The inci-
dence angle, , of the beam radiation required to estimate RB can be used to 
find ()B.

Alternatively, ()n can be found from the properties of the cover and 
absorber materials, and Figure 3.24 can be used at the appropriate angle of 
incidence for each radiation component to find the three transmittance-absorp-
tance products.

When measurements of incident solar radiation (It) are available, instead of 
Eq. (3.1), the following relation can be used:

 S ( )av τα It  (3.6)

where ()av can be obtained from

 ( ) . ( )τα ταav ≅ 0 96 B  (3.7)

(τ
α/

τα
) n

Incidence angle, θ (degrees)

Refractive index � 1.526 
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Figure 3.24  Typical ()/()n curves for one to four glass covers. (reprinted from 
klein (1979), with permission from Elsevier.)
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e x a m p l e   3 . 1

For a clear winter day, IB  1.42 MJ/m2 and ID  0.39 MJ/m2. Ground reflec-
tance is 0.5, incidence angle is 23°, and RB  2.21. Calculate the absorbed 
solar radiation by a collector having a glass with KL  0.037, the absorptance 
of the plate at normal incidence, n  0.91, and the refraction index of glass is 
1.526. The collector slope is 60°.

Solution
Using Eq. (3.5) for the beam radiation at   23°,
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For the transmittance we need to calculate  and r. For the former, Eq. 
(2.51) can be used. From Eq. (2.44), 2  14.8°.Therefore,

 τ
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From Eqs. (2.45) and (2.46) r⊥  0 054.  and r  0 034. . Therefore, from 
Eq. (2.50a),
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Finally, from Eq. (2.53),

 τ τ τα≅ r   0 962 0 916 0 881. . . .  

Alternatively, Eq. (2.52a) could be used with the above r values to obtain  
directly.

From Eq. (3.3),

 ( ) 1.01  ( / ) 1.01 0.881 0.91 0.993 0.804 0.80τα τ α α αB n n      ≈  

From Eq. (3.4a), the effective incidence angle for diffuse radiation is

 

θ β βe D,   

    

59.68 0.1388 0.001497

59.68 0.1388 60 0.001497 60

2

2  57  
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From Eq. (3.5), for the diffuse radiation at   57°, /n  0.949.
From Eq. (2.44), for 1  57°, 2  33°. From Eqs. (2.45) and (2.46), 

r⊥  0 165.  and r  0.
From Eq. (2.50a), r  0.858, and from Eq. (2.51),   0.957. From  

Eq. (2.53),

 τ   0.957 0.858 0.821  

and from Eq. (3.3),

 ( ) 1.01 ( / ) 1.01 0.821 0.949 0.91 0.716 0.72nτα τ α α α ≈D n       

From Eq. (3.4b), the effective incidence angle for ground reflected  
radiation is

 

θ β βe G,   

     

90 0.5788 0.002693

90 0.5788 60 0.002693 60 65

2

2   

From Eq. (3.5), for the ground reflected radiation at   65°, /n  0.897.
From Eq. (2.44), for 1  65°, 2  36°. From Eqs. (2.45) and (2.46), 

r⊥  0 244.  and r 0 012. .
From Eq. (2.50a), r  0.792, and from Eq. (2.51),   0.955. From  

Eq. (2.53),

 τ   0.792 0.955 0.756  

And from Eq. (3.3),

 ( ) 1.01 ( / ) 1.01 0.756 0.897 0.91 0.623 0.62τα τ α α α ≈G n n       

In a different way, from Eq. (3.3),
()n  1.01  0.884  0.91  0.812 (note that for the transmittance the 

above value for normal incidence is used, i.e., n)
From Figure 3.24, for beam radiation at   23°, ()/()n  0.98. 

Therefore,

 ( ) 0.812 0.98 0.796 0.80τα ≈B     

From Figure 3.24, for diffuse radiation at   57°, ()/()n  0.89. 
Therefore,

 ( ) 0.812 0.89 0.722 0.72τα ≈D     

From Figure 3.24, for ground-reflected radiation at   65°, ()/()n  
0.76. Therefore,

 ( ) 0.812 0.76 0.617 0.62τα ≈G     

All these values are very similar to the previously found values, but the effort 
required is much less.
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Finally, the absorbed solar radiation is obtained from Eq. (3.1):
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3.3.2	 Collector	Energy	Losses
When a certain amount of solar radiation falls on the surface of a collector, most 
of it is absorbed and delivered to the transport fluid, and it is carried away as use-
ful energy. However, as in all thermal systems, heat losses to the environment 
by various modes of heat transfer are inevitable. The thermal network for a sin-
gle-cover, flat-plate collector in terms of conduction, convection, and radiation 
is shown in Figure 3.25a and in terms of the resistance between plates in Figure 
3.25b. The temperature of the plate is Tp, the collector back temperature is Tb, 
and the absorbed solar radiation is S. In a simplified way, the various thermal 
losses from the collector can be combined into a simple resistance, RL, as shown 
in Figure 3.25c, so that the energy losses from the collector can be written as

 
Q

T T

R
U A T Tp a

L
L c p aloss 


 ( )  (3.8)

where
UL  overall heat loss coefficient based on collector area Ac (W/m2-K).
Tp  plate temperature (°C).

The overall heat loss coefficient is a complicated function of the collector 
construction and its operating conditions, given by the following expression:

 U U U UL t b e    (3.9)

where
Ut  top loss coefficient (W/m2-K).
Ub  bottom heat loss coefficient (W/m2-K).
Ue  heat loss coefficient form the collector edges (W/m2-K).

Therefore, UL is the heat transfer resistance from the absorber plate to the 
ambient air. All these coefficients are examined separately. It should be noted 
that edge losses are not shown in Figure 3.25.
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In addition to serving as a heat trap by admitting shortwave solar radiation 
and retaining longwave thermal radiation, the glazing also reduces heat loss by 
convection. The insulating effect of the glazing is enhanced by the use of sev-
eral sheets of glass or glass plus plastic.

Under steady-state conditions, the heat transfer from the absorber plate to 
the glass cover is the same as the energy lost from the glass cover to ambient. 
As shown in Figure 3.25, the heat transfer upward from the absorber plate at 
temperature Tp to the glass cover at Tg and from the glass cover at Tg to ambient 
at Ta is by convection and infrared radiation. For the infrared radiation heat loss, 
Eq. (2.67) can be used. Therefore, the heat loss from absorber plate to glass is 
given by
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where
Ac  collector area (m2).
hc, pg   convection heat transfer coefficient between the absorber plate and 

glass cover (W/m2-K).
p  infrared emissivity of absorber plate.
g  infrared emissivity of glass cover.
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Figure 3.25  Thermal network for a single cover collector in terms of (a) conduction, 
convection, and radiation; (b) resistance between plates; and (c) a simple collector network.
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For tilt angles up to 60°, the convective heat transfer coefficient, hc,pg, is 
given by Hollands et al. (1976) for collector inclination () in degrees:
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where the plus sign represents positive values only. The Rayleigh value, Ra, is 
given by
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3  (3.12)

where
g  gravitational constant,  9.81 m2/s.
  volumetric coefficient of expansion; for ideal gas,   1/T.
Pr  Prandtl number.
L  absorber to glass cover distance (m).
  kinetic viscosity (m2/s).

The fluid properties in Eq. (3.12) are evaluated at the mean gap tempera-
ture (Tp  Tg)/2.

For vertical collectors, the convection correlation is given by Shewen et al. 
(1996) as
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The radiation term in Eq. (3.10) can be linearized by the use of Eq. (2.73) as
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Consequently, Eq. (3.10) becomes
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Similarly, the heat loss from glass cover to ambient is given by

Q A h h T Tt c c g a r g a g a, absorber plate to glass cover    ( )( ), , 
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where
hc,ga   convection heat transfer coefficient between the glass cover and ambi-

ent due to wind (W/m2-K).
hr,ga   radiation heat transfer coefficient between the glass cover and ambient 

(W/m2-K).

The radiation heat transfer coefficient is now given by Eq. (2.75), noting 
that, instead of Tsky, Ta is used for convenience, since the sky temperature does 
not affect the results much:
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From Eq. (3.17),
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Since resistances Rpg and Rga are in series, their resultant is given by
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In some cases, collectors are constructed with two glass covers in an 
attempt to lower heat losses. In this case, another resistance is added to the 
system shown in Figure 3.25 to account for the heat transfer from the lower to 
upper glass covers. By following a similar analysis, the heat transfer from the 
lower glass at Tg2 to the upper glass at Tg1 is given by
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where
hc, g2g1   convection heat transfer coefficient between the two glass covers 

(W/m2-K).
hr, g2g1   radiation heat transfer coefficient between the two glass covers 

(W/m2-K).

The convection heat transfer coefficient can be obtained by Eqs. (3.11)–
(3.13). The radiation heat transfer coefficient can be obtained again from Eq. 
(2.73) and is given by
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where g2 and g1 are the infrared emissivities of the top and bottom glass 
covers.

Finally, the resistance Rg2g1 is given by
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In the case of collectors with two covers, Eq. (3.24) is added on the resis-
tance values in Eq. (3.20). The analysis of a two-cover collector is given in  
Example 3.2.

In the preceding equations, solutions by iterations are required for the cal-
culation of the top heat loss coefficient, Ut, since the air properties are func-
tions of operating temperature. Because the iterations required are tedious and 
time consuming, especially for the case of multiple-cover systems, straightfor-
ward evaluation of Ut is given by the following empirical equation with suffi-
cient accuracy for design purposes (Klein, 1975):
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where

 
f h h Nw w g   ( )( ). . .1 0 04 0 0005 1 0 0912  (3.26)

 C   365 9 1 0 00883 0 0001298 2. ( ). .β β  (3.27)
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It should be noted that, for the wind heat transfer coefficient, no well-
established research has been undertaken yet, but until this is done, Eq. (3.28) 
can be used. The minimum value of hw for still air conditions is 5 W/m2-°C. 
Therefore, if Eq. (3.28) gives a lower value, this should be used as a minimum.

The energy loss from the bottom of the collector is first conducted through 
the insulation and then by a combined convection and infrared radiation trans-
fer to the surrounding ambient air. Because the temperature of the bottom 
part of the casing is low, the radiation term (hr,ba) can be neglected; thus the 
energy loss is given by
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where
tb  thickness of back insulation (m).
kb  conductivity of back insulation (W/m-K).
hc, ba  convection heat loss coefficient from back to ambient (W/m2-K).

The conduction resistance of the insulation behind the collector plate governs 
the heat loss from the collector plate through the back of the collector casing. 
The heat loss from the back of the plate rarely exceeds 10% of the upward loss. 
Typical values of the back surface heat loss coefficient are 0.3–0.6 W/m2-K.

In a similar way, the heat transfer coefficient for the heat loss from the col-
lector edges can be obtained from
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where
te  thickness of edge insulation (m).
ke  conductivity of edge insulation (W/m-K).
hc, ea  convection heat loss coefficient from edge to ambient (W/m2-K).

Typical values of the edge heat loss coefficient are 1.5–2.0 W/m2-K.

e x a m p l e   3 . 2

Estimate the top heat loss coefficient of a collector that has the following 
specifications:

Collector area  2 m2 (1  2 m).
Collector slope  35°.
Number of glass covers  2.
Thickness of each glass cover  4 mm.
Thickness of absorbing plate  0.5 mm.
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Space between glass covers  20 mm.
Space between inner glass cover and absorber  40 mm.
Thickness of back insulation  50 mm.
Back insulation thermal conductivity  0.05 W/m-K.
Mean absorber temperature, Tp  80°C  353 K.
Ambient air temperature  15°C  288 K.
Absorber plate emissivity, p  0.10.
Glass emissivity, g  0.88.
Wind velocity  2.5 m/s.

Solution
To solve this problem, the two glass cover temperatures are guessed and then by 
iteration are corrected until a satisfactory solution is reached by satisfying the 
following equations, obtained by combining Eqs. (3.15), (3.17), and (3.22):
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However, to save time in this example, close to correct values are used. 
Assuming that Tg1  23.8°C (296.8 K) and Tg2  41.7°C (314.7 K), from  
Eq. (3.14),
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Similarly, for the two covers, we have
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From Eq. (3.18), we have
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From Table A5.1, in Appendix 5, the following properties of air can be 
obtained:

For ½(Tp  Tg2)  ½ (353  314.7)  333.85 K,

 ν   19.51 10 m /s6 2
 

 Pr 0.701  

 k  0.0288W/m-K  

For ½(Tg2  Tg1)  ½ (314.7  296.8)  305.75 K,

 ν   17.26 10 m /s6 2
 

 Pr 0.707  

 k  0.0267W/m-K  

By using these properties, the Rayleigh number, Ra, can be obtained from 
Eq. (3.12) and by noting that   1/T.

For hc,pg2,
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Therefore, from Eq. (3.11), we have the following.
For hc,pg2,
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For hc,g2g1,
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The convection heat transfer coefficient from glass to ambient is the wind 
loss coefficient given by Eq. (3.28). In this equation, the characteristic length is 
the length of the collector, equal to 2 m.

Therefore,

 
h hc g a w, 1

0.6 0.4 28.6(2.5) /2 11.294 W/m -K   
 

To check whether the assumed values of Tg1 and Tg2 are correct, the heat 
transfer coefficients are substituted into Eqs. (3.15), (3.17), and (3.22):

 

Q A h h T Tt c c p r p g p g/ ( )( ) (2.918 0.835)(353 314.7)

14
2 2 2     



 , ,

33.7 W/m2
 

 

Q A h h T Tt c c g r g g g g/ ( )( ) (2.852 5.098)(314.7 296, 2 g1 , 2 1 2 1       ..8)

142.3W/m2  

 

Q A h h T Tt c c g a r g a g a/ ( )( ) (11.294 4.991)(296.8 288), 1 , 1 1     



 

1143.3W/m2
 

Since these three answers are not exactly equal, further trials should be 
made by assuming different values for Tg1 and Tg2. This is a laborious process 
which, however, can be made easier by the use of a computer and artificial intel-
ligence techniques, such as a genetic algorithm (see Chapter 11). Following 
these techniques, the values that solve the problem are Tg1  296.80 K and 
Tg2  314.81 K. These two values give Qt/Ac  143.3 W/m2 for all cases. If we 
assume that the values Tg1  296.8 K and Tg2  314.7 K are correct (remember, 
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they were chosen to be almost correct from the beginning), Ut can be calculated 
from
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e x a m p l e   3 . 3

Repeat Example 3.2 using the empirical Eq. (3.25) and compare the results.

Solution
First, the constant parameters are estimated. The value of hw is already esti-
mated in Example 3.2 and is equal to 11.294 W/m2-K.

From Eq. (3.26),

 
f h h Nw w g   ( . . )( . )1 0 04 0 0005 1 0 0912

 
 f        (1 0.04 11.294 0.0005 11.294 )(1 0.091 2) 0.7232

 

From Eq. (3.27),

 C   365 9 1 0 00883 0 0001298 2. ( . . )β β  
 C      365.9(1 0.00883 35 0.0001298 35 ) 3112

 

Therefore, from Eq. (3.25),
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The difference between this value and the one obtained in Example 3.2 is 
only 4.6%, but the latter was obtained with much less effort.
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3.3.3	 	Temperature	Distribution	between	the		
Tubes	and	Collector	Efficiency	Factor

Under steady-state conditions, the rate of useful heat delivered by a solar col-
lector is equal to the rate of energy absorbed by the heat transfer fluid minus the 
direct or indirect heat losses from the surface to the surroundings (see Figure 
3.26). As shown in Figure 3.26, the absorbed solar radiation is equal to Gt(), 
which is similar to Eq. (3.6). The thermal energy lost from the collector to the 
surroundings by conduction, convection, and infrared radiation is represented 
by the product of the overall heat loss coefficient, UL, times the difference 
between the plate temperature, Tp, and the ambient temperature, Ta. Therefore, 
in a steady state, the rate of useful energy collected from a collector of area Ac 
can be obtained from

 
Q A mcu c pG U T T T Tt L p a o i   [ ( ) ( )] [ ]τα   (3.31)

Equation (3.31) can also be used to give the amount of useful energy deliv-
ered in joules (not rate in watts), if the irradiance Gt (W/m2) is replaced with 
irradiation It (J/m2) and we multiply UL, which is given in watts per square 
meter in degrees Centigrade (W/m2-°C), by 3600 to convert to joules per square 
meter in degrees Centigrade (J/m2-°C) for estimations with step of 1 h.

To model the collector shown in Figure 3.26, a number of assumptions, 
which simplify the problem, need to be made. These assumptions are not against 
the basic physical principles and are as follows:

1.	 The collector is in a steady state.
2.	 The collector is of the header and riser type fixed on a sheet with parallel 

tubes.
3.	 The headers cover only a small area of the collector and can be neglected.
4.	 Heaters provide uniform flow to the riser tubes.
5.	 Flow through the back insulation is one dimensional.
6.	 The sky is considered as a blackbody for the long-wavelength radiation at 

an equivalent sky temperature. Since the sky temperature does not affect 
the results much, this is considered equal to the ambient temperature.

	 7.	 Temperature gradients around tubes are neglected.

Glass cover

Absorber plate at

temperature Tp

Heat loss
� UL(Tp�Ta)

Gt Cover reflection

τGt

Energy absorbed
� (τα)Gt

Figure 3.26  radiation input and heat loss from a flat-plate collector.
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	 8.	 Properties of materials are independent of temperature.
	 9.	 No solar energy is absorbed by the cover.
10.	 Heat flow through the cover is one dimensional.
11.	 Temperature drop through the cover is negligible.
12.	 Covers are opaque to infrared radiation.
13.	 Same ambient temperature exists at the front and back of the collector.
14.	 Dust effects on the cover are negligible.
15.	 There is no shading of the absorber plate.

The collector efficiency factor can be calculated by considering the tempera-
ture distribution between two pipes of the collector absorber and assuming that 
the temperature gradient in the flow direction is negligible (Duffie and Beckman, 
1991). This analysis can be performed by considering the sheet-tube configuration 
shown in Figure 3.27a, where the distance between the tubes is W, the tube diam-
eter is D, and the sheet thickness is . Since the sheet metal is usually made from 
copper or aluminum, which are good conductors of heat, the temperature gradient 
through the sheet is negligible; therefore, the region between the center line sepa-
rating the tubes and the tube base can be considered as a classical fin problem.

Di

δ

W–D D

(W–D)/2

Bond

b
W

(a)

Tb

S

x

δInsulated

L(WD)/2

(b)

∆x

x

xdx

dT
kδ

xxdx

dT
kδ

S∆x

∆x

UL∆x(TXTa)

(c)

Figure 3.27  Flat-plate sheet and tube configuration. (a) schematic diagram. (b) Energy 
balance for the fin element. (c) Energy balance for the tube element.
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The fin, shown in Figure 3.27b, is of length L  (W  D)/2. An elemental 
region of width, x, and unit length in the flow direction are shown in Figure 
3.27c. The solar energy absorbed by this small element is Sx and the heat 
loss from the element is ULx(Tx  Ta), where Tx is the local plate tempera-
ture. Therefore, an energy balance on this element gives

 

S x U x T T k
dT

dx
k

dT

dxL a
x x x

∆ ∆ δ δ
∆

      


( )














 00  (3.32)

where S is the absorbed solar energy. Dividing through with x and finding the 
limit as x approaches 0 gives
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 (3.33)

The two boundary conditions necessary to solve this second-order differen-
tial equation are

 

dT

dx x


0

0
 

and

 
T T

x L b


 

For convenience, the following two variables are defined:
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U

k
L
δ

 (3.34)
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L

 (3.35)

Therefore, Eq. (3.33) becomes

 

d

dx
m

2
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2 0

Ψ
Ψ   (3.36)

which has the boundary conditions
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Equation (3.36) is a second-order homogeneous linear differential equation 
whose general solution is

 Ψ      C C C mx C mxmx mx
1 2 1 2e e sinh( ) cosh( )  (3.37)

The first boundary yields C1  0, and the second boundary condition yields

 
Ψ    T T

S

U
C mLb a

L
2 cosh( )

 
or

 
C

T T S U

mL
b a L

2 
  /

cosh( )  

With C1 and C2 known, Eq. (3.37) becomes

 

T T S U

T T S U
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a L
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/

/

cosh( )

cosh( )
 (3.38)

This equation gives the temperature distribution in the x direction at any given y.
The energy conducted to the region of the tube per unit length in the 

flow direction can be found by evaluating the Fourier’s law at the fin base 
(Kalogirou, 2004):

 
q k

dT

dx

k m

U
S U T T mL

x L L
L b afin





    δ
δ

[ ( )]tanh( )  (3.39)

However, km/UL is just 1/m. Equation (3.39) accounts for the energy collected 
on only one side of the tube; for both sides, the energy collection is

 
q W D S U T T

m W D

m W DL b afin
/
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( )[ ( )]

tanh[ ( ) ]

( )

2

2
 (3.40)

or with the help of fin efficiency,

 q W D F S U T TL b afin
    ( ) [ ( )]  (3.41)

where factor F in Eq. (3.41) is the standard fin efficiency for straight fins with 
a rectangular profile, obtained from

 
F

m W D

m W D






tanh[ ( ) ]

( )

/

/

2

2
 (3.42)

The useful gain of the collector also includes the energy collected above 
the tube region. This is given by

 q D S U T TL b atube
   [ ( )]  (3.43)
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Accordingly, the useful energy gain per unit length in the direction of the fluid 
flow is

 q q q W D F D S U T Tu L b a
        fin tube [( ) ][ ( )]  (3.44)

This energy ultimately must be transferred to the fluid, which can be expressed 
in terms of two resistances as

 

q
T T

h D C

u
b f

i b

 



1 1

fiπ

 (3.45)

where hfi  heat transfer coefficient between the fluid and the tube wall.
In Eq. (3.45), Cb is the bond conductance, which can be estimated from 

knowledge of the bond thermal conductivity, kb, the average bond thickness, 
, and the bond width, b. The bond conductance on a per unit length basis is 
given by (Kalogirou, 2004)

 
C

k b
b

b
γ

 (3.46)

The bond conductance can be very important in accurately describing the 
collector performance. Generally it is necessary to have good metal-to-metal 
contact so that the bond conductance is greater that 30 W/m-K, and preferably 
the tube should be welded to the fin.

Solving Eq. (3.45) for Tb, substituting it into Eq. (3.44), and solving the 
resultant equation for the useful gain, we get

 
q WF S U T Tu L f a

    [ ( )]  (3.47)

where F is the collector efficiency factor, given by
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 (3.48)

A physical interpretation of F is that it represents the ratio of the actual 
useful energy gain to the useful energy gain that would result if the collector 
absorbing surface had been at the local fluid temperature. It should be noted 
that the denominator of Eq. (3.48) is the heat transfer resistance from the 
fluid to the ambient air. This resistance can be represented as 1/Uo. Therefore, 
another interpretation of F is

 
F

U

U
o

L

   (3.49)
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The collector efficiency factor is essentially a constant factor for any collec-
tor design and fluid flow rate. The ratio of UL to Cb, the ratio of UL to hfi, and the 
fin efficiency, F, are the only variables appearing in Eq. (3.48) that may be func-
tions of temperature. For most collector designs, F is the most important of these 
variables in determining F. The factor F is a function of UL and hfi, each of 
which has some temperature dependence, but it is not a strong function of tem-
perature. Additionally, the collector efficiency factor decreases with increased 
tube center-to-center distances and increases with increase in both material thick-
nesses and thermal conductivity. Increasing the overall loss coefficient decreases 
F, while increasing the fluid-tube heat transfer coefficient increases F.

e x a m p l e   3 . 4

For a collector having the following characteristics and ignoring the bond resis-
tance, calculate the fin efficiency and the collector efficiency factor:

Overall loss coefficient  6.9 W/m2-°C.
Tube spacing  120 mm.
Tube outside diameter  15 mm.
Tube inside diameter  13.5 mm.
Plate thickness  0.4 mm.
Plate material  copper.
Heat transfer coefficient inside the tubes  320 W/m2-°C.

Solution
From Appendix 5, Table A5.3, for copper, k  385 W/m-°C.

From Eq. (3.34),
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From Eq. (3.42),
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Finally, from Eq. (3.48) and ignoring bond conductance,
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3.3.4	 	Heat	Removal	Factor,	Flow	Factor,	and	Thermal	
Efficiency

Consider an infinitesimal length y of the tube as shown in Figure 3.28. The 
useful energy delivered to the fluid is qu y

 δ .

Under steady-state conditions, an energy balance for n tubes gives

 

q y
m

n
c T

m

n
c T

dT

dy
yu p f p f

f    δ δ
  









0  (3.50)

Dividing through by y, finding the limit as y approaches 0, and substituting 
Eq. (3.47) results in the following differential equation:
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L f a    [ ( )] 0  (3.51)

Separating variables gives
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Assuming variables F, UL, and cp to be constants and performing the integra-
tions gives
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The quantity nWL in Eq. (3.53) is the collector area Ac. Therefore,
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It is usually desirable to express the collector total useful energy gain in 
terms of the fluid inlet temperature. To do this the collector heat removal factor 

q�u
δ

y

Temperature T Temperature
dT

T�
dy

δy

δy

mcp
. mcp

.

Figure 3.28  Energy flow through an element of riser tube.
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needs to be used. Heat removal factor represents the ratio of the actual useful 
energy gain that would result if the collector-absorbing surface had been at the 
local fluid temperature. Expressed symbolically:

 
FR 



Actual output

Output for plate temperature Fluid inlet teemperature
 (3.55)

or
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Rearranging yields
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Introducing Eq. (3.54) into Eq. (3.57) gives
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Another parameter usually used in the analysis of collectors is the flow factor. 
This is defined as the ratio of FR to F, given by
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 (3.59)

As shown in Eq. (3.59), the collector flow factor is a function of only a single 
variable, the dimensionless collector capacitance rate, mcp /AcULF, shown in 
Figure 3.29.

If we replace the nominator of Eq. (3.56) with Qu and S with Gt() from 
Eq. (3.6), then the following equation is obtained:

 Q A F G U T Tu c R t L i a  [ ( ) ( )]τα  (3.60)

This is the same as Eq. (3.31), with the difference that the inlet fluid tempera-
ture (Ti) replaces the average plate temperature (Tp) with the use of the FR.

In Eq. (3.60), the temperature of the inlet fluid, Ti, depends on the charac-
teristics of the complete solar heating system and the hot water demand or heat 
demand of the building. However, FR is affected only by the solar collector 
characteristics, the fluid type, and the fluid flow rate through the collector.
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From Eq. (3.60), the critical radiation level can also be defined. This is the 
radiation level where the absorbed solar radiation and loss term are equal. This 
is obtained by setting the term in the right-hand side of Eq. (3.60) equal to 0 
(or Qu  0). Therefore, the critical radiation level, Gtc, is given by

 
G

F U T T

F
R L i a

R
tc 

( )

( )τα
 (3.61)

As in the collector performance tests, described in Chapter 4, the parameters 
obtained are the FRUL and FR(), it is preferable to keep FR in Eq. (3.61). The 
collector can provide useful output only when the available radiation is higher 
than the critical one.

Finally, the collector efficiency can be obtained by dividing Qu, Eq. (3.60), 
by (GtAc). Therefore,

 

η τα 
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  (3.62)

For incident angles below about 35°, the product    is essentially constant 
and Eqs. (3.60) and (3.62) are linear with respect to the parameter (Ti  Ta)/Gt, 
as long as UL remains constant.

To evaluate the collector tube inside heat transfer coefficient, hfi, the mean 
absorber temperature, Tp, is required. This can be found by solving Eq. (3.60) 
and (3.31) simultaneously, which gives
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Figure 3.29  Collector flow factor as a function of the dimensionless capacitance rate.
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Example	3.5
For the collector outlined in Example 3.4, calculate the useful energy and the 
efficiency if collector area is 4 m2, flow rate is 0.06 kg/s, ()  0.8, the global 
solar radiation for 1 h is 2.88 MJ/m2, and the collector operates at a temperature 
difference of 5°C.

Solution
The dimensionless collector capacitance rate is
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From Eq. (3.59),

 F   9 99 1 0 9521 9 99. ( e ) ../
 

Therefore, the heat removal factor is

 F F FR       0.91 0.952 0.866  

From Eq. (3.60) modified to use It instead of Gt,

 

Q A F I U T Tu c R t L i a   

      

[ ( ) ( ) . ]

. [ . . .

τα 3 6

4 0 866 2 88 10 0 8 6 9 5 33 .. ]6  7550 kJ 7.55MJ  

and the collector efficiency is

 η    Q A Iu c t/ 7.55/(4 2.88) 0.655, or 65.5%  

3.4  thermal analySiS oF air collectorS
A schematic diagram of a typical air-heating flat-plate solar collector is shown 
in Figure 3.30. The air passage is a narrow duct with the surface of the absorber 

Glass cover

Absorber plate, Tp

Back plate, Tb
 

Insulation

Air flow T
dT

T�
dx

δx

δx

UtS

s

Ub

Figure 3.30  schematic diagram of an air-heating collector.
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plate serving as the top cover. The thermal analysis presented so far applies 
equally well here, except for the fin efficiency and the bond resistance.

An energy balance on the absorber plate of area (1  x) gives

S x U x T T h x T T h x T Tt p a c p a p r p b p b( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ), ,δ δ δ δ        (3.64)

where
hc, pa  convection heat transfer coefficient from absorber plate to air (W/m2-K).
hr, pb   radiation heat transfer coefficient from absorber plate to back plate, 

which can be obtained from Eq. (2.67), (W/m2-K).

An energy balance of the air stream volume (s  1x) gives
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δ δ   , ,( )( ) (δδx T Tb)( )  (3.65)

where hc,ba   convection heat transfer coefficient from the back plate to air 
(W/m2-K).

An energy balance on the back plate area (1  x) gives

 
h x T T h x T T U x T Tr p b p a c b a b b b a, ,( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )     δ δ δ  (3.66)

As Ub is much smaller than Ut, ULUt. Therefore, neglecting Ub and solving 
Eq. (3.66) for Tb gives
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Substituting Eq. (3.67) into Eq. (3.64) gives

 T U h S U T hTa L L a( )     (3.68)

where
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Substituting Eq. (3.67) into Eq. (3.65) gives
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Finally, combining Eq. (3.68) and (3.70) gives
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where F  collector efficiency factor for air collectors, given by
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The initial conditions of Eq. (3.71) are T  Ti at x  0. Therefore, the com-
plete solution of Eq. (3.71) is
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This equation gives the temperature distribution of air in the duct. The temper-
ature of the air at the outlet for the collector is obtained from Eq. (3.73), using 
x  L and considering Ac  WL. Therefore,
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The energy gain by the air stream is then given by
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Using the equation for the heat removal factor given by Eq. (3.58), Eq. (3.75) 
gives

 Q A Fu c R S U T TL i a  [ ( )]  (3.76)

Since S  ()Gt, Eq. (3.76) is essentially the same as Eq. (3.60).

e x a m p l e   3 . 6

Estimate the outlet air temperature and efficiency of the collector shown in 
Figure 3.30 for the following collector specifications:

Collector width, W  1.2 m.
Collector length, L  4 m.
Depth of air channel, s  15 mm.
Total insolation, Gt  890 W/m2

Ambient temperature, Ta  15°C  288 K.
Effective ()  0.90.
Heat loss coefficient, UL  6.5 W/m2-K.
Emissivity of absorber plate, p  0.92.
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Emissivity of back plate, b  0.92.
Mass flow rate of air  0.06 kg/s.
Inlet air temperature, Ti  50°C  323 K.

Solution
Here we need to start by assuming values for Tp and Tb. To save time, the cor-
rect values are selected; but in an actual situation, the solution needs to be found 
by iteration. The values assumed are Tp  340 K and Tb  334 K (these need to 
be within 10 K). From these two temperatures, the mean air temperature can be 
determined from
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The radiation heat transfer coefficient from the absorber to the back plate is 
given by
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From Tm, air, the following properties of air can be obtained from Appendix 5:

 µ   2.051 10 kg/m-s5
 

 k  0.029W/m-K  

 
cp  1008J/kg-K

 

From fluid mechanics the hydraulic diameter of the air channel is given by
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Therefore, the flow is turbulent, for which the following equation applies: 
Nu  0.0158(Re)0.8. Since Nu  (hcD)/k, the convection heat transfer coeffi-
cient is given by
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From Eq. (3.69),
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From Eq. (3.72),
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The absorbed solar radiation is

 S Gt   ( ) 890 0.9 801W/m2τα  

From Eq. (3.74),
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Therefore, the average air temperature is ½(351  323)  337 K, which is 
the same as the value assumed before. If there is a difference in the two mean 
values, an iteration is required. This kind of problem requires just one iteration 
to find the correct solution by using the assumed values, which give the new 
mean temperature.

From Eq. (3.58),
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From Eq. (3.76),
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Finally, the collector efficiency is
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3.5   practical conSiderationS For  
Flat-plate collectorS

For various reasons, the actual performance of a flat-plate collector may be differ-
ent from the one obtained from the theoretical analysis presented in this section. 
The first reason is that the fluid flowing through the collector may not be uniform 
through all risers due to manufacturing errors. The section of the collector receiv-
ing a lower flow rate will have a lower FR and therefore inferior performance. 
Leaks in air collectors are another reason for poorer performance. Additionally, 
for multi-panel collectors with serpentine absorbers, which are installed one next 
to the other, the edge losses are limited to the first and last collectors of the array, 
resulting in an improved UL compared to that of a single collector.

Problems related to freeze protection of collectors are dealt with in Chapter 5.  
The effect of dust collected on the glass cover of the collector in an urban envi-
ronment seems to have a negligible effect, and occasional rainfall is adequate to 
clean the surface. For those wishing to account for dust in temperate climates, it 
is suggested that radiation absorbed by the collector plate is reduced by 1% and 
for dry and for dusty climates by 2% (Duffie and Beckman, 1991). Degradation 
of the cover materials, however, can affect transmittance and seriously affect 
the long-term performance of the collector. This is more important in plastic 
collector covers. The same applies for the absorber plate coating. Additionally, 
the mechanical design of the collector may affect its performance, as for exam-
ple the penetration of water or moisture into the collector, which would con-
dense on the underside of the glass, thus significantly reducing its properties.  
A description of quality tests to verify the ability of the collector to withstand 
this and other effects is given in Chapter 4.

Concerning the manufacture of the collectors, it is important to have a col-
lector casing that will withstand handling and installation and be able to enclose 
the collector elements and keep them clean from water and dust penetration for 
the life of the collector. In high latitudes, the collectors should be installed at an 
inclination to allow the snow to slide off their surface.

Installation of collectors is related to three elements: the transportation and 
handling of the collector, the installation of brackets, and manifolding. The 
first is related to the overall weight and size of the collector. For small (2m2)  
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collectors this can be done by hand; for bigger collectors, the help of machin-
ery is required. The bracketing should be adequate to withstand wind loading, 
whereas manifolding can be the most time-consuming operation, although now-
adays, special bronze fittings are available that make the work easier. Attention 
is drawn here to the use of dissimilar materials, which can lead to electrolytic 
corrosion.

Attention to these factors can guarantee many years of trouble-free opera-
tion of the collectors, which is very important to both satisfy the customers and 
promote the use of solar energy.

3.6  concentrating collectorS
As we have seen in Section 3.2, concentrating collectors work by interposing 
an optical device between the source of radiation and the energy-absorbing sur-
face. Therefore, for concentrating collectors, both optical and thermal analyses 
are required. In this book, only two types of concentrating collectors are ana-
lyzed: compound parabolic and parabolic trough collectors. Initially, the con-
centration ratio and its theoretical maximum value are defined.

The concentration ratio (C) is defined as the ratio of the aperture area to the 
receiver-absorber area; that is,
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  (3.77)

For flat-plate collectors with no reflectors, C  1. For concentrators, C is 
always greater than 1. Initially the maximum possible concentration ratio is 
investigated. Consider a circular (three-dimensional) concentrator with aperture 
Aa and receiver area Ar located at a distance R from the center of the sun, as 
shown in Figure 3.31. We saw in Chapter 2 that the sun cannot be considered a 
point source but a sphere of radius r; therefore, as seen from the earth, the sun 
has a half angle, m, which is the acceptance half angle for maximum concentra-
tion. If both the sun and the receiver are considered to be blackbodies at tem-
peratures Ts and Tr, the amount of radiation emitted by the sun is given by

 Q r Ts s ( )4 2 4π σ  (3.78)

A fraction of this radiation is intercepted by the collector, given by
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Figure 3.31  schematic of the sun and a concentrator.
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Therefore, the energy radiated from the sun and received by the concentrator is
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A blackbody (perfect) receiver radiates energy equal to A Tr r
4 ,  and a frac-

tion of this reaches the sun, given by

 Q A F Tr s r r s r  σ 4  (3.81)

Under this idealized condition, the maximum temperature of the receiver is 
equal to that of the sun. According to the second law of thermodynamics, this 
is true only when Qrs  Qsr. Therefore, from Eqs. (3.80) and (3.81),
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Since the maximum value of Frs is equal to 1, the maximum concentration 
ratio for three-dimensional concentrators is [sin(m)  r/R]:
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A similar analysis for linear concentrators gives
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 (3.84)

As was seen in Chapter 2, 2m is equal to 0.53° (or 32), so m, the half 
acceptance angle, is equal to 0.27° (or 16). The half acceptance angle denotes 
coverage of one half of the angular zone within which radiation is accepted by 
the concentrator’s receiver. Radiation is accepted over an angle of 2m, because 
radiation incident within this angle reaches the receiver after passing through 
the aperture. This angle describes the angular field within which radiation can 
be collected by the receiver without having to track the concentrator.

Equations (3.83) and (3.84) define the upper limit of concentration that 
may be obtained for a given collector viewing angle. For a stationary CPC, 
the angle m depends on the motion of the sun in the sky. For a CPC having 
its axis in a N-S direction and tilted from the horizontal such that the plane of 
the sun’s motion is normal to the aperture, the acceptance angle is related to 
the range of hours over which sunshine collection is required; for example, for 
6 h of useful sunshine collection, 2m  90° (sun travels 15°/h). In this case, 
Cmax  1/sin(45°)  1.41.

For a tracking collector, m is limited by the size of the sun’s disk, small-
scale errors, irregularities of the reflector surface, and tracking errors. For a 
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perfect collector and tracking system, Cmax depends only on the sun’s disk. 
Therefore,

For single-axis tracking, Cmax  1/sin(16)  216.
For full tracking, Cmax  1/sin2(16)  46,747.

It can therefore be concluded that the maximum concentration ratio for 
two-axis tracking collectors is much higher. However, high accuracy of the 
tracking mechanism and careful construction of the collector are required with 
an increased concentration ratio, because m is very small. In practice, due to 
various errors, much lower values than these maximum ones are employed.

e x a m p l e   3 . 7

From the diameter of the sun and the earth and the mean distance of sun from 
earth, shown in Figure 2.1, estimate the amount of energy emitted from the 
sun, the amount of energy received by the earth, and the solar constant for a 
sun temperature of 5777 K. If the distance of Venus from the sun is 0.71 times 
the mean sun-earth distance, estimate the solar constant for Venus.

Solution
The amount of energy emitted from the sun, Qs, is

 Q A Ts s s/ . ( ) , ,    σ ≈4 8 45 67 10 5777 63 152 788 63MW/m2
 

or

 Qs     63.15 4 (1.39 10 /2) 3.82 10 MW9 2 20π  

From Eq. (3.80), the solar constant can be obtained as
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The area of the earth exposed to sunshine is d2/4. Therefore, the amount 
of energy received from earth  (1.27  107)2  1.363/4  1.73  1014 kW. 
These results verify the values specified in the introduction to Chapter 2.

The mean distance of Venus from the sun is 1.496  1011  0.71  1.062 
 1011 m. Therefore, the solar constant of Venus is
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3.6.1	 	Optical	Analysis	of	a	Compound	Parabolic		
Collector

The optical analysis of CPC collectors deals mainly with the way to construct 
the collector shape. A CPC of the Winston design (Winston and Hinterberger, 
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1975) is shown in Figure 3.32. It is a linear two-dimensional concentrator con-
sisting of two distinct parabolas, the axes of which are inclined at angles c 
with respect to the optical axis of the collector. The angle c, called the collec-
tor half acceptance angle, is defined as the angle through which a source of 
light can be moved and still converge at the absorber.

The Winston-type collector is a non-imaging concentrator with a concen-
tration ratio approaching the upper limit permitted by the second law of ther-
modynamics, as explained in previous section.

The receiver of the CPC does not have to be flat and parallel but, as shown 
in Figure 3.5, can be bifacial, a wedge, or cylindrical. Figure 3.33 shows a col-
lector with a cylindrical receiver; the lower portion of the reflector (AB and 
AC) is circular, while the upper portions (BD and CE) are parabolic. In this 
design, the requirement for the parabolic portion of the collector is that, at any 
point P, the normal to the collector must bisect the angle between the tangent 
line PG to the receiver and the incident ray at point P at angle c with respect 
to the collector axis. Since the upper part of a CPC contributes little to the radi-
ation reaching the absorber, it is usually truncated, forming a shorter version of 
the CPC, which is also cheaper. CPCs are usually covered with glass to avoid 
dust and other materials entering the collector and reducing the reflectivity of 
its walls. Truncation affects little the acceptance angle but results in consider-
able material saving and changes the height-to-aperture ratio, the concentration 
ratio, and the average number of reflections.

CPC
axis

Aperture

Receiver

Parabola A

Axis of 
parabola A

Focus of 
parabola A

Parabola B

Focus of
parabola B

θc θc

Sun ray

Figure 3.32  Construction of a flat-receiver compound parabolic collector.
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These collectors are more useful as linear or trough-type concentrators. The 
orientation of a CPC collector is related to its acceptance angle (2c, in Figures 
3.32 and 3.33). The two-dimensional CPC is an ideal concentrator, i.e., it works 
perfectly for all rays within the acceptance angle, 2c. Also, depending on the 
collector acceptance angle, the collector can be stationary or tracking. A CPC 
concentrator can be oriented with its long axis along either the north-south or 
east-west direction and its aperture tilted directly toward the equator at an angle 
equal to the local latitude. When oriented along the north-south direction, the col-
lector must track the sun by turning its axis to face the sun continuously. Since 
the acceptance angle of the concentrator along its long axis is wide, seasonal tilt 
adjustment is not necessary. It can also be stationary, but radiation will be received 
only during the hours when the sun is within the collector acceptance angle.

When the concentrator is oriented with its long axis along the east-west 
direction, with a little seasonal adjustment in tilt angle, the collector is able 
to catch the sun’s rays effectively through its wide acceptance angle along its 
long axis. The minimum acceptance angle in this case should be equal to the 
maximum incidence angle projected in a north-south vertical plane during the 
times when output is needed from the collector. For stationary CPC collectors 
mounted in this mode, the minimum acceptance angle is equal to 47°. This angle 
covers the declination of the sun from summer to winter solstices (2  23.5°). In 
practice, bigger angles are used to enable the collector to collect diffuse radia-
tion at the expense of a lower concentration ratio. Smaller (less than 3) concen-
tration ratio CPCs are of greatest practical interest. These, according to Pereira 
(1985), are able to accept a large proportion of diffuse radiation incident on their  

B A C

2θc

Aperture

E

P

D

G

Figure 3.33  schematic diagram of a CPC collector.
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apertures and concentrate it without the need to track the sun. Finally, the 
required frequency of collector adjustment is related to the collector concentra-
tion ratio. Thus, the C  3 needs only biannual adjustment, while the C  10 
requires almost daily adjustment; these systems are also called quasi-static.

Concentrators of the type shown in Figure 3.5 have an area concentration 
ratio that is a function of the acceptance half angle, c. For an ideal linear con-
centrator system, this is given by Eq. (3.84) by replacing m with c.

3.6.2	 	Thermal	Analysis	of	Compound	Parabolic		
Collectors

The instantaneous efficiency, , of a CPC is defined as the useful energy gain 
divided by the incident radiation on the aperture plane; that is,
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In Eq. (3.85), Gt is the total incident radiation on the aperture plane. The 
useful energy, Qu, is given by an equation similar to Eq. (3.60), using the con-
cept of absorbed radiation as

 Q F SA A U T Tu R a r L i a  [ ( )]  (3.86)

The absorbed radiation, S, is obtained from (Duffie and Beckman, 1991):
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where
c  transmittance of the CPC cover.
CPC  transmissivity of the CPC to account for reflection loss.

The various radiation components in Eq. (3.87) come from radiation falling 
on the aperture within the acceptance angle of the CPC and are given as follows:
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In Eqs. (3.88a)–(3.88c),  is the collector aperture inclination angle with 
respect to horizontal. In Eq. (3.88c), the ground-reflected radiation is effective 
only if the collector receiver “sees” the ground, i.e., (  c)  90°.

It has been shown by Rabl et al. (1980) that the insolation, GCPC, of a col-
lector with a concentration C can be approximated very well from
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It is convenient to express the absorbed solar radiation, S, in terms of GCPC 
in the following way:
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  (3.90)

or

 S Gt r τ τ α γcover CPC  (3.91)

where
cover  transmissivity of the cover glazing.
CPC  effective transmissivity of CPC.
r  absorptivity of receiver.
  correction factor for diffuse radiation, given by
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The factor , given by Eq. (3.92), accounts for the loss of diffuse radiation 
outside the acceptance angle of the CPC with a concentration C. The ratio GD/Gt 
varies from about 0.11 on very clear sunny days to about 0.23 on hazy days.

It should be noted that only part of the diffuse radiation effectively enters 
the CPC, and this is a function of the acceptance angle. For isotropic diffuse 
radiation, the relationship between the effective incidence angle and the accep-
tance half angle is given by (Brandemuehl and Beckman, 1980):

 θ θ θ θe c c c   44 86 0 0716 0 00512 0 000027982 3. . . .  (3.93)

The effective transmissivity, CPC, of the CPC accounts for reflection loss 
inside the collector. The fraction of the radiation passing through the collector 
aperture and eventually reaching the absorber depends on the specular reflec-
tivity, , of the CPC walls and the average number of reflections, n, expressed 
approximately by

 τ ρCPC  n  (3.94)
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This equation can also be used to estimate CPC,B, CPC,D, and CPC,G in Eq. 
(3.87), which are usually treated as the same. Values of n for full and truncated 
CPCs can be obtained from Figure 3.34. As noted before, the upper ends of 
CPCs contribute little to the radiation reaching the receiver, and usually CPCs 
are truncated for economic reasons. As can be seen from Figure 3.34, the 
average number of reflections is a function of concentration ratio, C, and the 
acceptance half angle, c. For a truncated concentrator, the line (1  1/C) can 
be taken as the lower bound for the number of reflections for radiation within 
the acceptance angle. Other effects of truncation are shown in Figures 3.35 and 
3.36. Figures 3.34 through 3.36 can be used to design a CPC, as shown in the 
following example. For more accuracy, the equations representing the curves 
of Figures 3.34 through 3.36 can be used as given in Appendix 6.

e x a m p l e   3 . 8

Find the CPC characteristics for a collector with acceptance half angle 
c  12°. Find also its characteristics if the collector is truncated so that its 
height-to-aperture ratio is 1.4.

Solution
For a full CPC, from Figure 3.35 for c  12°, the height-to-aperture 
ratio  2.8 and the concentration ratio  4.8. From Figure 3.36, the area of the 
reflector is 5.6 times the aperture area; and from Figure 3.34, the average num-
ber of reflections of radiation before reaching the absorber is 0.97.
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Figure 3.34  average number of reflections for full and truncated CPCs. (reprinted 
from rabl (1976) with permission from Elsevier.)
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For a truncated CPC, the height-to-aperture ratio  1.4. Then, from Figure 
3.35, the concentration ratio drops to 4.2; and from Figure 3.36, the reflector-
to-aperture area drops to 3, which indicates how significant is the saving in 
reflector material. Finally, from Figure 3.34, the average number of reflections 
is at least 1  1/4.2  0.76.
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Example	3.9
A CPC has an aperture area of 4 m2 and a concentration ratio of 1.7. Estimate 
the collector efficiency given the following:

Total radiation  850 W/m2.
Diffuse to total radiation ratio  0.12.
Receiver absorptivity  0.87.
Receiver emissivity  0.12.
Mirror reflectivity  0.90.
Glass cover transmissivity  0.90.
Collector heat loss coefficient  2.5 W/m2-K.
Circulating fluid  water.
Entering fluid temperature  80°C.
Fluid flow rate  0.015 kg/s.
Ambient temperature  15°C.
Collector efficiency factor  0.92.

Solution
The diffuse radiation correction factor, , is estimated from Eq. (3.92):
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From Figure 3.34 for C  1.7, the average number of reflections for a full 
CPC is n  0.6. Therefore, from Eq. (3.94),

 τ ρCPC
0.60.90 0.94  n

 

The absorber radiation is given by Eq. (3.91):

 S Gt r      τ τ α γcover CPC
2W/m850 0 90 0 94 0 87 0 95 594 3. . . . .  

The heat removal factor is estimated from Eq. (3.58):
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The receiver area is obtained from Eq. (3.77):

 A A Cr a  / 4/1.7 2.35m2
 

The useful energy gain can be estimated from Eq. (3.86):
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The collector efficiency is given by Eq. (3.85):
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3.6.3	 Optical	Analysis	of	Parabolic	Trough	Collectors
A cross-section of a parabolic trough collector is shown in Figure 3.37, where 
various important factors are shown. The incident radiation on the reflector at 
the rim of the collector (where the mirror radius, rr, is maximum) makes an 
angle, jr, with the center line of the collector, which is called the rim angle. 
The equation of the parabola in terms of the coordinate system is

 y fx2 4  (3.95)

where f  parabola focal distance (m).
For specular reflectors of perfect alignment, the size of the receiver (diam-

eter D) required to intercept all the solar image can be obtained from trigonom-
etry and Figure 3.37, given by

 D rr m 2 sin( )θ  (3.96)

where m  half acceptance angle (degrees).
For a parabolic reflector, the radius, r, shown in Figure 3.37 is given by
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where j  angle between the collector axis and a reflected beam at the focus; 
see Figure 3.37.
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Figure 3.37  Cross-section of a parabolic trough collector with circular receiver.
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As j varies from 0 to jr, r increases from f to rr and the theoretical image 
size increases from 2f sin(m) to 2rr sin(m)/cos(jr  m). Therefore, there is an 
image spreading on a plane normal to the axis of the parabola.

At the rim angle, jr, Eq. (3.97) becomes
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1 cos( )ϕ
 (3.98)

Another important parameter related to the rim angle is the aperture of the 
parabola, Wa. From Figure 3.37 and simple trigonometry, it can be found that

 W ra r r 2 sin( )ϕ  (3.99)

Substituting Eq. (3.98) into Eq. (3.99) gives
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which reduces to
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The half acceptance angle, m, used in Eq. (3.96) depends on the accuracy of 
the tracking mechanism and the irregularities of the reflector surface. The smaller 
these two effects, the closer m is to the sun disk angle, resulting in a smaller 
image and higher concentration. Therefore, the image width depends on the mag-
nitude of the two quantities. In Figure 3.37, a perfect collector is assumed and 
the solar beam is shown striking the collector at an angle 2m and leaving at the 
same angle. In a practical collector, however, because of the presence of errors, 
the angle 2m should be increased to include the errors as well. Enlarged images 
can also result from the tracking mode used to transverse the collector. Problems 
can also arise due to errors in the positioning of the receiver relative to the reflec-
tor, which results in distortion, enlargement, and displacement of the image. All 
these are accounted for by the intercept factor, which is explained later in this 
section.

For a tubular receiver, the concentration ratio is given by
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By replacing D and Wa with Eqs. (3.96) and (3.100), respectively, we get
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The maximum concentration ratio occurs when jr is 90° and sin(jr)  1. 
Therefore, by replacing sin(jr)  1 in Eq. (3.103), the following maximum 
value can be obtained:
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 (3.104)

The difference between this equation and Eq. (3.84) is that this one applies 
particularly to a parabolic trough collector with a circular receiver, whereas Eq. 
(3.84) is the idealized case. So, by using the same sun half acceptance angle of 
16 for single-axis tracking, Cmax  1/sin(16)  67.5.

In fact, the magnitude of the rim angle determines the material required 
for the construction of the parabolic surface. The curve length of the reflective 
surface is given by
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where Hp  lactus rectum of the parabola (m). This is the opening of the 
parabola at the focal point.

As shown in Figure 3.38 for the same aperture, various rim angles are pos-
sible. It is also shown that, for different rim angles, the focus-to-aperture ratio, 
which defines the curvature of the parabola, changes. It can be demonstrated 
that, with a 90° rim angle, the mean focus-to-reflector distance and hence the 
reflected beam spread is minimized, so that the slope and tracking errors are less 
pronounced. The collector’s surface area, however, decreases as the rim angle is 
decreased. There is thus a temptation to use smaller rim angles because the sacri-
fice in optical efficiency is small, but the saving in reflective material cost is great.
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Figure 3.38  Parabola focal length and curvature.
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Example	3.10
For a parabolic trough collector with a rim angle of 70°, aperture of 5.6 m, and 
receiver diameter of 50 mm, estimate the focal distance, the concentration ratio, 
the rim radius, and the length of the parabolic surface.

Solution
From Eq. (3.101),
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From Eq. (3.102), the concentration ratio is

 C W Da  / 5.6/0.05 35.7π π  

The rim radius is given by Eq. (3.98):
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The parabola lactus rectum, Hp, is equal to Wa at jr  90° and f  2 m. 
From Eq. (3.101),
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Finally, the length of the parabola can be obtained from Eq. (3.105) by 

recalling that sec(x)  1/cos(x):
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oPTiCal EFFiCiEnCy
Optical efficiency is defined as the ratio of the energy absorbed by the receiver 
to the energy incident on the collector’s aperture. The optical efficiency 
depends on the optical properties of the materials involved, the geometry of 
the collector, and the various imperfections arising from the construction of the 
collector. In equation form (Sodha et al., 1984),

 
η ρταγ θ θo Af [( ) ]tan( ) cos( )1  (3.106)
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where
  reflectance of the mirror.
  transmittance of the glass cover.
  absorptance of the receiver.
  intercept factor.
Af  geometric factor.
  angle of incidence.

The geometry of the collector dictates the geometric factor, Af, which is a 
measure of the effective reduction of the aperture area due to abnormal incidence 
effects, including blockages, shadows, and loss of radiation reflected from the 
mirror beyond the end of the receiver. During abnormal operation of a PTC, some 
of the rays reflected from near the end of the concentrator opposite the sun cannot 
reach the receiver. This is called the end effect. The amount of aperture area lost 
is shown in Figure 3.39 and given by
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Usually, collectors of this type are terminated with opaque plates to preclude 
unwanted or dangerous concentration away from the receiver. These plates result 
in blockage or shading of a part of the reflector, which in effect reduces the aper-
ture area. For a plate extending from rim to rim, the lost area is shown in Figure 
3.39 and given by
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tan( )θ  (3.108)

where hp  height of parabola (m).
It should be noted that the term tan() shown in Eqs. (3.107) and (3.108) 

is the same as the one shown in Eq. (3.106), and it should not be used twice. 
Therefore, to find the total loss in aperture area, Al, the two areas, Ae and Ab, 
are added together without including the term tan() (Jeter, 1983):
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Figure 3.39  End effect and blocking in a parabolic trough collector.
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Finally, the geometric factor is the ratio of the lost area to the aperture area. 
Therefore,
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The most complex parameter involved in determining the optical efficiency 
of a parabolic trough collector is the intercept factor. This is defined as the ratio 
of the energy intercepted by the receiver to the energy reflected by the focusing 
device, i.e., the parabola. Its value depends on the size of the receiver, the sur-
face angle errors of the parabolic mirror, and the solar beam spread.

The errors associated with the parabolic surface are of two types: random 
and nonrandom (Guven and Bannerot, 1985). Random errors are defined as 
those errors that are truly random in nature and, therefore, can be represented 
by normal probability distributions. Random errors are identified as apparent 
changes in the sun’s width, scattering effects caused by random slope errors 
(i.e., distortion of the parabola due to wind loading), and scattering effects 
associated with the reflective surface. Nonrandom errors arise in manufacture-
assembly or the operation of the collector. These can be identified as reflec-
tor profile imperfections, misalignment errors, and receiver location errors. 
Random errors are modeled statistically, by determining the standard devia-
tion of the total reflected energy distribution, at normal incidence (Guven and 
Bannerot, 1986), and are given by

 
σ σ σ σ  sun slope mirror

2 2 24  (3.111)

Nonrandom errors are determined from a knowledge of the misalignment 
angle error  (i.e., the angle between the reflected ray from the center of the 
sun and the normal to the reflector’s aperture plane) and the displacement of 
the receiver from the focus of the parabola (dr). Since reflector profile errors 
and receiver mislocation along the Y axis essentially have the same effect, a 
single parameter is used to account for both. According to Guven and Bannerot 
(1986), random and nonrandom errors can be combined with the collector geo-
metric parameters, concentration ratio (C), and receiver diameter (D) to yield 
error parameters universal to all collector geometries. These are called uni-
versal error parameters, and an asterisk is used to distinguish them from the 
already defined parameters. Using the universal error parameters, the formula-
tion of the intercept factor, , is possible (Guven and Bannerot, 1985):
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where
d*   universal nonrandom error parameter due to receiver mislocation and 

reflector profile errors, d*  dr/D.
*  universal nonrandom error parameter due to angular errors, *  C.
*  universal random error parameter, *  C.
C  collector concentration ratio,  Aa/Ar.
D  riser tube outside diameter (m).
dr  displacement of receiver from focus (m).
  misalignment angle error (degrees).

Another type of analysis commonly carried out in concentrating collectors is 
ray tracing. This is the process of following the paths of a large number of rays 
of incident radiation through the optical system to determine the distribution and 
intensity of the rays on the surface of the receiver. Ray tracing determines the 
radiation concentration distribution on the receiver of the collector, called the 
local concentration ratio (LCR). As was seen in Figure 3.37, the radiation inci-
dent on a differential element of reflector area is a cone having a half angle of 
16. The reflected radiation is a similar cone, having the same apex angle if the 
reflector is perfect. The intersection of this cone with the receiver surface deter-
mines the image size and shape for that element, and the total image is the sum 
of the images for all the elements of the reflector. In an actual collector, the 
various errors outlined previously, which enlarge the image size and lower the 
local concentration ratio, are considered. The distribution of the local concentra-
tion ratio for a parabolic trough collector is shown in Figure 3.40. The shape of 
the curves depends on the random and nonrandom errors mentioned above and 
on the angle of incidence. It should be noted that the distribution for half of the 
receiver is shown in Figure 3.40. Another, more representative way to show this 
distribution for the whole receiver is in Figure 3.41. As can be seen from these 
figures, the top part of the receiver essentially receives only direct sunshine from 
the sun and the maximum concentration, about 36 suns, occurs at 0 incidence 
angle and at an angle , shown in Figure 3.40, of 120°.
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e x a m p l e   3 . 1 1

For a PTC with a total aperture area of 50 m2, aperture of 2.5 m, and rim angle 
of 90°, estimate the geometric factor and the actual area lost at an angle of 
incidence equal to 60°.

Solution
As jr  90°, the parabola height hp  f. Therefore, from Eq. (3.101),
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From Eq. (3.109):
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The area lost at an incidence angle of 60° is:

 Area lost tan(60) 3.125 tan(60) 5.41ml
2   A  

The geometric factor Af is obtained from Eq. (3.110):
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Figure 3.41  a more representative view of lCr for a collector with receiver diameter of 
20 mm and rim angle of 90°.
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3.6.4	 Thermal	Analysis	of	Parabolic	Trough	Collectors
The generalized thermal analysis of a concentrating solar collector is similar 
to that of a flat-plate collector. It is necessary to derive appropriate expressions 
for the collector efficiency factor, F; the loss coefficient, UL; and the collector 
heat removal factor, FR. For the loss coefficient, standard heat transfer relations 
for glazed tubes can be used. Thermal losses from the receiver must be esti-
mated, usually in terms of the loss coefficient, UL, which is based on the area 
of the receiver. The method for calculating thermal losses from concentrating 
collector receivers cannot be as easily summarized as flat-plate ones, because 
many designs and configurations are available. Two such designs are presented 
in this book: the parabolic trough collector with a bare tube and the glazed tube 
receiver. In both cases, the calculations must include radiation, conduction, and 
convection losses.

For a bare tube receiver and assuming no temperature gradients along the 
receiver, the loss coefficient considering convection and radiation from the sur-
face and conduction through the support structure is given by

 U h h hL w r c    (3.113)

The linearized radiation coefficient can be estimated from

 h Tr r 4σε 3  (3.114)

If a single value of hr is not acceptable due to large temperature variations 
along the flow direction, the collector can be divided into small segments, each 
with a constant hr.

For the wind loss coefficient, the Nusselt number can be used. 
For 0.1 Re 1000,

 Nu 0.4 0.54(Re)0.52   (3.115a)

For 1000 Re 50,000,

 Nu 0.3(Re)0.6  (3.115b)

Estimation of the conduction losses requires knowledge of the construction 
of the collector, i.e., the way the receiver is supported.

Usually, to reduce the heat losses, a concentric glass tube is employed 
around the receiver. The space between the receiver and the glass is usually 
evacuated, in which case the convection losses are negligible. In this case, UL, 
based on the receiver area Ar, is given by
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where
hr,ca   linearized radiation coefficient from cover to ambient estimated by Eq. 

(3.114), (W/m2-K).
Ac   external area of glass cover (m2).
hr,rc   linearized radiation coefficient from receiver to cover, given by  

Eq. (2.74):
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In the preceding equations, to estimate the glass cover properties, the tem-
perature of the glass cover, Tc, is required. This temperature is closer to the 
ambient temperature than the receiver temperature. Therefore, by ignoring the 
radiation absorbed by the cover, Tc may be obtained from an energy balance:

 
A h h T T A h T Tc r c a w c a r r r c r c( )( ) ( ), ,      (3.118)

Solving Eq. (3.118) for Tc gives
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The procedure to find Tc is by iteration, i.e., estimate UL from Eq. (3.116) by con-
sidering a random Tc (close to Ta). Then, if Tc obtained from Eq. (3.119) differs 
from original value, iterate. Usually, no more than two iterations are required.

If radiation absorbed by the cover needs to be considered, the appropriate 
term must be added to the right-hand side of Eq. (3.116). The principles are the 
same as those developed earlier for the flat-plate collectors.

Next, the overall heat transfer coefficient, Uo, needs to be estimated. This 
should include the tube wall because the heat flux in a concentrating collector 
is high. Based on the outside tube diameter, this is given by
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where
Do  receiver outside tube diameter (m).
Di  receiver inside tube diameter (m).
hfi  convective heat transfer coefficient inside the receiver tube (W/m2-K).

The convective heat transfer coefficient, hfi, can be obtained from the stan-
dard pipe flow equation:

 Nu  0 023 0 8 0 4. (Re) (Pr). .  (3.121)
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where
Re  Reynolds number  VDi/.
Pr  Prandtl number  cp/kf.
  fluid viscosity (kg/m-s).
kf  thermal conductivity of fluid (W/m-K).

It should be noted that Eq. (3.121) is for turbulent flow (Re  2300). For lami-
nar flow, Nu  4.364  constant.

The instantaneous efficiency of a concentrating collector may be calculated 
from an energy balance of its receiver. Equation (3.31) also may be adapted for 
use with concentrating collectors by using appropriate areas for the absorbed 
solar radiation (Aa) and heat losses (Ar). Therefore, the useful energy delivered 
from a concentrator is

 Q G A A U T Tu B o a r L r a  η ( )  (3.122)

Note that, because concentrating collectors can utilize only beam radiation, GB 
is used in Eq. (3.122) instead of the total radiation, Gt, used in Eq. (3.31).

The useful energy gain per unit of collector length can be expressed in terms 
of the local receiver temperature, Tr, as
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In terms of the energy transfer to the fluid at the local fluid temperature, Tf 
(Kalogirou, 2004),
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If Tr is eliminated from Eqs. (3.123) and (3.124), we have
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where F is the collector efficiency factor, given by
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 (3.126)

As for the flat-plate collector, Tr in Eq. (3.122) can be replaced by Ti through 
the use of the heat removal factor, and Eq. (3.122) can be written as

 Q F G A A U T Tu R B o a r L i a  [ ( )]η  (3.127)
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The collector efficiency can be obtained by dividing Qu by (GBAa). Therefore,
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where C  concentration ratio, C  Aa/Ar.
For FR, a relation similar to Eq. (3.58) is used by replacing Ac with Ar and 

using F, given by Eq. (3.126), which does not include the fin and bond con-
ductance terms, as in flat-plate collectors.

e x a m p l e   3 . 1 2

A 20 m long parabolic trough collector with an aperture width of 3.5 m has a 
pipe receiver of 50 mm outside diameter and 40 mm inside diameter and a glass 
cover of 90 mm in diameter. If the space between the receiver and the glass 
cover is evacuated, estimate the overall collector heat loss coefficient, the use-
ful energy gain, and the exit fluid temperature. The following data are given:

Absorbed solar radiation  500 W/m2.
Receiver temperature  260°C  533 K.
Receiver emissivity, r  0.92.
Glass cover emissivity, g  0.87.
Circulating fluid, cp  1350 J/kg-K.
Entering fluid temperature  220°C  493 K.
Mass flow rate  0.32 kg/s.
Heat transfer coefficient inside the pipe  330 W/m2-K.
Tube thermal conductivity, k  15 W/m-K.
Ambient temperature  25°C  298 K.
Wind velocity  5 m/s.

Solution
The receiver area Ar  DoL    0.05  20  3.14 m2. The glass cover 
area Ag  DgL   0.09  20  5.65 m2. The unshaded collector aperture 
area Aa  (3.5  0.09)  20  68.2 m2.

Next, a glass cover temperature, Tg, is assumed in order to evaluate the 
convection and radiation heat transfer from the glass cover. This is assumed to 
be equal to 64°C  337 K. The actual glass cover temperature is obtained by 
iteration by neglecting the interactions with the reflector. The convective (wind) 
heat transfer coefficient hc,ca  hw of the glass cover can be calculated from  
Eq. (3.115). First, the Reynolds number needs to be estimated at the mean temper-
ature ½(25  64)  44.5°C. Therefore, from Table A5.1 in Appendix 5, we get

 ρ  1.11kg/m3
 

 µ   2.02 10  kg/m-s5
 

 k  0.0276 W/m-K  



Now

 
Re      ρ µVDg / (1.11 5 0.09)/2.02 10 24,7285

 

Therefore, Eq. (3.115b) applies, which gives

 Nu 0.3(Re) 129.730.6   
and

 
h h k Dc c a w g,

2(Nu) / 129.73 0.0276/0.09 39.8W/m -K     
 

The radiation heat transfer coefficient, hr,ca, for the glass cover to the 
ambient is calculated from Eq. (2.75):
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The radiation heat transfer coefficient, hr,rc, between the receiver tube and 
the glass cover is estimated from Eq. (3.117):
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Since the space between the receiver and the glass cover is evacuated, there 
is no convection heat transfer. Therefore, based on the receiver area, the overall 
collector heat loss coefficient is given by Eq. (3.116):
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Since UL is based on the assumed Tg value, we need to check if the assump-
tion made was correct. Using Eq. (3.119), we get
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This is about the same as the value assumed earlier.
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The collector efficiency factor can be calculated from Eq. (3.126):
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The heat removal factor can be calculated from Eq. (3.58) by using Ar 
instead of Ac:
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The useful energy is estimated from Eq. (3.127) using the concept of 
absorbed radiation:
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Finally, the fluid exit temperature can be estimated from
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Another analysis usually performed for parabolic trough collectors applies 
a piecewise two-dimensional model of the receiver by considering the circum-
ferential variation of solar flux shown in Figures 3.40 and 3.41. Such an analy-
sis can be performed by dividing the receiver into longitudinal and isothermal 
nodal sections, as shown in Figure 3.42, and applying the principle of energy 
balance to the glazing and receiver nodes (Karimi et al., 1986).
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Figure 3.42  Piecewise two-dimensional model of the receiver assembly (karimi et al., 
1986).
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The generalized glazing and absorber nodes, showing the various modes of 
heat transfer considered, are shown in Figure 3.43. It is assumed that the length 
of each section is very small so that the working fluid in that section stays in 
the inlet temperature. The temperature is adjusted in a stepwise fashion at the 
end of the longitudinal section. By applying the principle of energy balance to 
the glazing and absorber nodes, we get the following equations.

For the glazing node,

 q q q q q q q qG G G G G G G G1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 0         (3.129)
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qA4

qA5
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Figure 3.43  Generalized glazing and absorber nodes, showing the various modes of 
heat transfer (karimi et al., 1986).
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For the absorber node,

 q q q q q q q qA A A A A A A A1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 0         (3.130)

where
qG1  solar radiation absorbed by glazing node i.
qG2  net radiation exchange between glazing node i to the surroundings.
qG3   natural and forced convection heat transfer from glazing node i to the 

surroundings.
qG4   convection heat transfer to the glazing node from the absorber (across 

the gap).
qG5  radiation emitted by the inside surface of the glazing node i.
qG6  conduction along the circumference of glazing from node i to i  1.
qG7  conduction along the circumference of the glazing from node i to i  1.
qG8   fraction of the total radiation incident upon the inside glazing surface 

that is absorbed.
qA1  solar radiation absorbed by absorber node i.
qA2  thermal radiation emitted by outside surface of absorber node i.
qA3  convection heat transfer from absorber node to glazing (across the gap).
qA4  convection heat transfer to absorber node i from the working fluid.
qA5   radiation exchange between the inside surface of absorber and absorber 

node i.
qA6  conduction along the circumference of absorber from node i to i  1.
qA7  conduction along the circumference of the absorber from node i to i  1.
qA8   fraction of the total radiation incident upon the inside absorber node that 

is absorbed.

For all these parameters, standard heat transfer relations can be used. The 
set of nonlinear equations is solved sequentially to obtain the temperature dis-
tribution of the receiver, and the solution is obtained by an iterative procedure. 
In Eqs. (3.129) and (3.130), factors qG1 and qA1 are calculated by the optical 
model, whereas factor qA5 is assumed to be negligible.

This analysis can give the temperature distribution along the circumfer-
ence and length of the receiver, so any points of high temperature, which might 
reach a temperature above the degradation temperature of the receiver selective 
coating, can be determined.

3.7  Second-law analySiS
The analysis presented here is based on Bejan’s work (Bejan et al., 1981; Bejan, 
1995). The analysis, however, is adapted to imaging collectors, because entropy 
generation minimization is more important to high-temperature systems. 
Consider that the collector has an aperture area (or total heliostat area), Aa, and 
receives solar radiation at the rate Q* from the sun, as shown in Figure 3.44. The 
net solar heat transfer, Q*, is proportional to the collector area, Aa, and the pro-
portionality factor, q* (W/m2), which varies with geographical position on the 
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earth, the orientation of the collector, meteorological conditions, and the time of 
day. In the present analysis, q* is assumed to be constant and the system is in a 
steady state; that is,

 Q q Aa* *  (3.131)

For concentrating systems, q* is the solar energy falling on the reflector. 
To obtain the energy falling on the collector receiver, the tracking mechanism 
accuracy, the optical errors of the mirror, including its reflectance, and the opti-
cal properties of the receiver glazing must be considered.

Therefore, the radiation falling on the receiver, qo
* ,  is a function of the 

optical efficiency, which accounts for all these errors. For the concentrating 
collectors, Eq. (3.106) can be used. The radiation falling on the receiver is 
(Kalogirou, 2004):

 
q q

Q

Ao o
o

a

* *
*

 η
η

 (3.132)

The incident solar radiation is partly delivered to a power cycle (or user) 
as heat transfer Q at the receiver temperature, Tr. The remaining fraction, Qo, 
represents the collector ambient heat loss:

 Q Q Qo  *  (3.133)

For imaging concentrating collectors, Qo is proportional to the receiver ambi-
ent temperature difference and to the receiver area as

 Q U A T To r r r o ( )  (3.134)

where Ur is the overall heat transfer coefficient based on Ar. It should be noted 
that Ur is a characteristic constant of the collector.

Combining Eqs. (3.133) and (3.134), it is apparent that the maximum 
receiver temperature occurs when Q  0, i.e., when the entire solar heat transfer 

T*

Q, Tr

Receiver of area, ArQ* � q*Aa

qo
*

Parabola or heliostat of
projected area, AaQo

To

Figure 3.44  imaging concentrating collector model.
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Q* is lost to the ambient. The maximum collector temperature is given in dimen-
sionless form by
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Combining Eq. (3.132) and (3.135),
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Considering that C  Aa/Ar, then:
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As can be seen from Eq. (3.137), max is proportional to C, i.e., the higher 
the concentration ratio of the collector, the higher are max and Tr,max. The term 
Tr,max in Eq. (3.135) is also known as the stagnation temperature of the collec-
tor, i.e., the temperature that can be obtained at a no-flow condition. In dimen-
sionless form, the collector temperature,   Tr/To, varies between 1 and max, 
depending on the heat delivery rate, Q. The stagnation temperature, max, is the 
parameter that describes the performance of the collector with regard to collector 
ambient heat loss, since there is no flow through the collector and all the energy 
collected is used to raise the temperature of the working fluid to the stagnation 
temperature, which is fixed at a value corresponding to the energy collected 
equal to energy loss to ambient. Hence, the collector efficiency is given by
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 (3.138)

Therefore c is a linear function of collector temperature. At the stagnation 
point, the heat transfer, Q, carries zero exergy, or zero potential for producing 
useful work.

3.7.1	 Minimum	Entropy	Generation	Rate
The minimization of the entropy generation rate is the same as the maximiza-
tion of the power output. The process of solar energy collection is accompa-
nied by the generation of entropy upstream of the collector, downstream of the 
collector, and inside the collector, as shown in Figure 3.45.

The exergy inflow coming from the solar radiation falling on the collector 
surface is
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 (3.139)
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where T* is the apparent sun temperature as an exergy source. In this analysis, 
the value suggested by Petela (1964) is adopted, i.e., T* is approximately equal to 
¾Ts, where Ts is the apparent blackbody temperature of the sun, which is about 
5770 K. Therefore, the T* considered here is 4330 K. It should be noted that, in 
this analysis, T* is also considered constant; and because its value is much greater 
than To, Ein is very near Q*. The output exergy from the collector is given by
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whereas the difference between Ein and Eout represents the destroyed exergy. 
From Figure 3.45, the entropy generation rate can be written as
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This equation can be written with the help of Eq. (3.133) as
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 (3.142)

By using Eq. (3.139) and Eq. (3.140), Eq. (3.142) can be written as
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or
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Figure 3.45  Exergy flow diagram.
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Therefore, if we consider Ein constant, the maximization of the exergy out-
put (Eout) is the same as the minimization of the total entropy generation, Sgen.

3.7.2	 Optimum	Collector	Temperature
By substituting Eqs. (3.133) and (3.134) into Eq. (3.142), the rate of entropy 
generation can be written as
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By applying Eq. (3.137) in (3.145) and performing various manipulations,
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The dimensionless term, Sgen/UrAr, accounts for the fact that the entropy gen-
eration rate scales with the finite size of the system, which is described by 
Ar  Aa/C.

By differentiating Eq. (3.146) with respect to  and setting it to 0, the opti-
mum collector temperature (opt) for minimum entropy generation is obtained:
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By substituting max with Tr,max/To and opt with Tr,opt/To, Eq. (3.147) can be 
written as

 
T T Tr r o, ,maxopt   (3.148)

This equation states that the optimal collector temperature is the geometric 
average of the maximum collector (stagnation) temperature and the ambient 
temperature. Typical stagnation temperatures and the resulting optimum oper-
ating temperatures for various types of concentrating collectors are shown in 
Table 3.4. The stagnation temperatures shown in Table 3.4 are estimated by 
considering mainly the collector radiation losses.

As can be seen from the data presented in Table 3.4 for high-performance 
collectors such as the central receiver, it is better to operate the system at high 
flow rates to lower the temperature around the value shown instead of operat-
ing at very high temperature to obtain higher thermodynamic efficiency from 
the collector system.

By applying Eq. (3.147) to Eq. (3.146), the corresponding minimum 
entropy generation rate is
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where *  T*/To. It should be noted that, for flat-plate and low-concentration 
ratio collectors, the last term of Eq. (3.149) is negligible, since * is much big-
ger than max  1; but it is not for higher-concentration collectors such as the 
central receiver and the parabolic dish ones, which have stagnation tempera-
tures of several hundreds of degrees.

By applying the stagnation temperatures shown in Table 3.4 to Eq. (3.149), 
the dimensionless entropy generated against the collector concentration ratios 
considered here, as shown in Figure 3.46, is obtained.

3.7.3	 Non-Isothermal	Collector
So far, the analysis was carried out considering an isothermal collector. For a 
non-isothermal one, which is a more realistic model, particularly for long para-
bolic trough collectors, and by applying the principle of energy conservation,
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table 3.4  Optimum Collector Temperatures for Various Types of Concentrating 
Collectors

Collector type Concentration ratio Stagnation 
temperature (°C)

Optimal 
temperature (°C)

Parabolic trough 50 565 227

Parabolic dish 500 1285 408

Central receiver 1500 1750 503

Note: Ambient temperature considered  25°C.
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where x is from 0 to L (the collector length). The generated entropy can be 
obtained from
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From an overall energy balance, the total heat loss is

 
Q Q mc T To p  * ( ) out in  (3.152)

Substituting Eq. (3.152) into Eq. (3.151) and performing the necessary manip-
ulations, the following relation is obtained:
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where out  Tout/To, in  Tin/To, Ns is the entropy generation number, and M is 
the mass flow number given by
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and
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If the inlet temperature is fixed, in  1, then the entropy generation rate is 
a function of only M and out. These parameters are interdependent because the 
collector outlet temperature depends on the mass flow rate.

exerciSeS
3.1 For a one-cover flat-plate collector of dimensions 3  6 m, tilted at 40° 

from horizontal, determine the overall heat loss coefficient. The environ-
mental temperature is 10°C and the wind blows at 4 m/s. The absorber 
plate is 0.5 mm thick with an emissivity of 0.92. The glass cover is 
3.5 mm thick and located 35 mm from the absorbing plate, and the 
glass emissivity is 0.88. The insulation is fiberglass 45 mm thick at the 
back and 25 mm at the edges. The mean absorber temperature is 90°C. 
Estimate the overall heat loss coefficient using both the detailed and the 
empirical method and compare the results.

3.2 For a two-cover flat-plate collector of dimensions 3  6 m, tilted 45° from 
horizontal, determine the overall heat loss coefficient. The environmen-
tal temperature is 5°C and the wind blows at 5 m/s. The absorber plate 
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is 0.6 mm thick with an emissivity of 0.15. The glass covers are 3.5 mm 
thick with a gap of 20 mm and the bottom one is located 50 mm from the 
absorbing plate. The glass emissivity is 0.88. The insulation is fiberglass 
50 mm thick at the back and 30 mm at the edges. The mean absorber tem-
perature is 90°C. Estimate the overall heat loss coefficient using both the 
detailed and the empirical method and compare the results.

3.3 A flat-plate collector 4 m2 in area is tested during the night to measure 
the overall heat loss coefficient. Water at 60°C circulates through the col-
lector at a flow rate of 0.06 L/s. The ambient temperature is 8°C and the 
exit temperature is 49°C. Determine the overall heat loss coefficient.

3.4 For a two-cover 2  6 m flat-plate collector, tilted at 45° from horizontal, 
determine the overall heat loss coefficient. The environmental tempera-
ture is 5°C and the wind blows at 8 m/s. The absorber plate is 0.1 cm 
thick with an emissivity of 0.93 maintained at 80°C. The glass covers 
are 0.5 cm thick with a gap of 2.5 cm and the bottom one is located 6 cm 
from the absorbing plate. The glass emissivity is 0.88. The insulation is 
fiberglass 7 cm thick at the back and 3 cm at the edges.

3.5 A single-glazed 3  6 m flat-plate collector faces south, tilted 45° from 
horizontal. The collector is located at 35°N latitude, and on March 
21 from 2:00 to 3:00 pm, the insolation on the surface of the collector 
is 890 W/m2 and the ambient temperature is 8°C. Estimate the useful 
energy gain of the collector if:

 Overall heat loss coefficient  5.6 W/m2-°C.
 Water inlet temperature  50°C.
 Mass flow rate through the collector  0.25 kg/s.
 Tube inside convection heat transfer coefficient  235 W/m2-K.
 Single glazing with n  1.526 and KL  0.037.
 Absorber plate is selective, with n  0.92, thickness  0.5 mm.
 Copper tubes are used for risers, with 13.5 mm inside diameter, 15 mm 

outside diameter, and distance between risers 12 cm.
3.6 A flat-plate solar collector with dimensions of 1  2 m has eight cop-

per riser tubes of 13.5 mm inside diameter and 15 mm outside diameter, 
mounted on a copper absorbing plate 0.5 mm in thickness, which is at 
85°C. Inlet water temperature is 55°C and the flow rate is 0.03 kg/s. 
Calculate the convection heat transfer coefficient inside the riser pipes, 
the outlet water temperature, and the absorbed solar radiation on the col-
lector surface, assuming a fin efficiency of 95%.

3.7 The overall heat loss coefficient of a flat-plate collector is 6.5 W/m2-K. 
The absorber plate is 0.4 mm thick and the riser tubes have 10 mm inside 
diameter and 12 mm outside diameter. If the distance between the centers 
of the riser tubes is 12 cm and the tube inside convection heat transfer 
coefficient is 250 W/m2-K, estimate the collector efficiency factor when 
the material used is aluminum and copper.

3.8 A single-glazed air heating collector that has a flow channel behind the 
absorber that is 1.5 m wide, 3.5 m long, and 5 cm high. The mass flow 
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rate of the air is 0.045 kg/s and the air inlet temperature is 45°C. The 
insolation on the tilted collector surface is 920 W/m2 and the collector 
effective  is 0.87. When the ambient temperature is 12°C, the overall 
heat loss coefficient is 4.5 W/m2-K. If the emissivity of the surfaces of 
the airflow channel is 0.9, estimate the outlet air temperature and the 
efficiency of the collector.

3.9 A CPC has an acceptance half angle of 16° and its long axis is oriented 
along the east-west direction with a tilt of 45°.The collector is located 
at a latitude of 35°N where, on March 10 at 1:00 to 2:00 pm, the beam 
radiation on the horizontal is 1.3 MJ/m2 and the diffuse is 0.4 MJ/m2. A 
single glass cover is used on the concentrator, with KL  0.032. Estimate 
the absorbed radiation for the hour indicated if specular reflectivity is 
0.85 and the absorptivity values are 0.96 at normal incidence, 0.95 at 
incidence angle of 20°, 0.94 at 40°, and 0.89 at 60°. What is the useful 
energy output of the collector per unit aperture area if the overall heat 
loss coefficient is 7 W/m2-K, the heat removal factor is 0.88, the ambient 
temperature is 10°C, and the inlet fluid temperature is 55°C?

3.10 A parabolic trough collector has a tubular steel receiver with a glass 
cover and the space between the receiver and the glass is evacuated. The 
receiver is 10 m long and has an outside diameter of 5 cm and an inside 
diameter of 4 cm. The glass cover diameter is 8 cm. If the receiver sur-
face is selective with   0.11 and is at 250°C, determine the overall 
heat loss coefficient of the receiver when environmental temperature is 
24°C, the wind speed is 2 m/s, and the glass emissivity is 0.92.

3.11 For the previous problem, if the collector aperture is 4 m, the receiver 
tube is steel, the inside convection coefficient is 280 W/m2-K, and the 
absorbed solar radiation is 500 W/m2 of aperture area, estimate the use-
ful energy gain of the collector and the collector outlet temperature. The 
circulating fluid is oil with a specific heat of 1.3 kJ/kg-K, circulating at a 
flow rate of 1 kg/s and entering the receiver at 210°C.
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The thermal performance of solar collectors can be determined by the detailed 
analysis of the optical and thermal characteristics of the collector materials 
and collector design, as outlined in Chapter 3, or by experimental performance 
testing under control conditions. It should be noted that the accuracy of the 
heat transfer analysis depends on uncertainties in the determination of the heat 
transfer coefficients, which is difficult to achieve, due to the non-uniform tem-
perature boundary conditions that exist in solar collectors. Such analysis is 
usually carried out during the development of prototypes, which are then tested 
under defined environmental conditions. In general, experimental verification 
of the collector characteristics is necessary and should be done on all collec-
tor models manufactured. In some countries, the marketing of solar collectors 
is permitted only after test certificates are issued from certified laboratories to 
protect the customers.

A number of standards describe the testing procedures for the thermal per-
formance of solar collectors. The most well known are the ISO 9806-1:1994 
(ISO, 1994) and the ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 93:2003 (ANSI/ASHRAE, 2003).  
These can be used to evaluate the performance of both flat-plate and concen-
trating solar collectors. The thermal performance of a solar collector is deter-
mined partly by obtaining values of instantaneous efficiency for different 
combinations of incident radiation, ambient temperature, and inlet fluid tem-
perature. This requires experimental measurement of the rate of incident solar 
radiation falling onto the solar collector as well as the rate of energy addition 
to the transfer fluid as it passes through the collector, all under steady-state or 
quasi-steady-state conditions. In addition, tests must be performed to determine 
the transient thermal response characteristics of the collector. The variation of 
steady-state thermal efficiency with incident angles between the direct beam 
and the normal to collector aperture at various sun and collector positions is 
also required.

C h a p t e r� �� � � � r� ��  � � � r�� � � r�

Performance of Solar 
Collectors
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ISO 9806-1:1994 and ASHRAE Standard 93:2003 give information on test-
ing solar energy collectors using single-phase fluids and no significant internal 
storage. The data can be used to predict the collector performance in any loca-
tion and under any weather conditions where load, weather, and insolation are 
known.

Solar collectors can be tested by two basic methods: under steady-state con-
ditions or using a dynamic test procedure. The former method is widely used 
and the test procedures are well documented in the aforementioned standards for 
glazed collectors and in ISO 9806-3:1995 (ISO, 1995b) for unglazed collectors. 
For steady-state testing, the environmental conditions and collector operation 
must be constant during the testing period. For clear, dry locations, the required 
steady environmental conditions are easily satisfied and the testing period requires 
only a few days. In many locations of the world, however, steady conditions may 
be difficult to achieve and testing may be possible only in certain periods of the 
year, mainly during summertime, and even then, extended testing periods may 
be needed. For this reason, transient or dynamic test methods have been devel-
oped. Transient testing involves the monitoring of collector performance for a 
range or radiation and incident angle conditions. Subsequently, a time-dependent 
mathematical model is used to identify from the transient data the collector per-
formance parameters. An advantage of the transient method is that it can be used 
to determine a wider range of collector performance parameters than the steady-
state method. The dynamic test method is adopted by EN 12975-1 standard. The 
European standards are generally based on the ISO ones but are stricter. These are 
briefly introduced in Section 4.8.

To perform the required tests accurately and consistently, a test ring is 
required. Two such rings can be used: closed and open loop collector test rings, 
as shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. For the tests, the following param-
eters need to be measured:

1.	 Global solar irradiance at the collector plane, Gt.
2.	 Diffuse solar irradiance at the collector aperture.
3.	 Air speed above the collector aperture.
4.	 Ambient air temperature, Ta.
5.	 Fluid temperature at the collector inlet, Ti.
6.	 Fluid temperature at the collector outlet, To.
7.	 Fluid flow rate, m.

In addition, the gross collector aperture area, Aa, is required to be measured 
with certain accuracy. The collector efficiency, based on the gross collector 
aperture area, is given by
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In this chapter, the steady-state test method is thoroughly described. The 
dynamic method is presented later in the chapter.
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4.1 ColleCtor thermal effiCienCy
The collector performance test is performed under steady-state conditions, with 
steady radiant energy falling on the collector surface, a steady fluid flow rate, 
and constant wind speed and ambient temperature. When a constant inlet fluid 
temperature is supplied to the collector, it is possible to maintain a constant 
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outlet fluid temperature from the collector. In this case, the useful energy gain 
from the collector is calculated from

 
Q mc T Tu p o i  ( )  (4.2)

From Chapter 3, we have seen that the useful energy collected from a solar 
collector is given by
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Moreover, the thermal efficiency is obtained by dividing Qu by the energy input 
(AaGt):
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During testing, the collector is mounted in such a way as to face the sun per-
pendicularly; as a result, the transmittance-absorptance product for the collector 
corresponds to that of beam radiation at normal incidence. Therefore, the term 
()n is used in Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4) to denote that the normal transmittance-
absorptance product is used.

Similarly, for concentrating collectors, the following equations from 
Chapter 3 can be used for the useful energy collected and collector efficiency:
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Notice that, in this case, Gt is replaced by GB, since concentrating collectors 
can utilize only beam radiation (Kalogirou, 2004).

For a collector operating under steady irradiation and fluid flow rate, the 
factors FR, ()n, and UL are nearly constant. Therefore, Eqs. (4.4) and (4.6) 
plot as a straight line on a graph of efficiency versus the heat loss parameter 
(Ti  Ta)/Gt for the case of flat-plate collectors and (Ti  Ta)/GB for the case of 
concentrating collectors (see Figure 4.3). The intercept (intersection of the line 
with the vertical efficiency axis) equals FR()n for the flat-plate collectors and 
FRno for the concentrating ones. The slope of the line, i.e., the efficiency differ-
ence divided by the corresponding horizontal scale difference, equals FRUL 
and FRUL/C, respectively. If experimental data on collector heat delivery at 
various temperatures and solar conditions are plotted with efficiency as the ver-
tical axis and T/G (Gt or GB is used according to the type of collector) as the 
horizontal axis, the best straight line through the data points correlates the col-
lector performance with solar and temperature conditions. The intersection of 
the line with the vertical axis is where the temperature of the fluid entering the 
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collector equals the ambient temperature and collector efficiency is at its maxi-
mum. At the intersection of the line with the horizontal axis, collector efficiency 
is zero. This condition corresponds to such a low radiation level, or such a high 
temperature of the fluid into the collector, that heat losses equal solar absorp-
tion and the collector delivers no useful heat. This condition, normally called 
stagnation, usually occurs when no fluid flows in the collector. This maximum 
temperature (for a flat-plate collector) is given by
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As can be seen from Figure 4.3, the slope of the concentrating collectors is 
much smaller than the one for the flat-plate. This is because the thermal losses 
are inversely proportional to the concentration ratio, C. This is the greatest 
advantage of the concentrating collectors, i.e., the efficiency of concentrating 
collectors remains high at high inlet temperature; this is why this type of col-
lector is suitable for high-temperature applications.

A comparison of the efficiency of various collectors at irradiance levels of 
500 W/m2 and 1000 W/m2 is shown in Figure 4.4 (Kalogirou, 2004). Five rep-
resentative collector types are considered:

l Flat-plate collector (FPC).
l Advanced flat-plate collector (AFP). In this collector, the risers are ultra-

sonically welded to the absorbing plate, which is also electroplated with 
chromium selective coating.

l Stationary compound parabolic collector (CPC) oriented with its long 
axis in the east-west direction.

l Evacuated tube collector (ETC).
l Parabolic trough collector (PTC) with E-W tracking.

As seen in Figure 4.4, the higher the irradiation level, the better is the effi-
ciency, and the higher-performance collectors, such as the CPC, ETC, and 
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η η

Slope � �FRUL/C 

∆T/Gt ∆T/GB

figure 4.3 Typical collector performance curves.
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PTC, retain high efficiency, even at higher collector inlet temperatures. It 
should be noted that the radiation levels examined are considered as global 
radiation for all collector types except the PTC, for which the same radiation 
values are used but considered as beam radiation.

In reality, the heat loss coefficient, UL, in Eqs. (4.3)–(4.6) is not constant 
but is a function of the collector inlet and ambient temperatures. Therefore,

 F U c c T TR L i a  1 2 ( )  (4.8)

Applying Eq. (4.8) in Eqs. (4.3) and (4.5), we have the following.
For flat-plate collectors.

 Q A F G c T T c T Tu a R n t i a i a    [( ) ( ) ( ) ]τα 1 2
2  (4.9)

and for concentrating collectors.

 Q F G A A c T T A c T Tu R B o a r i a r i a    [ ( ) ( ) ]η 1 2
2  (4.10)

Therefore, for flat-plate collectors, the efficiency can be written as
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and if we denote co  FR() and x  (Ti  Ta)/Gt, then

 η   c c x c G xo t1 2
2  (4.12)
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And, for concentrating collectors, the efficiency can be written as
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and if we denote ko  FRno, k1  c1/C, k2  c2/C, and y  (Ti  Ta)/GB, then

 η   k k y k G yo b�1 2
2  (4.14)

The difference in performance between flat-plate and concentrating collec-
tors can also be seen from the performance equations. For example, the perfor-
mance of a good flat-plate collector is given by:
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whereas the performance equation of the IST (Industrial Solar Technologies) 
parabolic trough collector is
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By comparing Eqs. (4.15) and (4.16), we can see that flat-plate collectors 
usually have a higher intercept efficiency because their optical characteristics 
are better (no reflection losses), whereas the heat loss coefficients of the con-
centrating collectors are much smaller because these factors are inversely pro-
portional to the concentration ratio.

Equations (4.11) and (4.13) include all important design and operational 
factors affecting steady-state performance, except collector flow rate and solar 
incidence angle. Flow rate inherently affects performance through the average 
absorber temperature. If the heat removal rate is reduced, the average absorber 
temperature increases and more heat is lost. If the flow is increased, collec-
tor absorber temperature and heat loss decrease. The effect of the solar inci-
dence angle is accounted for by the incidence angle modifier, examined in  
Section 4.2.

4.1.1	 Effect	of	Flow	Rate
Experimental test data can be correlated to give values of FR()n and FRUL 
for a particular flow rate used during the test. If the flow rate of the collector 
is changed from the test value during normal use, it is possible to calculate the 
new FR for the new flow rate using Eq. (3.58). A correction for the changed 
flow rate can be made if it is assumed that F does not change with flow rate, 
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because of changes in hfi. The ratio r, by which the factors ()n and FRUL are 
corrected, is given by (Duffie and Beckman, 1991):
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and
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4.1.2	 Collectors	in	Series
Performance data for a single panel cannot be applied directly to a series of 
connected panels if the flow rate through the series is the same as for the single 
panel test data. If, however, N panels of the same type are connected in series 
and the flow is N times that of the single panel flow used during the testing, 
then the single panel performance data can be applied. If two panels are con-
sidered connected in series and the flow rate is set to a single panel test flow, 
the performance will be less than if the two panels were connected in parallel 
with the same flow rate through each collector. The useful energy output from 
the two collectors connected in series is then given by (Morrison, 2001):

 Q A F G U T T G U T Tu c R t L i a t L o a      [( ) ( ) ( ) ( )]τα τα 1  (4.19)

where To1  outlet temperature from first collector given by
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Eliminating To1 from Eqs. (4.19) and (4.20) gives
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where FR1, UL1, and ()1 are the factors for the single panel tested, and K is
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For N identical collectors connected in series with the flow rate set to the 
single panel flow rate,
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If the collectors are connected in series and the flow rate per unit aperture 
area in each series line of collectors is equal to the test flow rate per unit aper-
ture area, then no penalty is associated with the flow rate other than an increased 
pressure drop from the circuit.

e x a m p l e  4 . 1

For five collectors in series, each 2 m2 in area and FR1UL1  4 W/m2-°C at a 
flow rate of 0.01 kg/s, estimate the correction factor. Water is circulated through 
the collectors.

Solution
From Eq. (4.22),
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This example indicates that connecting collectors in series without increas-
ing the working fluid flow rate in proportion to the number of collectors results 
in significant loss of output.

4.1.3	 Standard	Requirements
Here, the various requirements of the ISO standards for both glazed and unglazed 
collectors are presented. For a more comprehensive list of the requirements and 
details on the test procedures, the reader is advised to read the actual standard.

Glazed COlleCTOrs
To perform the steady-state test satisfactorily, according to ISO 9806-1:1994, 
certain environmental conditions are required (ISO, 1994):

1.	 Solar radiation greater than 800 W/m2.
2.	 Wind speed must be maintained between 2 and 4 m/s. If the natural 

wind is less than 2 m/s, an artificial wind generator must be used.
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3.	 Angle of incidence of direct radiation is within 2% of the normal inci-
dent angle.

4.	 Fluid flow rate should be set at 0.02 kg/s-m2 and the fluid flow must be sta-
ble within 1% during each test but may vary up to 10% between dif-
ferent tests. Other flow rates may be used, if specified by the manufacturer.

5.	 To minimize measurement errors, a temperature rise of 1.5 K must be 
produced so that a point is valid.

Data points that satisfy these requirements must be obtained for a minimum 
of four fluid inlet temperatures, which are evenly spaced over the operating 
range of the collector. The first must be within 3 K of the ambient tempera-
ture to accurately obtain the test intercept, and the last should be at the maxi-
mum collector operating temperature specified by the manufacturer. If water is 
the heat transfer fluid, 70°C is usually adequate as a maximum temperature. At 
least four independent data points should be obtained for each fluid inlet tem-
perature. If no continuous tracking is used, then an equal number of points 
should be taken before and after local solar noon for each inlet fluid tempera-
ture. Additionally, for each data point, a pre-conditioning period of at least 15 
min is required, using the stated inlet fluid temperature. The actual measurement 
period should be four times greater than the fluid transit time through the collec-
tor with a minimum test period of 15 min.

To establish that steady-state conditions exist, average values of each param-
eter should be taken over successive periods of 30 s and compared with the 
mean value over the test period. A steady-state condition is defined as the period 
during which the operating conditions are within the values given in Table 4.1.

UnGlazed COlleCTOrs
Unglazed collectors are more difficult to test, because their operation is influ-
enced by not only the solar radiation and ambient temperature but also the wind 
speed. The last factor influences the collector performance to a great extent, 
since there is no glazing. Because it is very difficult to find periods of steady 
wind conditions (constant wind speed and direction), the ISO 9806-3:1995 
for unglazed collector testing recommends that an artificial wind generator is 
used to control the wind speed parallel to the collector aperture (ISO, 1995b). 
The performance of unglazed collectors is also a function of the module size 

table 4.1 Tolerance of Measured Parameters for Glazed Collectors

Parameter Deviation from the mean

Total solar irradiance 50 W/m2

Ambient air temperature 1 K

Wind speed 2–4 m/s

Fluid mass flow rate 1%

Collector inlet fluid temperature 0.1 K
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and may be influenced by the solar absorption properties of the surrounding 
ground (usually roof material), so to reproduce these effects a minimum mod-
ule size of 5 m2 is recommended and the collector should be tested in a typical 
roof section. In addition to the measured parameters listed at the beginning of 
this chapter, the longwave thermal irradiance in the collector plane needs to be 
measured. Alternatively, the dew point temperature could be measured, from 
which the longwave irradiance may be estimated.

Similar requirements for pre-conditioning apply here as in the case of glazed 
collectors. However, the length of the steady-state test period in this case should 
be more than four times the ratio of the thermal capacity of the collector to the 
thermal capacity flow rate mcp of the fluid flowing through the collector. In this 
case, the collector is considered to operate under steady-state conditions if, over 
the testing period, the measured parameters deviate from their mean values by 
less than the limits given in Table 4.2.

UsinG a sOlar simUlaTOr
In countries with unsuitable weather conditions, the indoor testing of solar collec-
tors with the use of a solar simulator is preferred. Solar simulators are generally 
of two types: those that use a point source of radiation mounted well away from 
the collector and those with large area multiple lamps mounted close to the col-
lector. In both cases, special care should be taken to reproduce the spectral prop-
erties of the natural solar radiation. The simulator characteristics required are also 
specified in ISO 9806-1:1994 and the main ones are (ISO, 1994):

1.	 Mean irradiance over the collector aperture should not vary by more 
than 50 W/m2 during the test period.

2.	 Radiation at any point on the collector aperture must not differ by more 
than 15% from the mean radiation over the aperture.

3.	 The spectral distribution between wavelengths of 0.3 and 3 m must be 
equivalent to air mass 1.5, as indicated in ISO 9845-1:1992.

4.	 Thermal irradiance should be less than 50 W/m2.
5.	 As in multiple lamp simulators, the spectral characteristics of the lamp 

array change with time, and as the lamps are replaced, the characteris-
tics of the simulator must be determined on a regular basis.

table 4.2 Tolerance of Measured Parameters for Unglazed Collectors

Parameter Deviation from the mean

Total solar irradiance 50 W/m2

Longwave thermal irradiance 20 W/m2

Ambient air temperature 1 K

Wind speed 0.25 m/s

Fluid mass flow rate 1%

Collector inlet fluid temperature 0.1 K
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4.2 ColleCtor inCidenCe angle modifier
4.2.1	 Flat-Plate	Collectors
The performance Eqs. (4.9) and (4.11) for flat-plate collectors assume that 
the sun is perpendicular to the plane of the collector, which rarely occurs. For 
the glass cover plates of a flat-plate collector, specular reflection of radiation 
occurs, thereby reducing the () product. The incidence angle modifier, K, 
is defined as the ratio of () at some incident angle  to () at normal inci-
dence ()n. According to ISO 9806-1:1994, data are collected for angles of 
incidence of approximately 0°, 30°, 45°, and 60° (ISO, 1994). A plot of inci-
dence angle modified against incident angle is shown in Figure 4.5.

If we plot the incidence angle modifier against 1/cos()  1, it is observed 
that a straight line is obtained, as shown in Figure 4.6, which can be described 
by the following expression:
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For a single glass cover, the factor b�o in Eq. (4.25), which is the slope of 
the line in Figure 4.6, is about 0.1. A more general expression for the incidence 
angle modifier is a second-order equation given by
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With the incidence angle modifier the collector efficiency, Eq. (4.11) can be 
modified as
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The equation for the useful energy collected, Eq. (4.9), is also modified in a 
similar way.

4.2.2	 Concentrating	Collectors
Similarly, for concentrating collectors, the performance Eqs. (4.10) and (4.13) 
described previously are reasonably well defined as long as the direct beam of 
solar irradiation is normal to the collector aperture. For off-normal incidence 
angles, the optical efficiency term (o) is often difficult to be described ana-
lytically, because it depends on the actual concentrator geometry, concentrator 
optics, receiver geometry, and receiver optics, which may differ significantly. 
As the incident angle of the beam radiation increases, these terms become 
more complex. Fortunately, the combined effect of these parameters at differ-
ent incident angles can be accounted for with the incident angle modifier. This 
is simply a correlation factor to be applied to the efficiency curve and is a func-
tion of only the incident angle between the direct solar beam and the outward 
drawn normal to the aperture plane of the collector. It describes how the opti-
cal efficiency of the collector changes as the incident angle changes. With the 
incident angle modifier, Eq. (4.13) becomes
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If the inlet fluid temperature is maintained equal to ambient temperature, 
the incident angle modifier can be determined from
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where (Ti  Ta) is the measured efficiency at the desired incident angle and, 
for an inlet fluid temperature, equal to the ambient temperature. The denomi-
nator in Eq. (4.29) is the test intercept taken from the collector efficiency test 
with Eq. (4.13), with [o]n being the normal optical efficiency, i.e., at a normal 
angle of incidence.

As an example, the results obtained from such a test are denoted by the 
small squares in Figure 4.7. By using a curve-fitting method (second-order 
polynomial fit), the curve that best fits the points can be obtained (Kalogirou  
et al., 1994):

 Kθ θ θ  1 0 00384 0 000143 2. .( ) ( )  (4.30)

For the IST collector, the incidence angle modifier K of the collector given 
by the manufacturer is

 Kθ θ θ θ  cos . .( ) ( ) ( )0 0003178 0 00003985 2  (4.31)

4.3  ConCentrating ColleCtor  
aCCeptanCe angle

Another test required for the concentrating collectors is the determination of 
the collector acceptance angle, which characterizes the effect of errors in the 
tracking mechanism angular orientation.

This can be found with the tracking mechanism disengaged and by measur-
ing the efficiency at various out-of-focus angles as the sun is traveling over the 
collector plane. An example is shown in Figure 4.8, where the angle of inci-
dence measured from the normal to the tracking axis (i.e., out-of-focus angle) 
is plotted against the efficiency factor, i.e., the ratio of the maximum efficiency 
at normal incidence to the efficiency at a particular out-of-focus angle.
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figure 4.7 Parabolic trough collector incidence angle modifier test results.
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A definition of the collector acceptance angle is the range of incidence angles 
(as measured from the normal to the tracking axis) in which the efficiency fac-
tor varies by no more than 2% from the value of normal incidence (ASHRAE, 
2003). Therefore, from Figure 4.8, the collector half acceptance angle, m, is 
0.5°. This angle determines the maximum error of the tracking mechanism.

4.4 ColleCtor time Constant
A last aspect of collector testing is the determination of the heat capacity of a 
collector in terms of a time constant. It is also necessary to determine the time 
response of the solar collector in order to be able to evaluate the transient behav-
ior of the collector and select the correct time intervals for the quasi-steady-state 
or steady-state efficiency tests. Whenever transient conditions exist, Eqs. (4.9) to 
(4.14) do not govern the thermal performance of the collector, since part of the 
absorbed solar energy is used for heating up the collector and its components.

The time constant of a collector is the time required for the fluid leaving 
the collector to reach 63.2% of its ultimate steady value after a step change in 
incident radiation. The collector time constant is a measure of the time required 
for the following relationship to apply (ASHRAE, 2003):
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where
Tot  collector outlet water temperature after time t (°C).
Tof  collector outlet final water temperature (°C).
Ti  collector inlet water temperature (°C).

The procedure for performing this test is as follows. The heat transfer fluid is 
circulated through the collector at the same flow rate as that used during collector 
thermal efficiency tests. The aperture of the collector is shielded from the solar 
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figure 4.8 Parabolic trough collector acceptance angle test results.
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radiation by means of a solar reflecting cover, or in the case of a concentrating 
collector, the collector is defocused and the temperature of the heat transfer fluid 
at the collector inlet is set approximately equal to the ambient air temperature. 
When a steady state has been reached, the cover is removed and measurements 
continue until steady-state conditions are achieved again. For the purpose of this 
test, a steady-state condition is assumed to exist when the outlet temperature of 
the fluid varies by less than 0.05°C per minute (ISO, 1994).

The difference between the temperature of the fluid at the collector out-
let at time t and that of the surrounding air (Tot  Ta), (note that, for this test, 
Ti  Ta) is plotted against time, beginning with the initial steady-state condi- is plotted against time, beginning with the initial steady-state condi-
tion (Toi  Ta) and continuing until the second steady state has been achieved 
at a higher temperature (Tof  Ta), as shown in Figure 4.9.

The time constant of the collector is defined as the time taken for the col-
lector outlet temperature to rise by 63.2% of the total increase from (Toi  Ta) 
to (Tof  Ta) following the step increase in solar irradiance at time 0.

The time constant specified in the standard ISO 9806-1:1994, as described 
previously, occurs when the collector warms up. Another way to perform this 
test, specified in ASHRAE standard 93:2003 and carried out in addition to the 
preceding procedure by some researchers, is to measure the time constant dur-
ing cool-down. In this case, again, the collector is operated with the fluid inlet 
temperature maintained at the ambient temperature. The incident solar energy 
is then abruptly reduced to 0 by either shielding a flat-plate collector or defo-
cusing a concentrating one. The temperatures of the transfer fluid are continu-
ously monitored as a function of time until Eq. (4.33) is satisfied:
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where Toi  collector outlet initial water temperature (°C).
The graph of the difference between the various temperatures of the fluid in 

this case is as shown in Figure 4.10.
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figure 4.9 Time constant as specified in isO 9806-1:1994.
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The time constant of the collector, in this case, is the time taken for the 
collector outlet temperature to drop by 63.2% of the total increase from 
(Toi  Ta) to (Tof  Ta) following the step decrease in solar irradiance at time 0 
(ASHRAE, 2003).

4.5 dynamiC system test method
For locations that do not have steady environmental conditions for long periods 
of time, the transient or dynamic system test method can be used. This method 
involves monitoring the transient response of a collector over a number of days, 
which include both clear and cloudy conditions. The performance data obtained 
from the dynamic method allow a more detailed characterization of the collec-
tor performance in comparison with the steady-state method. The advantages 
of the dynamic test method are that the test period is much shorter and can be 
conducted at any time of the year under variable weather conditions. After test-
ing, the data collected over the wide range of operating conditions are fitted to 
a transient mathematical model of the collector performance. The test data are 
measured every 5–10 min. For a glazed collector, the following model for the 
transient useful energy collection could be used (Morrison, 2001):
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where o, a0, a1, c, and the coefficients K,B and K,D are determined by the cor-
relation of the test measured data.

Equation (4.34) is similar to the second-order equations used for steady-state 
testing, presented earlier in this chapter, with the addition of a transient term and 
incident angle modifiers for both beam, K,B, and diffuse, K,D, radiation.

Models that are more complex can be used if the testing program can cover 
an extended range of operating conditions. In any case, the measured transient 
data are analyzed using a procedure that compares a set of model coefficients that 
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minimize the deviation between the measured and predicted output. The method 
should be such that the various parameters should be determined as indepen-
dently as possible. To be able to satisfy this requirement, sufficient data are 
needed; therefore, it is required to control the experimental conditions so that 
all variables independently influence the operation of the collector at various 
periods during testing. Additionally, a wide range of test conditions is required 
to determine the incident angle modifiers accurately. An added advantage of 
the method is that the equipment required is the same as the steady-state test-
ing shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, which means that a test center can have the 
same equipment and perform both steady-state and dynamic testing at different 
periods of the year, according to the prevailing weather conditions. The primary 
difference between the two methods is that, in the dynamic method, the data are 
recorded on a continuous basis over a day and averaged over 5–10 min.

Due to the wider range of collector parameters that can be determined with 
the dynamic method, it is likely that it may displace the steady-state testing 
method, even for locations that have clear and stable climatic conditions.

4.6  ColleCtor test results and preliminary 
ColleCtor seleCtion

Collector testing is required to evaluate the performance of solar collectors and 
compare different collectors to select the most appropriate one for a specific 
application. As can be seen from Sections 4.1–4.5, the tests show how a col-
lector absorbs solar energy and how it loses heat. They also show the effects of 
angle of incidence of solar radiation and the significant heat capacity effects, 
which are determined from the collector time constant.

Final selection of a collector should be made only after energy analyses 
of the complete system, including realistic weather conditions and loads, have 
been conducted for one year. In addition, a preliminary screening of collectors 
with various performance parameters should be conducted in order to identify 
those that best match the load. The best way to accomplish this is to identify 
the expected range of the parameter T/G for the load and climate on a plot of 
efficiency  as a function of the heat loss parameter, as indicated in Figure 4.11 
(Kalogirou, 2004).

Collector efficiency curves may be used for preliminary collector selection. 
However, efficiency curves illustrate only the instantaneous performance of a 
collector. They do not include incidence angle effects, which vary throughout the 
year; heat exchanger effects; and probabilities of occurrence of Ti, Ta, solar irra-
diation, system heat loss, or control strategies. Final selection requires the deter-
mination of the long-term energy output of a collector as well as performance 
cost-effectiveness studies. Estimating the annual performance of a particular col-
lector and system requires the aid of appropriate analysis tools such as f-chart, 
WATSUN, or TRNSYS. These are presented in Chapter 11, Section 11.5.

The collector performance equations can also be used to estimate the daily 
energy output from the collector. This is illustrated by means of Example 4.2.
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e x a m p l e  4 . 2

Consider a flat-plate collector with the following characteristics:

 η   0 76 5 6. .  [( )/ ]T T Gi a t  

 Kθ θ  1 0 12 1 1. cos [ / ( ) ]  

Find the energy collected during a day with the characteristics shown in 
Table 4.3.
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figure 4.11 Collector efficiencies of various liquid collectors.

table 4.3 Data Collected for Example 4.2

Time Ambient temperature, Ta (°C) Solar radiation, Gt (W/m2)

 6 25 100

 7 26 150

 8 28 250

 9 30 400

10 32 600

11 34 800

12 35 950

13 34 800

14 32 600

15 30 400

16 28 250

17 26 150

18 25 100
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The collector area is 2 m2, located at 35°N latitude, and tilted at 45° from 
horizontal. The estimation is done on June 15 and collector inlet temperature is 
constant equal to 50°C.

Solution
As the weather conditions are given for every hour, the estimation is performed 
on an hourly basis, during which it is considered that the weather conditions 
remain constant. The most difficult parameter to consider is Ti, the inlet temper-
ature to the collector, which is dependent on the system and its location. In this 
example, this is considered as constant throughout the day and equal to 50°C.

The efficiency  is equal to Qu/AaGt. Therefore,

 Q A G K T T Gu a t i a t  [ ( )/ ]0 76 5 6. .θ  

The angle of incidence required for the estimation of the incidence angle 
modifier, K, is obtained from Eq. (2.20). The declination on June 15 is 23.35°. 
It should be noted that, for the estimation of T/Gt, the radiation used is in  
W/m2, whereas for the estimation of Qu irradiation in kJ/m2 is used, obtained 
by multiplying W/m2 by 3.6. The results are shown in Table 4.4.

Therefore, the total energy collected over the day  19282.8 kJ.
In this example, the use of a spreadsheet program greatly facilitates 

estimations.

table 4.4 Results of Example 4.2

Time Ta (°C) It (kJ/m2) T/Gt  
(°C-m2/kJ)

 (degrees) K Qu (kJ)

6 25 360 0.250 93.9 0 0

7 26 540 0.160 80.5 0.394 0

8 28 900 0.088 67.5 0.807 216.8

9 30 1440 0.050 55.2 0.910 1184.7

10 32 2160 0.030 44.4 0.952 2399.8

11 34 2880 0.020 36.4 0.971 3604.8

12 35 3420 0.016 33.4 0.976 4470.6

13 34 2880 0.020 36.4 0.971 3604.8

14 32 2160 0.030 44.4 0.952 2399.8

15 30 1440 0.050 55.2 0.910 1184.7

16 28 900 0.088 67.5 0.807 216.8

17 26 540 0.160 80.5 0.394 0

18 25 360 0.250 93.9 0 0
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4.7 Quality test methods
As we have seen in Chapter 3, the materials used for the construction of the 
collector should be able to withstand, in addition to the effects created because 
of the circulating fluid (corrosion, scale deposits, etc.), the adverse effects of 
the sun’s ultraviolet radiation, and the collector should have an operation life 
of more than 20 years. Solar collectors are also required to withstand cyclic 
thermal operation many times a day and extreme operating conditions, such as 
freezing, overheating, thermal shocks, external impact due to hail or vandal-
ism, and pressure fluctuations. Most of these factors occur simultaneously.

It is therefore required to perform tests on solar collectors to determine 
their quality. In particular, the ability of a collector to resist extreme operating 
conditions is examined as specified in International Standard ISO 9806-2:1995 
(1995a). This standard applies to all types of solar collectors, including integral 
collector storage systems, except tracking concentrating collectors. Collectors 
are required to resist a number of influences, which can be clearly identified 
and quantified, such as high internal fluid pressures, high temperatures, and 
rain penetration, as shown in Table 4.5. The tests are required to be applied in 
the sequence specified in Table 4.5 so that possible degradation in one test will 
be exposed in a later test.

For many quality tests, the collector is required to operate at the stagnation 
temperature. Provided that the collector was tested at a sufficiently high inlet 

table 4.5 Sequence of Quality Tests for Solar Collectors

Sequence Test Collector

1 Internal pressure A

2 High-temperature resistance1 A

3 Exposure A, B, and C

4 External thermal shock2 A

5 Internal thermal shock A

6 Rain penetration A

7 Freeze resistance A

8 Internal pressure (re-test) A

9 Thermal performance A

10 Impact resistance A or B

11 Final inspection A, B, and C

Notes:
1For organic ab�sorb�ers, the high-temperature resistance test should b�e performed first, to determine 
the collector stagnation temperature needed for the internal pressure test.
2The external thermal shock test may b�e comb�ined with the exposure test.
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water temperature, the performance equation can be used to determine stagna-
tion temperature. By using Eq. (4.11) and denoting FR() as o,
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4.7.1	 Internal	Pressure	Test
The absorber is pressure tested to assess the extent to which it can withstand 
the pressures it might meet in service. For the metallic absorbers, the test pres-
sure, maintained for 10 min, is either the maximum test pressure specified by 
the manufacturer or 1.5 times the maximum collector operating pressure stated 
by the manufacturer, whichever is lower.

For absorbers made of organic materials (plastics or elastomers), the test 
temperature is the maximum temperature the absorber will reach under stagna-
tion conditions. This is because the properties of organic materials are tem-
perature dependent. One of the alternative sets of reference conditions given in 
Table 4.6 must be used to determine the test temperature, depending on the cli-
mate in which the collector will be used. The test pressure should be 1.5 times 
the maximum collector operating pressure specified by the manufacturer and 
should be maintained for at least one hour.

For air-heating collectors, the test pressure is 1.2 times the maximum col-
lector operating pressure difference above or below atmospheric pressure, as 
specified by the manufacturer, maintained for 10 min.

4.7.2	 High-Temperature	Resistance	Test
This test is intended to assess rapidly whether a collector can withstand high 
irradiance levels without failures such as glass breakage, collapse of plastic 
cover, melting of plastic absorber, or significant deposits on the collector cover 
from out-gassing of the collector material. The test is performed at a tempera-
ture equal to the collector stagnation temperature. The test is performed for a 
minimum of one hour after a steady state is reached. The conditions required 
in this test are as shown in Table 4.6 with the addition of surrounding air speed, 
which must be less than 1 m/s.

table 4.6 Climatic Reference Conditions for the High-Temperature Resistance 
Test

Climate parameter Class A: Class B: Class C:
Temperate Sunny Very sunny

Global solar irradiance on the collector 

plane (W/m2)

950–1049 1050–1200 1200

Ambient air temperature (°C) 25–29.9 30–40 40
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4.7.3	 Exposure	Test
The exposure test provides a low-cost indication of the aging effects that are 
likely to occur during a longer period of natural aging. In addition, it allows the 
collector to “settle,” such that subsequent qualification tests are more likely to 
give repeatable results. An empty collector is mounted outdoors and all of its 
fluid pipes are sealed to prevent cooling by natural circulation of air except one 
pipe, which is left open to permit free expansion of air in the absorber. One of 
the alternative sets of reference conditions given in Table 4.7 must be used, 
depending on the climate in which the collector will operate. For each class of 
reference conditions, the collector is exposed until at least 30 d (which need not 
be consecutive) have passed with the minimum irradiation shown in Table 4.7.

4.7.4	 External	Thermal	Shock	Test
Collectors from time to time may be exposed to sudden rainstorms on hot, sunny 
days, causing a severe external thermal shock. This test is intended to assess the 
capability of a collector to withstand such thermal shocks without a failure. An 
empty collector is used here, as in previous tests prepared in the same way. An 
array of water jets is arranged to provide a uniform spray of water over the col-
lector. The collector is maintained in steady-state operating conditions under a 
high level of solar irradiance for a period of 1 h before the water spray is turned 
on. It is then cooled by the water spray for 15 min before being inspected. Here 
again, one of the alternative sets of reference conditions given in Table 4.7 can 
be used, depending on the climate in which the collector will operate, and the 
heat transfer fluid must have a temperature of less than 25°C.

4.7.5	 Internal	Thermal	Shock	Test
Collectors from time to time may be exposed to a sudden intake of cold heat 
transfer fluid on hot, sunny days, causing a severe internal thermal shock. This 
could happen, for example, after a period of shutdown, when the installation is 
brought back into operation while the collector is at its stagnation temperature. 

table 4.7 Climate Reference Conditions for Exposure Test as Well as for External 
and Internal Thermal Shock Tests

Climate parameter Class A: Class B: Class C:
Temperate Sunny Very sunny

Global solar irradiance on the collector  

plane (W/m2)

850 950 1050

Global daily irradiation on the collector  

plane (MJ/m2)

14 18 20

Ambient air temperature (°C) 10 15 20

Note: Values given are minimums for testing.
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This test is intended to assess the capability of a collector to withstand such ther-
mal shocks without failure. Here again, an empty collector is used, as in previous 
tests prepared in the same way; the same reference conditions given in Table 4.7 
can be used, depending on the climate in which the collector will operate, and the 
heat transfer fluid must have a temperature of less than 25°C.

4.7.6	 Rain	Penetration
This test is intended to assess the extent to which collectors are substantially 
resistant to rain penetration. The collectors must not normally permit the entry 
of either free-falling rain or driving rain, either through the glazing seals or from 
ventilation holes or drain holes. For this test, the inlet and outlet fluid pipes of 
the collector must be sealed, and they must be placed in a test rig at the shallow-
est angle to the horizontal recommended by the manufacturer. If this angle is 
not specified, then the collector can be placed at a tilt of 45° to the horizontal or 
less. Collectors designed to be integrated into a roof structure must be mounted 
on a simulated roof and have their underside protected. Other collectors must 
be mounted in a conventional manner on an open frame. The collector must be 
sprayed on all sides using spray nozzles or showers for a test period of 4 h.

For collectors that can be weighed, weighing must be done before and after 
the test. After the test, external surfaces of the collector must be wiped dry 
before the weighing. During the wiping, transport, and placement on the weigh-
ing machine, the angle of inclination of the collector must not be changed appre-
ciably. For collectors that cannot be weighed, the penetration of water into the 
collector can be determined only by visual inspection.

4.7.7	 Freezing	Test
This test is intended to assess the extent to which water-heating collectors that 
are claimed to be freeze resistant can withstand freezing and freeze-thaw cycles. 
This test is not intended for use with collectors that are filled with antifreeze 
fluids. Two test procedures are specified: one for collectors claimed to be freeze 
resistant when filled with water and one for collectors claimed to resist freezing 
after being drained.

For collectors claimed to be able to withstand freezing, the collector is 
mounted in a cold chamber. The collector must be inclined at the shallowest angle 
to the horizontal recommended by the manufacturer. If no angle is specified by 
the manufacturer, then the collector must be inclined at an angle of 30° to the hor-
izontal. Unglazed collectors must be tested in a horizontal position, unless this is 
excluded by the manufacturer. Next, the collector is filled with water at the oper-
ating pressure. The cold-chamber temperature is cycled, and at the end of each 
cycle, the collector is refilled with water at operating pressure.

For collectors claimed to resist freezing after being drained (i.e., they 
employ a drain-down system to protect them from freezing), the collector is 
mounted in a cold chamber as before with the same provisions for the collector 
inclination. The collector is next filled with water, kept at operating pressure 
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for 10 min, then drained using the device installed by the manufacturer. The 
contents of the absorber are maintained at 20 2°C for at least 30 min dur-
ing the freezing part of the cycle and raised to above 10°C during the thawing 
part of the cycle, which is again at least of 30 min duration. The collector must 
be subjected to three freeze-thaw cycles.

4.7.8	 Impact	Resistance	Test
This is an optional test intended to assess the extent to which a collector can 
withstand the effects of heavy impacts, such as those caused by minor vandal-
ism or likely to occur during installation. Heavy impacts may also be caused 
by hailstones.

The collector is mounted either vertically or horizontally on a stiff support 
that must have a negligible distortion or deflection at the time of impact. Steel 
balls with a mass of 150 g are used to simulate the heavy impact. If the collector is 
mounted horizontally, then the steel balls are dropped vertically; if it is mounted 
vertically, then the impacts are directed horizontally by means of a pendulum.

The point of impact must be no more than 5 cm from the edge of the col-
lector cover and no more than 10 cm from the corner of the collector cover 
and must be moved by several millimeters each time the steel ball is dropped.  
A steel ball must be dropped onto the collector 10 times from the first test 
height, then 10 times from the second test height, and so forth until the maxi-
mum test height is reached. The test is stopped when the collector exhibits 
some damage or has survived the impact of 10 steel balls at the maximum test 
height. The test heights start from 0.4 m up to 2.0 m in steps of 20 cm.

In addition to the preceding quality tests, the ISO developed a range of 
material and product quality test standards for solar collectors. The following 
specific material test methods standards have been developed:

l ISO 12952:2000. Absorber surface durability assessment.
l ISO 9495:2000. Aging test to assess transparent covers under stagnation 

conditions.
l ISO 9553:1997. Methods of testing preformed rubber seals and sealing 

compounds used in collectors.
l ISO 9808:1990. Assessment of elastometric materials for absorbers, 

connecting pipes, and fittings.
l ISO/TR 10217:1989. Guide to material selection for solar water-heating 

systems with regard to internal corrosion.

4.8 european standards
In the framework of the European Committee for Standardization, CEN 
(Comité Européenne de Normalisation), the operation of a new technical com-
mittee dealing with solar thermal collectors and systems has been initiated. 
Specifically, CEN/TC 312, “Thermal solar systems and components,” was 
created in 1994, following a request of the European Solar Thermal Industry 
Federation (ESTIF) to the CEN Central Secretariat. The scope of CEN/TC 
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312 is the preparation of European standards to cover terminology, general 
requirements, characteristics, and test methods of thermal solar systems and 
components.

The primary aim of the European standards is to facilitate the exchange of 
goods and services through the elimination of technical barriers to trade. The use 
of standards by industry and social and economic partners is always voluntary. 
However, European standards are sometimes related to European legislation 
(directives). Furthermore, conformity to such standards may be a presumption 
for solar projects to get a subsidy from national renewable energy systems sup-
porting programs (Kotsaki, 2001).

For the elaboration of European technical standards, corresponding national 
documents as well as international standards (ISO) have been taken into consid-
eration. It should be noted that, compared to the existing standards, the European 
norms under consideration are performing a step forward, since they incorporate 
new features, such as quality and reliability requirements.

In April 2001, CEN published eight standards related to solar collectors and 
systems testing. With the publication of these European standards, all national 
standards related to the same topic were (or have to be) withdrawn by the nations 
of the European Community. Most of these standards were revised in 2006.  
A complete list of these standards is as follows:

l EN 12975-1:2006. Thermal solar systems and components, Solar col-
lectors, Part 1: General requirements. This European standard specifies 
requirements on durability (including mechanical strength), reliability, 
and safety for liquid-heating solar collectors. It also includes provisions 
for evaluation of conformity to these requirements. CEN publication 
date: March 29, 2006.

l EN 12975-2:2006. Thermal solar systems and components, Solar col-
lectors, Part 2: Test methods. This European standard establishes test 
methods for validating the durability and reliability requirements for 
liquid-heating collectors as specified in EN 12975-1. This standard also 
includes three test methods for the thermal performance characterization 
for liquid-heating collectors. CEN publication date: March 29, 2006.

l EN 12976-1:2006. Thermal solar systems and components, Factory-made 
systems, Part 1: General requirements. This European standard specifies 
requirements on durability, reliability, and safety for factory-made solar 
systems. This standard also includes provisions for evaluation of confor-
mity to these requirements. CEN publication date: January 25, 2006.

l EN 12976-2:2006. Thermal solar systems and components, Factory-
made systems, Part 2: Test methods. This European standard specifies 
test methods for validating the requirements for factory-made solar sys-
tems as specified in EN 12976-1. The standard also includes two test 
methods for the thermal performance characterization by means of 
whole-system testing. CEN publication date: January 25, 2006.

l ENV 12977-1:2001. Thermal solar systems and components, Custom-
built systems, Part 1: General requirements. This European pre-standard 
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specifies requirements on durability, reliability, and safety of small and 
large custom-built solar heating systems with liquid heat transfer medium 
for residential buildings and similar applications. The standard also con-
tains requirements on the design process of large custom-built systems. 
CEN publication date: April 25, 2001.

l ENV 12977-2:2001. Thermal solar systems and components, Custom-
built systems, Part 2: Test methods. This European prestandard applies to 
small and large custom-built solar heating systems with liquid heat trans-
fer medium for residential buildings and similar applications and speci-
fies test methods for verification of the requirements specified in ENV 
12977-1. The standard also includes a method for thermal performance 
characterization and system performance prediction of small custom-built 
systems by means of component testing and system simulation. CEN 
publication date: April 25, 2001.

l ENV 12977-3:2001. Thermal solar systems and components, Custom-
built systems, Part 3: Performance characterization of stores for solar 
heating systems. This European pre-standard specifies test methods  
for the performance characterization of stores intended for use in small 
custom-built systems as specified in ENV 12977-1. CEN publication 
date: April 25, 2001.

l EN ISO 9488:1999. Solar energy, Vocabulary (ISO 9488:1999). This 
European-International standard defines basic terms relating to solar 
energy and has been elaborated in common with ISO. CEN publication 
date: October 1, 1999.

The elaboration of these standards has been achieved through a wide 
European collaboration of all interested parties, such as manufacturers, research-
ers, testing institutes, and standardization bodies. Furthermore, these standards 
will promote a fair competition among producers of solar energy equipment on 
the market, since low-quality/low-price products will be easier to be identified 
by customers, based on uniform test reports comparable throughout Europe.

The increased public awareness of the environmental aspects is reinforced by 
these standards, which help ensure the quality level for the consumer and provide 
more confidence in the new solar heating technology and products available.

4.8.1	 Solar	Keymark
The Solar Keymark certification scheme was initiated by the European Solar 
Thermal Industry Federation (ESTIF) to avoid internal European trade barriers 
due to different requirements in national subsidy schemes and regulations.

Before the European standards and the Solar Keymark were established, solar 
thermal products had to be tested and certified according to different national 
standards and requirements. The Solar Keymark idea is that only one test and 
one certificate are necessary to fulfill all requirements in all EU member states.

The Solar Keymark certification scheme was introduced to harmonize 
national requirements for solar thermal products in Europe. The objective is that, 
once tested and certified, the product should have access to all national markets. 
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This goal has now been achieved, except for some minor supplementary require-
ments in a few member states.

The CEN Solar Keymark certification scheme has been available for solar 
thermal products in Europe since 2003. The Solar Keymark states conformity 
with the European standards for solar thermal products. The CEN keymark is 
the pan-European voluntary third-party certification mark, demonstrating to 
users and consumers that a product conforms to the relevant European standard 
(Nielsen, 2007).

The Solar Keymark is the keymark certification scheme applied specifically 
for solar thermal collectors and systems, stating conformity with the following 
European standards:

l EN12975. Thermal solar systems and components, Solar collectors.
l EN12976. Thermal solar systems and components, Factory-made systems.

Solar Keymark is the key to the European market because:

l Products with the Solar Keymark have access to all national subsidy 
schemes in EU member states.

l In some member states (e.g., Germany), it is now obligatory that solar 
collectors show the Keymark label.

l People expect the Solar Keymark; most collectors sold now are Keymark 
certified.

The main elements of the party Keymark certification are:

l Type testing according to European standards (test samples to be sam-
pled by an independent inspector).

l Initial inspection of factory production control (quality management sys-
tem at ISO 9001 level).

l Surveillance: annual inspection of factory production control.
l Biannual “surveillance test”: detailed inspection of products.

4.9 data aCQuisition systems
Today, most scientists and engineers use personal computers for data acquisi-
tion in laboratory research, test and measurement, and industrial automation. 
To perform the tests outlined in this chapter as well as whole-system tests, a 
computer data acquisition system (DAS) is required.

Many applications use plug-in boards to acquire data and transfer them 
directly to computer memory. Others use DAS hardware remote from the PC 
that is coupled via a parallel, serial, or USB port. Obtaining proper results from 
a PC-based DAS depends on each of the following system elements:

l The personal computer.
l Transducers.
l Signal conditioning.
l DAS hardware.
l Software.
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The personal computer is integrated into every aspect of data recording, 
including sophisticated graphics, acquisition, control, and analysis. Modems 
connected to the Internet or an internal network allow easy access to remote 
personal computer-based data recording systems from virtually any place. This 
is very suitable when performing an actual solar system monitoring.

Almost every type of transducer and sensor is available with the neces-
sary interface to make it computer compatible. The transducer itself begins to 
lose its identity when integrated into a system that incorporates such features 
as linearization, offset correction, and self-calibration. This has eliminated the 
concern regarding the details of signal conditioning and amplification of basic 
transducer outputs.

Many industrial areas commonly employ signal transmitters for control or 
computer data handling systems to convert the signal output of the primary sen-
sor into a compatible common signal span. The system required for performing 
the various tests described in this chapter, however, needs to be set up by taking 
the standard requirements about accuracy of the instruments employed.

The vast selection of available DAS hardware make the task of configur-
ing a data acquisition system difficult. Memory size, recording speed, and sig-
nal processing capability are major considerations in determining the correct 
recording system. Thermal, mechanical, electromagnetic interference, portabil-
ity, and meteorological factors also influence the selection.

A digital data acquisition system must contain an interface, which is a sys-
tem involving one or several analog-to-digital converters and, in the case of 
multi-channel inputs, a multiplexer. In modern systems, the interface also pro-
vides excitation for transducers, calibration, and conversion of units. Many data 
acquisition systems are designed to acquire data rapidly and store large records 
of data for later recording and analysis. Once the input signals have been digi-
tized, the digital data are essentially immune to noise and can be transmitted 
over great distances.

One of the most frequently used temperature transducers is the thermocou-
ple. These are commonly used to monitor temperature with PC-based DAS. 
Thermocouples are very rugged and inexpensive and can operate over a wide 
temperature range. A thermocouple is created whenever two dissimilar metals 
touch and the contact point produces a small open-circuit voltage as a function 
of temperature. This thermoelectric voltage is known as the Seeb�eck voltage, 
named after Thomas Seebeck, who discovered it in 1821. The voltage is non-
linear with respect to temperature. However, for small changes in temperature, 
the voltage is approximately linear:

 ∆ ∆V S T≈  (4.36)

where
V  change in voltage.
S  Seebeck coefficient.
T  change in temperature.
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The Seebeck coefficient (S) varies with changes in temperature, causing the 
output voltages of thermocouples to be nonlinear over their operating ranges. 
Several types of thermocouples are available; these thermocouples are desig-
nated by capital letters that indicate their composition. For example, a J-type 
thermocouple has one iron conductor and one constantan (a copper-nickel alloy) 
conductor.

Information from transducers is transferred to a computer-recorder from the 
interface as a pulse train. Digital data are transferred in either serial or parallel 
mode. Serial transmission means that the data are sent as a series of pulses, 1 bit 
at a time. Although slower than parallel systems, serial interfaces require only 
two wires, which lowers their cabling cost. The speed of serial transmissions is 
rated according to the baud rate. In parallel transmission, the entire data word is 
transmitted at one time. To do this, each bit of a data word has to have its own 
transmission line; other lines are needed for clocking and control. Parallel mode 
is used for short distances or when high data transmission rates are required. 
Serial mode must be used for long-distance communications where wiring costs 
are prohibitive.

The two most popular interface bus standards currently used for data trans-
mission are the IEEE 488 and the RS232 serial interface. Because of the way 
the IEEE 488 bus system feeds data, its bus is limited to a cable length of 20 m 
and requires an interface connection on every meter for proper termination. 
The RS232 system feeds data serially down two wires, one bit at a time, so an 
RS232 line may be over 300 m long. For longer distances, it may feed a modem 
to send data over standard telephone lines. A local area network (LAN) may 
also be available for transmitting information; with appropriate interfacing, 
transducer data are available to any computer connected to the local network.

4.9.1	 Portable	Data	Loggers
Portable data loggers generally store electrical signals (analog or digital) to 
internal memory storage. The signal from connected sensors is typically stored 
to memory at timed intervals, which range from MHz to hourly sampling. Many 
portable data loggers can perform linearization, scaling, or other signal condi-
tioning and permit logged readings to be either instantaneous or averaged val-
ues. Most modern portable data loggers have built-in clocks that record the time 
and date, together with transducer signal information. Portable data loggers 
range from single-channel input to 256 or more channels. Some general-purpose 
devices accept a multitude of analog or digital inputs or both; others are more 
specialized to a specific measurement (e.g., a portable pyranometer with built-in 
data logging capability) or for a specific application (e.g., temperature, relative 
humidity, wind speed, and solar radiation measurement with data logging for 
solar system testing applications). Stored data are generally downloaded from 
portable data loggers using a serial or USB interface with a temporary direct 
connection to a personal computer. Remote data loggers may also download the 
data via modem through telephone lines.
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exerCises
4.1 For seven collectors in series, each 1.2 m2 in area, FR1UL1  7.5 W/m2-°C, 

and FR1()1  0.79 at a flow rate of 0.015 kg/s-m2, estimate the useful 
energy collected if water is circulated through the collectors, the available 
solar radiation is 800 W/m2, and the T (Ti  Ta) is equal to 5°C.

4.2 Repeat Example 4.2 for September 15 considering that the weather con-
ditions are the same.

4.3 Find the FR()n and FRUL for a collector 2.6 m2 in area with the fol-
lowing hour-long test results.

Qu (MJ) It (MJ/m2) Ti (°C) Ta (°C)

6.05 2.95 15.4 14.5

1.35 3.05 82.4 15.5

4.4 For a collector with FR()n  0.82 and FRUL  6.05 W/m2-°C, find the 
instantaneous efficiency when Ti  Ta. If the instantaneous efficiency is 
equal to 0, Ta  25 °C, and Ti  90 °C, what is the value of solar radia-
tion falling on the collector?

4.5 The data from an actual collector test are shown in the following table. 
If the collector area is 1.95 m2 and the test flow rate is 0.03 kg/s, find the 
collector characteristics FR()n and FRUL.

Number Gt (W/m2) Ta (°C) Ti (°C) To (°C)

1 851.2 24.2 89.1 93.0

2 850.5 24.2 89.8 93.5

3 849.1 24.1 89.5 93.3

4 855.9 23.9 78.2 83.1

5 830.6 24.8 77.9 82.9

6 849.5 24.5 77.5 82.5

7 853.3 23.9 43.8 52.1

8 860.0 24.3 44.2 52.4

9 858.6 24.5 44.0 51.9

4.6 For a 5.6 m2 collector with F  0.893, UL  3.85 W/m2-°C, ()av  
0.79, and flow rate  0.015 kg/m2-s, find FR, Qu, and efficiency when 
water enters at 35°C, the ambient temperature is 14.2°C, and It for the 
hour is 2.49 MJ/m2.

4.7 The characteristics of a 2 m2 water-heating collector are FR()n  0.79 
and FRUL  5.05 W/m2-°C. If the test flow rate is 0.015 kg/m2-s, find the 
corrected collector characteristics when the flow rate through the collector 
is halved.
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4.8 The characteristics of a water-heating collector are FR()n  0.77, 
FRUL  6.05 W/m2-°C, and b�o  0.12. The collector operates for 
a complete day, which has the characteristics shown in the following 
table. Find, for each hour, the useful energy collected per unit of aper-
ture area and the collector efficiency. Also estimate the daily efficiency.

Time It (kJ/m2) Ta (°C) Ti (°C)  (°)

8–9 2090 18.5 35.1 60

9–10 2250 20.3 33.2 47

10–11 2520 22.6 30.5 35

11–12 3010 24.5 29.9 27

12–13 3120 26.5 33.4 25

13–14 2980 23.9 35.2 27

14–15 2490 22.1 40.1 35

15–16 2230 19.9 45.2 47

16–17 2050 18.1 47.1 60

4.9 For one cover collector system with KL  0.037 and n  0.92, esti-
mate incidence angle modifier constant (b�o) based on () at normal 
incidence and at   60°. The cover is made from glass with n  1.526.
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Perhaps the most popular application of solar systems is for domestic water heat-
ing. The popularity of these systems is based on the fact that relatively simple 
systems are involved and solar water heating systems are generally viable. This 
category of solar systems belongs to the low-temperature heat applications.

The world’s commercial low-temperature heat consumption is estimated to 
be about 10 EJ per year for hot water production, equivalent to 6 trillion m2 of 
collector area (Turkenburg, 2000). In 2005, about 140 million m2 of solar ther-
mal collector area were in operation around the world, which is only 2.3% of 
the potential (Philibert, 2005).

A solar water heater is a combination of a solar collector array, an energy 
transfer system, and a storage tank. The main part of a solar water heater is the 
solar collector array, which absorbs solar radiation and converts it to heat. This 
heat is then absorbed by a heat transfer fluid (water, non-freezing liquid, or air) 
that passes through the collector. This heat can then be stored or used directly. 
Because it is understood that portions of the solar energy system are exposed to 
weather conditions, they must be protected from freezing and overheating caused 
by high insolation levels during periods of low energy demand.

Two types of solar water heating systems are available:

l Direct or open loop systems, in which potable water is heated directly in 
the collector.

l Indirect or closed loop systems, in which potable water is heated indi-
rectly by a heat transfer fluid that is heated in the collector and passes 
through a heat exchanger to transfer its heat to the domestic or service 
water.

Systems differ also with respect to the way the heat transfer fluid is transported:

l Natural (or passive) systems.
l Forced circulation (or active) systems.

C h a p t e r� �� � � � e ��  � � � e� � � e

Solar Water Heating 
Systems
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Natural circulation occurs by natural convection (thermosiphoning), whereas 
forced circulation systems use pumps or fans to circulate the heat transfer fluid 
through the collector. Except for thermosiphon and integrated collector storage 
systems, which need no control, solar domestic and service hot water systems 
are controlled using differential thermostats. Some systems also use a load-side 
heat exchanger between the potable water stream and the hot water tank.

Seven types of solar energy systems can be used to heat domestic and ser-
vice hot water, as shown in Table 5.1. Thermosiphon and integrated collec-
tor storage systems are called passive systems because no pump is employed, 
whereas the others are called active systems because a pump or fan is employed 
to circulate the fluid. For freeze protection, recirculation and drain-down are 
used for direct solar water heating systems and drain-back is used for indirect 
water heating systems.

A wide range of collectors have been used for solar water heating systems, 
such as flat plate, evacuated tube, and compound parabolic. In addition to these 
types of collectors, bigger systems can use more advanced types, such as the par-
abolic trough.

The amount of hot water produced by a solar water heater depends on the 
type and size of the system, the amount of sunshine available at the site, and the 
seasonal hot water demand pattern.

5.1 Passive systems
Two types of systems belong to this category: thermosiphon and the integrated 
collector storage systems.

5.1.1  Thermosiphon Systems
Thermosiphon systems, shown schematically in Figure 5.1, heat potable water 
or transfer fluid and use natural convection to transport it from the collector to 
storage. The thermosiphoning effect occurs because the density of water drops 
with the increase of the temperature. Therefore, by the action of solar radiation 
absorbed, the water in the collector is heated and thus expands, becoming less 
dense, and rises through the collector into the top of the storage tank. There it is 

table 5.1 Solar Water Heating Systems

Passive systems Active systems

Thermosiphon (direct and indirect) Direct circulation (or open loop active) systems

Integrated collector storage Indirect circulation (or closed loop active) 

systems, internal and external heat exchanger

Air systems

Heat pump systems

Pool heating systems
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replaced by the cooler water that has sunk to the bottom of the tank, from which 
it flows down the collector. Circulation is continuous as long as the sun is shin-
ing. Since the driving force is only a small density difference, larger than nor-
mal pipe sizes must be used to minimize pipe friction. Connecting lines must 
also be well insulated to prevent heat loss and sloped to prevent formation of air 
pockets, which would stop circulation.

The advantages of thermosiphon systems are that they do not rely on pumps 
and controllers, are more reliable, and have a longer life than forced circulation 
systems. Moreover, they do not require an electrical supply to operate and they 
naturally modulate the circulation flow rate in phase with the radiation levels.

The main disadvantage of thermosiphon systems is that they are compara-
tively tall units, which makes them not very attractive aesthetically. The two 
types of thermosiphon systems are pressurized and unpressurized. In pressurized  
thermosiphon units, the make-up water is from city mains or pressure units and 
the collectors and storage tanks must be able to withstand the working pressure.  
When city water is used directly, pressure-reducing and relief valves must be 
installed to protect the system because the pressure can be greater than the work-
ing pressure of the collectors and storage tank. In gravity systems, usually installed 
where the city water supply is intermittent, a cold water storage tank is installed on 
top of the solar collector, supplying both the hot water cylinder and the cold water 
needs of the house. This makes the collector unit taller and less attractive.

Another disadvantage of the system is related to the quality of the water 
used. As the system is open, extremely hard or acidic water can cause scale 
deposits that clog or corrode the absorber fluid passages.

Typical collector configurations include flat plate, shown in Figure 5.2a, and 
evacuated tube collectors, shown in Figure 5.2b.

Thermosiphon systems can be built with freeze protection devices, rang-
ing from dump valves or heaters in the bottom of the collector header for mild 
freeze areas to inherent freeze resistance by using a natural circulation, anti-
freeze closed loop between the collector and the tank (Morrison, 2001).

Storage 
tank

Hot water 
outlet

Cold water 
inlet

Auxiliary

Collector

Insulated pipe

Insulated pipe

Figure 5.1 Schematic diagram of a thermosiphon solar water heater.
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TheoreTical performance of ThermoSiphon  
Solar waTer heaTerS
The performance of thermosiphon solar water heaters has been studied exten-
sively, both experimentally and analytically, by numerous researchers. Among 
the first studies were those of Close (1962) and Gupta and Garg (1968), who 
developed one of the first models for the thermal performance of a natural cir-
culation solar water heater with no load. They represented solar radiation and 

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.2 Thermosiphon system configurations. (a) flat-plate collector configuration. 
(b) evacuated tube collector configuration.
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ambient temperature by Fourier series and were able to predict a day’s perfor-
mance in a manner that agreed substantially with experiments.

Ong performed two studies (1974; 1976) to evaluate the thermal perfor-
mance of a solar water heater. He instrumented a relatively small system with 
five thermocouples on the bottom surface of the water tubes and six thermo-
couples on the bottom surface of the collector plate. A total of six thermocou-
ples were inserted into the storage tank and a dye tracer mass flowmeter was 
employed. Ong’s studies appear to be the first detailed ones on a thermosiphonic 
system.

Morrison and Braun (1985) studied the modeling and operation characteris-
tics of thermosiphon solar water heaters with vertical or horizontal storage tanks. 
They found that the system performance is maximized when the daily collector 
volume flow is approximately equal to the daily load flow, and the system with 
horizontal tank did not perform as well as that with a vertical one. This model has 
also been adopted by the TRNSYS simulation program (see Chapter 11, Section 
11.5.1). According to this model, a thermosiphon system consisting of a flat-plate 
collector and a stratified tank is assumed to operate at a steady state. The system 
is divided into N segments normal to the flow direction, and the Bernoulli’s equa-
tion for incompressible flow is applied to each segment. For steady-state condi-
tions the sum of pressure changes around the loop is 0; that is,
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where
i  density of any node calculated as a function of local temperature (kg/m3).
fhi  friction head drop through an element (m).
Hi  vertical height of the element (m).

The collector thermal performance can be modeled by dividing it into Nc 
equally sized nodes. The temperature at the midpoint of any collector mode k 
is given by
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where
mt  thermosiphonic flow rate (kg/s).

Ac  collector area (m2).

The collector parameter, FUL, is calculated from the collector test data for 
FRUL at test flow rate mT  by
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Finally, the useful energy from the collector is obtained from
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The temperature drop along the collector inlet and outlet pipes is usually 
very small (short distance, insulated pipes), and the pipes are considered to be 
single nodes, with negligible thermal capacitance. The first-law analysis gives 
the following expressions for the outlet temperature (Tpo) of pipes:
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The friction head loss in pipes is given by
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where
d  pipe diameter (m).
v   fluid velocity (m/s).
L  length of pipe (m).
k   friction head (m).
f  friction factor.

The friction factor, f, is equal to

 f  64 2000/Re for Re  (5.8a)

 f  0 032 2000.  for Re  (5.8b)

The friction head of various parts of the circuit can be estimated by using 
the data given in Table 5.2.

The friction factor for the developing flow in the connecting pipes and col-
lector risers is given by
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The collector header pressure drop, Ph, is equal to the average of pressure 
change along inlet and outlet headers for equal mass flow in each riser, given by
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where, from Eq. (5.8a), f  64/Re (Re based on inlet header velocity and  
temperature) and

 A A f2 1 64 if Re/  (5.13)

Based on the outlet header velocity and temperature,
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Finally,
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table 5.2 Friction Head of Various Parts of the Thermosiphon Circuit

Parameter k Value

Entry from tank to connecting pipe to 

collector

0.5

Losses due to bends in connecting pipes

Right-angle bend Equivalent length of pipe increased by 30d 

for Re  2000 or k  1.0 for Re  2000

45° bend Equivalent length of pipe increased by 20d 

for Re  2000 or k  0.6 for Re  2000

Cross-section change at junction of 

connecting pipes and header

Sudden expansion k  0.667(d1/d2)
4  2.667 (d1/d2)

2  2.0

Sudden contraction k  0.3259(d2/d1)
4  0.1784 (d2/d1)

2  0.5

Entry of flow into tank 1.0

Note: For pipe diameters, d1  inlet diameter and d2  outlet diameter.
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To model the complete system, the interaction of the storage tank is required. 
This is modeled with the fully stratified storage tank model, which is presented 
in Section 5.3.3.

The procedure to model the complete system is as follows. Initially, the tem-
perature distribution around the thermosiphon loop for the flow rate of the pre-
vious time step is evaluated. The inlet temperature to the collector is computed 
from the bulk mean temperature of the segments in the bottom of the tank with 
a volume equal to the collector volume flow (see Section 5.3.3). After allowance 
for heat loss from the inlet pipe, with Eq. (5.7), is made, the temperature of each 
of the Nc fixed nodes used to represent the collector temperature profile is evalu-
ated from Eq. (5.2). Finally, the temperature of the new fluid segment returned 
to the tank is computed from the collector outlet temperature and the tempera-
ture drop across the return pipe to the tank. A new tank temperature profile is 
then evaluated (see Section 5.3.3).

The thermosiphon pressure head due to density differences around the loop 
is determined from the system temperature profile. The difference between the 
friction pressure drop around the circuit and the net thermosiphon pressure is 
evaluated for this flow rate. These values and those from the previous calcula-
tion, for the flow rate and net difference between the friction and static pres-
sures, are then used to estimate the new flow; this process is repeated until Eq. 
(5.1) is satisfied. This procedure is not suitable for hand calculations, but it is 
relatively easy to do with a computer.

reverSe circulaTion in ThermoSiphon SySTemS
At night or whenever the collector is cooler than the water in the tank, the direc-
tion of the thermosiphon flow reverses, thus cooling the stored water. It should 
be noted that thermosiphon collector loop circulation is driven by thermal strati-
fication in the collector loop and the section of the tank below the collector flow 
return level. The major problem in thermosiphon system design is to minimize 
heat loss due to reverse thermosiphon circulation at night, when the sky tem-
perature is low. Norton and Probert (1983) recommend that, to avoid reverse 
flow, the tank-to-collector separation distance should be between 200–2000 mm. 
A practical way to prevent reverse flow is to place the top of the collector about 
300 mm below the bottom of the storage tank.

Nighttime heat loss from a collector is a function of ambient air tempera-
ture and sky temperature. If the sky temperature is significantly below the ambi-
ent temperature, cooling of the collector will cause fluid to thermosiphon in the 
reverse direction through the collector, and the fluid may be cooled below the 
ambient temperature. When the reverse flow enters the return pipe to the bot-
tom of the tank, it is mixed with the warmer water contained in the storage tank. 
The combination of cooling below the ambient temperature in the collector and 
heating in the return pipe causes reverse flow in all thermosiphon configura-
tions, irrespective of the vertical separation between the top of the collector and 
the bottom of the tank (Morrison, 2001).
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verTical verSuS horizonTal Tank configuraTionS
Because the operation of the thermosiphon system depends on the stratification 
of the water in the storage tank, vertical tanks are more effective. It is also pref-
erable to have the auxiliary heater as high as possible in the storage tank, as 
shown in Figure 5.1, to heat only the top of the tank with auxiliary energy when 
this is needed. This is important for three reasons:

1.  It improves stratification.
2.  Tank heat losses are increased linearly with the storage temperature.
3.  As shown in Chapter 4, the collector operates at higher efficiency at a 

lower collector inlet temperature.

To reduce the overall height of the unit, however, horizontal tanks are fre-
quently used. The performance of horizontal tank thermosiphon systems is influ-
enced by the conduction between the high-temperature auxiliary zone in the 
top of the tank and the solar zone and by mixing of the flow injection points 
(Morrison and Braun, 1985). The performance of these systems can be improved 
by using separate solar and auxiliary tanks or by separating the auxiliary and 
preheat zones with an insulated baffle, as shown in Figure 5.3. A disadvantage 
of the two tank systems or segmented tanks is that the solar input cannot heat the 
auxiliary zone until there is a demand.

Thermal stratification in shallow horizontal tanks also depends on the degree 
of mixing at the load, make-up water, and collector inlets to the tank. The load 
should be drawn from the highest possible point, whereas the make-up water 
flow should enter the tank through a distribution pipe or a diffuser so that it is 
introduced into the bottom of the tank without disturbing the temperature strati-
fication or mixing the top auxiliary zone with the solar zone. The collector 
return flow to the tank also should enter through a flow distributor so that it can 
move to its thermal equilibrium position without mixing with intermediary fluid 
layers. Because the collector return is usually hot, many manufacturers make a 
small bend at the inlet pipe, facing upward.

Generally, the penalty associated with horizontal tanks is that the shal-
low tank depth degrades stratification because of conduction through the walls 
of the tank and water. Additionally, for in-tank auxiliary systems conduction 
between the auxiliary and solar zones influences the solar performance. For 
horizontal tanks with diameters greater than 500 mm, there is only a relatively 
small performance loss relative to a vertical tank, and the above effects increase 
significantly for smaller tank diameters (Morrison, 2001).

To collector

From collector

Cold water IN

Hot water OUT
Solar zone

Auxiliary 
zone

Figure 5.3 configuration of a segmented tank with an insulating baffle.
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freeze proTecTion
For locations that have a mild climate, the open loop thermosiphon solar water 
heater is the most widely used system. With freeze protection, thermosiphon 
systems can also be used in locations that experience minor freeze conditions. 
This can be provided by water dump valves, electric heating in the collector 
header, or tapered riser tubes to control ice growth in the riser so that a rigid and 
expanding ice plug is avoided (Xinian, et al., 1994). All these techniques have 
been used successfully by solar water heater manufacturers, and their suitability 
is proven in areas with mild freeze conditions. They are not suitable, though, 
in areas with hard freezing. In such cases, the only suitable design is the use of 
antifreeze collector loops with a heat exchanger between the collector and the 
tank and an antifreeze heat transfer fluid circulating in the collector and the heat 
exchanger. For horizontal tank configuration, the most widely adopted system is 
the mantle or annular heat exchanger concept, shown in Figure 5.4.

Mantle heat exchanger tanks are easy to construct and provide a large heat 
transfer area. Mantle heat exchangers are also used in vertical tanks and forced 
circulation systems, as can be seen in Section 5.2.2. Manufacturers of horizon-
tal tanks usually use as large a mantle as possible, covering almost the full cir-
cumference and full length of the storage tank. The usual heat transfer fluid 
employed in these systems is a water–ethylene glycol solution.

Tracking ThermoSiphonS
The possibility of having either a movable thermosiphon solar water heater or 
a heater where only the inclination could be moved seasonally was investigated 
by the author and collaborators (Michaelides et al., 1999). The increased perfor-
mance of the system was compared to the added cost to achieve the movement of 
the heaters, and it was found that even the simplest seasonal change of the collec-
tor inclination is not cost effective compared to the traditional fixed system.

5.1.2  Integrated Collector Storage Systems
Integrated collector storage (ICS) systems use the hot water storage as part of 
the collector, i.e., the surface of the storage tank is used also as the collector 

Storage tank
Hot water OUT

Cold water IN
Insulated pipe

Insulated pipe

Mantle heat exchanger

Solar
collector

Figure 5.4 mantle heat exchanger concept.
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absorber. As in all other systems, to improve stratification, the hot water is drawn 
from the top of the tank and cold make-up water enters the bottom of the tank on 
the opposite side. Usually, the storage tank surface is selectively coated to mini-
mize heat loss.

The main disadvantage of the ICS systems is the high thermal losses from 
the storage tank to the surroundings, since most of the surface area of the stor-
age tank cannot be thermally insulated, because it is intentionally exposed to be 
able to absorb solar radiation. In particular, the thermal losses are greatest dur-
ing the night and overcast days with low ambient temperatures. Due to these 
losses, the water temperature drops substantially during nighttime, especially 
during the winter. Various techniques have been used to keep this from hap-
pening. Tripanagnostopoulos et al. (2002) present a number of experimental 
units in which a reduction in thermal losses was achieved by considering single 
and double cylindrical horizontal tanks properly placed in truncated symmetric 
and asymmetric CPC reflector troughs. Alternatively, if a 24 h hot water supply 
is required, these systems can be used only for preheating and, in such a case, 
must be connected in series with a conventional water heater.

Details of an ICS unit developed by the author are presented here (Kalogirou, 
1997). The system employs a non-imaging CPC cusp-type collector. A fully 
developed cusp concentrator for a cylindrical receiver is shown in Figure 5.5. 
The particular curve illustrated has an acceptance half angle, c, of 60° or a full 
acceptance angle, 2c, of 120°. Each side of the cusp has two mathematically 
distinct segments, smoothly joined at a point P related to c. The first segment, 
from the bottom of the receiver to point P, is the involute of the receiver’s cir-
cular cross-section. The second segment is from point P to the top of the curve, 
where the curve becomes parallel to the y-axis (McIntire, 1979).

With reference to Figure 5.6, for a cylindrical receiver, the radius, R, and 
the acceptance half angle, c, the distance, , along a tangent from the receiver 
to the curve, are related to the angle  between the radius to the bottom of the 
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Figure 5.5 fully developed cusp.
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receiver and the radius to the point of tangency, T, by the following expressions 
for the two sections of the curve (McIntire, 1979):
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The two expressions for () are equivalent for the point P in Figure 5.5, 
where   c  /2. The curve is generated by incrementing  in radians, cal-
culating , then calculating the coordinates, X and Y, by

 X R   sin cos( ) ( )θ ρ θ  

 Y R  cos( sinθ ρ θ) ( )  (5.17)

Figure 5.5 shows a full, untruncated curve, which is the mathematical solu-
tion for a reflector shape with the maximum possible concentration ratio. The 
reflector shape shown in Figure 5.5 is not the most practical design for a cost-
effective concentrator because reflective material is not effectively used in the 
upper portion of the concentrator. As in the case of the compound parabolic 
collector, a theoretical cusp curve should be truncated to a lower height and 
slightly smaller concentration ratio. Graphically, this is done by drawing a hor-
izontal line across the cusp at a selected height and discarding the part of the 
curve above the line. Mathematically, the curve is defined to a maximum angle 
 value less than 3/2 – c. The shape of the curve below the cutoff line is not 
changed by truncation, so the acceptance angle used for the construction of the 
curve, using Eq. (5.16), of a truncated cusp is equal to the acceptance angle of 
the fully developed cusp from which it was truncated.

A large acceptance angle of 75° is used in this design so the collector can 
collect as much diffuse radiation as possible (Kalogirou, 1997). The fully 
developed cusp, together with the truncated one, is shown in Figure 5.7. The 
receiver radius considered in the construction of the cusp is 0.24 m. The actual 
cylinder used, though, is only 0.20 m. This is done in order to create a gap at 
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Figure 5.6 mirror coordinates for ideal non-imaging cusp concentrator.
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the underside of the receiver and the edge of the cusp in order to minimize the 
optical and conduction losses.

The final design is shown in Figure 5.8. The collector aperture is 1.77 m2, 
which, in combination with the absorber diameter used, gives a concentration 
ratio of 1.47 (Kalogirou, 1997). It should be noted that, as shown in Figure 5.8, 
the system is inclined at the local latitude in order to work effectively.

5.2 aCtive systems
In active systems, water or a heat transfer fluid is pumped through the collectors. 
These are usually more expensive and a little less efficient than passive systems, 
particularly if antifreeze measures are required. Additionally, active systems 
are more difficult to retrofit in houses, especially where there is no basement, 
because space is required for the additional equipment, such as the hot water 
cylinder. Five types of systems belong in this category: direct circulation sys-
tems, indirect water heating systems, air systems, heat pump systems, and pool 
heating systems. Before giving the details of these systems, the optimum flow 
rate is examined.

High flow rates have been used in pumped circulation solar water heaters 
to improve the heat removal factor, FR, and thus maximize the collector effi-
ciency. If the complete system performance is considered, however, rather than 
the collector as an isolated element of the system, it is found that the solar frac-
tion can be increased if a low flow rate through the collector and a thermally 
stratified tank are used. Stratification can also be promoted by the use of flow 
diffusers in the tank and collector loop heat exchangers; for maximum effect, 
however, it is necessary to combine these features with low flow rate.

The use of low flow influences both the system initial capital cost and 
energy savings. The initial capital cost is affected because the system requires a 
low-power pump; piping to the collectors can be of smaller diameter (hence less 
expensive and easier to install), and the smaller tubes require lower-thickness 
and lower-cost thermal insulation because the insulation R value depends on 
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Figure 5.7 Truncation of non-imaging concentrator.
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the ratio of outer to inner diameter of the insulation. Additionally, low-flow sys-
tems can use very small-diameter collector loop piping, and as a result, flex-
ible annealed copper tubes can be used, which are much easier to install. In this 
case, the flexible pipe can be hand-bent to change the direction without the need 
for sharp bends, which lead to higher pressure drop.

According to Duff (1996), the flow in the collector loop should be in the 
range of 0.2–0.4 L/min-m2 of collector aperture area. The effect of low flow rate 
is examined in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.1. In effect, the penalty for low flow rate 
is a reduction in collector efficiency due to higher collector temperature rise for 
a given inlet temperature. For example, for a reduction from 0.9 L/min-m2 to 
0.3 L/min-m2, the efficiency is reduced by about 6%; however, the reduction of 
the inlet temperature to the collectors because of the improved stratification in 
the tank more than compensates for the loss of collector efficiency. The pumps 
required for most of the active systems are low static head centrifugal (also 
called circulators), which for small domestic applications use 30–50 W of elec-
trical power to work.

5.2.1  Direct Circulation Systems
A schematic diagram of a direct circulation system is shown in Figure 5.9. In 
this system, a pump is used to circulate potable water from storage to the col-
lectors when there is enough available solar energy to increase its temperature 
and then return the heated water to the storage tank until it is needed. Because a 
pump is used to circulate the water, the collectors can be mounted either above 
or below the storage tank. Direct circulation systems often use a single stor-
age tank equipped with an auxiliary water heater, but two-tank storage systems 
can also be used. An important feature of this configuration is the spring-loaded 
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Figure 5.8 The complete solar icS hot water system.
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check valve, which is used to prevent reverse thermosiphon circulation energy 
losses when the pump is not running.

Direct circulation systems can be used with water supplied from a cold 
water storage tank or connected directly to city water mains. Pressure-reducing  
valves and pressure relief valves are required, however, when the city water 
pressure is greater than the working pressure of the collectors. Direct water 
heating systems should not be used in areas where the water is extremely hard 
or acidic, because scale (calcium) deposits may clog or corrode the collectors.

Direct circulation systems can be used in areas where freezing is infre-
quent. For extreme weather conditions, freeze protection is usually provided 
by recirculating warm water from the storage tank. This loses some heat but 
protects the system. A special thermostat that operates the pump when temper-
ature drops below a certain value is used in this case. Such recirculation freeze 
protection should be used only for locations where freezing occurs rarely (a 
few times a year), since stored heat is dumped in the process. A disadvantage 
of this system occurs in cases when there is power failure, in which case the 
pump will not work and the system could freeze. In such a case, a dump valve 
can be installed at the bottom of the collectors to provide additional protection.

For freeze protection, a variation of the direct circulation system, called 
the drain-down system, is used (shown schematically in Figure 5.10). In this 
case, potable water is also pumped from storage to the collector array, where 
it is heated. When a freezing condition or a power failure occurs, the system 
drains automatically by isolating the collector array and exterior piping from 
the make-up water supply with the normally closed (NC) valve and draining it 
using the two normally open (NO) valves, shown in Figure 5.10. It should be 
noted that the solar collectors and associated piping must be carefully sloped to 
drain the collector’s exterior piping when circulation stops (see Section 5.4.2). 
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Figure 5.9 Direct circulation system.
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The check valve shown on the top of the collectors in Figure 5.10 is used to 
allow air to fill the collectors and piping during draining and to escape during 
fill-up. The same comments about pressure and scale deposits apply here as for 
the direct circulation systems.

5.2.2  Indirect Water Heating Systems
A schematic diagram of indirect water heating systems is shown in Figure 5.11. 
In this system, a heat transfer fluid is circulated through the closed collector loop 
to a heat exchanger, where its heat is transferred to the potable water. The most 
commonly used heat transfer fluids are water–ethylene glycol solutions, although 
other heat transfer fluids such as silicone oils and refrigerants can be used. When 
fluids that are non-potable or toxic are used, double-wall heat exchangers should 
be employed; this can be two heat exchangers in series. The heat exchanger 
can be located inside the storage tank, around the storage tank (tank mantle), or 
external to the storage tank (see Section 5.3). It should be noted that the collec-
tor loop is closed; therefore, an expansion tank and a pressure relief valve are 
required. Additional over–temperature protection may be needed to prevent the 
collector heat–transfer fluid from decomposing or becoming corrosive.

Systems of this type using water–ethylene glycol solutions are preferred 
in areas subject to extended freezing temperatures, because they offer good 
freeze protection. These systems are more expensive to construct and operate, 
since the solution should be checked every year and changed every few years, 
depending on the solution quality and system temperatures achieved.

Typical collector configurations include the internal heat exchanger shown in 
Figure 5.11, an external heat exchanger shown in Figure 5.12a, and a mantle heat 
exchanger shown in Figure 5.12b. A general rule to follow is that the storage 
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tank should be between 35 and 70 L/m2 of collector aperture area, while the most 
widely used size is 50 L/m2. More details on internal heat exchangers are given 
in Section 5.3.2.

For freeze protection, a variation of the indirect water-heating system, called 
the drain-back system, is used. Drain-back systems are generally indirect water 
heating systems that circulate water through the closed collector loop to a heat 
exchanger, where its heat is transferred to potable water. Circulation continues 
as long as usable energy is available. When the circulation pump stops, the col-
lector fluid drains by gravity to a drain-back tank. If the system is pressurized, 
the tank also serves as an expansion tank when the system is operating; in this 
case, it must be protected with temperature and pressure relief valves. In the 
case of an unpressurized system (Figure 5.13), the tank is open and vented to 
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Figure 5.11 indirect water heating system.
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the atmosphere. The second pipe directed from the collectors to the top of the 
drain-back tank is to allow air to fill the collectors during drain-back.

Because the collector loop is isolated from the potable water, no valves are 
needed to actuate draining and scaling is not a problem; however, the collec-
tor array and exterior piping must be adequately sloped to drain completely. 
Freeze protection is inherent to the drain-back system because the collectors 
and the piping above the roof are empty whenever the pump is not running. 
A disadvantage of this system is that a pump with high static lift capability is 
required in order to fill the collector when the system starts up.

In drain-back systems, there is a possibility that the collectors will be 
drained during periods of insolation; it is therefore important to select collec-
tors that can withstand prolonged periods of stagnation conditions. Such a case 
can happen when there is no load and the storage tank reaches a temperature 
that would not allow the differential thermostat to switch on the solar pump.

An alternative design to the one shown in Figure 5.13, which is suitable for 
small systems, is to drain the water directly in the storage tank. In this case, the 
system is open (without a heat exchanger) and there is no need the have a sepa-
rate drain-back tank; however, the system suffers from the disadvantages of the 
direct systems outlined in Section 5.2.1.

5.2.3  Air Water-Heating Systems
Air systems are indirect water heating systems because air, circulated through air 
collectors and via ductworks, is directed to an air-to-water heat exchanger. In the 
heat exchanger, heat is transferred to the potable water, which is also circulated 
through the heat exchanger and returned to the storage tank. Figure 5.14 shows a 
schematic diagram of a double storage tank system. This type of system is used 
most often because air systems are generally used for preheating domestic hot 
water and hence the auxiliary heater is used in only one tank, as shown.
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The advantages of this system are that air does not need to be protected from 
freezing or boiling, is non-corrosive, does not suffer from heat transfer fluid deg-
radation, and is free. Additionally, the system is more cost effective because no 
safety values or expansion vessels are required. The disadvantages are that air-
handling equipment (ducts and fans) needs more space than piping and pumps, 
air leaks are difficult to detect, and parasitic power consumption (electricity used 
to drive the fans) is generally higher than that of liquid systems.

5.2.4  Heat Pump Systems
Heat pumps use mechanical energy to transfer thermal energy from a source at 
a lower temperature to a sink at a higher temperature. The bigger advantage of 
electrically driven heat pump heating systems, compared to electric resistance 
heating or expensive fuels, is that the heat pump’s coefficient of performance 
(COP; ratio of heating performance to electrical energy) is greater than unity 
for heating; so it yields 9 to 15 MJ of heat for each kilowatt hour of energy sup-
plied to the compressor, which saves on purchase of energy.

The original system concept, proposed by Charters et al. (1980), was a sys-
tem with direct evaporation of the working fluid of the heat pump in the solar 
collector. The condenser of the heat pump was actually a heat exchanger wrapped 
around the storage tank. In this way, the initial system cost and the parasitic energy 
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requirements of the system are minimized. A possible disadvantage of this sys-
tem is that the condenser heat transfer is limited by the free convection from the 
tank wall, which can be minimized by using a large heat transfer area in the tank. 
A more important disadvantage of this system is that the heat pump refrigeration 
circuit must be evacuated and charged on site, which requires special equipment 
and expertise.

This disadvantage is removed by using compact solar heat pump systems. 
These incorporate an evaporator mounted outside the water storage tank with 
natural convection air circulation. This system needs to be installed outdoors, and 
if installed adjacent to the ventilation duct outlet of a building, it can also work as 
a waste heat recovery unit. The advantages of this system are that it has no para-
sitic energy requirement and, because the system is packaged, all its components 
are assembled in the factory and thus the system is pre-charged. The installation 
of this system is as simple as a conventional electric water heater because the 
unit requires no high-power electrical connection (Morrison, 2001).

5.2.5  Pool Heating Systems
Solar pool heating systems require no separate storage tank, because the pool 
itself serves as storage. In most cases, the pool’s filtration pump is used to cir-
culate the water through solar panels or plastic pipes. For daylong operation, no 
automatic controls are required, because the pool usually operates when the sun 
is shining. If such controls are employed, they are used to direct the flow of fil-
tered water to the collectors only when solar heat is available. This can also be 
achieved by a simple manually operated valve. Normally, these kinds of solar 
systems are designed to drain down into the pool when the pump is switched 
off; thus the collectors are inherently freeze protected (ASHRAE, 2007).

The primary type of collector design used for heating swimming pools is the 
rigid black plastic panels made from polypropylene (see Chapter 3, Section 3.1.1). 
Additionally, plastic pipes or tube-on-sheet panels can be used. In all cases, how-
ever, a large area is required and the roof of a nearby building can be used for this 
purpose.

Recommendations for the design, installation, and commissioning of solar 
heating systems for swimming pools, using direct circulation of pool water to the 
solar collectors, are given in the technical report ISO/TR 12596:1995 (1995a). 
The report does not deal with the pool filtration system to which a solar heating 
system is often connected. The material presented in the report is applicable to all 
sizes of pools, both domestic and public, that are heated by solar energy, either 
alone or in conjunction with a conventional system. Additionally, the report 
includes details of heating load calculations. The pool heating load is the total 
heat loss less any heat gains from incident radiation.

The total heat loss is the sum of losses due to evaporation, radiation, and 
convection. This calculation requires knowledge of the air temperature, wind 
speed, and relative humidity or partial vapor pressure. Other causes of heat 
losses, which have a much smaller effect, are turbulence caused by swimmers, 
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conduction to the ground (usually neglected), and rainfall, which at substantial 
quantities can lower the pool temperature. The addition of make-up water should 
be considered if the temperature differs considerably from the pool operating 
temperature. Pools usually operate in a narrow temperature range of 24–32°C. 
Since the pool has a large mass, its temperature does not change quickly.

The use of pool cover reduces heat losses, particularly evaporative losses; 
however, when designing a solar pool-heating system, it is often not possible to 
know with certainty the times during which a cover will be in place. In addition, 
the cover may not have a perfect fit. Hence, a conservative approach should be 
taken when allowing for the effect of a cover (ISO/TR, 1995a).

evaporaTion heaT loSS
The following analysis is for a still pool as per ISO/TR 12596:1995 (1995a). 
The evaporative heat loss from a still outdoor pool is a function of the wind 
speed and of the vapor pressure difference between the pool water and the 
atmosphere, given by

 q P Pe w a  ( . . )( ).5 64 5 96 0 3ν  (5.18)

where
qe  heat loss by evaporation (MJ/m2-d).
Pw  saturation water vapor pressure at water temperature, tw (kPa).
Pa  partial water vapor pressure in the air (kPa).
v0.3  wind speed velocity at a height of 0.3 m above the pool (m/s).

If the wind velocity above the pool cannot be measured, it can be obtained 
from climatic data by the application of a reduction factor for the degree of 
wind shelter at the pool. Usually, the wind speed is measured at 10 m from the 
ground (v10); therefore,

For normal suburban sites, v  0.30v10

For well-sheltered sites, v  0.15v10

For indoor pools, the low air velocity results in a lower evaporation rate 
than usually occurs in outdoor pools, and the evaporative heat loss is given by

 q P Pe s w  ( . . )( )5 64 5 96ν enc  (5.19)

where
Penc  the partial water vapor pressure in the pool enclosure (kPa).
vs  air speed at the pool water surface, typically 0.02–0.05 (m/s).

Partial water vapor pressure (Pa) can be calculated from the relative humid-
ity (RH), 
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where Ps  saturation water vapor pressure at air temperature, ta (kPa).
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Saturation water vapor pressure can be obtained from

 P t t ts w w w      100 0 004516 0 0007178 2 649 10 6 944 106 2 7 3( . . . . )

 (5.21)

The presence of swimmers in a pool significantly increases the evapora-
tion rate. With five swimmers per 100 m2, the evaporation rate has to increase 
by 25–50%. With 20–25 swimmers per 100 m2, the evaporation rate has to 
increase by 70–100% more than the value for a still pool.

raDiaTion heaT loSS
Radiation heat loss is given by
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where
qr  radiation heat loss (MJ/m2-d).
w  longwave emissivity of water  0.95.
Tw  water temperature (K).
Ts  sky temperature (K).
hr  radiation heat transfer coefficient (W/m2-K).

The radiation heat transfer coefficient is calculated from
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For an indoor pool, Ts  Tenc, both in Kelvins, and Tenc is the temperature 
of the walls of the pool enclosure. For an outdoor pool,

 
T Ts a s ε  (5.24)

where sky emissivity, s, is a function of dew point temperature, tdp, given by 
(ISO, 1995b):
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It should be noted that Ts might vary from TsTa for cloudy skies to 
TsTa– 20 for clear skies.

convecTion heaT loSS
Heat loss due to convection to ambient air is given by

q v t t v t tc w a w a
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where
qc  convection heat loss to ambient air (MJ/m2-d).
v   wind velocity at 0.3 m above outdoor pools or over the pool surface for 

indoor pools (m/s).
tw  water temperature (°C).
ta  air temperature (°C).

As can be seen from Eq. (5.26), the convective heat loss depends to a large 
extent on the wind velocity. During summer for outdoor pools, this may be 
negative, and in fact, the pool will gain heat by convection from the air.

make-up waTer
If the make-up water temperature is different from the pool operating tempera-
ture, there will be a heat loss, given by

 
q m c t tp wmuw evp muw ( )  (5.27)

where
qmuw  make-up water heat loss (MJ/m2-d).
mevp  daily evaporation rate (kg/m2-d).
tmuw  temperature of make-up water (°C).
cp  specific heat of water (J/kg-°C).

The daily evaporation rate is given by

 

m
q

hevp
c

fg

  (5.28)

where hfg  latent heat of vaporization of water (MJ/kg).

Solar raDiaTion heaT gain
Heat gain due to the absorption of solar radiation by the pool is given by

 q Hs t α  (5.29)

where
qs  rate of solar radiation absorption by the pool (MJ/m2-d).
   solar absorptance (  0.85 for light-colored pools;   0.90 for dark-

colored pools).
Ht  solar irradiation on a horizontal surface (MJ/m2-d).

It should be noted that the solar absorptance, , is dependent on the color, 
depth, and pool usage. For pools with continuous intensive use (public pools), 
an additional reduction of 0.05 should be made to the absorption factor (ISO/
TR, 1995a).
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e x a m p l e  5 . 1

A 500 m2 light-colored swimming pool is located in a normal suburban site, 
where the measured wind speed at 10 m height is 3 m/s. The water temperature is 
25°C, the ambient air temperature is 17°C, and relative humidity is 60%. There 
are no swimmers in the pool, the temperature of the make-up water is 22°C, 
and the solar irradiation on a horizontal surface for the day is 20.2 MJ/m2-d.  
How much energy must the solar system supply (Qss) to the pool to keep its 
temperature to 25°C?

Solution
The energy balance of the pool is given by

 q q q q q qe r c s    muw ss  

The velocity at 0.3 m above the pool surface is 0.3  3  0.9 m/s. The partial 
pressures for air and water are given by Eqs. (5.20) and (5.21). The saturation 
water vapor pressure at air temperature, ta, is also given by Eq. (5.21); therefore,
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From Eq. (5.20),
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Saturation water vapor pressure can also be obtained from Eq. (5.21) by 
using tw instead of ta. Therefore,

 Pw  3 166. kPa  

From Eq. (5.18), evaporation heat losses are
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From Eq. (5.25),
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From Eq. (5.24),
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From Eq. (5.22), radiation heat losses are
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From Eq. (5.26), convection heat losses are
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From steam tables, hfg, the latent heat of vaporization of water at 25°C is equal 
to 2441.8 MJ/kg. Therefore, the daily evaporation rate is given by Eq. (5.28):
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From Eq. (5.27), the heat losses due to the make-up water are
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From Eq. (5.29), solar radiation heat gain is

 q Hs t   α 0 85 20 2 17 17. . . MJ/m -d2
 

Therefore, the energy required by the solar system to keep the pool at 25°C is
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5.3 Heat storage systems
Thermal storage is one of the main parts of a solar heating, cooling, and power- 
generating system. Because for approximately half the year any location is in 
darkness, heat storage is necessary if the solar system must operate continu-
ously. For some applications, such as swimming pool heating, daytime air 
heating, and irrigation pumping, intermittent operation is acceptable, but most 
other uses of solar energy require operating at night and when the sun is hid-
den behind clouds.

Usually the design and selection of the thermal storage equipment is one 
of the most neglected elements of solar energy systems. It should be realized, 
however, that the energy storage system has an enormous influence on overall 
system cost, performance, and reliability. Furthermore, the design of the storage 
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system affects the other basic elements, such as the collector loop and the ther-
mal distribution system.

A storage tank in a solar system has several functions, the most important 
of which are:

l Improvement of the utilization of collected solar energy by providing 
thermal capacitance to alleviate the solar availability and load mismatch 
and improve the system response to sudden peak loads or loss of solar 
input.

l Improvement of system efficiency by preventing the array heat transfer 
fluid from quickly reaching high temperatures, which lower the collector 
efficiency.

Generally, solar energy can be stored in liquids, solids, or phase-change 
materials (PCM). Water is the most frequently used storage medium for liquid 
systems, even though the collector loop may use water, oils, water-glycol mix-
tures, or any other heat transfer medium as the collector fluid. This is because 
water is inexpensive and non-toxic and it has a high storage capacity, based on 
both weight and volume. Additionally, as a liquid, it is easy to transport using 
conventional pumps and plumbing. For service water heating applications and 
most building space heating, water is normally contained in some type of tank, 
which is usually circular. Air systems typically store heat in rocks or pebbles, 
but sometimes the structural mass of the building is used.

An important consideration is that the temperature of the fluid delivered 
to the load should be appropriate for the intended application. The lower the 
temperature of the fluid supplied to the collectors, the higher is the efficiency 
of the collectors.

The location of the storage tank should also be given careful consideration. 
The best location is indoors, where thermal losses are minimal and weather 
deterioration will not be a factor. If the tank cannot be installed inside the 
building, then it should be located outside above the ground or on the roof. 
Such a storage tank should have a good insulation and good outside protection 
of the insulation. The storage tank should also be located as close as possible 
to the collector arrays to avoid long pipe runs.

5.3.1  Air System Thermal Storage
The most common storage media for air collectors are rocks. Other possible 
media include PCM, water, and the inherent building mass. Gravel is widely 
used as a storage medium because it is abundant and relatively inexpensive.

In cases where large interior temperature swings can be tolerated, the inher-
ent structure of the building may be sufficient for thermal storage. Loads requir-
ing no storage are usually the most cost-effective applications of air collectors, 
and heated air from the collectors can be distributed directly to the space. 
Generally, storage may be eliminated in cases where the array output seldom 
exceeds the thermal demand (ASHRAE, 2004).
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The main requirements for gravel storage are good insulation, low air leak-
age, and low pressure drop. Many different designs can fulfill these require-
ments. The container is usually constructed from concrete, masonry, wood, or 
a combination of these materials. Airflow can be vertical or horizontal. A sche-
matic diagram of a vertical flow bed is shown in Figure 5.15. In this arrange-
ment, the solar-heated air enters at the top and exits from the bottom. This tank 
can work as effectively as a horizontal flow bed. In these systems, it is impor-
tant to heat the bed with the hot air flow in one direction and to retrieve the 
heat with airflow in the opposite direction. In this way, pebble beds perform as 
effective counter-flow heat exchangers.

The size of rocks for pebble beds range from 35 to 100 mm in diameter, 
depending on airflow, bed geometry, and desired pressure drop. The volume of 
the rock needed depends on the fraction of collector output that must be stored. 
For residential systems, storage volume is typically in the range of 0.15–0.3 m3 
per square meter of collector area. For large systems, pebble beds can be quite 
large and their large mass and volume may lead to location problems.

Other storage options for air systems include phase change materials and 
water. PCMs are functionally attractive because of their high volumetric heat 
storage capabilities, since they require only about one tenth the volume of a 
pebble bed (ASHRAE, 2004).

Water can also be used as a storage medium for air collectors through the 
use of a conventional water-to-air heat exchanger to transfer heat from the air 
to the water in the storage tank. This option has two advantages:

1.  Water storage is compatible with hydronic heating systems.
2.  It is relatively compact; the required storage water volume is roughly 

one third the pebble bed’s volume.

5.3.2  Liquid System Thermal Storage
Two types of water storage for liquid systems are available: pressurized and 
unpressurized. Other differentiations include the use of an external or internal 

Insulating cover

Hot air openingPebbles

Cold air outlet

Concrete storage

Bond beam block

Pebbles

Note: Unit designed
for vertical air flow
through the rock bed.

Figure 5.15 vertical flow packed rock bed.
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heat exchanger and single or multiple tank configurations. Water may be stored in 
copper, galvanized metal, or concrete tanks. Whatever storage vessel is selected, 
however, this should be well insulated and large tanks should be provided with 
internal access for maintenance. Recommended U value is 0.16 W/m2-K.

Pressurized systems are open to city mains water supply. Pressurized stor-
age is preferred for small service water heating systems, although in cases like 
Cyprus, where the water supply is intermittent, it is not suitable. Typical stor-
age size is about 40 to 80 L per square meter of collector area. With pressur-
ized storage, the heat exchanger is always located on the collector side of the 
tank. Either internal or external heat exchanger configurations can be used. 
Two principal types of internal heat exchanger exist: an immersed coil and a 
tube bundle, as shown in Figure 5.16.

Sometimes, because of the required storage volume, more than one tank 
is used instead of one large one, if such a large-capacity tank is not available. 
Additional tanks offer, in addition to the extra storage volume, increased heat 
exchanger surface (when a heat exchanger is used in each tank) and reduced 
pressure drop in the collection loop. A multiple-tank configuration for pressur-
ized storage is shown in Figure 5.17. It should be noted that the heat exchang-
ers are connected in a reverse return mode to improve flow balance.

An external heat exchanger provides greater flexibility because the tank and 
the exchanger can be selected independently of other equipment (see Figure 
5.18). The disadvantage of this system is the parasitic energy consumption, in 
the form of electrical energy, that occurs because of the additional pump.

For small systems, an internal heat exchanger–tank arrangement is usu-
ally used, which has the advantage of preventing the water side of the heat 
exchanger from freezing. However, the energy required to maintain the water 
above freezing is extracted from storage, thus the overall system performance 
is decreased. With this system, a bypass can be arranged to divert cold fluid 
around the heat exchanger until it has been heated to an acceptable level of 
about 25°C (ASHRAE, 2004). When the heat transfer fluid is warmed to this 
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Figure 5.16 pressurized storage with internal heat exchanger.
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level, it can enter the heat exchanger without causing freezing or extraction of 
heat from storage. If necessary, this arrangement can also be used with internal 
heat exchangers to improve performance.

For systems with sizes greater than about 30 m3, unpressurized storage is 
usually more cost effective than pressurized. This system, however, can also be 
employed in small domestic flat-plate collector systems, and in this case, the 
make-up water is usually supplied from a cold water storage tank located on 
top of the hot water cylinder.

Unpressurized storage for water and space heating can be combined with 
the pressurized city water supply. This implies the use of a heat exchanger on 
the load side of the tank to isolate the high-pressure mains’ potable water loop 
from the low-pressure collector loop. An unpressurized storage system with an 
external heat exchanger is shown in Figure 5.19. In this configuration, heat is 
extracted from the top of the solar storage tank and the cooled water is returned 
to the bottom of the tank so as not to distract stratification. For the same rea-
son, on the load side of the heat exchanger, the water to be heated flows from 
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Hot water load

Cold water supply
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Figure 5.17 multiple-tank storage arrangement with internal heat exchangers.
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Figure 5.18 pressurized storage system with external heat exchanger.
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the bottom of the backup storage tank, where relatively cold water exists, and 
heated water returns to the top. Where a heat transfer fluid is circulated in the 
collector loop, the heat exchanger may have a double-wall construction to pro-
tect the potable water supply from contamination. A differential temperature 
controller controls the two pumps on either side of the heat exchanger. When 
small pumps are used, both may be controlled by the same controller with-
out overloading problems. The external heat exchanger shown in Figure 5.19 
provides good system flexibility and freedom in component selection. In some 
cases, system cost and parasitic power consumption may be reduced by an 
internal heat exchanger.

Stratification is the collection of hot water to the top of the storage tank and 
cold water to the bottom. This improves the performance of the tank because 
hotter water is available for use and colder water is supplied to the collectors, 
which enables the collector to operate at higher efficiency.

Another category of hot water stores is the so-called solar combistores. These 
are used mainly in Europe for combined domestic hot water preparation and space 
heating. More details on these devices are included in Chapter 6, Section 6.3.1.

5.3.3  Thermal Analysis of Storage Systems
Here the water and air systems are examined separately.

waTer SySTemS
For fully mixed or unstratified energy storage, the capacity (Qs) of a liquid 
storage unit at uniform temperature, operating over a finite temperature differ-
ence (Ts), is given by:

 
Q Mc Ts p s s ( ) ∆  (5.30)

where M  mass of storage capacity (kg).
The temperature range over which such a unit operates is limited by the 

requirements of the process. The upper limit is also determined by the vapor 
pressure of the liquid.
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Figure 5.19 unpressurized storage system with external heat exchanger.
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An energy balance of the storage tank gives

 
( )Mc

dT

dt
Q Q Qp s

s
u l   tl  (5.31)

where
Qu  rate of collected solar energy delivered to the storage tank (W).
Ql  rate of energy removed from storage tank to load (W).
Qtl  rate of energy loss from storage tank (W).

The rate of storage tank energy loss is given by

 Q UA T Ts stl env ( ) ( )  (5.32)

where
(UA)s  storage tank loss coefficient and area product (W/°C).
Tenv  temperature of the environment where the storage tank is located (°C).

To determine the long-term performance of the storage tank, Eq. (5.31) 
may be rewritten in finite difference form as
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where Ts–n  new storage tank temperature after time interval t (°C).
This equation assumes that the heat losses are constant in the period t. 

The most common time period for this estimation is an hour because the solar 
radiation data are also available on an hourly basis.

e x a m p l e  5 . 2

A fully mixed water storage tank contains 500 kg of water, has a UA product 
equal to 12 W/°C, and is located in a room that is at a constant temperature of 
20°C. The tank is examined in a 10 h period starting from 5 am where the Qu is 
equal to 0, 0, 0, 10, 21, 30, 40, 55, 65, 55 MJ. The load is constant and equal to 
12 MJ in the first 3 h, 15 MJ in the next 3 h, and 25 MJ the rest of time. Find the 
final storage tank temperature if the initial temperature is 45°C.

Solution
The estimation time interval is 1 h. Using Eq. (5.34) and inserting the appropri-
ate constants, we get
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By inserting the initial storage tank temperature (45°C), Qu, and Ql accord-
ing to the problem, Table 5.3 can be obtained.

Therefore, the final storage tank temperature is 86.4°C. For these calcula-
tions, the use of a spreadsheet program is recommended.

The collector performance equations in Chapter 4 can also be used with 
the more detailed determination of inlet fluid temperature to estimate the daily 
energy output from the collector. This is illustrated by the following example.

e x a m p l e  5 . 3

Repeat Example 4.2 by considering the system to have a fully mixed storage 
tank of 100 L and no load. The initial storage tank temperature at the begin-
ning of the day is 40°C and the environmental temperature at the area where 
the storage tank is located is equal to the ambient air temperature. The tank UA 
value is 12 W/°C. Calculate the useful energy collected over the day.

Solution
By using Eq. (5.34), the new storage tank temperature can be considered as the 
collector inlet. This is correct for the present example but is not very correct in 
practice because some degree of stratification is unavoidable in the storage tank.
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The results in this case are shown in Table 5.4.
Therefore, the total energy collected over the day  18350.3 kJ.
As can be seen from the results of this example, the collector performance 

is somewhat lower than those of Example 4.2 because a higher collector inlet 

table 5.3 Results for Example 5.2

Hour Qu (MJ) Ql (MJ) Ts (°C) Qtl (MJ)

45

5 0 12 38.7 1.1

6 0 12 32.6 0.8

7 0 12 26.6 0.5

8 10 15 24.1 0.3

9 21 15 26.9 0.2

10 30 15 33.9 0.3

11 40 25 40.8 0.6

12 55 25 54.7 0.9

13 65 25 73.1 1.5

14 55 25 86.4 2.3
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temperature leads to lower collector efficiency. In this example, too, the use of 
a spreadsheet program greatly facilitates estimations.

The density of water (and other fluids) drops as its temperature increases. 
When hot water enters from the collectors and leaves for the load from the top 
of the tank and cool water flows (cold water returns to the collector and make-up 
water supply) occur at the bottom, the storage tank will stratify because of the 
density difference. Additionally, with cool water at the tank bottom, the temper-
ature of water fed to the collector inlet is low, thus the collector performance is 
enhanced. Moreover, water from the top of the tank, which is at the highest tem-
perature, may meet the heating demand more effectively. The degree of stratifi-
cation is measured by the temperature difference between the top and bottom of 
the storage tank and is crucial for the effective operation of a solar system.

There are basically two types of models developed to simulate stratification: 
the multimode and the plug flow. In the former, the tank modeled is divided 
into N nodes (or sections) and energy balances are written for each node. This 
results in a set of N differential equations, which are solved for the temperatures 
of the N nodes as a function of time. In the latter, segments of liquid of various 
temperatures are assumed to move through the storage tank in plug-flow and 
the models keep track of the size, temperature, and position of the segments. 
Neither of these methods is suitable for hand calculations; however, more details 
of the plug flow model are given here.

The procedure is presented by Morrison and Braun (1985) and is used in 
conjunction with TRNSYS thermosiphon model presented in Section 5.1.1. 

table 5.4 Example 5.3 Results

Time Ta (°C) It (kJ/m2) Ti (°C) T/Gt (°C-
m2/W)

 (deg.) K Qu (kJ)

6 25 360 40.0 0.150 93.9 0 0

7 26 540 38.6 0.084 80.5 0.394 0.0

8 28 900 37.5 0.038 67.5 0.807 722.2

9 30 1440 38.5 0.021 55.2 0.910 1651.6

10 32 2160 41.9 0.016 44.4 0.952 2734.2

11 34 2880 47.6 0.017 36.4 0.971 3707.9

12 35 3420 55.2 0.021 33.4 0.976 4268.2

13 34 2880 63.2 0.036 36.4 0.971 3078.6

14 32 2160 67.3 0.059 44.4 0.952 1706.1

15 30 1440 67.4 0.094 55.2 0.910 481.5

16 28 900 64.4 0.146 67.5 0.807 0.0

17 26 540 60.5 0.230 80.5 0.394 0

18 25 360 56.8 0.318 93.9 0 0
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This model produces the maximum degree of stratification possible. The storage  
tank is initially represented by three fluid segments. Initially, the change of 
tank segment temperatures, due to heat loss to the surroundings and conduction 
between segments, is estimated. The energy input from the collector is deter-
mined by considering a constant temperature plug of fluid of volume Vh( m
t/) entering the tank during the time step t. The plug of fluid entering the 
tank is placed between existing segments chosen to avoid developing a tem-
perature inversion.

The load flow is considered in terms of another segment of fluid of volume, 
VL( mLt/), and temperature TL, added either to the bottom of the tank or at 
its appropriate temperature level. Fluid segments are moved up the tank as a 
result of the addition of the new load flow segment. The net shift of the profile 
in the tank above the collector return level is equal to the load volume, VL, and 
that below the collector return is equal to the difference between the collector 
and load volumes (Vh – VL). After adjusting for the load flow, the auxiliary 
input is considered, and if sufficient energy is available, segments above the 
auxiliary input level are heated to the set temperature. According to the situa-
tion, the segment containing the auxiliary element is split so that only segments 
of the tank above the element are heated.

Segments and fractions of segments in the new tank profile that are outside 
the bounds of the tank are returned to the collector and load. The average tem-
perature of the fluid delivered to the load is given by
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and 0  a  1. 
The average temperature of fluid returned to the collector is
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where n and b must satisfy
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and 0  b  1.
The main advantage of this tank model is that small fluid segments are intro-

duced when stratification is developing, while zones of uniform temperature, 
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such as those above the auxiliary heater, are represented by large fluid segments. 
Additionally, the size of fluid segments used to represent the tank tempera-
ture stratification varies with collector flow rate. If the collector flow rate is 
high, there will be little stratification in the preheat portion of the tank and the 
algebraic model will produce only a few tank segments. If the collector flow 
rate is low and the tank is stratified, then small tank segments will be gener-
ated. Generally, the number of segments generated in this model is not fixed 
but depends on many factors, such as the simulation time step, the size of the 
collector, load flow rates, heat losses, and auxiliary input. To avoid generating 
an excessive number of segments, adjacent segments are merged if they have a 
temperature difference of less than 0.5°C.

air SySTemS
As we have seen before, in air systems, pebble beds are usually employed for 
energy storage. When solar radiation is available, hot air from the collectors 
enters the top of the storage unit and heats the rocks. As the air flows downward, 
heat transfer between the air and the rocks results in a stratified distribution of 
the pebbles, having a high temperature at the top and a low one at the bottom. 
This is the charging mode of the storage unit. When there is heating demand, hot 
air is drawn from the top of the unit and cooler air is returned to the bottom of 
the unit, causing the bed to release its stored energy. This is the discharge mode 
of the pebble bed storage unit. From this description, it can be realized that the 
two modes cannot occur at the same time. Unlike water storage, the temperature 
stratification in pebble bed storage units can be easily maintained.

In the analysis of rock bed storage, it should be taken into account that both 
the rocks and air change temperature in the direction of airflow and there are 
temperature differentials between the rocks and air. Therefore, separate energy 
balance equations are required for the rocks and air. In this analysis, the fol-
lowing assumptions can be made:

1.  Forced airflow is one-dimensional.
2.  System properties are constant.
3.  Conduction heat transfer along the bed is negligible.
4.  Heat loss to the environment does not occur.

Therefore, the thermal behavior of the rocks and air can be described by 
the following two coupled partial differential equations (Hsieh, 1986):
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where
A  cross-sectional area of storage tank (m2).
Tb  temperature of the bed material (°C).
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Ta  temperature of the air (°C).
b  density of bed material (kg/m3).
  density of air (kg/m3).
cb  specific heat of bed material (J/kg-K).
c  specific heat of air (J/kg-K).
t  time (s).
x  position along the bed in the flow direction (m).
m  mass flow rate of air (kg/s).

  void fraction of packing  void volume/total volume of bed (dimensionless).
hv  volumetric heat transfer coefficient (W/m3-K).

An empirical equation for the determination of the volumetric heat transfer 
coefficient (hv) is

 h G dv  650 0 7( ) ./  (5.41)

where
G  air mass velocity per square meter of bed frontal area (kg/s-m2).
d  rock diameter (m).

If the energy storage capacity of the air within the bed is neglected, Eq. 
(5.40) is reduced to
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Equations (5.39) and (5.42) can also be written in terms of the number of 
transfer units (NTU) as
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where L  bed length (m).
The dimensionless number of transfer units (NTU) is given by
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The parameter , which is also dimensionless in Eq. (5.43), is equal to
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For the long-term study of solar air storage systems, the two-coupled par-
tial differential equations, Eqs. (5.43) and (5.44), can be solved by a finite dif-
ference approximation with the aid of a computer.
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5.4 module and array design
5.4.1  Module Design
Most commercial and industrial systems require a large number of collectors to 
satisfy the heating demand. Connecting the collectors with just one set of man-
ifolds makes it difficult to ensure drainability and low pressure drop. It would 
also be difficult to balance the flow so as to have the same flow rate through all 
collectors. A module is a group of collectors that can be grouped into parallel 
flow and combined series-parallel flow. Parallel flow is more frequently used 
because it is inherently balanced, has a low pressure drop, and can be drained 
easily. Figure 5.20 illustrates the two most popular collector header designs: 
external and internal manifolds.

Generally, flat-plate collectors are made to connect to the main pipes of the 
installation in one of the two methods shown in Figure 5.20. The external mani-
fold collector has a small-diameter connection because it is used to carry the flow 
for only one collector. Therefore, each collector is connected individually to the 
manifold piping, which is not part of the collector panel. The internal manifold 
collector incorporates several collectors with large headers, which can be placed 
side by side to form a continuous supply and return manifold, so the manifold 
piping is integral with each collector. The number of collectors that can be con-
nected depends on the size of the header.

External manifold collectors are generally more suitable for small systems. 
Internal manifolding is preferred for large systems because it offers a number 
of advantages. These are cost savings because the system avoids the use of 
extra pipes (and fittings), which need to be insulated and properly supported, 
and the elimination of heat losses associated with external manifolding, which 
increases the thermal performance of the system.

It should be noted that the flow is parallel but the collectors are connected in 
series. When arrays must be greater than one panel high, a combination of series 
and parallel flow may be used, as shown in Figure 5.21. This is a more suitable 
design in cases where collectors are installed on an inclined roof.

The choice of series or parallel arrangement depends on the temperature 
required from the system. Connecting collectors in parallel means that all col-
lectors have as input the same temperature, whereas when a series connec-
tion is used, the outlet temperature from one collector (or row of collectors) 
is the input to the next collector (or row of collectors). The performance of 

Inlet

Outlet

Inlet

Outlet

(a) External manifolding (b) Internal manifolding

Figure 5.20 collector manifolding arrangements for parallel flow modules. 
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such an arrangement can be obtained from the equations presented in Chapter 
4, Section 4.1.2.

5.4.2  Array Design
An array usually includes many individual groups of collectors, called modules, 
to provide the necessary flow characteristics. To maintain balanced flow, an array 
or field of collectors should be built from identical modules. Basically, two types 
of systems can be used: direct return and reverse return. In direct return, shown 
in Figure 5.22, balancing valves are needed to ensure uniform flow through 

Inlet manifold

Outlet manifold

Figure 5.21 collector manifolding arrangement for combined series-parallel flow 
modules.

Collector rows

Supply 
manifold Return 

manifold

Balancing valves

Figure 5.22 Direct-return array piping.
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the modules. The balancing valves must be connected at the module outlet to 
provide the flow resistance necessary to ensure filling of all modules on pump 
start up. Whenever possible, modules must be connected in a reverse-return 
mode, as shown in Figure 5.23. The reverse return ensures that the array is self-
balanced, as all collectors operate with the same pressure drop: i.e., the first col-
lector in the supply manifold is the last in the return manifold, the second on the 
supply side is the second before last in the return, and so on. With proper design, 
an array can drain, which is an essential requirement for drain-back and drain-
down freeze protection. For this to be possible, piping to and from the collec-
tors must be sloped properly. Typically, piping and collectors must slope to drain 
with an inclination of 20 mm per linear meter (ASHRAE, 2004).

External and internal manifold collectors have different mounting and 
plumbing considerations. A module with externally manifolded collectors can 
be mounted horizontally, as shown in Figure 5.24a. In this case, the lower header 
must be pitched as shown. The slope of the upper header can be either horizontal 
or pitched toward the collectors, so it can drain through the collectors.

Arrays with internal manifolds are a little more difficult to design and install. 
For these collectors to drain, the entire bank must be tilted, as shown in Figure 
5.24b. Reverse return always implies an extra pipe run, which is more difficult 
to drain, so sometimes in this case it is more convenient to use direct return.

Solar collectors should be oriented and sloped properly to maximize their 
performance. A collector in the Northern Hemisphere should be located to face 
due south and a collector in the Southern Hemisphere should face due north. 
The collectors should face as south or as north, depending on the case, as pos-
sible, although a deviation of up to 10° is acceptable. For this purpose, the use 
of a compass is highly recommended.

Collector rows

Supply 
manifold

Return 
manifold

Figure 5.23 reverse-return array piping.
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The optimum tilt angle for solar collectors depends on the longitude of the 
site. For maximum performance, the collector surface should be as perpendicular 
to the sun rays as possible. The optimum tilt can be calculated for each month of 
the year, but since a fixed inclination is used, an optimum slope throughout the 
year must be used. Some guidelines are given in Chapter 3, Section 3.1.1.

ShaDing
When large collector arrays are mounted on flat roofs or level ground, multiple 
rows of collectors are usually installed. These multiple rows should be spaced 
so they do not shade each other at low sun angles. For this purpose, the method 
presented in Chapter 2, Section 2.2.3, could be used. Figure 5.25 shows the 
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Figure 5.24 mounting for drain-back collector modules.
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Figure 5.25 row-to-row collector shading geometry.
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shading situation. It can be shown that the ratio of the row spacing to collector 
height, b/a, is given by

 

b

a s

 
sin( )

tan( )
cos( )

β
θ

β  (5.47)

A graphical solution of Eq. (5.47) is shown in Figure 5.26, from which the 
b/a ratio can be read directly if the shading angle, s, and collector inclination, 
, are known.

Equation (5.47) neglects the thickness of the collector, which is small com-
pared to dimensions a and b. If the piping, however, projects above the collector 
panels, it must be counted in the collector dimension a. The only unknown in 
Eq. (5.47) is the shade angle, s. To avoid shading completely, this can be found 
to be the minimum annual noon elevation, which occurs at noon on December 21.  
However, depending on the site latitude, this angle could produce very large row 
gaps (distance b), which might be not very practical. In this case, a compromise 
is usually made to allow some shading during winter months.

Thermal expanSion
Another important parameter that needs to be considered is thermal expan-
sion, which affects the modules of multi-collector array installations. Thermal 
expansion considerations deserve special attention in solar systems because of 
the temperature range within which the systems work. Thermal expansion (or 
contraction) of a module of collectors in parallel may be estimated by the fol-
lowing (ASHRAE, 2004):

 ∆  0 0153. ( )maxn t ti  (5.48)

where
  expansion or contraction of the collector array (mm).
n  number of collectors in the array.
tmax  collector stagnation temperature (°C), see Chapter 4, Eq. (4.7).
ti  temperature of the collector when installed (°C).
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Expansion considerations are very important, especially in the case of inter-
nal collector manifolds. These collectors should have a floating absorber plate, 
i.e., the absorber manifold should not be fastened to the collector casing, so it 
can move freely by a few millimeters within the case.

galvanic corroSion
Galvanic corrosion is caused by the electrical contact between dissimilar met-
als in a fluid stream. It is therefore very important not no use different materi-
als for the collector construction and piping manifolds. For example, if copper 
is used for the construction of the collector, the supply and return piping should 
also be made from copper. Where different metals must be used, dielectric 
unions between dissimilar metals must be used to prevent electrical contact. Of 
the possible metals used to construct collectors, aluminum is the most sensitive 
to galvanic corrosion, because of its position in the galvanic series. This series, 
shown in Table 5.5, indicates the relative activity of one metal against another. 
Metals closer to the anodic end of the series tend to corrode when placed in 
electrical contact with another metal that is closer to the cathodic end of the 
series in a solution that conducts electricity, such as water.

array Sizing
The size of a collector array depends on the cost, available roof or ground area, 
and percent of the thermal load required to be covered by the solar system. 
The first two parameters are straightforward and can easily be determined. The 
last, however, needs detailed calculations, which take into consideration the 
available radiation, performance characteristics of the chosen collectors, and 
other, less important parameters. For this purpose, methods and techniques that 
will be covered in other chapters of this book can be used, such as the f -chart 
method, utilizability method, and the use of computer simulation programs 
(see Chapter 11).

table 5.5 Galvanic Series of Common Metals and Alloys

Corroded end (anodic)

Magnesium

Zinc

Aluminum

Carbon steel

Brass

Tin

Copper

Bronze

Stainless steel

Protected end (cathodic)
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It should be noted that, because the loads fluctuate on a seasonal basis, it is 
not cost effective to have the solar system provide all the required energy, because 
if the array is sized to handle the months with the maximum load it will be over-
sized for the months with minimum load.

heaT exchangerS
The function of a heat exchanger is to transfer heat from one fluid to another. In 
solar applications, usually one of the two fluids is the domestic water to be heated. 
In closed solar systems, it also isolates circuits operating at different pressures and 
separates fluids that should not be mixed. As was seen in the previous section, 
heat exchangers for solar applications may be placed either inside or outside the 
storage tank. The selection of a heat exchanger involves considerations of perfor-
mance (with respect to heat exchange area), guaranteed fluid separation (double-
wall construction), suitable heat exchanger material to avoid galvanic corrosion, 
physical size and configuration (which may be a serious problem in internal heat 
exchangers), pressure drop caused (influence energy consumption), and service-
ability (providing access for cleaning and scale removal).

External heat exchangers should also be protected from freezing. The factors 
that should be considered when selecting an external heat exchanger for a sys-
tem protected by a non-freezing fluid that is exposed to extreme cold are the pos-
sibility of freeze-up of the water side of the heat exchanger and the performance 
loss due to extraction of heat from storage to heat the low-temperature fluid.

The combination of a solar collector and a heat exchanger performs exactly 
like a collector alone with a reduced FR. The useful energy gain from a solar col-
lector is given by Eq. (4.3). The collector heat exchanger arrangement is shown 
in Figure 5.27. Therefore, Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3), with the symbol convention 
shown in Figure 5.27, can be written as

 
Q mc T Tu p c  ( ) ( ) co ci  (5.49a)

 Q A F G U T Tu c R t n L ci a   [ ( ) ( )]τα  (5.49b)

The plus sign indicates that only positive values should be considered.

Storage tank

Auxiliary heater

Hot water OUT

Cold water IN

Relief valve

Solar 
collectors

External 
heat exchanger

Tci

Tco To

Ti

Figure 5.27 Schematic diagram of a liquid system with an external heat exchanger 
between the solar collectors and storage tank.
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In addition to size and surface area, the configuration of the heat exchanger 
is important for achieving maximum performance. The heat exchanger per-
formance is expressed in terms of its effectiveness. By neglecting any piping 
losses, the collector energy gain transferred to the storage fluid across the heat 
exchanger is given by

 
Q Q mc T Tu p iHx min co  ε( ) ( )  (5.50)

where
( )minmcp    smaller of the fluid capacitance rates of the collector and tank sides 

of the heat exchanger (W/°C).
Tco  hot (collector loop) stream inlet temperature (°C).
Ti  cold (storage) stream inlet temperature (°C).

The effectiveness, , is the ratio between the heat actually transferred and 
the maximum heat that could be transferred for given flow and fluid inlet tem-
perature conditions. The effectiveness is relatively insensitive to temperature, 
but it is a strong function of heat exchanger design. A designer must decide 
what heat exchanger effectiveness is required for the specific application. The 
effectiveness for a counter-flow heat exchanger is given by the following:
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where NTU  number of transfer units given by
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And the dimensionless capacitance rate, C, is given by
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For heat exchangers located in the collector loop, the minimum flow usu-
ally occurs on the collector side rather than the tank side.

Solving Eq. (5.49a) for Tci and substituting into Eq. (5.49b) gives
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Solving Eq. (5.50) for Tco and substituting into Eq. (5.55) gives

 Q A F G U T Tu c R t n L i a   [ ( ) ( )]τα  (5.56)

In Eq. (5.56), the modified collector heat removal factor takes into account 
the presence of the heat exchanger and is given by
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In fact, the factor F FR R /  is the consequence, in the collector performance, 
that occurs because the heat exchanger causes the collector side of the sys-
tem to operate at a higher temperature than a similar system without a heat 
exchanger. This can also be viewed as the increase of collector area required to 
have the same performance as a system without a heat exchanger.

e x a m p l e  5 . 4

A counterflow heat exchanger is located between a collector and a storage tank. 
The fluid in the collector side is a water-glycol mixture with cp  3840 J/kg-°C 
and a flow rate of 1.35 kg/s, whereas the fluid in the tank side is water with a 
flow rate of 0.95 kg/s. If the UA of the heat exchanger is 5650 W/°C, the hot 
glycol enters the heat exchanger at 59°C, and the water from the tank at 39°C, 
estimate the heat exchange rate.

Solution
First, the capacitance rates for the collector and tank sides are required, given by

 
C mcc p c    ( ) . 1 35 3840 5184 W/ C

 

 
C mcs p s    ( ) . 0 95 4180 3971W/ C

 
From Eq. (5.54), the heat exchanger dimensionless capacitance rate is equal to
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Finally, from Eq. (5.50),

 
Q Q mc T Tu p iHx min co W      ε( ) ( ) . ( ) , 0 63 3971 59 39 50 035
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Example 5.5
Redo the preceding example; if FRUL  5.71 W/m2-°C and collector area is 
16 m2, what is the ratio F FR R / ?

Solution
All data are available from the previous example. So, from Eq. (5.57),
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This result indicates that 2% more collector area would be required for the 
system with a heat exchanger to deliver the same amount of solar energy as a 
similar system without a heat exchanger.

pipe loSSeS
To estimate losses from pipes (Qpl), the following equation can be used:

 
Q UA T Tp apl  ( ) ( )  (5.58)

where
T  temperature of water flowing through the pipe (°C).
(UA)p  heat loss–area product for the pipe (W/°C).

The equation can be used to estimate the losses from pipes between the stor-
age tank and the heat exchanger or in the collector array by the use of appro-
priate temperature (T). For higher accuracy in long pipe runs, the pipe can be 
separated into small segments and the outlet temperature of one segment is the 
entering temperature to the next.

over-TemperaTure proTecTion
Periods of high insolation and low load result in overheating of the solar energy 
system. Overheating can cause liquid expansion or excessive pressure, which may 
burst piping or storage tanks. Additionally, systems that use glycols are more prob-
lematic, since glycols break down and become corrosive at temperatures greater 
than 115°C. Therefore, the system requires protection against this condition. The 
solar system can be protected from overheating by a number of methods, such as:

l Stopping circulation in the collection loop until the storage temperature 
decreases (in air systems).

l Discharging the overheated water from the system and replacing it with 
cold make-up water.

l Using a heat exchanger coil for rejecting heat to the ambient air.
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As will be seen in the next section, controllers are available that can sense 
over-temperature. The normal action taken by such a controller is to turn off 
the solar pump to stop heat collection. In a drain-back system, after the solar 
collectors are drained, they attain stagnation temperatures; therefore, the col-
lectors used for these systems should be designed and tested to withstand over-
temperature. In addition, drain-back panels should withstand the thermal shock 
of start up when relatively cool water enters the solar collectors while they are 
at stagnation temperatures.

In a closed loop antifreeze system that has a heat exchanger, if circulation 
stops, high stagnation temperatures occur. As indicated previously, these tempera-
tures could break down the glycol heat transfer fluid. To prevent damage of equip-
ment or injury due to excessive pressure, a pressure relief valve must be installed 
in the loop, as indicated in the various system diagrams presented earlier in this 
chapter, and a means of rejecting heat from the collector loop must be provided. 
The pressure relief valve should be set to relieve below the operating pressure of 
the component with the smallest operating pressure in the closed loop system.

It should be noted that, when the pressure relief valve is open, it discharges 
expensive antifreeze solution, which may damage roof membranes. Therefore, 
the discharge can be piped to containers to save antifreeze, but the designer of 
such a system must pay special attention to safety issues because of the high 
pressures and temperatures involved.

Another point that should be considered is that, if a collector loop contain-
ing glycol stagnates, chemical decomposition raises the fusion point of the liq-
uid and the fluid would not be able to protect the system from freezing.

The last option indicated previously is the use of a heat exchanger that dumps 
heat to the ambient air or other sink. In this system, fluid circulation continues, 
but this is diverted from storage through a liquid-to-air heat exchanger, as shown 
in Figure 5.28. For this system, a sensor is used on the solar collector absorber 
plate that turns on the heat rejection equipment. When the sensor reaches the 
high-temperature set point, it turns on the pump and the fan. These continue to 
operate until the over-temperature controller senses that the temperature is within 
the safety limits and resets the system to its normal operating state.

5.5 diFFerential temPerature Controller
One of the most important components of an active solar energy system is the 
temperature controller because a faulty control is usually the cause of poor sys-
tem performance. In general, control systems should be as simple as possible 
and should use reliable controllers, which are available nowadays. One of the 
critical parameters that need to be decided by the designer of the solar system 
is where to locate the collector, storage, over-temperature, and freezing-tempera-
ture sensors. The use of reliable, good-quality devices is required for many years 
of trouble-free operation. As was seen in the previous sections of this chapter, 
the control system should be capable of handling all possible system operating 
modes, including heat collection, heat rejection, power failure, freeze protection, 
and auxiliary heating.
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The basis of solar energy system control is the differential temperature con-
troller (DTC). This is simply a fixed temperature difference (T ) thermostat 
with hysteresis. The differential temperature controller is a comparing con-
troller with at least two temperature sensors that control one or more devices. 
Typically, one of the sensors is located at the top side of the solar collector array 
and the second at the storage tank, as shown in Figure 5.29. On unpressurized 
systems, other differential temperature controllers may control the extraction of 
heat from the storage tank. Most other controls used in solar energy systems are 
similar to those for building services systems.

The differential temperature controller monitors the temperature difference 
between the collectors and the storage tank. When the temperature of the solar 
collectors exceeds that of the tank by a predetermined amount (usually 4–11°C), 
the differential temperature controller switches the circulating pump on. When 
the temperature of the solar collectors drops to 2–5°C above the storage temper-
ature, the differential temperature controller stops the pump. Instead of control-
ling the solar pump directly, the differential temperature controller can operate 
indirectly through a control relay to operate one or more pumps and possibly 
perform other control functions, such as the actuation of control valves.

The temperature differential set point of the differential temperature con-
troller may be fixed or adjustable. If the controller set point is fixed, the con-
troller selected should correspond to the requirements of the solar system. An 
adjustable differential set point makes the controller more flexible and allows 
it to be adjusted to the specific system or conditions of the solar system, i.e., 
different setting in summer and winter. The optimum differential on set point 
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Figure 5.28 heat rejection by a solar heating system using a liquid-to-air heat exchanger.
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is difficult to calculate, because of the changing variables and conditions. 
Typically, the turn-on set point is 5–9°C above the off set point. The optimum 
on set point is a balance between optimum energy collection and the avoidance 
of short starts and stops of the pump. The optimum turn-off temperature dif-
ferential should be the minimum possible, which depends on whether there is a 
heat exchanger between the collectors and storage tank.

Frequent starts and stops of the pump, also called short cycling, must be 
minimized because they can lead to premature pump failure. Short cycling 
depends on how quickly and how often the solar collector sensor temperature 
exceeds the on set point and drops below the off set point. This is influenced 
by the insolation intensity, the pump flow rate, the solar collector thermal mass, 
the response of the sensor, and the temperature of the fluid entering the collec-
tor. What happens in practice is that the water in the collector starts warming 
up as soon as the off condition is reached and the flow stops. As the water heats 
up, it eventually reaches the on set point, at which point the pump is switched 
on and fluid circulates through the collector. Therefore, the hot fluid in the col-
lector is pushed into the return manifold and replaced by relatively cool water 
from the supply manifold, which is warmed as it moves through the collector. 
The most common method of avoiding short cycling is the use of wide temper-
ature difference between the on and off set points. This, however, leads to the 
requirement of a lot of insolation to switch the pump on, which loses energy in 
the collector and may never reach the on set point in periods of low insolation. 
Therefore, the guidelines given in this section must be followed for deciding 
the correct setting.
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Figure 5.29 Basic collector control with a differential temperature controller.
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If the system does not have a heat exchanger, a range of 1–4°C is accept-
able for the off set point. If the system incorporates a heat exchanger, a higher 
differential temperature set point is used to have an effective heat transfer, i.e., 
a higher-energy transfer between the two fluids. The minimum, or off, tem-
perature differential is the point at which the cost for pumping the energy is 
equal to the cost of the energy being pumped, in which case the heat lost in the 
piping should also be considered. For systems with heat exchangers, the off set 
point is generally between 3 and 6°C.

In closed loop systems, a second temperature sensor may be used in the tank 
above the heat exchanger to switch the pump between low and high speed and 
hence provide some control of the return temperature to the tank heat exchanger. 
Furbo and Shah (1997) evaluated the use of a pump with a controller that varies 
the flow proportionally to the working fluid temperature and found that its effect 
on system performance is minor.

In the following analysis, the collector sensor is considered to be placed on 
the collector absorber plate. Using the concept of absorbed radiation, when the 
collector pump is off, the useful output from the collector is 0 and the absorber 
plate is at an equilibrium temperature given by

 
[ ( )]S U T TL p a   0  (5.59)

Therefore, the value of S when the plate temperature, Tp, is equal to 
Ti  TON is

 S U T T TL i aON ON  ( )∆  (5.60)

Using Eq. (3.60) with the absorbed solar radiation, when the pump is on, 
the useful gain from the collector is

 Q A F S U T Tu c R L i a  [ ( )]ON  (5.61)

If we substitute Eq. (5.60) into Eq. (5.61),

 Q A F U Tu c R L ∆ ON  (5.62)

However, the useful energy when the pump is on is also given by

 
Q mc T Tu p o i ( )( )  (5.63)

In fact, the temperature difference (To–Ti), by ignoring heat losses from the 
pipes, is the difference seen by the differential temperature controller once the 
flow is turned on. Consequently, by combining Eqs. (5.62) and (5.63), the off 
set point must satisfy the following inequality:
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5.5.1  Placement of Sensors
Proper placement of the collector temperature sensor is important for good sys-
tem operation. The sensor must have a good thermal contact with the collector 
plate or piping. Collector sensors may be located on the collector plate, on a 
pipe near the collector, or in the collector outlet pipe. The best of all is on the 
collector plate, but this is not the easiest, because dismantling and modification 
on one collector of the array is required, which would need to be done on site. 
The easiest and perhaps the best point for the location of the sensor is on the 
pipe leaving the collector. Usually a T piece is used and the sensor is placed in 
a deep well with a few drops of oil, which ensures good contact, as shown in 
Figure 5.30a, or on the side of the T piece, as shown in Figure 5.30b.

The storage tank sensor should be located near the bottom of the storage tank, 
at about one third of its height. If the system uses an internal heat exchanger, the 
sensor is located above the heat exchanger. Ideally, this sensor should identify if 
there is still water in the tank, which can be heated by solar energy. Therefore, 
the location indicated is considered a good compromise because a lower loca-
tion would give a false reading even with the slightest demand, which will be 
replaced by make-up (cold) water, whereas a higher location would leave a lot of 
water at a low temperature, even if solar energy is available.

A freeze protection sensor, if used, should be located in such a position so as 
to detect the coldest liquid temperature. Two suitable locations are the back of 
the absorber plate and the entry pipe to the collector from the supply manifold. 
For the reasons indicated previously, the latter is preferred. The over-temperature 
sensor can be located either at the top part of the storage tank or on the collector 
exit pipe. For the latter, the sensor is located in a similar location and manner as 
the collector temperature sensor.

5.6 Hot water demand
The most important parameter that needs to be considered in the design of a 
water heating system is the hot water demand over a certain period of time 
(hourly, daily, or monthly). The energy demand, D, required for the genera-
tion of sanitary hot water can be obtained if the volumetric consumption, V, is 

(a) Deep well (b) Side of T piece

Collector

Sensor wire

To return 
manifold

Collector

To return 
manifold

Sensor wire

Sensor

Figure 5.30 placement of collector sensor.
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known for the required time period. Also required are the temperatures of the 
cold water supplied by public mains, Tm, and the water distribution, Tw. Then,

 
D V c T Tp w m ρ ( )  (5.65)

If the two temperatures in Eq. (5.65) are known for a particular applica-
tion, the only parameter on which the energy demand depends is the hot water 
volumetric consumption. This can be estimated according to the period of time 
investigated. For example, for the monthly water demand, the following equa-
tion can be used:

 
V N N V days persons person  (5.66)

where
Ndays  number of days in a month.
Npersons  number of persons served by the water heating system.
Vperson  Volume of hot water required per person.

The volumetric consumption, V, varies considerably from person to person 
and from day to day. It has to do with the habits of the users, the weather con-
ditions of a locality, and various socioeconomic conditions. It can be estimated 
by considering the hot water use for various operations. Typical operations 
and consumption for residential usage are given in Table 5.6. More details and 
other applications, such as water consumption in hotels, schools, and so forth, 
can be found in the ASHRAE Handbook of Applications (ASHRAE, 2007).

In addition to the quantities shown in Table 5.6, hot water is consumed in 
automatic dish washing and clothes washing, but these quantities of hot water 
are produced by the washer with electricity as part of the washing process.

By using the data shown in Table 5.6 for a four-person family and normal 
daily tasks consisting of two food preparations, two manual dish washings, one 
shower for each person, and two face or hand washings per person per day, the 
low, medium, and high demand values in liters per person shown in Table 5.7 
can be obtained. The maximum consumption case is where the shower for each 
person is replaced with a bath for each person per day.

table 5.6 Typical Residential Usage of Hot Water per Task

Use Flow (L)

Food preparation 10–20

Manual dish washing 12–18

Shower 10–20

Bath 50–70

Face and hand washing 5–15



e x a m p l e  5 . 6

Estimate the hot water energy demand for a family of four, with medium nor-
mal consumption, cold water mains supply of 18°C, and water distribution 
temperature of 45°C.

Solution
According to Table 5.7, the consumption per day per person is 40 L. Therefore, 
the daily demand, V, is 160 L/d or 0.16 m3/d. From Eq. (5.65),

 

D V c T Tp w m     

 

ρ ( ) . . ( )

. .

0 16 1000 4 18 45 18

18057 6 18 06kJ/dy MJ/d  

In hourly simulations, the hourly distribution of hot water demand is required. 
Although the hot water demand is subject to a high degree of variation from day 
to day and consumer to consumer, it is impractical to use anything but a repeti-
tive load profile. This is not quite correct during the summer period, when the 
consumption pattern is somewhat higher. However, during this period, the tem-
perature requirement for hot water is not as high as during winter. Consequently, 
the total thermal energy requirement is reasonably constant throughout the year. 
The demand profile usually used in hour simulations is the Rand profile, illus-
trated in Figure 5.31. This assumes a daily hot water consumption of 120 L at 
50°C for a family of four (30 L/person).

table 5.7 Hot Water Daily Demand for a Family of Four Persons in 
Liters per Person

Guideline Low Medium High

Normal consumption 26 40 54

Maximum consumption 66 85 104
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Figure 5.31 hot water daily consumption profile.
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5.7  solar water Heater PerFormanCe 
evaluation

Many test procedures have been proposed by various organizations to determine 
the thermal performance of solar water heaters. Testing of the complete system 
may serve a number of purposes. The main one is the prediction of the system’s 
long-term thermal performance. System testing may also be used as a diagnostic 
tool to identify failure and causes of failure in system performance. Other pur-
poses include the determination of the change in performance as a result of oper-
ation under different weather conditions or with a different load profile.

The International Standards Organization (ISO) publishes a series of stan-
dards, ranging from simple measurement and data correlation methods to com-
plex parameter identification ones. ISO 9459 was developed by the Technical 
Committee, ISO/TC 180—Solar Energy, to help facilitate the international com-
parison of solar domestic water heating systems. Because a generalized perfor-
mance model, which is applicable to all systems, has not yet been developed, it 
has not been possible to obtain an international consensus for one test method 
and one standard set of test conditions. Therefore, each method can be applied 
on its own.

A total of five international standards on solar domestic water heater per-
formance testing have been published:

ISO 9459-1:1993. Solar heating, Domestic water heating systems. Part 1. 
Performance rating procedure using indoor test methods.

ISO 9459-2:1995. Solar heating, Domestic water heating systems. Part 2. 
Outdoor test methods for system performance characterization and yearly 
performance prediction of solar-only systems.

ISO 9459-3:1997. Solar heating, Domestic water heating systems. Part 3. 
Performance test for solar plus supplementary systems.

ISO 9459-4:1992. Solar heating, Domestic water heating systems. Part 4. System 
performance characterization by means of component tests and computer 
simulation.

ISO 9459-5:2007. Solar heating, Domestic water heating systems. Part 5. 
System performance characterization by means of whole-system tests and 
computer simulation.

Therefore, ISO 9459 is divided into five parts within three broad categories.

raTing TeST

l ISO 9459-1 describes test procedures for characterizing the performance 
of solar domestic water heating systems operated without auxiliary 
boosting and for predicting annual performance in any given climatic 
and operating conditions. It is suitable for testing all types of systems, 
including forced circulation, thermosiphon, and Freon-charged collector 
systems. The results allow systems to be compared under identical solar, 
ambient, and load conditions.



l The test methods in this standard define procedures for the indoor test-
ing of solar water heaters with a solar simulator. The characteristics 
of the solar simulator are defined in ISO 9845-1:1992 (see Chapter 4, 
Section 4.1.3). The entire test sequence usually takes 3–5 days and the 
result is the daily solar contribution for one set of conditions. An indoor 
test procedure in which the solar simulator is replaced by a controlled 
heat source, used to simulate the solar energy gain, is also described. 
This test has not been widely adopted.

Black Box correlaTion proceDureS

l ISO 9459-2 is applicable to solar-only systems and solar preheat sys-
tems. The performance test for solar-only systems is a “black box” pro-
cedure, which produces a family of “input-output” characteristics for a 
system. The test results may be used directly with daily mean values of 
local solar irradiation, ambient air temperature, and cold-water tempera-
ture data to predict annual system performance.

l The results of tests performed in accordance with ISO 9459-2 permit 
performance predictions for a range of system loads and operating con-
ditions, but only for an evening draw-off.

l ISO 9459-3 applies to solar plus supplementary systems. The perfor-
mance test is a “black box” procedure, which produces coefficients in 
a correlation equation that can be used with daily mean values of local 
solar irradiation, ambient air temperature, and cold-water temperature 
data to predict annual system performance. The test is limited to predict-
ing annual performance for one load pattern.

l The results of tests performed in accordance with ISO 9459-3 permit 
annual system performance predictions for one daily load pattern. During 
the test, the system is operated with a constant daily load until a series of 
test periods of 5–15 days duration is obtained.

TeSTing anD compuTer SimulaTion

l ISO 9459-4 is a procedure for characterizing annual system performance 
and uses measured component characteristics in the computer simulation 
program TRNSYS (described in Chapter 11, Section 11.5.1). The pro-
cedures for characterizing the performance of system components other 
than collectors are also presented in this part of ISO 9459. Procedures 
specified in ISO 9806-1 (see Chapter 4) are used to determine collec-
tor performance, whereas other tests are specified for characterizing the 
storage tank, heat exchangers (if used), and control system.

l ISO 9459-5 presents a procedure for the dynamic testing of complete sys-
tems to determine system parameters for use in a computer model. This 
model may be used with hourly values of local solar irradiation, ambient 
air temperature, and cold-water temperature data to predict annual system 
performance.
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l ISO 9459-5 specifies a method for outdoor laboratory testing of solar 
domestic hot water systems. The method may also be applied for in-situ 
tests and indoor tests by specifying appropriate draw-off profiles and 
irradiance profiles for indoor measurements. The system performance 
is characterized by means of whole-system tests using a “black box” 
approach, i.e., no measurements on the system components or inside the 
system are necessary. Detailed instructions are given on the measurement 
procedure, processing and analysis of the measurement data, and presen-
tation of the test report.

l The results of tests performed in accordance with ISO 9459-4 or ISO 
9459-5 are directly comparable. These procedures permit performance 
predictions for a range of system loads and operating conditions. The 
disadvantage of these procedures is that a detailed computer simulation 
model of the system is required.

The procedures defined in ISO 9459-2, ISO 9459-3, ISO 9459-4, and  
ISO 9459-5 for predicting yearly performance allow the output of a system  
to be determined for a range of climatic conditions, whereas the results  
of tests performed in accordance with ISO 9459-1 provide a rating for a stan-
dard day.

Perhaps the most used is standard ISO 9459-2 (Part 2). This is because it 
requires the least investment in equipment and operator skills. In this standard, 
the system is pre-conditioned at the start of each test day and charged to the 
required temperature, Tc, then it is left to operate with no loads applied and the 
only measurements required are those of solar radiation and ambient temper-
ature. Energy monitoring is required at the end of the day, during the single 
draw-off, and this can be achieved with either a simple manual temperature and 
volume measurements or a data acquisition system. The daily energy gain is 
determined for a range of clear and cloudy days with irradiation between 8 and 
25 MJ/m2-d, with approximate the same (Ta–Tc) value for each day. The correla-
tion parameter (Ta–Tc) is varied, however, by testing for a range of initial tank 
temperatures, Tc, for each day. The useful delivered energy at the end of the 
day, Qu, is correlated to the test results by

 Q H T Tu a c   α α α1 2 3( )  (5.67)

where 1, 2, and 3  correlation coefficients.
The effects of thermal stratification and mixing in the storage tank are eval-

uated by a load calculation procedure using the temperature profiles measured 
during draw-off at the end of the day.

The long-term performance of the system is determined by a calculation 
procedure that accounts for the climatic conditions, energy carryover from day 
to day, and the load volume. Additionally, a 1 h time step procedure is specified 
for the determination of the nighttime heat loss and the energy carryover from 
day to day.
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5.8 simPle system models
The equations presented in this chapter can be combined and used to model the 
whole system. The model includes all physical components of the system, such 
as the collector, storage tank, heat exchanger, loads, and heat losses from the 
system components, such as pipes and storage tank. Detailed models result in 
a set of coupled algebraic and differential equations, with time as the indepen-
dent variable. The inputs to these equations are meteorological data and load 
variations (e.g., water draw-off profile). The time step for such a model is usu-
ally 1 h, and for annual calculations, a computer is required. More details on 
these models are given in Chapter 11. In this section, we deal with only simple 
models that can be solved by hand calculations or the help of a spreadsheet.

A simple model considers a fully mixed or unstratified storage tank supply-
ing hot water at a fixed flow rate and a make-up water constant temperature, 
Tmu. Therefore, by ignoring pipe losses and considering that the storage tank is 
at a uniform temperature, Ts, Eq. (5.31) for the storage tank can be combined 
with Eq. (4.3) for the collector and Eq. (5.32) for the storage tank losses, to give

( ) [ ( )] ( ) ( )

( )
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The middle term of the right-hand side in this equation is the energy deliv-
ered to the load through a load heat exchanger, which has an effectiveness L. If 
no load heat exchanger is used, the term εL L pm c( )min  is replaced by m cL p, where 
in both cases mL is the load flow rate. This is, in fact, the same as Eq. (5.31) but 
with the various terms inserted in the equation.

To solve this equation, the collector parameters, storage tank size and loss 
coefficient, the effectiveness and mass flow rate of the heat exchanger, and the 
meteorological parameters are required. Once these are specified, the storage tank 
temperature can be estimated as a function of time. Additionally, the individual 
parameters, such as the useful energy gain from the collector and the losses from 
the storage tank, can be determined for a period of time by integrating the appro-
priate quantities. To solve Eq. (5.68), the simple Euler integration method can be 
used to express the temperature derivative dTs/dt as (Ts–n–Ts)/t. This is simi-
lar to writing the equation in finite difference form, as indicated in Section 5.3.2. 
Therefore, Eq. (5.68) can be expressed as a change in storage tank temperature 
for the time period required as
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The only caution required in using this integration scheme is to choose a 
small time step to ensure stability. Because meteorological data are available in 
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hour increments, a time step of 1 h is also used in solving Eq. (5.69) if stability 
is kept. A good verification of the calculations is to check the energy balance 
of the tank by estimating the change of internal energy of the water, which 
must be equal to the summation of the useful energy supplied by the collector 
minus the summation of the energy to load and energy lost. In equation form,

 
Mc T T Q Q Qp s i s f u l( ), ,    tl∑∑∑  (5.70)

where
Ts, i  initial storage tank temperature (°C).
Ts,  f  final storage tank temperature (°C).

Problems for this kind of analysis are similar to Examples 5.2 and 5.3. In 
those examples, the load was considered to be known, whereas here it is calcu-
lated by the middle term of Eq. (5.69).

e x a m p l e  5 . 7

Estimate the energy balance in Example 5.2.

Solution
By summing up the various quantities in Table 5.3 of Example 5.2, we get

 
Q Q Qu l  276 181 8 5MJ, MJ and MJtl .∑∑∑  

Then, applying Eq. (5.70), we get

 500 4 18 86 4 45 10 276 181 8 53     . ( . ) . ,  

which gives
 86 53 86 5. .≈  

which indicates that the calculations were correct.

5.9 PraCtiCal Considerations
Installation of large collector arrays presents specific piping problems. This 
section examines issues related to the installation of pipes, supports, and insu-
lation; pumps; valves; and instrumentation. Generally, the plumbing involved 
in solar energy systems is conventional, except in cases where a toxic or non-
potable heat transfer fluid is circulated in the collector loop. A general guide is 
that the less complex the system is, the more trouble free its operation will be.

5.9.1  Pipes, Supports, and Insulation
The material of a solar energy system piping may be copper, galvanized steel, 
stainless steel, or plastic. All pipes are suitable for normal solar system oper-
ation except plastic piping, which is used only for low temperature systems, 
such as swimming pool heating. Another problem related to plastic piping is 
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its high coefficient of expansion, which is 3–10 times as high as that for copper 
pipes and causes deformation at high temperatures. Piping that carries potable 
water may be copper, galvanized steel, or stainless steel. Untreated steel pipes 
should not be used because they corrode rapidly.

System piping should be compatible with the collector piping material to 
avoid galvanic corrosion; for example, if the collector piping is copper the sys-
tem piping should also be copper. If dissimilar metals must be joined, dielec-
tric couplings must be used.

Pipes can be joined with a number of different methods, such as threaded, 
flared compression, hard soldered, and brazed. The method adopted also depends 
on the type of piping used; for example, a threaded connection is not suitable for 
copper piping but is the preferred method for steel pipes.

Pipes are usually installed on roofs; therefore, the piping layout should be 
designed in such a way as to allow expansion and contraction, have the mini-
mum roof penetration, and keep the roof integrity and weatherability. A way to 
estimate the amount of expansion is indicated earlier in this chapter; the sup-
ports selected for the installation, however, have to allow for the free movement 
of the pipes to avoid deformation. An easy way to account for the expansion-
contraction problem is to penetrate the roof at about the center of the solar array 
and allow for two equal lengths of loops on each side of the penetration point. If 
the pipes must be supported on the roof, this must be done in a way so as not to 
penetrate the weatherproof roof membrane. For this purpose, concrete pads can 
be constructed on which the pipe supports can be fitted.

Another important issue related to the installation of collector array piping is 
the pipe insulation. Insulation must be selected to have adequate R value to min-
imize heat losses. Other issues to be considered are insulation availability and 
workability, and because the insulation is exposed to the weather, it must have a 
high UV durability and low permeability by water. The last factors are usually 
obtained by installing a suitable protection of the insulation, such as aluminum 
waterproofing. Areas that require special attention in applying the waterproof-
ing are joints between collectors and piping, pipe tees and elbows, and special 
places where valves and sensors protrude through the waterproofing. The types 
of insulation that can be used are glass fiber, rigid foam, and flexible foam.

5.9.2  Pumps
For solar energy systems, centrifugal pumps and circulators are used. Circulators 
are suitable for small domestic-size systems. Construction materials for solar 
system pumps depend on the particular application and fluid used in the circuit. 
Potable water and drain-down systems require pumps made from bronze, at 
least for the parts of the pump in contact with the water. Pumps should also be 
selected to be able to work at the operating temperature of the system.

5.9.3  Valves
Special attention must be paid to the proper selection and location of valves in 
solar energy systems. Careful selection and installation of a sufficient number of 
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valves are required so that the system performs satisfactorily and is accessible for 
maintenance procedures. Using too many valves, however, should be avoided to 
reduce cost and pressure drop. The various types of valves required in these sys-
tems are isolation valves, balancing valves, relief valves, check valves, pressure- 
reducing valves, air vents, and drain valves. These are described briefly here.

l Isolation valves. Isolation or shutoff valves are usually gate of quarter-
turn ball valves. These should be installed in such a way so as to permit 
certain components to be serviced without having to drain and refill the 
whole system. Special attention is required so as not to install isolation 
valves in a way that would isolate collectors from pressure-relief valves.

l Balancing valves. Balancing or flow-regulating valves are used in multi-
row installations to balance the flow in the various rows and ensure that 
all rows received the required quantity of flow. As already seen in this 
chapter, the use of these valves is imperative in direct return systems 
(see Section 5.4.2). The adjustment of these valves is done during com-
missioning of the system. For this purpose, flow rate or pressure may 
need to be measured for each row, so the system must have provisions 
for these measurements. After the balancing valves are adjusted, their 
setting must be locked to avoid accidental modification. The easiest way 
to do this is to remove the valve handle.

l Relief valves. Pressure safety or relief valves are designed to allow 
escape of water or heat transfer fluid from the system when the maxi-
mum working pressure of the system is reached. In this way, the system 
is protected from high pressure. This valve incorporates a spring, which 
keeps the valve closed. When the pressure of the circuit fluid exceeds the 
spring stiffness, the valve is lifted and allows a small quantity of the cir-
culating fluid to escape so as to relieve the pressure. Two types of relief 
valves are available: the adjustable type and the preset type. The preset 
type comes in a number of relief pressure settings, whereas the adjust-
able type needs pressure testing to adjust the valve spring stiffness to 
the required relief pressure. The relief valve may be installed anywhere 
along the closed loop system. Attention should be paid to the fact that 
the discharge of such a valve will be very hot or even in a steam state, so 
the outlet should be piped to a drain or container. The latter is preferred 
because it gives an indication to the service personnel that the valve 
opened and they should look for possible causes or problems. The use 
of a tank is also preferred in systems with antifreeze, because the fluid is 
collected in the tank.

l Check valves. Check valves are designed to allow flow to pass in only 
one direction. In doing so, flow reversal is avoided. This valve comes in 
a number of variations, such as the swing valve and the spring-loaded 
valve. Swing valves require very little pressure difference to operate but 
are not suitable for vertical piping, whereas spring-loaded valves need 



more pressure difference to operate but can be installed anywhere in the 
circuit.

l Pressure-reducing valves. Pressure-reducing valves are used to reduce 
the pressure of make-up city water to protect the system from overpres-
sure. These valves should be installed together with a check valve to avoid 
feeding the city circuit with water from the solar energy system.

l Automatic air vents. Automatic air vents are special valves used to allow 
air to escape from the system during fill-up. They are also used to elimi-
nate air in a closed circuit system. This valve should be installed at the 
highest point of the collector circuit. Automatic air vent valves are of the 
float type, where water or the circulating fluid keeps the valve closed by 
forcing a bronze empty ball against the valve opening. When air passes 
through the valve, the bronze empty ball is lowered because of its weight 
and allows the air to escape.

l Drain valves. Drain valves are used in drain-down systems. These are 
electromechanical devices, also called solenoid valves, that keep the valve 
closed as long as power is connected to the valve (normally open valves). 
When the valve is de-energized, a compression spring opens the valve and 
allows the drain of the system.

5.9.4  Instrumentation
Instrumentation used in solar energy systems varies from very simple tempera-
ture and pressure indicators, energy meters, and visual monitors to data col-
lection and storage systems. It is generally preferable to have some kind of 
data collection to be able to monitor the actual energy collected from the solar 
energy system.

Visual monitors are used to provide instantaneous readings of various sys-
tem parameters, such as temperatures and pressures at various locations in the 
system. Sometimes, these are equipped with data storage. Energy meters moni-
tor and report the time-integrated quantity of energy passing through a pair of 
pipes. This is done by measuring the flow rate and the temperature difference in 
the two pipes. Most of energy meters must be read manually, but some provide 
an output to a recorder.

Automatic recording of data from a number of sensors in a system is the 
most versatile but also the most expensive system. This requires an electri-
cal connection from the various sensors to a central recorder. Some recorders 
also allow processing of the data. More details on these systems are given in 
Chapter 4, Section 4.9. Nowadays, systems are available that collect and dis-
play results online on the Internet. These are very helpful in monitoring the 
state of the system, although they add to the total system cost. In countries 
where schemes such as the guaranteed solar results operate, where the solar 
energy system provider guarantees that the system will provide a certain 
amount of energy for a number of years, however, this is a must.
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exerCises
5.1 Repeat Example 5.1 for an indoor swimming pool.
5.2 A 100 m2 light-colored swimming pool is located in a well-sheltered 

site, where the measured wind speed at 10 m height is 4 m/s. The water 
temperature is 23°C, the ambient air temperature is 15°C, and relative 
humidity is 55%. There are no swimmers in the pool, the temperature 
of the make-up water is 20.2°C, and the solar irradiation on a horizontal 
surface for the day is 19.3 MJ/m2-d. If this pool is to be heated by solar 
energy, how many square meters of collectors would be required if their 
efficiency is 45%?

5.3 A water storage tank needs to be designed to hold enough energy to 
meet a load of 11 kW for 2 days. If the maximum storage temperature 
is 95°C and the supply water must have at least a temperature of 60°C, 
what size of tank is required?

5.4 A fully mixed water storage tank contains 1000 kg of water, has a UA 
product equal to 10 W/°C, and is located in a room that is at a constant 
20°C temperature. The tank is examined in a 10 h period starting from 
7 am, where the Qu is equal to 0, 8, 20, 31, 41, 54, 64, 53, 39, 29 MJ. 
The load is constant and equal to 13 MJ in the first 3 h, 17 MJ in the next 
3 h, 25 MJ in the next 2 h, and 20 MJ the rest of time. Find the final stor-
age tank temperature if the initial temperature is 43°C.

5.5 A storage tank needs to be designed to meet a load of 1.2 GJ. The tem-
perature of the storage tank can vary by 30°C. Determine the storage 
material volume if the material is water and concrete.

5.6 Repeat Example 5.3 by considering a storage tank of 150 kg and com-
pare the results.

5.7 Repeat Example 5.3 for September 15, considering that the weather 
conditions are the same.

5.8 A solar water heating system with a fully mixed tank has a capacity of 
300 L and a UA value of 5.6 W/°C. The ambient temperature at the place 
where the tank is located is 21°C. The solar system has a total area of 
6 m2, FR()  0.82, and FRUL  6.1 W/m2-°C. At the hour of estima-
tion, the ambient temperature is 13.5°C and the radiation on the collec-
tor plane is 16.9 MJ/m2. If the temperature of the water in the tank is 
41°C, estimate the new tank temperature at the end of the hour.

5.9 A liquid-based solar heating system uses a heat exchanger to separate the 
collector loop from the storage loop. The collector overall heat loss coef-
ficient is 6.3 W/m2-°C, the heat removal factor is 0.91, and the collector 
area is 25 m2. The heat capacity rate of the collector loop is 3150 W/°C 
and, for the storage loop, is 4950 W/°C. Estimate the thermal perfor-
mance penalty that occurs because of the use of the heat exchanger if its 
effectiveness is 0.65 and 0.95.

5.10 A liquid-based solar heating system uses a heat exchanger to separate the 
collector loop from the storage loop. The flow rate of the water is 0.65 kg/s  
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and that of the antifreeze is 0.85 kg/s. The heat capacity of the anti-
freeze solution is 3150 J/kg-°C and the UA value of the heat exchanger 
is 5500 W/°C. The collector has an area of 60 m2 and an FRUL  
3.25 W/m2-°C. Estimate the factor F FR R / .

5.11 A family of seven people lives in a house. Two of them take a bath 
every day and the rest take showers. Estimate the daily hot water con-
sumption of the family by considering two meal preparations, two hand 
dish washings, and two face or hand washings.

5.12 Determine the solar collector area required to supply all the hot water 
needs of a residence of a family of six people in June, where the total 
insolation is 25700 kJ/m2-d, assuming a 45% collector efficiency. The 
demanded hot water temperature is 60°C, the cold water make-up tem-
perature is 16°C, and the consumption per person is 35 L/day. Estimate 
also the percentage of coverage (also called solar fraction) for heating 
the water in January, where the total insolation is 10550 kJ/m2-d.

5.13 A commercial building water heating system uses a recirculation loop, 
which circulates hot water, to have hot water quickly available. If the 
temperature of hot water is 45°C, the pipe UA is 32.5 W/°C, the tank 
UA is 15.2 W/°C, the make-up water temperature is 17°C, and ambient 
temperature is 20°C, estimate the weekly energy required to heat the 
water with continuous recirculation. The demand is 550 L/d for week-
days (Monday through Friday) and 150 L/d in weekends.

5.14 A solar collector system has a total area of 10 m2, FR  0.82, and 
UL  7.8 W/m2-°C. The collector is connected to a water storage tank 
of 500 L, which is initially at 40°C. The storage tank loss coefficient-
area product is 1.75 W/°C and the tank is located in a room at 22°C. 
Assuming a load flow of 20 kg/h and a make-up water of 18°C, calculate 
the performance of this system for the period shown in the following 
table and check the energy balance of the tank.

Hour S (MJ/m2) Ta (°C)

7–8 0 12.1

8–9 0.35 13.2

9–10 0.65 14.1

10–11 2.51 13.2

11–12 3.22 14.6

12–13 3.56 15.7

13–14 3.12 13.9

14–15 2.61 12.1

15–16 1.53 11.2

16–17 0.66 10.1

17–18 0 9.2
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The two principal categories of building solar heating and cooling systems are 
passive and active. The term passive system is applied to buildings that include, 
as integral parts of the building, elements that admit, absorb, store, and release 
solar energy and thus reduce the needs for auxiliary energy for comfort heating. 
Active systems are the ones that employ solar collectors, storage tank, pumps, heat 
exchangers, and controls to heat and cool the building. The components and sub-
systems discussed in Chapter 5 may be combined to create a wide variety of build-
ing solar heating and cooling systems. Both types of systems are explained in this 
chapter. Initially, however, two methods of thermal load estimation are presented.

6.1  Thermal load esTimaTion
When estimating the building thermal load, adequate results can be obtained by 
calculating heat losses and gains based on a steady-state heat transfer analysis. 
For more accurate results and for energy analysis, however, transient analysis 
must be employed, since the heat gain into a conditioned space varies greatly 
with time, primarily because of the strong transient effects created by the hourly 
variation of solar radiation. Many methods can be used to estimate the thermal 
load of buildings. The most well known are the heat balance, weighting fac-
tors, thermal network, and radiant time series. In this book, only the heat bal-
ance method is briefly explained. Additionally, the degree day method, which 
is a more simplified one used to determine the seasonal energy consumption, is 
described. Before proceeding, however, the three basic terms that are important 
in thermal load estimation are explained.

Heat gain
Heat gain is the rate at which energy is transferred to or generated within a 
space and consists of sensible and latent gain. Heat gains usually occur in the 
following forms:

1.	 Solar radiation passing through glazing and other openings.
2.	 Heat conduction with convection and radiation from the inner surfaces 

into the space.
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3.	 Sensible heat convection and radiation from internal objects.
4.	 Ventilation and infiltration.
5.	 Latent heat gains generated within the space.

tHermal load
The thermal load is the rate at which energy must be added or removed from a 
space to maintain the temperature and humidity at the design values.

The cooling load differs from the heat gain mainly because the radiant 
energy from the inside surfaces, as well as the direct solar radiation passing into 
a space through openings, is mostly absorbed in the space. This energy becomes 
part of the cooling load only when the room air receives the energy by convec-
tion and occurs when the various surfaces in the room attain higher tempera-
tures than the room air. Hence, there is a time lag that depends on the storage 
characteristics of the structure and interior objects and is more significant when 
the heat capacity (product of mass and specific heat) is greater. Therefore, the 
peak cooling load can be considerably smaller than the maximum heat gain 
and occurs much later than the maximum heat gain period. The heating load 
behaves in a similar manner as the cooling load.

Heat extraction rate
The heat extraction rate is the rate at which energy is removed from the space 
by cooling and dehumidifying equipment. This rate is equal to the cooling load 
when the space conditions are constant and the equipment is operating. Since 
the operation of the control systems induces some fluctuation in the room tem-
perature, the heat extraction rate fluctuates and this also causes fluctuations in the 
cooling load.

6.1.1	 The	heat	balance	method
The heat balance method is able to provide dynamic simulations of the building 
load. It is the foundation for all calculation methods that can be used to esti-
mate the heating and cooling loads. Since all energy flows in each zone must 
be balanced, a set of energy balance equations for the zone air and the interior 
and exterior surfaces of each wall, roof, and floor must be solved simultane-
ously. The energy balance method combines various equations, such as equa-
tions for transient conduction heat transfer through walls and roofs, algorithms 
or data for weather conditions, and internal heat gains.

The method can be illustrated by considering a zone consisting of six sur-
faces, four walls, a roof, and a floor. The zone receives energy from solar radi-
ation coming through windows, heat conducted through exterior walls and the 
roof, and internal heat gains due to lighting, equipment, and occupants. The 
heat balance on each of the six surfaces is generally represented by
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where
qi,  rate of heat conducted into surface i at the inside surface at time  (W).
i  surface number (1 to 6).
ns  number of surfaces in the room.
Ai  area of surface i (m2).
hci  convective heat transfer coefficient at interior of surface i (W/m2-K).
gij   linearized radiation heat transfer factor between interior surface i and 

interior surface j (W/m2-K).
t,  inside air temperature at time  (°C).
ti,  average temperature of interior surface i at time  (°C).
tj,  average temperature of interior surface j at time  (°C).
qsi,   rate of solar heat coming through the windows and absorbed by surface 

i at time  (W).
qli,  rate of heat from the lighting absorbed by surface i at time  (W).
qei,   rate of heat from equipment and occupants absorbed by surface i at time 

 (W).

The equations governing conduction within the six surfaces cannot be solved 
independent of Eq. (6.1), since the energy exchanges occurring within the room 
affect the inside surface conditions, which in turn affect the internal conduction. 
Consequently, the aforementioned six formulations of Eq. (6.1) must be solved 
simultaneously with the equations governing conduction within the six surfaces 
to calculate the space thermal load. Among the possible ways to model this 
process are numerical finite element and time series methods. Most commonly, 
due to the greater computational speed and little loss of generality, conduction 
within the structural elements is formulated using conduction transfer functions 
(CTFs) in the general form
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where
i  inside surface subscript.
k  order of CTF.
m  time index variable.
M  the number of nonzero CTF values.
o  outside surface subscript.
t  temperature (°C).
  time.
Y  cross CTF values.
Z  interior CTF values.
Fm  flux history coefficients.

Conduction transfer function coefficients generally are referred to as 
response factors and depend on the physical properties of the wall or roof 
materials and the scheme used for calculating them. These coefficients relate an 
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output function at a given time to the value of one or more driving functions at 
a given time and at a set period immediately preceding (ASHRAE, 2005). The 
Y (cross CTF) values refer to the current and previous flow of energy through 
the wall due to the outside conditions, the Z (interior CTF) values refer to the 
internal space conditions, and the Fm (flux history) coefficients refer to the cur-
rent and previous heat flux to zone.

Equation (6.2), which utilizes the transfer function concept, is a simplifica-
tion of the strict heat balance calculation procedure, which could be used in 
this case for calculating conduction heat transfer.

It must be noted that the interior surface temperature ti, is present in both 
Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2), and therefore a simultaneous solution is required. In addi-
tion, the equation representing the energy balance on the zone air must also be 
solved simultaneously. This can be calculated from the cooling load equation:
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where
t,  inside air temperature at time  (°C).
to,  outdoor air temperature at time  (°C).
tv,  ventilation air temperature at time  (°C).
  air density (kg/m3).
cp  specific heat of air (J/kg-K).
Qi,   volume flow rate of outdoor air infiltrating into the room at time  

 (m3/s).
Qv,  volume rate of flow of ventilation air at time  (m3/s).
Qs,   rate of solar heat coming through the windows and convected into the 

room air at time  (W).
ql,  rate of heat from the lights convected into the room air at time  (W).
qe,   rate of heat from equipment and occupants convected into the room air 

at time  (W).

6.1.2	 The	Transfer	function	method
The ASHRAE Task Group on Energy Requirements developed the general 
procedure referred to as the transfer function method (TFM). This approach 
is a method that simplifies the calculations, can provide the loads originating 
from various parts of the building, and can be used to determine the heating 
and cooling loads.

The method is based on a series of conduction transfer functions (CTFs) 
and a series of room transfer functions (RTFs). The CTFs are used for calcu-
lating wall or roof heat conduction; the RTFs are used for load elements that 
have radiant components, such as lights and appliances. These functions are 
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response time series, which relate a current variable to past values of itself and 
other variables in periods of 1 h.

Wall and roof transfer functions
Conduction transfer functions are used by the TFM to describe the heat flux 
at the inside of a wall, roof, partition, ceiling, and floor. Combined convec-
tion and radiation coefficients on the inside (8.3 W/m2-K) and outside surfaces 
(17.0 W/m2-K) are utilized by the method. The approach uses sol-air tempera-
tures to represent outdoor conditions and assumes constant indoor air tempera-
ture. Thus, the heat gain though a wall or roof is given by
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where
qe,  heat gain through wall or roof, at calculation hour  (W).
A  indoor surface area of wall or roof (m2).
  time (s).
  time interval (s).
n   summation index (each summation has as many terms as there are 

non-negligible values of coefficients).
te,n  sol-air temperature at time -n (°C).
trc  constant indoor room temperature (°C).
bn, cn, dn  conduction transfer function coefficients.

Conduction transfer function coefficients depend only on the physical 
properties of the wall or roof. These coefficients are given in tables (ASHRAE, 
1997). The b and c coefficients must be adjusted for the actual heat transfer 
coefficient (Uactual) by multiplying them with the ratio Uactual/Ureference.

In Eq (6.4), a value of the summation index n equal to 0 represents the cur-
rent time interval, n equal to 1 is the previous hour, and so on.

The sol-air temperature is defined as

 t t G h R he t  0 0 0α εδ/ /  (6.5)

where
te  sol-air temperature (°C).
t0  current hour dry-bulb temperature (°C).
  absorptance of surface for solar radiation.
Gt  total incident solar load (W/m2).
R   difference between longwave radiation incident on the surface from 

the sky and surroundings and the radiation emitted by a blackbody 
at outdoor air temperature (W/m2).

h0  heat transfer coefficient for convection over the building (W/m2-K).
 R/h0   longwave radiation factor  3.9°C for horizontal surfaces, 0°C for 

vertical surfaces.
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The term /h0 in Eq. (6.5) varies from about 0.026 m2-K/W for a light-col-
ored surface to a maximum of about 0.053 m2-K/W. The heat transfer coeffi-
cient for convection over the building can be estimated from

 h V0 5 7 3 8 . .  (6.6)

where h0 is in W/m2-K and V is the wind speed in m/s.

Partitions, ceilings, and floors
Whenever a conditioned space is adjacent to other spaces at different tempera-
tures, the transfer of heat through the partition can be calculated from Eq. (6.4) 
by replacing the sol-air temperature with the temperature of the adjacent space.

When the air temperature of the adjacent space (tb) is constant or the varia-
tions of this temperature are small compared to the difference of the adjacent 
space and indoor temperature difference, the rate of heat gains (qp) through par-
titions, ceilings, and floors can be calculated from the formula

 
q UA t tp b i ( )  (6.7)

where
A  area of element under analysis (m2).
U  overall heat transfer coefficient (W/m2-K).
(tb  ti)  adjacent space–indoor temperature difference (°C).

glazing
The total rate of heat admission through glass is the sum of the transmitted 
solar radiation, the portion of the absorbed radiation that flows inward, and the 
heat conducted through the glass whenever there is an outdoor-indoor tempera-
ture difference. The rate of heat gain (qs) resulting from the transmitted solar 
radiation and the portion of the absorbed radiation that flows inward is

 q As  (SC)(SHGC)  (6.8)

where
A  area of element under analysis (m2).
SC  shading coefficient.
SHGC   solar heat gain coefficient, varying according to orientation, latitude, 

hour, and month.

The rate of conduction heat gain (q) is

 q UA t to i ( )  (6.9)

where
A  area of element under analysis (m2).
U  glass heat transfer coefficient (W/m2-K).
(to  ti)  outdoor-indoor temperature difference (°C).
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PeoPle
The heat gain from people is in the form of sensible and latent heat. The latent 
heat gains are considered as instantaneous loads. The total sensible heat gain 
from people is not converted directly to cooling load. The radiant portion is 
first absorbed by the surroundings and convected to the space at a later time, 
depending on the characteristics of the room. The ASHRAE Handbook of 
Fundamentals (2005) gives tables for various circumstances and formulates the 
gains for the instantaneous sensible cooling load as:

 
qs p N(SHG )  (6.10)

where
qs  rate of sensible cooling load due to people (W).
N  number of people.
SHGp  sensible heat gain per person (W/person).

The rate of latent cooling load is

 
ql p N(LHG )  (6.11)

where
ql  latent cooling load due to people (W).
N  number of people.
LHGp  latent heat gain per person (W/person).

ligHting
Generally, lighting is often a major internal load component. Some of the energy 
emitted by the lights is in the form of radiation that is absorbed in the space and 
transferred later to the air by convection. The manner in which the lights are 
installed, the type of air distribution system, and the mass of the structure affect the 
rate of heat gain at any given moment. Generally, this gain can be calculated from

 q W F Flel ul sa  (6.12)

where
qel  rate of heat gain from lights (W).
Wl  total installed light wattage.
Ful  lighting use factor, ratio of wattage in use to total installed wattage.
Fsa   special allowance factor (ballast factor in the case of fluorescent and 

metal halide fixtures).

aPPliances
Considerable data are available for this category of cooling load, but care-
ful evaluation of the operating schedule and the load factor for each piece of 
equipment is essential. Generally, the sensible heat gains from the appliances 
(qa) can be calculated from:

 q W F Fa a U R  (6.13)
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or

 q W Fa a L  (6.14)

where
Wa  rate of energy input from appliances (W).
FU, FR, FL  usage factors, radiation factors, and load factors.

Ventilation and infiltration air
Both sensible (qs, v) and latent (ql, v) rates of heat gain result from the incoming 
air, which may be estimated from

 
q m c t ts,v a p o i ( )  (6.15)

 
q m il,v a o i fg ( ) ω ω  (6.16)

where
ma  air mass flow rate (kg/s).
cp  specific heat of air (J/kg-K).
(to  ti)  temperature difference between incoming and room air (°C).
(o  i)  humidity ratio difference between incoming and room air (kg/kg).
ifg  enthalpy of evaporation (J/kg-K).

6.1.3	 heat	extraction	rate	and	room	Temperature
The cooling equipment, in an ideal case, must remove heat energy from the 
space’s air at a rate equal to the cooling load. In this way, the space air tempera-
ture will remain constant. However, this is seldom true. Therefore, a transfer func-
tion has been devised to describe the process. The room air transfer function is
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where
pi, gi  transfer function coefficients (ASHRAE, 1992).
qx  heat extraction rate (W).
qc  cooling load at various times (W).
ti  room temperature used for cooling load calculations (°C).
tr  actual room temperature at various times (°C).

All g coefficients refer to unit floor area. The coefficients g0 and gi depend 
also on the average heat conductance to the surroundings (UA) and the infiltra-
tion and ventilation rate to the space. The p coefficients are dimensionless.

The characteristic of the terminal unit usually is of the form

 
q W S tx r, ,  θ θ    (6.18)

where W and S are parameters that characterize the equipment at time .
The equipment being modeled is actually the cooling coil and the associ-

ated control system (thermostat) that matches the coil load to the space load. 
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The cooling coil can extract heat energy from the space air from some mini-
mum to some maximum value.

Equations (6.17) and (6.18) may be combined and solved for qx,:

 
q W g S G S gx o o, ( )/( )θ θ      (6.19)

where
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When the value of qx, computed by Eq. (6.19) is greater than qx,max, it is taken 
to be equal to qx,max; when it is less than qx,min, it is made equal to qx,min. Finally, 
Eqs. (6.18) and (6.19) can be combined and solved for tr,:
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It should be noted that, although it is possible to perform thermal load esti-
mation manually with both the heat balance and the transfer function methods, 
these are better suited for computerized calculation, due to the large number of 
operations that need to be performed.

6.1.4	 Degree	Day	method
Frequently, inin energy calculations, simpler methods are required. One such 
simple method, which can give comparatively accurate results, is the degree day 
method. This method is used to predict the seasonal energy consumption. Each 
degree that the average outdoor air temperature falls below a balance tempera-
ture, Tb, of 18.3°C (65°F) represents a degree day. The number of degree days in 
a day is obtained approximately by the difference of Tb and the average outdoor 
air temperature, Tav, defined as (Tmax  Tmin)/2. Therefore, if the average outdoor 
air temperature of a day is 15.3°C, the number of heating degree days (DD)h for 
the day is 3. The number of heating degree days over a month is obtained by the 
sum of the daily values (only positive values are considered) from

 

(DD) ( )avh b
m

T T 
∑  (6.22)

Similarly, cooling degree days are obtained from

 

(DD) ( )avc b
m

T T 
∑  (6.23)

Degree days for both heating (DD)h and cooling (DD)c are published by the 
meteorological services of many countries. Appendix 7 lists the values of both 
heating and cooling degree days for a number of countries. Using the degree 
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days concept, the following equation can be used to determine the monthly or 
seasonal heating load or demand (Dh):

 D UAh h ( ) (DD)  (6.24)

where UA represents the heat loss characteristic of the building, given by
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where
Qh  design rate or sensible heat loss (kW).
Ti  To  design indoor-outdoor temperature difference (°C).

Substituting Eq. (6.25) into (6.24) and multiplying by 3600  24  86,400 
to convert days into seconds, the following equation can be obtained for the 
monthly or seasonal heating load or demand in kJ:
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(DD)  (6.26)

For cooling, the balance temperature is usually 24.6°C. Similar to the pre-
ceding, the monthly or seasonal cooling load or demand in kJ is given by
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e �� a m p l e   6 . 1

A building has a peak heating load equal to 15.6 kW and a peak cooling load 
of 18.3 kW. Estimate the seasonal heating and cooling requirements if the heat-
ing degree days are 1020°C-days, the cooling degree days are 870°C-days, the 
winter indoor temperature is 21°C, and the summer indoor temperature is 26°C. 
The design outdoor temperature for winter is 7°C and for summer is 36°C.

Solution
Using Eq. (6.26), the heating requirement is
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Similarly, for the cooling requirement, Eq. (6.27) is used:
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6.1.5	 building	heat	Transfer
The design of space heating or cooling systems for a building requires the 
determination of the building thermal resistance. Heat is transferred in building 
components by all modes: conduction, convection, and radiation. In an electri-
cal analogy, the rate of heat transfer through each building component can be 
obtained from
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where
Ttotal  total temperature difference between inside and outside air (K).
Rtotal  total thermal resistance across the building element,  Ri (m

2-K/W).
A  area of the building element perpendicular to the heat flow direction (m2).

It is obvious from Eq. (6.28) that the overall heat transfer coefficient, U, is 
equal to
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 (6.29)

As in collector heat transfer, described in Chapter 3, it is easier to apply an 
electrical analogy to evaluate the building thermal resistances. For conduction 
heat transfer through a wall element of thickness x (m) and thermal conductiv-
ity k (W/m-K), the thermal resistance, based on a unit area, is

 
R

x

k
  (6.30)

The thermal resistance per unit area for convection and radiation heat transfer, 
with a combined convection and radiation heat transfer coefficient h (W/m2-K), is

 
R
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1
 (6.31)

Figure 6.1 illustrates a single-element wall. The thermal resistance due to 
conduction through the wall is x/k, Eq. (6.30), and the thermal resistance at the 
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Wall
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Figure 6.1  Heat transfer through a building element and equivalent electric circuit.
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inside and outside boundaries of the wall are 1/hi and 1/ho, Eq. (6.31), respec-
tively. Therefore, from the preceding discussion, the total thermal resistance 
based on the inside and outside temperature difference is the sum of the three 
resistances as
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The values of hi, ho, and k can be obtained from handbooks (e.g., ASHRAE, 
2005). Values for typical materials are shown in Table A5.4 and for stagnant air 
and surface resistance in Table A5.5 in Appendix 5. For multilayer or compos-
ite walls like the one shown in Figure 6.2, the following general equation can 
be used:
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where m  number of materials of the composite construction.
For the particular case shown in Figure 6.2, where three layers of materials 

are used, the following equation applies:
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Figure 6.2  multilayer wall heat transfer.
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e �� a m p l e   6 . 2

Find the overall heat transfer coefficient of the construction shown in Figure 
6.2 if components 1 and 3 are brick 10 cm in thickness and the center one is 
stagnant air 5 cm in thickness. Additionally, the wall is plastered with 25 mm 
plaster on each side.

Solution
Using the data shown in Tables A5.4 and A5.5 in Appendix 5, we get the fol-
lowing list of resistance values:

1.	 Outside surface resistance  0.044.
2.	 Plaster 25 mm  0.025/1.39  0.018.
3.	 Brick 10 cm  0.10/0.25  0.4.
4.	 Stagnant air 50 mm  0.18.
5.	 Brick 10 cm  0.10/0.25  0.4.
6.	 Plaster 25 mm  0.025/1.39  0.018.
7.	 Inside surface resistance  0.12.

Total resistance  1.18 m2-K/W or U  1/1.18  0.847 W/m2-K.

In some countries minimum U values for the various building components 
are specified by law to prohibit building poorly insulated buildings, which require 
a lot of energy for their heating and cooling needs.

Another situation usually encountered in buildings is the pitched roof 
shown in Figure. 6.3.

Using the electrical analogy, the combined thermal resistance is obtained 
from
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Figure 6.3  Pitched roof arrangement.
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where
UR  combined overall heat transfer coefficient for the pitched roof (W/m2-K).
Uc   overall heat transfer coefficient for the ceiling per unit area of the ceiling 

(W/m2-K).
Ur   overall heat transfer coefficient for the roof per unit area of the roof 

(W/m2-K).
Ac  ceiling area (m2).
Ar  roof area (m2).

6.2  Passive sPaCe heaTing design
Passive solar heating systems require little, if any, non-renewable energy to 
function. Every building is passive in the sense that the sun tends to warm it by 
day and it loses heat at night. Passive systems incorporate solar energy collec-
tion, storage, and distribution into the architectural design of the building and 
make minimal or no use of mechanical equipment, such as fans, to deliver the 
collected energy. Passive solar heating, cooling, and lighting design must con-
sider the building envelope and its orientation, the thermal storage mass, win-
dow configuration and design, the use of sun spaces, and natural ventilation.

As part of the design process, a preliminary analysis must be undertaken to 
investigate the possibilities for saving energy through solar energy and the selec-
tion of the appropriate passive technique. The first step to consider for each case 
investigated should include an analysis of the climatic data of the site and defini-
tion of the comfort requirements of the occupants and the way to meet them. The 
passive system can then be selected by examining both direct and indirect gains.

6.2.1	 building	construction:	Thermal	mass	effects
Heat can be stored in the structural materials of the building to reduce the indoor 
temperature, reduce the cooling load peaks, and shift the time that maximum load 
occurs. The storage material is referred to as the thermal mass. In winter, during 
periods of high solar gain, energy is stored in the thermal mass, avoiding over-
heating. In the late afternoon and evening hours, when energy is needed, heat is 
released into the building, satisfying part of the heating load. In summer, the ther-
mal mass acts in a similar way as in winter, reducing the cooling load peaks.

Heat gain in a solar house can be direct or indirect. Direct gain is the solar 
radiation passing through a window to heat the building interior, whereas indi-
rect gain is the heating of a building element by solar radiation and the use of 
this heat, which is transmitted inside the building, to reduce the heating load.

Indirect gain solar houses use the south-facing wall surface of the struc-
ture to absorb solar radiation, which causes a rise in temperature that, in turn, 
conveys heat into the building in several ways. Glass has led to modern adapta-
tions of the indirect gain principle (Trombe et al., 1977).

By glazing a large south-facing, massive masonry wall, solar energy can be 
absorbed during the day and conduction of heat to the inner surface provides 
radiant heating at night. The mass of the wall and its relatively low thermal 
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diffusivity delay the arrival of the heat at the indoor surface until it is needed. 
The glazing reduces the loss of heat from the wall back to the atmosphere and 
increases the collection efficiency of the system during the day.

Openings in the wall, near the floor, and near the ceiling allow convection 
to transfer heat to the room. The air in the space between the glass and the wall 
warms as soon as the sun heats the outer surface of the wall. The heated air rises 
and enters the building through the upper openings. Cool air flows through the 
lower openings, and convective heat gain can be established as long as the sun is 
shining (see Figure 6.4, later in the chapter). This design is often called the Trombe 
wall, from the name of the engineer Felix Trombe, who applied the idea in France.

In most passive systems, control is accomplished by moving a shading device 
that regulates the amount of solar radiation admitted into the structure. Manually 
operated window shades or Venetian blinds are the most widely used because of 
their simple control.

The thermal storage capabilities inherent in building mass can have a signif-
icant effect on the temperature within the space as well as on the performance 
and operation of heating, ventilating, and air-conditioning (HVAC) systems.

Effective use of structural mass for thermal storage has been shown to 
reduce building energy consumption, reduce and delay peak heating and cooling 
loads (Braun, 1990), and in some cases, improve comfort (Simmonds, 1991). 
Perhaps the best-known use of thermal mass to reduce energy consumption is in 
buildings that include passive solar techniques (Balcomb, 1983).

The effective use of thermal mass can be considered incidental and allowed 
for in the heating or cooling design, or it may be considered intentional and form 
an integral part of the system design.

incidental tHermal mass effects
The principal thermal mass effect on heating and cooling systems serving spaces 
in heavyweight buildings is that a greater amount of thermal energy must be 
removed or added to bring the room to a suitable condition than for a similar 
lightweight building. Therefore, the system must either start conditioning the 
spaces earlier or operate at a greater output. During the occupied period, a heavy-
weight building requires a lower output because a higher proportion of heat gains 
or losses are absorbed by the thermal mass.

Advantage can be taken of these effects if low-cost electrical energy is avail-
able during the night so as to operate the air-conditioning system during this 
period to pre-cool the building. This can reduce both the peak and total energy 
required during the following day but might not always be energy efficient.

intentional tHermal mass effects
To make the best use of thermal mass, the building should be designed with 
this objective in mind. Intentional use of the thermal mass can be either passive 
or active. Passive solar heating is a common application that utilizes the ther-
mal mass of the building to provide warmth when no solar energy is available. 
Passive cooling applies the same principles to limit the temperature rise during 
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the day. The spaces can be naturally ventilated overnight to absorb surplus heat 
from the building mass. This technique works well in moderate climates with a 
wide diurnal temperature swing and low relative humidity, but it is limited by 
the lack of control over the cooling rate.

The effective use of building structural mass for thermal energy storage 
depends on (ASHRAE, 2007):

1.	 The physical characteristics of the structure.
2.	 The dynamic nature of the building loads.
3.	 The coupling between the mass and zone air.
4.	 The strategies for charging and discharging the stored thermal energy.

Some buildings, such as frame buildings with no interior mass, are inappro-
priate for thermal storage. Many other physical characteristics of a building or 
an individual zone, such as carpeting, ceiling plenums, interior partitions, and 
furnishings, affect thermal storage and the coupling of the building with zone 
air (Kalogirou et al., 2002).

The term thermal mass is commonly used to signify the ability of materials 
to store significant amounts of thermal energy and delay heat transfer through 
a building component. This delay leads to three important results:

l The slower response time tends to moderate indoor temperature fluctua-
tions under outdoor temperature swings (Brandemuehl, 1990).

l In hot or cold climates, it reduces energy consumption in comparison to 
that for a similar low-mass building (Wilcox et al., 1985).

l It moves building energy demand to off-peak periods because energy 
storage is controlled through correct sizing of the mass and interaction 
with the HVAC system.

Thermal mass causes a time delay in the heat flow, which depends on the 
thermophysical properties of the materials used. To store heat effectively, struc-
tural materials must have high density (), thermal capacity (C), and conductiv-
ity (k), so that heat may penetrate through all the material during the specific 
time of heat charging and discharging. A low value of the Ck product indi-
cates a low heat storage capacity, even though the material can be quite thick.

Thermal mass can be characterized by the thermal diffusivity (a) of the 
building material, which is defined as

 
a k cp /ρ  (6.38)

where cp is the specific heat of the material (J/kg-°C).
Heat transfer through a material with high thermal diffusivity is fast, the 

amount of heat stored in it is relatively small, and the material responds quickly 
to changes in temperature. The effect of thermal mass on building behavior 
varies primarily with the climate at the building site and the position of the 
wall insulation relative to the building mass.

Thermal diffussivity is the controlling transport property for transient heat 
transfer. The time lag for some common building materials of 300 mm thickness 
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is 10 h for common brick, 6 h for face brick, 8 h for heavyweight concrete, and 
20 h for wood because of its moisture content (Lechner, 1991). Thermal stor-
age materials can be used to store direct energy by solar radiation in the build-
ing envelope or in places where incident radiation enters through openings in the 
building envelope. Also, these materials can be used inside the building to store 
indirect radiation, i.e., infrared radiation and energy from room air convection.

The ideal climate for taking advantage of thermal mass is one that has large 
daily temperature fluctuations. The mass can be cooled by natural ventilation at 
night and be allowed to “float” during the warmer day. When outdoor tempera-
tures are at their peak, the inside of the building remains cool because the heat 
has not yet penetrated the mass. Often, the benefits are greater during spring and 
fall, when some climates closely approximate this ideal case. In climates where 
heating is used extensively, thermal mass can be used effectively to collect and 
store solar gains or to store heat provided by the mechanical system, allowing 
the heating system to operate during off-peak hours (Florides et al., 2002b).

The distribution of thermal mass depends on the orientation of the given 
surface. According to Lechner (1991), a surface with a north orientation has 
little need for time lag, since it exhibits only small heat gains. East orientation 
surfaces need either a very long time lag, greater than 14 h, so that heat transfer 
is delayed until the late evening hours or a very short one, which is preferable 
because of the lower cost. South orientations can operate with an 8 h time lag, 
delaying the heat from midday until the evening hours. For west orientations, 
an 8 h time lag is again sufficient since they receive radiation for only a few 
hours before sunset. Finally, the roof requires a very long time lag since it is 
exposed to solar radiation during most hours of the day. However, because it is 
very expensive to construct heavy roofs, the use of additional insulation is usu-
ally recommended instead.

The effectiveness of thermal mass also increases by increasing the allow-
able temperature swing in the conditioned space (without the intervention of 
HVAC systems), so the mass has the opportunity to charge during warm hours 
and discharge during cooler periods.

The performance of thermal mass is influenced by the use of insulation. Where 
heating of the building is the major concern, insulation is the predominant effec-
tive envelope factor. In climates where cooling is of primary importance, ther-
mal mass can reduce energy consumption, provided the building is unused in the 
evening hours and the stored heat can be dissipated during the night. In this case, 
either natural or mechanical ventilation can be used during the night, to introduce 
cool outdoor air into the space and remove heat from the massive walls and roof.

To model the complex interactions of all envelope components, computer 
simulations are necessary. These programs account for material properties of 
the components, building geometry, orientation, solar gains, internal gains, and 
HVAC control strategy. The calculations are usually performed on an hourly 
basis, using a full year of weather data.

Numerous models have been devised in the past to simulate the effect of ther-
mal walls (Duffin and Knowles, 1985; Nayak, 1987; Zrikem and Bilgen, 1987). 
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Also, a number of modeling techniques have been used to estimate the heat flow 
through a thermal wall. A simple analytical model was suggested by Duffin and 
Knowles (1985), in which all parameters affecting the wall performance can be 
analyzed. Smollec and Thomas (1993) used a two-dimensional model to com-
pute the heat transfer, whereas Jubran et al. (1993) based their model on the finite 
difference method to predict the transient response, temperature distribution, and 
velocity profile of a thermal wall. The transient response of the Trombe wall was 
also investigated by Hsieh and Tsai (1988).

cHaracteristics of a tHermal storage Wall
A thermal storage wall is essentially a high-capacitance solar collector directly 
coupled to the room. Absorbed solar radiation reaches the room either by con-
duction through the wall to the inside wall surface from which it is convected 
and radiated into the room or by the hot air flowing though the air gap. The 
wall loses energy to the environment by conduction, convection, and radiationby conduction, convection, and radiation 
through the glazing covers.

A thermal storage wall is shown diagrammatically in Figure 6.4. Depending 
on the control strategy used, air in the gap can be exchanged with either the 
room air or the environment, or the flow through the gap can be stopped. The 
flow of air can be driven by a fan or be thermosiphonic, i.e., driven by higher 
air temperatures in the gap than in the room. Analytical studies of the thermosi-
phonic effect of air are confined to the case of laminar flow and neglect pressure 
losses in the inlet and outlet vents. Trombe et al. (1977) reported measurements 
of thermosiphon mass flow rates, which indicate that most of the pressure losses 
are due to expansion, contraction, and change of direction of flow, all associated 
with the inlet and outlet vents. For hot summer climates, a vent is provided at 
the upper part of the glazing (not shown in Figure 6.4) to release the hot air pro-
duced in the gap between the glass and the thermal wall by drawing air from the 
inside of the room.

Roof slabOverhang

Glazing

Top vent

Bottom vent
Ground

Overhang extension

Room interior

Gap

Floor

w

hw

Thermal wall

h

Figure 6.4  schematic of the thermal storage wall.
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In the Trombe wall model used in TRNSYS (see Chapter 11, Section 11.5.1), 
the thermosiphon air flow rate is determined by applying Bernoulli’s equation to 
the entire air flow system. For simplicity, it is assumed that the density and tem-
perature of the air in the gap vary linearly with height. Solution of Bernoulli’s 
equation for the mean air velocity in the gap yields (Klein et al., 2005):
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where
Ag  total gap cross-sectional area (m2).
Av  total vent area (m2).
C1  vent pressure loss coefficient.
C2  gap pressure loss coefficient.
g  acceleration due to gravity (m/s2).
Tm  mean air temperature in the gap (K).

The term Ts is either Ta or TR, depending on whether air is exchanged with 
the environment (Ta) or the room (TR). The term C1(Ag/Av)

2  C2 represents 
the pressure losses of the system. The ratio (Ag/Av)

2 accounts for the difference 
between the air velocity in the vents and the air velocity in the gap.

The thermal resistance (R) to energy flow between the gap and the room 
when mass flow rate ( m) is finite is given by
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where
A  wall area (m2).
cpa  specific heat of air (J/kg-°C).
hc  gap air heat transfer coefficient (W/m2-K).

The value of hc, the heat transfer coefficient between the gap air and the 
wall and glazing, depends on whether air flows through the gap (Klein et al., 
2005). For a no-flow rate (Randal et al., 1979),
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where
ka  air thermal conductivity (W/m-°C).
L  length (m).
Gr  Grashof number.
Pr  Prandtl number.
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For a flow condition and Reynolds number, Re  2000 (Kays, 1966),
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For a flow condition and Re  2000 (Mercer et al., 1967),
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where
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According to Figure 6.4, h is the distance between lower and upper open-
ings (m) and w is the wall width (m).

Performance of tHermal storage Walls
A building with a thermal storage wall is shown in Figure 6.5a, where Lm is the 
monthly energy loss from the building, Qaux is the auxiliary energy required to 
cover the load, QD is the excess absorbed energy above what is required to cover 
the load that cannot be stored and must be dumped, and TR is the mean room tem-
perature, which is also equal to the low set point temperature setting of the room 
thermostat. The analysis of thermal storage walls is presented by Monsen et al. 
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Figure 6.5  (a) schematic of a thermal storage wall. (b) equivalent electric circuit for the 
heat flow through the wall.
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(1982) as part of the unutilizability method developed to design this type of sys-
tems, presented in Chapter 11, Section 11.4.2.

The monthly energy loss from the building, Lm, is defined as:
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where
(UA)   product of overall heat transfer coefficient and area of the building 

structure (W/°C).
g   rate of internal heat generation (W).
Ta  mean outdoor ambient temperature (°C).
Tb  mean indoor balance temperature (°C),  T g UAR /( ).

The variable of integration in Eq. (6.44) is time t, and the plus sign indicates 
that only positive values are considered. If (UA) and g are constant, Lm can be 
found from

 L UAm b ( )(DD)  (6.45)

where (DD)b  monthly degree days evaluated at Tb.
The monthly energy loss from the building through the thermal storage 

wall, Lw, assuming that the glazing has zero transmissivity for solar radiation, 
can be found from:

 L U Aw w w R (DD)  (6.46)

where
Aw  thermal storage wall area (m2).
Uw   overall heat transfer coefficient of the thermal storage wall, including 

glazing (W/m2-°C).
(DD)R  monthly degree days evaluated at TR .

From Figure 6.5b, the overall heat transfer coefficient of the thermal stor-
age wall, including glazing, is given from
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where
w  wall thickness (m)
k  thermal conductivity of thermal storage wall (W/m-°C).
hi   inside wall surface film coefficient,  8.33 W/m2-°C, from Table A5.5, 

Appendix 5.
Uo  a verage overall heat transfer coefficient from the outer wall surface 

through the glazing to the ambient (W/m2-°C).
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Usually, night insulation is used to reduce the night heat losses. In this 
case, the average overall heat transfer coefficient Uo is estimated as the time 
average of the daytime and nighttime values from
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where
Uo  overall coefficient with no night insulation (W/m2-°C).
Rins  thermal resistance of insulation (m2-°C /W).
F  fraction of time in which the night insulation is used.

A typical value of Uo for single glazing is 3.7 W/m2-°C and for double 
glazing is 2.5 W/m2-°C.

The monthly energy balance of the thermal storage wall gives

 H U T T t U T T tt k w R o w a( )τα ∆ ∆   ( ) ( )  (6.49)

where
Ht   monthly average daily radiation per unit area incident on the wall (J/m2).
( )τα    monthly average transmittance of glazing and absorptance of wall product.
Tw   monthly average outer wall surface temperature; see Figure 6.5a (°C).
TR   monthly average room temperature (°C).
Ta   monthly average ambient temperature (°C).
t  number of seconds in a day.
Uk   overall heat transfer coefficient from outer wall surface to indoor space 

(W/m2-°C).

The overall heat transfer coefficient from the outer wall surface to the indoor 
space can be obtained from
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Equation (6.49) can be solved for monthly average outer wall surface 
temperature:
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Finally, the net monthly heat gain from the thermal storage wall to the 
building is obtained from

 
Q U A T T N tg k w w R  ( ) ∆  (6.52)

where N  number of days in a month.
Methods for calculating the dump energy, QD, and auxiliary energy, Qaux, 

are presented in Chapter 11, Section 11.4.2.
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e �� a m p l e   6 . 3

A building has a south-facing thermal storage wall with night insulation of 
Rins equal to 1.52 m2-K/W, applied for 8 h. Estimate the monthly heat transfer 
through the wall into the indoor space with and without night insulation for the 
month of December. The following data are given:

1.	 Uo  3.7 W/m2-K.
2.	 w  0.42 m.
3.	 k  2.0 W/m-K.
4.	 hi  8.3 W/m2-K.
5.	 Ht   9.8 MJ/m2-K.
6.	 (τα)   0.73.
7.	 TR   20°C.
8.	 Ta   1°C.
9.	 Aw  21.3 m2.

Solution
From Eq. (6.50), coefficient Uk can be calculated:
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The two cases are now examined separately.

Without night insulation
From Eq. (6.51), we estimate the outer wall surface temperature (U Uo o ):
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From Eq. (6.52),
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With night insulation
From Eq. (6.48) and by considering F  8/24  0.3333,
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From Eq. (6.51), we estimate the outer wall surface temperature:
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From Eq. (6.52).
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So, by using night insulation, a considerable amount of loss is avoided and 
therefore more energy is transferred into the indoor space.

6.2.2	 building	Shape	and	orientation
The exposed surface area of a building is related to the rate at which the build-
ing gains or loses heat, while the volume is related to the ability of the building 
to store heat. Therefore, the ratio of volume to exposed surface area is widely 
used as an indicator of the rate at which the building heats up during the day 
and cools down at night. A high volume-to-surface ratio is preferable for a 
building that is desired to heat up slowly because it offers small exposed sur-
face for the control of both heat losses and gains (Dimoudi, 1997).

Building shape and orientation must be chosen in such a way so as to pro-
vide both heating and cooling. For heating, the designer must be careful to 
allow solar access, i.e., allow the sun to reach the appropriate surfaces for the 
maximum possible hours, especially during the period from 9 am to 3 pm, 
which is the most useful energy period. For cooling, breeze and shading must 
be taken into consideration. The theoretical solar radiation impact for the vari-
ous building surfaces can be obtained from appropriate tables, according to the 
time of the year and the surface orientation. From this analysis, the designer can 
select which surfaces should be exposed to or protected from the sun. Generally, 
south walls are the best solar collectors during wintertime but, together with the 
roof, they are the most problematic in summertime. With respect to shape, the 
best is the rectangular one with its long axis running in the east-west direction, 
because the south area receives three times more energy than the east or west. 
A square shape should be avoided, as should the rectangular shape with its long 
axis running in the north-south direction.

One way to control the solar radiation reaching the building is to use trees 
that drop their leaves during winter in the sunlit area, such as south of the 
building. In this way, the sun reaches the surface in question during winter but 
the surface is in shade during summer.
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6.2.3	 Insulation
Insulation is a very important parameter to consider. In fact, before one consid-
ers any passive or active technique, the building must be well insulated to reduce 
thermal loads. The most important element of the building to insulate is the roof. 
This is very important for horizontal concrete roofs, which, during summertime, 
when the sun is higher in the sky, receive a considerable amount of radiation, 
which can increase the roof temperature considerably (Florides et al., 2000).

The way to account for insulation is by using Eq. (6.34), presented in Section 
6.1.5, by incorporating the appropriate thickness and k value for the insulation 
used in a structure.

e �� a m p l e   6 . 4

Consider the wall construction of Example 6.2 with the addition of 2.5 cm 
expanded polystyrene insulation. Estimate the new U value of the insulated 
wall construction.

Solution
The resistance value of the wall without insulation is 1.18 m2-°C/W. From  
Table A5.4 in Appendix 5, the thermal conductivity of expanded polystyrene is  
0.041 W/m-°C. Therefore, its resistance is 0.025/0.041  0.610 m2-°C/W.  
Therefore, the total resistance of the insulated wall construction is 
1.18  0.610  1.79 m2-°C/W. Finally, the U value  1/1.79  0.559 W/m2-°C.

6.2.4	 Windows:	Sunspaces
The direct gain system is the simplest way of achieving passive heating. In this 
system, sunlight enters through windows or skylights and is absorbed by the 
inside surfaces of the building. In a direct gain system, thermal collection, dis-
sipation, storage, and transfer of energy take place within the habitable space. 
This is the most effective of all passive concepts from the point of view of 
energy collection and simplicity. Additionally, this system allows the use of 
sun for lighting (daylight). Control of the system is very simple with the use 
of curtains and venetian blinds. The most serious drawback of the system is the 
possible deterioration of certain materials from sunlight.

Generally, daylighting is the illumination of the building interiors with sun-
light and sky light and is known to affect visual performance, lighting quality, 
health, human performance, and energy efficiency. In terms of energy efficiency, 
daylighting can provide substantial energy reductions, particularly in non-resi-
dential applications through the use of electric lighting controls. Daylight can 
displace the need for electric light at the perimeter zone with vertical windows 
and at the core zone with skylights (Kalogirou, 2007).

A modern way of controlling daylight entering the building is with electro-
chromic windows. These have the ability to change their transmittance according 
to an input voltage, so the system can easily be automated. Another way is by 
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using thermochromic windows, in which the reflectance and transmittance prop-
erties change at a specific critical temperature. At this temperature, the material 
undergoes a semiconductor-to-metal transition. At low temperature, the window 
allows all the sun’s energy to enter the room; above the critical temperature, it 
reflects the infrared portion of the sun’s energy. Hence, thermochromic windows 
could be used to significantly reduce the thermal load of buildings.

The use of windows for space heating can be done with the normal build-
ing windows or with sunspaces. Sunspaces are usually special rooms made from 
glass attached to a normal building room, located in the south direction. The  
sunspace carries out the functions of thermal collection, storage, and transfer 
into the normal building spaces. There are three types of sunspaces, as shown 
in Figure 6.6. The first uses just the south side of the building, the second uses 
the south side and part of the roof of the building, whereas the third is a semi-
detached heating system for the main building and, in many cases, can be used as 
a greenhouse for growing plants. In the last type, because a sunspace is partially 
isolated from the main building, larger temperature swings can be accommodated 
in the sunspace than in a normal living room. The amount of energy received by 
the window surface is presented in the next section.

When designing a sunspace, the objective is to maximize the winter solar 
radiation received and minimize the summer one. When the sunspace is inte-
grated into the house, good night insulation has to be installed to protect the 
building spaces from excessive heating losses through the glass. If this is not 
possible, then double glazing should be used. The optimum orientation of a sun-
space is due south with variation of up to 15° east or west being acceptable. 
Vertical glazing is preferred over sloped glazing, because it can be sealed more 
easily against leakages and reduces the tendency of sunspaces to overheat dur-
ing summer. The performance of the vertical glazing, however, is about 15% 
lower than that of the optimally tilted glazing of equal area. A good compromise 
between vertical and sloped glazing is to use vertical glazing with some sloped 
portion (part of the roof), as shown in Figure 6.6b.

In hot climates, where ventilation is a must, this can be done from the upper 
part of the sunspace. Therefore, the sunspace must be designed in such a way as 
to allow easy opening of some upper glass frames for ventilation.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6.6  Various sunspace configurations.
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6.2.5	 overhangs
Overhangs are devices that block direct solar radiation from entering a window 
during certain times of the day or the year. These are desirable for reducing the 
cooling loads and avoiding uncomfortable lighting in perimeter rooms due to 
excessive contrast. It would generally be advantageous to use long overhang 
projections in summer that could be retracted in winter, but in “real” buildings, 
the strategy is based not only on economic but also on aesthetic grounds.

To estimate the effect of the overhang length, the amount of shading needs to 
be calculated. For this purpose, the methodology presented in Chapter 2, Section 
2.2.3, for the estimation of the profile angle, can be applied. By considering an 
overhang that extends far beyond the sides of the window, so as to be able to 
neglect the side effects, it is easier to estimate the fraction F (0  F  1) of the 
window that will be shaded by the overhang. By considering an overhang with a 
perpendicular projection, P, and gap, G, above a window of height H, as shown 
in Figure 6.7, the following relation developed by Sharp (1982) can be used:
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where
c  solar altitude angle relative to the window aperture (°).
c  incidence angle relative to the window aperture (°).

The fraction of the window that is sunlit can be obtained from
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The solar altitude and incidence angles relative to the window aperture are 
given by
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Figure 6.7  Window with overhang: (a) vertical window, (b) general case of tilted window.
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where
  surface tilt angle (°).
L  latitude (°).
  declination (°).
Zs  surface azimuth angle (°).

For the case of a vertical window shown in Figure 6.7a, where the surface 
tilt angle is 90°, the angle c is equal to the solar altitude angle ; therefore, 
Eqs. (6.55) and (6.56) become the same as Eqs. (2.12) and (2.19), respectively.

example	6.5
Estimate the shading fraction of a south-facing window 2 m in height, located 
in 40° latitude at 10 am and 3 pm on June 15. The overhang is wide enough to 
neglect the side effects and its length is 1 m, located 0.5 m above the top sur-
face of the window. The window is tilted 15° from vertical and faces due south.

Solution
From Example 2.6, on June 15,   23.35°. The hour angle at 10 am is 30° 
and at 3 pm is 45°. From the problem data, we have P  1 m, G  0.5 m, 
H  2 m,   75°, and Zs  0°. Therefore, from Eqs. (6.55) and (6.56) we 
have the following.
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Therefore, from Eq. (6.53),
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Therefore, from Eq. (6.53),
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The equation giving the area–average radiation received by the partially 
shaded window, by assuming that the diffuse and ground-reflected radiation is 
isotropic, is similar to Eq. (2.97):
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where the three terms represent the bean, diffuse, and ground-reflected radiation 
falling on the surface in question.

The factor Fw in the first term of Eq. (6.57) accounts for the shading of the 
beam radiation and can be estimated from Eq. (6.53) by finding the average of 
F for all sunshine hours. The third component of Eq. (6.57) accounts for the 
ground-reflected radiation and, by ignoring the reflections from the underside of 
the overhang, is equal to [1  cos(90)]/2, which is equal to 0.5. The second factor 
of Eq. (6.57) accounts for the diffuse radiation from the sky, and the view factor 
of the window, Fws, includes the effect of overhang. It should be noted that, for 
a window with no overhang, the value of Fws is equal to [1  cos(90)]/2, which 
is equal to 0.5 because half of the sky is hidden from the window surface. The 
values with an overhang are given in Table 6.1, where e is the relative extension 
of the overhang from the sides of the window, g is the relative gap between the 
top of the window and the overhang, w is the relative width of the window, and p 
is the relative projection of the overhang, obtained by dividing the actual dimen-
sions with the window height (Utzinger and Klein, 1979).

A monthly average value of Fw can be calculated by summing the beam 
radiation with and without shading over a month:
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Therefore, the mean monthly and area–average radiation on a shaded verti-
cal window can be obtained by an equation similar to Eq. (2.107):
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Methods to estimate H HD /  and RB  are described in Section 2.3.8 in 
Chapter 2. An easy way to estimate Fw  is by using Eq. (6.53) and finding the 
average of F for all sunshine hours for the recommended average day for each 
month, shown in Table 2.1.

Table 6.1  Window Radiation View Factor. (Reprinted from Utzinger and Klein 
(1979), with permission from Elsevier.)

g w p  0.1 p  0.2 p  0.3 p  0.4 p  0.5 p  0.75 p  1.0 p  1.5 p  2.0

Values for e  0.00

0.00 1 0.46 0.42 0.40 0.37 0.35 0.32 0.30 0.28 0.27

4 0.46 0.41 0.38 0.35 0.32 0.27 0.23 0.19 0.16

25 0.45 0.41 0.37 0.34 0.31 0.25 0.21 0.15 0.12

0.25 1 0.49 0.48 0.46 0.45 0.43 0.40 0.38 0.35 0.34

4 0.49 0.48 0.45 0.43 0.40 0.35 0.31 0.26 0.23

25 0.49 0.47 0.45 0.42 0.39 0.34 0.29 0.22 0.18

0.50 1 0.50 0.49 0.49 0.48 0.47 0.44 0.42 0.40 0.38

4 0.50 0.49 0.48 0.46 0.45 0.41 0.37 0.31 0.28

25 0.50 0.49 0.47 0.46 0.44 0.39 0.35 0.27 0.23

1.00 1 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.49 0.49 0.48 0.47 0.45 0.43

4 0.50 0.50 0.49 0.49 0.48 0.46 0.43 0.39 0.35

25 0.50 0.50 0.49 0.48 0.47 0.44 0.41 0.35 0.30

Values for e  0.30

0.00 1 0.46 0.41 0.38 0.33 0.33 0.28 0.25 0.22 0.20

4 0.46 0.41 0.37 0.34 0.31 0.26 0.22 0.17 0.15

25 0.45 0.41 0.37 0.34 0.31 0.25 0.21 0.15 0.12

0.25 1 0.49 0.48 0.46 0.43 0.41 0.37 0.34 0.30 0.28

4 0.49 0.47 0.45 0.42 0.40 0.34 0.30 0.24 0.21

25 0.49 0.47 0.45 0.42 0.39 0.33 0.29 0.22 0.18

0.50 1 0.50 0.49 0.48 0.47 0.45 0.42 0.39 0.35 0.33

4 0.50 0.49 0.47 0.46 0.44 0.39 0.34 0.27 0.26

25 0.50 0.49 0.47 0.46 0.44 0.39 0.34 0.27 0.22

1.00 1 0.50 0.50 0.49 0.49 0.48 0.47 0.45 0.42 0.40

4 0.50 0.50 0.49 0.48 0.48 0.45 0.43 0.38 0.34

25 0.50 0.50 0.49 0.48 0.47 0.44 0.41 0.35 0.30
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example	6.6
A window with height equal to 2 m and width equal to 8 m has an overhang 
with an extension equal to 0.5 m on both sides, gap 0.5 m, and the projection 
of 1.0 m. If Fw  0.3, RB  0.81, IB  3.05 MJ/m2, ID  0.45 MJ/m2, and 
G  0.2, estimate area–average radiation received by the window.

Solution
First, the relative dimensions are estimated. Therefore,
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From what was said previously, Fwg  0.5, and from Table 6.1, Fws  0.40.
From Eq. (6.57),
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6.2.6	 Natural	ventilation
One way of achieving comfort is by direct evaporation of sweat with air move-
ment through ventilation openings. In many parts of the earth, in some months 
of the year, local cooling of a building can be achieved with natural ventilation. 
This is achieved by allowing air that is colder than the building to enter the 
building. Doing so removes some of the heat stored in the building. The reduc-
tion of cooling load varies from 40% to 90%. The lower number applies in 
warm, humid areas and the larger in mild or dry areas. Natural ventilation also 
has some disadvantages: safety, noise, and dust. Safety is not a considerable 
issue but creates extra cost to protect the ventilation openings from unauthor-
ized entry; noise is a problem when the building is located near a road, whereas 
dust is always a problem but is more pronounced if a building is located near a 
road or in open fields.

The main objective of natural ventilation is to cool the building and not its 
occupants. Opening areas that are about 10% of a building floor area can give 
about 30 air changes per hour, which can remove considerable quantities of 
heat from the building. In some cases, such as office buildings, natural ventila-
tion is used during the night when the office is closed to remove excess heat; 
thus, the building requires less energy to cool during the next morning. This is 
usually combined with thermal mass effects, as explained in Section 6.2.1, to 
shift the maximum heat dissipation from the walls and roof during the night, 
where it can be removed by natural ventilation and thus lower the cooling load 
during the day.

When designing a natural ventilation system, it is important to consider the 
way air flows around the building. Generally, as shown in Figure 6.8, wind cre-
ates a positive pressure on the windward side of the building, whereas on a side 
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wall with respect to the windward side, the air creates a negative pressure, i.e., 
suction. A smaller amount of suction is also created on the leeward site of the 
building, due to eddies created from the wind. Therefore, an effective system is 
to allow openings in the windward and leeward sides, so as to create good cross-
ventilation. It is usual to install insect screens to avoid having insects in the build-
ing. When these are used, they must be placed as far as possible from the window 
frame because they reduce the air flow by an amount equal to their blockage.

It should be noted that the presence of windows on two walls does not 
guarantee good cross-ventilation unless there is a significant pressure differ-
ence. Additionally, buildings with windows on only one external wall are dif-
ficult to ventilate, even if the wind strikes directly on these windows. In this 
case, ventilation is facilitated by having the two windows as far apart as pos-
sible and using devices such as wing walls, which can be added to the building 
exterior with fixed or movable structures (see Figure 6.9). The objective of the 
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Figure 6.8  Pressure created because of the wind flow around a building.
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Figure 6.9  use of a wing wall to help natural ventilation of windows located on the 
same side of the wall.
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wing wall is to cause one window to be in the positive pressure zone and the 
other in the negative.

If the inlet window is located in the center of the wall, the incoming air 
jet will maintain its shape for a length that is approximately equal to the win-
dow size and then disperse completely. If, however, the inlet window is located 
near a side wall, the air stream attaches to the wall. A similar effect is obtained 
when the window is very close to the floor or ceiling. In warm areas, the objec-
tive is to direct the air flow toward the hot room surfaces (walls and ceiling) 
to cool them. The relative location of the outlet window, high or low, does not 
appreciably affect the amount of air flow. For better effects, it is preferable to 
allow outside air to mix with the room air; therefore, the outlet should be in 
such a location as to make the air change direction before leaving the room.

To create higher inlet velocity, the inlet window should be smaller than the 
outlet one, whereas the air flow is maximized by having equal areas for the 
inlet and outlet windows.

6.3  solar sPaCe heaTing and Cooling
Systems for space heating are very similar to those for water heating, described 
in the previous chapter; and because the same considerations for combination 
with an auxiliary source, array design, over-temperature and freezing, controls, 
and the like apply to both, these will not be repeated. The most common heat 
transfer fluids are water, water and antifreeze mixtures, and air. The load is the 
building to be heated or cooled. Although it is technically possible to construct 
a solar heating or cooling system that can satisfy fully the design load, such 
a system would be non-viable, since it would be oversized most of the time. 
The size of the solar system may be determined by a life-cycle cost analysis 
described in Chapter 12.

Active solar space systems use collectors to heat a fluid, storage units to 
store solar energy until needed, and distribution equipment to provide the solar 
energy to the heated spaces in a controlled manner. Additionally, a complete sys-
tem includes pumps or fans for transferring the energy to storage or to the load; 
these require a continuous availability of non-renewable energy, generally in the 
form of electricity.

The load can be space cooling, heating, or a combination of these two with 
hot water supply. When it is combined with conventional heating equipment, 
solar heating provides the same levels of comfort, temperature stability, and 
reliability as conventional systems.

During daytime, the solar energy system absorbs solar radiation with col-
lectors and conveys it to storage using a suitable fluid. As the building requires 
heat, this is obtained from storage. Control of the solar energy system is exer-
cised by differential temperature controllers, described in Chapter 5, Section 
5.5. In locations where freezing conditions may occur, a low-temperature sensor 
is installed on the collector to control the solar pump when a preset temperature 
is reached. This process wastes some stored heat, but it prevents costly damage 
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to the solar collectors. Alternatively, systems described in the previous chapter, 
such as the drain-down and drain-back, can be used, depending on whether the 
system is closed or open.

Solar cooling of buildings is an attractive idea because the cooling loads and 
availability of solar radiation are in phase. Additionally, the combination of solar 
cooling and heating greatly improves the use factors of collectors compared to 
heating alone. Solar air conditioning can be accomplished mainly by two types 
of systems: absorption cycles and adsorption (desiccant) cycles. Some of these 
cycles are also used in solar refrigeration systems. It should be noted that the 
same solar collectors are used for both space heating and cooling systems when 
both are present.

A review of the various solar heating and cooling systems is presented by 
Hahne (1996) and a review of solar and low-energy cooling technologies is 
presented by Florides et al. (2002a).

6.3.1	 Space	heating	and	Service	hot	Water
Depending on the conditions that exist in a system at a particular time, the 
solar systems usually have five basic modes of operation:

1.	 When solar energy is available and heat is not required in the building, 
solar energy is added to storage.

2.	 When solar energy is available and heat is required in the building, solar 
energy is used to supply the building load demand.

3.	 When solar energy is not available, heat is required in the building, and 
the storage unit has stored energy, the stored energy is used to supply 
the building load demand.

4.	 When solar energy is not available, heat is required in the building, and 
the storage unit has been depleted, auxiliary energy is used to supply 
the building load demand.

5.	 When the storage unit is fully heated, there are no loads to meet, and the 
collector is absorbing heat, solar energy is discarded.

This last mode is achieved through the operation of pressure relief valves, 
or in the case of air collectors where the stagnant temperature is not detrimen-
tal to the collector materials, the flow of air is turned off; thus the collector 
temperature rises until the absorbed energy is dissipated by thermal losses.

In addition to the operation modes just outlined, the solar energy system is 
usually used to provide domestic hot water. These modes are usually controlled 
by thermostats. So, depending on the load of each service, heating, cooling, or 
hot water, the thermostat that is not satisfied gives a signal to operate a pump, 
provided that the collector temperature is higher than that of storage, as explained 
in Chapter 5, Section 5.5. Therefore, by using the thermostats, it is possible to 
combine modes and operate in more than one mode at a time. Some systems do 
not allow direct heating from a solar collector to heat the building but always 
transfer heat from collector to storage, whenever this is available, and from stor-
age to load, whenever this is needed.
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In Europe, solar heating systems for combined space and water heating are 
known as combisystems, and the storage tanks of these systems are called com-
bistores. Many of these combistore tanks have one or more heat exchangers 
immersed directly in the storage fluid. The immersed heat exchangers are used 
for various functions, including charging via solar collectors or a boiler and 
discharging for domestic hot water and space heating uses.

For combisystems, the heat store is the key component, since it is used as 
short-term storage for solar energy and as buffer storage for the fuel or wood 
boiler. The storage medium used in solar combistores is usually the water of the 
space heating loop and not the tap water used in conventional solar domestic 
hot water stores. The tap water is heated on demand by passing through a heat 
exchanger, which can be placed either inside or outside the tank containing the 
water of the heating loop. When the heat exchanger is in direct contact with the 
storage medium, the maximum tap water temperature at the start of the draw-off 
is similar to the temperature of the water inside the store. The tap water volume 
inside the heat exchanger can vary from a few liters for immersed heat exchang-
ers to several hundred liters for tank-in-tank stores.

Three typical combistores are shown in Figure 6.10. In the first, shown in 
Figure 6.10a, an immersed heat exchanger is used, mounted on the whole inside 
surface of the mantle and top of the store. In the second store, shown in Figure 
6.10b, the preparation of hot water is based on a natural circulation (thermosiphon-
ing) heat exchanger, which is mounted in the upper part of the store. The third one, 
shown in Figure 6.10c, is the tank-in-tank case, where a conical hot water tank is 
placed inside the main tank, as shown, its bottom part reaching nearly the bottom of 
the store. Typical tap water volumes in heat exchanger are 15, 10, and 150–200 L 
for the three tanks, respectively (Druck and Hahne, 1998).

In the initial stages of design of a solar space heating system, a number of 
factors need to be considered. Among the first ones is whether the system will 
be direct or indirect and whether a different fluid will be used in the solar sys-
tem and the heat delivery system. This is decided primarily from the possibility 
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Figure 6.10  (a) immersed heat exchanger, (b) natural circulation heat exchanger,  
(c) tank-in-tank (adapted from druck and Hahne, 1998).
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of freezing conditions at the site of interest. Generally speaking, the designer 
must be aware that the presence of a heat exchanger in a system imposes a 
penalty of 5–10% in the effective energy delivered to the system. This is usu-
ally translated as an extra percentage of collector area to allow the system to 
deliver the same quantity of energy as a system with no heat exchanger.

Another important parameter to consider is the time matching of the load 
and solar energy input. Over the annual seasonal cycle, energy requirements of 
a building are not constant. For the Northern Hemisphere, heating requirements 
start around October, the maximum heating load is during January or February, 
and the heating season ends around the end of April. Depending on the lati-
tude, cooling requirements start in May, the maximum is about the end of July, 
and the cooling season ends around the end of September. The domestic hot 
water requirements are almost constant, with small variations due to variations 
in water supply temperature. Although it is possible to design a system that 
could cover the total thermal load requirements of a building, a very large col-
lector area and storage would be required. Therefore, such a system would not 
be economically viable, because the system would be oversized for most of the 
year, i.e., it will collect energy that it could not use for most of the time.

As can be understood from above, the load is not constant and varies 
throughout the year and a space heating system could be inoperative during 
many months of the year, which could create overheating problems in the solar 
collectors during summertime. To avoid this problem, a solar space heating 
system needs to be combined with solar space cooling so as to utilize fully the 
solar system throughout the year. Solar heating systems are examined in this 
section, whereas solar cooling systems are examined in Section 6.4.

A space heating system can use either air or liquid collectors, but the energy 
delivery system may use the same medium or a different one. Usually air sys-
tems use air for the collection, storage, and delivery system; but liquid systems 
may use water or water plus antifreeze solution for the collection circuit, water 
for storage, and water (e.g., a floor heating system) or air (e.g., a water-to-air 
heat exchanger and air handling unit) for the heat delivery.

Many variations of systems are used for both solar space heating and ser-
vice hot water production. The basic configuration is similar to the solar water 
heating systems outlined in Sections 5.2.1–5.2.3. When used for both space 
and hot water production, this system allows independent control of the solar  
collector-storage and storage-auxiliary-load loops because solar-heated water 
can be added to storage at the same time that hot water is removed from storage 
to meet building loads. Usually, a bypass is provided around the storage tank to 
avoid heating the storage tank, which can be of considerable size, with auxiliary 
energy. This is examined in more detail in Section 6.3.3.

6.3.2	 Air	Systems
A schematic of a basic solar air heating system with a pebble bed storage unit 
and auxiliary heating source is shown in Figure 6.11. In this case, the various 
operation modes are achieved by the use of the dampers shown. Usually, in air 
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systems, it is not practical to have simultaneous addition and removal of energy 
from the storage. If the energy supplied from the collector or storage is inad-
equate to meet the load, auxiliary energy can be used to top up the air tempera-
ture to cover the building load. As shown in Figure 6.11, it is also possible to 
bypass the collector and storage unit when there is no sunshine and the storage 
tank is completely depleted and use the auxiliary alone to provide the required 
heat. A more detailed schematic of an air space heating system incorporat-
ing a subsystem for the preparation of domestic hot water is shown in Figure 
6.12. For the preparation of hot water, an air-to-water heat exchanger is used. 
Usually a preheat tank is used as shown. Details of controls are also shown 
in Figure 6.12. Furthermore, the system can use air collectors and a hydronic 
space heating system in an arrangement similar to the water-heating air system 
described in Section 5.2.3 and shown in Figure 5.14.

The advantages of using air as a heat transfer fluid are outlined in water-
heating air systems (Section 5.2.3). Other advantages include the high degree 
of stratification that occurs in the pebble bed, which leads to lower collector 
inlet temperatures. Additionally, the working fluid is air, and warm-air heating 
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systems are common in the building services industry. Control equipment that 
can be applied to these systems is also readily available from the building ser-
vices industry. Further, added to the disadvantages of water-heating air systems 
(see Section 5.2.3) is the difficulty of adding solar air conditioning to the sys-
tem, higher storage costs, and noisier operation. Another disadvantage is that 
air collectors are operated at lower fluid capacitance rates and thus with lower 
values of FR than the liquid-heating collectors.

Usually, air heating collectors used in space heating systems are operated 
at fixed air flow rates; therefore the outlet temperature varies through the day. It 
is also possible to operate the collectors at a fixed outlet temperature by vary-
ing the flow rate. When flow rates are low, however, they result in reduced FR 
and therefore reduced collector performance.

6.3.3	 Water	Systems
Many variaties of systems can be used for both solar space heating and domes-
tic hot water production. The basic configurations are similar to the solar water 
heating systems outlined in Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2. When used for both space 
and hot water production and because solar-heated water can be added to stor-
age at the same time that hot water is removed from storage to meet building 
loads, the system allows independent control of the solar collector-storage and 
storage-auxiliary-load loops. Usually, a bypass is provided around the storage 
tank to avoid heating the storage tank, which can be of considerable size, with 
auxiliary energy.

A schematic diagram of a solar heating and hot water system is shown in 
Figure 6.13. Control of the solar heating system is based on two thermostats: the 
collector-storage temperature differential and the room temperature. The collec-
tor operates with a differential thermostat, as explained in Chapter 5, Section 5.5. 
When the room thermostat senses a low temperature, the load pump is activated, 
drawing heated water from the main storage tank to meet the demand. If the 
energy stored in the tank cannot meet the load demand, the thermostat activates 
the auxiliary heater to supply the balance of the heating requirements. Usually, 
the controller also modifies the three-way valves shown in Figure 6.13 so that the 
flow is entirely through the auxiliary heater whenever the storage tank is depleted.
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The solar heating system design shown in Figure 6.13 is suitable for use in 
non-freezing climates. To use such a system in locations where freezing is pos-
sible, provisions for complete and dependable drainage of the collector must 
be made. This can be done with an automatic discharge valve, activated by the 
ambient air temperature, and an air vent. This is the usual arrangement of the 
drain-down system, described in Chapter 5, Section 5.2.1, in which the collec-
tor water is drained out of the system to waste. Alternatively, a drain-back sys-
tem, described in Chapter 5, Section 5.2.2, can be used, in which the collector 
water is drained back to the storage whenever the solar pump stops. When this 
system drains, air enters the collector through a vent.

If the climate is characterized by frequent sub-freezing temperatures, posi-
tive freeze protection with the use of an antifreeze solution in a closed collec-
tor loop is necessary. A detailed schematic of such a liquid-based system is 
shown in Figure 6.14. A collector heat exchanger is used between the collector 
and the storage tank, which allows the use of antifreeze solutions to the col-
lector circuit. The most usual solution is water plus glycol. Relief valves are 
also required to dump excess energy if over-temperature conditions exists. To 
“top off” the energy available from the solar energy system, auxiliary energy 
is required. It should be noted that the connections to the storage tank should 
be done in such a way as to enhance stratification, i.e., cold streams to be con-
nected at the bottom and hot streams at the top. In this way, cooler water or 
fluid is supplied to the collectors to maintain the best possible efficiency. In 
this type of system, the auxiliary energy is never used directly in the solar stor-
age tank. This is treated in more detail in the next section.

The use of a heat exchanger between the collector heat transfer fluid and 
the storage water imposes a temperature differential across the two sides, thus 
the storage tank temperature is lowered. This is a disadvantage for system 
performance, as described in Chapter 5, Section 5.4.2; however, this system 
design is preferred in climates with frequent freezing conditions, to avoid the 
danger of malfunction in a self-draining system.

A load heat exchanger is also required, as shown in Figure 6.14, to transfer 
energy from the storage tank to the heated spaces. It should be noted that the 
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load heat exchanger must be adequately sized to avoid excessive temperature 
drop with a corresponding increase in the tank and collector temperatures.

The advantages of liquid heating systems are the high collector FR, small 
storage volume requirement, and relatively easy combination with an absorp-
tion air conditioner for cooling (see Section 6.4.2).

The analysis of these systems is similar to the water heating systems pre-
sented in Chapter 5. When both space heating and hot water are considered, 
the rate of the energy removed from the storage tank to load (Ql) in Eq. (5.31) 
is replaced by Qls, the space load supplied by solar energy through the load 
heat exchanger, and the term Qlw, representing the domestic water heating load 
supplied through the domestic water heat exchanger, is added, as shown in the 
following equation, which neglects stratification in the storage tank:

 
( ) ls tlMc

dT

dt
Q Q Q Qp s

s
u lw     (6.60)

The terms Qu and Qtl can be obtained from Eqs. (4.2) and (5.32), respectively.
The space heating load, Qhl, can be estimated from the following equation 

(positive values only):

 Q UA T Tl R ahl ( ) ( )    (6.61)

where (UA)l  space loss coefficient and area product, given by Eq. (6.25).
The maximum rate of heat transferred across the load heat exchanger, 

Qle(max), is given by

 
Q mc T Tl p a s Rle(max) ( ) ( ) ε   (6.62)

where
l  load heat exchanger effectiveness.
( mc )p a  air loop mass flow rate and specific heat product (W/K).
Ts  storage tank temperature (°C).

It should be noted that, in Eq. (6.62), the air side of the water-to-air heat 
exchanger is considered to be the minimum because the cp (1.05 kJ/kg-°C) of 
air is much lower than the cp of water (4.18 kJ/kg-°C).

The space load, Qls, is then given by (positive values only):

 
Q Q Qls le(max) hl[min( , )]   (6.63)

The domestic water heating load, Qw, can be estimated from

 
Q mc T Tw p w w mu ( ) ( )  (6.64)

where
( )mcp w  domestic water mass flow rate and specific heat product (W/K).
Tw  required hot water temperature, usually 60°C.
Tmu  make-up water temperature from mains (°C).
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The domestic water heating load supplied by solar energy through the domes-
tic water heat exchanger, Qlw, of effectiveness w, can be estimated from

 
Q mc T Tlw w p w s ε ( ) ( )mu  (6.65)

Finally, the auxiliary energy required, Qaux, to cover the domestic water 
heating and space loads is given by (positive values only)

 
Q Q Q Q Qw lsaux hl aux, tl( )      (6.66)

where the auxiliary energy required to cover the domestic water heating load, 
Qaux,w, is given by (positive values only)

 
Q mc T Tw p w w saux, ( ) ( )    (6.67)

e �� a m p l e   6 . 7

A space is maintained at a room temperature TR  21°C and has a (UA)l  
2500 W/°C. The ambient temperature is 1°C and the storage tank temperature 
is 80°C. Estimate the space load, domestic water heating load, and auxiliary 
energy required if the following apply:

1.	 Heat exchanger effectiveness  0.7.
2.	 Flow rate of air side of heat exchanger  1.1 kg/s.
3.	 Specific heat of air  1.05 kJ/hg-°C.
4.	 Environmental temperature at the space where storage tank is located  

15°C.
5.	 (UA) of storage tank  2.5 W/°C.
6.	 Mass flow rate of domestic water  0.2 kg/s.
7.	 Required domestic water temperature  60°C.
8.	 Make-up water temperature  12°C.

Solution
The space heating load, Qhl, can be estimated from Eq. (6.61):

 Q UA T Tl R ahl ( ) ( ) ( ) kW     + 2500 21 1 50  

The maximum rate of heat transferred across the load heat exchanger, 
Qle(max), is given by Eq. (6.62):

 
Q mc T Tl p a s Rle(max) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) kW       ε  0 7 1 1 1 05 80 21 47 7. . . .

 

The space load, Qls, is then given by Eq. (6.63):

 
Q Q Qls le(max) hlmin( , ) min( ) kW   [ ] . , .47 7 50 47 7

 

The storage tank losses are estimated from Eq. (5.32):

 Q UA T Ts stl env( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) W kW      2 5 80 15 162 5 0 16. . .  
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The domestic water heating load, Qw, can be estimated from Eq. (6.64):

 
Q mc T Tw p w w      ( ) ( ) ( ) kWmu 0 2 4 18 60 12 40 1. . .

 

The rate of auxiliary energy required to cover the domestic water heating 
load, Qaux,w, is given by Eq. (6.67):

 

Q mc T Tw p w w saux, ( ) ( ) ( )

kW (not consi

     

 

 + 0 2 4 18 60 80

16 7

. .

. ddered as it is negative)  

The rate of auxiliary energy required, Qaux, to cover the domestic water 
heating and space loads is given by Eq. (6.66):

 
Q Q Q Q Qwaux hl aux, tl ls( ) kW         50 0 0 16 47 7 2 14. . .

 

It should be noted that, in all cases where a heat exchanger is used, the 
penalty of using this heat exchanger can be estimated according to Eq. (5.57), 
as indicated by the following example.

e �� a m p l e   6 . 8

A space heating and hot water system has a collector with FRUL  5.71 W/m2-°C  
and area of 16 m2. What is the ratio F FR R

 /  if the flow rate of antifreeze is 
0.012 kg/s-m2 and water is 0.018 kg/s-m2 in a collector-storage heat exchanger 
of effectiveness equal to 0.63, and the cp of water is 4180 J/kg-°C and of anti-
freeze is 3350 J/kg-°C?

Solution
First, the capacitance rates for the collector and tank sides are required, given by

 
C mcc p c    ( ) W/ C 0 012 16 3350 643 2. . °

 

 
C mcs p s    ( ) W/ C 0 018 16 4180 1203 8. . °

 

Therefore, the minimum

 
( ) ( ) W/ Cmin mc mcp p c  643 2. °

 

From Eq. (5.57), we get
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6.3.4	 Location	of	Auxiliary	heater
One important consideration concerning the storage tank is the decision as to 
the best location for the auxiliary heater. This is especially important for solar 
space-heating systems because larger amounts of auxiliary energy are usually 
required and storage tank sizes are large. For maximum utilization of the energy 
supplied by an auxiliary source, the location of this energy input should be at 
the load, not at the storage tank. The supply of auxiliary energy at the storage 
tank will undoubtedly increase the temperature of fluid entering the collector, 
resulting in lower collector efficiency. When a water-based solar energy system 
is used in conjunction with a warm-air space heating system, the most economi-
cal means of auxiliary energy supply is by the use of a fossil fuel-fired boiler. In 
case of bad weather, the boiler can take over the entire heating load.

When a water-based solar energy system is used in conjunction with a 
water space heating system or to supply the heated water to an absorption air- 
conditioning unit, the auxiliary heater can be located in the storage-load loop, 
either in series or in parallel with the storage, as illustrated in Figure 6.15. When 
auxiliary energy is employed to boost the temperature of solar energy heated 
water, as shown in Figure 6.15a, maximum utilization of stored solar energy 
is achieved. This way of connecting the auxiliary supply, however, also has the 
tendency to boost the storage tank temperature because water returning from 
the load may be at a higher temperature than the storage tank. Increasing the 
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storage temperature using auxiliary energy has the undesirable effect of lower-
ing the collector effectiveness, in addition to diverting the storage capacity to 
the storage of auxiliary energy instead of solar energy. This, however, depends 
on the operating temperature of the heating system. Therefore, a low-tempera-
ture system is required. This can be achieved with a water-to-air heat exchanger, 
either centrally with an air-handling unit or in a distributed way with individual 
fan coil units in each room to be heated. This system has the advantage of con-
necting easily with space-cooling systems, as for example with an absorption 
system (see Section 6.4). By using this type of system, solar energy can be used 
more effectively, because a high-temperature system would imply that the hot 
water storage remains at high temperature, so solar collectors would work at 
lower efficiency.

Another possibility is to use under-floor heating or an all-water system 
employing traditional heating radiators. In the latter case, provisions need to be 
made during the design stage to operate the system at low temperatures, which 
implies the use of bigger radiators. Such a system is also suitable for retrofit 
applications.

Figure 6.15b illustrates an arrangement that makes it possible to isolate the 
auxiliary heating circuit from the storage tank. Solar-heated storage water is used 
exclusively to meet load demands when its temperature is adequate. When the 
storage temperature drops below the required level, circulation through the stor-
age tank is discontinued and hot water from the auxiliary heater is used exclu-
sively to meet space-heating needs. This way of connecting the auxiliary supply 
avoids the undesirable increase in storage water temperature by auxiliary energy. 
However, it has the disadvantage that stored solar energy at lower temperatures 
is not fully utilized, and this energy may be lost from the storage (through jacket 
losses). The same requirements for a low-temperature system apply here as well 
in order to be able to extract as much energy as possible from the storage tank.

6.3.5	 heat	pump	Systems
Active solar energy systems can also be combined with heat pumps for domestic 
water heating or space heating. In residential heating, the solar energy system can 
be used in parallel with a heat pump, which supplies auxiliary energy when the 
sun is not available. Additionally, for domestic water systems requiring high water 
temperatures, a heat pump can be placed in series with the solar storage tank.

A heat pump is a device that pumps heat from a low-temperature source to 
a higher-temperature sink. Heat pumps are usually vapor compression refrig-
eration machines, where the evaporator can take heat into the system at low 
temperatures and the condenser can reject heat from the system at high tem-
peratures. In the heating mode, a heat pump delivers thermal energy from the 
condenser for space heating and can be combined with solar heating. In the 
cooling mode, the evaporator extracts heat from the air to be conditioned and 
rejects heat from the condenser to the atmosphere, with solar energy not con-
tributing to the energy for cooling. The performance characteristics of an inte-
gral type of solar-assisted heat pump are given by Huang and Chyng (2001).
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Heat pumps use mechanical energy to transfer thermal energy from a source 
at a lower temperature to a sink at a higher temperature. Electrically driven heat 
pump heating systems have two advantages compared to electric resistance 
heating or expensive fuels. The first one, as was seen in Chapter 5, Section 
5.2.4, is that the heat pump’s ratio of heating performance to electrical energy 
(COP) is high enough to yield 9–15 MJ of heat for each kWh of energy supplied 
to the compressor, which saves on the purchase of energy. The second is the 
usefulness for air conditioning in the summer. Water-to-air heat pumps, which 
use solar-heated water from the storage tank as the evaporator energy source, 
are an alternative auxiliary heat source. Use of water involves freezing prob-
lems, which need to be taken into consideration.

Heat pumps have been used in combination with solar systems in residen-
tial and commercial applications. The additional complexity imposed by such a 
system and extra cost are offset by the high coefficient of performance and the 
lower operating temperature of the collector subsystem. A schematic of a com-
mon residential type heat pump system is shown in Figure 6.16. During favor-
able weather conditions, it is possible with this arrangement to have solar energy 
delivered directly to the forced air system while the heat pump is kept off.

The arrangement shown in Figure 6.16 is a series configuration, where the 
heat pump evaporator is supplied with energy from the solar energy system, 
called a water-to-air heat pump. As can be seen, energy from the collector sys-
tem is supplied directly to the building when the temperature of the water in 
the storage temperature is high. When the storage tank temperature cannot sat-
isfy the load, the heat pump is operated; thus it benefits from the relatively high 
temperature of the solar energy system, which is higher than the ambient and 
thus increases the heat pump’s COP. A parallel arrangement is also possible, 
where the heat pump serves as an independent auxiliary energy source for the 
solar energy system, as shown in Figure 6.17. In this case, a water-to-water 
heat pump is used.
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Figure 6.16  schematic diagram of a domestic water-to-air heat pump system (series 
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The series configuration is usually preferred because it allows all the solar 
collected power to be used, leaving the tank at a low temperature, which allows 
the solar energy system to work more effectively the next day. Additionally, the 
heat pump performance is higher with high evaporator temperatures. An added 
advantage of this system is that the solar energy system is conventional, using 
liquid collectors and a water storage tank. A dual-source heat pump can also be 
used, in which another form of renewable energy, such as a pellets boiler, can 
be used when the storage tank is completely depleted. In such a case, a control 
system selects the heat source to use for the best heat pump COP, i.e., it selects 
the higher of the two heat sources. Another possible design is to use an air 
solar heating system and an air-to-air heat pump.

6.4  solar Cooling
The quest for a safe and comfortable environment has always been one of the 
main pre-occupations of the human race. In ancient times, people used the expe-
rience gained over many years to utilize in the best possible way the available 
resources to achieve adequate living conditions. Central heating was pioneered 
by the Romans, using double floors and passing the fumes of a fire through the 
floor cavity. Also in Roman times, windows were covered for the first time with 
materials such as mica or glass. Thus, light was admitted in the house without 
letting in wind and rain (Kreider and Rabl, 1994). The Iraqis, on the other hand, 
utilized the prevailing wind to take advantage of the cool night air and provide anight air and provide aair and provide a 
cooler environment during the day (Winwood et al., 1997). Additionally, running 
water was employed to provide some evaporative cooling.

As late as the 1960s, though, house comfort conditions were only for the 
few. From then onward, central air-conditioning systems became common in 
many countries, due to the development of mechanical refrigeration and the 
rise in the standard of living. The oil crisis of the 1970s stimulated intensive 
research aimed at reducing energy costs. Also, global warming and ozone deple-
tion and the escalating costs of fossil fuels over the last few years have forced 
governments and engineering bodies to re-examine the whole approach to build-
ing design and control. Energy conservation in the sense of fuel saving is also of 
great importance.
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Figure 6.17  schematic diagram of a domestic water-to-water heat pump system  
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During recent years, research aimed at the development of technologies that 
can offer reductions in energy consumption, peak electrical demand, and energy 
costs without lowering the desired level of comfort conditions has intensified. 
Alternative cooling technologies that can be applied to residential and commer-
cial buildings, under a wide range of weather conditions, are being developed.are being developed.. 
These include night cooling with ventilation, evaporative cooling, desiccant 
cooling, and slab cooling. The design of buildings employing low-energy cool-
ing technologies, however, presents difficulties and requires advanced modeling 
and control techniques to ensure efficient operation.

Another method that can be used to reduce energy consumption is ground 
cooling. This is based on the heat loss dissipation from a building to the ground, 
which during the summer has a lower temperature than the ambient. This dissi-
pation can be achieved either by direct contact of an important part of the build-
ing envelope with the ground or by blowing into the building air that has firstair that has firstthat has first 
been passed through an earth-to-air heat exchanger (Argiriou, 1997).

The role of designers and architects is very important, especially with respect 
to solar energy control, the utilization of thermal mass, and the natural ventilation 
of buildings, as was seen in Section 6.2.6. In effective solar energy control, sum-
mer heat gains must be reduced, while winter solar heat gains must be maximized. 
This can be achieved by proper orientation and shape of the building, the use of 
shading devices, and the selection of proper construction materials. Thermal mass, 
especially in hot climates with diurnal variation of ambient temperatures exceed-
ing 10°C, can be used to reduce the instantaneous high cooling loads, reduce 
energy consumption, and attenuate indoor temperature swings. Correct ventilation 
can enhance the roles of both solar energy control and thermal mass.

Reconsideration of the building structure; the readjustment of capital cost 
allocations, i.e., investing in energy conservation measures that may have a sig-
nificant influence on thermal loads; and improvements in equipment and main-
tenance can minimize the energy expenditure and improve thermal comfort.

In intermediate seasons in hot, dry climates, processes such as evaporative 
cooling can offer energy conservation opportunities. However, in summertime, 
due to the high temperatures, low-energy cooling technologies alone cannotcannot 
satisfy the total cooling demand of domestic dwellings. For this reason active 
cooling systems are required. Vapor compression cooling systems are usually 
used, powered by electricity, which is expensive and its production depends 
mainly on fossil fuel. In such climates, one source abundantly available is 
solar energy, which could be used to power an active solar cooling system 
based on the absorption cycle. The problem with solar absorption machines is 
that they are expensive compared to vapor compression machines, and until 
recently, they were not readily available in the small-capacity range applicable 
to domestic cooling applications. Reducing the use of conventional vapor com-
pression air-conditioning systems will also reduce their effect on both global 
warming and ozone layer depletion.

The integration of the building envelope with an absorption system should 
offer better control of the internal environment. Two basic types of absorption 
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units are available: ammonia-water and lithium bromide (LiBr) water units. 
The latter are more suitable for solar applications since their operating (genera-
tor) temperature is lower and thus more readily obtainable with low-cost solar 
collectors (Florides et al., 2001).

The solar cooling of buildings is an attractive idea because the cooling 
loads and availability of solar radiation are in phase. Additionally, the combina-
tion of solar cooling and heating greatly improves the use factors of collectors 
compared to heating alone. Solar air conditioning can be accomplished by three 
types of systems: absorption cycles, adsorption (desiccant) cycles, and solar 
mechanical processes. Some of these cycles are also used in solar refrigeration 
systems and are described in the following sections.

Solar cooling can be considered for two related processes: to provide 
refrigeration for food and medicine preservation and to provide comfort cool-
ing. Solar refrigeration systems usually operate at intermittent cycles and pro-
duce much lower temperatures (ice) than in air conditioning. When the same 
systems are used for space cooling they operate on continuous cycles. The 
cycles employed for solar refrigeration are absorption and adsorption. During 
the cooling portion of the cycles, the refrigerant is evaporated and re-absorbed. 
In these systems, the absorber and generator are separate vessels. The genera-
tor can be an integral part of the collector, with refrigerant absorbent solution 
in the tubes of the collector circulated by a combination of a thermosiphon and 
a vapor lift pump.

Many options enable the integration of solar energy into the process of 
“cold” production. Solar refrigeration can be accomplished by using either a 
thermal energy source supplied from a solar collector or electricity supplied 
from photovoltaics. This can be achieved by using either thermal adsorption 
or absorption units or conventional vapor compression refrigeration equipment 
powered by photovoltaics. Solar refrigeration is employed mainly to cool vac-
cine stores in areas with no public electricity.

Photovoltaic refrigeration, although it uses standard refrigeration equip-
ment, which is an advantage, has not achieved widespread use because of the 
low efficiency and high cost of the photovoltaic cells. As photovoltaics oper-
ated vapor compression systems do not differ in operation from the public util-
ity systems, these are not covered in this book and details are given only on the 
solar adsorption and absorption units, with more emphasis on the latter.

Solar cooling is more attractive for the southern countries of the Northern 
Hemisphere and the northern countries of the Southern Hemisphere. Solar 
cooling systems are particularly applicable to large applications (e.g., commer-
cial buildings) that have high cooling loads for large periods of the year. Such 
systems in combination with solar heating can make more efficient use of solar 
collectors, which would be idle during the cooling season. Generally, however, 
there is much less experience with solar cooling than solar heating systems.

Solar cooling systems can be classified into three categories: solar sorption 
cooling, solar-mechanical systems, and solar-related systems (Florides et al., 
2002a).
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solar sorPtion cooling
Sorbents are materials that have an ability to attract and hold other gases or liq-
uids. Desiccants are sorbents that have a particular affinity for water. The process 
of attracting and holding moisture is described as either absorption or adsorp-
tion, depending on whether the desiccant undergoes a chemical change as it takes 
on moisture. Absorption changes the desiccant the way, for example, table salt 
changes from a solid to a liquid as it absorbs moisture. Adsorption, on the other 
hand, does not change the desiccant except by the addition of the weight of water 
vapor, similar in some ways to a sponge soaking up water (ASHRAE, 2005).

Compared to an ordinary cooling cycle, the basic idea of an absorption sys-
tem is to avoid compression work. This is done by using a suitable working 
pair: a refrigerant and a solution that can absorb the refrigerant.

Absorption systems are similar to vapor-compression air-conditioning sys-
tems but differ in the pressurization stage. In general, an evaporating refrig-
erant is absorbed by an absorbent on the low-pressure side. Combinations 
include lithium bromide–water (LiBr-H2O), where water vapor is the refriger-
ant, and ammonia-water (NH3-H2O) systems, where ammonia is the refrigerant 
(Keith et al., 1996).

Adsorption cooling is the other group of sorption air conditioners that uti-
lizes an agent (the adsorbent) to adsorb the moisture from the air (or dry any 
other gas or liquid), then uses the evaporative cooling effect to produce cool-
ing. Solar energy can be used to regenerate the drying agent. Solid adsorbents 
include silica gels, zeolites, synthetic zeolites, activated alumina, carbons, and 
synthetic polymers (ASHRAE, 2005). Liquid adsorbents can be triethylene 
glycol solutions of lithium chloride and lithium bromide solutions.

More details of these systems are given in separate sections further on.

solar-mecHanical systems
Solar-mechanical systems utilize a solar-powered prime mover to drive a con-
ventional air-conditioning system. This can be done by converting solar energy 
into electricity by means of photovoltaic devices, then utilizing an electric motor 
to drive a vapor compressor. The photovoltaic panels, however, have a low field 
efficiency of about 10–15%, depending on the type of cells used, which results 
in low overall efficiencies for the system.

The solar-powered prime mover can also be a Rankine engine. In a typical sys-
tem, energy from the collector is stored, then transferred to a heat exchanger, and 
finally energy is used to drive the heat engine (see Chapter 10). The heat engine 
drives a vapor compressor, which produces a cooling effect at the evaporator. As 
shown in Figure 6.18, the efficiency of the solar collector decreases as the operat-
ing temperature increases, whereas the efficiency of the heat engine of the system 
increases as the operating temperature increases. The two efficiencies meet at a 
point (A in Figure 6.18), providing an optimum operating temperature for steady-
state operation. The combined system has overall efficiencies between 17 and 23%.

Due to the diurnal cycle, both the cooling load and the storage tank tem-
perature vary through the day. Therefore, designing such a system presents 
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appreciable difficulties. When a Rankine heat engine is coupled with a con-
stant-speed air conditioner, the output of the engine seldom matches the input 
required by the air conditioner. Therefore, auxiliary energy must be supplied 
when the engine output is less than that required; otherwise, excess energy may 
be used to produce electricity for other purposes.

solar-related air conditioning
Some components of systems installed for the purpose of heating a building 
can also be used to cool it but without the direct use of solar energy. Examples 
of these systems can be heat pumps, rock bed regenerators, and alterna-
tive cooling technologies or passive systems. Heat pumps were examined in 
Section 6.3.5. The other two methods are briefly introduced here.

l Rock bed regenerator. Rock bed (or pebble bed) storage units of solar 
air heating systems can be night-cooled during summer to store “cold” for 
use the following day. This can be accomplished during the night whenduring the night when 
the temperatures and humidities are low by passing outside air through anby passing outside air through an 
optional evaporative cooler, through the pebble bed, and to the exhaust. 
During the day, the building can be cooled by passing room air through 
the pebble bed. A number of applications using pebble beds for solar 
energy storage are given by Hastings (1999). For such systems, airflow 
rates should be kept to a minimum so as to minimize fan power require-
ments without affecting the performance of the pebble bed. Therefore, an 
optimization process should be followed as part of the design.

l Alternative cooling technologies or passive systems. Passive cooling 
is based on the transfer of heat by natural means from a building to envi-
ronmental sinks, such as clear skies, the atmosphere, the ground, and 
water. The transfer of heat can be by radiation, naturally occurring wind, 
airflow due to temperature differences, conduction to the ground, or con-
duction and convection to bodies of water. It is usually up to the designer 
to select the most appropriate type of technology for each application. 
The options depend on the climate type.

More details for the adsorption and absorption systems follow.
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Figure 6.18  collector and power cycle efficiencies as a function of operating temperature.
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6.4.1	 Adsorption	units
Porous solids, called adsorbents, can physically and reversibly adsorb large 
volumes of vapor, called the adsorbate. Though this phenomenon, called solar 
adsorption, was recognized in 19th century, its practical application in the field of 
refrigeration is relatively recent. The concentration of adsorbate vapors in a solid 
adsorbent is a function of the temperature of the pair, i.e., the mixture of adsorbent 
and adsorbate and the vapor pressure of the latter. The dependence of adsorbate 
concentration on temperature, under constant pressure conditions, makes it pos-
sible to adsorb or desorb the adsorbate by varying the temperature of the mixture. 
This forms the basis of the application of this phenomenon in the solar-powered  
intermittent vapor sorption refrigeration cycle.

An adsorbent-refrigerant working pair for a solar refrigerator requires the 
following characteristics:

1.	 A refrigerant with a large latent heat of evaporation.
2.	 A working pair with high thermodynamic efficiency.
3.	 A low heat of desorption under the envisaged operating pressure and 

temperature conditions.
4.	 A low thermal capacity.

Water-ammonia has been the most widely used sorption refrigeration pair, 
and research has been undertaken to utilize the pair for solar-operated refrigera-
tors. The efficiency of such systems is limited by the condensing temperature, 
which cannot be lowered without introduction of advanced and expensive tech-
nology. For example, cooling towers or desiccant beds have to be used to pro-
duce cold water to condensate ammonia at lower pressure. Among the other 
disadvantages inherent in using water and ammonia as the working pair are the 
heavy-gauge pipe and vessel walls required to withstand the high pressure, the 
corrosiveness of ammonia, and the problem of rectification, i.e., removing water 
vapor from ammonia during generation. A number of solid adsorption working 
pairs, such as zeolite-water, zeolite-methanol, and activated carbon-methanol, 
have been studied to find the one that performed best. The activated carbon-
methanol working pair was found to perform the best (Norton, 1992).

Many cycles have been proposed for adsorption cooling and refrigeration 
(Dieng and Wang, 2001). The principle of operation of a typical system is indi-
cated in Figure 6.19. The process followed at the points from 1–9 of Figure 
6.19 is traced on the psychrometric chart depicted in Figure 6.20. Ambient air 
is heated and dried by a dehumidifier from point 1 to 2, regeneratively cooled 
by exhaust air in 2 to 3, evaporatively cooled in 3 to 4, and introduced into the 
building. Exhaust air from the building is evaporatively cooled from points 5 
to 6, heated to 7 by the energy removed from the supply air in the regenerator, 
heated by solar energy or another source to 8, then passed through the dehu-
midifier, where it regenerates the desiccant.

The selection of the adsorbing agent depends on the size of the moisture 
load and application.
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Rotary solid desiccant systems are the most common for continuous removal 
of moisture from the air. The desiccant wheel rotates through two separate air 
streams. In the first stream, the process air is dehumidified by adsorption, which 
does not change the physical characteristics of the desiccant; in the second stream 
the reactivation or regeneration air, which is first heated, dries the desiccant.  
Figure 6.21 is a schematic of a possible solar-powered adsorption system.
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Figure 6.19  schematic of a solar adsorption system.
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Figure 6.20  Psychrometric diagram of a solar adsorption process.
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When the drying agent is a liquid, such as triethylene glycol, the agent is 
sprayed into an absorber, where it picks up moisture from the building air. Then, 
it is pumped through a sensible heat exchanger to a separation column, where it 
is sprayed into a stream of solar-heated air. The high-temperature air removes 
water from the glycol, which then returns to the heat exchanger and the absorber. 
Heat exchangers are provided to recover sensible heat, maximize the temperature 
in the separator, and minimize the temperature in the absorber. This type of cycle 
is marketed commercially and used in hospitals and large installations (Duffie 
and Beckman, 1991).

The energy performance of these systems depends on the system configu-
ration, geometries of dehumidifiers, properties of adsorbent agent, and the like, 
but generally the COP of this technology is around 1.0. It should be noted, 
however, that in hot, dry climates the desiccant part of the system may not be 
required.

Because complete physical property data are available for only a few poten-
tial working pairs, the optimum performance remains unknown at the moment. In 
addition, the operating conditions of a solar-powered refrigerator, i.e., generator 
and condenser temperature, vary with its geographical location (Norton, 1992).

The development of three solar-biomass adsorption air-conditioning and 
refrigeration systems is presented by Critoph (2002). All systems use active 
carbon-ammonia adsorption cycles and the principle of operation and perfor-
mance prediction of the systems are given.

Thorpe (2002) presented an adsorption heat pump system that uses ammo-
nia with a granular active adsorbate. A high COP is achieved and the cycle is 
suitable for the use of heat from high-temperature (150–200°C) solar collectors 
for air conditioning.

6.4.2	 Absorption	units
Absorption is the process of attracting and holding moisture by substances 
called desiccants. Desiccants are sorbents, i.e., materials that have an ability to 
attract and hold other gases or liquids that have a particular affinity for water. 
During absorption, the desiccant undergoes a chemical change as it takes on 
moisture; an example we have seen before is table salt, which changes from a 
solid to a liquid as it absorbs moisture. The characteristic of the binding of des-
iccants to moisture makes the desiccants very useful in chemical separation pro-
cesses (ASHRAE, 2005).

Absorption machines are thermally activated, and they do not require high 
input shaft power. Therefore, where power is unavailable or expensive or where 
there is waste, geothermal, or solar heat available, absorption machines could 
provide reliable and quiet cooling. Absorption systems are similar to vapor 
compression air-conditioning systems but differ in the pressurization stage. 
In general, an absorbent, on the low-pressure side, absorbs an evaporating 
refrigerant. The most usual combinations of fluids include lithium bromide–
water (LiBr-H2O), where water vapor is the refrigerant, and ammonia-water  
(NH3-H2O) systems, where ammonia is the refrigerant.
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Absorption refrigeration systems are based on extensive development and 
experience in the early years of the refrigeration industry, in particular for ice 
production. From the beginning, its development has been linked to periods of 
high energy prices. Recently, however, there has been a great resurgence of inter-
est in this technology not only because of the rise in the energy prices but mainly 
due to the social and scientific awareness about the environmental degradation, 
which is related to the energy generation.

The pressurization is achieved by dissolving the refrigerant in the absorbent, 
in the absorber section (Figure 6.22). Subsequently, the solution is pumped to a 
high pressure with an ordinary liquid pump. The addition of heat in the generator 
is used to separate the low-boiling refrigerant from the solution. In this way, the 
refrigerant vapor is compressed without the need for large amounts of mechani-
cal energy that the vapor compression air-conditioning systems demand.

The remainder of the system consists of a condenser, expansion valve,  
and evaporator, which function in a similar way as in a vapor compression  
air-conditioning system.

litHium-Water absorPtion systems
The LiBr-H2O system operates at a generator temperature in the range of 70–
95°C, with water used as a coolant in the absorber and condenser, and has a 
COP higher than the NH3-H2O systems. The COP of this system is between 
0.6 and 0.8. A disadvantage of the LiBr-H2O systems is that their evaporator 
cannot operate at temperatures much below 5°C, since the refrigerant is water 
vapor. Commercially available absorption chillers for air-conditioning applica-
tions usually operate with a solution of lithium bromide in water and use steam 
or hot water as the heat source. Two types of chillers are available on the mar-
ket: the single effect and the double effect.

The single-effect absorption chiller is used mainly for building cooling loads, 
where chilled water is required at 6–7°C. The COP will vary to a small extent 
with the heat source and the cooling water temperatures. Single effect chillers 
can operate with hot water temperature ranging from about 70–150°C when 
water is pressurized (Florides et al., 2003).
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Figure 6.22  basic principle of the absorption air-conditioning system.
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The double-effect absorption chiller has two stages of generation to separate 
the refrigerant from the absorbent. Therefore, the temperature of the heat source 
needed to drive the high-stage generator is essentially higher than that needed 
for the single-effect machine and is in the range of 155–205°C. Double-effect 
chillers have a higher COP of about 0.9–1.2 (Dorgan et al., 1995). Although 
double-effect chillers are more efficient than the single-effect machines, they 
are obviously more expensive to purchase. However, every individual applica-
tion must be considered on its own merits, since the resulting savings in capi-
tal cost of the single-effect units can largely offset the extra capital cost of the 
double-effect chiller.

The Carrier Corporation pioneered lithium-bromide absorption chiller tech-
nology in the United States, with early single-effect machines introduced around 
1945. Due to the success of the product, soon other companies joined in produc-
tion. The absorption business thrived until 1975. Then, the generally held belief 
that natural gas supplies were lessening led to U.S. government regulations pro-
hibiting the use of gas in new constructions and, together with the low cost of 
electricity, led to the declination of the absorption refrigeration market (Keith, 
1995). Today the major factor in the decision on the type of system to install for 
a particular application is the economic trade-off between different cooling tech-
nologies. Absorption chillers typically cost less to operate, but they cost more to 
purchase than vapor compression units. The payback period depends strongly 
on the relative cost of fuel and electricity, assuming that the operating cost for 
the needed heat is less than the operating cost for electricity.

The technology was exported to Japan from the United States early in the 
1960s, and Japanese manufacturers set a research and development program to 
further improve the absorption systems. The program led to the introduction ofimprove the absorption systems. The program led to the introduction ofthe absorption systems. The program led to the introduction of 
the direct-fired double-effect machines with improved thermal performance.

Today gas-fired absorption chillers deliver 50% of the commercial space-
cooling load worldwide but less than 5% in the United States, where electricity-
driven vapor compression machines carry the majority of the load (Keith, 1995).

Many researchers have developed solar-assisted absorption refrigeration sys-
tems. Most of them have been produced as experimental units, and computer codes 
were written to simulate the systems. Some of these designs are presented here.

Hammad and Audi (1992) described the performance of a non-storage, con-
tinuous, solar-operated absorption refrigeration cycle. The maximum ideal coef-
ficient of performance of the system was determined to be equal to 1.6, while 
the peak actual coefficient of performance was determined to be equal to 0.55.

Haim et al. (1992) performed a simulation and analysis of two open cycle 
absorption systems. Both systems comprise a closed absorber and evaporator, 
as in conventional single-stage chillers. The open part of the cycle is the regen-
erator, used to re-concentrate the absorber solution by means of solar energy. 
The analysis was performed with a computer code developed for modular 
simulation of absorption systems under varying cycle configurations (open and 
closed cycle systems) and with different working fluids. Based on the specified 
design features, the code calculates the operating parameters in each system. 
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Results indicate that there is a definite performance advantage of the direct 
regeneration system over the indirect one.

Hawlader et al. (1993) developed a lithium bromide absorption cooling 
system employing an 11  11 m collector-regenerator unit. They also devel-
oped a computer model, which they validated against real experimental values 
with good agreement. The experimental results showed a regeneration effi-
ciency varying between 38% and 67% and the corresponding cooling capaci-
ties ranged from 31–72 kW.

Ghaddar et al. (1997) presented the modeling and simulation of a solar 
absorption system for Beirut. The results showed that each ton of refrigeration 
requires a minimum collector area of 23.3 m2 with an optimum water storage 
capacity ranging from 1000–1500 L for the system to operate solely on solar 
energy for about 7 h/d. The monthly solar fraction of total energy use in cooling 
is determined as a function of solar collector area and storage tank capacity. The 
economic analysis performed showed that the solar cooling system is marginally 
competitive only when it is combined with domestic water heating.

Erhard and Hahne (1997) simulated and tested a solar-powered absorp-
tion cooling machine. The main part of the device is an absorber-desorber unit, 
which is mounted inside a concentrating solar collector. Results obtained from 
field tests are discussed and compared with the results obtained from a simula-
tion program developed for this purpose.

Hammad and Zurigat (1998) describe the performance of a 1.5 ton solar 
cooling unit. The unit comprises a 14 m2 flat-plate solar collector system and five 
shell and tube heat exchangers. The unit was tested in April and May in Jordan. 
The maximum value obtained for actual coefficient of performance was 0.85.

Zinian and Ning (1999) describe a solar absorption air-conditioning system 
that uses an array of 2160 evacuated tubular collectors of total aperture area of 
540 m2 and a LiBr absorption chiller. Thermal efficiencies of the collector array are 
40% for space cooling, 35% for space heating, and 50% for domestic water heat-
ing. It was found that the cooling efficiency of the entire system is around 20%.

Finally, Ameel et al. (1995) give performance predictions of alternative 
low-cost absorbents for open cycle absorption using a number of absorbents. 
The most promising of the absorbents considered was a mixture of two ele-
ments, lithium chloride and zinc chloride. The estimated capacities per unit 
absorber area were 50–70% less than those of lithium bromide systems.

A new family of ICPC designs developed by Winston et al. (1999) allows a 
simple manufacturing approach to be used and solves many of the operational 
problems of previous ICPC designs. A low concentration ratio that requires no 
tracking is used with an off-the-shelf, 20 ton, double-effect, LiBr, direct-firedis used with an off-the-shelf, 20 ton, double-effect, LiBr, direct-fired with an off-the-shelf, 20 ton, double-effect, LiBr, direct-fired 
absorption chiller, modified to work with hot water. The new ICPC design and 
double-effect chiller were able to produce cooling energy for the building using 
a collector field that was about half the size of that required for a more conven-
tional collector and chiller.

A method to design, construct, and evaluate the performance of a single-stage 
lithium bromide–water absorption machine is presented by Florides et al. (2003). 
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In this work, the necessary heat and mass transfer relations and appropriate equa-
tions describing the properties of the working fluids are specified. Information on 
designing the heat exchangers of the LiBr-water absorption unit is also presented. 
Single-pass, vertical tube heat exchangers have been used for the absorber and the 
evaporator. The solution heat exchanger was designed as a single-pass annulus 
heat exchanger. The condenser and the generator were designed using horizontal 
tube heat exchangers. Another valuable source of LiBr-water system properties is 
with the program EES (Engineering Equation Solver), which can also be used to 
solve the equations required to design such a system (Klein, 1992).

If power generation efficiency is considered, the thermodynamic efficiency 
of absorption cooling is very similar to that of the electrically driven compres-
sion refrigeration system. The benefits of the solar systems, however, are very 
obvious when environmental pollution is considered. This is accounted for by the 
total equivalent warming impact (TEWI) of the system. As proven by Florides et 
al. (2002c) in a study of domestic size systems, the TEWI of the absorption sys-
tem was 1.2 times smaller than that of the conventional system.

tHermodynamic analysis
Compared to an ordinary cooling cycle, the basic idea of an absorption system 
is to avoid compression work by using a suitable working pair. The working pair 
consists of a refrigerant and a solution that can absorb the refrigerant. A more 
detailed schematic of the LiBr-water absorption system is shown in Figure 6.23 
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(Kizilkan et al., 2007), and a schematic presentation on a pressure-temperature 
diagram is illustrated in Figure 6.24.

The main components of an absorption refrigeration system are the genera-
tor, absorber, condenser, and evaporator. In the model shown, QG is the heat 
input rate from the heat source to the generator, QC and QA are the heat rejec-
tion rates from condenser and absorber to the heat sinks, respectively, and QE 
is the heat input rate from the cooling load to the evaporator.

With reference to the numbering system shown in Figure 6.23, at point 1, 
the solution is rich in refrigerant and a pump (1–2) forces the liquid through 
a heat exchanger to the generator. The temperature of the solution in the heat 
exchanger is increased (2–3).

In the generator, thermal energy is added and refrigerant boils off the solu-
tion. The refrigerant vapor (7) flows to the condenser, where heat is rejected 
as the refrigerant condenses. The condensed liquid (8) flows through a flow 
restrictor to the evaporator (9). In the evaporator, the heat from the load evapo-
rates the refrigerant, which flows back to the absorber (10). A small portion of 
the refrigerant leaves the evaporator as liquid spillover (11). At the generator 
exit (4), the steam consists of absorbent-refrigerant solution, which is cooled in 
the heat exchanger. From points 6 to 1, the solution absorbs refrigerant vapor 
from the evaporator and rejects heat through a heat exchanger. This procedure 
can also be presented in a Duhring chart (Figure 6.25). This chart is a pressure-
temperature graph, where diagonal lines represent constant LiBr mass fraction, 
with the pure water line at the left.

For the thermodynamic analysis of the absorption system, the principles of 
mass conservation and the first and second laws of thermodynamics are applied 
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to each component of the system. Each component can be treated as a control 
volume with inlet and outlet streams, heat transfer, and work interactions. In 
the system, mass conservation includes the mass balance of each material of 
the solution. The governing equations of mass and type of material conserva-
tion for a steady-state, steady-flow system are (Herold et al., 1996):

 
 m mi o ∑∑ 0  (6.68)

 
( ) ( ) m.x m.xi o ∑∑ 0  (6.69)

where m is the mass flow rate and x is mass concentration of LiBr in the solu-
tion. The first law of thermodynamics yields the energy balance of each com-
ponent of the absorption system as follows:

 
( ) ( ) m h m h Q Q Wi o i o. .    ∑∑∑∑ 



 0  (6.70)

An overall energy balance of the system requires that the sum of the gener-
ator, evaporator, condenser, and absorber heat transfer must be 0. If the absorp-
tion system model assumes that the system is in a steady state and that the 
pump work and environmental heat losses are neglected, the energy balance 
can be written as

 Q Q Q QC A G E     (6.71)

The energy, mass concentrations, and mass balance equations of the vari-
ous components of an absorption system are given in Table 6.2 (Kizilkan  
et al., 2007). The equations of Table 6.2 can be used to estimate the energy, 
mass concentrations, and mass balance of a LiBr-water system. In addition 
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to these equations, the solution heat exchanger effectiveness is also required, 
obtained from (Herold et al., 1996):
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The absorption system shown in Figure 6.23 provides chilled water for cool-
ing applications. Furthermore, the system in Figure 6.23 can also supply hot 
water for heating applications, by circulating the working fluids in the same fash-
ion. The difference of operation between the two applications is the useful output 
energy and the operating temperature and pressure levels in the system. The use-
ful output energy of the system for heating applications is the sum of the heat 
rejected from the absorber and the condenser while the input energy is supplied to 
the generator. The useful output energy of the system for the cooling applications 
is heat extracted from the environment by the evaporator while the input energy is 
supplied to the generator (Alefeld and Radermacher, 1994; Herold et al., 1996).

The cooling coefficient of performance of the absorption system is defined 
as the heat load in the evaporator per unit of heat load in the generator and can 
be written as (Herold et al., 1996; Tozer and James, 1997):
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Table 6.2  Energy and Mass Balance Equations of Absorption System Components

System 

components

Mass balance equations Energy balance equations

Pump  m m x x1 2 2 ,  1 w m h m h  2 2 1 1

Solution 

heat 

exchanger

 m m x x2 3 3 ,  2

 m m x x4 5 5 ,  4

   m h m h m h m h2 2 4 4 3 3 5 5  

Solution 

expansion 

valve

 m m x x5 6 6 ,  5 h5  h6

Absorber    m m m m1 6 10 11  

   m x m x m x m x1 1 6 6 10 10 11 11   Q m h m h m h m hA       6 6 10 10 11 11 1 1

Generator   m m m3 4 7  Q m h m h m hG     4 4 7 7 3 3

  m x m x m x3 3 4 4 7 7 

Condenser  m m x x7 8 8 ,  7 Q m h m hC   7 7 8 8

Refrigerant 

expansion 

valve

 m m x x8 9 9 ,  8 h8  h9

Evaporator   m m m x x9 10 11 10  ,  9 Q m h m h m hE     10 10 11 11 9 9
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where h  specific enthalpy of working fluid at each corresponding state point 
(kJ/kg).

The heating COP of the absorption system is the ratio of the combined heat-
ing capacity, obtained from the absorber and condenser, to the heat added to the 
generator and can be written as (Herold et al., 1996; Tozer and James, 1997):

COP
( ) (

heating 
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m h m h m h m h m h mC A

G
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4 4 7 7 3 3

16 17 16 14 15 14
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m h m h m h

m h h m h h

m h
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(

  

 


 


  

 h13)
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Therefore, from Eq. (6.71), the COP for heating can be also written as

 
COP COPheating cooling


   

Q Q

Q
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Q
G E
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E

G

1 1  (6.75)

Equation (6.75) shows that the heating COP is in all cases greater than the 
cooling COP.

The second-law analysis can be used to calculate the system performance 
based on exergy. Exergy analysis is the combination of the first and second 
laws of thermodynamics and is defined as the maximum amount of work 
potential of a material or an energy stream, in relation to the surrounding envi-
ronment (Kizilkan et al., 2007). The exergy of a fluid stream can be defined as 
(Kotas, 1985; Ishida and Ji, 1999):

 ε    ( ) ( )h h T s so o o  (6.76)

where e  specific exergy of the fluid at temperature T (kJ/kg).
The terms h and s are the enthalpy and entropy of the fluid, whereas ho and 

so are the enthalpy and entropy of the fluid at environmental temperature To (in 
all cases absolute temperature is used in Kelvins).

The availability loss in each component is calculated by
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 (6.77)

where E  lost exergy or irreversibility that occurred in the process (kW).
The first two terms of the right-hand side of Eq. (6.77) are the exergy of 

the inlet and outlet streams of the control volume. The third and fourth terms 
are the exergy associated with the heat transferred from the source maintained 
at a temperature, T. The last term is the exergy of mechanical work added to 
the control volume. This term is negligible for absorption systems because the 
solution pump has very low power requirements.
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The equivalent availability flow balance of the system is shown in Figure 
6.26 (Sencan et al., 2005). The total exergy loss of absorption system is the 
sum of the exergy loss in each component and can be written as (Talbi and 
Agnew, 2000):

 ∆ ∆ ∆ ∆ + ∆ ∆ ∆E E E E E E ET     1 2 3 4 5 6  (6.78)

The second-law efficiency of the absorption system is measured by the 
exergetic efficiency, ex, which is defined as the ratio of the useful exergy 
gained from a system to that supplied to the system. Therefore, the exergetic 
efficiency of the absorption system for cooling is the ratio of the chilled water 
exergy at the evaporator to the exergy of the heat source at the generator and 
can be written as (Talbi and Agnew, 2000; Izquerdo et al., 2000):

 
ηex, cooling
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m E E

m E E
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12 12 13
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 (6.79)

The exergetic efficiency of absorption systems for heating is the ratio of the 
combined supply of hot water exergy at the absorber and condenser to the exergy 
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Heat exchanger 
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Figure 6.26  availability flow balance of the absorption system.
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of the heat source at the generator and can be written as (Lee and Sherif, 2001; 
Çengel and Boles, 1994):

 
ηex, heating 

  



 


m E E m E E
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 (6.80)

design of single-effect libr-Water absorPtion systems
To perform estimations of equipment sizing and performance evaluation of a 
single-effect water–lithium bromide absorption cooler, basic assumptions and 
input values must be considered. With reference to Figures 6.23–6.25, usually 
the following assumptions are made:

1.	 The steady-state refrigerant is pure water.
2.	 There are no pressure changes except through the flow restrictors and 

the pump.
3.	 At points 1, 4, 8, and 11, there is only saturated liquid.
4.	 At point 10, there is only saturated vapor.
5.	 Flow restrictors are adiabatic.
6.	 The pump is isentropic.
7.	 There are no jacket heat losses.

A small 1 kW unit was designed and constructed by co-workers and thethe 
author (Florides et al., 2003). To design such a system, the design (or input) 
parameters must be specified. The parameters considered for the 1 kW unit are 
listed in Table 6.3.

The equations of Table 6.2 can be used to estimate the energy, mass concen-
trations, and mass balance of a LiBr-water system. Some details are given in the 

Table 6.3  Design Parameters for the Single-Effect Water–Lithium Bromide 
Absorption Cooler

Parameter Symbol Value

Capacity QE 1.0 kW

Evaporator temperature T10 6°C

Generator solution exit temperature T4 75°C

Weak solution mass fraction x1 55 % LiBr

Strong solution mass fraction x4 60 % LiBr

Solution heat exchanger exit temperature T3 55°C

Generator (desorber) vapor exit temperature T7 70°C

Liquid carryover from evaporator m11 0.025 m10
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following paragraphs so the reader will understand the procedure required to 
design such a system.

Since, in the evaporator, the refrigerant is saturated water vapor and the 
temperature (T10) is 6°C, the saturation pressure at point 10 is 0.9346 kPa (from 
steam tables) and the enthalpy is 2511.8 kJ/kg. Since, at point 11, the refrigerant 
is a saturated liquid, its enthalpy is 23.45 kJ/kg. The enthalpy at point 9 is deter-
mined from the throttling process applied to the refrigerant flow restrictor, which 
yields h9  h8. To determine h8, the pressure at this point must be determined. 
Since, at point 4, the solution mass fraction is 60% LiBr and the temperature at 
the saturated state is assumed to be 75°C, the LiBr–water charts (see ASHRAE, 
2005) give a saturation pressure of 4.82 kPa and h4  183.2 kJ/kg. Considering 
that the pressure at point 4 is the same as in 8, h8  h9  131.0 kJ/kg (steam 
tables). Once the enthalpy values at all ports connected to the evaporator are 
known, mass and energy balances, shown in Table 6.2, can be applied to give the 
mass flow of the refrigerant and the evaporator heat transfer rate.

The heat transfer rate in the absorber can be determined from the enthalpy 
values at each of the connected state points. At point 1, the enthalpy is deter-
mined from the input mass fraction (55%) and the assumption that the state is a 
saturated liquid at the same pressure as the evaporator (0.9346 kPa). The enthalpy 
value at point 6 is determined from the throttling model, which gives h6  h5.

The enthalpy at point 5 is not known but can be determined from the energy 
balance on the solution heat exchanger, assuming an adiabatic shell, as follows:

    m h m h m h m h2 2 4 4 3 3 5 5    (6.81)

The temperature at point 3 is an input value (55°C) and since the mass frac-
tion for points 1 to 3 is the same, the enthalpy at this point is determined as 
124.7 kJ/kg. Actually, the state at point 3 may be a sub-cooled liquid. However, 
at the conditions of interest, the pressure has an insignificant effect on the 
enthalpy of the sub-cooled liquid and the saturated value at the same tempera-
ture and mass fraction can be an adequate approximation.

The enthalpy at state 2 can be determined from the equation for the pump 
shown in Table 6.2 or from an isentropic pump model. The minimum work 
input (w) can therefore be obtained from:

 w m v p p 1 1 2 1( )  (6.82)

In Eq. (6.82), it is assumed that the specific volume (, m3/kg) of the liquid 
solution does not change appreciably from point 1 to point 2. The specific vol-
ume of the liquid solution can be obtained from a curve fit of the density (Lee 
et al., 1990) and noting that   1/:

ρ      1145 36 470 84 1374 79 0 333393 0 571749 2732. . . ( . . )(x x x T )

 (6.83)

This equation is valid for 0  T  200°C and 20  x  65%.
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The temperature at point 5 can be determined from the enthalpy value. The 
enthalpy at point 7 can be determined, since the temperature at this point is an 
input value. In general, the state at point 7 is superheated water vapor and the 
enthalpy can be determined once the pressure and temperature are known.

A summary of the conditions at various parts of the unit is shown in  
Table 6.4; the point numbers are as shown in Figure 6.23.

ammonia-Water absorPtion systems
Contrary to compression refrigeration machines, which need high-quality elec-
tric energy to run, ammonia-water absorption refrigeration machines use low-
quality thermal energy. Moreover, because the temperature of the heat source 
does not usually need to be so high (80–170°C), the waste heat from many pro-
cesses can be used to power absorption refrigeration machines. In addition, an 
ammonia-water refrigeration system uses natural substances, which do not cause 

Table 6.4  LiBr-Water Absorption Refrigeration System Calculations Based on a 
Generator Temperature of 75°C and a Solution Heat Exchanger Exit Temperature of 
55°C

Point h (kJ/kg) m (kg/s) P (kPa) T (°C) %LiBr (x) Remarks

1 83 0.00517 0.93 34.9 55

2 83 0.00517 4.82 34.9 55

3 124.7 0.00517 4.82 55 55 Sub-cooled liquid

4 183.2 0.00474 4.82 75 60

5 137.8 0.00474 4.82 51.5 60

6 137.8 0.00474 0.93 44.5 60

7 2612.2 0.000431 4.82 70 0 Superheated steam

8 131.0 0.000431 4.82 31.5 0 Saturated liquid

9 131.0 0.000431 0.93 6 0

10 2511.8 0.000421 0.93 6 0 Saturated vapor

11 23.45 0.000011 0.93 6 0 Saturated liquid

Description Symbol kW

Capacity (evaporator output power) QS 1.0 kW

Absorber heat, rejected to the environment QA 1.28 kW

Heat input to the generator QG 1.35 kW

Condenser heat, rejected to the environment QC 1.07 kW

Coefficient of performance COP 0.74 kW
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ozone depletion as working fluids. For all these reasons, this technology has 
been classified as environmentally friendly (Herold et al., 1996; Alefeld, 1994).

The NH3-H2O system is more complicated than the LiBr-H2O system, since 
it needs a rectifying column to assure that no water vapor enters the evaporator, 
where it could freeze. The NH3-H2O system requires generator temperatures in 
the range of 125°C to 170°C with an air-cooled absorber and condenser and 80 
to 120°C when water cooling is used. These temperatures cannot be obtained 
with flat-plate collectors. The coefficient of performance, which is defined as 
the ratio of the cooling effect to the heat input, is between 0.6 and 0.7.

The single-stage ammonia-water absorption refrigeration system cycle con-
sists of four main components—condenser, evaporator, absorber, and genera-
tor—as shown in Figure 6.27. Other auxiliary components include expansion 
valves, pump, rectifier, and heat exchanger. Low-pressure, weak solution is 
pumped from the absorber to the generator through the solution heat exchanger 
operating at high pressure. The generator separates the binary solution of water 
and ammonia by causing the ammonia to vaporize and the rectifier purifies the 
ammonia vapor. High-pressure ammonia gas is passed through the expansion 
valve to the evaporator as low-pressure liquid ammonia. The high-pressure 
transport fluid (water) from the generator is returned to the absorber through 
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Weak solution

High-pressure
refrigerant vapor
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QC

Expansion
valve

Rectifier
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QE

Liquid refrigerant
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Figure 6.27  schematic of the ammonia-water refrigeration system cycle.
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the solution heat exchanger and the expansion valve. The low-pressure liquid 
ammonia in the evaporator is used to cool the space to be refrigerated. During 
the cooling process, the liquid ammonia vaporizes and the transport fluid 
(water) absorbs the vapor to form a strong ammonia solution in the absorber 
(ASHRAE, 2005; Herold et al., 1996).

In some cases, a condensate pre-cooler is used to evaporate a significant 
amount of the liquid phase. This is, in fact, a heat exchanger located before the 
expansion valve, in which the low-pressure refrigerant vapor passes to remove 
some of the heat of the high-pressure and relatively high-temperature (40°C) 
ammonia. Therefore, some liquid evaporates and the vapor stream is heated, 
so there is additional cooling capacity available to further sub-cool the liquid 
stream, which increases the COP.

6.5   solar Cooling wiTh absorPTion 
reFrigeraTion

The greatest disadvantage of a solar heating system is that a large number of 
collectors need to be shaded or disconnected during summertime to reduce 
overheating. A way to avoid this problem and increase the viability of the solar 
system is to employ a combination of space heating and cooling and domestic 
hot water production system.

This is economically viable when the same collectors are used for both 
space heating and cooling. Flat-plate solar collectors are commonly used in 
solar space heating. Good-quality flat-plate collectors can attain temperatures 
suitable for LiBr-water absorption systems. Another alternative is to use evacu-
ated tube collectors, which can give higher temperatures; thus ammonia-water 
systems can be used, which need higher temperatures to operate.

A schematic diagram of a solar-operated absorption refrigeration system is 
shown in Figure 6.28. The refrigeration cycle is the same as the ones described in 
Section 6.4.2. The difference between this system and the traditional fossil fuel-
fired units is that the energy supplied to the generator is from the solar collec-
tor system shown on the left side of Figure 6.28. Due to the intermittent nature 
of available solar energy, a hot water storage tank is needed; thus the collected 
energy is first stored in the tank and used as an energy source in the generator to 
heat the strong solution when needed. The storage tank of the solar heating system 
is used for this purpose. When the storage tank temperature is low, the auxiliary 
heater is used to top it off to the required generator temperature. Again, the same 
auxiliary heater of the space heating system can be used, at a different set tem-
perature. If the storage tank is completely depleted, the storage is bypassed, as in 
the space heating system, to avoid boosting the storage temperature with auxiliary 
energy, and the auxiliary heater is used to meet the heating load of the generator. 
As in the case of space heating, the auxiliary heater can be arranged in parallel or 
in series with the storage tank. A collector heat exchanger can also be used to keep 
the collector liquid separate from the storage tank water (indirect system).

It should be noted that the operating temperature range of the hot water 
supplied to the generator of a LiBr-water absorption refrigeration system is 
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from 70–95°C. The lower temperature limit is imposed from the fact that hot 
water must be at a temperature sufficiently high (at least 70°C) to be effective 
for boiling the water off the solution in the generator. Also, the temperature of 
the concentrated lithium bromide solution returning to the absorber must be 
high enough to prevent crystallization of the lithium bromide. An unpressur-
ized water storage tank system is usually employed in a solar energy system, 
therefore an upper limit of about 95°C is used to prevent water from boiling. 
For this type of system, the optimum generator temperature was found to be 
93°C (Florides et al., 2003).

Since in an absorption-refrigeration cycle heat must be rejected from the 
absorber and the condenser, a cooling water system must be employed in the 
cycle. Perhaps the most effective way of providing cooling water to the system 
is to use a cooling tower, as shown on the right side of Figure 6.28. Because the 
absorber requires a lower temperature than the condenser, the cool water from 
the cooling tower is first directed to the absorber and then to the condenser. It 
should be noted that the use of a cooling tower in a small residential system 
is problematic with respect to both space and maintenance requirements; there-
fore, whenever possible, water drawn from a well can be used.

A variation of the basic system shown in Figure 6.28 is to eliminate the hot 
storage tank and the auxiliary heater and to supply the solar-heated fluid directly 
to the generator of the absorption unit. The advantage of this arrangement is 
that higher temperatures are obtained on sunny days, which increase the per-
formance of the generator. The disadvantages are the lack of stored energy to 
produce cooling during evenings and on cloudy days and variations in the cool-
ing load due to variations in the solar energy input. To minimize the intermittent 
effects of this arrangement, due to the absence of hot water storage, and make 
this system more effective, cold storage can be used. One way of doing this is 
to use the absorption machine to produce chilled water, which is then stored 
for cooling purposes (Hsieh, 1986). Such a solution would have the advan-
tage of low rate tank heat gains (actually is a loss in this case) because of the 
smaller temperature difference between the chilled water and its surroundings. 
An added disadvantage, however, is that the temperature range of a cool storage 
is small in comparison with that of a hot storage; therefore, larger storage vol-
ume of chilled water is needed to store the same amount of energy than in hot 
water storage. Because solar heating systems always employ a storage tank, the 
arrangement shown in Figure 6.28 is preferred.

exerCises
6.1 A building has a peak heating load equal to 18.3 kW and a peak cooling 

load of 23.8 kW. Estimate the seasonal heating and cooling requirements 
if the heating degree days are 1240°C-days, the cooling degree days are 
980°C-days, the winter indoor temperature is 23°C, and the summer 
indoor temperature is 25°C. The design outdoor temperature for winter 
is 2°C, and for summer, it is 39°C.

Exercises 383
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H  12 6 2., MJ/m
KT  0 574. , hss
6.2 Estimate the overall heat transfer coefficient of a wall that has the fol-
lowing layers:

 Outside plaster, 2 cm.
 Brick, 20 cm.
 Air gap, 2 cm.
 Polyurethane insulation, 3 cm.
 Brick, 10 cm.
 Inside plaster, 2 cm.
6.3 Estimate the overall heat transfer coefficient of the wall in Exercise 6.2 

by replacing the 10 cm inside brick with the same thickness of medium-
density concrete.

6.4 Estimate the overall heat transfer coefficient of the wall in Exercise 6.2 
by replacing the air gap and polyurethane with 5 cm polyurethane.

6.5 Estimate the U value of a pitched roof that has a ceiling U value  
1.56 W/m2-K, area of 65 m2, and a roof U value  1.73 W/m2-K. The 
slope angle of the roof is 35°.

6.6 A building has a south-facing thermal storage wall with night insula-
tion of Rins  1.35 m2-K/W, applied for 6 h. Estimate the monthly heat 
transfer through the wall into the indoor space with and without night 
insulation for the month of January. The following data are given:

 Uo  6.3 W/m2-K.
 w  0.31 m.
 k  2.2 W/m-K.
 hi  8.3 W/m2-K.
 Ht   11.8 MJ/m2-K.
 ( )τα   0.83.
 TR   21°C.
 Ta   3°C.
 Aw  25.1 m2.

6.7 A house has a south-facing window of 1.8 m height, located in 35°N lat-
itude. The overhang is wide enough so as to neglect the side effects and 
its length is 0.9 m located 0.6 m above the top surface of the window. 
Estimate the shading fraction for a vertical window facing due south and 
a window in the same direction and tilted 10° from vertical at 11 am and 
2 pm on July 17.

6.8 A building with a south-facing window with height  2.5 m and 
width  5 m is located in an area where K RT B   0 574 80 0 737. ., h , ss

R HB   80 0 737 12 6 2. ., , MJ/m , and Fw  0 705. . The ground reflectance is 
0.3. Estimate the mean monthly area-average radiation received by the 
window when there is no shading and when an overhang with a gap of 
0.625 m, extension 0.5 m on both sides of the window, and projection of 
1.25 m is used.

6.9 A solar space and hot water heating system has a collector with 
FRUL  6.12 W/m2-°C and an area of 20 m2. The flow rate in a collector-
storage heat exchanger of antifreeze and water is 0.02 kg/s-m2, the heat 
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exchanger has an effectiveness equal to 0.73. What is the ratio F FR R
 /  if 

the cp of water is 4180 J/kg-°C and that of antifreeze is 3350 J/kg-°C?
6.10 A room is maintained at a temperature of TR  22°C and has a (UA)l  

2850 W/°C. The ambient temperature is 2°C and the storage tank tempera-
ture is 75°C. Estimate the space load, domestic water heating load, and 
rate of auxiliary energy required for the following conditions:

 Heat exchanger effectiveness  0.75.
 Flow rate of air side of heat exchanger  0.95 kg/s.
 Specific heat of air  1.05 kJ/hg-°C.
 Environmental temperature at the space where storage tank is located  

18°C.
 (UA) of storage tank  3.4 W/°C.
 Mass flow rate of domestic water  0.15 kg/s.
 Required domestic water temperature  55°C.
 Make-up water temperature  14°C.
6.11 A liquid solar heating system has a 16 m2 collector and is used to pre-

heat the city water, which is at a temperature of 12°C. If the tank is fully 
mixed and the capacitance of the collector side of the heat exchanger is 
890 W/°C and the storage side is 1140 W/°C, estimate the final tempera-
ture in the storage tank at 3 pm and the energy balance of the system for 
the following parameters and conditions of the system:

 FR()  0.79.
 FRUL  6.35 W/m2-°C.
 Heat exchanger effectiveness  0.71.
 Storage tank capacity  1100 L.
 Storage tank UA  4.5 W/°C.
 Initial tank water temperature  40°C.
 Environmental temperature at the space where storage tank is located  

18°C.
 The meteorological conditions and load flow rate are given in the fol-

lowing table.

Hour It (MJ/m2) Ta (°C) Load flow rate (kg)

9–10 0.95 13 160

10–11 1.35 15 160

11–12 2.45 18 80

12–13 3.65 22 0

13–14 2.35 23 80

14–15 1.55 21 160

6.12 Using the data of the previous problem, estimate the effect of increasing 
the effectiveness of the heat exchanger to 0.92 and the city mains water 
temperature to 16°C. Each modification should be considered separately 
and the result should be compared to those of the previous problem. In 
every case, the energy balance should be checked.
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7.1   industrial process heat: General desiGn 
considerations

Beyond the low-temperature applications, there are several potential fields of 
application for solar thermal energy at a medium and medium-high temperature 
level (80–240°C). The most important of them is heat production for industrial 
processes, which represents a significant amount of heat. For example, indus-
trial heat demand constitutes about 15% of the overall demand of final energy 
requirements in the southern European countries. The present energy demand 
in the EU for medium and medium-high temperatures is estimated to be about 
300 TWh/a (Schweiger et al., 2000).

From a number of studies on industrial heat demand, several industrial 
sectors have been identified as having favorable conditions for the application 
of solar energy. The most important industrial processes using heat at a mean 
temperature level are sterilizing, pasteurizing, drying, hydrolyzing, distillation 
and evaporation, washing and cleaning, and polymerization. Some of the most 
important processes and the range of the temperatures required for each are 
shown in Table 7.1 (Kalogirou, 2003).

Large-scale solar applications for process heat benefit from the effect of scale. 
Therefore, the investment costs should be comparatively low, even if the costs for 
the collector are higher. One way to ensure economical terms is to design sys-
tems with no heat storage, i.e., the solar heat is fed directly into a suitable pro-
cess (fuel saver). In this case, the maximum rate at which the solar energy system 
delivers energy must not be appreciably larger than the rate at which the process 
uses energy. This system, however, cannot be cost effective in cases where heat 
is needed at the early or late hours of the day or at nighttime, when the industry 
operates on a double-shift basis.
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table 7.1  Temperature Ranges for Various Industrial Processes

Industry Process Temperature (°C)

Dairy Pressurization 60–80
Sterilization 100–120

Drying 120–180

Concentrates 60–80

Boiler feedwater 60–90

Tinned food Sterilization 110–120

Pasteurization 60–80

Cooking 60–90

Bleaching 60–90

Textile Bleaching, dyeing 60–90

Drying, degreasing 100–130

Dyeing 70–90

Fixing 160–180

Pressing 80–100

Paper Cooking, drying 60–80

Boiler feedwater 60–90

Bleaching 130–150

Chemical Soaps 200–260

Synthetic rubber 150–200

Processing heat 120–180

Pre-heating water 60–90

Meat Washing, sterilization 60–90

Cooking 90–100

Beverages Washing, sterilization 60–80

Pasteurization 60–70

Flours and by-products Sterilization 60–80

Timber by-products Thermodifussion beams 80–100

Drying 60–100

Pre-heating water 60–90

Preparation pulp 120–170

Bricks and blocks Curing 60–140

Plastics Preparation 120–140

Distillation 140–150

Separation 200–220

Extension 140–160

Drying 180–200

Blending 120–140
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The usual types of industries that use most of the energy are the food industry 
and the manufacture of non-metallic mineral products. Particular types of food 
industries that can employ solar process heat are the milk (dairies) and cooked 
pork meats (sausage, salami, etc.) industries and breweries. Most of the process 
heat is used in the food and textile industries for such diverse applications as 
drying, cooking, cleaning, and extraction. Favorable conditions exist in the food 
industry because food treatment and storage are processes with high energy con-
sumption and high running time. Temperatures for these applications may vary 
from near ambient to those corresponding to low-pressure steam, and energy 
can be provided either from flat-plate or low-concentration-ratio concentrating 
collectors.

The principle of operation of collectors and other components of the solar 
systems outlined in the previous chapters apply as well to industrial process heat 
applications. These applications, however, have some unique features; the main 
ones are the scale on which they are applied and the integration of the solar 
energy supply with an auxiliary energy source and the industrial process.

Generally, two primary problems need to be considered when designing 
an industrial process heat application. These concern the type of energy to be 
employed and the temperature at which the heat is to be delivered. For example, 
if hot water is needed for cleaning in food processing, the solar energy should 
be a liquid heater. If a process requires hot air for drying, an air heating system 
is probably the best solar energy system option. If steam is needed to operate a 
sterilizer, the solar energy system must be designed to produce steam, probably 
with concentrating collectors.

Another important factor required for the determination of the most suit-
able system for a particular application is the temperature at which the fluid 
will be fed to the collector array. Other requirements concern the fact that the 
energy may be needed at particular temperature or over a range of temperatures 
and possible sanitation requirements of the plant that must also be met, as, for 
example, in food processing applications.

The investments required in industrial solar application are generally large, and 
the best way to design the solar energy supply system can be done by modeling 
methods (see Chapter 11) that consider the transient and intermittent characteris-
tics of the solar resource. In this way, designers can study various options in solar 
industrial applications at costs that are very small compared to the investments. 
For the preliminary design, the simple modeling methods presented in previous 
chapters apply here as well.

Another important consideration is that, in many industrial processes, large 
amounts of energy are required in small spaces. Therefore, there may be a 
problem for the location of collectors. If the need arises, collector arrays can be 
located on adjacent buildings or grounds. Locating the collectors in such areas, 
however, results in long runs of pipes or ducts, which cause heat losses that 
must be considered in the design of the system. Where feasible, when no land 
area is available, collectors can be mounted on the roof of a factory in rows. 
In this case, shading between adjacent collector rows should be avoided and 
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considered. However, the collector area may be limited by the roof area, shape, 
and orientation. Additionally, roofs of existing buildings are not designed or 
oriented to accommodate arrays of collectors, and in many cases, structures to 
support collector arrays must be installed on existing roofs. It is usually much 
better and cost effective if new buildings are readily designed to allow for col-
lector mounting and access.

In a solar industrial process heat system, interfacing of the collectors with 
conventional energy supplies must be done in a way compatible with the pro-
cess. The easiest way to accomplish this is by using heat storage, which can 
also allow the system to work in periods of low irradiation and nighttime.

The central system for heat supply in most factories uses hot water or steam 
at a pressure corresponding to the highest temperature needed in the different 
processes. Hot water or low-pressure steam at medium temperatures (150°C) 
can be used either for pre-heating water (or other fluids) used for processes 
(washing, dyeing, etc.), for steam generation, or by direct coupling of the solar 
system to an individual process working at temperatures lower than that of the 
central steam supply. Various possibilities are shown in Figure 7.1. In the case 
of water pre-heating, higher efficiencies are obtained due to the low input tem-
perature to the solar system; thus low-technology collectors can work effec-
tively and the required load supply temperature has no or little effect on the 
performance of the solar energy system.

Norton (1999) presents the history of solar industrial and agricultural pro-
cess applications. The most common applications of industrial process heat and 
practical examples are described.

A system for solar process heat for decentralized applications in develop-
ing countries was presented by Spate et al. (1999). The system is suitable for 
community kitchens, bakeries, and post-harvest treatment. The system employs 
a fixed-focus parabolic collector, a high temperature flat-plate collector, and a 
pebble bed oil storage.

Benz et al. (1998) present the planning of two solar thermal systems pro-
ducing process heat for a brewery and a dairy in Germany. In both industrial 
processes, the solar yields were found to be comparable to the yields of solar 
systems for domestic solar water heating or space heating. Benz et al. (1999) 
also presented a study for the application of non-concentrating collectors for 
the food industry in Germany. In particular, the planning of four solar thermal  
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FiGure 7.1  Possibilities of combining the solar energy system with the existing heat supply.
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systems producing process heat for a large and a small brewery, a malt fac-
tory, and a dairy are presented. In the breweries, the washing machines for the 
returnable bottles were chosen as a suitable process to be fed by solar energy; 
in the dairy, the spray dryers for milk and whey powder production were cho-
sen; and in the malt factory, the wither and kiln processes. Up to 400 kWh/m2/a 
were delivered from the solar collectors, depending on the type of collector.

7.1.1  Solar industrial air and water Systems
The two types of applications employing solar air collectors are the open circuit 
and the recirculating applications. In the open circuit, heated ambient air is used 
in industrial applications where, because of contaminants, recirculation of air is 
not possible. Examples are paint spraying, drying, and supplying fresh air to hos-
pitals. It should be noted that heating outside air is an ideal operation for the col-
lector because it operates very close to ambient temperature, thus more efficiently.

In recirculating air systems, a mixture of recycled air from the dryer and 
ambient air is supplied to the solar collectors. Solar-heated air supplied to a dry-
ing chamber can be applied to a variety of materials, including lumber and food 
crops. In this case, adequate control of the rate of drying, which can be performed 
by controlling the temperature and humidity of the supply air, can improve prod-
uct quality.

Similarly, the two types of applications employing solar water collectors are 
the once-through systems and the recirculating water heating applications. The lat-
ter are exactly similar to domestic water heating systems presented in Chapter 5. 
Once-through systems are employed in cases where water is used for cleaning in 
food industries and recycling the used water is not practical because of the con-
taminants picked up by the water in the cleaning process.

A solar energy system may deliver energy to the load either in series or parallel 
with the auxiliary heater. In a series arrangement, shown in Figure 7.2, energy is 
used to pre-heat the load heat transfer fluid, which may be heated more, if neces-
sary, by the auxiliary heater, to reach the required temperature. If the temperature 
of the fluid in the storage tank is higher than that required by the load, a three-
way valve, also called a tempering valve, is used to mix it with cooler make-up oris used to mix it with cooler make-up orto mix it with cooler make-up or 
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FiGure 7.2  Simple industrial process heat system with a series configuration of auxiliary 
heater.
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returning fluid. The parallel configuration is shown in Figure 7.3. Since the energy 
cannot be delivered to the load at a temperature lower than that of the load tem-
perature, the solar system must be able to produce the required temperature before 
energy can be delivered.

Therefore, a series configuration is preferred over the parallel one because 
it provides a lower average collector operating temperature, which leads to 
higher system efficiency. The parallel feed, however, is common in steam- 
producing systems, as shown in Figure 7.4, and is explained in the next section.

One of the most important design characteristics to consider when designing 
a solar industrial process heat system is the time matching of the solar energy 
source to the load. As was seen in the previous chapter, heating and cooling 
loads vary from day to day. In industrial process heat systems, however, the 
loads are pretty much constant and small variations are due to the seasonal vari-
ation of the make-up water temperature.

The thermal analysis of air and water solar industrial process heat systems is 
similar to the analysis presented in Chapter 5 for the solar water heating systems 
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FiGure 7.3  Simple industrial process heat system with a parallel configuration of auxil-
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and will not be repeated here. The main difference is in the determination of the 
energy required by the load.

7.2  solar steam Generation systems
Parabolic trough collectors are frequently employed for solar steam generation 
because relatively high temperatures can be obtained without serious degrada-
tion in the collector efficiency. Low-temperature steam can be used in indus-
trial applications, in sterilization, and for powering desalination evaporators.

Three methods have been employed to generate steam using parabolic 
trough collectors (Kalogirou et al., 1997):

1.  The steam-flash concept, in which pressurized water is heated in the 
collector and flashed to steam in a separate vessel.

2.  The direct or in situ concept, in which two-phase flow is allowed in the 
collector receiver so that steam is generated directly.

3.  The unfired boiler concept, in which a heat transfer fluid is circulated 
through the collector and steam is generated via heat exchange in an 
unfired boiler.

All three steam generation systems have advantages and disadvantages. 
These are examined in the following section.

7.2.1  Steam Generation Methods
The steam-flash system is shown schematically in Figure 7.5. In this system, 
water, pressurized to prevent boiling, is circulated through the collector and 
flashed across a throttling valve into a flash vessel. Treated feedwater input 
maintains the level in the flash vessel and the sub cooled liquid is recirculated 
through the collector.

The in situ boiling concept, shown in Figure 7.6, uses a similar system con-
figuration with no flash valve. Sub cooled water is heated to boiling and steam 
forms directly in the receiver tube. According to Hurtado and Kast (1984), 

Single-phase flow Flash valve
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Steam

Pump Make-up water
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FiGure 7.5  The steam-flash steam generation concept.
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capital costs associated with direct steam and flash-steam systems are approxi-
mately the same.

Although both systems use water, a superior heat transport fluid, the in situ 
boiling system is more advantageous. The flash system uses a sensible heat 
change in the working fluid, which makes the temperature differential across 
the collector relatively high. The rapid increase in water vapor pressure with 
temperature requires a corresponding increase in system operating pressure to 
prevent boiling. Increased operating temperatures reduce the thermal efficiency 
of the solar collector. Increased pressures within the system require a more 
robust design of collector components, such as receivers and piping. The differ-
ential pressure over the delivered steam pressure required to prevent boiling is 
supplied by the circulation pump and is irreversibly dissipated across the flash 
valve. When boiling occurs in the collectors, as in an in situ boiler, the sys-
tem pressure drop and, consequently, electrical power consumption are greatly 
reduced. In addition, the latent heat transfer process minimizes the temperature 
rise across the solar collector. Disadvantages of in situ boiling are the possibil-
ity of a number of stability problems (Peterson and Keneth, 1982) and the fact 
that, even with a very good feedwater treatment system, scaling in the receiver 
is unavoidable. In multiple row collector arrays, the occurrence of flow insta-
bilities could result in loss of flow in the affected row. This in turn could result 
in tube dry-out, with consequent damage to the receiver selective coating. No 
significant instabilities were reported, however, by Hurtado and Kast (1984) 
when experimentally testing a single-row 36 m system. Recently, once-through 
systems have been developed on a pilot scale for direct steam generation in 
which parabolic trough collectors inclined at 2–4° are used (are used ((Zarza et al., 1999).

A diagram of an unfired boiler system is shown in Figure 7.7. In this system, 
a heat transfer fluid is circulated through the collector, which is non-freezing  
and non-corrosive and in which system pressures are low and control is 
straightforward. These factors largely overcome the disadvantages of water 
systems and are the main reasons for the predominant use of heat transfer oil 
systems in current industrial steam-generating solar systems.

Steam

Separator

Make-up waterPump

PTC

Two-phase flow

FiGure 7.6  The direct steam generation concept.
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The major disadvantage of the system results from the characteristics of 
the heat transfer fluid. These fluids are hard to contain, and most heat trans-
fer fluids are flammable. Decomposition, when the fluids are exposed to air, 
can greatly reduce ignition point temperatures and leaks into certain types of 
insulation can cause combustion at temperatures that are considerably lower 
than measured self-ignition temperatures. Heat transfer fluids are also rela-
tively expensive and present a potential pollution problem that makes them 
unsuitable for food industry applications (Murphy and Keneth, 1982). Heat 
transfer fluids have much poorer heat transfer characteristics than water. They 
are more viscous at ambient temperatures, are less dense, and have lower spe-
cific heats and thermal conductivities than water. These characteristics mean 
that higher flow rates, higher collector differential temperatures, and greater 
pumping power are required to obtain the equivalent quantity of energy trans-
port when compared to a system using water. In addition, heat transfer coef-
ficients are lower, so there is a larger temperature differential between the 
receiver tube and the collector fluid. Higher temperatures are also necessary to 
achieve cost-effective heat exchange. These effects result in reduced collector  
efficiency.

It should be noted that, for every application, the suitable system has to be 
selected by taking into consideration all these factors and constraints.

7.2.2  Flash Vessel Design
To separate steam at lower pressure, a flash vessel is used. This is a vertical ves-
sel, as shown in Figure 7.8, with the inlet of high-pressure, high-temperature 
water located at about one third of the way up its height. The standard design 
of flash vessels requires that the diameter of the vessel is chosen so that the 
steam flows toward the top outlet connection at no more than about 3 m/s. This 
should ensure that any water droplets could fall through the steam in a contra-
flow, to the bottom of the vessel. Adequate height above the inlet is necessary to 
ensure separation. The separation is also facilitated by having the inlet project-
ing downward into the vessel. The water connection is sized to minimize the 
pressure drop from the vessel to the pump inlet to avoid cavitation.
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Steam
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Steam
boilerExpansion
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FiGure 7.7  The unfired boiler steam generation concept.
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7.3  solar chemistry applications
Solar chemistry applications include a variety of fields; the main ones are the 
production of energy carriers (e.g., hydrogen), also called reforming of fuels; 
fuel cells; materials processing and detoxification; and recycling of waste 
materials. These are examined in this section.

7.3.1  Reforming of Fuels
Solar energy is essentially unlimited and its utilization does not create ecologi-
cal problems. However, solar radiation reaching the earth is intermittent and 
not distributed evenly. There is thus a need to collect and store solar energy and 
transport it from the sunny uninhabited regions, such as deserts, to industrial-
ized populated regions, where great quantities of energy are needed. An effec-
tive way to achieve this process is by the thermochemical conversion of solar 
energy into chemical fuels. This method provides a thermochemically efficient 
path for storage and transportation. For this purpose, high-concentration-ratio 
collectors, similar to the ones used for power generation (see Chapter 10), are 
required. By concentrating solar radiation in receivers and reactors, one can 
supply energy to high-temperature processes to drive endothermic reactions.

Hydrogen is the main fuel (energy carrier) used in fuel cells (see next sec-
tion). Today, however, no sources of hydrogen with a widespread delivery infra-
structure are readily available. This issue can be solved by using fossil fuels to 
generate the hydrogen required. The transformation of a fossil fuel to hydrogen 
is generally called fuel reforming. Steam reforming is one example, in which 
steam is mixed with the fossil fuel at temperatures around 760°C. This high tem-
perature can be obtained by burning conventional fuels or by high-concentration  
concentrating solar collectors. The chemical equation of this reforming reaction 
for natural gas composed primarily of methane (CH4) is

 CH H O CO H4 2 2 22 4 →  (7.1)
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FiGure 7.8  Flash vessel schematic diagram.
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Fuel reforming can be done in facilities of different sizes. This can be done 
in a central facility such as a chemical plant at a large scale. Such a plant pro-
duces pure hydrogen, which can be a high-pressure gas or liquid. Fuel reform-
ing can also be performed on an intermediate scale in various facilities such as 
a gasoline station. In this case, refined gasoline or diesel fuel would be required, 
which can be delivered to the station with its current infrastructure. On-site 
equipment would then reform the fossil fuel into a mixture composed primarily 
of hydrogen and other molecular components, such as CO2 and N2. This hydro-
gen would most probably be delivered to customers as a high-pressure gas.

The fuel-reforming process can also be performed on a small scale, accord-
ing to the requirements, immediately before its introduction into the fuel cell. 
For example, a fuel cell-powered vehicle can have a gasoline tank, which 
would use the existing infrastructure of gasoline delivery, and an on-board fuel 
processor, which would reform the gasoline into a hydrogen-rich stream that 
would be fed directly to the fuel cell.

In the future, it is anticipated that most of the hydrogen required to power 
fuel cells could be generated from renewable sources, such as wind or solar 
energy. For example, the electricity generated at a wind farm or with photovolta-
ics could be used to split water into hydrogen and oxygen through electrolysis. 
Electrolysis as a process could produce pure hydrogen and pure oxygen. The 
hydrogen thus produced could then be delivered by pipeline to the end users.

Chemistry applications include also the solar reforming of low-hydrocarbon 
fuels such as LPG and natural gas and upgrading them into a synthetic gas that 
can be used in gas turbines. Thus, weak gas resources diluted with carbon dioxide 
can be used directly as feed components for the conversion process. Therefore, 
natural gas fields currently not exploited due to high CO2 content might be 
opened to the market. Furthermore, gasification products of unconventional fuels, 
such as biomass, oil shale, and waste asphaltenes, can also be fed into the solar 
upgrade process (Grasse, 1998).

A model for solar volumetric reactors for hydrocarbon-reforming opera-
tions at high temperature and pressure is presented by Yehesket et al. (2000). 
The system is based on two achievements; the development of a volumetric 
receiver tested at 5,000–10,000 suns, gas outlet temperature of 1200°C, and 
pressure at 20 atm and a laboratory-scale chemical kinetics study of hydro- 
carbon reforming. Other related applications are a solar-driven ammonia-based 
thermochemical energy storage system (Lovegrove et al., 1999) and an ammo-
nia synthesis reactor for a solar thermochemical energy storage system (Kreetz 
and Lovegrove, 1999).

Another interesting application is solar zinc and syngas production, both 
of which are very valuable commodities. Zinc finds application in zinc-air fuel 
cells and batteries. Zinc can also react with water to form hydrogen, which can 
be further processed to generate heat and electricity. Syngas can be used to fuel 
highly efficient combined cycles or as the building block of a wide variety of 
synthetic fuels, including methanol, which is a very promising substitute for 
gasoline to fuel cars (Grasse, 1998).
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7.3.2  Fuel cells
A fuel cell is an electrochemical device that converts the chemical energy of a 
fuel, such as hydrogen, natural gas, methanol, or gasoline, and an oxidant, such 
as air or oxygen, into electricity. Electrochemical devices generate electricity 
without combustion of the fuel and oxidizer, as opposed to what occurs with 
traditional methods of electricity generation. In principle, a fuel cell operates 
like a battery, but unlike a battery, it does not run down or require recharging. 
In fact, a fuel cell produces electricity and heat as long as fuel and an oxidizer 
are supplied. A fuel cell, like a battery, has a positively charged anode, a nega-
tively charged cathode, and an ion-conducting material, called an electrolyte. 
The main fuel used in fuel cells is hydrogen. An introduction to hydrogen pro-
duction and use is given in Chapter 1.

An electrochemical reaction is a reaction in which one species, the reducing 
agent, is oxidized (loses electrons) and another species, the oxidizing agent, is 
reduced (gains electrons).

The direct conversion of chemical energy to electrical energy is more effi-
cient and generates much fewer pollutants than traditional methods that rely on 
combustion. Therefore, fuel cells can generate more electricity from the same 
amount of fuel. Furthermore, by avoiding the combustion process that occurs 
in traditional power-generating methods, the generation of pollutants during the 
combustion process is minimized. Some of the pollutants that are significantly 
lower for fuel cells are oxides of nitrogen and unburned hydrocarbons and car-
bon monoxide, which is a poisonous gas.

BaSic characTeriSTicS
Fuel cell construction generally consists of a fuel electrode (anode) and an 
oxidant electrode (cathode) separated by an ion-conducting membrane. In the 
basic fuel cell, oxygen passes over one electrode and hydrogen over the other; 
in doing so, it generates electricity, water, and heat. Fuel cells chemically com-
bine the molecules of a fuel and oxidizer without burning or having to dispense 
with the inefficiencies and pollution of traditional combustion.

Some other important characteristics of fuel cells are as follows:

l Charge carrier. The charge carrier is the ion that passes through the 
electrolyte. The charge carrier differs among different types of fuel cells. 
For most types of fuel cells, however, the charge carrier is a hydrogen 
ion, H, which has a single proton.

l Contamination. Fuel cells can be contaminated by different types of 
molecules. Such a contamination can lead to severe degradation in their 
performance. Because of the difference in electrolyte, catalyst, operating 
temperature, and other factors, different molecules can behave differ-
ently in various fuel cells. The major contamination agent for all types 
of fuel cells is sulfur-containing compounds, such as hydrogen sulfide 
(H2S) and carbonyl sulfide (COS).
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l Fuels. Hydrogen is currently the most popular fuel for fuel cells. Some 
gases, such as CO and CH4, have different effects on fuel cells, depend-
ing on the type of fuel cell. For example, CO is a contaminant to fuel cells 
operating at relatively low temperatures, such as the proton exchange 
membrane fuel cell (PEMFC). However, CO can be used directly as a 
fuel for the high-temperature fuel cells, such as the solid oxide fuel cell 
(SOFC).

l Performance factors. The performance of a fuel cell depends on numer-
ous factors, such as the electrolyte composition, the geometry of the fuel 
cell, the operating temperature, and gas pressure. The geometry of the 
fuel cell is affected mainly by the surface area of the anode and cathode.

A valuable source that covers introductory to highly technical information 
on different types of fuel cells is the Fuel Cell Handbook published by the U.S. 
Department of Energy. It is freely available on the Internet (U.S. Department 
of Energy, 2000) or from the fuel cell test and evaluation center of the U.S. 
Ministry of Defense (FCTec, 2008).

Fuel cell chemiSTry
Fuel cells generate electricity from a simple electrochemical reaction in which 
an oxidizer, typically oxygen from air, and a fuel, typically hydrogen, combine 
to form a product, which for the typical fuel cell is water. The basic principle ofis water. The basic principle of. The basic principle of 
fuel cell operation is that it separates the oxidation and reduction into separate 
compartments, which are the anode and the cathode (separated by a membrane), 
thereby forcing the electrons exchanged between the two half reactions to travel 
through the load. Oxygen (air) continuously passes over the cathode and hydrogen 
passes over the anode to generate electricity, while the by-products are heat and 
water. The fuel cell itself has no moving parts, so it is a quiet and reliable source 
of power. A schematic representation of a fuel cell with the reactant-product 
gases and the ion conduction flow directions through the cell is shown in Figure 7.9. 
The basic physical structure or building block of a fuel cell consists of an elec-
trolyte layer in contact with a porous anode and cathode on either side.

Figure 7.9 is a simplified diagram that demonstrates how the fuel cell works. 
In a typical fuel cell, gaseous fuels are fed continuously to the anode (negative 
electrode) compartment and an oxidant (i.e., oxygen from air) is fed continu-
ously to the cathode (positive electrode) compartment. At electrodes, the electro-
chemical reactions take place and produce an electric current. The fuel cell is an 
energy conversion device that theoretically has the capability of producing elec-
trical energy for as long as the fuel and oxidant are supplied to the electrodes. 
In reality, degradation, primarily corrosion, or malfunction of components limits 
the practical operating life of fuel cells (U.S. Department of Energy, 2000).

The electrolyte that separates the anode and cathode is an ion conducting 
material. At the anode, hydrogen and its electrons are separated so that the 
hydrogen ions (protons) pass through the electrolyte while the electrons pass 
through an external electrical circuit as a direct current (DC) that can power 
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useful devices, usually through an inverter, which converts the DC current into 
an AC one. The hydrogen ions combine with the oxygen at the cathode and are 
recombined with the electrons to form water. The reactions taking place in a 
fuel cell are as follows.

Anode half reaction (oxidation),

 2 4 42H H e→    (7.2)

Cathode half reaction (reduction),

 O H e H O2 24 4 2  →  (7.3)

Overall cell reaction,

 2 22 2 2H O H O →  (7.4)

To obtain the required power, individual fuel cells are combined into fuel cell 
stacks. The number of fuel cells in the stack determines the total voltage, and the 
surface area of each cell determines the total current (FCTec, 2008). Multiplying 
the voltage by the current yields the total electrical power generated as

 Power (watts) Voltage (volts) Current (amps)   (7.5)

Porous electrodes, mentioned previously, are crucial for good electrode per-
formance. Porous electrodes, used in fuel cells, achieve very high current den-
sities, which are possible because the electrode has a high surface area relative 
to the geometric plate area, which significantly increases the number of reac-
tion sites; and the optimized electrode structure has favorable mass transport 
properties. In an idealized porous gas fuel cell electrode, high current densities 
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FiGure 7.9  Schematic diagram of a fuel cell.
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at reasonable polarization are obtained when the liquid (electrolyte) layer on 
the electrode surface is sufficiently thin, so that it does not significantly impede 
the transport of reactants to the electroactive sites and a stable three-phase 
(gas-electrolyte-electrode surface) interface is established (U.S. Department of 
Energy, 2000).

TyPeS oF Fuel cellS
Fuel cells are classified by their electrolyte material. Today, several types of fuel 
cells have been developed for applications as small as a mobile phone (with 
under 1 W power) to as large as a small power plant for an industrial facility 
or a small town (in the megawatt range). The fuel cells that exist today are the 
following.

alkaline fuel cell (aFc)
Alkaline fuel cells (AFCs) are one of the most developed technologies and have 
been used since the mid-1960s by NASA in the Apollo and space shuttle pro-
grams. The fuel cells on board these spacecraft provide electrical power for on-
board systems, as well as drinking water. AFCs are among the most efficient 
(nearly 70%) in generating electricity. The electrolyte in this fuel cell is an 
aqueous (water-based) solution of potassium hydroxide (KOH), which can be 
in concentrated (85 wt%) form for cells operated at high temperature (250°C) 
or less concentrated (35–50 wt%) for lower-temperature (120°C) opera-
tion. The electrolyte is retained in a matrix, usually made from asbestos. A 
wide range of electrocatalysts, such as Ni, Ag, metal oxides, and noble metals, 
can be used. One characteristic of AFCs is that they are very sensitive to CO. One characteristic of AFCs is that they are very sensitive to CO2 
because this will react with the KOH to form K2CO3, thus altering the electro-
lyte. Therefore, the CO2 reacts with the electrolyte, contaminating it rapidly and 
severely degrading the fuel cell performance. Even the small amount of CO2 in 
air must be considered with the alkaline cell. Therefore, AFCs must run on pure 
hydrogen and oxygen.

AFCs are the cheapest fuel cells to manufacture. This is because the catalyst 
required on the electrodes can be selected from a number of materials that are 
relatively inexpensive compared to the catalysts required for other types of fuel 
cells (U.S. Department of Energy, 2000).

The charge carrier for an AFC is the hydroxyl ion (OH) transferred from 
the cathode to the anode, where it reacts with hydrogen to produce water and 
electrons. Water formed at the anode is transferred back to the cathode to regen-
erate hydroxyl ions. When operated, the AFC produces electricity and the  
by-product is heat.

Phosphoric acid fuel cell (PaFc)
Phosphoric acid fuel cells (PAFCs) were the first fuel cells to be commercial-
ized. They were developed in the mid-1960s and have been field tested since the 
1970s, and they have improved significantly in stability, performance, and cost. 
The efficiency of a PAFC in generating electricity is greater than 40%. Simple 
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construction, low electrolyte volatility, and long-term stability are additional 
advantages. Phosphoric acid (H3PO4) concentrated to 100% is used for the electro-
lyte in this fuel cell, which operates at 150–220°C, since the ionic conductivity of 
phosphoric acid is low at low temperatures. The relative stability of concentrated 
phosphoric acid is high compared to other common acids. In addition, the use of 
concentrated acid minimizes the water vapor pressure, so water management in 
the cell is not difficult. The matrix universally used to retain the acid is silicon  
carbide and the electrocatalyst in both the anode and cathode is platinum (Pt).

The charge carrier in this type of fuel cell is the hydrogen ion (H, proton). 
The hydrogen introduced at the anode is split into its protons and electrons. 
The protons are transferred through the electrolyte and combine with the oxy-
gen, usually from air, at the cathode to form water. In addition, CO2 does not 
affect the electrolyte or cell performance and can therefore be easily operated 
with reformed fossil fuels.

Approximately 75 MW of PAFC generating capacity has been installed and 
is operating. Typical installations include hotels, hospitals, and electric utilities 
in Japan, Europe, and the United States (FCTec, 2008).

Polymer electrolyte fuel cell (PeFc)
The electrolyte in polymer electrolyte fuel cells is an ion exchange membrane 
(fluorinated sulfonic acid polymer or other similar polymer) that is an excellent 
proton conductor. The only liquid used in this fuel cell is water; thus, corrosion 
problems are minimal. Water management in the membrane is critical for effi-
cient performance because the fuel cell must operate under conditions where the 
by-product water does not evaporate faster than it is produced, because the mem-
brane must be kept hydrated. Because of the limitation on the operating tempera-
ture imposed by the polymer, which is usually less than 120°C, and problems with 
water balance, an H2-rich gas with minimal or no CO, which is a contaminant at 
low temperature, is used. Higher catalyst loading (Pt in most cases) is required for 
both the anode and cathode (U.S. Department of Energy, 2000).

molten carbonate fuel cell (mcFc)
Molten carbonate fuel cells (MCFCs) belong to the class of high-temperature fuel 
cells. The higher operating temperature allows them to use natural gas directly 
without the need for a fuel processor. MCFCs work quite differently from other 
fuel cells. The electrolyte in this fuel cell is composed of a molten mixture of car-
bonate salts. The fuel cell operates at 600–700°C, at which the alkali carbonates 
form a highly conductive molten salt, with carbonate ions providing ionic con-
duction. Two mixtures are currently used: the lithium carbonate and potassium 
carbonate or the lithium carbonate and sodium carbonate. These ions flow from 
the cathode to the anode, where they combine with hydrogen to yield water, car-
bon dioxide, and electrons. These electrons are routed through an external circuit 
back to the cathode, generating electricity and the by-product, heat. At the high 
operating temperatures in MCFCs, nickel (anode) and nickel oxide (cathode) are 
adequate to promote reaction, i.e., noble metals are not required.
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Compared to the lower-temperature PAFCs and PEFCs, the higher oper-
ating temperature of MCFCs has both advantages and disadvantages (FCTec, 
2008). The advantages include:

1.  At the higher operating temperature, fuel reforming of natural gas can 
occur internally, eliminating the need for an external fuel processor.

2.  The ability to use standard materials for construction, such as stainless 
steel sheet, and allow use of nickel-based catalysts on the electrodes.

3.  The by-product heat from an MCFC can be used to generate high-pressure 
steam that can be used in many industrial and commercial applications.

The disadvantages are mainly due to the high temperatures and include:

1.  High temperature requires significant time to reach operating conditions 
and responds slowly to changing power demands. These characteristics 
make MCFCs more suitable for constant power applications.

2.  The carbonate electrolyte can cause electrode corrosion problems.
3.  As CO2 is consumed at the anode and transferred to the cathode, its 

introduction into the air stream and its control are problematic for 
achieving optimum performance.

Solid oxide fuel cell (SoFc)
Solid oxide fuel cells can be operated over a wide temperature range, from 
600–1000°C. The SOFC has been in development since the late 1950s and is 
currently the highest-temperature fuel cell developed to allow a number of fuels 
to be used. To operate at such high temperatures, the electrolyte is a thin, solid 
ceramic material (solid oxide) conductive to oxygen ions (O2

), which is the 
charge carrier. At the cathode, the oxygen molecules from the air are split into 
oxygen ions with the addition of four electrons. The oxygen ions are conducted 
through the electrolyte and combine with hydrogen at the anode, releasing four 
electrons. The electrons travel an external circuit providing electric power and 
producing heat as a by-product. The operating efficiency in generating electricity 
is among the highest of the fuel cells, at about 60% (FCTec, 2008).

The solid electrolyte is impermeable to gas crossover from one electrode to 
another, in contrast to liquid electrolytes, where the electrolyte is contained in 
some porous supporting structure.

SOFCs operate at extremely high temperatures, so a significant amount of 
time is required to reach operating temperature. They also respond slowly to 
changes in electricity demand; thus, they are suitable for high-power applica-
tions, including industrial and large-scale central electricity generating stations.

The advantages of the high operating temperature of SOFCs are that it 
enables them to tolerate relatively impure fuels, such as those obtained from the 
gasification of coal or gases from industrial processes, and allows cogeneration 
applications, such as to create high-pressure steam that can be used in many 
applications. Furthermore, combining a high-temperature fuel cell with a tur-
bine into a hybrid fuel cell further increases the overall efficiency of generating 
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electricity with a potential of an efficiency of more than 70% (FCTec, 2008). 
The disadvantage of SOFCs is that the high temperatures require more expen-
sive construction materials.materials..

Proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PemFc)
Proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs), also known as polymer elec-
trolyte membrane fuel cells, are believed to be the best type of fuel cell for 
automobile applications that could eventually replace the gasoline and diesel 
internal combustion engines. First used in the 1960s for the NASA Gemini 
Program, PEMFCs are currently being developed and demonstrated for sys-
tems ranging from 1 W to 2 kW (FCTec, 2008).

PEMFCs use a solid polymer membrane in the form of a thin plastic film as 
the electrolyte. This polymer is permeable to protons when it is saturated with 
water, but it does not conduct electrons. The fuel for the PEMFC is hydrogen 
and the charge carrier is the hydrogen ion (proton). At the anode, the hydrogen 
molecule is split into hydrogen ions (protons) and electrons. The hydrogen ions 
move across the electrolyte to the cathode while the electrons flow through an 
external circuit and produce electric power. Oxygen, usually in the form of air, 
is supplied to the cathode and combines with the electrons and the hydrogen 
ions to produce water (FCTec, 2008).

The advantages of PEMFCs are that they generate more power, compared 
to other types of fuel cells, for a given volume or weight of fuel cell. This high 
power density characteristic makes them compact and lightweight. Because the 
operating temperature is less than 100°C, rapid start up is achieved.

Since the electrolyte is a solid material, the sealing of the anode and cath-
ode gases is simpler with a solid electrolyte, compared to a liquid; therefore, 
a lower cost is required to manufacture the cell. The solid electrolyte is also 
less sensitive to orientation and the corrosion problems are lower, compared to 
many of the other electrolytes, which leads to a longer cell and stack life.

One major disadvantage of the PEMFC is that the electrolyte must be satu-
rated with water to operate optimally; therefore, careful control of the mois-
ture of the anode and cathode streams is required. The high cost of platinum is 
another disadvantage.

Other types of fuels cells, not described in this book, include the direct 
methanol fuel cell (DMFC), regenerative fuel cell (RFC), zinc-air fuel cell 
(ZARF), intermediate temperature solid oxide fuel cell (ITSOFC), and tubular 
solid oxide fuel cell (TSOFC). Interested readers can find information on these 
cells in other publications dedicated to the subject.

7.3.3  Materials processing
Solar energy material processing involves affecting the chemical conversion 
of materials by their direct exposure to concentrated solar energy. For this pur-
pose, we use solar furnaces made of high-concentration, hence, high-temper-
ature, collectors of the parabolic dish or heliostat type. Solar energy can also 
assist in the processing of energy-intensive, high-temperature materials, as in 
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the production of solar aluminum, the manufacture of which is one of the most 
energy-intensive processes. It also includes applications related to the produc-
tion of high-added-value products, such as fullerenes, which are large carbon 
molecules with major potential in commercial applications in semi- and super-
conductors, to commodity products such as cement (Norton, 2001). None of 
these processes, however, has achieved large-scale commercial adoption. Some 
pilot systems are described briefly here.

A solar thermochemical process developed by Steinfeld et al. (1996) com-
bines the reduction of zinc oxide with reforming of natural gas, leading to the 
co-production of zinc, hydrogen, and carbon monoxide. At equilibrium, chemi-
cal composition in a blackbody solar reactor operated at a temperature of about 
1000°C, atmospheric pressure and solar concentration of 2000, efficiencies 
between 0.4 and 0.65 have been obtained, depending on product heat recovery. 
A 5 kW solar chemical reactor was employed to demonstrate this technology 
in a high-flux solar furnace. Particles of zinc oxide were introduced continu-
ously in a vortex flow, and natural gas contained within a solar cavity receiver 
was exposed to concentrated insolation from a heliostat field. The zinc oxide 
particles are exposed directly to the high radiative flux, avoiding the efficiency 
penalty and cost of heat exchangers.

A 2 kW concentrating solar furnace was used to study the thermal decom-
position of titanium dioxide at temperatures of 2000–2500°C in an argon atmo-
sphere (Palumbo et al., 1995). The decomposition rate was limited by the rate 
at which oxygen diffuses from the liquid-gas interface. It was shown that this 
rate is accurately predicted by a numerical model, which couples the equations 
of chemical equilibrium and steady-state mass transfer (Palumbo et al., 1995).

7.3.4  Solar Detoxification
Another field of solar chemistry applications is solar photochemistry. Solar photo-
chemical processes make use of the spectral characteristics of the incoming solar 
radiation to effect selective catalytic transformations, which find application in the 
detoxification of air and water and the processing of fine chemical commodities.

Solar detoxification achieves photocatalytic treatment of non-biodegradable 
persistent chlorinated water contaminants typically found in chemical produc-
tion processes. For this purpose, parabolic trough collectors with glass absorb-
ers are usually employed and the high intensity of solar radiation is used for the 
photocatalytic decomposition of organic contaminants. Recent developments 
in photocatalytic detoxification and disinfection of water and air are presented 
by Goswami (1999). The process uses ultraviolet energy, available in sunlight, 
in conjunction with a photocatalyst (titanium dioxide), to decompose organic 
chemicals into non-toxic compounds (Methos et al., 1992). Another applica-
tion concerns the development of a prototype employing lower-concentration  
compound parabolic collectors (Grasse, 1998).

The use of a compound parabolic concentrator technology for commer-
cial solar detoxification applications is presented by Blanco et al. (1999). The 
objective is to develop a simple, efficient, and commercially competitive water 
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treatment technology. A demonstration facility was erected at Plataforma Solar 
de Almeria in southern Spain.

7.4  solar dryers
Solar drying is another very important application of solar energy. Solar dryers 
use air collectors to collect solar energy. Solar dryers are used primarily by the 
agricultural industry. The purpose of drying an agricultural product is to reduce 
its moisture content to a level that prevents its deterioration. In drying, two pro-
cesses take place: One is a heat transfer to the product using energy from the 
heating source, and the other is a mass transfer of moisture from the interior of 
the product to its surface and from the surface to the surrounding air.

Traditionally, farmers used the open-to-the-sun or natural drying technique, 
which achieves drying by using solar radiation, ambient temperature, relative 
humidity of ambient air, and natural wind. In this method, the crop is placed on 
the ground or concrete floors, which can reach higher temperatures in open sun, 
and left there for a number of days to dry. Capacity wise, and despite the very 
rudimentary nature of the process, natural drying remains the most common 
method of solar drying. This is because the energy requirements, which come 
from solar radiation and the air enthalpy, are readily available in the ambient 
environment and no capital investment in equipment is required. The process, 
however, has some serious limitations. The most obvious ones are that the crops 
suffer the undesirable effects of dust, dirt, atmospheric pollution, and insect and 
rodent attacks. Because of these limitations, the quality of the resulting product 
can be degraded, sometimes beyond edibility. All these disadvantages can be 
eliminated by using a solar dryer.

The purpose of a dryer is to supply more heat to the product than that avail-
able naturally under ambient conditions, thus increasing sufficiently the vapor 
pressure of the crop moisture. Therefore, moisture migration from the crop is 
improved. The dryer also significantly decreases the relative humidity of the dry-
ing air, and by doing so, its moisture-carrying capability increases, thus ensuring 
a sufficiently low equilibrium moisture content.

There are two types of solar dryers: the ones that use solar energy as the 
only source of heat and the ones that use solar energy as a supplemental source. 
The airflow can be either natural convection or forced, generated by a fan. In the 
dryer, the product is heated by the flow of the heated air through the product, by 
directly exposing the product to solar radiation or a combination of both.

The transfer of heat to the moist product is by convection from the flowing 
air, which is at a temperature above that of the product, by direct radiation from 
the sun, and by conduction from heated surfaces in contact with the product.

Absorption of heat by the product supplies the energy necessary for vapor-
ization of water from the product. From the surface of the product, the mois-
ture is removed by evaporation. Moisture starts to vaporize from the surface 
of the product when the absorbed energy increases its temperature sufficiently 
and the vapor pressure of the crop moisture exceeds the vapor pressure of the 
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surrounding air. Moisture replacement to the surface is by diffusion from the 
interior, and it depends on the nature of the product and its moisture content. If 
the diffusion rate is slow, it becomes the limiting factor in the drying process, 
but if it is fast enough, the controlling factor is the rate of evaporation from the 
surface, which occurs at the initiation of the drying process.

In direct radiation drying, part of the solar radiation penetrates the material, 
and it is absorbed within the product, thus generating heat both in the interior 
of the product and on its surface. Therefore, the solar absorptance of the prod-
uct is an important factor in direct solar drying. Because of their color and tex-
ture, most agricultural materials have relatively high absorptance.

By considering product quality, the heat transfer and evaporation rates must 
be closely controlled to guarantee both optimum drying rates and product quality. 
The maximum drying rate is required so that drying is economically viable.

Solar energy dryers are classified according to the heating mode employed, 
the way the solar heat is utilized, and their structural arrangement. With respect 
to the heating mode employed, the two main categories are active and passive 
dryers. In active systems, a fan is used to circulate air through the air collec-
tor to the product, whereas in passive or natural circulation solar energy dryers, 
solar-heated air is circulated through the crop by buoyancy forces as a result of 
wind pressure. Therefore, active systems require, in addition to solar energy, 
other non-renewable energy sources, usually electricity, for powering fans for 
forced air circulation or for auxiliary heating.

With respect to the mode of solar energy utilization and structural arrange-
ments, the three major sub classes are distributed, integral, and mixed-mode-type 
dryers. These sub-classes belong to both active and passive solar energy dryers. 
In a distributed-type solar energy dryer, the solar energy collector and the dry-
ing chamber are separate units. In an integral-type solar energy dryer, the same 
piece of equipment is used for both solar energy collection and drying, i.e., the 
dryer is capable of collecting solar energy directly, and no solar collectors are 
required. In the mixed-mode–type, the two systems are combined, i.e., the dryer 
is able to absorb heat directly but the process is enhanced by the use of a solar 
collector. These types are explained in more detail in the following sections.

7.4.1  active Solar Energy Dryers
DiSTriBuTeD TyPe
A typical distributed-type active solar dryer is shown in Figure 7.10. It com-
prises four components: a drying chamber, a solar energy air heater, a fan, and 
ducting to transfer the hot air from the collector to the dryer.

inTegral TyPe
Large-scale, commercial, forced-convection, greenhouse-type dryers are like 
transparent roof solar barns and are used for solar timber drying kilns (see Figure 
7.11). Small-scale forced dryers are often equipped with auxiliary heating.

Another variation of this type of dryer is the solar collector–roof/wall, in 
which the solar heat collector forms an integral part of the roof and/or wall of 
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the drying chamber. A solar-roof dryer is shown in Figure 7.12. A collector-wall 
system is like a Trombe wall, described in Chapter 6, where a black painted 
concrete block wall with outside glazing forms the solar collector and serves 
also as a thermal storage.

mixeD-moDe TyPe
The mixed-mode dryer is similar to the distributed type with the difference that 
the walls and roof of the dryer are made from glass, to allow solar energy to 
warm the products directly, as shown in Figure 7.13.

It should be noted that, because drying efficiency increases with temperature, 
in conventional dryers the maximum possible drying temperature that would not 
deteriorate the product quality is used. In solar dryers, however, the maximumis used. In solar dryers, however, the maximum. In solar dryers, however, the maximum 
drying temperature is determined by the solar collectors, because their efficiency 
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FiGure 7.10  Schematic diagram of a distributed-type active solar dryer.
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decreases with higher operating temperatures and this may not yield an optimal 
dryer design.

Most air heaters use metal or wood absorbers, whereas black polytheneblack polythene 
absorbers have been used in a few designs in an attempt to minimize cost.in an attempt to minimize cost.

7.4.2  passive Solar Energy Dryers
Passive or natural circulation solar energy dryers operate by using entirely 
renewable sources of energy, such as solar and wind.
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FiGure 7.12  Schematic diagram of an active collector–roof solar energy storage dryer.
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FiGure 7.13  Schematic diagram of a mixed-mode-type active solar dryer.
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DiSTriBuTeD TyPe
Distributed, natural circulation, solar energy dryers are also called indirect passive 
dryers. A typical distributed natural circulation solar energy dryer comprises an 
air heating solar energy collector, appropriate insulated ducting, a drying chamber, 
and a chimney, as shown in Figure 7.14. In this design, the crop is located on trays 
or shelves inside an opaque drying chamber, which does not allow the solar radia-
tion to reach the product directly. Air, which is heated during its passage through 
an air solar collector, is ducted to the drying chamber to dry the product. Because 
the crops do not receive direct sunshine, caramelization (formation of sugar crys-
tals on the crop surface) and localized heat damage do not occur. Therefore, indi-
rect dryers are usually used for some perishables and fruits, for which the vitamin 
content of the dried product is reduced by the direct exposure to sunlight. The 
color retention in some highly pigmented commodities is also very adversely 
affected when they are exposed directly to the sun (Norton, 1992).

Higher operating temperatures are generally obtained in distributed natural 
circulation dryers than in direct dryers. They can generally produce higher-quality 
products and are recommended for deep layer drying. Their disadvantages are that 
the fluctuation in the temperature of the air leaving the solar air collector makes 
constant operating conditions within the drying chamber difficult to maintain; 
they are relatively elaborate structures, requiring more capital investment in equip-
ment; and they have higher running costs for maintenance than integral types. The 
efficiency of distributed-type dryers can be easily increased, because the compo-
nents of the unit can be designed for optimal efficiency of their functions.

inTegral TyPe
Integral-type, natural circulation, solar energy dryers are also called direct pas-
sive solar energy dryers. In this system, the crop is placed in a drying chamber, 
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FiGure 7.14  Schematic diagram of a distributed-type passive solar dryer.
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which is made with transparent walls; therefore, the necessary heat is obtained 
by the direct absorption of solar radiation at the product, from the internal sur-
faces of the chamber, and by convection from the heated air mass within the 
chamber. The heat removes the moisture from the product and, at the same 
time, lowers the relative humidity of the resident air mass, thus increasing its 
moisture-carrying capacity. The air in the chamber is also expanded because 
the density of the hot air is lower than the cold, thus generating natural circu-
lation, which also helps in the removal of moisture, along with the warm air. 
Because heat is transferred to the crop by both convection and radiation, the 
rate of drying for direct dryers is greater than that for indirect dryers.

Integral-type, natural circulation solar energy dryers can be of a very 
simple construction, as shown in Figure 7.15, which consists of a container 
insulated at its sides and covered with a single glazing or roof. The interior 
walls are blackened; therefore, solar radiation transmitted though the cover is 
absorbed by the blackened interior surfaces as well as by the product, thus rais-
ing the internal temperature of the container. At the front, special openings pro-
vide ventilation, with warm air leaving via the upper opening under the action 
of buoyant forces. The product to be dried is placed on perforated trays inside 
the container. This type of dryer has the advantage of easy construction from 
cheap, locally available materials and is used commonly to preserve fruits, veg-
etables, fish, and meat. The disadvantage is the poor air circulation obtained, 
which results in poor moist air removal and drying at high air temperatures 
(70–100°C), which is very high for most products, particularly perishables.

mixeD-moDe TyPe
Mixed-mode, natural circulation, solar energy dryers combine the features of 
the integral-type and the distributed-type natural circulation solar energy dryers. 
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FiGure 7.15  Schematic diagram of an integral-type passive solar dryer.
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In this case, the combined action of solar radiation incident directly on the prod-
uct to be dried and the air heated in a solar air collector provide the necessary 
heat required for the drying process. A mixed-mode, natural circulation solar 
energy dryer has the same structural characteristics as the distributed type, i.e., a 
solar air heater, a separate drying chamber, and a chimney; in addition, the dry-
ing chamber walls are glazed so that the solar radiation can reach the product 
directly as in the integral-type dryers, as shown in Figure 7.16.

7.5  Greenhouses
Another application intended for the agricultural industry is the greenhouse. The 
basic function of a greenhouse is to provide environmental conditions that accel-
erate the process of photosynthesis. Photosynthesis is the driving force for plant 
growth, in which CO2 is transformed into H2O, using solar energy, to carbohy-
drates and oxygen. Photosynthesis is highly sensitive to environmental factors.

The requirements for the interior microclimate of a greenhouse vary 
according to the particular plant species and its stage of growth. This is charac-
terized by the temperature, illumination, and the interior atmosphere, i.e., water 
vapor, carbon dioxide, and pollutants (nitrogen oxides and sulfur).

The particular method required to create a specified environment and its eco-
nomic viability depends on the prevailing ambient conditions and the value of the 
crop to be harvested in the particular greenhouse. It should be noted that a green-
house designed for a particular climate can produce an environment suitable for 
a specific crop type, yet the same greenhouse in another location or at a different 
time of the year may be unsuitable for that same type of crop. Therefore, the 
plant varieties to be grown in a greenhouse should be chosen to suit the artificial 
environment that can be achieved economically within the greenhouse.
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FiGure 7.16  Schematic diagram of a natural circulation, mixed-mode solar energy dryer.
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The main objective for the development of covered areas for growing food 
was the need for frost protection. Heat is usually obtained from solar radiation 
and auxiliary sources. As we saw in Chapter 2, by the expression greenhouse 
effect, we mean that the internal environment of a space is heated by the short-
wave solar insolation transmitted through the cover and absorbed by its internal 
surfaces. These surfaces re-emit heat radiation, which is at longer wavelengths 
that cannot escape through the cover, and in this way, the heat is trapped into 
the space.

In places where summers are hot, greenhouses frequently need to be cooled. 
In areas where summers are not severe and the maximum ambient temperature 
remains less than 33°C, ventilation and shading techniques work well. In higher-
temperature environments, however, where ambient temperatures in summer 
generally exceed 40°C, evaporative cooling is usually applied, which is the most 
efficient means of greenhouse cooling. Evaporative cooling can lower the inside 
air temperature significantly below the ambient air, using fan-pad and fog or mist 
inside a greenhouse and roof cooling systems. Apart from these systems, two 
composite systems can be used for both heating and cooling greenhouses: the 
earth-to-air heat exchanger and the aquifer-coupled, cavity flow heat exchanger. 
A survey of these systems is given by Sethi and Sharma (2007).

7.5.1  Greenhouse Materials
Traditionally, the first material used for greenhouse cover was glass. As an 
alternative cover material to glass, oiled paper was tried in the Netherlands dur-
ing the late 18th century and was in common use in Japan well into the 20th 
century (Norton, 1992). After the Second World War, plastic materials became 
more readily available. From the time clear plastic materials were first produced 
on a commercial scale, their potential for replacing glass in agricultural facili-
ties has been recognized. Nowadays, PVC and polyethylene films are attached 
internally to the greenhouse framework, thus creating an insulating air gap 
between the outer cover and the protected artificial environment. Polyethylene 
is very popular for agricultural applications because it is available in wider 
sections than most other films and is of low cost, despite its short lifetime of 
about a year when exposed to typical weather conditions. Additionally, because 
polyethylene is the most common plastic film used, data for light transmission 
through this material are readily available.

Generally, plastic materials have inferior light transmission properties com-
pared with glass. Additionally, since they degrade when exposed to heat and 
ultraviolet light, their useful life is much shorter, typically a few years com-
pared with decades for glass. Condensation on the inner surface of the cover, 
which under some conditions could persist during the day, reduces the light 
transmission. This reduction is more pronounced with plastics than with glass 
because of the higher angle of conduct between the water bubbles and the plas-
tic, leading to a higher proportion of reflected light. The advantages of plastic 
materials, however, are their low specific mass and high strength, requiring a 
lightweight structure and lower cost, resulting in lower initial investment.
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Although polyethylene is the most widely used plastic film in agriculture, 
other materials are available, such as polymers containing fluorine compounds, 
whose radiation transmission properties and resistance to aging are supe-
rior to those of polyethylene films. These, however, are more expensive than 
polyethylene.

exercises
7.1 An industrial process heating system uses air heated by both solar and 

auxiliary energy. It enters the duct supplying the air to the process at 
37°C. The solar heat is supplied from a storage tank and transferred to 
the air via a water-to-air heat exchanger with an effectiveness equal to 
0.95. The air temperature is topped by auxiliary energy to 60°C. The 
collector area is 70 m2, FR()  0.82, FRUL 6.15 W/m2-°C. The fully 
mixed storage tank has 4.5 m3 capacity and its UA value is 195 W/°C; 
it is located in a room with temperature of 18°C. The capacitance of 
the collector side of the heat exchanger is 1150 W/°C and of the storage 
side is 910 W/°C. The load is required for 8 h a day, from 8 am to 4 pm, 
and the air has a constant flow rate of 0.25 kg/s. The heat capacity of 
air is 1012 J/kg-°C and the flow rate of water through the load heat 
exchanger is 0.07 kg/s. For the period under investigation, the radiation 
and ambient temperatures shown in the following table apply. If the ini-
tial temperature of the storage tank on the day investigated was 42°C, 
estimate the energy supplied to the load and the amount of auxiliary 
energy required by the system to cover the load.

Time Ambient 
temperature (°C)

It (MJ/m2)

6–7 10 0

7–8 11 0

8–9 12 1.12

9–10 14 1.67

10–11 16 2.56

11–12 17 3.67

12–13 18 3.97

13–14 16 3.29

14–15 15 2.87

15–16 14 1.78

16–17 12 1.26

17–18 11 0

7.2 The system in Exercise 7.1 uses water at a temperature of 80°C instead 
of air. If the load is required for the same period of time, the flow rate of 
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water is 0.123 kg/s, and the heat capacity of water is 4180 J/kg-°C, esti-
mate the energy supplied to the load and the amount of auxiliary energy 
required by the system to cover the load.

7.3 Repeat Exercise 7.1 for an effectiveness of the load heat exchanger of 
0.66 and compare the results.

7.4 Repeat Exercise 7.2 but the load is required for only 30 min of each 
hour of operation.
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8.1  IntroductIon
The provision of freshwater is becoming an increasingly important issue in 
many areas of the world. In arid areas, potable water is very scarce and the 
establishment of a human habitat in these areas strongly depends on how such 
water can be made available. A brief historical introduction to solar desalination 
is given in Chapter 1, Section 1.5.2.

Water is essential to life. The importance of supplying potable water can 
hardly be overstressed. Water is one of the most abundant resources on earth, 
covering three fourths of the planet’s surface. About 97% of the earth’s water is 
saltwater in the oceans and 3% (about 36 million km3) is freshwater contained 
in the poles (in the form of ice), ground water, lakes, and rivers, which supply 
most human and animal needs. Nearly 70% from this tiny 3% of the world’s 
freshwater is frozen in glaciers, permanent snow cover, ice, and permafrost. 
Thirty percent of all freshwater is underground, most of it in deep, hard-to-reach 
aquifers. Lakes and rivers together contain just a little more than 0.25% of all 
freshwater; lakes contain most of it.

8.1.1  Water and Energy
Water and energy are inseparable commodities that govern the lives of human-
ity and promote civilization. The history of humankind proves that water and 
civilization are inseparable entities. This is proven by the fact that all great civ-
ilizations developed and flourished near large sources of water. Rivers, seas, 
oases, and oceans have attracted humankind to their coasts because water is the 
source of life. History proves the importance of water in the sustainability of 
life and the development of civilization. Maybe the most significant example 
of this influence is the Nile River in Egypt. The river provided water for irriga-
tion and mud full of nutrients. Ancient Egyptian engineers were able to master 
the river water, and Egypt, as an agricultural nation, became the main wheat-
exporting country in the whole Mediterranean Basin (Delyannis, 2003). Due 
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to the richness of the river, various disciplines of science, such as astronomy 
and mathematics, as well as law, justice, currency, and police protection, were 
created there at a time when no other human society held this knowledge or 
sophistication.

Energy is as important as water for the development of a good standard 
of life because it is the force that puts in operation all human activities. Water 
by itself is also a power-generating force. The first confirmed attempts to har-
ness water power occurred more than 2000 years ago, at which time the energy 
gained was mainly used to grind grain (Major, 1990).

The Greeks were the first to express philosophical ideas about the nature of 
water and energy. Thales of Militus (640–546 B.C.), one of the seven wise men 
of antiquity, wrote about water (Delyannis, 1960) that it is fertile and molded 
(can take the shape of its container). The same philosopher said that seawater 
is the immense sea that surrounds the earth, which is the primary mother of all 
life. Later on, Embedokles (495–435 B.C.) developed the theory of the elements 
(Delyannis, 1960), describing that the world consists of four primary elements: 
fire, air, water, and earth. With today’s knowledge, these elements may be trans-
lated to energy, atmosphere, water, and soil, which are the four basic constituents 
that affect the quality of our lives (Delyannis and Belessiotis, 2000).

Aristotle (384–322 B.C.), one of the greatest philosophers and scientists of 
antiquity, described in a surprisingly correct way the origin and properties of 
natural, brackish, and seawater. He also described accurately the water cycle in 
nature—a description that is still valid. In fact, the water cycle is a huge solar 
energy open distiller in a perpetual operational cycle.

Aristotle wrote that seawater becomes sweet when it turns into vapor, and 
the vapor does not form saltwater when it condenses again. In fact, Aristotle 
proved this experimentally.

8.1.2  Water Demand and Consumption
Humanity is dependent on rivers, lakes, and underground water reservoirs for 
freshwater requirements in domestic life, agriculture, and industry. However, 
rapid industrial growth and a worldwide population explosion has resulted in 
a large escalation of demand for freshwater, both for household needs and for 
crops to produce adequate quantities of food. Added to this is the problem of 
the pollution of rivers and lakes by industrial wastes and the large amounts of 
sewage discharge. On a global scale, human–made pollution of natural sources 
of water is becoming one of the greatest causes of freshwater shortage. Added 
to this is the problem of uneven distribution. For example, Canada has a tenth 
of the world’s surface freshwater but less than 1% of the world’s population.

Of the total water consumption, about 70% is used by agriculture, 20% is 
used by the industry, and only 10% of the water consumed worldwide is used 
for household needs. It should be noted that, before considering the applica-
tion of any desalination method, water conservation measures should be con-
sidered. For example, drip irrigation, using perforated plastic pipes to deliver 
water to crops, uses 30–70% less water than traditional methods and increases 
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crop yield. This system was developed in the early 1960s, but today it is used 
in less than 1% of the irrigated land. In most places on the earth, governments 
heavily subsidize irrigation water and farmers have no incentive to invest in 
drip systems or any other water-saving methods.

8.1.3  Desalination and Energy
The only nearly inexhaustible sources of water are the oceans. Their main draw-
back, however, is their high salinity. Therefore, it would be attractive to tackle 
the water-shortage problem by desalinizing of this water. Desalinize, in general, 
means to remove salt from seawater or generally saline water.

According to the World Health Organization (WHO), the permissible limit 
of salinity in water is 500 parts per million (ppm) and for special cases up to 
1000 ppm. Most of the water available on earth has salinity up to 10,000 ppm, 
and seawater normally has salinity in the range of 35,000–45,000 ppm in the 
form of total dissolved salts. Excess brackishness causes the problem of bad 
taste, stomach problems, and laxative effects. The purpose of a desalination sys-
tem is to clean or purify brackish water or seawater and supply water with total 
dissolved solids within the permissible limit of 500 ppm or less. This is accom-
plished by several desalination methods that are analyzed in this chapter.

Desalination processes require significant quantities of energy to achieve 
separation of salts from seawater. This is highly significant because it is a recur-
rent cost that few of the water-short areas of the world can afford. Many coun-
tries in the Middle East, because of oil income, have enough money to invest 
and run desalination equipment. However, people in many other areas of the 
world have neither the cash nor the oil resources to allow them to develop in a 
similar manner. The installed capacity of desalinated water systems in the year 
2000 was about 22 million m3/d, which is expected to increase drastically in 
the next decades. The dramatic increase of desalinated water supply will create 
a series of problems, the most significant of which are those related to energy 
consumption and environmental pollution caused by the use of fossil fuels. It 
has been estimated that the production of 22 million m3/d requires about 203 
million tons of oil per annum (about 8.5 EJ/a or 2.36  1012 kWh/a of fuel). 
Given the current concern about the environmental problems related to the 
use of fossil fuels, if oil were much more widely available, it is questionable 
whether we could afford to burn it on the scale needed to provide everyone with 
freshwater. Given current understanding of the greenhouse effect and the impor-
tance of CO2 levels, this use of oil is debatable. Therefore, apart from satisfying 
the additional energy demand, environmental pollution would be a major con-
cern. If desalination is accomplished by conventional technology, then it will 
require burning substantial quantities of fossil fuels. Given that conventional 
sources of energy are polluting, sources of energy that are not polluting must 
be developed. Fortunately, many parts of the world that are short of water have 
exploitable renewable sources of energy that could be used to drive desalination 
processes (Kalogirou, 2005).
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Solar desalination is used by nature to produce rain, which is the main 
source of the freshwater supply. Solar radiation falling on the surface of the sea 
is absorbed as heat and causes evaporation of the water. The vapor rises above 
the surface and is moved by winds. When this vapor cools down to its dew point, 
condensation occurs and freshwater precipitates as rain. All available manmade 
distillation systems are small-scale duplications of this natural process.

Desalination of brackish water and seawater is one way to meet the water 
demand. Renewable energy systems produce energy from sources that are freely 
available in nature. Their main characteristic is that they are friendly to the envi-
ronment, i.e., they do not produce harmful effluents. Production of freshwater 
using desalination technologies driven by renewable energy systems is thought 
to be a viable solution to the water scarcity at remote areas characterized by 
lack of potable water and conventional energy sources such as a heat and elec-
tricity grid. Worldwide, several renewable energy desalination pilot plants have 
been installed and the majority have been successfully operated for a number of 
years. Virtually all of them are custom designed for specific locations and uti-
lize solar, wind, or geothermal energy to produce freshwater. Operational data 
and experience from these plants can be utilized to achieve higher reliability 
and cost minimization. Although renewable energy-powered desalination sys-
tems cannot compete with conventional systems in terms of the cost of water 
produced, they are applicable in certain areas and are likely to become more 
widely feasible solutions in the near future.

This chapter presents a description of the various methods used for seawa-
ter desalination. Only methods that are industrially mature are included. Other 
methods, such as freezing and humidification-dehumidification methods, are 
not included in this chapter, since they were developed at a laboratory scale 
and have not been used on a large scale for desalination. Special attention is 
given to the use of renewable energy systems in desalination. Among the vari-
ous renewable energy systems, the ones that have been used, or can be used, 
for desalination are described. These include solar thermal collectors, solar 
ponds, photovoltaics, wind turbines, and geothermal energy.

8.2  desalInatIon processes
Desalination can be achieved using a number of techniques. Industrial desalina-
tion technologies either use phase change or involve semipermeable membranes 
to separate the solvent or some solutes. Therefore, desalination techniques may 
be classified into the following categories: phase change or thermal processes 
and membrane or single-phase processes.

All processes require a chemical pre-treatment of raw seawater to avoid 
scaling, foaming, corrosion, biological growth, and fouling and also require a 
chemical post-treatment.

In Table 8.1, the most important technologies in use are listed. In the phase 
change or thermal processes, the distillation of seawater is achieved by utilizing a 
thermal energy source. The thermal energy may be obtained from a conventional 
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fossil fuel source, nuclear energy, or a non-conventional solar energy source or 
geothermal energy. In the membrane processes, electricity is used for either driv-
ing high-pressure pumps or ionization of salts contained in the seawater.

Commercial desalination processes based on thermal energy are multi-stage 
flash (MSF) distillation, multiple-effect boiling (MEB), and vapor compression 
(VC), which could be thermal vapor compression (TVC) or mechanical vapor 
compression (MVC). MSF and MEB processes consist of a set of stages at suc-
cessively decreasing temperature and pressure. The MSF process is based on the 
generation of vapor from seawater or brine due to a sudden pressure reduction 
when seawater enters an evacuated chamber. The process is repeated stage by 
stage at successively decreasing pressure. This process requires an external steam 
supply, normally at a temperature around 100°C. The maximum temperature is 
limited by the salt concentration to avoid scaling, and this maximum limits the 
performance of the process. In MEB, vapors are generated through the absorption 
of thermal energy by the seawater. The steam generated in one stage or effect can 
heat the salt solution in the next stage because the next stage is at lower tempera-
ture and pressure. The performance of the MEB and MSF processes is propor-
tional to the number of stages or effects. MEB plants normally use an external 
steam supply at a temperature of about 70°C. In TVC and MVC, after the initial 
vapor is generated from the saline solution, it is thermally or mechanically com-
pressed to generate additional production. More details about these processes are 
given in Section 8.4.

Not only distillation processes but also freezing and humidification- 
dehumidification processes involve phase change. The conversion of saline 
water to freshwater by freezing has always existed in nature and has been known 
to humankind for thousands of years. In desalination of water by freezing, fresh-
water is removed and leaves behind a concentrated brine. It is a separation pro-
cess related to the solid-liquid phase change phenomenon. When the temperature 
of saline water is reduced to its freezing point, which is a function of salinity, ice 

table 8.1  Desalination Processes

Phase change processes Membrane processes

1.  Multi-stage flash (MSF)

2.  Multiple effect boiling (MEB)

3.  Vapor compression (VC)

4.  Freezing

5.  Humidification-dehumidification

6.  Solar stills

 Conventional stills

 Special stills

 Cascaded-type solar stills

 Wick-type stills

 Multiple-wick-type stills

1.  Reverse osmosis (RO)

 RO without energy recovery

 RO with energy recovery (ER-RO)

2.  Electrodialysis (ED)
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crystals of pure water are formed within the salt solution. These ice crystals can 
be mechanically separated from the concentrated solution, washed, and re-melted 
to obtain pure water. Therefore the basic energy input for this method is for the 
refrigeration system (Tleimat, 1980). The humidification-dehumidification 
method also uses a refrigeration system, but the principle of operation is differ-
ent. The humidification-dehumidification process is based on the fact that air can 
be mixed with large quantities of water vapor. Additionally, the vapor-carrying 
capability of air increases with temperature (Parekh et al., 2003). In this process, 
seawater is added into an air stream to increase its humidity. Then this humid air 
is directed to a cool coil, on the surface of which water vapor contained in the air 
is condensed and collected as freshwater. These processes, however, exhibit tech-
nical problems that limit their industrial development. Because these technolo-
gies have not yet industrially matured, they are not described in this chapter.

The other category of industrial desalination processes involves not phase 
change but membranes. These are reverse osmosis (RO) and electrodialysis 
(ED). The first one requires electricity or shaft power to drive the pump that 
increases the pressure of the saline solution to that required. The required pres-
sure depends on the salt concentration of the resource of saline solution, and it 
is normally around 70 bar for seawater desalination.

ED also requires electricity for the ionization of water, which is cleaned by 
using suitable membranes located at the two oppositively charged electrodes. 
Both RO and ED are used for brackish water desalination, but only RO competes 
with distillation processes in seawater desalination. The dominant processes are 
MSF and RO, which account for 44% and 42% of worldwide capacity, respec-
tively (Garcia-Rodriguez, 2003). The MSF process represents more than 93% of 
the thermal process production, whereas the RO process represents more than 
88% of membrane processes production (El-Dessouky and Ettouney, 2000). The 
membrane processes are described in more detail in Section 8.4.

Solar energy can be used for seawater desalination by producing either the 
thermal energy required to drive the phase change processes or the electricity 
required to drive the membrane processes. Solar desalination systems are thus 
classified into two categories: direct and indirect collection systems. As their 
name implies, direct collection systems use solar energy to produce distillate 
directly in the solar collector, whereas in indirect collection systems, two sub-
systems are employed (one for solar energy collection and one for desalina-
tion). Conventional desalination systems are similar to solar energy systems, 
since the same type of equipment is applied. The prime difference is that, in 
the former, either a conventional boiler is used to provide the required heat or 
public mains electricity is used to provide the required electric power; whereas 
in the latter, solar energy is applied. The most promising and applicable renew-
able energy system (RES) desalination combinations are shown in Table 8.2. 
These are obtained from a survey conducted under a European research project 
(THERMIE Program, 1998).

Over the last two decades, numerous desalination systems utilizing renew-
able energy have been constructed. Almost all of these systems have been built 
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as research or demonstration projects and are consequently of a small capacity. 
It is not known how many of these plants still exist, but it is likely that only 
some remain in operation. The lessons learned, hopefully, have been passed on 
and are reflected in the plants currently being built and tested. A list of installed 
desalination plants operated with renewable energy sources is given by Tzen 
and Morris (2003).

8.2.1  Desalination Systems Exergy Analysis
Although the first law is an important tool in evaluating the overall performance 
of a desalination plant, such analysis does not take into account the quality of 
energy transferred. This is an issue of particular importance when both thermal 
and mechanical energy are employed, as they are in thermal desalination plants. 
First-law analysis cannot show where the maximum loss of available energy 
takes place and would lead to the conclusion that the energy loss to the surround-
ings and the blow-down are the only significant losses. Second-law (exergy) 
analysis is needed to place all energy interactions on the same basis and give 
relevant guidance for process improvement.

The use of exergy analysis in actual desalination processes from a thermo-
dynamic point of view is of growing importance to identify the sites of great-
est losses and improve the performance of the processes. In many engineering 
decisions, other facts, such as the impact on the environment and society, must 
be considered when analyzing the processes. In connection with the increased 
use of exergy analysis, second-law analysis has come into more common usage 
in recent years. This involves a comparison of exergy input and exergy destruc-
tion along various desalination processes. In this section, initially the ther-
modynamics of saline water, mixtures, and separation processes is presented, 
followed by the analysis of multi-stage thermal processes. The former applies 
also to the analysis of reverse osmosis, which is a non-thermal separation  
process.

table 8.2  RES Desalination Combinations

RES technology Feedwater salinity Desalination technology

Solar thermal Seawater Multiple-effect boiling (MEB)
Seawater Multi-stage flash (MSF)

Photovoltaics Seawater

Brackish water

Brackish water

Reverse osmosis (RO)

Reverse osmosis (RO)

Electrodialysis (ED)

Wind energy Seawater

Brackish water

Seawater

Reverse osmosis (RO)

Reverse osmosis (RO)

Mechanical vapor compression (MVC)

Geothermal Seawater Multiple-effect boiling (MEB)
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Saline water is a mixture of pure water and salt. A desalination plant per-
forms a separation process in which the input saline water is separated into 
two output streams, those of brine and product water. The water produced from 
the process contains a low concentration of dissolved salts, whereas the brine 
contains the remaining high concentration of dissolved salts. Therefore, when 
analyzing desalination processes, the properties of salt and pure water must be 
taken into account. One of the most important properties in such analysis is 
salinity, which is usually expressed in parts per million (ppm), which is defined 
as salinity  mass fraction (mfs)  106. Therefore, a salinity of 2000 ppm cor-
responds to a salinity of 0.2%, or a salt mass fraction of mfs  0.002. The mole 
fraction of salt, xs, is obtained from (Cengel et al., 1999):
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where
m  mass (kg).
M  molar mass (kg/kmol).
N  number of moles.
x  mole fraction.

In Eqs. (8.1) and (8.2), the subscripts s, w, and sw stand for salt, water, 
and saline water, respectively. The apparent molar mass of the saline water is 
(Cerci, 2002):
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The molar mass of NaCl is 58.5 kg/kmol and the molar mass of water is 
18.0 kg/kmol. Salinity is usually given in terms of mass fractions, but mole 
fractions are often required. Therefore, combining Eqs. (8.1) to (8.3) and con-
sidering that xs  xw  1 gives the following relations for converting mass 
fractions to mole fractions:
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Solutions that have a concentration of less than 5% are considered to be 
dilute solutions, which closely approximate the behavior of an ideal solution, 
and thus the effect of dissimilar molecules on each other is negligible. Brackish 
underground water and even seawater are ideal solutions, since they have about 
a 4% salinity at most (Cerci, 2002).

e x a m p l e   8 . 1

Seawater of the Mediterranean sea has a salinity of 35,000 ppm. Estimate the 
mole and mass fractions for salt and water.

Solution
From salinity, we get
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From Eq. (8.4), we get
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As xs  xw  1, we have xw  1  xs  1  0.011  0.989.
From Eq. (8.3),
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Finally, from Eq. (8.2),
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Extensive properties of a mixture are the sum of the extensive properties 
of its individual components. Thus, the enthalpy and entropy of a mixture are 
obtained from

 
H m h m h m hi i s s w w= = +∑  (8.6)

and
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Dividing by the total mass of the mixture gives the specific quantities (per 
unit mass of mixture) as

 
h h h hi i s s w w= = +∑mf mf mf  (8.8)
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and

 
s s s si i s s w w= = +∑mf mf mf  (8.9)

The enthalpy of mixing of an ideal gas mixture is zero because no heat is 
released or absorbed during mixing. Therefore, the enthalpy of the mixture and 
the enthalpies of its individual components do not change during mixing. Thus, 
the enthalpy of an ideal mixture at a specified temperature and pressure is the 
sum of the enthalpies of its individual components at the same temperature and 
pressure (Klotz and Rosenberg, 1994). This also applies for the saline solution.

The brackish or seawater used for desalination is at a temperature of about 
15°C (288.15 K), pressure of 1 atm (101.325 kPa), and a salinity of 35,000 ppm. 
These conditions can be taken to be the conditions of the environment (dead 
state in thermodynamics).

The properties of pure water are readily available in tabulated water and 
steam properties. Those of salt are calculated by using the thermodynamic rela-
tions for solids, which require the set of the reference state of salt to determine 
the values of properties at specified states. For this purpose, the reference state of 
salt is taken at 0°C, and the values of enthalpy and entropy of salt are assigned 
a value of 0 at that state. Then the enthalpy and entropy of salt at temperature T 
can be determined from
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The specific heat of salt can be taken to be cps  0.8368 kJ/kg-K. The enthalpy 
and entropy of salt at To  288.15 K can be determined to be hso  12.552 kJ/kg 
and sso  0.04473 kJ/kg-K, respectively. It should be noted that, for incompress-
ible substances, enthalpy and entropy are independent of pressure (Cerci, 2002).

e x a m p l e   8 . 2

Find the enthalpy and entropy of seawater at 40°C.

Solution
From Eq. (8.10),
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Mixing is an irreversible process; hence, the entropy of a mixture at a spec-
ified temperature and pressure is greater than the sum of the entropies of the 
individual components at the same temperature and pressure before mixing. 
Therefore, since the entropy of a mixture is the sum of the entropies of its com-
ponents, the entropies of the components of a mixture are greater than the entro-
pies of the pure components at the same temperature and pressure. The entropy 
of a component per unit mole in an ideal solution at specified pressure P and 
temperature T is given by (Cengel and Boles, 1998):

 
s s T P R xi i i= , ( , ) - ( )pure ln  (8.12)

where R  gas constant,  8.3145 kJ/kmol-K.
It should be noted that ln(xi) is a negative quantity, as xi  1, and therefore R  

ln(xi) is always positive. Equation (8.12) proves the statement made earlier that 
the entropy of a component in a mixture is always greater than the entropy of 
that component when it exists alone at a temperature and pressure equal to that 
of the mixture. Finally, the entropy of a saline solution is the sum of the entro-
pies of salt and water in the saline solutions (Cerci, 2002):
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The entropy of saline water per unit mass is determined by dividing the 
above quantity, which is per unit mole, by the molar mass of saline water. 
Therefore,
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The exergy of a flow stream is given as (Cengel and Boles, 1998):

 e h h T s so o o= - - ( - )  (8.15)

Finally, the rate of exergy flow associated with a fluid stream is given by

 E me m h h T s so o o= =  [ - - ( - )]  (8.16)

Using the relations presented in this section, the specific exergy and exergy 
flow rates at various points of a reverse osmosis system can be evaluated. From 
the exergy flow rates, the exergy destroyed within any component of the sys-
tem can be determined from exergy balance. It should be noted that the exergy 
of raw brackish or seawater is 0, since its state is taken to be the dead state. 
Also, exergies of brine streams are negative because they have salinities above 
the dead state level.
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8.2.2   Exergy Analysis of Thermal Desalination  
Systems

From the first law of thermodynamics, the energy balance equation can be 
obtained as

 

E Q E Wj j
in out
∑ ∑+ = +  (8.17)

The mass, species, and energy balance equations for all the plant subsystems 
and a few associated state- and effect-related functions yield a set of independent 
equations. This set of simultaneous equations is solved by matrix algebra assum-
ing equal temperature intervals for all effects and assuming that all effects have 
adiabatic walls. The boundary conditions are the specific seawater feed conditions 
(flow rate, salinity, temperature), the desired distillate production rate, and the 
specified maximum brine salinity and temperature. The matrix solutions obtained 
determine the distillation rates in the individual effects, the steam requirements, 
and hence the performance ratio (Hamed et al., 1996).

The steady-state exergy balance equation may be written as
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and
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The system overall irreversibility rate can be expressed as the summation 
of the subsystem irreversibility rate:
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where J is the number of subsystems in the analysis and Ii is the irreversibility 
rate of subsystem i. The exergy (or second-law) efficiency II, given by
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is used as a criterion of performance, with Ein and Eout determined by Eqs. 
(8.19) and (8.20), respectively. The total loss of exergy is obtained from the 
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individual exergy losses of the plant subsystems. The exergy efficiency defect, 
i, of each subsystem is defined by (Hamed et al., 1996)
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Combining Eqs. (8.22) and (8.23) gives

 
ηII + + +…+ =  1 2 1j  (8.24)

The exergy of the working fluid at each point, calculated from its proper-
ties, is given by:

 E M h h T s so o o= [( - ) - ( - )]  (8.25)

where the subscript o indicates the “dead state” or environment defined in the 
previous section.

8.3  dIrect collectIon systems
Among the non-conventional methods to desalinate brackish water or seawater 
is solar distillation. This process requires a comparatively simple technologycomparatively simple technology 
and can be operated by unskilled workers. Also, due to the low maintenance 
requirement, it can be used anywhere with a smaller number of problems.

A representative example of the direct collection system is the typical solar 
still, which uses the greenhouse effect to evaporate salty water. It consists 
of a basin in which a constant amount of seawater is enclosed in an inverted  
V-shaped glass envelope (see Figure 8.1). The sun’s rays pass though the glass 
roof and are absorbed by the blackened bottom of the basin. As the water is 

Insulation Bottom conduction

Seawater

Glass
qrg � qcg

qew � qrw � qcwRwGt

RgGt

(1�Rg)Gt

α�wGt

Gt

Sun

Water level

Basin

Freshwater

FIgure 8.1  Schematic of a solar still.
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heated, its vapor pressure is increased. The resultant water vapor is condensed 
on the underside of the roof and runs down into the troughs, which conduct the 
distilled water to the reservoir. The still acts as a heat trap because the roof is 
transparent to the incoming sunlight but opaque to the infrared radiation emit-
ted by the hot water (greenhouse effect). The roof encloses the vapor, prevents 
losses, and keeps the wind from reaching and cooling the salty water.

Figure 8.1 shows the various components of energy balance and thermal 
energy loss in a conventional double-slope symmetrical solar distillation unit 
(also known as a roof-type or greenhouse-type solar still). The still consists of 
an airtight basin, usually constructed out of concrete, galvanized iron sheet (GI), 
or fiber-reinforced plastic (FRP), with a top cover of transparent material such as 
glass or plastic. The inner surface of the base, known as the basin liner, is black-
ened to efficiently absorb the solar radiation incident on it. There is also a provi-absorb the solar radiation incident on it. There is also a provi-the solar radiation incident on it. There is also a provi-
sion to collect distillate output at the lower ends of the top cover. The brackish 
or saline water is fed inside the basin for purification using solar energy.

The stills require frequent flushing, which is usually done during the night. 
Flushing is performed to prevent salt precipitation. Design problems encountered 
with solar stills are brine depth, vapor tightness of the enclosure, distillate leakage, 
methods of thermal insulation, and cover slope, shape, and material (Eibling et al.,  
1971). A typical still efficiency, defined as the ratio of the energy utilized in vapor-
izing the water in the still to the solar energy incident on the glass cover, is 35% 
(maximum) and daily still production is about 3–4 L/m2 (Daniels, 1974).

Talbert et al. (1970) gave an excellent historical review of solar distillation. 
Delyannis and Delyannis (1973) reviewed the major solar distillation plants around 
the world. This review also includes the work of A. Delyannis (1965), Delyannis 
and Piperoglou (1968), and Delyannis and Delyannis (1970). Malik et al.  
(1982) reviewed the work on passive solar distillation system until 1982, and this 
was updated up to 1992 by Tiwari (1992), who also included active solar distilla-
tion. Kalogirou (1997a) also reviewed various types of solar stills.

Several attempts have been made to use cheaper materials, such as plas-
tics. These are less breakable, lighter in weight for transportation, and easier 
to set up and mount. Their main disadvantage is their shorter life. Many varia-
tions of the basic shape shown in Figure 8.1 have been developed to increase 
the production rates of solar stills (Eibling et al., 1971; Tleimat, 1978; Kreider 
and Kreith, 1981). Some of the most popular are shown in Figure 8.2. Most of 
these designs also include provisions for rainfall collection.include provisions for rainfall collection.provisions for rainfall collection.

8.3.1  Classification of Solar Distillation Systems
On the basis of various modifications and modes of operation introduced in 
conventional solar stills, solar distillation systems are classified as passive or 
active. In active solar stills, an extra-thermal energy by external equipment is 
fed into the basin of a passive solar still for faster evaporation. The external 
equipment may be a collector-concentrator panel, waste thermal energy from 
any industrial plant, or a conventional boiler. If no such external equipment is 
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used, then that type of solar still is known as a passive solar still. Types of solar 
stills available in literature are conventional solar stills, a single-slope solar still 
with passive condenser, a double–condensing chamber solar still, a vertical 
solar still (Kiatsiriroat, 1989), a conical solar still (Tleimat and Howe, 1967), 
an inverted absorber solar still (Suneja and Tiwari, 1999), and a multiple-effect  
solar still (Adhikari et al., 1995; Tanaka et al., 2000a; 2000b).

Other researchers used different techniques to increase the production of 
stills. Rajvanshi (1981) used various dyes to enhance performance. These dyes 
darken the water and increase its solar radiation absorptivity. With the use of 
black napthalamine at a concentration of 172.5 ppm, the still output could be 
increased by as much as 29%. The use of these dyes is safe because evaporation 
in the still occurs at 60°C, whereas the boiling point of the dye is 180°C.

Akinsete and Duru (1979) increased the production of a still by lining its 
bed with charcoal. The presence of charcoal leads to a marked reduction in 
start-up time. Capillary action by the charcoal partially immersed in a liquid 
and its reasonably black color and surface roughness reduce the system thermal  
inertia.

Lobo and Araujo (1978) developed a two-basin solar still. This still provides 
a 40–55% increase in the freshwater produced as compared to a standard still, 
depending on the intensity of solar radiation. The idea is to use two stills, one 
on top of the other, the top one made completely from glass or plastic and sepa-
rated into small partitions. Similar results were obtained by Al-Karaghouli and 
Alnaser (2004a; 2004b), who compared the performance of single- and double-
basin solar stills.

Frick and Sommerfeld (1973), Sodha et al. (1981), and Tiwari (1984) devel-
oped a simple multiple-wick-type solar still, in which blackened wet jute cloth 
forms the liquid surface. Jute cloth pieces of increasing lengths were used, sep-
arated by thin black polyethylene sheets resting on foam insulation. Their upper 
edges were dipped in a saline water tank, where capillary suction provided a 
thin liquid sheet on the cloth, which was evaporated by solar energy. The results 
showed a 4% increase in still efficiency above conventional stills.

Greenhouse-type designInflated plastic cover design

Basin-type design Single-sloped cover design

V-shape plastic cover design Inclined glass cover design

FIgure 8.2  Common designs of solar stills.
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Evidently the distance of the gap between the evaporator tray and the 
condensing surface (glass cover) has a considerable influence on the perfor-
mance of a solar still that increases with decreasing gap distance. This led to 
the development of a different category of solar stills, the cascaded-type solar 
still (Satcunanathan and Hanses, 1973). This consists mainly of shallow pools 
of water arranged in a cascade, as shown in Figure 8.3, covered by a slopping 
transparent enclosure. The evaporator tray is usually made of a piece of corru-
gated aluminum sheet (similar to the one used for roofing) painted flat black.

Thermodynamic and economic analysis of solar stills is given by Goosen et al.  
(2000). Boeher (1989) reported on a high-efficiency water distillation of humid 
air with heat recovery, with a capacity range of 2–20 m3/d. Solar still designs 
in which the evaporation and condensing zones are separated are described in 
Hussain and Rahim (2001) and El-Bahi and Inan (1999). In addition, a device 
that uses a “capillary film distiller” was implemented by Bouchekima et al. 
(2001) and a solar still integrated in a greenhouse roof was reported by Chaibi 
(2000). Active solar stills in which the distillation temperature is increased by 
flat-plate collectors connected to the stills are described by Kumar and Tiwari 
(1998), Sodha and Adhikari (1990), and Voropoulos et al. (2001).

8.3.2  Performance of Solar Stills
Solar stills are the most widely analyzed desalination systems. The performance 
of a conventional solar distillation system can be predicted by various methods, 
such as computer simulation, periodic and transient analysis, iteration methods, 
and numerical methods. In most of these methods, the basic internal heat and 
mass transfer relations, given by Dunkle (1961), are used.

Dunkle’s (1961) procedure is summarized by Tiwari et al. (2003). According 
to this procedure, the hourly evaporation per square meter from a solar still is 
given by

 
q h P Pw gew cw W m= 0 0163 2. ( - ) [ / ]

 (8.26)

where
Pw  partial vapor pressure at water temperature (N/m2).
Pg  partial vapor pressure at glass temperature (N/m2).
hcw  convective heat transfer coefficient from water surface to glass (W/m2-°C).

Glass

Distilled water OUT

Brine OUT
Insulation

Seawater

FIgure 8.3  Schematic of a cascaded solar still.
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The partial vapor pressures at the water and glass temperatures can be 
obtained from Eq. (5.21). The convective heat transfer coefficient can be obtained 
from
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where
d  average spacing between water and glass surfaces (m).
k  thermal conductivity of humid air (W/m-°C).
C  constant.
n  constant.
Gr  Grashof number (dimensionless).
Pr  Prandl number (dimensionless).

The dimensionless quantities are given by
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where
g  gravitational constant,  9.81 m/s2.
  coefficient of volumetric expansion of fluid (1/K).
  density of fluid (kg/m3).
T  temperature difference between surface and fluid (K).
  dynamic viscosity of fluid (kg/m-s).
ν  kinetic viscosity of fluid (m2/s).
cp  specific heat of fluid ((J/kg-K).

By using Eqs. (8.26) and (8.27), the hourly distillate output per square 
meter from a distiller unit ( )mw  is given by
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where Lv  latent heat of vaporization (kJ/kg),
or
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It should be noted that, in the preceding equation, the product GrPr is known 
as the Rayleigh number, Ra. The constants C and n are calculated by regression 
analysis for known hourly distillate output (Dunkle, 1961), water and condens-
ing cover temperatures, and design parameters for any shape and size of solar 
stills (Kumar and Tiwari, 1996).

According to Tiwari (2002), the instantaneous efficiency of a distiller unit 
is given as
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Simplifying this equation, we can write
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where Tw0  temperature of basin water at t  0 (°C).
The preceding equation describes the characteristic curve of a solar still in 

terms of the solar still efficiency factor (F), effective transmittance-absorptance 
product (ατ)eff, and overall heat loss coefficient (UL) (Tiwari and Noor, 1996).

A detailed analysis of the equations of i justifies that the overall top loss 
coefficient (UL) should be maximum for faster evaporation, which results in 
higher distillate output.

The meteorological parameters—wind velocity, solar radiation, sky tem-
perature, ambient temperature, salt concentration, algae formation on water, 
and mineral layers on the basin liner—affect significantly the performance of 
solar stills (Garg and Mann, 1976). For better performance of a conventional 
solar still, the following modifications were suggested by various researchers:

l Reducing the bottom loss coefficient.
l Reducing the water depth in a basin-multiwick solar still.
l Using a reflector.
l Using internal and external condensers.
l Using the back wall with cotton cloth.
l Using dyes.
l Using charcoal.
l Using an energy storage element.
l Using sponge cubes.
l Using a multiwick solar still.
l Condensing cover cooling.
l Using an inclined solar still.
l Increasing the evaporative area.

About a 10–15% change in the overall daily yield of solar stills due to 
variations in climatic and operational parameters within the expected range has 
been observed.
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Example 8.3
A solar still has water and glass temperatures equal to 55°C and 45°C, respec-
tively. The constants C and n are determined experimentally and found to be 
C  0.032 and n  0.41. If the convective heat transfer coefficient from water 
surface to glass is 2.48 W/m2-K, estimate the hourly distillate output per square 
meter from the solar still.

Solution
From Eq. (5.21) and the temperatures of the water and glass, the partial pressures 
can be obtained as
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From steam tables, the latent heat of vaporization at 55°C (water tempera-
ture) is 2370.1 kJ/kg.

From Eq. (8.30),
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8.3.3  General Comments
Generally, the cost of water produced in solar distillation systems depends on 
the total capital investment to build the plant, the maintenance requirements, and 
the amount of water produced. No energy is required to operate the solar stills 
unless pumps are used to transfer the water from the sea. Therefore, the major 
share of the water cost in solar distillation is that of amortization of the capi-
tal cost. The production rate is proportional to the area of the solar still, which 
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means that the cost per unit of water produced is nearly the same regardless of 
the size of the installation. This is in contrast with conditions for freshwater sup-
plies as well as for most other desalination methods, where the capital cost of 
equipment per unit of capacity decreases as the capacity increases. This means 
that solar distillation may be more attractive than other methods for plants of 
small sizes. Howe and Tleimat (1974) reported that the solar distillation plants 
having capacity less than 200 m3/d are more economical than other plants.

Kudish and Gale (1986) presented the economic analysis of a solar distilla-
tion plant in Israel, assuming the maintenance cost of the system to be constant. 
An economic analysis for basin and multiple-wick solar stills was carried out 
by various scientists (Delyannis and Delyannis, 1985; Tiwari and Yadav, 1985; 
Mukherjee and Tiwari, 1986). Their economic analyses incorporated the effects of 
subsidy, rainfall collection, salvage value, and maintenance cost of the system.

Zein and Al-Dallal (1984) performed chemical analysis to find out its pos-
sible use as potable water and results were compared with tap water. They con-
cluded that the condensed water can be mixed with well water to produce potable 
water and the quality of this water is comparable with that obtained from indus-
trial distillation plants. The tests performed also showed that impurities such as 
nitrates, chlorides, iron, and dissolved solids in the water are completely removed 
by the solar still.

Although the yield of solar stills is very low, their use may prove to be eco-
nomically viable if small water quantities are required and the cost of pipework 
and other equipment required to supply an arid area with naturally produced 
freshwater is high.

Solar stills can be used as desalinators for remote settlements where salty 
water is the only water available, power is scarce, and demand is less than 
200 m3/d (Howe and Tleimat, 1974). This is very feasible if setting of water 
pipelines for such areas is uneconomical and delivery by truck is unreliable or 
expensive. Since other desalination plants are uneconomical for low-capacity 
freshwater demand, solar stills are viewed as means for communities to attain 
self-reliance and ensure a regular supply of freshwater.

In conclusion, solar stills are the cheapest, with respect to their initial cost, 
of all available desalination systems in use today. They are direct collection sys-
tems, which are very easy to construct and operate. The disadvantage of solar 
stills is the very low yield, which implies that large areas of flat ground are 
required. It is questionable whether solar stills can be viable unless cheap, des-
ert-like land is available near the sea. However, obtaining freshwater from saline 
or brackish water with solar stills is useful for arid, remote areas where no other 
economical means of obtaining water supply is available.

8.4  IndIrect collectIon systems
The operating principle of indirect collection systems involves the implemen-
tation of two separate subsystems: a renewable energy collection system (solar 
collector, PV, wind turbine, etc.) and a plant for transforming the collected 
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energy to freshwater. Some examples employing renewable energy to power 
desalination plants are presented in this section; a more extensive review is 
presented in Section 8.5. The plant subsystem is based on one of the following 
two operating principles:

l Phase-change processes, for which either multi-stage flash (MSF), mul-
tiple effect boiling (MEB), or vapor compression (VC) are used.

l Membrane processes, for which reverse osmosis (RO) or electrodialysis 
(ED) are applied.

The operating principle of phase change processes entails reusing the latent 
heat of evaporation to pre-heat the feed while at the same time condensing steam  
to produce freshwater. The energy requirements of these systems are tradition-
ally defined in terms of units of distillate produced per unit mass (kg or lb) of 
steam or per 2326 kJ (1000 Btu) heat input, which corresponds to the latent heat 
of vaporization at 73°C. This dimensional ratio in kg/2326 kJ or lb/1000 Btu is 
known as the performance ratio, PR (El-Sayed and Silver, 1980). The operat-
ing principle of membrane processes leads to the direct production of electricity 
from solar or wind energy, which is used to drive the plant. Energy consumption 
is usually expressed in kWhe/m

3 (Kalogirou, 1997b).

8.4.1  The Multi-Stage Flash (MSF) Process
The MSF process is composed of a series of elements, called stages. In each 
stage, condensing steam is used to pre-heat the seawater feed. By fractionating 
the overall temperature differential between the warm source and seawater into 
a large number of stages, the system approaches ideal total latent heat recov-
ery. Operation of this system requires pressure gradients in the plant. The prin-
ciple of operation is shown in Figure 8.4. Current commercial installations are 
designed with 10–30 stages (2°C temperature drop per stage).

A practical cycle representing the MSF process is shown in Figure 8.5. The 
system is divided into heat recovery and heat rejection sections. Seawater is 
fed through the heat rejection section, which rejects thermal energy from the 
plant and discharges the product and brine at the lowest possible temperature. 

Solar system

Demister

Vacuum

Seawater

Distillate

Blowdown

Sub-cooled
seawater

FIgure 8.4  Principle of operation of the multi-stage flash (MSF) system.
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The feed is then mixed with a large mass of water, which is recirculated around 
the plant. This water then passes through a series of heat exchangers to raise its 
temperature. The water next enters the solar collector array or a conventional 
brine heater to raise its temperature to nearly the saturation temperature at the 
maximum system pressure. The water then enters the first stage through an ori-
fice and, in so doing, has its pressure reduced. Since the water was at the satura-
tion temperature for a higher pressure, it becomes superheated and flashes into 
steam. The vapor produced passes through a wire mesh (demister) to remove 
any entrained brine droplets and then into the heat exchanger, where it is con-
densed and drips into a distillate tray. This process is repeated through the plant 
because both brine and distillate streams flash as they enter subsequent stages 
that are at successively lower pressures. In MSF, the number of stages is not 
tied rigidly to the PR required from the plant. In practice, the minimum must 
be slightly greater than the PR, whereas the maximum is imposed by the boil-
ing point elevation. The minimum interstage temperature drop must exceed the 
boiling point elevation for flashing to occur at a finite rate. This is advantageous 
because, as the number of stages is increased, the terminal temperature dif-
ference over the heat exchangers increases and hence less heat transfer area is 
required, with obvious savings in plant capital cost (Morris and Hanbury, 1991).

MSF is the most widely used desalination process in terms of capacity. This 
is due to the simplicity of the process, performance characteristics, and scale 
control (Kalogirou, 1997b). A disadvantage of MSF is that precise pressure lev-
els are required in the different stages; therefore, some transient time is required 
to establish the normal running operation of the plant. This feature makes the 
MSF relatively unsuitable for solar energy applications unless a storage tank is 
used for thermal buffering.

For the MSF system (El-Sayed and Silver, 1980),
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where
Md  mass rate of distillate (kg/h).
Mf  mass rate of feed (kg/h).
Lv  average latent heat of vaporization (kJ/kg).
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FIgure 8.5  A multi-stage flash (MSF) process plant.



c  mean specific heat under constant pressure for all liquid streams (kJ/kg-K).
N  total number of stages or effects.

The flashing temperature range, F, according to the temperatures shown 
in Figure 8.5, is given by
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where
Th  top brine temperature (K).
TbN  temperature of brine in the last effect (K).
Tb1  temperature of brine in first effect (K).

It should be noted that the rate of external feed per unit of product Mf  /Md is 
governed by the maximum brine concentration. Therefore,
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where
ybN  mass fraction of salts in brine in the last effect (dimensionless).
yo  mass fraction of salts at zero recovery (dimensionless).

The total thermal load per unit product obtained by adding all loads, Q, and 
approximating (N – 1)/N  1 and is given by (El-Sayed and Silver, 1980):
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where
Mr  mass rate of recirculated brine (kg/h).
To  environmental temperature (K).

e x a m p l e   8 . 4

Estimate Mf  /Md ratio for an MSF plant, which has 35 stages, brine temperature 
in first effect is 71°C, and the temperature of the brine in the last effect is 35°C. 
The mean latent heat is 2310 kJ/kg and the mean specific heat is 4.21 kJ/kg-K.

Solution
From Eq. (8.36),
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From Eq. (8.35),
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Moustafa et al. (1985) report on the performance of a 10 m3/d solar MSF 
desalination system tested in Kuwait. The system consisted of 220 m2 parabolic 
trough collectors, 7000 L of thermal storage, and a 12-stage MSF desalination 
system. The thermal storage system was used to level off the thermal energy 
supply and allowed the production of freshwater to continue during periods of 
low solar radiation and nighttime. The output of the system is reported to be 
over 10 times the output of solar stills for the same solar collection area.

8.4.2  The Multiple-Effect Boiling (MEB) Process
The MEB process shown in Figure 8.6 is also composed of a number of ele-
ments, which are called effects. The steam from one effect is used as heating 
fluid in another effect, which, while condensing, causes evaporation of a part 
of the salty solution. The produced steam goes through the following effect, 
where, while condensing, it makes some of the other solution evaporate, and so 
on. For this procedure to be possible, the heated effect must be kept at a pres-
sure lower than that of the effect from which the heating steam originates. The 
solutions condensed by all effects are used to pre-heat the feed. In this process, 
vapor is produced by flashing and by boiling, but the majority of the distil-
late is produced by boiling. Unlike an MSF plant, the MEB process usually 
operates as a once-through system without a large mass of brine recirculating 
around the plant. This design reduces both pumping requirements and scaling 
tendencies (Kalogirou, 1997b).

As with the MSF plant, the incoming brine in the MEB process passes 
through a series of heaters, but after passing through the last of these, instead of 
entering the brine heater, the feed enters the top effect, where the heating steam 
raises its temperature to the saturation temperature for the effect pressure. Further 
amounts of steam, from either a solar collector system or a conventional boiler, 
are used to produce evaporation in this effect. The vapor then goes, in part, to 
heat the incoming feed and, in part, to provide the heat supply for the second 

Solar system
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Distillate

Solar pump Tb1 TbN

FIgure 8.6  Principle of operation of a multiple-effect boiling (MEB) system.
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effect, which is at a lower pressure and receives its feed from the brine of the first 
effect. This process is repeated all the way through (down) the plant. The distil-
late also passes down the plant. Both the brine and distillate flash as they travel 
down the plant due to progressive reduction in pressure (Kalogirou, 1997b).

There are many possible variations of MEB plants, depending on the combi-
nations of heat transfer configurations and flow sheet arrangements used. Early 
plants were of the submerged tube design and used only two or three effects. In 
modern systems, the problem of low evaporation rate has been resolved by using 
thin film designs with the feed liquid distributed on the heating surface in the 
form of a thin film instead of a deep pool of water. Such plants may have verti-
cal or horizontal tubes. The vertical tube designs are of two types: climbing film, 
natural, and forced circulation type or long tube vertical (LTV), straight falling 
film type. In LTV plants, as shown in Figure 8.7, the brine boils inside the tubes 
and the steam condenses outside. In the horizontal tube, falling film design, the 
steam condenses inside the tube with the brine evaporating on the outside.

With multiple evaporation, the underlying principle is to use the available 
energy of the leaving streams of a single-evaporation process to produce more 
distillate.

In the case of the MEB system, the ratio Mf  /Md is fixed by the maximum 
allowable brine concentration to a value on the order of 2 and is given by  
(El-Sayed and Silver, 1980):
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where

fn  mass rate of distillate obtained by flashing per stage (kg/h).
tn   temperature drop between two effects consisting of the heat transfer 

temperature difference and an augmented boiling point elevation (K).
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FIgure 8.7  Long tube vertical MEB plant.
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The total thermal load per unit product obtained by adding all loads, Q, and 
dividing by Md is given by (El-Sayed and Silver, 1980):
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where
  boiling point rise augmented by vapor frictional losses (K).
tt  terminal temperature difference in feed heater condenser (K).

Another type of MEB evaporator is the multiple effect stack (MES). This is 
the most appropriate type for solar energy applications. It has a number of advan-
tages, the most important of which is its stable operation between virtually 0 and 
100% output, even when sudden changes are made, and its ability to follow a 
varying steam supply without upset. In Figure 8.8, a four-effect MES evapora-
tor is shown. Seawater is sprayed into the top of the evaporator and descends as 
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FIgure 8.8  Schematic of the MES evaporator.
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a thin film over the horizontally arranged tube bundle in each effect. In the top 
(hottest) effect, steam from a steam boiler or a solar collector system condenses 
inside the tubes. Because of the low pressure created in the plant by the vent-
ejector system, the thin seawater film boils simultaneously on the outside of the 
tubes, thus creating new vapor at a lower temperature than the condensing steam.

The seawater falling to the floor of the first effect is cooled by flashing through 
nozzles into the second effect, which is at a lower pressure. The vapor made in 
the first effect is ducted into the inside of the tubes in the second effect, where it 
condenses to form part of the product. Furthermore, the condensing warm vapor 
causes the external cooler seawater film to boil at the reduced pressure.

The evaporation-condensation process is repeated from effect to effect in 
the plant, creating an almost equal amount of product inside the tubes of each 
effect. The vapor made in the last effect is condensed on the outside of a tube 
bundle cooled by raw seawater. Most of the warmer seawater is then returned 
to the sea, but a small part is used as feedwater to the plant. After being treated 
with acid to destroy scale-forming compounds, the feedwater passes up the 
stack through a series of pre-heaters that use a little of the vapor from each 
effect to raise its temperature gradually, before it is sprayed into the top of the 
plant. The water produced from each effect is flashed in a cascade down the 
plant so that it can be withdrawn in a cool condition at the bottom of the stack. 
The concentrated brine is also withdrawn at the bottom of the stack. The MES 
process is completely stable in operation and automatically adjusts to changing 
steam conditions, even if they are suddenly applied, so it is suitable for load-
following applications. It is a once-through process that minimizes the risk of 
scale formation without incurring a large chemical scale dosing cost. The typi-
cal product purity is less than 5 ppm total dissolved solids (TDS) and does not 
deteriorate as the plant ages. Therefore, the MEB process with the MES type 
evaporator appears to be the most suitable for use with solar energy.

Unlike the MSF plant, the performance ratio for an MEB plant is more rig-
idly linked to and cannot exceed a limit set by the number of effects in the plant. 
For instance, a plant with 13 effects might typically have a PR of 10. However, 
an MSF plant with a PR of 10 could have 13–35 stages, depending on the design. 
MSF plants have a maximum PR of approximately 13. Normally, the figure is 
between 6 and 10. MEB plants commonly have performance ratios as high as 12 
to 14 (Morris and Hanbury, 1991). The main difference between this process and 
the MSF is that the steam of each effect travels just to the following effect, where 
it is immediately used for pre-heating the feed. This process requires more com-
plicated circuit equipment than the MSF; on the other hand, it has the advantage 
that is suitable for solar energy utilization because the levels of operating tem-
perature and pressure equilibrium are less critical.

A 14-effect MEB plant with a nominal output of 3 m3/h coupled with 
2672 m2 parabolic trough collectors (PTC) was reported by Zarza et al. (1991a, 
1991b). The system is installed at the Plataforma Solar de Almeria in south-
ern Spain. It also incorporates a 155 m3 thermocline thermal storage tank. 
The circulated fluid through the solar collectors is a synthetic oil heat transfer 
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fluid. The PR obtained by the system varies from 9.3 to 10.7, depending on the 
condition of the evaporator tube-bundle surfaces. The authors estimated that 
the efficiency of the system can be increased considerably by recovering the 
energy wasted when part of the cooling water in the final condenser is rejected. 
Energy recovery is performed with a double-effect absorption heat pump.

El-Nashar (1992) gives details of an MES system powered with 1862 m2 
evacuated tube collectors. The system is installed in Abu Dhabi, United Arab 
Emirates. A computer program was developed for the optimization of the oper-
ating parameters of the plant that affect its performance, i.e., the collector area in 
service, the high temperature collector set point, and the heating water flow rate. 
The maximum daily distillate production corresponding to the optimum operat-
ing conditions was found to be 120 m3/d, which can be obtained for 8 months of 
the year.

Exergy analysis, based on actual measured data of the MES plant installed 
in the solar plant near Abu Dhabi, is presented by El-Nashar and Al-Baghdabi 
(1998). The exergy destruction was calculated for each source of irreversibil-
ity. The major exergy destruction was found to be caused by irreversibilities 
in the different pumps, with the vacuum pump representing the main source of 
destruction.

Major exergy losses are associated with the effluent streams of distillate, brine 
blowdown, and seawater. Exergy destruction due to heat transfer and pressure 
drop in the different effects, the pre-heaters, and the final condenser and in the 
flashing of the brine and distillate between the successive effects represents an 
important contribution to the total amount of exergy destruction in the evaporator.

8.4.3  The Vapor Compression (VC) Process
In a VC plant, heat recovery is based on raising the pressure of the steam from a 
stage by means of a compressor (see Figure 8.9). The condensation temperature 
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FIgure 8.9  Principle of operation of a vapor compression (VC) system.



is thus increased and the steam can be used to provide energy to the same stage 
it came from or to other stages (Mustacchi and Cena, 1978). As in a conventional 
MEB system, the vapor produced in the first effect is used as the heat input to the 
second effect, which is at a lower pressure. The vapor produced in the last effect 
is then passed to the vapor compressor, where it is compressed and its satura-
tion temperature is raised before it is returned to the first effect. The compressor 
represents the major energy input to the system, and since the latent heat is effec-
tively recycled around the plant, the process has the potential for delivering high 
PR values (Morris and Hanbury, 1991).

Parametric cost estimates and process designs have been carried out and show 
that this type of plant is not particularly convenient, unless it is combined with an 
MEB system. Further, it appears that the mechanical energy requirements have to 
be provided with a primary drive, such as a diesel engine, and cooling the radiator 
of such an engine provides more than enough heat for the thermal requirements 
of the process, making the solar collector system redundant (Eggers-Lura, 1979). 
Therefore, the VC system can be used in conjunction with an MEB system and 
operated at periods of low solar radiation or overnight.

Vapor compression systems are subdivided in two main categories: mechani-
cal vapor compression (MVC) and thermal vapor compression (TVC) systems. 
Mechanical vapor compression systems employ a mechanical compressor to com-
press the vapor, whereas thermal ones utilize a steam jet compressor. The main 
problems associated with the MVC process are (Morris and Hanbury, 1991):

1.  Vapor containing brine is carried over into the compressor and leads to 
corrosion of the compressor blades.

2.  There are plant-size limitations because of limited compressor capacities.

Thermal vapor systems are designed for projects where steam is available. 
The required pressure is between 2 and 10 bar, and due to the relatively high 
cost of the steam, a large number of evaporative condenser heat recovery effects 
are normally justified.

The total thermal load per unit of distillate is simply the latent heat of 
vaporization and the heating of the feed all through the range Tv–To, given by 
(El-Sayed and Silver, 1980):
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where
Tv  temperature of vapor entering the compressor as shown in Figure 8.9(K).
To  environmental temperature (K).

A thermal performance and exergy analysis of a TVC system is presented 
by Hamed et al. (1996), who reached the following conclusions:

1.  Operational data of a four-effect, low-temperature thermal vapor com-
pression desalination plant revealed that performance ratios of 6.5–6.8 
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can be attained. Such ratios are almost twice those of a conventional 
four-effect boiling desalination plant.

2.  The performance ratios of the TVC system increase with the number of 
effects and the entrainment ratio of the thermo-compressor and decrease 
with the top brine temperature.

3.  Exergy analysis reveals that the thermal vapor compression (TVC) 
desalination plant is the most exergy efficient when compared with the 
mechanical vapor compression (MVC) and multi-effect boiling (MEB) 
ones.

4.  The subsystem most responsible for exergy destruction in all three desal-
ination systems investigated is the first effect, because of the high tem-
perature of its heat input. In the TVC system, this amounts to 39%, with 
the second highest exergy defect being that of the thermo-compressor, 
equal to 17%.

5.  Exergy losses can be significantly reduced by increasing the number of 
effects and the thermo-compressor entrainment ratio (vapor taken from 
evaporator and compressed by ejector) or by decreasing the top brine 
and first-effect heat input temperatures.

8.4.4  Reverse Osmosis (RO)
The RO system depends on the properties of semi-permeable membranes, 
which, when used to separate water from a salt solution, allow freshwater to 
pass into the brine compartment under the influence of osmotic pressure. If a 
pressure in excess of this value is applied to the salty solution, freshwater will 
pass from the brine into the water compartment. Theoretically, the only energy 
requirement is to pump the feedwater at a pressure above the osmotic pressure. 
In practice, higher pressures must be used, typically 50–80 atm, to have a suf-
ficient amount of water pass through a unit area of membrane (Dresnar and 
Jonson, 1980). With reference to Figure 8.10, the feed is pressurized by a high-
pressure pump and made to flow across the membrane surface. Part of this feed 
passes through the membrane, where the majority of the dissolved solids are 
removed. The remainder, together with the remaining salts, is rejected at high 
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FIgure 8.10  Principle of operation of a reverse osmosis (RO) system.
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pressure. In larger plants, it is economically viable to recover the rejected brine 
energy with a suitable brine turbine. Such systems are called energy recovery 
reverse osmosis (ER-RO) systems.

Solar energy can be used with RO systems as a prime mover source driving 
the pumps (Luft, 1982) or with the direct production of electricity through the 
use of photovoltaic panels (Grutcher, 1983). Wind energy can also be used as 
a prime mover source. Because the unit cost of the electricity produced from 
photovoltaic cells is high, photovoltaic-powered RO plants are equipped with 
energy-recovery turbines. The output of RO systems is about 500–1500 L/d/m2 
of membrane, depending on the amount of salts in the raw water and the condi-
tion of the membrane. The membranes are, in effect, very fine filters and very 
sensitive to both biological and non-biological fouling. To avoid fouling, care-
ful pre-treatment of the feed is necessary before it is allowed to come in contact 
with the membrane surface.

One method used recently for the pre-treatment of seawater before directed 
to RO modules is nano-filtration (NF). NF was developed primarily as a mem-
brane softening process, which offers an alternative to chemical softening. The 
main objectives of NF pre-treatment are (Adams et al., 2003):

1.  Minimize particulate and microbial fouling of the RO membranes by 
removal of turbidity and bacteria.

2.  Prevent scaling by removal of the hardness ions.
3.  Lower the operating pressure of the RO process by reducing the feed-

water total dissolved solids (TDS) concentration.

Tabor (1990) analyzed a system using an RO desalination unit driven by 
PV panels or from a solar thermal plant. He concluded that, due to the high 
cost of the solar equipment, the cost of freshwater is about the same as with an 
RO system operated from the main power supply.

Cerci (2002) performed an exergy analysis of a 7250 m3/d reverse osmo-
sis desalination plant in California. The analysis of the system was conducted 
using actual plant operation data. The RO plant is described in detail, and the 
exergies across the major components of the plant are calculated and illustrated 
using exergy flow diagrams in an attempt to assess the exergy destruction dis-
tribution. He found that the primary locations of exergy destruction were the 
membrane modules in which the saline water is separated into the brine and 
the permeate and the throttling valves where the pressure of liquid is reduced, 
pressure drops through various process components, and the mixing cham-
ber where the permeate and blend are mixed. The largest exergy destruction 
occurred in the membrane modules, and this amounted to 74.1% of the total 
exergy input. The smallest exergy destruction occurred in the mixing chamber. 
The mixing accounted for 0.67% of the total exergy input and presents a rela-
tively small fraction. The second-law efficiency of the plant was calculated to 
be 4.3%, which seems to be low. He shows that the second-law efficiency can 
be increased to 4.9% by introducing a pressure exchanger with two throttling 
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valves on the brine stream; this saved 19.8 kW of electricity by reducing the 
pumping power of the incoming saline water.

8.4.5  Electrodialysis (ED)
The electrodialysis system, shown schematically in Figure 8.11, works by 
reducing salinity by transferring ions from the feedwater compartment, through 
membranes, under the influence of an electrical potential difference. The pro-
cess utilizes a DC electric field to remove salt ions in the brackish water. Saline 
feedwater contains dissolved salts separated into positively charged sodium 
and negatively charged chlorine ions. These ions move toward an oppositively 
charged electrode immersed in the solution, i.e., positive ions (cations) go to 
the negative electrode (cathode) and negative ions (anions) to the positive elec-
trode (anode). If special membranes, alternatively cation permeable and anion 
permeable, separate the electrodes, the center gap between these membranes is 
depleted of salts (Shaffer and Mintz, 1980). In an actual process, a large num-
ber of alternating cation and anion membranes are stacked together, separated 
by plastic flow spacers that allow the passage of water. The streams of alternat-
ing flow spacers are a sequence of diluted and concentrated water, which flow 
parallel to each other. To prevent scaling, inverters are used that reverse the 
polarity of the electric field every about 20 min.

Because the energy requirements of the system are proportional to the 
water’s salinity, ED is more feasible when the salinity of the feedwater is no 
more than about 6000 ppm of dissolved solids. Similarly, due to the low con-
ductivity, which increases the energy requirements of very pure water, the pro-
cess is not suitable for water of less than about 400 ppm of dissolved solids.

Because the process operates with DC power, solar energy can be used 
with electrodialysis by directly producing the voltage difference required with 
photovoltaic panels.
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FIgure 8.11  Principle of operation of electrodialysis (ED).
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8.5   revIew oF renewable energy  
desalInatIon systems

Renewable energy systems offer alternative solutions to decrease the depen-
dence on fossil fuels. The total worldwide renewable energy desalination instal-
lations amount to capacities of less than 1% of that of conventional fossil-fueled 
desalination plants (Delyannis, 2003). This is mainly due to the high capital and 
maintenance costs required by renewable energy, making these desalination 
plants non-competitive with conventional fuel desalination plants.

Solar desalination plants coupled with conventional desalination systems 
have been installed in various locations in the world. The majority of these plants 
are experimental or demonstration scale. A comprehensive review of renewable 
energy desalination systems is given by the author in Kalogirou (2005).

This section presents examples of desalination plants powered by renew-
able energy systems; they comprise systems not included in this book, such as 
wind energy and geothermal energy systems.

8.5.1  Solar Thermal Energy
A comprehensive review of the various types of collectors currently available is pre-
sented in Chapter 3. The solar system indicated in the various figures of Section 8.4  
is composed of a solar collector array, a storage tank, and the necessary con-
trols. A detailed diagram of such a system is shown in Figure 8.12. In the storage 
tank, seawater flows through a heat exchanger to avoid scaling in the collectors. 
The solar collector circuit operates with a differential thermostat (not shown), as 
explained in Chapter 5, Section 5.5. The three-way valve, shown in Figure 8.12, 
directs seawater either to the hot water storage tank heat exchanger or through the 
boiler when the storage tank is depleted.

In some desalination systems, such as the MEB, the solar system must be 
able to provide low-pressure steam. For this purpose, parabolic trough collec-
tors are usually employed, and one of the three methods of solar steam genera-
tion outlined in Chapter 7 can be used.
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FIgure 8.12  Connection of a solar system with a desalination system.
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Solar thermal energy is one of the most promising applications of renewable 
energy for seawater desalination. A solar distillation system may consist of two 
separated devices: the solar collector and the conventional distiller (indirect solar 
desalination). Indirect solar desalination systems usually consist of a commer-
cial desalination plant connected to commercial or special solar thermal collec-
tors. With respect to special solar thermal collectors, Rajvanshi (1980) designed 
such a solar collector to be connected to an MSF distillation plant. Hermann et 
al. (2000) reported on the design and testing of a corrosion-free solar collector 
for driving a multieffect humidification process. The pilot plant was installed at 
Pozo Izquierdo, Gran Canaria, Spain (Rommel et al., 2000).

8.5.2  Solar Ponds
Details of solar ponds are given in Chapter 10. These are used mainly for elec-
tric power generation. Another use of the output from salt-gradient solar ponds, 
however, is to operate low-temperature distillation units to desalt seawater. 
This concept has applicability in desert areas near the oceans. Solar pond cou-
pled desalination involves using hot brine from the pond as a thermal source to 
evaporate the water to be desalted at low pressure in a multiple-effect boiling 
(MEB) evaporator.

Matz and Feist (1967) proposed solar ponds as a solution to brine disposal 
at inland ED plants as well as a source of thermal energy to heat the feed of an 
ED plant, which can increase its performance.

8.5.3  Solar Photovoltaic Technology
Details of photovoltaic systems are given in Chapter 9. The photovoltaic tech-
nology can be connected directly to an RO system; the main problem, how-
ever, is the currently high cost of PV cells. The extent to which the PV energy 
is competitive with conventional energy depends on the plant capacity, the dis-
tance to the electricity grid, and the salt concentration of the feed. Kalogirou 
(2001) and Tzen et al. (1998) analyzed the cost of PV-RO desalination systems. 
Al Suleimani and Nair (2000) presented a detailed cost analysis of a system 
installed in Oman. Thomson and Infield (2003) presented the simulation and 
implementation of a PV-driven RO for Eritrea with variable flow that is able 
to operate without batteries. The production capacity of the system was 3 m3/d 
with a PV array of 2.4 kWp. The model was validated with laboratory tests. 
The Canary Islands Technological Institute (ITC) developed a stand-alone sys-
tem (DESSOL) with capacity of 1–5 m3/d of nominal output.

Another way of using PV is in combination with ED. The ED process is 
more suitable than RO for brackish water desalination in remote areas. Several 
pilot plants of ED systems connected to photovoltaic cells by means of batter-
ies have been implemented. Gomkale (1988) analyzed solar desalination for 
Indian villages and concluded that solar cell-operated ED seems more advanta-
geous for desalting brackish water than conventional solar stills. A PV-driven 
ED plant was installed at Spencer Valley, New Mexico. It was developed by 
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the Bureau of Reclamation in the United States (Maurel, 1991). Experimental 
research in PV-ED was also performed at the Laboratory for Water Research, 
University of Miami, Miami, Florida (Kvajic, 1981) and at the University of 
Bahrain (Al-Madani, 2003).

8.5.4  Wind Power
A brief historical introduction to wind energy and some basic considerations 
are given in Chapter 1, Section 1.6.1. Since RO is the desalination process 
with the lowest energy requirements (see Section 8.6) and coastal areas pres-
ent a high availability of wind power resources (Doucet, 2001), wind-powered 
desalination is one of the most promising alternatives for renewable energy 
desalination. A preliminary cost evaluation of wind-powered RO is presented 
by Garcia-Rodriguez et al. (2001). In particular, the influence of climatic con-
ditions and plant capacity on product cost is analyzed for seawater RO driven 
by wind power. Additionally, the possible evolution of product cost due to pos-
sible future changes in wind power and RO technologies is evaluated. Finally, 
the influence on the competitiveness of wind-powered RO with conventional 
RO plants due to the evolution of financial parameters and cost of conventional 
energy is pointed out.

Another area of interest is the direct coupling of a wind energy system and 
a RO unit by means of shaft power. Research in this field has been carried out at 
the Canary Islands Technological Institute (ITC, 2001). On Coconut Island, off 
the northern coast of Oahu, Hawaii, a brackish water desalination wind-pow-
ered RO plant was installed. The system directly uses the shaft power produc-uses the shaft power produc-the shaft power produc-
tion of a windmill with the high-pressure pump and RO. In particular, constant 
freshwater production of 13 L/min can be maintained for wind speed of 5 m/s 
(Lui et al., 2002).

Another investigated possibility is the use of wind power directly with anpossibility is the use of wind power directly with anis the use of wind power directly with an 
MVC. A detailed analysis of the influence of the main parameters of such sys-
tems was performed by Karameldin et al. (2003). On Borkum Island, in the 
North Sea, a pilot plant was erected with a freshwater production of about  
0.3–2 m3/h (Bier et al., 1991). On Ruegen Island, Germany, another pilot plant 
was installed with a 300 kW wind energy converter and 120–300 m3/d freshwa-
ter production (Plantikow, 1999).

Finally, another investigated possibility is the use of wind power with ED.possibility is the use of wind power with ED.is the use of wind power with ED. 
Modeling and experimental tests results of one such system with a capacity 
range of 192–72 m3/d, installed at the ITC, Gran Canaria, Spain, are presented 
by Veza et al. (2001).

8.5.5  Hybrid Solar PV-Wind Power
The complementary features of wind and solar resources make the use of 
hybrid wind-solar systems to drive a desalination unit a promising alternative, 
since usually, when there is no sun, the wind is stronger, and vice versa. The 
Cadarache Centre in France designed a pilot unit that was installed in 1980 at 
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Borj-Cedria, Tunisia (Maurel, 1991). The system consists of a 0.1 m3/d compact 
solar distiller, a 0.25 m3/h RO plant, and an ED plant for 4000 ppm brackish 
water. The energy supply system consists of a photovoltaic field with a capacity 
of 4 kW peak and two wind turbines.

8.5.6  Geothermal Energy
Measurements show that the ground temperature below a certain depth remains 
relatively constant throughout the year. This is because the temperature fluctua-
tions at the surface are diminished as the depth of the ground increases due to 
the high thermal inertia of the soil.

According to Popiel et al. (2001), from the point of view of the temperature 
distribution, three ground zones can be distinguished:

1.  Surface zone reaching a depth of about 1 m, in which the ground tem-
perature is very sensitive to short time changes of weather conditions.

2.  Shallow zone extending from the depth of about 1 to 8 m (for dry, light 
soils) or 20 m (for moist, heavy, sandy soils), where the ground temper-
ature is almost constant and close to the average annual air temperature; 
in this zone, the ground temperature distributions depend mainly on the 
seasonal cycle weather conditions.

3.  Deep zone below the depth of the shallow zone, where the ground tem-
perature is practically constant (and rises very slowly with depth accord-
ing to the geothermal gradient).

There are different geothermal energy sources. They may be classified in 
terms of the measured temperature as low (100°C), medium (100–150°C), and 
high temperature (150°C). The thermal gradient in the earth varies between 
15 and 75°C per kilometer depth; nevertheless, the heat flux is anomalous in 
different continental areas. Moreover, local centers of heat, between 6 and 
10 km deep, were created by the disintegration of radioactive elements. Barbier 
(1997; 2002) presented a complete overview of geothermal energy technology. 
Baldacci et al. (1998) reported that the cost of electrical energy is generally 
competitive, 0.6–2.8 US cents/MJ (2–10 US cents/kWh) and that 0.3% of the 
world total electrical energy generated in 2000, i.e., 177.5 billion MJ/a (49.3 bil-i.e., 177.5 billion MJ/a (49.3 bil-
lion kWh/a), is from geothermal resources. Geothermal energy can be used as a is from geothermal resources. Geothermal energy can be used as a 
power input for desalination.

Energy from the earth is usually extracted with ground heat exchangers. 
These are made of a material that is extraordinarily durable but allows heat to 
pass through it efficiently. Ground heat exchanger manufacturers typically use 
high-density polyethylene, which is a tough plastic, with heat-fused joints. This 
material is usually warranted for as much as 50 years. The fluid in the loop is 
water or an environmentally safe antifreeze solution. Other types of heat exchang-
ers utilize copper piping placed underground. The length of the loop depends on 
a number of factors, such as the type of loop configuration, the thermal load, the 
soil conditions, and local climate. A review of ground heat exchangers is given 
by Florides and Kalogirou (2004).
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Low-temperature geothermal waters in the upper 100 m may be a reason-
able energy source for desalination (Rodriguez et al., 1996). Ophir (1982) gave 
an economic analysis of geothermal desalination in which sources of 110–
130°C were considered. He concluded that the price of geothermal desalination 
is as low as the price of large multi-effect dual-purpose plants.

Possibly the oldest paper found regarding desalination plants assisted by 
geothermal energy was written by Awerbuch et al. (1976). They reported that 
the Bureau of Reclamation of the U.S. Department of the Interior investi-
gated a geothermal-powered desalination pilot plant near Holtville, California. 
Boegli et al. (1977), from the same department, reported experimental results 
of geothermal fluids desalination at the East Mesa test site. The processes ana-
lyzed included MSF distillation and high-temperature ED as well as different 
evaporation tubes and membranes.

Another possibility that can be investigated is the use of high-pressure geo-
thermal power directly as shaft power on desalination. Moreover, there are com-
mercial membranes that withstand temperatures up to 60°C, which permits the 
direct use of geothermal brines for desalination (Houcine et al., 1999).

8.6  process selectIon
During the design stage of a renewable energy-powered desalination system, the 
designer must select a process suitable for that particular application. The fac-
tors that should be considered for such a selection are the following (Kalogirou, 
2005):

1.  The suitability of the process for renewable energy application.
2.  The effectiveness of the process with respect to energy consumption.
3.  The amount of freshwater required in a particular application, in combina-

tion with the range of applicability of the various desalination processes.
4.  The seawater treatment requirements.
5.  The capital cost of the equipment.
6.  The land area required or that could be made available for the installa-

tion of the equipment.

Before any process selection can start, a number of basic parameters should 
be investigated. The first is the evaluation of the overall water resources. This 
should be done in terms of both quality and quantity (for a brackish waterboth quality and quantity (for a brackish waterquality and quantity (for a brackish water 
resource). Should brackish water be available, then this may be more attractive, 
since the salinity is normally much lower (10,000 ppm); hence, the desalination 
of the brackish water should be the more attractive option. In inland sites, brack-
ish water may be the only option. On a coastal site, seawater is normally avail-
able. The identification and evaluation of the renewable energy resources in the 
area complete the basic steps to be performed toward the design of a renewable 
energy system (RES) to drive the desalination system. Renewable energy-driven 
desalination technologies mainly fall into two categories. The first category 
includes distillation desalination technologies driven by heat produced by  
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a RES; the second includes membrane and distillation desalination technologies 
driven by electricity or mechanical energy produced by a RES. Such systems 
should be characterized by robustness, simplicity of operation, low mainte-
nance, compact size, easy transportation to the site, simple pre-treatment and 
intake systems to ensure proper operation, and endurance of a plant at the dif-
ficult conditions often encountered in remote areas. Concerning their com-
bination, the existing experience has shown no significant technical problems  
(Tzen and Morris, 2003).

Water production costs generally include the following items (Fiorenza  
et al., 2003):

l Fixed charges, which depend on the capital cost and a depreciation fac-
tor (determined from both plant life and financial parameters and conse-
quently varying for each country).

l Variable charges, which depend on the consumption and cost of energy 
(related to the source employed and location selected), operational (per-
sonnel), maintenance cost (varying for each country), consumption and 
cost of chemicals used for pre- and post-treatment of water (especially 
in RO plants), and the rate at which the membranes are to be replaced in 
RO plants (both factors are site related).

Generally, the percentage of TDS in seawater has practically no effect in 
thermal processes but a remarkable effect in reverse osmosis, where the energy 
demand increases linearly at a rate of more than 1 kWh/m3 per 10,000 ppm 
(Fiorenza et al., 2003). If, however, the input pressures are left unchanged, the 
percentage of salts in the water produced could be intolerably high. Normally, 
this value for the RO process is expected to be around 300 ppm. The value, 
though lying well within the limit of 500 ppm (fixed by the WHO for drinking 
water), still results in at least one order of magnitude higher than the salinity of 
water produced from thermal processes. Also, for high salinity concentration, 
the use of RO technology is very problematic.

Renewable energy sources can provide thermal energy (solar collectors, 
geothermal energy), electricity (photovoltaics, wind energy, solar thermal power 
systems), or mechanical energy (wind energy). All these forms of energy can be 
used to power desalination plants.

Solar energy can generally be converted into useful energy either as heat, 
with solar collectors and solar ponds, or as electricity, with photovoltaic cells 
and solar thermal power systems. As was seen in previous sections, both meth-
ods have been used to power desalination systems. The direct collection sys-
tems can utilize solar energy only when it is available, and their collection is 
inefficient. Alternatively, in the indirect collection systems, solar energy is col-
lected by more efficient solar collectors, in the form of hot water or steam. It 
should be noted, however, that solar energy is available for only almost half 
the day. This implies that the process operates for only half the time available, 
unless some storage device is used. The storage device, which is usually expen-
sive, can be replaced by a backup boiler or electricity from the grid in order to 
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operate the system during low insolation and nighttime. When such a system 
operates without thermal buffering, the desalination subsystem must be able to 
follow a variable energy supply, without upset. In all solar energy desalination 
systems, an optimum PR has to be calculated based on the solar energy collec-
tors’ cost, storage devices’ cost (if used), and the cost of the desalination plant 
(Kalogirou, 2005). Probably the only form of stable energy supply is the solar 
pond, which, due to its size, it does not charge or discharge easily, and thus is 
less sensitive to variations in the weather.

Wind energy is also a highly variable source of supply with respect to both 
wind speed and frequency. When wind energy is used for electricity generation, 
the variation of the wind source can be balanced by the addition of battery banks, 
which act in a way similar to a storage tank in solar thermal systems, i.e., the 
batteries charge when wind is available and discharge to the load (desalination 
plant) when required. In the case of mechanical energy production from wind, the 
desalination plant can operate only when there is wind. In this case, the desalina-
tion plant is usually oversized with respect to water demand, and instead of stor-
ing the energy, the water produced when wind is available is stored.

In the technology selection, another parameter to be considered is the type 
of connection of the two technologies. An RO renewable desalination plant can 
be designed to operate coupled to the grid or off-grid (stand-alone, autonomous 
system). When the system is grid connected, the desalination plant can operate 
continuously as a conventional plant, and the renewable energy source merely 
acts as a fuel substitute. Where no electricity grid is available, autonomous sys-
tems have to be developed that allow for the intermittent nature of the renewable 
energy source. Desalination systems have traditionally been designed to operate 
with a constant power input (Tzen et al., 1998). Unpredictable and lack of steady 
power input forces the desalination plant to operate under non-optimal condi-
tions and may cause operational problems (Tzen and Morris, 2003). Each desal-
ination system has specific problems when it is connected to a variable power 
system. For instance, the reverse osmosis system has to cope with the sensitivity 
of the membranes regarding fouling, scaling, and unpredictable phenomena due 
to start-stop cycles and partial load operation during periods of oscillating power 
supply. On the other hand, the vapor compression system has considerable 
thermal inertia and requires considerable energy to get to the nominal working 
point. Thus, for autonomous systems, a small energy storage system, batteries 
or thermal stores, should be added to offer stable power to the desalination unit. 
Any candidate option resulting from the previous parameters should be further 
screened through constraints such as site characteristics (accessibility, land for-
mation, etc.) and financial requirements (Tzen and Morris, 2003).

The energy required for various desalination processes, as obtained from a 
survey of manufacturers’ data, is shown in Table 8.3. It can be seen from Table 8.3 
that the process with the smallest energy requirement is RO with energy recov-
ery. However, this is viable for only very large systems due to the high cost of 
the energy recovery turbine. The next lowest is the RO without energy recov-
ery and the MEB. A comparison of the desalination equipment cost and the  
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 seawater treatment requirement, as obtained from a survey of manufacturers’ 
data, is shown in Table 8.4. The cheapest of the considered systems is the solarsystems is the solar is the solar 
still. This is a direct collection system, which is very easy to construct and 
operate. The disadvantage of this process is the very low yield, which implies 
that large areas of flat ground are required. It is questionable whether such a 
process can be viable unless cheap, desert-like land is available near the sea. 
The MEB is the cheapest of all the indirect collection systems and also requires 
the simplest seawater treatment. RO, although requiring a smaller amount of 
energy, is expensive and requires a complex seawater treatment.

Due to the development of RO technology, the energy consumption val-
ues of more than 20 kWh/m3 during the year 1970 have been reduced today to 

table 8.3  Energy Consumption of Desalination Systems

Process Heat input  
(kJ/kg of product)

Mechanical power input 
(kWh/m3 of product)

Prime energy consumption 
(kJ/kg of product)a

MSF  294 2.5–4 (3.7)b 338.4

MEB  123 2.2 149.4

VC — 8–16 (16) 192

RO — 5–13 (10) 120

ER-RO — 4–6 (5) 60

ED — 12 144

Solar still 2330 0.3 2333.6

Notes:  
aAssumed conversion efficiency of electricity generation of 30%. 
bFigure used for the prime energy consumption estimation shown in last column.

table 8.4  Comparison of Desalination Plants

Item MSF MEB VC RO Solar still

Scale of 

application

Medium–large Small–

medium

Small Small–large Small

Seawater 

treatment

Scale inhibitor, 

antifoam 

chemical

Scale 

Inhibitor

Scale 

inhibitor

Sterilizer 

Coagulant acid 

Deoxidizer

—

Equipment 

price  

(Euro/m3)

950–1900 900–1700 1500–2500 900–2500, 

membrane 

replacement 

every 4–5 years

800–1000

Note: Low figures in equipment price refer to bigger size in the range indicated and vice versa.
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about 5 kWh/m3 (Fiorenza et al., 2003). This is due to improvements made in 
RO membranes. Research in this sector is ongoing worldwide, and we may see 
further reductions in both energy requirements and costs in the coming years. 
It should be noted that nearly 3 kg of CO2 are generated for each cubic meter 
of water produced (at an energy consumption rate of 5 kWh/m3 with the best 
technology currently used on a large scale), which could be avoided if the con-
ventional fuel is replaced by a renewable one.

An alternative usually considered for solar-powered desalination is to use 
an RO system powered by photovoltaic cells. This is more suitable for inter-
mittent operation than conventional distillation processes and has higher yields 
per unit of energy collected. According to Zarza et al. (1991b), who compared 
RO with photovoltaic-generated electricity with an MEB plant coupled to para-
bolic trough collectors, the following apply:

l The total cost of freshwater produced by an MEB plant coupled to para-
bolic trough collectors is less than that of the RO plant with photovoltaic 
cells, due to the high cost of the photovoltaic-generated electricity.

l The highly reliable MEB plant operation makes its installation possible 
in countries with high insolation levels but lacking in experienced person-
nel. Because any serious mistake during the operation of an RO plant can 
ruin its membranes, these plants must be operated by skilled personnel.

Also, since renewable energy is expensive to collect and store, an energy 
recovery turbine is normally fitted to recover energy from the rejected brine 
stream, which increases the RO plant cost considerably. Additionally, in polluted 
areas, distillation processes are preferred for desalination because water is boiled, 
which ensures that the distilled water does not contain any micro-organisms  
(Kalogirou, 2005). In addition to the high salinity, specific water quality prob-specific water quality prob-
lems include manganese, fluoride, heavy metals, bacterial contamination, andmanganese, fluoride, heavy metals, bacterial contamination, and 
pesticide-herbicide residues. In all these cases, thermal processes are preferred 
to membrane ones. Even the simple solar still can provide removal efficiencies 
on the order of 99% (Hanson et al., 2004).

If both RO and thermal processes are suitable for a given location, the renew-
able energy available and the electrical-mechanical-thermal energy required by 
the process limit the possible selection. Finally, the required plant capacity, the 
annual and daily distribution of the freshwater demand, the product cost, the 
technology maturity, and any problems related to the connection of the renew-
able energy and the desalination systems are factors that influence the selection.

If thermal energy is available, it can be used directly to drive a distillation 
process, such as MSF, MEB, or TVC. MEB plants are more flexible to operate 
at partial load, less sensible to scaling, cheaper, and more suitable for limited 
capacity than MSF plants. TVC has lower performance than MEB and MSF. In 
addition, the thermomechanical conversion permits the indirect use of thermal 
energy to drive RO, ED, or MVC processes.

If electricity or shaft power can be obtained from the available energy 
resources, RO, ED, or MVC can be selected. Fluctuations in the available energy 
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would ruin the RO system. Therefore, an intermediate energy storage is required, 
but it would reduce the available energy and increase the costs. In remote areas, 
ED is most suitable for brackish water desalination, because it is more robust 
and its operation and maintenance are simpler than RO systems. In addition, the 
ED process can adapt to changes of available energy input. On the other hand, 
although MVC consumes more energy than RO, it presents fewer problems thanthan 
RO due to the fluctuations of the energy resource. MVC systems are more suit-due to the fluctuations of the energy resource. MVC systems are more suit-
able for remote areas, since they are more robust and need fewer skilled work-
ers and fewer chemicals than RO systems (Garcia-Rodriguez, 2003). In addition, 
they need no membrane replacement and offer a better quality product than 
RO. Moreover, in case of polluted waters, the distillation ensures the absence of 
micro-organisms and other pollutants in the product.

It is believed that solar energy is best and most cheaply harnessed with ther-
mal energy collection systems. Therefore, the two systems that could be used 
are the MSF and the MEB plants. As can be seen from previous sections, both 
systems have been used with solar energy collectors in various applications. 
According to Tables 8.3 and 8.4, the MEB process requires less specific energy, 
is cheaper, and requires only a very simple seawater treatment. In addition, the 
MEB process has advantages over other distillation processes. According to 
Porteous (1975), these are as follows:

1.  Energy economy, because the brine is not heated above its boiling point, as 
is the case for the MSF process. The result is less irreversibility in the MEB 
process, since the vapor is used at the temperature at which it is generated.

2.  The feed is at its lowest concentration at the highest plant temperature, 
so scale formation risks are minimized.

3.  The feed flows through the plant in series, and the maximum concen-
tration occurs only in the last effect; therefore, the worst boiling point 
elevation is confined to this effect.

4.  The other processes have a high electrical demand because of the recir-
culation pump in the MSF or the vapor compressor in the VC systems.

5.  MSF is prone to equilibrium problems, which are reflected by a reduc-
tion in PR. In MEB plants, the vapor generated in one effect is used in 
the next and PR is not subject to equilibrium problems.

6.  Plant simplicity is promoted by the MEB process because fewer effects 
are required for a given PR.

Of the various types of MEB evaporators, the multiple-effect stack (MES) is 
the most appropriate for solar energy application. This has a number of advan-
tages, the most important of which is stable operation between virtually 0 and 
100% output, even when sudden changes are made, and the ability to follow a 
varying steam supply without upset (Kalogirou, 2005). For this purpose, collec-
tors of proven technology such as the parabolic trough can be used to produce 
the input power to the MEB system in the form of low-pressure steam. The tem-
perature required for the heating medium is between 70 and 100°C, which can be 
produced with such collectors with an efficiency of about 65% (Kalogirou, 2005).
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exercIses
8.1 Estimate the mole and mass fractions for the salt and water of seawater, 

which has a salinity of 42,000 ppm.
8.2 Estimate the mole and mass fractions for the salt and water of brackish 

water, which has a salinity of 1500 ppm.
8.3 Find the enthalpy and entropy of seawater at 35°C.
8.4 A solar still has a water and glass temperature equal to 52.5°C and 41.3°C, 

respectively. The constants C and n are determined experimentally and are 
found to be C  0.054 and n  0.38. If the convective heat transfer coeffi-
cient from water surface to glass is 2.96 W/m2-K, estimate the hourly dis-
tillate output per square meter from the solar still.

8.5 An MSF plant has 32 stages. Estimate the Mf  /Md ratio if the brine tem-
perature in the first effect is 68°C and the temperature of the brine in the 
last effect is 34°C. The mean latent heat is 2300 kJ/kg and the mean spe-
cific heat is 4.20 kJ/kg-K.
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Photovoltaic (PV) modules are solid-state devices that convert sunlight, the most 
abundant energy source on the planet, directly into electricity without an interven-
ing heat engine or rotating equipment. PV equipment has no moving parts and, as 
a result, requires minimal maintenance and has a long life. It generates electricity 
without producing emissions of greenhouse or any other gases and its operation 
is virtually silent. Photovoltaic systems can be built in virtually any size, ranging 
from milliwatt to megawatt, and the systems are modular, i.e., more panels can 
be easily added to increase output. Photovoltaic systems are highly reliable and 
require little maintenance. They can also be set up as stand-alone systems.

In the early days of photovoltaics, some 50 years ago, the energy required to 
produce a PV panel was more than the energy the panel could produce during its 
lifetime. During the last decade, however, due to improvements in the efficiency 
of the panels and manufacturing methods, the payback times were reduced to 
3–5 years, depending on the sunshine available at the installation site. Today the 
cost of photovoltaics is around $2.5 US per watt peak and the target is to reduce 
this to about $1 US/W peak by 2020.

Photovoltaic prices have fallen sharply since the mid-1970s. It is generally 
believed that, as photovoltaic prices fall, markets will expand rapidly. Worldwide 
photovoltaic sales are about 2500 MWe annually (2006 values) and the increase 
from 2005 was 40% (Sayigh, 2008). The major problem limiting the widespread 
use of photovoltaics is the high cost of manufacturing the sheets of semiconduc-
tor materials needed for power systems. Photovoltaic electricity now costs 25–35 
cents US per kilowatt hour.

Costs can be reduced through several alternative paths. Systems based on 
thin films of materials, such as amorphous silicon alloys, cadmium telluride, 
or copper indium diselenide, are particularly promising because they are bothboth 
well suited to mass production techniques and the amounts of active materials 
required are small.

Despite their high cost, photovoltaic systems are cost effective in many areas 
that are remote from utility grids, especially where the supply of power from 
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conventional sources is impractical or costly. For grid connected distributed sys-
tems, the actual value of photovoltaic electricity can be high because this elec-
tricity is produced during periods of peak demand, thereby reducing the need 
for costly extra conventional capacity to cover the peak demand. Additionally, 
PV electricity is close to the sites where it is consumed, thereby reducing trans-
mission and distribution losses and thus increasing system reliability.

A PV cell consists of two or more thin layers of semiconducting material, 
most commonly silicon. When the silicon is exposed to light, electrical charges 
are generated; and this can be conducted away by metal contacts as direct current. 
The electrical output from a single cell is small, so multiple cells are connected 
and encapsulated (usually glass covered) to form a module (also called a panel).

The PV panel is the main building block of a PV system, and any number 
of panels can be connected together to give the desired electrical output. This 
modular structure is a considerable advantage of the PV system, where further 
panels can be added to an existing system as required.

Photovoltaic devices, or cells, are used to convert solar radiation directly into 
electricity. A review of possible materials that can be used for PV cells is given 
in Chapter 1, Section 1.5.1. Photovoltaic cells are made of various semiconduc-
tors, which are materials that are only moderately good conductors of electricity. 
The materials most commonly used are silicon (Si) and compounds of cadmium 
sulphide (CdS), cuprous sulphide (Cu2S), and gallium arsenide (GaAs). These 
cells are packed into modules that produce a specific voltage and current when 
illuminated. A comprehensive review of cell and module technologies is given 
by Kazmerski (1997). PV modules can be connected in series or parallel to pro-
duce larger voltages or currents. PV systems rely on sunlight, have no moving 
parts, are modular to match power requirements on any scale, are reliable, and 
have a long life. Photovoltaic systems can be used independently or in conjunc-
tion with other electrical power sources. Applications powered by PV systems 
include communications (both on earth and in space), remote power, remote 
monitoring, lighting, water pumping, and battery charging. Some of these appli-
cations are analyzed in Section 9.5. The global installed capacity of photovolta-
ics at the end of 2002 was near 2 GWp (Lysen, 2003).

9.1 SemiConduCtorS
To understand the photovoltaic effect, some basic theory about semiconduc-
tors and their use as photovoltaic energy conversion devices needs to be given 
as well as information on p-n junctions. These are explained in the following 
sections.

As is well known, atoms consists of the nucleus and electrons that orbit the 
nucleus. According to quantum mechanics, electrons of an isolated atom can have 
only specific discrete or quantized energy levels. In elements that have electrons 
in multiple orbitals, the innermost electrons have the minimum (maximum nega-
tive) energy and therefore require a large amount of energy to overcome the attrac-
tion of the nucleus and become free. When atoms are brought close together, the 



electronic energy of individual atoms is altered and the energy levels are grouped 
in energy bands. In some energy bands, electrons are allowed to exist, and in 
other bands electrons are forbidden. The electrons at the outermost shell are the 
only ones that interact with other atoms. This is the highest normally filled band, 
which corresponds to the ground state of the valence electrons in an atom and is 
called the valence band. The electrons in the valence band are loosely attached to 
the nucleus of the atom and, therefore, may attach more easily to a neighboring 
atom, giving that atom a negative charge and leaving the original atom as a posi-
tive charged ion. Some electrons in the valence band may possess a lot of energy, 
which enables them to jump into a higher band. These electrons are responsible for 
the conduction of electricity and heat, and this band is called the conduction band. 
The difference in the energy of an electron in the valence band and the innermost 
shell of the conduction band is called the band gap.

A schematic representation of the energy band diagrams of three types 
of materials is shown in Figure 9.1. Materials whose valence gap is full and 
whose conduction band is empty have very high band gaps and are called insu-
lators because no current can be carried by electrons in the filled band and the 
energy gap is so large that, under ordinary circumstances, a valence electron 
cannot accept energy, since the empty states in the conduction band are inac-
cessible to it. The band gap in these materials is greater than 3 eV.
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Figure 9.1 Schematic diagrams of energy bands for typical materials. (a) Insulator.  
(b) Conductor (metal.) (c) Semiconductor.
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Materials that have relatively empty valence bands and may have some elec-
trons in the conduction band are called conductors. In this case, the valence and 
the conduction bands overlap. The valence electrons are able to accept energy 
from an external field and move to an unoccupied allowed state at slightly 
higher energy levels within the same band. Metals fall in this category, and the 
valence electrons in a metal can be easily emitted outside the atomic structure 
and become free to conduct electricity.

Materials with valence gaps partly filled have intermediate band gaps and 
are called semiconductors. The band gap in these materials is smaller than 3 eV. 
They have the same band structure as the insulators but their energy gap is much 
narrower. The two types of semiconductors are the pure ones, called intrin-
sic semiconductors, and those doped with small amounts of impurities, called 
extrinsic semiconductors. In intrinsic semiconductors, the valence electrons can 
easily be excited by thermal or optical means and jump the narrow energy gap 
into the conduction band, where the electrons have no atomic bonding and there-
fore are able to move freely through the crystal.

9.1.1  p-n junction
Silicon (Si) belongs to group 4 of the periodic table of elements. In semicon-
ductors, if the material that is doped has more electrons in the valence gap than 
the semiconductor, the doped material is called an n-type semiconductor. The 
n-type semiconductor is electronically neutral but has excess electrons, which 
are available for conduction. This is obtained when Si atoms are replaced with 
periodic table group 5 elements, such as arsenic (As) or antimony (Sb), and in 
so doing, form electrons that can move around the crystal. If these excess elec-
trons are removed, the atoms will be left with positive charges.

In semiconductors, if the material that is doped has fewer electrons in the 
valence gap than the semiconductor, the doped material is called a p-type semi-
conductor. The p-type semiconductor is electronically neutral but it has posi-
tive holes (missing electrons) in its structure, which can accommodate excess 
electrons. This type of material is obtained when Si atoms are replaced with 
periodic table group 3 elements, such as gallium (Ga) or indium (In), and in so 
doing, form positive particles, called holes, that can move around the crystal 
through diffusion or drift. If additional electrons could fill the holes, the impu-
rity atoms would fit more uniformly in the structure formed by the main semi-
conductor atoms, but the atoms would be negatively charged.

Both types of semiconductors are shown schematically in Figure 9.2. Both 
n- and p-type semiconductors allow the electrons and holes to move more easily 
in the semiconductors. For silicon, the energy needed to get an electron across 
a p-n junction is 1.11 eV. This is different for each semiconductor material.

What is described in the previous paragraph occurs when the p- and n-type 
semiconductors are joined together, i.e., form a junction, as shown in Figure 9.3.  
As can be seen, when the two materials are joined, the excess electrons from 
the n-type jump to fill the holes in the p-type, and the holes from the p-type 
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diffuse to the n-type side, leaving the n side of the junction positively charged 
and the p side negatively charged. The negative charges of the p side restrict 
the movements of additional electrons from the n side; however, the movement 
of additional electrons from the p side is easier because of the positive charges 
at the junction on the n side. Therefore the p-n junction behaves like a diode.

A schematic diagram of the energy bands of the n- and p-type semiconduc-
tors is shown in Figure 9.4. In the n-type semiconductor, because the doped 
impurity donates additional electrons for the conduction of current, it is called 
the donor and its energy level is called the donor level. The n-type energy band 
diagram is shown in Figure 9.4a, and as can be seen, the donor level is located 
within the forbidden band. In the p-type semiconductor, the doped impurity 
accepts additional electrons; therefore, it is called the acceptor and its energy 
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Figure 9.2 Schematic diagrams of n- and p-type semiconductors. (a) n-type, with 
excess electrons. (b) p-type, with excess positive holes.
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Figure 9.3 Schematic diagram of a p-n junction.
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Figure 9.4 Energy band diagrams of n- and p-type semiconductors. (a) n-type  
semiconductor. (b) p-type semiconductor.
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level is called the acceptor level. Its energy band diagram is shown in Figure 
9.4b, and as can be seen, the acceptor level is located in the forbidden band.

9.1.2  Photovoltaic effect
When a photon enters a photovoltaic material, it can be reflected, absorbed,  
or transmitted through. When this photon is absorbed by a valence electron  
of an atom, the energy of the electron is increased by the amount of energy of 
the photon. If, now, the energy of the photon is greater than the band gab of  
the semiconductor, the electron, which has excess energy, will jump into the  
conduction band, where it can move freely. Therefore, when the photon is 
absorbed, an electron is knocked loose from the atom. The electron can be 
removed by an electric field across the front and back of the photovoltaic mate-
rial, and this is achieved with the help of a p-n junction. In the absence of a 
field, the electron recombines with the atom; whereas when there is a field, it 
flows through, thus creating a current. If the photon energy is smaller than that 
of the band gap, the electron will not have sufficient energy to jump into the 
conduction band, and the excess energy is converted into kinetic energy of the 
electrons, which leads to increased temperature. It should be noted that, irre-
spective of the intensity of the photon energy relative to the band gap energy, 
only one electron can be freed. This is the reason for the low efficiency of the 
photovoltaic cells.

The operation of a photovoltaic cell is shown in Figure 9.5. These solar cells 
contain a junction of a p-type and an n-type semiconductor, i.e., a p-n junction. 
To some extent, electrons and holes diffuse across the boundary of this junc-
tion, setting up an electric field across it. The free electrons are generated in the 
n layer by the action of the photons. When photons of sunlight strike the surface 

V

Solar radiation
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Electron flow

p-type

n-type

Soldered metal 
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I

Figure 9.5 Photovoltaic effect.
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of a solar cell and are absorbed by the semiconductor, some of them create pairs 
of electrons and holes. If these pairs are sufficiently near the p-n junction, its 
electric field causes the charges to separate, electrons moving to the n-type side 
and holes to the p-type side. If the two sides of the solar cell are now connected 
through a load, an electric current will flow as long as sunlight strikes the cell.

The thickness of the n-type layer in a typical crystalline silicon cell is about 
0.5 m, whereas that of the p-type layer is about 0.25 mm. The speed of elec-
tromagnetic radiation is given by Eq. (2.31). The energy contained in a photon, 
Ep, is given by

 
E hp  ν  (9.1)

where
h  Planck’s constant,  6.625  1034 J-s.
  frequency (s1).

Combining Eq. (2.31) with (9.1), we get
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 (9.2)

Silicon has a band gab of 1.11 eV (1 eV  1.6  1019 J); therefore, by 
using Eq. (9.2), it can be found that photons with wavelength of 1.12 m or 
less are useful in creating electron-hole pairs and thus electricity. By checking 
this wavelength on the distribution shown in Figure 2.26, it can be seen that the 
majority of solar radiation can be used effectively in PVs. The number of pho-
tons, np, incident on a cell can be estimated from the intensity of light, Ip:
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e x a m p l e  9 . 1

A beam of light with intensity of 3 mW and a wavelength of 743 nm is striking 
a solar cell. Estimate the number of photons incident on the cell.

Solution
Using Eq. (9.2) and speed of light equal to 300,000  3  108 m/s,
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Using Eq. (9.3) for the intensity of 3  103 W or 3  103 J/s,
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A photovoltaic cell consists of the active photovoltaic material, metal grids, 
antireflection coatings, and supporting material. The complete cell is optimized to 
maximize both the amount of sunlight entering the cell and the power out of the 
cell. The photovoltaic material can be one of a number of compounds. The metal 
grids enhance the current collection from the front and back of the solar cell. The 
antireflection coating is applied to the top of the cell to maximize the light going 
into the cell. Typically, this coating is a single layer optimized for sunlight. As a 
result, photovoltaic cells range in color from black to blue. In some types of pho-
tovoltaic cells, the top of the cell is covered by a semitransparent conductor that 
functions as both the current collector and the antireflection coating. A complete 
photovoltaic cell is a two-terminal device with positive and negative leads.

Silicon is an abundant chemical element covering 25% of the earth’s crust. 
Silicon minerals are cheap, but silicon cells still must be individually fabricated 
by a long, complicated process that includes purifying the silicon, pulling a long 
crystal from a high-temperature melt, slicing the crystal into wafers, diffusing 
impurities into the wafers, and applying various coatings and electrical con-
ducts. Labor now accounts for almost all the cost of a silicon cell. It is expected 
that fabrication techniques plus automation of the manufacturing process will 
radically lower the price within the next few years.

9.1.3  PV cell characteristics
A photovoltaic PV generator is mainly an assembly of solar cells, connections, 
protective parts, and supports. As was seen already, solar cells are made of semi-
conductor materials, usually silicon, and are specially treated to form an electric 
field with positive on one side (backside) and negative on the other side, facing 
the sun. When solar energy (photons) hits the solar cell, electrons are knocked 
loose from the atoms in the semiconductor material, creating electron-hole pairs. 
If electrical conductors are attached to the positive and negative sides, forming an 
electrical circuit, the electrons are captured in the form of electric current, called 
photocurrent, Iph. As can be understood from this description, during darkness 
the solar cell is not active and works as a diode, i.e., a p-n junction that does not 
produce any current or voltage. If, however, it is connected to an external, large 
voltage supply, it generates a current, called the diode or dark current, ID. A solar 
cell is usually represented by an electrical equivalent one-diode model, shown in 
Figure 9.6 (Lorenzo, 1994). This circuit can be used for an individual cell, a mod-
ule consisting of a number of cells, or an array consisting of several modules.

Iph

ID

I
RS

RSH V

�

�

Figure 9.6 Single solar cell model.
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As shown in Figure 9.6, the model contains a current source, Iph, one diode, 
and a series resistance RS, which represents the resistance inside each cell. The 
diode has also an internal shunt resistance, as shown in Figure 9.6. The net 
current is the difference between the photocurrent, Iph, and the normal diode 
current, ID, given by
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It should be noted that the shunt resistance is usually much bigger than a 
load resistance, whereas the series resistance is much smaller than a load resis-
tance, so that less power is dissipated internally within the cell. Therefore, by 
ignoring these two resistances, the net current is the difference between the 
photocurrent, Iph, and the normal diode current, ID, given by
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where
k  Boltzmann’s gas constant,  1.381  1023 J/K.
TC  absolute temperature of the cell (K).
e  electronic charge,  1.602  1019 J/V.
V  voltage imposed across the cell (V).
Io  dark saturation current, which depends strongly on temperature (A).

Figure 9.7 shows the I-V characteristic curve of a solar sell for a certain irra-
diance (Gt) at a fixed cell temperature, TC. The current from a PV cell depends 
on the external voltage applied and the amount of sunlight on the cell. When the 
cell is short-circuited, the current is at maximum (short-circuit current, Isc), and 
the voltage across the cell is 0. When the PV cell circuit is open, with the leads 
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Figure 9.7 Representative current-voltage curve for photovoltaic cells.
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not making a circuit, the voltage is at its maximum (open-circuit voltage, Voc), 
and the current is 0. In either case, at open circuit or short circuit, the power (cur-
rent times voltage) is 0. Between open circuit and short circuit, the power output 
is greater than 0. The typical current voltage curve shown in Figure 9.7 presents 
the range of combinations of current and voltage. In this representation, a sign 
convention is used, which takes as positive the current generated by the cell when 
the sun is shining and a positive voltage is applied on the cell’s terminals.

If the cell’s terminals are connected to a variable resistance, R, the operating 
point is determined by the intersection of the I-V characteristic of the solar cell 
with the load I-V characteristics. As shown in Figure 9.7 for a resistive load, the 
load characteristic is a straight line with a slope 1/V  1/R. If the load resistance 
is small, the cell operates in the region AB of the curve, where the cell behaves as 
a constant current source, almost equal to the short-circuit current. On the other 
hand, if the load resistance is large, the cell operates on the region DE of the 
curve, where the cell behaves more as a constant voltage source, almost equal to 
the open circuit voltage. The power can be calculated by the product of the cur-
rent and voltage. If this exercise is performed and plotted on the same axes, then 
Figure 9.8 can be obtained. The maximum power passes from a maximum power 
point (point C on Figure 9.7), at which point the load resistance is optimum, Ropt, 
and the power dissipated in the resistive load is maximum and given by

 P I Vmax max max  (9.5)

Point C on Figure 9.7 is also called the maximum power point, which is the 
operating point Pmax, Imax, Vmax at which the output power is maximized. Given 
Pmax, an additional parameter, called the fill factor, FF, can be calculated such that

 P I Vmax sc ocFF  (9.6)
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Figure 9.8 Representative power-voltage curve for photovoltaic cells.
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The fill factor is a measure of the real I-V characteristic. For good cells, 
its value is greater than 0.7. The fill factor decreases as the cell temperature 
increases.

Thus, by illuminating and loading a PV cell so that the voltage equals the PV 
cell’s Vmax, the output power is maximized. The cell can be loaded using resis-
tive loads, electronic loads, or batteries. Typical parameters of a single-crystal  
solar cell are current density Isc  32 mA/cm2, Voc  0.58 V, Vmax  0.47 V, 
FF  0.72, and Pmax  2273 mW (ASHRAE, 2004).

Other fundamental parameters that can be obtained from Figure 9.7 are the 
short-circuit current and the open circuit voltage. The short-circuit current, Isc, 
is the higher value of the current generated by the cell and is obtained under 
short-circuit conditions, i.e., V  0, and is equal to Iph. The open circuit volt-
age corresponds to the voltage drop across the diode when it is traversed by the 
photocurrent, Iph, which is equal to ID, when the generated current is I  0. This 
is the voltage of the cell during nighttime and can be obtained from Eq. (9.4b):
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which can be solved for Voc:
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where Vt  thermal voltage (V) given by
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The output power, P, from a photovoltaic cell is given by

 P IV  (9.11)

The output power depends also on the load resistance, R; and by consider-
ing that V  IR, it gives

 P I R 2  (9.12)

Substituting Eq. (9.4b) into Eq. (9.11) gives
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Equation (9.13) can be differentiated with respect to V. By setting the 
derivative equal to 0, the external voltage, Vmax, that gives the maximum cell 
output power can be obtained:
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This is an explicit equation of the voltage Vmax, which maximizes the power 
in terms of the short-circuit current (Isc  Iph), the dark saturation current (Io), 
and the absolute cell temperature, TC. If the values of these three parameters 
are known, then Vmax can be obtained from Eq. (9.14) by trial and error.

The load current, Imax, which maximizes the output power, can be found by 
substituting Eq. (9.14) into Eq. (9.4b):
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which gives
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By using Eq. (9.5),
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Efficiency is another measure of PV cells that is sometimes reported. 
Efficiency is defined as the maximum electrical power output divided by the 
incident light power. Efficiency is commonly reported for a PV cell tempera-
ture of 25°C and incident light at an irradiance of 1000 W/m2 with a spectrum 
close to that of sunlight at solar noon. An improvement in cell efficiency is 
directly connected to cost reduction in photovoltaic systems. A series of R&D 
efforts have been made on each step of the photovoltaic process. Through this 
technological progress, the efficiency of a single crystalline silicon solar cell 
reaches 14–15% and the polycrystalline silicon solar cells shows 12–13% effi-
ciency in the mass production lines.

Another parameter of interest is the maximum efficiency, which is the ratio 
between the maximum power and the incident light power, given by
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where A  cell area (m2).
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example 9.2
If the dark saturation current of a solar cell is 1.7  108 A/m2, the cell tem-
perature is 27°C, and the short-circuit current density is 250 A/m2, calculate the 
open circuit voltage, Voc; voltage at maximum power, Vmax; current density at 
maximum power, Imax; maximum power, Pmax; and maximum efficiency, max. 
What cell area is required to get an output of 20 W when the available solar 
radiation is 820 W/m2?

Solution
First the value of e/kTC is evaluated, which is used in many relations:
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Using Eq. (9.9),
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Voltage at maximum power can be found from Eq. (9.14) by trial and  
error:
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which gives Vmax  0.47 V.
The current density at maximum power point can be estimated from  

Eq. (9.16):
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Maximum power, Pmax, is obtained from Eq. (9.5):

 P I Vmax max max W/m   237 0 47 111 4 2. .  
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Maximum efficiency, max, is obtained from Eq. (9.18):
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Finally, the cell area required to get an output of 20 W is
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The I-V characteristic of the solar cell, presented in Figure 9.7, is only for 
a certain irradiance, Gt, and cell temperature, TC. The influences of these two 
parameters on the cell characteristics are shown in Figure 9.9. As shown in 
Figure 9.9a, the open circuit voltage increases logarithmically by increasing the 
solar radiation, whereas the short-circuit current increases linearly. The influ-
ence of the cell temperature on the cell characteristics is shown in Figure 9.9b.  
The main effect of the increase in cell temperature is on open circuit voltage, 
which decreases linearly with the cell temperature; thus the cell efficiency 
drops. As can be seen, the short-circuit current increases slightly with the 
increase of the cell temperature.

In practice solar cells can be connected in series or parallel. Figure 9.10 
shows how the I-V curve is modified in the case where two identical cells are 
connected in parallel and in series. As can be seen, when two identical cells are 
connected in parallel, the voltage remains the same but the current is doubled; 
when the cells are connected in series, the current remains the same but the 
voltage is doubled.

Irradiance
I

VVVoc Voc

Isc

I

Isc

Cell temperature

(a) (b)

Figure 9.9 Influence of irradiation and cell temperature on PV cell characteristics. 
 (a) Effect of increased irradiation. (b) Effect of increased cell temperature.
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9.2 PhotovoltaiC PanelS
PV modules are designed for outdoor use in such harsh conditions as marine, 
tropic, arctic, and desert environments. The choice of the photovoltaically active 
material can have important effects on system design and performance. Both the 
composition of the material and its atomic structure are influential. Photovoltaic 
materials include silicon, gallium arsenide, copper indium diselenide, cadmium 
telluride, indium phosphide, and many others. The atomic structure of a PV cell 
can be single crystal, polycrystalline, or amorphous. The most commonly pro-
duced PV material is crystalline silicon, either single crystal or polycrystalline.

Cells are normally grouped into modules, which are encapsulated with var-
ious materials in order to protect the cells and the electrical connectors from 
the environment (Hansen et al., 2000). As shown in Figure 9.11, PV cell mod-
ules consist of NPM parallel branches and each branch has NSM solar cells in 
series. In the following analysis, superscript M refers to the PV module and 
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Figure 9.10 Parallel and series connection of two identical solar cells. 
 (a) Parallel connection. (b) Series connection.
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Figure 9.11 Schematic diagram of a PV module consisting of NPM parallel branches, 
each with NSM cells in series.
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superscript C refers to the solar cell. Therefore, as shown in Figure 9.11, the 
applied voltage at the module’s terminals is denoted by VM, whereas the total 
generated current is denoted by IM.

A model of the PV module can be obtained by replacing each cell in  
Figure 9.11 with the equivalent diagram from Figure 9.6. The model, develo-
ped by E. Lorenzo (1994), has the advantage that it can be used by applying 
only standard manufacturer-supplied data for the modules and the cells. The 
PV module current IM under arbitrary operating conditions can be described by
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It should be noted that the PV module current, IM, is an implicit function, 
which depends on:

1.  The short-circuit current of the module, given by

 I N IM C
sc PM sc  

2.  The open circuit voltage of the module, given by

 V N VM C
oc PM oc  

3.  The equivalent series resistance of the module, given by
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4.  The thermal voltage in the semiconductor of a single solar cell, given by
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The current practice dictates that the performance of a PV module is deter-
mined by exposing it at known standard rating conditions (SRCs) of irradiance, 
Gt,o  1000 W/m2, and cell temperature, To

C   25°C. These conditions are  
different from the nominal operating cell temperature (NOCT), as indicated  
in Table 9.1.

table 9.1 SRC and NOCT Conditions

SRC conditions NOCT conditions

Irradiation: Gt,o  1000 W/m2 Irradiation: Gt,NOCT  800 W/m2

Cell temperature: To
C  25°C Ambient temperature: Ta,NOCT  20°C

Wind speed: WNOCT  1 m/s
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9.2.1  PV arrays
The modules in a PV system are usually connected in arrays. An array with 
MP parallel branches each with MS modules in series is shown in Figure 9.12. 
By using a superscript A to denote array characteristics, the applied voltage 
at the array’s terminals is donated VA, whereas the total current of the array is 
denoted IA, given by

 

I IA
i

i

MP


1
∑  (9.20)

If it is assumed that the modules are identical and the ambient irradiance is 
the same in all modules, then the array’s current is given by

 
I M IA

p
M  (9.21)

e x a m p l e  9 . 3

A PV system is required to produce 250 W at 24 V. Using the solar cells of 
Example 9.2, design the PV panel, working at the maximum power point, if 
each cell is 9 cm2 in area.

Solution
From Example 9.2, Vmax  0.47 V. The current density at maximum power 
point is 237 A/m2. Therefore, for the current cell,

 Imax A   237 9 10 0 21334 .  

This yields a power per cell  0.47  0.2133  0.1 W.
Number of cells required  250/0.1  2500.

�

V A

�

1 2 3 MP I A

1

2

MS

Figure 9.12 Cell array consisting of MP parallel branches, each with MS modules in 
series.
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Number of cells in series  System voltage/Voltage per cell  24/0.47  
51.152 (in fact with 52 cells, Voltage  24.44 V).

Number of rows of 52 cells each, connected in parallel  2500/52  
48.148 (in fact this panel yields 48  52  0.1  249.6 W).

PV cells are fragile and susceptible to corrosion by humidity or fingerprints 
and can have delicate wire leads. Also, the operating voltage of a single PV cell 
is about 0.5 V, making it unusable for many applications. A module is a collec-
tion of PV cells that provides a usable operating voltage and offers means that 
protects the cells. Depending on the manufacturer and the type of PV material, 
modules have different appearances and performance characteristics. Also, mod-
ules may be designed for specific conditions, such as hot and humid, desert, or 
frozen climates. Usually, the cells are series connected to other cells to produce 
an operating voltage around 14–16 V. These strings of cells are then encapsu-
lated with a polymer, a front glass cover, and a back material. Also, a junction 
box is attached at the back of the module for convenient wiring to other modules 
or other electrical equipment.

9.2.2  Types of PV Technology
Many types of PV cells are available today. This section gives details on the 
current types and an overview of the cells that are currently in the research and 
development stage.

l Monocrystalline silicon cells. These cells are made from pure monocrys-
talline silicon. In these cells, the silicon has a single continuous crystal 
lattice structure with almost no defects or impurities. The main advantage 
of monocrystalline cells is their high efficiency, which is typically around 
15%. The disadvantage of these cells is that a complicated manufacturing 
process is required to produce monocrystalline silicon, which results in 
slightly higher costs than those of other technologies.

l Multicrystalline silicon cells. Multicrystalline cells are produced using 
numerous grains of monocrystalline silicon. In the manufacturing process, 
molten polycrystalline silicon is cast into ingots, which are subsequently cut 
into very thin wafers and assembled into complete cells. Multicrystalline 
cells are cheaper to produce than monocrystalline ones because of the sim-
pler manufacturing process required. They are, however, slightly less effi-
cient, with average efficiencies being around 12%.

l Amorphous silicon. The general characteristics of amorphous silicon 
solar cells are given in Chapter 1, Section 1.5.1. Generally, the main differ-
ence between these cells and the previous ones is that, instead of the crys-
talline structure, amorphous silicon cells are composed of silicon atoms in 
a thin homogenous layer. Additionally, amorphous silicon absorbs light 
more effectively than crystalline silicon, which leads to thinner cells, also 
known as a thin film PV technology. The greatest advantage of these cells 
is that amorphous silicon can be deposited on a wide range of substrates, 



both rigid and flexible. Their disadvantage is the low efficiency, which 
is on the order of 6%. Nowadays, the panels made from amorphous sili-
con solar cells come in a variety of shapes, such as roof tiles, which can 
replace normal brick tiles in a solar roof.

l Thermophotovoltaics. These are photovoltaic devices that, instead 
of sunlight, use the infrared region of radiation, i.e., thermal radiation.  
A complete thermophotovoltaic (TPV) system includes a fuel, a burner, 
a radiator, a longwave photon recovery mechanism, a PV cell, and a waste 
heat recuperation system (Kazmerski, 1997). TPV devices convert radia-
tion using exactly the same principles as photovoltaic devices, outlined in 
previous sections. The key differences between PV and TPV conversion 
are the temperatures of the radiators and the system geometries. In a solar 
cell, the radiation is received from the sun, which is at a temperature of 
about 6000 K and a distance of about 150  106 km. A TPV device, how-
ever, receives radiation, in either the broad or narrow band, from a sur-
face at a much lower temperature of about 1300–1800 K and a distance 
of only a few centimeters. Although the blackbody power radiated by a 
surface varies at the fourth power of the absolute temperature, the inverse 
square law dependence of the power received by the detectors dominates. 
Therefore, although the power received by a non-concentrator solar cell 
is on the order of 0.1 W/cm2, that received by a TPV converter is likely to 
be 5–30 W/cm2, depending on the radiator temperature. Consequently, the 
power density output from a TPV converter is expected to be significantly 
greater than that from a non-concentrator PV converter. More details on 
TPVs can be found in the article by Coutts (1999).

In addition to the above types, a number of other promising materials, 
such as cadmium telluride (CdTe) and copper indium diselenide (CuInSe2), 
are used today for PV cells. The main trends today concern the use of poly-
mer and organic solar cells. The attraction of these technologies is that they 
potentially offer fast production at low cost in comparison to crystalline silicon  
technologies, yet they typically have lower efficiencies (around 4%), and 
despite the demonstration of operational lifetimes and dark stabilities under 
inert conditions for thousands of hours, they suffer from stability and degrada-
tion problems. Organic materials are attractive, primarily due to the prospect of 
high-output manufacture using reel-to-reel or spray deposition. Other attractive 
features are the possibilities for ultra-thin, flexible devices, which may be inte-
grated into appliances or building materials, and tuning of color through the 
chemical structure (Nelson, 2002).

Another type of device investigated is the nano-PV, considered the third- 
generation PV; the first generation is the crystalline silicon cells, and the second 
generation is amorphous silicon thin-film coatings. Instead of the conductive mate-
rials and a glass substrate, the nano-PV technologies rely on coating or mixing 
“printable” and flexible polymer substrates with electrically conductive nanoma-
terials. This type of photovoltaics is expected to be commercially available within 
the next few years, reducing tremendously the traditionally high costs of PV cells.
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9.3 related equiPment
Photovoltaic modules can be mounted on the ground or a building roof or can 
be included as part of the building structure, usually the façade. Wind and snow 
loading are major design considerations. The PV modules can last more than 
25 years, in which case the support structures and building should be designed 
for at least as long as the same lifetime. Related equipment includes batteries, 
charge controllers, inverters, and peak-power trackers.

9.3.1  Batteries
Batteries are required in many PV systems to supply power at night or when 
the PV system cannot meet the demand. The selection of battery type and size 
depends mainly on the load and availability requirements. When batteries are 
used, they must be located in an area without extreme temperatures, and the 
space where the batteries are located must be adequately ventilated.

The main types of batteries available today include lead-acid, nickel cad-
mium, nickel hydride, and lithium. Deep-cycle lead-acid batteries are the most 
commonly used. These can be flooded or valve-regulated batteries and are 
commercially available in a variety of sizes. Flooded (or wet) batteries require 
greater maintenance but, with proper care, can last longer, whereas valve- 
regulated batteries require less maintenance.

The principal requirement of batteries for a PV system is that they must 
be able to accept repeated deep charging and discharging without damage. 
Although PV batteries have an appearance similar to car batteries, the latter are 
not designed for repeated deep discharges and should not be used. For more 
capacity, batteries can be arranged in parallel.

Batteries are used mainly in stand-alone PV systems to store the electrical 
energy produced during the hours when the PV system covers the load com-
pletely and there is excess or when there is sunshine but no load is required. 
During the night or during periods of low solar irradiation, the battery can sup-
ply the energy to the load. Additionally, batteries are required in such a system 
because of the fluctuating nature of the PV system output.

Batteries are classified by their nominal capacity (qmax), which is the number of 
ampere hours (Ah) that can be maximally extracted from the battery under prede-
termined discharge conditions. The efficiency of a battery is the ratio of the charge 
extracted (Ah) during discharge divided by the amount of charge (Ah) needed to 
restore the initial state of charge. Therefore, the efficiency depends on the state of 
charge and the charging and discharging current. The state of charge (SOC) is the 
ratio between the present capacity of the battery and the nominal capacity; that is,

 
SOC

max


q

q
 (9.22)

As can be understood from the preceding definition and Eq. (9.22), SOC can 
take values between 0 and 1. If SOC  1, then the battery is fully charged; and 
if SOC  0, then the battery is totally discharged.
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Other parameters related to batteries are the charge or discharge regime and 
the lifetime of the battery. The charge (or discharge) regime, expressed in hours, 
is the parameter that reflects the relationship between the nominal capacity of a 
battery and the current at which it is charged (or discharged)—for example, a 
discharge regime is 40 h for a battery with nominal capacity of 200 Ah that is 
discharged at 5 A. The lifetime of the battery is the number of charge-discharge 
cycles the battery can sustain before losing 20% of its nominal capacity.

In general, the battery can be viewed as a voltage source, E, in series with an 
internal resistance, Ro, as shown in Figure 9.13. In this case, the terminal voltage, 
V, is given by

 V E IRo   (9.23)

9.3.2  Inverters
An inverter is used to convert the direct current into alternating current electric-
ity. The output of the inverter can be single or three phase. Inverters are rated 
by the total power capacity, which ranges from hundreds of watts to mega-
watts. Some inverters have good surge capacity for starting motors, others have 
limited surge capacity. The designer should specify both the type and size of 
the load the inverter is intended to service.

The inverter is characterized by a power-dependent efficiency, inv. Besides 
changing the DC into AC, the main function of the inverter is to keep a con-
stant voltage on the AC side and convert the input power, Pin, into the output 
power, Pout, with the highest possible efficiency, given by
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where
cos(ϕ)  power factor.
Idc  current required by the inverter from the DC side, i.e., controller (A).
Vdc  input voltage for the inverter from the DC side, i.e., controller (V).

Numerous types of inverters are available, but not all are suitable for use 
when feeding power back into the mains supply.
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Figure 9.13 Schematic diagram of a battery.
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9.3.3  charge controllers
Controllers regulate the power from PV modules to prevent the batteries from 
overcharging. The controller can be a shunt type or series type and also func-
tion as a low-battery voltage disconnect to prevent the battery from over- 
discharge. The controller is chosen for the correct capacity and desired features 
(ASHRAE, 2004).

Normally, controllers allow the battery voltage to determine the operating 
voltage of a PV system. However, the battery voltage may not be the optimum 
PV operating voltage. Some controllers can optimize the operating voltage of 
the PV modules independently of the battery voltage so that the PV operates at 
its maximum power point.

Any power system includes a controller and a control strategy, which 
describes the interactions between its components. In PV systems, the use of 
batteries as a storage medium implies the use of a charge controller. This is used 
to manage the flow of energy from PV system to batteries and load by using the 
battery voltage and its acceptable maximum and minimum values. Most control-
lers have two main modes of operation:

1.  Normal operating condition, where the battery voltage varies between 
the acceptable maximum and minimum values.

2.  Overcharge or over-discharge condition, which occurs when the battery 
voltage reaches a critical value.

The second mode of operation is obtained by using a switch with a hyster-
esis cycle, such as electromechanical or solid-state devices. The operation of 
this switch is shown in Figure 9.14.

As shown in Figure 9.14a, when the terminal voltage increases above a cer-
tain threshold, Vmax,off, and when the current required by the load is less than 
the current supplied by the PV array, the batteries are protected from excessive 
charge by disconnecting the PV array. The PV array is connected again when the 
terminal voltage decreases below a certain value, Vmax,on (Hansen et al., 2000).

Similarly, as shown in Figure 9.14b, when the current required by the load is 
bigger than the current delivered by the PV array, to protect the battery against 
excessive discharge the load is disconnected when the terminal voltage falls below 

On

VVmax,off Vmax,on

Off

Load

On

VVmin,onVmin,off

Off

Load

(a) (b)

Figure 9.14 Operating principle of overcharge and overdischarge protection.  
(a) Overcharge. (b) Over-discharge.
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a certain threshold, Vmin, off. The load is connected to the system again when the 
terminal voltage is above a certain threshold, Vmin, on (Hansen et al., 2000).

9.3.4  Peak-Power Trackers
As was seen before, PV cells have a single operating point where the values 
of the current (I) and voltage (V) of the cell result in a maximum power out-
put. These values correspond to a particular resistance, which is equal to V/I, 
as specified by Ohm’s law. A PV cell has an exponential relationship between 
current and voltage, and there is only one optimum operating point, also called a 
maximum power point (MPP), on the power-voltage (or current) curve, as shown 
in Figure 9.8. MPP changes according to the radiation intensity and the cell tem-
perature, as shown in Figure 9.9. Maximum power point trackers (MPPTs) uti-
lize some type of control circuit or logic to search for this point and, thus, allow 
the converter circuit to extract the maximum power available from a cell. In fact, 
peak-power trackers optimize the operating voltage of a PV system to maximize 
the current. Typically, the PV system voltage is charged automatically. Simple 
peak-power trackers may have fixed operator-selected set points.

The MPPT is a method to let the controller operate at the optimum operat-
ing point. A maximum power point tracker is a specific kind of charge controller 
that utilizes the solar panel to its maximum potential. The MPPT compensates 
for the changing voltage against current characteristic of a solar cell. The MPPT 
monitors the output voltage and current from the solar panel and determines the 
operating point that will deliver that maximum amount of power available to the 
batteries or load.

A maximum power point tracker is a high-efficiency DC-to-DC converter 
that functions as an optimal electrical load for a solar panel or array and con-
verts the power to a voltage or current level that is more suitable to whatever 
load the system is designed to drive.

MPPT charge controllers are desirable for off-grid power systems, to make 
the best use of all the energy generated by the panels. MPPT charge control-
lers are quickly becoming more affordable and more common than ever before. 
The benefits of MPPT regulators are greatest during cold weather, on cloudy or 
hazy days, or when the battery is deeply discharged. Peak-power trackers can 
be purchased separately or specified as an option with battery charge control-
lers or inverters. In all cases, however, the cost and complexity of adding a 
peak-power tracker should be balanced against the expected power gain and 
the impact on system reliability.

9.4 aPPliCationS
PV modules are designed for outdoor use under harsh conditions, such as 
marine, tropic, arctic, and desert environments. The PV array consists of a 
number of individual photovoltaic modules connected together to give a suit-
able current and voltage output. Common power modules have a rated power 
output of around 50–180 W each. As an example, a small system of 1.5–2 kWp 
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may therefore comprise some 10–30 modules covering an area of around 15–
25 m2, depending on the technology used and the orientation of the array with 
respect to the sun.

Most power modules deliver direct current electricity at 12 V, whereas most 
common household appliances and industrial processes operate with alternat-
ing current at 240 or 415 V (120 V in the United States). Therefore, an inverter 
is used to convert the low-voltage DC to higher-voltage AC.

Other components in a typical PV system are the array mounting structure 
and various cables and switches needed to ensure that the PV generator can be 
isolated.

The basic principle of a PV system is shown in Figure 9.15. As can be seen, 
the PV array produces electricity, which can be directed from the controller to 
either battery storage or a load. Whenever there is no sunshine, the battery can 
supply power to the load if it has a satisfactory capacity.

9.4.1  Direct coupled PV System
In a direct coupled PV system, the PV array is connected directly to the load. 
Therefore, the load can operate only whenever there is solar radiation, so such 
a system has very limited applications. The schematic diagram of such a sys-
tem is shown in Figure 9.16. A typical application of this type of system is for 
water pumping, i.e., the system operates as long as sunshine is available, and 
instead of storing electrical energy, water is usually stored.

9.4.2  Stand-alone applications
Stand-alone PV systems are used in areas that are not easily accessible or 
have no access to an electric grid. A stand-alone system is independent of the 
electricity grid, with the energy produced normally being stored in batteries.  
A typical stand-alone system would consist of a PV module or modules, batter-
ies, and a charge controller. An inverter may also be included in the system to 
convert the direct current generated by the PV modules to the alternating cur-
rent form required by normal appliances. A schematic diagram of a stand-alone  

PV array Controller Load

Battery
storage

Figure 9.15 Basic principle of a solar energy system.

PV array Load

Figure 9.16 Schematic diagram of a direct coupled PV system.



system is shown in Figure 9.17. As can be seen, the system can satisfy both 
DC and AC loads simultaneously.

9.4.3  Grid-connected System
Nowadays, it is usual practice to connect PV systems to the local electricity 
network. This means that, during the day, the electricity generated by the PV 
system can either be used immediately (which is normal for systems installed 
in offices, other commercial buildings, and industrial applications) or be sold 
to one of the electricity supply companies (which is more common for domes-
tic systems, where the occupier may be out during the day). In the evening, 
when the solar system is unable to provide the electricity required, power can 
be bought back from the network. In effect, the grid is acting as an energy stor-
age system, which means the PV system does not need to include battery stor-
age. A schematic diagram of a grid-connected system is shown in Figure 9.18.

9.4.4  Hybrid-connected System
In the hybrid-connected system, more than one type of electricity generator is 
employed. The second type of electricity generator can be renewable, such as 
a wind turbine, or conventional, such as a diesel engine generator or the utility 
grid. The diesel engine generator can also be a renewable source of electricity 
when the diesel engine is fed with biofuels. A schematic diagram of a hybrid-
connected system is shown in Figure 9.19. Again, in this system, both DC and 
AC loads can be satisfied simultaneously.
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Figure 9.17 Schematic diagram of a stand-alone PV application.
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Figure 9.18 Schematic diagram of a grid-connected system.
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9.4.5  Types of applications
These are some of the most common PV applications:

l Remote site electrification. Photovoltaic systems can provide long-term 
power at sites far from utility grids. The loads include lighting, small 
appliances, water pumps (including small circulators of solar water heat-
ing systems), and communications equipment. In these applications, the 
load demand can vary from a few watts to tens of kilowatts. Usually, PV 
systems are preferred to fuel generators, since they do not depend on a 
fuel supply, which can be problematic, and they do avoid maintenance 
and environmental pollution problems.

l Communications. Photovoltaics can provide reliable power for commu-
nication systems, especially in remote locations, away from the utility 
grid. Examples include communication relay towers, travelers’ informa-
tion transmitters, cellular telephone transmitters, radio relay stations, 
emergency call units, and military communication facilities. Such systems 
range in size from a few watts for callbox systems to several kilowatts 
for relay stations. Obviously, these systems are stand-alone units in which 
PV-charged batteries provide a stable DC voltage that meets the vary-
ing current demand. Practice has shown that such PV power systems can 
operate reliably for a long time with little maintenance.

l Remote monitoring. Because of their simplicity, reliability, and capacity 
for unattended operation, photovoltaic modules are preferred in providing 
power at remote sites to sensors, data loggers, and associated meteoro-
logical monitoring transmitters, irrigation control, and monitoring high-
way traffic. Most of these applications require less than 150 W and can be 
powered by a single photovoltaic module. The batteries required are often 
located in the same weather-resistant enclosure as the data acquisition 
or monitoring equipment. Vandalism may be a problem in some cases; 
however, mounting the modules on a tall pole may solve the problem and 
avoid damage from other causes.

l Water pumping. Stand-alone photovoltaic systems can meet the need 
for small to intermediate-size water-pumping applications. These include 
irrigation, domestic use, village water supply, and livestock watering. 
Advantages of using water pumps powered by photovoltaic systems include 
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Figure 9.19 Schematic diagram of a hybrid connected system.



low maintenance, ease of installation, and reliability. Most pumping sys-
tems do not use batteries but store the pumped water in holding tanks.

l Building-integrated photovoltaics. Building-integrated photovoltaics 
(BIPV) is a special application in which PVs are installed either in the 
façade or roof of a building and are an integral part of the building struc-
ture, replacing in each case the particular building component. To avoid an 
increase in the thermal load of the building, usually a gap is created between 
the PV and the building element (brick, slab, etc.), which is behind the PV,, which is behind the PV, 
and in this gap, ambient air is circulated so as to remove the produced heat. 
During wintertime, this air is directed into the building to cover part of the 
building load; during summer, it is just rejected back to ambient at a higher 
temperature. A common example where these systems are installed is what 
is called zero-energy houses, where the building is an energy-producing 
unit that satisfies all its own energy needs. In another application related to 
buildings, PVs can be used as effective shading devices.

l Charging vehicle batteries. When they are not used, vehicle batteries self-
discharge over time. This is a major problem for organizations that maintain 
a fleet of vehicles, such as the fire-fighting services. Photovoltaics battery 
chargers can help solve this problem by keeping the battery at a high state 
of charge by providing a trickle charging current. In this application, the 
modules can be installed on the roof of a building or car park (also provid-provid-
ing shading) or on the vehicle itself. Another important application in this shading) or on the vehicle itself. Another important application in this 
area is the use of PV modules to charge the batteries of electric vehicles.

9.5 deSign oF Pv SyStemS
The electrical power output from a PV panel depends on the incident radiation, 
the cell temperature, the solar incidence angle, and the load resistance. In this 
section, a method to design a PV system is presented and all these parameters 
are analyzed. Initially, a method to estimate the electrical load of an application 
is presented, followed by the estimation of the absorbed solar radiation from a 
PV panel and a description of the method for sizing PV systems.

9.5.1  electrical loads
As is already indicated, a PV system size may vary from a few watts to hundreds 
of kilowatts. In grid-connected systems, the installed power is not so important 
because the produced power, if not consumed, is fed into the grid. In stand-alone 
systems, however, the only source of electrical power is the PV system; there-
fore, it is very important at the initial stages of the system design to assess the 
electrical loads the system will cover. This is especially important in emergency 
warning systems. The main considerations that a PV system designer needs to 
address from the very beginning are:

1.  According to the type of loads that the PV system will meet, which is the 
more important, the total daily energy output or the average or peak power?

2.  At what voltage will the power be delivered, and is it AC or DC?
3.  Is a backup energy source needed?

Design of PV Systems 495
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Usually the first things the designer has to estimate are the load and the load 
profile that the PV system will meet. It is very important to be able to estimate 
precisely the loads and their profiles (time when each load occurs). Due to the 
initial expenditure needed, the system is sized at the minimum required to sat-
isfy the specific demand. If, for example, three appliances exist, requiring 500 W, 
1000 W, and 1500 W, respectively; each appliance is to operate for 1 h; and only 
one appliance is on at a time, then the PV system must have an installed peak 
power of 1500 W and 3000 Wh of energy requirement. If possible, when using a 
PV system, the loads should be intentionally spread over a period of time to keep 
the system small and thus cost effective. Generally, the peak power is estimated 
by the value of the highest power occurring at any particular time, whereas the 
energy requirement is obtained by multiplying the wattage of each appliance by 
the operating hours and summing the energy requirements of all appliances con-
nected to the PV system. The maximum power can easily be estimated with the 
use of a time-schedule diagram, as shown in the following example.

e x a m p l e  9 . 4

Estimate the daily load and the peak power required by a PV system that has 
three appliances connected to it with the following characteristics:

1.  Appliance 1, 20 W operated for 3 h (10 am–1 pm).
2.  Appliance 2, 10 W operated for 8 h (9 am–5 pm).
3.  Appliance 3, 30 W operated for 2 h (2 pm–4 pm).

Solution
The daily energy use is equal to

 ( W) ( h) ( W) ( h) ( W) ( h) Wh20 3 10 8 30 2 200       

To find the peak power, a time schedule diagram is required (see Figure 9.20).

As can be seen, the peak power is equal to 40 W.
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Figure 9.20 Time schedule diagram.
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e x a m p l e  9 . 5

A remote cottage has the loads listed in Table 9.2. Find the average load and 
peak power to be satisfied by a 12 V PV system with an inverter.

Solution
In Table 9.3, the loads for this application are separated according to type of 
power. Because no information is given about the time schedule of the loads, 
these are assumed to occur simultaneously.

From Table 9.3, the following can be determined:

 Average DC load Wh/d  375 100 475  

 Average AC load ( )/ Wh/d   385 2250 1200 7 547 9.  

 

Peak DC load W (the maximum occurs when the 
   

   6 12 75 147
                                                               pump starts, W)6 12 50   

 Peak AC load W   11 500 800 1311  

table 9.2 Loads for Cottage in Example 9.5

Appliance type Description Power type Period of operation

Lights 3, 25 W compact fluorescent 

bulbs, daily

DC Nighttime 5 h each

Light 11 W compact fluorescent  

bulb, daily

AC Nighttime 5 h

Water pump 50 W (6 A start current), daily DC Daytime 2 h

Oven 500 W, 3 times a week AC Daytime 1.5 h

Steam iron 800 W, once a week AC Daytime 1.5 h

table 9.3 Loads in Table 9.2, by Type of Power

Appliance 
type

Power 
type

Power (W) Run time 
(h)

Energy/day 
(Wh)

Energy/
week (Wh)

Lights DC 3  25  75 W 5 375 2625

Lights AC  11 W 5  55  385

Water pump DC  50 W 2 100  700

Oven AC 500 W 1.5 — 2250

Steam iron AC 800 W 1.5 — 1200
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9.5.2  absorbed Solar radiation
The main factor affecting the power output from a PV system is the absorbed 
solar radiation, S, on the PV surface. As was seen in Chapter 3, S depends on 
the incident radiation, air mass, and incident angle. As in the case of thermal 
collectors, when radiation data on the plane of the PV are unknown, it is nec-
essary to estimate the absorbed solar radiation using the horizontal data and 
information on incidence angle. As in thermal collectors, the absorbed solar 
radiation includes the beam, diffuse, and ground-reflected components. In the 
case of PVs, however, a spectral effect is also included. Therefore, by assuming 
that the diffuse and ground-reflected radiation is isotropic, S can be obtained 
from (Duffie and Beckman, 2006):
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where M  air mass modifier.
The air mass modifier, M, accounts for the absorption of radiation by spe-

cies in the atmosphere, which cause the spectral content of the available solar 
radiation to change, thus altering the spectral distribution of the incident radia-
tion and the generated electricity. An empirical relation that accounts for the 
changes in the spectral distribution resulting from changes in the air mass, 
m, from the reference air mass of 1.5 (at sea level) is given by the following 
empirical relation developed by King et al. (2004):

 M m m m m    α α α α α0 1 2
2

3
3

4
4  (9.26)

Constant i values in Eq. (9.26) depend on the PV material, although for small 
zenith angles, less than about 70°, the differences are small (DeSoto et al., 2006). 
Table 9.4 gives the values of the i constants for various PV panels tested at the 
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) (Fanney et al., 2002).

table 9.4 Values of i Constants for Various PV Panels Tested at NIST

Cell type Silicon thin film Monocrystalline Polycrystalline Three-junction 
amorphous

0 0.938110 0.935823 0.918093 1.10044085

1 0.062191 0.054289 0.086257 0.06142323

2 0.015021 0.008677 0.024459 0.00442732

3 0.001217 0.000527 0.002816 0.000631504

4 0.000034 0.000011 0.000126 1.9184  105
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As was seen in Chapter 2, Section 2.3.6, the air mass, m, is the ratio of the 
mass of air that the beam radiation has to traverse at any given time and location 
to the mass of air that the beam radiation would traverse if the sun were directly 
overhead. This can be given from Eq. (2.81) or from the following relation devel-
oped by King et al. (1998):

 
m 

  

1

0 5050 96 08 1 634cos( ) ( )Φ Φ. . .
 (9.27)

As the incidence angle increases, the amount of radiation reflected from the 
PV cover increases. Significant effects of inclination occur at incidence angles 
greater than 65°. The effect of reflection and absorption as a function of inci-
dence angle is expressed in terms of the incidence angle modifier, K, defined 
as the ratio of the radiation absorbed by the cell at incidence angle  divided by 
the radiation absorbed by the cell at normal incidence. Therefore, in equation 
form, the incidence angle modifier at angle  is obtained by
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It should be noted that the incidence angle depends on the PV panel slope, 
location, and time of the day. As in thermal collectors, separate incidence angle 
modifiers are required for the beam, diffuse, and ground-reflected radiation. For 
the diffuse and ground-reflected radiation, the effective incidence angle given 
by Eqs. (3.4) can be used. Although these equations were obtained for thermal 
collectors, they were found to give reasonable results for PV systems as well.

So, using the concept of incidence angle modifier and noting that
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Eq. (9.25) can be written as
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It should be noted that, because the glazing is bonded to the cell surface, 
the incidence angle modifier of a PV panel differs slightly from that of a flat-
plate collector and is obtained by combining the various equations presented in 
Chapter 2, Section 2.3.3:
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where  and r are the incidence angle and refraction angles (same as angles 1  
and 2 in Section 2.3.3). A typical value of the extinction coefficient, K, for PV 
systems is 4 m1 (for water white glass), glazing thickness is 2 mm, and the 
refractive index for glass is 1.526.

A simpler way to obtain the incidence angle modifier is given by King  
et al. (1998), who suggested the following equation:

 K b b b b b bθ θ θ θ θ θ     0 1 2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5  (9.31)

Table 9.5 gives the values of the bi constants for various PV panels tested at 
NIST (Fanney et al., 2002).

Therefore, Eq. (9.31) can be used directly for the specific type of cell to 
give the incidence angle modifier according to the incidence angle. Again, for 
the diffuse and ground-reflected radiation, the effective incidence angle given 
by Eq. (3.4) can be used.

e x a m p l e  9 . 6

A south-facing PV panel is installed at 30° in a location which is at 35°N lati-
tude. If, on June 11 at noon, the beam radiation is 715 W/m2 and the diffuse 
radiation is 295 W/m2, both on a horizontal surface, estimate the absorbed solar 
radiation on the PV panel. The thickness of the glass cover on PV is 2 mm, the 
extinction coefficient K is 4 m1, and ground reflectance is 0.2.

Solution
From Table 2.1, on June 11,   23.09°. First, the effective incidence angles 
need to be calculated. For the beam radiation, the incidence angle is required, 
estimated from Eq. (2.20):
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table 9.5 Values of bi Constants for Various PV Panels Tested at NIST

Cell 
type

Silicon thin film Monocrystalline Polycrystalline Three-junction 
amorphous

b0 0.998980 1.000341 0.998515 1.001845

b1 0.006098 0.005557 0.012122 0.005648

b2 8.117  104 6.553  104 1.440  103 7.250  104

b3 3.376  105 2.703  105 5.576  105 2.916  105

b4 5.647  107 4.641  107 8.779  107 4.696  107

b5 3.371  109 2.806  109 4.919  109 2.739  109



For the diffuse and ground-reflected components, Eq. (3.4) can be used:
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Next, we need to estimate the three incidence angle modifiers. At an inci-
dence angle of 18.1°, the refraction angle from Eq. (2.44) is

 sin sin . sin . . . .( ) ( )/ ( )/  or θ θ θr r    1 526 18 1 1 526 0 204 11 75  

Using Eq. (9.30) with K  4 m1 and L  0.002 m,
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At normal incidence, as shown in Chapter 2, Section 2.3.3, Eq. (2.49), 
the term in the square bracket of Eq. (9.30) is replaced with 1  [(n  1)/
(n  1)]2. Therefore,
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And from Eq. (9.28),
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For the diffuse radiation,

 sin sin . sin . . . .( ) ( )/ ( )/  or θ θ θr r    1 526 56 7 1 526 0 5477 33 21  
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Using Eq. (9.30),
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And from Eq. (9.28),
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Using Eq. (9.31) for monocrystalline cells gives K,D  0.9679; and for poly-
crystalline cells, K,D  0.9674. Both values are close to the value just obtained, 
so even if the exact type of PV cell is not known, acceptable values can be 
obtained from Eq. (9.31) using either type of cell.

For the ground-reflected radiation,

 sin sin . sin . . . .( ) ( )/ ( )/  or θ θ θr r    1 526 75 1 1 526 0 6333 39 29  

Using Eq. (9.30),
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And from Eq. (9.28),
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Using Eq. (9.31) for monocrystalline cells gives K,G  0.7752, and for 
polycrystalline cells, K,G  0.7665. Both values, again, are close to the value 
obtained previously.

For the estimation of the air mass, the zenith angle is required, obtained from 
Eq. (2.12):
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The air mass is obtained from Eq. (9.27):
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It should be noted that the same result is obtained using Eq. (2.81):
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From Eq. (2.88),
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Now, using Eq. (9.29),
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9.5.3  cell Temperature
As was seen in Section 9.1.3, the performance of the solar cell depends on the 
cell temperature. This temperature can be determined by an energy balance and 
considering that the absorbed solar energy that is not converted to electricity is 
converted to heat, which is dissipated to the environment. Generally, when oper-
ating solar cells at elevated temperatures, their efficiency is lowered. In cases 
where this heat dissipation is not possible, as in building integrated photovoltaics 
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and concentrating PV systems (see Section 9.7), the heat must be removed 
by some mechanical means, such as forced air circulation, or by a water heat 
exchanger in contact with the back side of the PV. In this case, the heat can be 
used to an advantage, as explained in Section 9.8; these systems are called hybrid 
photovoltaic/thermal (PV/T) systems. Because these systems offer a number of 
advantages, even normal roof-mounted PVs can be converted into hybrid PV/Ts.

The energy balance on a unit area of a PV module that is cooled by heat 
dissipation to ambient air is given by

 ( ) ( )τα ηG G U T Tt e t L C a    (9.32)

For the () product, a value of 0.9 can be used without serious error (Duffie 
and Beckman, 2006). The heat loss coefficient, UL, includes losses by convection 
and radiation from the front and back of the PV to the ambient temperature, Ta.

By operating the load at the nominal operating cell temperature (NOCT) 
conditions (see Table 9.1) with no load, i.e., e  0, Eq. (9.32) becomes
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which can be used to determine the ratio
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By substituting Eq. (9.34) into Eq. (9.32) and performing the necessary manip-
ulations, the following relation can be obtained:
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An empirical formula that can be used for the calculation of PV module 
temperature of polycrystalline silicon solar cells was presented by Lasnier and 
Ang (1990). This is a function of the ambient temperature, Ta, and the incoming 
solar radiation, Gt, given by

 T G TC t a    30 0 0175 300 1 14 25. .( ) ( )  (9.36)

When the temperature coefficient of the PV module is given, the fol-
lowing equation can be used to estimate the efficiency according to the cell 
temperature:

 η η βe R CT T  [ ( )]NOCT1  (9.37)

where
  temperature coefficient (K1).
R  reference efficiency.
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example 9.7
If, for a PV module operating at NOCT conditions, the cell temperature is 
42°C, determine the cell temperature when this module operates at a location 
where Gt  683 W/m2, V  1 m/s, and Ta  41°C and the module is operating 
at its maximum power point with an efficiency of 9.5%.

Solution
Using Eq. (9.35),
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Using empirical Eq. (9.36),

 TC       30 0 0175 683 300 1 14 41 25 54 9. . .( ) ( ) C  

As can be seen, the empirical method is not as accurate but is almost as 
accurate.

It should be noted that, in Example 9.7, the module efficiency was given. 
If it was not given, then a trial-and-error solution needs to be applied. In this 
procedure, a value of module efficiency is assumed and TC is estimated using 
Eq. (9.35), provided that Io and Isc are known. Then, the value of TC is used 
to find Vmax with Eq. (9.14). Subsequently, Pmax and max are estimated with  
Eqs. (9.17) and (9.18), respectively. The initial guess value of e is then com-
pared with max, and if there is a difference, iteration is used. Because the effi-
ciency is strongly related to cell temperature, fast convergence is achieved.

9.5.4  Sizing of PV Systems
Once the load and absorbed solar radiation are known, the design of the PV 
system can be carried out, including the estimation of the required PV panels 
area and the selection of the other equipment, such as controllers and inverters. 
Detailed simulations of PV systems can be carried with the TRNSYS program 
(see Chapter 11, Section 11.5.1); however, usually a simple procedure needs to be 
followed to perform a preliminary sizing of the system. The simplicity of this pre-
liminary design depends on the type of the application. For example, a situation 
in which a vaccine refrigerator is powered by the PV system and a possible fail-
ure of the system to supply the required energy will destroy the vaccines is much  
different than a home system delivering electricity to a television and some lamps.

The energy delivered by a PV array, EPV, is given by

 E A Ge tPV  η  (9.38)
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where
Gt   monthly average value of Gt, obtained from Eq. (2.97) by setting all 

parameters as monthly average values.
A  area of the PV array (m2).

The energy of the array available to the load and battery, EA, is obtained 
from Eq. (9.38) by accounting for the array losses, LPV, and other power condi-
tioning losses, LC:

 E E L LA C  PV PV( )( )1 1  (9.39)

Therefore, the array efficiency is defined as
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GRId-COnnECTEd SySTEMS
The inverter size required for grid-connected systems is equal to the nominal 
array power. The energy available to the grid is simply what is produced by the 
array multiplied by the inverter efficiency:

 
E EAgrid inv η  (9.41)

Usually, some distribution losses are present accounted by dist and, if not, 
all this energy can be absorbed by the grid, then the actual energy delivered, 
Ed, is obtained by accounting for the grid absorption rate, abs, from

 
E Ed  grid abs distη η  (9.42)

STand-alOnE SySTEMS
For stand-alone systems, the total equivalent DC demand, Ddc,eq, is obtained 
by summing the total DC demand, Ddc, and the total AC demand, Dac (both 
expressed in kilowatt hours per day), converted to DC equivalent using
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When the array supplies all energy to a DC load, the actual energy deliv-
ered, Ed,dc, is obtained by

 
E Ed A,dc dist η  (9.44)

When the battery directly supplies a DC load, the efficiency of the battery, 
bat, is accounted for, and the actual energy delivered, Ed,dc,bat, is obtained from

 
E Ed A,dc,bat bat dist η η  (9.45)



When the battery is used to supply energy to an AC load, the inverter effi-
ciency is also accounted for:

 
E Ed A,ac,bat bat inv dist η η η  (9.46)

Finally, when the array supplies all energy to an AC load, the actual energy 
delivered, Ed,ac, is obtained by

 
E Ed A,ac inv dist η η  (9.47)

This methodology is demonstrated by means of two examples. The first is a 
simple one and the second takes into account the various efficiencies.

e x a m p l e  9 . 8

A PV system is using 80 W, 12 V panels and 6 V, 155 Ah batteries in a good 
sunshine area. The battery efficiency is 73% and the depth of discharge is 70%. 
If, in wintertime, there are 5 h of daylight, estimate the number of PV panels 
and batteries required of a 24 V application with a load of 2600 Wh.

Solution
The number of PV panels required is obtained from

 

Number of panels (Wh/d)/[ (h/d) (W/panel)]

, roun

 



2600 5 80

6 5. dd off to  panels7  

Because the system voltage is 24 V and each panel produces 12 V, two pan-
els need to be connected in series to produce the required voltage, so an even 
number is required; therefore, the number of PV panels is increased to eight.

If, for the location with good sunshine, we consider that three days of stor-
age would be adequate, the storage required is

 2600 3 0 73 0 7( . . )Wh/d) (d)/( 15,264 Wh    

 

Number of batteries required 15,264(Wh)/[155(Ah) 6(V)]

16.

 

 44, rounded off to 17 batteries  

Again as the system voltage is 24 V and each battery is 6 V, we need to 
connect 4 batteries in series, so the number of batteries to use here is either 
16 (very close to 16.4, with the possibility of not having enough power for the 
third day) or 20 (for more safety).

The second example uses the concept of efficiency of the various components 
of the PV system.
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example 9.9
Using the data from Example 9.5, estimate the expected daily energy require-
ment. The efficiency of the various components of the system are

n Inverter  90%.
n Battery  75%.
n Distribution circuit  95%.

Solution
From Example 9.5, the average DC load was 475 Wh and the average AC load 
was 547.9 Wh. These give a total load of 1022.9 Wh.

Expected daily loads are (from Example 9.5):

n Day DC  100 Wh (from PV system).
n Night DC  375 Wh (from battery).
n Night AC  55 Wh (from battery).
n Day AC  492.9 Wh,  (2250  1200)/7 (from PV system through the 

inverter).

The various energy requirements are obtained as follows:

n Day DC energy is obtained from Eq. (9.44): Ed,dc  EAdist, so EA  
100/0.95  105.3 Wh.

n Night DC energy is obtained from Eq. (9.45): Ed,dc,bat  EAbatdist, so 
EA  375/(0.75  0.95)  526.3 Wh.

n Night AC energy is obtained from Eq. (9.46): Ed,ac,bat  EAbatinvdist, 
so EA  55/(0.75  0.90  0.95)  85.8 Wh.

n Day AC energy is obtained from Eq. (9.47): Ed,ac  EAinvdist, so, EA   
492.9/(0.90  0.95)  576.5 Wh.

n Expected daily energy requirement  105.3  526.3  85.8  576.5  
1293.9 Wh.

Therefore the energy requirement is increased by 27% compared to 
1022.9 Wh estimated before.

One way utilities historically have thought about generation reliability is loss-
of-load probability (LLP). LLP is the probability that generation will be insuf-
ficient to meet demand at some point over some specific time window, and this 
principle can also be used in sizing stand-alone PV systems. Therefore, the merit 
of a stand-alone PV system should be judged in terms of the reliability of the 
electricity supply to the load. Specifically, for stand-alone PV systems, LLP is 
defined as the ratio between the energy deficit and the energy demands both on 
the load and over a long period of time. Because of the random nature of the solar 
radiation, the LLP of even a trouble-free PV system is always greater than 0.

Any PV system consists mainly of two subsystems that need to be designed: 
the PV array (also called the generator) and the battery storage system (also 
called the accumulator). A useful definition of these parameters relates to the 
load. Therefore, on a daily basis, the PV array capacity, CA, is defined as the ratio 
between the mean PV array energy production and the mean load energy demand. 



The storage capacity, CS, is defined as the maximum energy that can be taken 
out from the accumulator divided by the mean load energy demand. According to 
Egido and Lorenzo (1992), the sizing pair CA and CS can be given by the follow-
ing equations:
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where
A  PV array area (m2).
PV  PV array efficiency.
Ht  mean daily irradiation on the PV array (Wh/m2).
L  mean daily energy consumption (Wh).
C  useful accumulator capacity (Wh).

The reliability of a PV system is defined as the percentage of load satisfied 
by the PV system, whereas the loss-of-load probability (LLP) as the percentage 
of the mean load (over large periods of time) not supplied by the PV system, 
i.e., it is the opposite of reliability.

As can be understood from Eqs. (9.48) and (9.49), it is possible to find many 
different combinations of CA and CS leading to the same LLP value. However, 
the larger the PV system size, the greater is the cost and the lower the LLP. 
Therefore, the task of sizing a PV system consists of finding the better trade-off 
between cost and reliability. Very often, the reliability is an a priori requirement 
from the user, and the problem is to find the pair of CA and CS values that lead to 
a given LLP value at the minimum cost.

Additionally, because CA depends on the meteorological conditions of the 
location, this means that the same PV array for the same load can be “large” in 
one site and “small” in another site with lower solar radiation.

In cases where long-term averages of daily irradiation are available in terms 
of monthly means, Eq. (9.48) is modified as
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ηPV  (9.50)

where Ht   monthly average daily irradiation on the PV array (Wh/m2).
In this case, CA

  is defined as the ratio of the average energy output of the gen-
erator in the month with worst solar radiation input divided by the average con-
sumption of the load (assuming a constant consumption of load for every month).

Each point of the CA-CS plane represents a size of a PV system. This allows 
us to map the reliability, as is shown in Figure 9.21. The curve is the loci of all 
the points corresponding to a same LLP value. Because of that, this type of 
curve is called an isoreliability curve. In Figure 9.21, an example LLP curve is 
represented for LLP equal to 0.01.

Design of PV Systems 509
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It should be noted that the definitions of CA and CS imply that this map is 
independent of the load and depends only on the meteorological behavior of 
the location. As can be seen from Figure 9.21, the isoreliability curve is very 
nearly a hyperbola with its asymptotes parallel to the x and y axes, respectively. 
For a given LLP value, the plot of the cost of the PV systems (dashed line in  
Figure 9.21) corresponding to the isoreliability curve is, approximately, a parab-
ola having a minimum that defines the optimal solution to the sizing problem.

The LLP curve represents pairs of CS and CA values that lead to the same 
value of LLP. This means, for example, that for the pair (CS, CA)  (2, 1.1), the 
proposed reliability is achieved by having a “big” generator and a “small” storagereliability is achieved by having a “big” generator and a “small” storageis achieved by having a “big” generator and a “small” storage 
system. Similarly, for the same reliability, the pair (CS, CA)  (9, 0.6) leads to a 
“small” generator and a “big” battery. As can be seen, the optimum size of the 
system is at (CS, CA)  (7.5, 0.62), which gives the minimum PV system cost.

Many methods have been developed by researchers to establish relations 
between CA, CS, and LLP. The main ones are numerical methods that use 
detailed system simulations and analytical methods that use equations describ-
ing the behavior of the PV system. These methods are presented by Egido and 
Lorenzo (1992).

Fragaki and Markvart (2008) developed a new sizing approach applied to 
stand-alone PV systems design, based on system configurations without shed-
ding load. The investigation is based on a detailed study of the minimum stor-
age requirement and an analysis of the sizing curves. The analysis revealed 
the importance of using daily series of measured solar radiation data instead 
of monthly average values. Markvart et al. (2006) presented the system sizing 
curve as superposition of contributions from individual climatic cycles of low 
daily solar radiation for a location southeast of England.
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Hontoria et al. (2005) used an artificial neural network (ANN) (see Chapter 
11) to generate the sizing curve of stand-alone PV systems from CS, LLP, and 
daily clearness index. Mellit et al. (2005) also used an ANN architecture for 
estimating the sizing coefficients of stand-alone PV systems based on the syn-
thetic and measured solar radiation data.

Once the LLP curves are obtained, it is very simple to design both the 
capacity of the generator (CA) and the accumulator capacity (CS). Depending 
on the reliability needed for the PV system design, a specific value of the LLP 
is considered. For instance, Table 9.6 shows some usual values for typical PV 
systems.

9.6 ConCentrating Pv
A way to increase the effectiveness of PVs is to concentrate sunlight on small, 
highly efficient photovoltaic cells using inexpensive reflective material, lenses, 
or mirrors. These are known as concentrating photovoltaics (CPVs). Today, the 
technology takes up a very small portion of the solar industry; however, it is 
expected that the CPV industry will soon take up a larger share of the solar 
market as technology improves and cost comes down.

The solar spectrum has photons ranging up to 4 eV. A single-material PV cell 
can convert only about 15% of the available energy to useful electrical power. 
To improve this performance, multiple cells with different band gaps, which 
are more complex and therefore more expensive, can be used. These are calledcan be used. These are called. These are called 
multi-junction PVs. Particularly, a triple-junction PV produced recently achieved 
a remarkable 40% efficiency (Noun, 2007). This PV consists of three layers of 
PV material placed one atop the other. Each of the three materials captures a sep-
arate portion of the solar spectrum (see Figure 2.26) and the objective is to cap-
ture as much of the solar spectrum as possible. These are much more expensive 
than other silicon solar cells, but their efficiency offsets their high cost, and in 
concentrating systems, a small area of these cells is required.

The advantages of CPV systems are the following:

1.  They replace expensive PV material with lower-cost mirrors or reflec-
tive materials.

2.  Solar cells are more efficient at high-irradiation levels.
3.  Due to tracking, production of energy starts earlier in the morning and 

extends later in the day.

table 9.6 Recommended LLP Values for Various Applications

Application LLP

Domestic appliances 101

Rural home lighting 102

Telecommunications 104

Concentrating PV 511
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The disadvantages of CPV systems are:

1.  At high concentration, cells heat up and lose efficiency, so they must be 
cooled.

2.  Concentrating systems use only direct solar radiation.
3.  The system must track the sun; higher concentration requires more 

accurate tracking.
4.  Concentrating systems are more complex than flat-plate ones and less 

reliable, because they have moving parts.

Usually CPV uses lenses to concentrate sunlight onto small-size photovol-
taic cells. Because a CPV module needs much less cell material than a tra-
ditional PV module, it is cost effective to use higher-quality cells to increase 
efficiency. For CPVs, all concentrating systems presented in Chapter 3 can be 
used. The most popular system of CPV, however, is the Fresnel lens system. As 
in all concentrating systems, a tracking mechanism is required to follow the sun 
trajectory. Usually, a number of PVs are installed in a single box and atop each 
a Fresnel lens is installed. A CPV system can include a number of boxes, all put 
in a single tracking frame. For this type of system, two-axis tracking is required. 
A schematic diagram of a CPV Fresnel system is shown in Figure 9.22a and a 
photograph of an actual system is shown in Figure 9.22b. It should be noted that, 
in concentrating photovoltaics, the distribution of solar radiation on cells has to 
be as uniform as possible to avoid hot spots.

Because the temperature developed in CPV systems is high, some means 
of removing the heat energy must be provided to avoid reduction in the PV 
efficiency and prolong the life of the PVs. In some systems, this extra heat is 
used to provide thermal energy input to other processes, as in the hybrid PVs 
analyzed in the next section.

9.7 hybrid Pv/t SyStemS
A system that can provide both electrical and thermal energy simultaneously 
would be a very interesting application. Such a system could cover part of the 

PV

Solar rays

Fresnel
lens

(a) (b)

Figure 9.22 Schematic diagram and a photograph of a CPV Fresnel system.  
(a) Schematic diagram. (b) Photograph of an actual system.
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electrical and thermal energy needs for a number of applications in industry 
and buildings (hospitals, schools, hotels, and houses).

Photovoltaic panels convert solar radiation to electricity with peak efficien-
cies in the range of 5–20%, depending on the type of the PV cell. The effi-
ciency of the solar cells drops with increasing operating temperatures. The 
temperature of PV modules increases by the absorbed solar radiation that is 
not converted into electricity, causing a decrease in their efficiency. For mono-
crystalline (c-Si) and polycrystalline (pc-Si) silicon solar cells, the efficiency 
decreases by about 0.45% for every degree rise in temperature. For amorphous 
silicon (a-Si) cells, the effect is less, with a decrease of about 0.25% per degree 
rise in temperature, depending on the module design.

This undesirable effect can be partially avoided by a proper heat extraction 
with a fluid circulation. Natural circulation of air is the easiest way to remove 
heat from the PV modules and avoid the resulting efficiency drop. Hybrid pho-
tovoltaic/thermal (PV/T) collector systems may be applied, however, to achieve 
maximum energy output by simultaneous electricity and heat generation. In 
this way, the energy efficiency of the systems is increased considerably and the 
cost of the total energy output is expected to be lower than that of plain photo-
voltaic modules. The produced heat can be used either to heat the building or 
for the production of hot water for the needs of the occupants. Stabilizing the 
temperature of the PV modules at a lower level is highly desirable and offers 
two additional advantages: an increase of the effective life of the PV modules 
and the stabilization of the current-voltage characteristic curve of the solar 
cells. Also, the solar cells act as good heat collectors and are fairly good selec-
tive absorbers (Kalogirou, 2001).

In hybrid photovoltaic/thermal solar systems the reduction of the PV mod-
ule temperature can be combined with a useful fluid heating. Therefore, hybrid 
PV/T systems can simultaneously provide electrical and thermal energy, 
achieving a higher energy conversion rate of the absorbed solar radiation. 
These systems consist of PV modules coupled to heat extraction devices, in 
which air or water of lower temperature than that of PV modules is heated at 
the same time the PV module temperature is reduced. In PV/T system applica-
tions, the production of electricity is the main priority; therefore, it is neces-
sary to operate the PV modules at low temperature to keep PV cell electrical 
efficiency at a sufficient level. Natural or forced air circulation is a simple, 
low-cost method to remove heat from PV modules, but it is less effective if the 
ambient air temperature is over 20°C. To overcome this effect, the heat can be 
extracted by circulating water through a heat exchanger mounted at the rear 
surface of the PV module. PV/T systems provide a higher energy output than 
standard PV modules and could be cost effective if the additional cost of the 
thermal unit is low. The water-type PV/T systems can be practical devices for 
water heating (mainly domestic hot water). Details of water PV/T systems are 
shown in Figure 9.23. For air systems, a similar design is used but, instead of 
the heat exchanger shown in Figure 9.23, the heat is removed by flowing air, as 
shown in Figure 9.24.
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Two basic types of PV/T systems can be considered, depending on the heat 
extraction fluid used, the water-type and the air-type PV/T systems, as shown 
in Figures 9.23 and 9.24, respectively. The air-type PV/T systems are of lower 
cost than the water-type PV/T ones and are suitable for building applications 
in medium- and high-latitude countries. In low-latitude countries, the ambient 
air temperature during the day is over 20°C for almost half of the year, limiting 
the application of air-type PVT systems to a shorter period in terms of effective 
electricity production. The water-type PV/T systems can be used effectively in 
all seasons, mainly in low-latitude countries, since water from public mains is 
usually under 20°C.

Usually, the water-type PV/T models consist of silicon PV modules and the 
heat extraction unit is a metallic sheet with pipes for the water circulation, to 
avoid the direct contact of water with the PV rear surface. The heat exchanger 
is in thermal contact with the PV module rear surface and thermally insulated 
on the rear side of the heat exchanger element and the panel edges, as shown in 
Figure 9.23. The heat exchanger in these systems is similar to the fin and tube 
arrangement used in flat-plate solar collectors, so the technology of this type of 
system is well known to the solar industry.

In the systems shown in Figures 9.23 and 9.24, glazing is used and the final 
panels look like a conventional flat-plate collector. The systems, however, can 
also be unglazed, which is more suitable to very low-temperature applications.  
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Insulation

Glass cover
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Figure 9.23 details of a water PV/T collector.
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Figure 9.24 details of an air PV/T collector.
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In the case of unglazed systems, satisfactory electrical output is obtained, depend-
ing on the operating conditions. The thermal efficiency, however, is reduced for 
higher operating temperatures, due to the increased thermal losses from the PV 
module front surface to the ambient. The addition of a glazing (like the glazing 
of the typical solar thermal collectors) increases significantly the thermal effi-
ciency for a wider range of operating temperatures, but the additional optical 
losses from the glazing (from the additional absorption and reflection of the 
solar radiation) reduce the electrical output of the PV/T system.

9.7.1  Hybrid PV/T applications
The hybrid photovoltaic/thermal systems are considered an alternative to plain 
PV modules in several applications. They can be used effectively for converting 
the absorbed solar radiation into electricity and heat, therefore increasing their 
total energy output. In these systems, PV modules are coupled to heat extrac-
tion devices, in which water or air is heated and at the same time the PV module 
temperature is reduced to keep electrical efficiency at a sufficient level. Water-
cooled PV/T systems are practical systems for water heating. These new solar 
energy systems are of practical interest for many applications, as they can effec-
tively contribute to cover both the electrical and thermal loads.

It should be noted that the cost of the thermal unit remains the same irre-
spective of the type of PV material used, but the ratio of the additional cost of 
the thermal unit per PV module cost is almost double when amorphous silicon 
modules are used rather than the crystalline silicon ones. In addition, amor-
phous silicon PV modules present lower electrical efficiency, although the total 
energy output (electrical plus thermal) is almost equal to that of crystalline sili-
con PV modules.

The additional thermal output provided from the PV/T systems makes them 
cost effective compared to separate PV and thermal units of the same total 
aperture surface area. In PV/T system applications, the production of electricity 
is the main priority; therefore, it is more effective to operate the PV modules at 
low temperature to keep PV cell electrical efficiency at a sufficient level.

The daily and monthly performance of a hybrid PV/T system is investigated 
through modeling and simulation using the TRNSYS program (see Chapter 11, 
Section 11.5.1). Such a system provides more electrical energy than a standard 
photovoltaic system because it operates at a lower temperature; in addition,  
thermal energy is obtained, which can be used for water heating. As shown in 
Figure 9.25, the system consists of a series of PV panels, a battery bank, and 
an inverter, whereas the thermal system consists of a hot water storage cylin-
der, a pump, and a differential thermostat (Kalogirou, 2001). In each case, the 
TRNSYS type number used is indicated.

A copper heat exchanger is installed at the back of the photovoltaic panel, 
and the whole system is enclosed in a casing in which insulation is installed at 
the back and sides and a single low-iron glass is installed at the front to reduce 
the thermal losses (see Figure 9.23). Water is used as a heat transfer medium. 
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The system also employs eight batteries connected in a 4  2 mode, i.e., four 
batteries in parallel and two in series.

The findings from this investigation are very promising. In addition to the 
increased electrical energy produced by the system, almost 50% of the hot water 
needs of a four-person family are satisfied with such a system, and because of 
the heat removal, the PV cells’ annual efficiency increased considerably.

In another case the application of water PV/T systems in industry has been 
studied. Water-type PV/T systems were also considered for this application. 
The PV/T systems can be used in several industrial applications, but the most 
suitable are applications that need heat in low (60–80°C) and mainly very low 
(50°C) temperatures, since in these cases, both the electrical and the thermal 
efficiency of the PV/T system can be kept at an acceptable level. It should be 
noted that the fraction of heat demand at low temperatures is high, especially 
in the food, wine, beer, and beverage industries and in the paper and textile 
industries, where its shares could be up to 80% of the overall thermal energy 
needs. For example, water-cooled PV/T systems could heat water for wash-
ing or cleaning processes. The PV/T plants could be installed on the ground or 
on either flat or saw-tooth roofs, or on the façade of a factory (Kalogirou and 
Tripanagnostopoulos, 2007).

Finally, the performance and financial improvement of the PV/T systems 
was compared to the standard PV systems for building applications and proved 
very beneficial (Kalogirou and Tripanagnostopoulos, 2006). Additionally, it was 
proven that PV/T systems could be beneficial to the greater diffusion of PV units. 
This is especially important for countries with good penetration of solar water 
heaters, where it is a habit to produce hot water with solar energy. In these cases, it 
would be difficult to convince potential customers to install a PV system, whereas 
a hybrid system producing both electricity and hot water has better chances of 
success.
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Figure 9.25 Hybrid PV/T system schematic.
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exerCiSeS
9.1 Find the wavelength of radiation whose photons have energy equal to 

the band gap of cuprous sulphide (Cu2S) cell (1.80 eV), compounds of 
cadmium sulphide (CdS) cell (2.42 eV), and gallium arsenide (GaAs) 
cell (1.40 eV).

9.2 A beam of blue light with wavelength of 0.46 m and intensity of 1 mW 
strikes a solar cell. Estimate the number of photons incident on the cell.

9.3 The dark saturation current of a solar cell is 1.75  108 A when the cell is 
at 35°C and the short-circuit current when in sunlight is 4 A. Estimate the 
open circuit voltage, the maximum power output of the cell, and the number 
and arrangement of cells required to make a panel to supply 90 W at 12 V.

9.4 A PV system gives 9 A when the solar radiation is 750 W/m2. How 
many amperes will it give at 850 W/m2?

9.5 A 6 m2 PV system gives 24 V and 18 A when exposed to solar radiation 
of 750 W/m2. Estimate the cells’ efficiency.

9.6 A PV system is required to produce 96 W at 12 V. Using solar cells that 
have Imax equal to 250 A/m2 and Vmax equal to 0.4 V, design the PV panel, 
working at the maximum power point, if each cell is 80 cm2 in area.

9.7 Estimate the daily load and the peak power required by a PV system 
that has the following equipment connected:

 Four lamps, 15 W each, operated from 6 pm–11 pm.
 Television, 80 W, operated from 6 pm–11 pm.
 Computer, 150 W, operated from 4 pm–7 pm.
 Radio, 25 W, operated from 11 am–6 pm.
 Water pump, 50 W, operated from 7 am–10 am.
9.8 A remote cottage has the following loads. Estimate the daily load and 

peak power to be satisfied by a 24 V PV system.

Appliance Type Power (W) Daytime 

run (h)

Nighttime 

run (h)

5 lamps DC 11 W each 0 5

Television AC 75 W 2 4

Computer AC 160 W 4 3

Radio DC 25 W 3 1

Water pump AC 60 W (6 A start current) 1 1

Stove AC 1200 W 2 1

9.9 Using the loads of Exercise 9.8, estimate the expected daily energy 
requirement if the efficiency of the inverter is 91%, of the battery is 
77%, and of the distribution circuit is 96%.

9.10 If the array and the power conditioning system losses are 10%, find the 
total energy delivered for a grid-connected system, assuming the effi-
ciency of the inverter equals 90%, of the distribution circuit equals 95%, 
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and a grid absorption rate of 90%. The energy delivered by the PV array 
is 500 Wh.

9.11 A south-facing PV panel is installed at 35° in a location that is at 40°N 
latitude. If, on May 15 noon, the beam radiation is 685 W/m2 and the dif-
fuse radiation is 195 W/m2, both on a horizontal surface, estimate the 
absorbed solar radiation on the PV panel. The thickness of glass cover on 
PV is 2 mm, the extinction coefficient K is 4 m1, and ground reflectance 
is 0.2.

9.12 If, for a PV module operating under NOCT conditions, the cell tempera-
ture is 44°C, determine the cell temperature when this module operates 
at a location where Gt  725 W/m2, V  1 m/s, Ta  35°C, and the mod-
ule is operating at its maximum power point. The dark saturation cur-
rent of a solar module is 1.7  108 A/m2 and the short-circuit current is 
250 A/m2.

9.13 Using the simple design method, design a PV system using 60 W,  
12 V panels and 145 Ah, 6 V batteries. The PV system is required to 
offer 3 days of storage, the battery efficiency is 75%, and the depth of 
discharge is 70%. The location where the system is located has 6 h of 
daylight during wintertime and the application is 24 V with a load of 
1500 Wh.
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10.1  IntroductIon
As was seen in Chapter 1, Section 1.5, solar thermal power systems were 
among the very first applications of solar energy. During the 18th century, solar 
furnaces capable of melting iron, copper, and other metals were constructed of 
polished iron, glass lenses, and mirrors. The furnaces were in use throughout 
Europe and the Middle East. The most notable examples are the solar furnace 
built by the well-known French chemist Lavoisier in 1774, various concentra-
tors built by the French naturalist Bouffon (1747–1748), and a steam-powered 
printing press exhibited at the Paris Exposition by Mouchot in 1872. This last 
application utilized a concentrating collector to supply steam to a heat engine.

Many of the early applications of solar thermal-mechanical systems were 
for small-scale applications, such as water pumping, with output ranging up to 
100 kW. During the last 40 years, several large-scale experimental power sys-
tems have been constructed and operated, which led to the commercialization 
of some types of systems, and plants of 30–80 MW electric generating capac-
ity, are now in operation for many years.

Although the thermal processes for conversion of solar to mechanical and 
electrical energy operate at higher temperatures than those treated in earlier 
chapters, these are fundamentally similar to other solar thermal processes.

As was discussed Chapter 9, the direct conversion of solar to electrical 
energy can be done with photovoltaics, which are solid-state devices. Electricity 
can also be produced with geothermal energy and wind power. However, with 
concentrating solar power systems, there are no complicated silicon manufac-
turing processes, as in the case of PVs; no deep holes to drill, as in the case 
of geothermal systems; and no turbine housings that need to be kept greased 
at high elevations from the ground, as in wind power systems. This chapter 
deals with the generation of mechanical and subsequently electrical energy 
from solar energy by heat engines powered with concentrating solar collectors.  

c h a p t e r   |   t e n

Solar Thermal Power 
Systems
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The use of solar ponds for power production is also examined. The cost of ther-
mal power systems is much lower than that for photovoltaics, but most of them 
are suitable only for large-scale systems. Concentrating solar power plants use 
mirrors to generate high-temperature heat that drives steam turbines tradition-
ally powered from conventional fossil fuels.

The basic schematic of conversion of solar to mechanical energy is shown 
in Figure 10.1. In these systems, solar thermal energy, usually collected by con-
centrating solar collectors, is used to operate a heat engine. Some of these sys-
tems also incorporate heat storage, which allows them to operate during cloudy 
weather and nighttime. The main challenge in designing these systems is to 
select the correct operating temperature. This is because the efficiency of the heat  
engine rises as its operating temperature rises, whereas the efficiency of the 
solar collector reduces as its operating temperature rises. Concentrating solar 
collectors are used exclusively for such applications because the maximum oper-
ating temperature for flat-plate collectors is low relative to the desirable input  
temperature for heat engines, and therefore system efficiencies would be  
very low.

Five system architectures have been used for such applications. The first 
four are high-temperature systems: the parabolic trough collector system, the 
linear Fresnel reflector, the power tower system, and the dish system. The last 
one is the solar pond, which is a low-temperature system. These, except the 
linear Fresnel reflector system, which has not yet reached industrial maturity, 
are analyzed in this chapter, together with models of heat engines derived from 
basic thermodynamic principles.

In concentrating solar power (CSP) systems, sunlight is concentrated using 
mirrors to create heat, then the heat is used to create steam, which is used to 
drive turbines and generators, just like in a conventional power station. Such 
plants have been operating successfully in California since the mid-1980s and 
currently provide power for about 100,000 homes. Recently, a CSP plant, called 
Nevada Solar I, started operating in Nevada, and another one called PS10 started 
operating in Spain, and more CSP plants are under construction in several other 
countries of the world. Apparently, the Spanish government has realized the 
huge potential of the CSP industry and is subsidizing the electricity produced 
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FIgure 10.1  Schematic diagram of a solar-thermal energy conversion system.
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with a feed-in tariff scheme. When PS20, currently built, becomes fully opera-
tional, it—together with PS10—will provide electricity for 200,000 homes.

Because of the large area required for the CSP plants, these are usually loca-
ted on non-fertile ground, such as deserts. According to the Trans-Mediterranean  
Renewable Energy Corporation (TREN), each square kilometer of the desert 
receives solar energy equivalent to 1.5 million barrels of oil. It has also been 
estimated that, if an area of desert measuring 65,000 km2, which is less than 
1% of the Sahara Desert, were covered with CSP plants, it could produce 
electricity equal to the year 2000 world electricity consumption (Geyer and 
Quaschning, 2000). One fifth of this area could produce the current electric-
ity consumption of the European Union. Similar studies in the United States 
predict that the solar resource in southwestern states could produce about 
7000 GW with CSP, which is about seven times the current total U.S. electric 
capacity (Wolff et al., 2008).

The main technologies used in CSP plants are the parabolic trough collec-
tors, power towers, and dish/Stirling-engine systems. Mainly due to the plants 
operating in California for more than 20 years, parabolic troughs are the most 
proven technology, and today they produce electricity at about US$0.10/kWh. 
The success and durability of these plants demonstrates the robustness and 
reliability of the parabolic trough technology. An interesting feature of para-
bolic troughs and power tower systems is that it is possible to store heat, which 
enables them to continue producing electricity during the night or cloudy days. 
For this purpose, concrete, molten salts, ceramics, or phase-change media  
can be used, and this method is currently much cheaper than storing electricity 
in batteries. Fossil and renewable fuels such as oil, gas, coal, and biomass can 
be used for backup energy in these plants. The flexibility of heat storage com-
bined with backup fuel operation enables the plants to provide both base load 
power and peak power, which can be used to cover the air-conditioning load 
usually occurring in midday during summer, when the plants produce higher 
output.

Table 10.1 gives an overview of some of the performance characteristics of 
the concentrating solar power concepts (Muller-Steinhagen and Trieb, 2004). 
Parabolic troughs, linear Fresnel reflectors, and power towers can be coupled to 
steam cycles of 10–200 MW electric capacity, with thermal cycle efficiencies of 
30–40%. The same efficiency range applies for Stirling engines coupled to dish 
systems. The conversion efficiency of the power block remains essentially the 
same as in fuel-fired power plants. Overall solar-electric efficiencies, defined 
as the net power generation over incident beam radiation, are lower than the 
conversion efficiencies of conventional steam or combined cycles, because they 
include the conversion of solar radiative energy to heat within the collector and 
the conversion of the heat to electricity in the power block.

Due to the higher levels of concentration, dish systems usually achieve 
higher efficiencies than the parabolic trough system and are better suited for 
stand-alone, small power-producing systems; however, for higher outputs, 
many dish systems could be used.
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10.2  ParabolIc trough collector systems
Details of this type of collector are given in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.1. As was 
seen in Chapter 3, parabolic trough collectors are the most mature solar tech-
nology to generate heat at temperatures up to 400°C for solar thermal electric-
ity generation or process heat applications. The biggest application of this type 
of system is the nine southern California power plants known as solar electric 
generating systems (SEGS), which have a total installed capacity of 354 MWe 
(Kearney and Price, 1992). Details on these plants are given in Table 10.2 
(LUZ, 1990). As can be seen, SEGS I is 13.8 MWe, SEGS II–VII are 30 MWe 
each, and SEGS VIII and IX are 80 MWe each. These have been designed, 
installed, and operated in the Mojave Desert of southern California, the first 
one since 1985 and the last one since 1991. These plants are based on large 
parabolic trough concentrators providing steam to Rankine power plants. They 
generate peaking power, which is sold to the Southern California Edison util-
ity. These plants were built in response to the 1970s oil crises, when the U.S. 
government gave tax and investment incentives on alternative energy, total-
ing to nearly 40% of their costs. Due to research and development, economies 
of scale, and accumulated experience, there was a fall in cost of the parabolic 
trough generated electricity from US$0.30/kWh in 1985, when the first plant 
was built, to US$0.14/kWh in 1989, when the seventh plant of the cluster was 
built—a fall of more than 50% in four years. Today, California’s parabolic 
trough plants have generated well over 15,000 GWh of utility-scale electricity 
with 12,000 GWh from solar energy alone, which is more than half of all solar 
electricity ever generated (Taggart, 2008a). This represents about US$2 billion 
worth of electricity sold over the last 20 years. The nine plants continue to per-
form as well or even better than when first installed. These plants have accumu-
lated more than 180 plant-years of operating experience.

Parabolic solar collectors focus sunlight onto a receiver pipe through which 
a synthetic oil circulates. The current synthetic oil is an aromatic hydrocarbon, 
biphenyl-diphenyl oxide, trademark Monsanto Therminol VP-1. The synthetic 

table 10.1  Performance Characteristics of Various CSP Technologies

Technology Capacity 
range 
(MW)

Concentration Peak solar 
efficiency 
(%)

Solar-
electric 
efficiency 
(%)

Land use 
(m2/MWh-a)

Parabolic 

trough

  10–200   70–80 21 10–15 6–8

Fresnel 

reflector

  10–200   25–100 20  9–11 4–6

Power tower   10–150  300–1000 20  8–10 8–12

Dish-Stirling 0.01–0.4 1000–3000 29 16–18 8–12
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oil is then piped through a heat exchanger to produce steam that drives a con-
ventional electricity-generating turbine. As with other renewable technologies, 
no pollutants are emitted in the process of generating electricity. A natural gas 
system hybridizes the plants and contributes 25% of their output. The plants can 
supply peaking power, using solely solar energy, solely natural gas, or a combi-
nation of the two, regardless of time or weather. Fossil fuel can be used to super-
heat solar-generated steam (SEGS I) in a separate fossil-fired boiler to generate 
steam when insufficient solar energy is available (SEGS II–VII), or in an oil 
heater in parallel with the solar field when insufficient solar energy is available 
(SEGS VIII–IX). The most critical time for power generation and delivery, and 
the time in which the selling price of the power per kilowatt hour is highest, is 
between noon and 6 pm in the summer months of June to September. The oper-
ating strategy is designed to maximize solar energy use. The turbine-generator 
efficiency is best at a full load; therefore, the natural gas supplement is also used 
to allow full load operation, which maximizes plant output. A photograph of a 
typical system is shown in Figure 10.2.

The basic component of the solar field is the solar collector assembly. Such 
an assembly is an independently tracking parabolic trough collector made of the 
metal support structure on which the parabolic reflectors (mirrors) are installed, 
together with the receiver tubes and supports. The tracking system includes the 
drive, sensors, and controller. Table 10.3 shows the design characteristics of the 
Luz collectors used in the California plants and Eurotrough, which is the prod-
uct of a European research project. By combining the data shown in Table 10.3 
with those of the nine plants shown in Table 10.2, it can be seen that the gen-
eral trend was to build larger collectors with higher concentration ratios so as to 
maintain high collector efficiency at higher fluid outlet temperatures.

FIgure 10.2  Photograph of a SEGS plant (source: www.energylan.sandia.gov/sunlab/
Snapshot/TROUGHS.HTM).

www.energylan.sandia.gov/sunlab/Snapshot/TROUGHS.HTM
www.energylan.sandia.gov/sunlab/Snapshot/TROUGHS.HTM
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The major components of the systems are the collectors, the fluid trans-
fer pumps, the power generation system, the natural gas auxiliary subsystem, 
and the controls. The reflectors are made of black-silvered, low-iron float glass 
panels, which are shaped over parabolic forms. Metallic and lacquer protective 
coatings are applied to the back of the silvered surface. The glass is mounted 
on truss structures and the position of large arrays of modules is adjusted by 
hydraulic drive motors. The receivers are 70 mm in diameter steel tubes (except 
for LS-1) with cement selective surfaces surrounded by a vacuum glass jacket 
in order to minimize heat loss.

Maintenance of high reflectance is critical to plant operation. With a total of 
2315  103 m2 of mirror area, mechanized equipment has been developed for 
cleaning the reflectors, which is done regularly, at intervals of about two weeks.

Tracking of the collectors is controlled by sun sensors that utilize an optical  
system to focus solar radiation on two light-sensitive diodes. Any imbalance 
between the two sensors causes the controller to give a signal to correct the posi-
tioning of the collectors; the resolution of the sensor is 0.5°. There is a sensor 
and controller on each collector row which rotate about horizontal north-south 
axes, an arrangement that results in slightly less energy incident on them over 
the year but favors summertime operation when peak power is needed.

Parabolic trough technology proved to be tough, dependable, and proven. 
They are sophisticated optical instruments, and today, the second-generation 
parabolic troughs have more precise mirror curvature and alignment, which 
enables them to have higher efficiency than the first plants erected in California. 

table 10.3  Luz and Eurotrough Solar Collector Characteristics

Collector LS-1 LS-2 LS-3 Eurotrough

Year 1984 1985 1988 1989 2004

Area (m2) 128 235 545 545/817.5

Aperture (m) 2.5 5 5.7 5.77

Length (m) 50 48 99 99.5/148.5

Receiver diameter (m) 0.042 0.07 0.07 0.07

Concentration ratio 61 71 82 82

Optical efficiency 0.734 0.737 0.764 0.8 0.78

Receiver absorptance 0.94 0.94 0.99 0.96 0.95

Receiver emittance 

at (°C)

0.3 (300) 0.2 (300) 0.1 (350) 0.1 (350) 0.14 (400)

Mirror reflectance 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94

Operating temperature 

(°C)

307 349 390 390 390
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Other improvements include the use of a small mirror on the backside of the 
receiver to capture and reflect any scattered sun rays back onto the receiver, 
direct steam generation into the receiver tube to simplify the energy conversion 
and reduce heat loss, and the use of more advanced materials for the reflectors 
and selective coatings of the receiver. Particularly, research and development, 
which aim to reduce the cost in half in the coming years, include:

l Higher-reflectivity mirrors.
l More sophisticated sun-tracking systems.
l Better receiver selective coatings, with higher absorptance and lower 

emittance.
l Better mirror-cleaning techniques.
l Better heat transfer techniques by adopting direct steam generation.
l Optimized hybrid integrated solar combined-cycle system (ISCCS) 

designs to allow maximum solar input.
l Development of trough system designs that provide the best combina-

tion of low initial cost and low maintenance.
l Development of thermal storage options that allow nighttime dispatch of 

solar-only trough plants.

In the previous section, the possibility of using heat storage is mentioned. 
Parabolic trough collector systems produce heat at about 400°C. This heat can 
be stored in an insulated container and used during nighttime. Currently molten 
salt is used for this purpose, and this system was used in the California plants, 
the newly built plants, and the plants that are under construction or planned for 
the near future. Since research in this field is ongoing, this could change in the 
coming years.

10.2.1  Description of the PTC Power Plants
Parabolic trough solar collector technology is currently the most proven solar 
thermal collector technology. This is primarily due to the nine plants operating 
in California’s Mojave Desert since the mid-1980s. In these plants, large fields 
of PTC collectors supply the thermal energy used to produce steam supplied to 
a Rankine steam turbine-generator cycle to produce electricity. Each collector 
has a linear parabolic reflector, which focuses the sun’s direct beam radiation 
on a linear receiver located at the focus of the parabola. Figure 10.3 shows a 
process flow diagram, representative of the majority of plants operating today 
in California. The collector field consists of many large single-axis tracking 
PTC collectors, installed in parallel rows aligned on a north-south horizontal 
axis and tracking the sun from east to west during the day to ensure that the 
sun is continuously focused on the linear receiver. A heat transfer fluid is cir-
culated through the receiver, where it is heated by solar energy and returns to a 
series of heat exchangers in the power block to generate high-pressure super-
heated steam and back to the solar field. This steam is used in a conventional 
reheat steam turbine-generator to produce electricity. As shown in Figure 10.3, 
the steam from the turbine is piped to a standard condenser and returns to the 
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heat exchangers with pumps so as to be transformed again into steam. The type 
of condenser depends on whether a large source of water is available near the 
power station. Because all plants in California are installed in a desert, cooling 
is provided with a mechanical draft wet cooling towers.

Parabolic trough plants are designed to use primarily solar energy to operate; 
if it is sufficient, this solar energy alone can operate the plants at the full ratedsolar energy alone can operate the plants at the full ratedcan operate the plants at the full rated 
power. During summer months, the plants operate at full rated electric output 
for 10–12 h/d. Because the technology can be easily hybridized with fossil fuels, 
the plants can be designed to provide firm peaking to intermediate load power. 
All plants in California, however, are hybridized to use natural gas as backup to 
produce electricity that supplements the solar output during periods of low solar 
radiation and nighttime. As shown in Figure 10.3, the natural gas-fired heater 
is situated in parallel to the solar field, or the optional gas-fired boiler steam 
reheater is located in parallel with the solar heat exchangers, to allow operation 
with either or both of the energy resources.

A synthetic heat transfer fluid is heated in the collectors and piped to the 
solar steam generator and superheater, where it generates the steam to sup-
ply the turbine. Reliable high-temperature circulating pumps are critical to the 
success of the plants, and substantial engineering effort has gone into assuring 
that pumps will stand the high fluid temperatures and temperature cycling. The 
normal temperature of the fluid returned to the collector field is 304°C and that 
leaving the field is 390°C.

As shown in Figure 10.3, the power generation system consists of a con-
ventional Rankine cycle reheat steam turbine with feedwater heaters, deaera-
tors, and other standard equipment. The condenser cooling water is cooled in 
forced draft cooling towers.
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HTF heater
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FIgure 10.3  Schematic diagram of a solar Rankine parabolic trough system.
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The evaporator generates saturated steam and demands feedwater flow 
from the feedwater pump. In a steam generator, the heat transfer oil is used to 
produce slightly superheated steam at 5–10 MPa (50–100 bar) pressure, which 
then feeds a steam turbine connected to a generator to produce electricity.

Usually, the SEGS plants incorporate a turbine that has both high- and low-
pressure stages, with reheat of the steam occurring between the stages. The 
turbine operational limitations are, at minimum, 16.2 bar steam pressure and 
22.2°C superheat. When these conditions are not met, steam is diverted around 
the turbine to the condenser via a bypass circuit and fractional splitter. During 
start-up or shutdown, the fraction sent to the turbine varies linearly between  
0 and 1. A throttling valve in the bypass loop provides the equivalent pressure 
drop as the turbine would provide under the same conditions.

The feedwater heaters are heat exchangers that condense steam extracted 
from the turbine to heat feedwater, thereby increasing the Rankine cycle 
efficiency.

The deaerator is a type of feedwater heater, where steam is mixed with sub-
cooled condensate to produce saturated water at the outlet. This helps purge 
oxygen from the feedwater, controlling corrosion.

Steam exiting the turbine is condensed so that it can be pumped through 
the steam generation system.

A new design concept, which integrates a parabolic trough plant with a gas 
turbine combined-cycle plant, called the integrated solar combined-cycle sys-
tem (ISCCS), is shown schematically in Figure 10.4. Such a system offers a 
possibility to reduce cost and improve the overall solar-to-electricity efficiency. 
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FIgure 10.4  Schematic diagram of the integrated solar combined-cycle plant.
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As shown, the ISCCS uses solar heat to supplement the waste heat from a gas 
turbine to augment power in the steam Rankine bottoming cycle. In this system, 
solar energy is used to generate additional steam, and the gas turbine waste heat 
is used for pre-heating and steam superheating.

One of the most serious problems when working in a desert environment is 
cleaning dust from the parabolic mirrors. As a general rule, the reflectivity of 
glass mirrors can be returned to design levels with good washing. After con-
siderable experience gained over the years, operating and maintenance proce-
dures nowadays includes deluge washing and direct and pulsating high-pressure 
sprays, which use demineralized water for good effectiveness. Such operations 
are carried out during nighttime. Another measure that’s applied is periodic 
monitoring of mirror reflectivity, which can be a valuable quality control tool 
to optimize mirror-washing frequency and the labor costs associated with this 
operation.

The benefits of direct steam generation were outlined previously. This method 
was recently demonstrated in Plataforma Solar de Almeria, Spain, in a 500 m 
long test loop providing superheated steam at 400°C and 10 MPa (100 bar).  
To keep a two-phase steam-water flow in a large number of long, parallel, and 
horizontal absorber tubes is a major technical challenge. The system must be 
able to maintain a constant turbine inlet conditions and avoid flow instabili-
ties, even during spatially and temporally changing insolation. Control strate-
gies have been developed based on extensive experimentation and modeling of 
two-phase flow phenomena.

10.2.2  Outlook for the Technology
The experience of the California plants has shown that some benefits and some 
negative impacts should be considered in designing new plants. The benefits 
include:

l The plants offer the lowest-cost solar-generated electricity for many 
years of operation.

l Daytime peaking power coverage and with hybridization could provide 
firm power, even during cloudy periods and night.

l Environmental protection is enhanced because no emissions occur dur-
ing solar operation.

l Positively impacts local economy because systems are labor intensive 
during both construction and operation.

The negative impacts include:

l Heat transfer fluids could spill and leak, which, can create problems in 
the soil.

l Water availability can be a significant issue in the arid regions that are 
best suited for trough plants. The majority of this water is required for 
the cooling towers.
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l Parabolic trough plants require a considerable amount of land that can-
not be used concurrently for other purposes.

l Emissions occur when plants are operated with conventional fuels dur-
ing hybrid operation.

Generally, in economic terms, by increasing the parabolic trough plant size, 
the cost of solar electricity is reduced. Cost reductions typically occur because 
of increased manufacturing volume, which lowers the cost per square meter, 
the relative initial cost to build a bigger plant, and operating and maintenance 
cost on a per-kilowatt-hour basis. Additionally, hybridization offers a number 
of potential benefits to solar plants, including reduced risk to investors and 
improved solar-to-electric conversion efficiency. Since fossil fuels are currently 
cheap, hybridization also provides a good opportunity to reduce the averagealso provides a good opportunity to reduce the averageprovides a good opportunity to reduce the average 
cost of electricity from the plant.

The last issue to consider is thermal storage. The availability of low-cost 
thermal storage is important for the long-term cost reduction of solar trough 
technology and could significantly increase the potential market opportunities.increase the potential market opportunities.the potential market opportunities. 
For example, a plant located in California without fossil-fuel backup and ther-
mal storage would produce electricity at an annual load factor of only 25%. 
The addition of thermal storage could increase this factor to about 50% because 
the plant would be able to work at non-solar times of the day and by allow-
ing the solar field to be oversized. It should be noted, however, that attempting 
to increase the factor much above 50% would result in significant dumping of 
solar energy during summer months.

Recently, the Nevada Solar I started operating in the state of Nevada, and 
another plant, PS10, started operating in Spain. The Nevada Solar I plant is 
64 MW, uses the parabolic trough technology, and provides energy to Las Vegas.

Parabolic trough plants that are under construction include a 50 MW Andasol 1  
in Spain, which is near completion, and the 280 MW Solana Generating Station 
installed at Gila Bend, near Phoenix, Arizona, scheduled to finish in 2011. The 
Solana Generating Station (solana means a sunny place in Spanish) requires 
7.7 km2 to be installed and will produce enough electricity to satisfy about 
70,000 homes. This would be the largest parabolic trough plant in the United 
States and is expected to be 20–25% more efficient than the California plants, 
mainly due to a reduction in heat loss from the receiver. Other plants are planned 
for Spain, Egypt, Algeria, and Morocco.

As was indicated above, the best location of CSP plants is in isolated desert 
regions. Very few people live in these places, however, so the transmission of 
electricity to cities could be problematic and costly. Therefore, long-term devel-
opment of the technology depends on the willingness of governments or utility 
companies to erect high-capacity power lines to transfer the CSP electricity pro-
duced in remote regions to cities. A possibility to alleviate this problem is to use 
solar energy to produce hydrogen as an energy carrier, which can be transported 
more easily. Hydrogen can then be used in a fuel cell to produce electricity (see 
Chapter 7). Another attractive possibility to increase the penetration of CSP in 
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the energy supply system is to combine it with other systems requiring ther-
mal or electrical energy to operate. A good example is desalination, using eithereither 
electricity with a reverse osmosis system or thermal energy with multi-effect or 
multi-stage evaporators (see Chapter 8). Such a synergy could create large-scale 
environmentally friendly electricity and water solutions for many sunny places 
of the world.

10.3  Power tower systems
As was explained in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.4, power towers or central receiver 
systems use thousands of individual sun-tracking mirrors, called heliostats, to 
reflect solar energy onto a receiver located atop a tall tower. The receiver col-
lects the sun’s heat in a heat transfer fluid (molten salt) that flows through the 
receiver. This is then passed optionally to storage and finally to a power con-
version system, which converts the thermal energy into electricity and supplies 
it to the grid. Therefore, a central receiver system is composed of five main 
components: heliostats, including their tracking system; receiver; heat transport 
and exchange; thermal storage; and controls. In many solar power studies, it 
has been observed that the collector represents the largest cost in the system; 
therefore, an efficient engine is justified to obtain maximum useful conver-
sion of the collected energy. The power tower plants are quite large, generally 
10 MWe or more, while the optimum sizes lie between 50–400 MW. It is esti-
mated that power towers could generate electricity at around US$0.04/kWh by 
2020 (Taggart, 2008b).

The salt’s heat energy is used to make steam to generate electricity in a 
conventional steam generator, located at the foot of the tower. The molten salt 
storage system retains heat efficiently, so it can be stored for hours or even 
days before being used to generate electricity.

The heliostats reflect solar radiation to the receiver at the desired flux den-
sity at minimal cost. A variety of receiver shapes has been considered, including 
cylindrical receivers and cavity receivers. The optimum shape of the receiver 
is a function of radiation intercepted and absorbed, thermal losses, cost, and 
design of the heliostat field. For a large heliostat field, a cylindrical receiver is 
best suited to be used with Rankine cycle engines. Another possibility is to use 
Brayton cycle turbines, which require higher temperatures (of about 1000°C) 
for their operation; in this case, cavity receivers with larger tower height to 
heliostat field area ratios are more suitable.

For gas turbine operation, the air to be heated must pass through a pres-
surized receiver with a solar window. Combined-cycle power plants using this 
method could require 30% less collector area than the equivalent steam cycles. 
A first prototype of this system was built within a European research project, 
and three receiver units were coupled to a 250 kW gas turbine and tested.

Brayton cycle engines provide high engine efficiencies but are limited by 
the fact that a cavity receiver is required, which reduces the numbers of helio-
stats that can be used. Rankine cycle engines, driven from steam generated in 
the receiver and operated at 500–550°C, have two important advantages over 
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the Brayton cycle. The first is that the heat transfer coefficients in the steam 
generator are high, allowing the use of high energy densities and smaller 
receivers. The second is that they employ cylindrical receivers, which permit 
larger heliostat fields to be used.

The U.S. Department of Energy and a consortium of U.S. utilities and indus-
try built the first large-scale, demonstration solar power tower, called the Solarcalled the Solar 
One, in the desert near tower Barstow, California. The plant operated success-tower Barstow, California. The plant operated success-
fully from 1982 to 1988, and the main outcome of the project was to prove that 
power towers could work efficiently to produce utility-scale power from sun-
light. The system had the capacity to produce 10 MW of power. This plant used 
water-steam as the heat transfer fluid in the receiver, which presented several 
problems in terms of storage and continuous turbine operation.

These problems were addressed by Solar Two, which is an upgrade of Solar 
One. Solar Two operated from 1996 to 1999. Solar Two demonstrated how solar 
energy can be stored efficiently and economically as heat in tanks of molten salt, 
so that power can be produced even when the sun is not shining. The Solar Two 
plant used nitrate salt (molten salt) as both the heat transfer fluid in the receiver 
and the heat storage media. In this plant, the molten nitrate salt at 290°C was 
pumped from a cold storage tank through the receiver, where it was heated to 
approximately 565°C and then traveled to a storage tank, which had a capacity 
of 3 h of storage. A schematic of the system is shown in Figure 10.5.

When power is needed from the plant, the hot salt is pumped to a generator 
that produces steam. The steam activates a turbine-generator system that cre-
ates electricity. From the steam generator, the salt is returned to the cold storage 
tank, where it is stored and can be eventually reheated in the receiver.
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Cylindrical
receiver

Cold salt
storage

Turbine

Generator

Hot salt
storage

Condenser

Steam
generator

FIgure 10.5  Schematic of the Solar Two plant.
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By using thermal storage, power tower plants can potentially operate for 65% 
of the year with no need for a backup fuel source. Without energy storage, solar 
technologies such as the parabolic trough plants are limited to annual capacity  
factors near 25%.

A commercial 11 MW solar tower near Seville, Spain, called PS10, is cur-
rently operating. A 17 MW plant is under construction in Andalusia, Spain. The 
plant is called Solar Tres (tres stands for three in Spanish) and will be the first 
commercial molten salt central receiver plant in the world, i.e., molten salt will 
be circulated in the receiver. With a 15 h molten salt storage system and a high-
temperature, high-efficiency thermal cycle, the plant will generate 110.6 GWh/a, 
equivalent to 6500 h of full-load operation or a 74% utilization factor. The plant 
will have a cylindrical central receiver located on a tower 130 m in height. The 
total mirror area is 298,000 m2 and will incorporate a field of 2590 heliostats, 
each 115 m2 in area. Another plant with capacity of 20 MW, called PS20, is also 
under construction.

10.3.1  System Characteristics
Central receiver (or power tower) systems use a field of distributed mirrors, 
called heliostats, that individually track the sun and focus the sunlight on the 
top of a tower. By concentrating the sunlight 300–1500 times, they achieve 
temperatures from 800 to over 1000°C. The solar energy is absorbed by a 
working fluid, then used to generate steam to power a conventional turbine. 
The average solar flux impinging on the receiver has values between 200 and 
1000 kW/m2. This high flux allows working at relatively high temperatures and 
integrating solar thermal energy in more efficient cycles.

Central receiver systems can easily be hybridized in a wide variety of options 
and have the potential to operate more than half the hours of each year at nomi-
nal power using thermal energy storage. The central receiver plant is character-
ized by the heat transfer fluid, thermal storage medium, and power conversion 
cycle used. The heat transfer fluid may either be water-steam, liquid sodium, or 
molten nitrate salt (sodium nitrate–potassium nitrate), whereas the thermal stor-
age medium may be oil mixed with crushed rock, molten nitrate salt, or liquid 
sodium.

In the initial central receiver plants, a receiver made from bundles of steel 
tubes on top of the tower was used to absorb the concentrated solar heat com-
ing from the heliostat field. The Solar Two plant in California used molten salt 
as the heat transfer fluid and the thermal storage medium for nighttime opera-
tion. In Europe, air is preferred as the heat transfer medium, but tube receivers 
are not appropriate for this purpose because of a poor heat transfer and local 
overheating of the tubes. Therefore, within the PHOEBUS project in the 1990s, 
a volumetric receiver was developed using a wire mesh directly exposed to the 
incident radiation and cooled by air flowing through that mesh. In this project, 
the receiver achieved 800°C and was used to operate a 1 MW steam cycle. A 
ceramic thermal heat storage was used for nighttime operation. A larger plant 
of 2.5 MW (thermal), based on this concept, was tested at the Plataforma Solar 
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in the Almeria research center. In this plant, the solar energy is collected by 
350 heliostats, each 40 m2 in area. For even higher temperatures, the wire mesh 
screens are replaced by porous SiC or Al2O3 structures.

A European industry group, the PHOEBUS consortium, is leading the way 
with air-based systems. Air heat transfer receivers allow operation at signifi-
cantly higher outlet temperatures, require higher operating pressures, but have 
relatively high heat losses compared to water-steam receivers. For these rea-
sons, the PHOEBUS consortium developed a novel technology solar air (TSA) 
receiver, which is a volumetric air receiver that distributes the heat-exchanging 
surface over a three-dimensional volume and operates at ambient pressures. 
The greatest advantages of this system are its relative simplicity and safety. 
These make it ideal for applications in developing countries.

A photograph of the Solar Two system is shown in Figure 10.6. The  
heliostat system consists of 1818 individually oriented reflectors made of 
back-silvered glass, each consisting of 12 concave panels with a total area of 
39.13 m2 (see Figure 10.7), for a total mirror area of 71,100 m2. The receiver 
of the plant is a single-pass superheated boiler, which is cylindrical in shape, 
13.7 m in height, and 7 m in diameter. It is an assembly of 24 elements, each 
0.9 m wide and 13.7 m long. Six of the elements on the south side, which 
receives the least radiation, are used as feedwater pre-heaters, and the rest are 
used as boilers. The top of the tower is 90 m above the ground. The receiver 
was designed to produce 50,900 kg/h of steam at 565°C with the absorber 
operating at 620°C. A detail of the receiver of Solar Two is also shown in 
Figure 10.7.

The general requirements to install a solar tower plant are a site with high 
direct normal insolation, and the site needs to be level and have available water 
for the cooling towers.

FIgure 10.6  Photograph of the Solar Two central receiver plant (source: www. 
energylan.sandia.gov/sunlab/Snapshot/STFUTURE.HTM).

www.
energylan.sandia.gov/sunlab/Snapshot/STFUTURE.HTM
www.
energylan.sandia.gov/sunlab/Snapshot/STFUTURE.HTM
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10.4  dIsh systems
As was seen in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.3, dish systems use dish-shaped parabolic 
mirrors as reflectors to concentrate and focus the sun’s rays onto a receiver, 
which is mounted above the dish at the dish focal point. The receiver absorbs 
the energy and converts it into thermal energy. This can be used directly as heat 
or can support chemical processes, but its most common application is in power 
generation. The thermal energy can be either transported to a central generator 
for conversion or converted directly into electricity at a local generator coupled 
to the receiver.

A dish-engine system is a stand-alone unit composed primarily of a collec-
tor, a receiver, and an engine, as shown in Figure 10.8. It works by collecting 
and concentrating the sun’s energy with a dish-shaped surface onto a receiver 
that absorbs the energy and transfers it to the engine. The heat is then converted 
in the engine to mechanical power, in a manner similar to conventional engines, 
by compressing the working fluid when it is cold, heating the compressed 
working fluid, and expanding it through a turbine or with a piston to produce 
mechanical power. An electric generator converts the mechanical power into 
electrical power.

Dish-engine systems use a dual-axis tracking system to follow the sun and so 
are the most efficient collector systems because they are always pointing at the 
sun. Concentration ratios usually range from 600 to 2000, and they can achieve 
temperatures in excess of 1500°C. While Rankine cycle engines, Brayton cycle 
engines, and sodium-heat engines have all been considered for systems using 
dish-mounted engines, greatest attention has been paid to Stirling-engine sys-
tems (Schwarzbözl et al., 2000; Chavez et al., 1993).

FIgure 10.7  Heliostat detail of the Solar Two plant (source: www.energylan.sandia. 
gov/sunlab/overview.htm).

www.energylan.sandia.
gov/sunlab/overview.htm
www.energylan.sandia.
gov/sunlab/overview.htm
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The ideal concentrator shape is parabolic, created either by a single reflec-
tive surface (as shown in Figure 3.20b) or multiple reflectors or facets (as shown 
in Figure 10.8). Each dish produces 5 to 25 kW of electricity and can be used 
independently or linked together to increase generating capacity. A 650 kW 
plant composed of twenty-five 25-kW dish-engine systems requires about a 
hectare of land.

The focus of current developments in the United States and Europe is on 
10 kWe systems for remote applications. Three dish-Stirling systems are dem-
onstrated at Plataforma Solar de Almeria in Spain. Within the European project 
EURODISH, a cost-effective 10 kW dish-Stirling engine for decentralized elec-
tric power generation was developed by a European consortium with partners 
from industry and academia.

10.4.1  Dish Collector System Characteristics
Systems that employ small generators at the focal point of each dish provide 
energy in the form of electricity rather than heated fluid. The power conversion 
unit includes the thermal receiver and the heat engine. The thermal receiver 
absorbs the concentrated beam of solar energy, converts it to heat, and transfers 
the heat to the heat engine. A thermal receiver can be a bank of tubes with a 
cooling fluid circulating through it. The heat transfer medium usually employed 
as the working fluid for an engine is hydrogen or helium. Alternate thermal 
receivers are heat pipes wherein the boiling and condensing of an intermediate 
fluid is used to transfer the heat to the engine.

FIgure 10.8  Photograph of a dish concentrator with Stirling engine (source:  
www.energylan.sandia.gov/sunlab/pdfs/dishen.pdf).

www.energylan.sandia.gov/sunlab/pdfs/dishen.pdf
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The heat engine system uses the heat from the thermal receiver to produce 
electricity. The engine-generators include basically the following components:

l A receiver to absorb the concentrated sunlight to heat the working fluid 
of the engine, which then converts the thermal energy into mechanical 
work.

l A generator attached to the engine to convert the work into electricity.
l A waste heat exhaust system to vent excess heat to the atmosphere.
l A control system to match the engine’s operation to the available solar 

energy.

This distributed parabolic dish system lacks thermal storage capabilities but 
can be hybridized to run on fossil fuel during periods without sunshine. The 
Stirling engine is the most common type of heat engine used in dish-engine 
systems. Other possible power conversion unit technologies that are evalu-
ated for future applications are microturbines and concentrating photovoltaics  
(Pitz-Paal, 2002).

Solar dish systems are the most efficient solar energy systems. They provide 
economical power for utility line support and distributed and remote applica-
tions and are capable of fully autonomous operation. Their size typically ranges 
from 5 to 15 m in diameter or 5 to 25 kW per dish. Because of their size, they 
are particularly well suited for decentralized power supply and remote, stand-
alone power systems, such as water pumping or village power applications, or 
grouped to form megawatt-scale power plants. Like all concentrating systems, 
they can additionally be powered by fossil fuel or biomass, providing constant 
capacity at any time.

10.5   thermal analysIs oF solar Power  
Plants

Thermal solar power plants are similar to the conventional ones with the excep-
tion that a field of concentrating solar collectors replaces the conventional 
steam boiler. In hybrid plants, a conventional boiler is also present, operating 
on conventional fuel, usually natural gas, whenever there is a need. Therefore, 
the thermal analysis of solar power plants is similar to that of any other plant 
and the same thermodynamic relations are applied. The analysis is greatly 
facilitated by drafting the cycle on a T-s diagram. In these cases, the inefficien-
cies of pump and steam turbine should be considered. In this section, the equa-
tions of the basic Rankine power cycle are given and two of the more practical 
cycles, the reheat and the regenerative Rankine cycles, are analyzed through 
two examples. To solve the problems of these cycles, steam tables are required. 
Alternatively, the curve fits shown in Appendix 5 can be used. The problems 
that follow were solved by using steam tables.

The basic Rankine cycle is shown in Figure 10.9a and its T-s diagram in 
Figure 10.9b.
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As can be seen in Figure 10.9, the actual pumping process is 1–2 and the 
actual turbine expansion process is 3–4. The various parameters are as follows:
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FIgure 10.9  Basic Rankine power plant cycle. (a) Basic Rankine cycle schematic.  
(b) T-s diagram.
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Cycle efficiency,
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where
h  specific enthalpy (kJ/kg).
  specific volume (m3/kg).
P  pressure (bar)  105 N/m2.

Generally, the efficiency of a Rankine cycle can be increased by increas-
ing the pressure in the boiler. To avoid the increase of moisture in the steam 
coming out from the turbine, steam is expanded to an intermediate pressure 
and reheated in the boiler. In a reheat cycle, the expansion takes place in two 
turbines. The steam expands in the high-pressure turbine to some intermediate 
pressure, then passes back to the boiler, where it is reheated at constant pres-
sure to a temperature that is usually equal to the original superheat temperature. 
This reheated steam is directed to the low-pressure turbine, where is expanded 
until the condenser pressure is reached. This process is shown in Figure 10.10.

The reheat cycle efficiency is given by
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FIgure 10.10  Reheat Rankine power plant cycle. (a) Reheat Rankine cycle schematic. 
(b) T-s diagram.
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e x a m p l e   1 0 . 1

The steam in a reheat Rankine cycle leaves the boiler and enters the turbine at 
60 bar and 390°C. It leaves the condenser as a saturated liquid. The steam is 
expanded in the high-pressure turbine to a pressure of 13 bar and reheated in 
the boiler at 390°C. It then enters the low-pressure turbine, where it expends 
to a pressure of 0.16 bar. Estimate the efficiency of the cycle if the pump and 
turbine efficiency is 0.8.

Solution
At point 3, P3  60 bar and T3  390°C. From superheated steam tables, 
h3  3151 kJ/kg and s3  6.500 kJ/kg-K.

At point 4, s4  s3  6.500 kJ/kg-K. From the problem definition, P4  13 
bar. From steam tables, h4  2787 kJ/kg. To find h4′, we need to use Eq. (10.1) 
for turbine efficiency:
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or h4  h3  turbine(h3  h4)  3151  0.8(3151  2787)  2860 kJ/kg.
At point 5, P5  13 bar and T5  390°C. From superheated steam tables, 

h5  3238 kJ/kg and s5  7.212 kJ/kg-K.
At point 6, s6  s5  7.212 kJ/kg-K. From the problem definition, 

P6  0.16 bar. From steam tables, s6f  0.772 kJ/kg-K and s6g  7.985 kJ/kg-K.  
Therefore, at this point, we have a wet vapor and its dryness fraction is
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At a pressure of 0.16 bar, hf  232 kJ/kg and hfg  2369 kJ/kg; therefore, 
h6  hf  xhfg  232  0.893  2369  2348 kJ/kg.

To find h6, we need to use Eq. (10.1) for turbine efficiency:

 h h h h6 5 5 6 3238 2348       ηturbine ( ) 3238 0.8( ) 2526 kJ/kg  

At point 1, the pressure is also 0.16 bar. Therefore, from steam tables at 
saturated liquid state, we have 1  0.001015 m3/kg and h1  232 kJ/kg.

From Eq. (10.5),
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Therefore, h2  232  7.592  239.6 kJ/kg.
Finally, the cycle efficiency is given by Eq. (10.7):
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The efficiency of the simple Rankine cycle is much less than the Carnot 
efficiency, because some of the heat supplied is transferred while the tempera-
ture of the working fluid varies from T3 to T1. If some means could be found to 
transfer this heat reversibly from the working fluid in another part of the cycle, 
then all the heat supplied from an external source would be transferred at the 
upper temperature and efficiencies close to the Carnot cycle efficiency could be 
achieved. The cycle where this technique is used is called a regenerative cycle.

In a regenerative cycle, expended steam is extracted at various points in the tur-
bine and mixed with the condensed water to pre-heat it in the feedwater heaters. 
This process, with just one bleed point, is shown in Figure 10.11, in which the total 
steam flow rate is expanded to an intermediate point 6, where a fraction, f, is bled off 
and taken to a feedwater heater; the remaining (1  f ) is expanded to the condenser 
pressure and leaves the turbine at point 7. After condensation to state 1, the (1  f ) 
kg of water is compressed in the first feed pump to the bleeding pressure, P6. It is 
then mixed in the feedwater heater with f kg of bled steam in state 6 and the total 
flow rate of the mixture leaves the heater in state 3 and is pumped to the boiler, 4.

Although one feedwater heater is shown in Figure 10.11, in practice, a num-
ber of them can be used; the exact number depends on the steam conditions. 
Because this is associated with additional cost, however, the number of heaters 
and the proper choice of bleed pressures is a matter of lengthy optimization cal-
culations. It should be noted that if x number of heaters are used, x  1 number 
of feed pumps are required.
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FIgure 10.11  Rankine power plant cycle with regeneration. (a) Regenerative Rankine 
cycle schematic. (b) T-s diagram.
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The reheat cycle efficiency is given by
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where f  fraction of steam in the turbine bled at state 6 to mix with the 
feedwater.

In this cycle, the enthalpy at state 3 can be found by an energy balance as

   mh fmh f mh3 6 21  ( )  (10.9)

from which

 h f h h h3 6 2 2  ( )  (10.10)

e x a m p l e   1 0 . 2

In a regenerative cycle, steam leaves the boiler to enter a turbine at a pressure of 
60 bar and a temperature of 500°C. In the turbine, it expands to 5 bar, then a part 
of this steam is extracted to pre-heat the feedwater in a heater that produces satu-
rated liquid, also at 5 bar. The rest of the steam is further expanded in the turbine 
to a pressure of 0.2 bar. Assuming a pump and turbine efficiency of 100%, deter-
mine the fraction of steam used in the feedwater heater and the cycle efficiency.

Solution
At point 5, P5  60 bar and T5  500°C. From superheated steam tables, 
s5  6.879 kJ/kg-K and h5  3421 kJ/kg.

At point 6, s6  s5  6.879 kJ/kg-K and P6  5 bar. Again from super-
heated steam tables by interpolation, h6  2775 kJ/kg.

At point 7, P7  0.2 bar and s7 is also equal to s5  6.879 kJ/kg-K. At this 
pressure, sf  0.832 kJ/kg-K and sg  7.907 kJ/kg-K. Therefore, the dryness  
fraction is
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At the same pressure, hf  251 kJ/kg and hfg  2358 kJ/kg. Therefore,  
h7  hf  xhfg  251  0.855  2358  2267 kJ/kg.

At point 1, the pressure is 0.2 bar, and because we have saturated liquid, 
h1  hf  251 kJ/kg and 1  0.001017 m3/kg.

At point 2, P2  5 bar and as h2  h1  1(P2  P1) h2  251  0.001017
(5  0.2)  102  251.5 kJ/kg.

At point 3, P3  5 bar. From the problem definition, the water at this point 
is a saturated liquid. So, 3  0.001093 m3/kg and h3  640 kJ/kg. Using Eq. 
(10.9), h3  fh6  (1  f)h2, or
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At point 4, P4  60 bar. Therefore, h4  h3  3(P4  P3) or h4  h3  3

(P4  P3)  640  0.001093(60  5)  102  646 kJ/kg.
Finally, the cycle efficiency is obtained from Eq. (10.8):
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10.6  solar Ponds
Salt gradient lakes, which exhibit an increase in temperature with depth, occur 
naturally. A salt gradient solar pond is a body of saline water in which the salt 
concentration increases with depth, from a very low value at the surface to 
near saturation at the depth of usually 1–2 m (Tabor, 1981). The density gradi-
ent inhibits free convection, and the result is that solar radiation is trapped in 
the lower region. Solar ponds are wide-surfaced collectors in which the basic  
concept is to heat a large pond or lake of water in such a way as to suppress 
the heat losses that would occur if less dense heated water is allowed to rise  
to the surface of the pond and lose energy to the environment by convection 
and radiation (Sencan et al., 2007). As shown in Figure 10.12, this objec-
tive can be accomplished if a stagnant, highly transparent insulating zone is  
created in the upper part of the pond to contain the hot fluid in the lower part 
of the pond. In a non-conventional solar pond, part of the incident insolation 
is absorbed and converted to heat, which is stored in the lower regions of the 
pond. Solar ponds are both solar energy collectors and heat stores. Salt gradient 
lakes, which exhibit an increase in temperature with depth, occur naturally. A 
salt-gradient non-convecting solar pond consists of three zones (Norton, 1992; 
Hassairi et al., 2001):

1.  Upper convecting zone (UCZ). This is a zone, typically 0.3 m thick, of 
almost constant low salinity, which is at close to ambient temperature. 
The UCZ is the result of evaporation, wind-induced mixing, and surface 

LCZ

NCZ

UCZ

Earth surfaceWater surface

Salinity profileTemperature profile

FIgure 10.12  Schematic vertical section through a salt-gradient solar pond.
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flushing. Usually this layer is kept as thin as possible by the use of wave-
suppressing surface meshes or by placing wind-breaks near the pond.

2.  Non-convecting zone (NCZ). In this zone, both salinity and tempera-
ture increase with depth. The vertical salt gradient in the NCZ inhibits 
convection and thus gives the thermal insulation effect. The tempera-
ture gradient is formed due to the absorption of solar insolation at the  
pond base.

3.  Lower convecting zone (LCZ). This is a zone of almost constant, rela-
tively high salinity (typically 20% by weight) at a high temperature. Heat 
is stored in the LCZ, which should be sized to supply energy continu-
ously throughout the year. As the depth increases, the thermal capacity 
increases and annual variations of temperature decrease. Large depths, 
however, increase the required initial capital expenditure and exhibitinitial capital expenditure and exhibit and exhibit 
longer start-up times.

In solar ponds, it is required to suppress natural convection. Many tech-
niques have been considered for this purpose; the most common method used 
is salt stratification. Salinity increases with depth in the NCZ until the LCZ is 
reached (see Figure 10.12). In the LCZ, solar radiation heats the high-salinity 
water, but because of its high relative density, hot, salty water cannot rise into 
the lower salinity layers, thus the heat is trapped and stored for use.

Chemically stable salts, as well as any natural brine, can be used in salt gra-
dient solar ponds. A selected salt must be safe to handle, non-toxic, relatively 
cheap, and readily available, and its solubility should be temperature dependent 
and should not reduce significantly the insolation transmission characteristics 
of water. Sodium and magnesium chlorides, though satisfying most criteria, 
have solubilities that are modestly temperature dependent (Norton, 1992). Due 
to its low cost, sodium chloride remains the most popularly used salt.

Inorganic dirt brought by the wind can enter the pond, but generally the dirt 
causes no problem as it settles at the bottom. Various species of freshwater and 
saltwater algae grow under the conditions of temperature and salt concentra-
tion that exist in a stratified solar pond. Algae growth is undesirable because 
it reduces solar transmissivity. Most of these algae species are introduced by 
rainwater and air-borne dust. An effective way to prevent algae formation is to 
add copper sulphate at a concentration of about 1.5 mg/L.

The thermal efficiency of a solar pond depends on the stability of its salt 
gradient. The pond cannot function without the proper maintenance of the 
stratification. The salt gradient is maintained by:

1.  Control of the overall salinity difference among the three convecting 
layers.

2.  Reducing internal convection currents in the NCZ.
3.  Limiting the growth of the UCZ.

Additionally, the efficiency of a solar pond is limited by some intrinsic phys-
ical properties. The first thing that reduces the efficiency is the reflection losses 
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at the surface of the pond. After penetrating the surface, in the first few centi-
meters of water, the insolation is rapidly attenuated by about 50%, since half 
the solar spectrum is in the infrared region, for which water is almost opaque. 
This is the reason the shallow ponds yield negligible temperature rise. Practical 
efficiency values for ponds of 1 m depth are on the order of 15–25% (Tabor, 
1981). These figures are lower than for flat-plate collectors, but the lower cost, 
the built-in storage capability, and collection over large areas make solar ponds 
attractive under suitable environmental conditions. Generally, because the eco-
nomics of solar ponds improve with size, large ponds are preferred.

10.6.1  Practical Design Considerations
In evaluating a particular site for a solar pond application, several factors need 
to be considered. The main ones are:

1.  Since solar ponds are horizontal solar collectors, sites should be at low to 
moderate northern and southern latitudes, i.e., latitudes between 40°.

2.  Each potential site has to be evaluated for its geological soil character-
istics because the underlying earth structure should be free of stresses, 
strains, and fissures, which could cause differential thermal expansions, 
resulting in earth movement if the structure is not homogeneous.

3.  Since the thermal conductivity of soil increases greatly with moisture 
content, the water table of the prospective site should be at least a few 
meters below the bottom of the pond to minimize heat losses.

4.  A source of cheap salt- or seawater should be available locally.
5.  The site should be fairly flat to avoid moving large quantities of earth.
6.  A cheap source of water must be available to make up for evaporation 

losses.

Generally, two types of leakages occur in solar ponds: leakage of the saline 
water from the bottom of the pond and leakage of heat into the ground. The 
loss of hot saline water is the most serious, since it results in the loss of heat 
and salt. Additionally, the solar pond must not pollute the aquifers, and any 
continuous drain of hot water lowers the pond’s storage capacity and effec-
tiveness. Therefore, the selection of a liner for the pond is very important. 
Although it is possible to build a soil liner by compacting clay, in most cases, 
the permeability is unacceptable because the resultant loss of hot fluid to the 
soil increases thermal losses, requires replenishment of salt and water, and may 
present an environmental problem. All ponds constructed up to today have a 
plastic or elastomer liner, which is a reinforced polymer material 0.75–1.25 mm 
in thickness. The lining represents a considerable but not critical cost item that 
should be considered in cost analysis.

Evaporation is caused by insolation and wind action. The evaporation rate 
depends on the temperature of the UCZ and the humidity above the pond’s sur-
face. The higher the temperature of the water in the UCZ and the lower the 
humidity of ambient air, the greater is the evaporation rate. Excessive evapora-
tion results in a growth of the UCZ downward into the NCZ (Onwubiko, 1984). 
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Evaporation can be counter-balanced by surface water washing, called surface 
flushing, which could compensate for evaporated water as well as reduce the 
temperature of the pond’s surface, especially during periods of high insolation. 
In fact, surface flushing is an essential process in maintaining the pond’s salt 
gradient. Its effect on the growth of UCZ is reduced if the velocity of the sur-
face washing water is small. Surface temperature fluctuations will result in heat 
being transferred upward through the UCZ by convection, especially at night, 
and downward by conduction. The thickness of the UCZ varies with the inten-
sity of the incident radiation (Norton, 1992).

Another method to reduce the evaporation rate is by reducing the wind 
velocity over the water’s surface by using windbreaks. The sheer forces of wind 
on a large area of water generate waves and surface drift. The kinetic energy 
transferred to the water is consumed partly by viscous losses and partly by 
mixing of the top surface water with the somewhat denser water just below the 
surface. When light to moderate winds exist, evaporation can be the dominant 
mechanism in surface layer mixing. Under strong winds, however, evaporation 
becomes of secondary importance because wind-induced mixing can contribute 
significantly to the deepening of the UCZ (Elata and Levien, 1966). Another 
effect of wind is that it induces horizontal currents near the top surface of the 
pond, thus increasing convection in the UCZ. Wind mixing has been reduced 
by floating devices such as plastic pipes and plastic grids.

The pond is filled in layered sections, one after the other, each layer having 
a different salt concentration, as indicated above. Usually, these layers are built 
from the bottom upward, with the densest bottom layer filled first and subsequent 
lighter layers floated on the denser layer. Shortly after the stepwise filling pro-
cess, the pond gradient smoothes itself, due to the diffusion and kinetic energy of 
liquid flow injected into the pond during the filling process (Tabor, 1981).

Salt slowly diffuses upward at an annual average rate of about 20 kg/m2 as 
a result of its concentration gradient (Norton, 1992). The diffusion rate depends 
on the ambient environmental conditions, type of salt, and temperature gra-
dient. A combination of surface washing with freshwater and the injection 
of adequate density brines at the bottom of the pond are usually sufficient to 
maintain an almost stationary gradient.

A solar pond is usually constructed by flattening the site and building a 
retaining wall around the perimeter of the pond, not by digging out the earth; 
thus only a small fraction of the earth is moved, which reduces costs drastically. 
To avoid the use of wall supports, the earth walls thus built are tapered with a 
slope of 1 in 3, which gives an inclination of about 20° (Tabor, 1981). Preferred 
sites for solar ponds are near the sea, where saline water is locally available; 
otherwise, a large quantity of salt needs to be purchased. Sufficient quanti-
ties of low-salinity or freshwater are also required for the UCZ and for surface 
washing.

Basically, two methods are used to extract heat accumulated to the bottom of 
the solar pond. The first uses a heat exchanger in the LCZ, which is in the form 
of a series of parallel pipes; the second is to use an external heat exchanger, 



which is supplied with hot saline water from the LCZ and returns the fluid to 
the other end of the pond at the same layer. For this purpose, horizontal nozzles 
that keep the velocity of efflux low are usually used. The same nozzles can alsoare usually used. The same nozzles can also 
be used for filling the pond.

10.6.2  Transmission Estimation
As was seen previously, when solar radiation falls on the surface of a solar pond, 
part of it is reflected at the water surface and part is absorbed at the bottom. 
Since water is a spectrally selective absorber, only shorter wavelengths reach 
the bottom of the pond. Because the absorption phenomena differ widely with 
wavelength, the absorption of solar energy in solutions with inorganic salts used 
in solar ponds can be represented by the sum of four exponential terms. The 
transmittance of water at depth x, (x), can be related to x by (Nielsen, 1976):
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where the coefficients i and bi are given in Table 10.4.
It should be noted that Eq. (10.11) does not include the transmission in the 

infrared part of the spectrum (  1.2 m), since this part is of no interest in 
solar pond analysis. Additionally, detailed analysis of heat transfer in a solar 
pond is very complex; it includes effects of volumetric absorption and varia-
tion of conductivity and density with salinity. The interested reader is referred 
to the articles by Tsilingiris (1994) and Angeli et al. (2006).
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Find the transmittance of a solar pond for a depth of 0.6 m.

Solution
From Eq. (10.11),
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table 10.4  Coefficients for Eq. (10.11)

i Wavelength (m) i bi (m
1)

1  0.2–0.6 0.237  0.032

2  0.6–0.75 0.193  0.45

3 0.75–0.90 0.167  3.0

4 0.90–1.20 0.179 35.0
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10.6.3  Applications
Solar ponds can be used to provide energy for many different types of applica-
tions. The smaller ponds have been used mainly for space heating and cooling 
and domestic hot water production, whereas the larger ponds are proposed for 
industrial process heat, electric power generation, and desalination.

Solar ponds are very attractive for space heating and cooling and domestic 
hot water production because of their intrinsic storage capabilities. To increase 
the economic viability, large solar ponds can be used for district heating and 
cooling, and such a system can offer also seasonal storage. However, no such 
project has been undertaken so far. Cooling is achieved with the use of absorp-
tion chillers, which require heat energy to operate (see Chapter 6, Section 6.4.2). 
For this purpose, temperatures of about 90°C are required, which can easily be 
obtained from a solar pond with little fluctuation during the summer period.

Although many feasibility studies have been made for the generation of 
electric power from solar ponds, the only operational systems are in Israel 
(Tabor, 1981). These include a 1500 m2 pond used to operate a 6 kW Rankine 
cycle turbine-generator and a 7000 m2 pond producing 150 kW peak power. 
Both of these ponds operate at about 90°C. A schematic of the power plant 
design, working with an organic fluid, is shown in Figure 10.13.

For power production in the multi-megawatt range, a solar pond of sev-
eral square kilometers surface area is needed. However, this is not feasible  
economically, since excavation and preparation account for more than 40% 
of the total capital cost of the power-generating station (Tabor, 1981). So, it 
would appear logical to employ a natural lake and convert a shallow portion of 
it to a solar pond.

Another use of the output from a salt gradient solar pond is to operate a low-
temperature distillation unit to desalt seawater, such as MSF (see Chapter 8, 
Section 8.4.1). Such systems operate at a top temperature of 70°C, which can 
easily be obtained with a solar pond. This concept has applicability in desert 

Solar pond

Condenser

Evaporator

Pump

Turbine

Generator

Electricity

Organic working fluid

FIgure 10.13  Schematic of a solar pond power generation system.
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areas near oceans. Solar pond coupled desalination also involves the use of the 
hot brine from the pond as a thermal source to evaporate the water to be desalted 
at low pressure in a multiple-effect boiling (MEB) evaporator. The low pres-
sure is produced by vacuum pumps powered by the electricity produced by the 
organic Rankine cycle engine.

Matz and Feist (1967) propose solar ponds as a solution to brine disposal 
at inland ED plants as well as a source of thermal energy to heat the feed of an 
ED plant, which can increase its performance.

exercIses
10.1 In a simple Rankine steam cycle, the boiler gives steam at 60 bar  

and 550°C. The condenser operates at 0.1 bar. If both pump and turbine 
efficiencies are 90%, estimate the cycle efficiency.

10.2 In a reheat Rankine cycle, a CSP system gives steam at 50 bar and 
400°C. After expansion in the high-pressure turbine to 6 bar, the steam 
is reheated again to 400°C and expands again in the low-pressure  
turbine to a pressure of 0.1 bar in a dry, saturated steam condition. If  
the steam leaves the condenser as a saturated liquid and the pump and 
high-pressure turbine efficiency is 85%, determine the efficiency of a 
low-pressure turbine, the work output of the two turbines, the work input 
to the pump (both per unit mass of working fluid), the heat added by the 
CSP system, and the cycle efficiency. If the solar radiation is 900 W/m2  
and the CSP system operates at 40% efficiency, how many square 
meters of collectors are required if the steam flow rate is 1 kg/s?

10.3 Repeat Example 10.2 for a turbine and pump efficiency of 90%. Also 
estimate the boiler heat required.

10.4 Find the transmittance of a solar pond for a maximum depth of 2 m.
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The proper sizing of the components of a solar energy system is a complex 
problem, which includes both predictable (collector and other components per-
formance characteristics) and unpredictable (weather data) components. In this 
chapter, various design methods are presented as well as an overview of the 
simulation techniques and programs suitable for solar heating and cooling sys-
tems. A brief review of artificial intelligence methods and their applications in 
solar energy systems is also presented.

The design methods presented include the f-chart, utilizability , and the Φ, 
f-chart method. The f-chart is based on the correlation of the results of a large 
number of simulations in terms of easily calculated dimensionless variables. The 
utilizability method is used in cases where the collector operating temperature is 
known or can be estimated and for which critical radiation levels can be estab-
lished. The utilizability method is based on the analysis of hourly weather data to 
obtain the fraction of the total month’s radiation that is above a critical level. The 
Φ,  f-chart method is a combination of the utilizability and f-chart methods, applied 
in systems where the energy supplied to a load is above a minimum useful temper-
ature and the temperature of this energy supply has no effect on the performance 
of the load system as long as it is greater than the minimum temperature.

For more detailed results, modeling and simulation are used. In recent 
years, because of the increase of computational speed of personal computers, 
annual simulations have begun replacing design methods. Design methods, 
however, are much faster; therefore, they are still useful in early design stud-
ies. The software programs described briefly in this book include TRNSYS, 
WATSUN, Polysun, and artificial intelligence techniques applied in solar 
energy systems modeling and prediction.

11.1  f-chart method and program
The f-chart method is used for estimating the annual thermal performance of 
active building heating systems using a working fluid, which is either liquid or 
air, and where the minimum temperature of energy delivery is near 20°C. The 
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system configurations that can be evaluated by the f-chart method are common 
in residential applications. With the f-chart method, the fraction of the total 
heating load that can be supplied by the solar energy system can be estimated. 
Let the purchased energy for a fuel-only system or the energy required to cover 
the load be L, the purchased auxiliary energy for a solar system be LAUX, and 
the solar energy delivered be QS. For a solar energy system, L  LAUX  QS. 
For a month, i, the fractional reduction of purchased energy when a solar 
energy system is used, called the solar fraction, f, is given by the ratio:
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The f-chart method was developed by Klein et al. (1976; 1977) and 
Beckman et al. (1977). In the method, the primary design variable is the col-
lector area, while the secondary variables are storage capacity, collector type, 
load and collector heat exchanger size, and fluid flow rate. The method is a 
correlation of the results of many hundreds of thermal performance simulations 
of solar heating systems performed with TRNSYS, in which the simulation 
conditions were varied over specific ranges of parameters of practical system 
designs shown in Table 11.1 (Klein et al., 1976; 1977). The resulting correla-
tions give f, i.e., the fraction of the monthly load supplied by solar energy, as 
a function of two dimensionless parameters. The first is related to the ratio of 
collector losses to heating load, and the second to the ratio of absorbed solar 
radiation to heating load. The heating load includes both space heating and hot 
water loads. The f-charts have been developed for three standard system con-
figurations: liquid and air systems for space and hot water heating and systems 
for service hot water only.

Based on the fundamental equation presented in Chapter 6, Section 6.3.3, 
Klein et al. (1976) analyzed numerically the long-term thermal performance of 
solar heating systems of the basic configuration shown in Figure 6.14. When 
Eq. (6.60) is integrated over a time period, t, such that the internal energy 

tab�e 11.1  Range of Design Variables Used in Developing 
f-Charts for Liquid and Air Systems. (Reprinted from Klein  
et al. (1976; 1977), with permission from Elsevier.)

Parameter Range

()n 0.6–0.9

F AR c 5–120 m2

UL 2.1–8.3 W/m2-°C

 (collector slope) 30–90°

(UA)h 83.3–666.6 W/°C
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change in the storage tank is small compared to the other terms (usually one 
month), we get
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The sum of the last three terms of Eq. (11.2) represents the total heating 
load (including space load and hot water load) supplied by solar energy during 
the integration period. If this sum is denoted by QS, using the definition of the 
solar fraction, f, from Eq. (11.1), we get
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where L  total heating load during the integration period (MJ).
Using Eq. (5.56) for Qu and replacing Gt by Ht, the total (beam and diffuse) 

insolation over a day, Eq. (11.3) can be written as
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The last term of Eq. (11.4) can be multiplied and divided by the term (Tref  Ta), 
where Tref is a reference temperature chosen to be 100°C, so the following equa-
tion can be obtained:
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The storage tank temperature, Ts, is a complicated function of Ht, L, and Ta; 
therefore, the integration of Eq. (11.5) cannot be explicitly evaluated. This equa-
tion, however, suggests that an empirical correlation can be found, on a monthly 
basis, between the f factor and the two dimensionless groups mentioned above 
as follows:
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where
L  monthly heating load or demand (MJ).
N  number of days in a month.
Ta  monthly average ambient temperature (°C).
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Ht    monthly average daily total radiation on the tilted collector surface 
(MJ/m2).

( τα )   monthly average value of (),  monthly average value of absorbed 
over incident solar radiation  S Ht/ .

For the purpose of calculating the values of the dimensionless parameters X 
and Y, Eqs. (11.6) and (11.7) are usually rearranged to read
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The reason for the rearrangement is that the factors FRUL and FR()n are 
readily available form standard collector tests (see Chapter 4, Section 4.1). 
The ratio F FR R /  is used to correct the collector performance because the heat 
exchanger causes the collector side of the system to operate at higher tempera-
ture than a similar system without a heat exchanger and is given by Eq. (5.57) in 
Chapter 5. For a given collector orientation, the value of the factor ( )τα /()n 
varies slightly from month to month. For collectors tilted and facing the equator 
with a slope equal to latitude plus 15°, Klein (1976) found that the factor is equal 
to 0.96 for a one-cover collector and 0.94 for a two-cover collector for the whole 
heating season (winter months). Using the preceding definition of ( )τα , we get
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If the isotropic model is used for S  and substituted in Eq. (11.10), then:
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In Eq. (11.11), the ( )τα /()n ratios can be obtained from Figure 3.24 for the 
beam component at the effective angle of incidence, θB, which can be obtained 
from Figure A3.8 in Appendix 3, and for the diffuse and ground-reflected com-
ponents at the effective incidence angles at  from Eqs. (3.4a) and (3.4b).

The dimensionless parameters, X and Y, have some physical significance. 
The parameter X represents the ratio of the reference collector total energy 
loss to total heating load or demand (L) during the period t, whereas the para-
meter Y represents the ratio of the total absorbed solar energy to the total heat-
ing load or demand (L) during the same period.
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As was indicated, f-chart is used to estimate the monthly solar fraction, fi, 
and the energy contribution for the month is the product of fi and monthly load 
(heating and hot water), Li. To find the fraction of the annual load supplied 
by the solar energy system, F, the sum of the monthly energy contributions is 
divided by the annual load, given by
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The method can be used to simulate standard solar water and air system 
configurations and solar energy systems used only for hot water production. 
These are examined separately in the following sections.

e x a m p � e   1 1 . 1

A standard solar heating system is installed in an area where the average daily total 
radiation on the tilted collector surface is 12.5 MJ/m2, average ambient temperature 
is 10.1°C, and it uses a 35 m2 aperture area collector, which has FR()n  0.78 
and FRUL  5.56 W/m2-°C, both determined from the standard collector tests. If 
the space heating and hot water load is 35.2 GJ, the flow rate in the collector 
is the same as the flow rate used in testing the collector, F FR R /   0.98, and  
( )τα /()n  0.96 for all months, estimate the parameters X and Y.

Solution
Using Eqs. (11.8) and (11.9) and noting that T is the number of seconds in a 
month, equal to 31 d  24 h  3600 sec/h, we get
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11.1.1   Performance and design of liquid-based  
Solar Heating Systems

Knowledge of the system thermal performance is required in order to be able to 
design and optimize a solar heating system. The f-chart for liquid-based systems 
is developed for a standard solar liquid-based solar energy system, shown in 
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Figure 11.1. This is the same as the system shown in Figure 6.14, drawn without 
the controls, for clarity. The typical liquid-based system shown in Figure 11.1 
uses an antifreeze solution in the collector loop and water as the storage medium. 
A water-to-water load heat exchanger is used to transfer heat from the storage 
tank to the domestic hot water (DHW) system. Although in Figure 6.14 a one-
tank DHW system is shown, a two-tank system could be employed, in which the 
first tank is used for pre-heating.

The fraction f of the monthly total load supplied by a standard solar  
liquid-based solar energy system is given as a function of the two dimension-
less parameters, X and Y, and can be obtained from the f-chart in Figure 11.2 or 
the following equation (Klein et al., 1976):

 f Y X Y X Y    1 029 0 065 0 245 0 0018 0 02152 2 3. . . . .  (11.13)

Application of Eq. (11.13) or Figure 11.2 allows the simple estimation of 
the solar fraction on a monthly basis as a function of the system design and 
local weather conditions. The annual value can be obtained by summing up 
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Figure 11.1  Schematic diagram of a standard liquid-based solar heating system.
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the monthly values using Eq. (11.12). As will be shown in the next chapter, to 
determine the economic optimum collector area, the annual load fraction corre-
sponding to different collector areas is required. Therefore, the present method 
can easily be used for these estimations.

e x a m p � e   1 1 . 2

If the solar heating system given in Example 11.1 is liquid-based, estimate the 
annual solar fraction if the collector is located in an area having the monthly 
average weather conditions and monthly heating and hot water loads shown in 
Table 11.2.

Solution
The values of the parameters dimensionless X and Y found from Example 11.1 
are equal to 1.30 and 0.28, respectively. From the weather and load conditions 
shown in Table 11.2, these correspond to the month of January. From Figure 
11.2 or Eq. (11.13), f  0.188. The total load in January is 35.2 GJ. Therefore, 
the solar contribution in January is fL  0.188  35.2  6.62 GJ. The same 
calculations are repeated from month to month, as shown in Table 11.3.

It should be noted that the values of f marked in bold are outside the 
range of the f-chart correlation and a fraction of 100% is used, as during these 
months, the solar energy system covers the load fully. From Eq. (11.12), the 
annual fraction of load covered by the solar energy system is
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tab�e 11.2  Average Monthly Weather Conditions and Heating and Hot Water 
Loads for Example 11.2

Month Ht  (MJ/m2) Ta (°C) L (GJ)

January 12.5 10.1 35.2

February 15.6 13.5 31.1

March 17.8 15.8 20.7

April 20.2 19.0 13.2

May 21.5 21.5 5.6

June 22.5 29.8 4.1

July 23.1 32.1 2.9

August 22.4 30.5 3.5

September 21.1 22.5 5.1

October 18.2 19.2 12.7

November 15.2 16.2 23.6

December 13.1 11.1 33.1
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It should be noted that the f-chart was developed using fixed nominal val-
ues of storage capacity per unit of collector area, collector liquid flow rate per 
unit of collector area, and load heat exchanger size relative to space heating 
load. Therefore, it is important to apply various corrections for the particular 
system configuration used.

STorage capaciTy correcTion
It can be proven that the annual performance of liquid-based solar energy sys-
tems is insensitive to the storage capacity, as long as this is more than 50 L of 
water per square meter of collector area. For the f-chart of Figure 11.2, a stan-
dard storage capacity 75 L of stored water per square meter of collector area 
was considered. Other storage capacities can be used by modifying the factor 
X by a storage size correction factor Xc/X, given by (Beckman et al., 1977)
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where
Mw,a  actual storage capacity per square meter of collector area (L/m2).
Mw,s  standard storage capacity per square meter of collector area ( 75 L/m2).

tab�e 11.3  Monthly Calculations for Example 11.2

Month Ht  (MJ/m2) Ta (°C) L (GJ) X Y f fL

January 12.5 10.1 35.2 1.30 0.28 0.188 6.62

February 15.6 13.5 31.1 1.28 0.36 0.259 8.05

March 17.8 15.8 20.7 2.08 0.68 0.466 9.65

April 20.2 19.0 13.2 3.03 1.18 0.728 9.61

May 21.5 21.5 5.6 7.16 3.06 1 5.60

June 22.5 29.8 4.1 8.46 4.23 1 4.10

July 23.1 32.1 2.9 11.96 6.34 1 2.90

August 22.4 30.5 3.5 10.14 5.10 1 3.50

September 21.1 22.5 5.1 7.51 3.19 1 5.10

October 18.2 19.2 12.7 3.25 1.14 0.694 8.81

November 15.2 16.2 23.6 1.76 0.50 0.347 8.19

December 13.1 11.1 33.1 1.37 0.32 0.219 7.25

Total load  190.8 Total contribution  79.38
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Equation (11.14) is applied in the range of 0.5  (Mw,a/Mw,s)  4.0 or 
37.5  Mw,a  300 L/m2. The storage correction factor can also be determined 
from Figure 11.3 directly, obtained by plotting Eq. (11.14) for this range.

e x a m p � e   1 1 . 3

Estimate the solar fraction for the month of March of Example 11.2 if the stor-
age tank capacity is 130 L/m2.

Solution
First the storage correction factor needs to be estimated. By using Eq. (11.14),
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For March, the corrected value of X is then Xc  0.87  2.08  1.81. 
The value of Y remains as estimated before, i.e., Y  0.68. From the f-chart, 
f  0.481 compared to 0.466 before the correction, an increase of about 2%.

collecTor flow raTe correcTion
The f-chart of Figure 11.2 has been generated using a collector antifreeze solu-
tion flow rate equal to 0.015 L/s-m2. A lower flow rate can reduce the energy 
collection rate significantly, especially if the low flow rate leads to fluid boiling 
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Figure 11.3  Storage correction factor for liquid-based systems.
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and relief of pressure through the relief valve. Although the product of the mass 
flow rate and the specific heat of the fluid flowing through the collector strongly 
affects the performance of the solar energy system, the value used is seldom 
lower than the value used for the f-chart development. Additionally, since an 
increase in the collector flow rate beyond the nominal value has a small effect 
on the system performance, Figure 11.2 is applicable for all practical collector 
flow rates.

load heaT exchanger Size correcTion
The size of the load heat exchanger strongly affects the performance of the solar 
energy system. This is because the rate of heat transfer across the load heat 
exchanger directly influences the temperature of the storage tank, which conse-
quently affects the collector inlet temperature. As the heat exchanger used to heat 
the building air is reduced in size, the storage tank temperature must increase to 
supply the same amount of heat energy, resulting in higher collector inlet tem-
peratures and therefore reduced collector performance. To account for the load 
heat exchanger size, a new dimensionless parameter is specified, Z, given by 
(Beckman et al., 1977):
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where
L  effectiveness of the load heat exchanger.
( )minmcp    minimum mass flow rate–specific heat product of heat exchanger 

(W/K).
(UA)L   building loss coefficient and area product used in degree-day space 

heating load model (W/K).

In Eq. (11.15), the minimum capacitance rate is that of the air side of the 
heat exchanger. System performance is asymptotically dependent on the value 
of Z; and for Z  10, the performance is essentially the same as for an infinitely 
large value of Z. Actually, the reduction in performance due to a small-size load 
heat exchanger is significant for values of Z lower than 1. Practical values of Z 
are between 1 and 3, whereas a value of Z  2 was used for the development of 
the f-chart of Figure 11.2. The performance of systems having other values of Z 
can be estimated by multiplying the dimensionless parameter Y by the follow-
ing correction factor:
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Equation (11.16) is applied in the range of 0.5  Z  50. The load heat 
exchanger size correction factor can also be determined from Figure 11.4 
directly, obtained by plotting Eq. (11.16) for this range.
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e x a m p � e   1 1 . 4

If the liquid flow rate in Example 11.2 is 0.525 L/s, the air flow rate is 470 L/s, 
the load heat exchanger effectiveness is 0.65, and the building overall loss coef-
ficient–area product, (UA)L, is 422 W/K, find the effect on the solar fraction for 
the month of November.

Solution
The minimum value of capacitance needs to be found first. Therefore, if we 
assume that the operating temperature is 350 K (77°C) and the properties of air 
and water at that temperature are as from Tables A5.1 and A5.2 in Appendix 5, 
respectively,
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Therefore, the minimum capacitance is for the air side of the load heat 
exchanger.

From Eq. (11.15),
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The correction factor is given by Eq. (11.16):
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From Example 11.2, the value of the dimensionless parameter Y is 0.50. 
Therefore, Yc  0.50  0.93  0.47. The value of the dimensionless para-
meter X for this month is 1.76, which from Eq. (11.13) gives a solar fraction 
f  0.323, a drop of about 2% from the previous value.
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Figure 11.4  load heat exchanger size correction factor.
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Although in the examples in this section only one parameter was differ-
ent from the standard one, if both the storage size and the size of the heat 
exchanger are different than the standard ones, both Xc and Yc need to be cal-
culated for the determination of the solar fraction. Additionally, most of the 
required parameters in this section are given as input data. In the following 
example, most of the required parameters are estimated from information given 
in earlier chapters.

e x a m p � e   1 1 . 5

A liquid-based solar space and domestic water heating system is located in 
Nicosia, Cyprus (35°N latitude). Estimate the monthly and annual solar frac-
tion of the system, which has a total collector area of 20 m2 and the following 
information is given:

1.  The collectors face south, installed with 45° inclination. The performance 
parameters of the collectors are FR()n  0.82 and FRUL  5.65 W/m2-°C, 
both determined from the standard collector tests.

2.  The flow rate of both the water and antifreeze solution through the collec-
tor heat exchanger is 0.02 L/s-m2 and the factor F FR R /   0.98.

3.  The storage tank capacity is equal to 120 L/m2.
4.  The ( )τα /()n  0.96 for October through March and 0.93 for April 

through September.
5.  The building UA value is equal to 450 W/K. The water to air load heat 

exchanger has an effectiveness of 0.75 and air flow rate is 520 L/s.
6.  The ground reflectivity is 0.2.
7.  The climatic data and the heating degree days for Nicosia, Cyprus, are taken 

from Appendix 7 and reproduced in Table 11.4 with the hot water load.

tab�e 11.4  Climate Data and Heating Degree Days for Example 11.5

Month H (MJ/m2) Ta (°C) Clearness 

index kT

Heating °C 

degree days

Hot water 

load, Dw (GJ)

January 8.96 12.1 0.49 175 3.5

February 12.38 11.9 0.53 171 3.1

March 17.39 13.8 0.58 131 2.8

April 21.53 17.5 0.59 42 2.5

May 26.06 21.5 0.65 3 2.1

June 29.20 29.8 0.70 0 1.9

July 28.55 29.2 0.70 0 1.8

August 25.49 29.4 0.68 0 1.9

September 21.17 26.8 0.66 0 2.0

October 15.34 22.7 0.60 1 2.7

November 10.33 17.7 0.53 36 3.0

December 7.92 13.7 0.47 128 3.3
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Solution
The loads need to be estimated first. For the month of January, from Eq. (6.24):
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The monthly heating load (including hot water load)  6.80  3.5  10.30 GJ. 
The results for all the months are shown in Table 11.5.

Next, we need to estimate the monthly average daily total radiation on the 
tilted collector surface from the daily total horizontal solar radiation, H . For this 
estimation, the average day of each month is used, shown in Table 2.1, together 
with the declination for each day. For each of those days, the sunset hour angle, 
hss, is required, given by Eq. (2.15), and the sunset hour angle on the tilted sur-
face, hss, given by Eq. (2.109). The calculations for the month of January are as 
follows.

From Eq. (2.15),

 h Lss         cos [ tan( ) tan( )] cos [ tan( ) tan( . )] .1 1 35 20 92 74 5δ  

From Eq. (2.109),
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tab�e 11.5  Heating Load for All the Months in Example 11.5

Month Heating °C 
degree days

Dh (GJ) Dw (GJ) L (GJ)

January 175 6.80 3.5 10.30

February 171 6.65 3.1 9.75

March 131 5.09 2.8 7.89

April 42 1.63 2.5 4.13

May 3 0.12 2.1 2.22

June 0 0 1.9 1.90

July 0 0 1.8 1.80

August 0 0 1.9 1.90

September 0 0 2.0 2.00

October 1 0.04 2.7 2.74

November 36 1.40 3.0 4.40

December 128 4.98 3.3 8.28

Total  57.31
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From Eq. (2.105b),
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From Eq. (2.108),
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From Eq. (2.107),
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 1 62.  

And finally, H RHt    1.62  8.96  14.52 MJ/m2. The calculations for 
all months are shown in Table 11.6.

tab�e 11.6  Monthly Average Calculations for Example 11.5

Month N  (°) hss (°) hss  (°) H HD / RB R Ht  (MJ/m2)

Jan. 17 20.92 74.5 74.5 0.38 2.05 1.62 14.52

Feb. 47 12.95 80.7 80.7 0.37 1.65 1.38 17.08

March 75 2.42 88.3 88.3 0.36 1.27 1.15 20.00

April 105 9.41 96.7 88.3 0.38 0.97 0.96 20.67

May 135 18.79 103.8 86.6 0.36 0.78 0.84 21.89

June 162 23.09 107.4 85.7 0.35 0.70 0.78 22.78

July 198 21.18 105.7 86.1 0.34 0.74 0.81 23.13

Aug. 228 13.45 99.6 87.6 0.34 0.88 0.90 22.94

Sept. 258 2.22 91.6 89.6 0.33 1.14 1.07 22.65

Oct. 288 9.6 83.2 83.2 0.34 1.52 1.32 20.25

Nov. 318 18.91 76.1 76.1 0.36 1.94 1.58 16.32

Dec. 344 23.05 72.7 72.7 0.38 2.19 1.71  13.54
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We can now move along in the f-chart estimation. The dimensionless 
parameters X and Y are estimated from Eqs. (11.8) and (11.9):
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The storage tank correction is obtained from Eq. (11.14):
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Then, the minimum capacitance value needs to be found (at an assumed 
temperature of 77°C):
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Therefore, the minimum capacitance is for the air side of the load heat 
exchanger.

From Eq. (11.15),
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The correction factor is given by Eq. (11.16):
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Therefore,

 Xc   2 53 0 89 2 25. . .  

and

 Yc   0 67 0 94 0 63. . .  

When these values are used in Eq. (11.13), they give f  0.419. The com-
plete calculations for all months of the year are shown in Table 11.7.
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From Eq. (11.12), the annual fraction of load covered by the solar energy 
system is:
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11.1.2   Performance and design of air-based  
Solar Heating Systems

Klein et al. (1977) developed for air-based systems a design procedure similarfor air-based systems a design procedure similar a design procedure similar 
to that for liquid-based systems. The f-chart for air-based systems is developed 
for the standard solar air-based solar energy system, shown in Figure 11.5. This 
is the same as the system shown in Figure 6.12, drawn without the controls, 
for clarity. As can be seen, the standard configuration of air-based solar heat-
ing system uses a pebble bed storage unit. The energy required for the DHW 
is provided through the air-to-water heat exchanger, as shown. During sum-
mertime, when heating is not required, it is preferable not to store heat in the 
pebble bed, so a bypass is usually used, as shown in Figure 11.5 (not shown in 
Figure 6.12), which allows the use of the collectors for water heating only.

The fraction f of the monthly total load supplied by a standard solar air-
based solar energy system, shown in Figure 11.5, is also given as a function of 
the two parameters, X and Y, which can be obtained from the f-chart given in 
Figure 11.6 or from the following equation (Klein et al., 1977):

 f Y X Y X Y    1 040 0 065 0 159 0 00187 0 00952 2 3. . . . .  (11.17)

tab�e 11.7  Complete Monthly Calculations for the f- Chart for Example 11.5

Month X Y Xc Yc f fL

January 2.53 0.67 2.25 0.63 0.419 4.32

February 2.42 0.76 2.15 0.71 0.483 4.71

March 3.24 1.21 2.88 1.14 0.714 5.63

April 5.73 2.24 5.10 2.11 1 4.13

May 10.49 4.57 9.34 4.30 1 2.22

June 11.21 5.38 9.98 5.06 1 1.90

July 11.67 5.95 10.39 5.59 1 1.80

August 11.02 5.59 9.81 5.25 1 1.90

September 10.51 5.08 9.35 4.78 1 2.00

October 8.37 3.53 7.45 3.32 1 2.74

November 5.37 1.72 4.78 1.62 0.846 3.72

December 3.09 0.78 2.75 0.73 0.464 3.84

Total  38.91
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e x a m p � e   1 1 . 6

A solar air heating system of the standard configuration is installed in the same 
area as the one of Example 11.2 and the building has the same load. The air 
collectors have the same area as in Example 11.2 and are double glazed, with 
FRUL  2.92 W/m2-°C, FR()n  0.52, and ( )τα /()n  0.93. Estimate the 
annual solar fraction.

Solution
A general condition of air systems is that no correction factor is required for 
the collector heat exchanger and ducts are well insulated; therefore, heat losses 
are assumed to be small, so F FR R /   1. For the month of January and from 
Eqs. (11.8) and (11.9).
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Figure 11.5  Schematic diagram of the standard air-based solar heating system.
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From Eq. (11.17) or Figure 11.6, f  0.147. The solar contribution is fL  
0.147  35.2  5.17 GJ. The same calculations are repeated for the other 
months and tabulated in Table 11.8.

It should be noted here that, again, the values of f marked in bold are out-
side the range of the f-chart correlation and a fraction of 100% is used because 
during these months, the solar energy system covers the load fully. From Eq. 
(11.12), the annual fraction of load covered by the solar energy system is
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Therefore, compared to the results from Example 11.2, it can be concluded 
that, due to the lower collector optical characteristics, F is lower.

Air systems require two correction factors, one for the pebble bed storage 
size and one for the air flow rate, which affects stratification in the pebble bed. 
There are no load heat exchangers in air systems, and care must be taken to 

tab�e 11.8  Solar Contribution and f-Values for All Months for Example 11.6

Month Ht  (MJ/m2) Ta  (°C) L (GJ) X Y f fL

January 12.5 10.1 35.2 0.70 0.19 0.147 5.17

February 15.6 13.5 31.1 0.69 0.24 0.197 6.13

March 17.8 15.8 20.7 1.11 0.45 0.367 7.60

April 20.2 19.0 13.2 1.63 0.78 0.618 8.16

May 21.5 21.5 5.6 3.84 2.01 1 5.60

June 22.5 29.8 4.1 4.54 2.79 1 4.10

July 23.1 32.1 2.9 6.41 4.18 1 2.90

August 22.4 30.5 3.5 5.44 3.36 1 3.50

September 21.1 22.5 5.1 4.03 2.10 1 5.10

October 18.2 19.2 12.7 1.74 0.75 0.587 7.45

November 15.2 16.2 23.6 0.94 0.33 0.267 6.30

December 13.1 11.1 33.1 0.74 0.21 0.164 5.43

Total load  190.8190.8 Total contribution  67.44
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use the collector performance parameters FRUL and FR()n, determined at the 
same air flow rate as used in the installation; otherwise, the correction outlined 
in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.1, needs to be used.

pebble bed STorage Size correcTion
For the development of the f-chart of Figure 11.6, a standard storage capacity 
of 0.25 cubic meters of pebbles per square meter of collector area was consid-
ered, which corresponds to 350 kJ/m2-°C for typical void fractions and rock 
properties. Although the performance of air-based systems is not as sensitive 
to the storage capacity as in liquid-based systems, other storage capacities can 
be used by modifying the factor X by a storage size correction factor, Xc/X, as 
given by (Klein et al., 1977):
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where
Mb, a   actual pebble storage capacity per square meter of collector area (m3/m2).
Mb, s   standard storage capacity per square meter of collector area   0.25 m3/m2.

Equation (11.18) is applied in the range of 0.5  (Mb,a/Mb,s)  4.0 or 0.125  
Mb,a  1.0. The storage correction factor can also be determined from Figure 
11.7 directly, obtained by plotting Eq. (11.18) for this range.
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Figure 11.7  Storage size correction factor for air-based systems.
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air flow raTe correcTion
Air-based heating systems must also be corrected for the flow rate. An increased 
air flow rate tends to increase system performance by improving FR, but it tends 
to decrease performance by reducing the pebble bed thermal stratification. The 
standard collector flow rate is 10 L/s of air per square meter of collector area. 
The performance of systems having other collector flow rates can be estimated 
by using appropriate values of FR and Y, then modifying the value of X by a 
collector air flow rate correction factor, Xc/X, to account for the degree of strati-
fication in the pebble bed (Klein et al., 1977):
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where
ma  actual collector flow rate per square meter of collector area (L/s-m2).
ms   standard collector flow rate per square meter of collector area  10 L/s-m2.

Equation (11.19) is applied in the range of 0.5  ( ma/ ms)  2.0 or 5  ma  20. 
The air flow rate correction factor can also be determined from Figure 11.8 directly, 
obtained by plotting Eq. (11.19) for this range.
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e x a m p � e   1 1 . 7

If the air system of Example 11.6 uses a flow rate equal to 17 L/s-m2, estimate 
the solar fraction for the month of January. At the new flow rate, the perfor-
mance parameters of the collector are FRUL  3.03 W/m2-°C, FR()  0.54.

Solution
From Eq. (11.19),
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The increased air flow rate also affects the FR and the performance para-
meters, as shown in the problem definition. Therefore, the value of X to use is 
the value from Example 11.6 corrected for the new air flow rate through the 
collector and the pebble bed. Hence,
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The dimensionless parameter Y is affected only by the FR. So,
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Finally, from the f-chart of Figure 11.6 or Eq. (11.17), f  0.148 or 14.8%. 
Compared to the previous result of 14.7%, there is no significant reduction for 
the increased flow rate, but there will be an increase in fan power.

If, in a solar energy system, both air flow rate and storage size are different 
from the standard ones, two corrections must be done on dimensionless para-
meter X. In this case, the final X value to use is the uncorrected value multi-
plied by the two correction factors.

e x a m p � e   1 1 . 8

If the air system of Example 11.6 uses a pebble storage tank equal to 0.35 m3/m2 
and the flow rate is equal to 17 L/s-m2, estimate the solar fraction for the month 
of January. At the new flow rate, the performance parameters of the collector are 
as shown in Example 11.7.

Solution
The two correction factors need to be estimated first. The correction factors 
for X and Y for the increased flow rate are as shown in Example 11.7. For the 
increased pebble bed storage, from Eq. (11.18),
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The correction for the air flow rate is given in Example 11.7 and is equal to 
1.16. By considering also the correction for the flow rate on FR and the original 
value of X,
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The dimensionless parameter Y is affected only by the FR. So, the value of 
Example 11.7 is used here (0.20). Therefore, from the f chart of Figure 11.6 
or Eq. (11.17), f  0.153 or 15.3%.

11.1.3   Performance and design of Solar  
Service Water Systems

The f-chart of Figure 11.2 or Eq. (11.13) can also be used to estimate the perfor-
mance of solar service water heating systems with a configuration like that shown 
in Figure 11.9. Although a liquid-based system is shown in Figure 11.9, air or water 
collectors can be used in the system with the appropriate heat exchanger to transfer 
heat to the pre-heat storage tank. Hot water from the pre-heat storage tank is then 
fed to a water heater where its temperature can be increased, if required. A temper-
ing valve may also be used to maintain the supply temperature below a maximum 
temperature, but this mixing can also be done at the point of use by the user.

The performance of solar water heating systems is affected by the public 
mains water temperature, Tm, and the minimum acceptable hot water temper-
ature, Tw; both affect the average system operating temperature and thus the 
collector energy losses. Therefore, the parameter X, which accounts for the col-
lector energy losses, needs to be corrected. The additional correction factor for 
the parameter X is given by (Beckman et al., 1977):
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Figure 11.9  Schematic diagram of the standard of water heating system configuration.
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where
Tm  mains water temperature (°C).
Tw  minimum acceptable hot water temperature (°C).
Ta   monthly average ambient temperature (°C).

The correction factor Xc/X is based on the assumption that the solar pre-heat 
tank is well insulated. Tank losses from the auxiliary tank are not included in the 
f-chart correlations. Therefore, for systems supplying hot water only, the load 
should also include the losses from the auxiliary tank. Tank losses can be esti-
mated from the heat loss coefficient and tank area (UA) based on the assumption 
that the entire tank is at the minimum acceptable hot water temperature, Tw.

The solar water heater performance is based on storage capacity of 75 L/m2 
of collector aperture area and a typical hot water load profile, with little effect 
by other distributions on the system performance. For different storage capaci-
ties, the correction given by Eq. (11.14) applies.

e x a m p � e   1 1 . 9

A solar water heating system is installed in an area where, for the 31-day 
month under investigation, the average daily total radiation on the tilted collec-
tor surface is 19.3 MJ/m2, average ambient temperature is 18.1°C, and it uses 
a 5 m2 aperture area collector that has FR()n  0.79 and FRUL  6.56 W/
m2-°C, both determined from the standard collector tests. The water heating 
load is 200 L/d, the public mains water temperature, Tm, is 12.5°C, and the 
minimum acceptable hot water temperature, Tw, is 60°C. The storage capac-
ity of the pre-heat tank is 75 L/m2 and auxiliary tank has a capacity of 150 L, 
a loss coefficient of 0.59 W/m2-°C, diameter 0.4 m, and height of 1.1 m; it is 
located indoors, where the environment temperature is 20°C. The flow rate 
in the collector is the same as the flow rate used in testing the collector, the 
F FR R /   0.98, and the ( )τα /()n  0.94. Estimate the solar fraction.

Solution
The monthly water heating load is the energy required to heat the water from 
Tm to Tw plus the auxiliary tank losses. For the month investigated, the water 
heating load is

 200 31 4190 60 12 5 1 234   ( . ) . GJ  

The auxiliary tank loss rate is given by UA(Tw  Ta). The area of the tank is

 π π π πd dl2 22 0 4 2 0 4 1 1 1 63/ / m2     ( . ) . . .  

Thus, auxiliary tank loss  0.59  1.63(60  20)  38.5 W. The energy 
required to cover this loss in a month is

 38 5 31 24 3600 0 103. .    GJ.  
Therefore,

 Total heating load GJ  1 234 0 103 1 337. . .  
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Using Eqs. (11.8) and (11.9), we get
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From Eq. (11.20), the correction for X is
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Therefore, the corrected value of X is

 Xc   5 27 1 08 5 69. . .  

From Fig. 11.2 or Eq. (11.13), for Xc and Y, we get f  0.808 or 80.8%.

11.1.4  General remarks
The f-chart design method is used to quickly estimate the long-term performance 
of solar energy systems of standard configurations. The input data needed are 
the monthly average radiation and temperature, the monthly load required to 
heat a building and its service water, and the collector performance parameters 
obtained from standard collector tests. A number of assumptions are made for 
the development of the f-chart method. The main ones include assumptions that 
the systems are well built, system configuration and control are close to the ones 
considered in the development of the method, and the flow rate in the collectors 
is uniform. If a system under investigation differs considerably from these con-
ditions, then the f-chart method cannot give reliable results.

It should be emphasized that the f-chart is intended to be used as a design 
tool for residential space and domestic water heating systems of standard con-
figuration. In these systems, the minimum temperature at the load is near 20°C; 
therefore, energy above this value of temperature is useful. The f-chart method 
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cannot be used for the design of systems that require minimum temperatures 
substantially different from this minimum value. Therefore, it cannot be used 
for solar air conditioning systems using absorption chillers, for which the mini-
mum load temperature is around 80°C.

It should also be understood that, because of the nature of the input data used 
in the f-chart method, there are a number of uncertainties in the results obtained. 
The first uncertainty is related to the meteorological data used, especially when 
horizontal radiation data are converted into radiation falling on the inclined col-
lector surface, because average data are used, which may differ considerably from 
the real values of a particular year, and that all days were considered symmetrical 
about solar noon. A second uncertainty is related to the fact that solar energy sys-
tems are assumed to be well built with well-insulated storage tanks and no leaks 
in the system, which is not very correct for air systems, all of which leak to some 
extent, leading to a degraded performance. Additionally, all liquid storage tanks 
are assumed to be fully mixed, which leads to conservative long-term performance 
predictions because it gives overestimation of collector inlet temperature. The final 
uncertainty is related to the building and hot water loads, which strongly depend 
on variable weather conditions and the habits of the occupants.

Despite these limitations, the f-chart method is a handy method that can eas-eas-
ily and quickly be used for the design of residential-type solar heating systems.be used for the design of residential-type solar heating systems. 
When the main assumptions are fulfilled, quite accurate results are obtained.

11.1.5  f -Chart Program
Although the f-chart method is simple in concept, the required calculations are 
tedious, particularly the manipulation of radiation data. The use of computers 
greatly reduces the effort required. Program F-Chart (Klein and Beckman, 2005), 
developed by the originators of TRNSYS, is very easy to use and gives predic-
tions very quickly. Again, in this case, the model is accurate only for solar heat-
ing systems of a type comparable to that which was assumed in the development 
of the f-chart.

The f-chart program is written in the BASIC programming language and 
can be used to estimate the long-term performance of solar energy systems that 
have flat-plate, evacuated tube collectors, CPCs, and one- or two-axis tracking 
concentrating collectors. Additionally, the program includes an active-passive 
storage system and analyzes the performance of a solar energy system in which 
energy is stored in the building structure rather than a storage unit (treated with 
methods presented in the following section) and a swimming pool heating sys-
tem that provides estimates of the energy losses from the swimming pool. The 
complete list of solar energy systems that can be handled by the program is as 
follows:

l Pebble bed storage space and domestic water heating systems.
l Water storage space and/or domestic water heating systems.
l Active collection with building storage space heating systems.
l Direct gain passive systems.
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l Collector-storage wall passive systems.
l Pool heating systems.
l General heating systems, such as process heating systems.
l Integral collector-storage domestic water heating systems.

The program can also perform economic analysis of the systems. The program, 
however, does not provide the flexibility of detailed simulations and perfor-
mance investigations, as TRNSYS does.

11.2  utilizability method
In the previous section, the f-chart method is presented. Due to the limitations 
outlined in Section 11.1.4, the f-chart method cannot be used for systems in 
which the minimum temperature supplied to a load is not near 20°C. Most of 
the systems that cannot be simulated with f-chart can be modeled with the uti-
lizability method or its enhancements.

The utilizability method is a design technique used for the calculation of the 
long-term thermal collector performance for certain types of systems. Initially 
originated by Whillier (1953), the method, referred to as the -curve method, is 
based on the solar radiation statistic, and the necessary calculations had to be done 
for hourly intervals about solar noon each month. Subsequently, the method was 
generalized for time of year and geographic location by Liu and Jordan (1963). 
Their generalized -curves, generated from daily data, gave the ability to calculate 
utilizability curves for any location and tilt by knowing only the clearness index, 
KT. Afterward, the work by Klein (1978) and Collares-Pereira and Rabl (1979a) 
eliminated the necessity of hourly calculations. The monthly average daily utiliz-
ability, Φ , reduced much of the complexity and improved the utility of the method.

11.2.1  Hourly utilizability
The utilizability method is based on the concept that only radiation that is 
above a critical or threshold intensity is useful. Utilizability, , is defined as 
the fraction of insolation incident on a collector’s surface that is above a given 
threshold or critical value.

We saw in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.4, Eq. (3.61), that a solar collector can 
give useful heat only if solar radiation is above a critical level. When radiation 
is incident on the tilted surface of a collector, the utilizable energy for any hour 
is (It  Itc)

, where the plus sign indicates that this energy can be only positive 
or zero. The fraction of the total energy for the hour that is above the critical 
level is called the utilizability for that hour, given by
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Utilizability can also be defined in terms of rates, using Gt and Gtc, but 
because radiation data are usually available on an hourly basis, the hourly val-
ues are preferred and are also in agreement with the basis of the method.



Utilizability for a single hour is not very useful, whereas utilizability for a 
particular hour of a month having N days, in which the average radiation for 
the hour is It , is very useful, given by
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In this case, the average utilizable energy for the month is given by NItΦ. Such 
calculations can be done for all hours of the month, and the results can be 
added up to get the utilizable energy of the month. Another required parameterparameter 
is the dimensionless critical radiation level, defined as
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For each hour or hour pair, the monthly average hourly radiation incident on 
the collector is given by
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By dividing by H  and using Eq. (2.82),
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The ratios r and rd can be estimated from Eqs. (2.83) and (2.84), respectively.
Liu and Jordan (1963) constructed a set of  curves for various values of 

KT . With these curves, it is possible to predict the utilizable energy at a con-
stant critical level by knowing only the long-term average radiation. Later on 
Clark et al. (1983) developed a simple procedure to estimate the generalized  
functions, given by
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The monthly average hourly clearness index, kT, is given by
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and can be estimated using Eqs. (2.83) and (2.84) as
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where  and  can be estimated from Eqs. (2.84b) and (2.84c), respectively.  
If necessary, Ho can be estimated from Eq. (2.79) or obtained directly from 
Table 2.5.

The ratio of monthly average hourly radiation on a tilted surface to that on 
a horizontal surface, Rh , is given by
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The  curves are used hourly, which means that three to six hourly calcu-
lations are required per month if hour pairs are used. For surfaces facing the 
equator, where hour pairs can be used, the monthly average daily utilizability,
Φ, presented in the following section can be used and is a more simple way 
of calculating the useful energy. For surfaces that do not face the equator or 
for processes that have critical radiation levels that vary consistently during the 
days of a month, however, the hourly  curves need to be used for each hour.

11.2.2  daily utilizability
As can be understood from the preceding description, a large number of calcu-
lations are required to use the  curves. For this reason, Klein (1978) developed 
the monthly average daily utilizability, Φ, concept. Daily utilizability is defined 
as the sum over all hours and days of a month of the radiation falling on a titled 
surface that is above a given threshold or critical value, which is similar to the 
one used in the  concept, divided by the monthly radiation, given by
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The monthly utilizable energy is then given by the product NHtΦ. The 
value of Φ  for a month depends on the distribution of hourly values of radia-
tion in that month. Klein (1978) assumed that all days are symmetrical about 
solar noon, and this means that Φ  depends on the distribution of daily total 
radiation, i.e., the relative frequency of occurrence of below-average, average, 
and above-average daily radiation values. In fact, because of this assumption, 
any departure from this symmetry within days leads to increased values of Φ. 
This means that the Φ  calculated gives conservative results.

Klein developed the correlations of Φ  as a function of KT , a dimensionless 
critical radiation level, Xc , and a geometric factor R Rn/ . The parameter R  is the 
monthly ratio of radiation on a tilted surface to that on a horizontal surface,
H Ht / , given by Eq. (2.107), and Rn is the ratio for the hour centered at noon of 
radiation on the tilted surface to that on a horizontal surface for an average day 
of the month, which is similar to Eq. (2.99) but rewritten for the noon hour in 
terms of rdHD and rH as
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where rd,n and rn are obtained from Eqs. (2.83) and (2.84), respectively, at 
solar noon (h  0°). It should be noted that Rn is calculated for a day that has a 
total radiation equal to the monthly average daily total radiation, i.e., a day for 
which H  H  and Rn is not the monthly average value of R at noon. The term 
HD/H is given from Erbs et al. (1982) as follows.

For hss  81.4°,
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For hss  81.4°,
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The monthly average critical radiation level, Xc , is defined as the ratio of 
the critical radiation level to the noon radiation level on a day of the month in 
which the radiation is the same as the monthly average, given by
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The procedure followed by Klein (1978) is, for a given KT  a set of days 
was established that had the correct long-term average distribution of KT val-
ues. The radiation in each of the days in a sequence was divided into hours, and 
these hourly values of radiation were used to find the total hourly radiation on a 
tilted surface, It. Subsequently, critical radiation levels were subtracted from the 
It values and summed as shown in Eq. (11.30) to get the Φ values. The Φ  curves 
calculated in this manner can be obtained from graphs or the flowing relation
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where

 A K KT T  2 943 9 271 4 031 2. . .  (11.34b)

 B K KT T   4 345 8 853 3 602 2. . .  (11.34c)

 C K KT T   0 170 0 306 2 936 2. . .  (11.34d)

e x a m p � e   1 1 . 1 0

A north-facing surface located in an area that is at 35°S latitude is tilted at 40°. 
For the month of April, when H   17.56 MJ/m2, critical radiation is 117 W/m2, 
and G  0.25, calculate Φ  and the utilizable energy.

Solution
For April, the mean day from Table 2.1 is N  105 and   9.41°. From Eq. (2.15), 
the sunset time hss  83.3°. From Eqs. (2.84b), (2.84c), and (2.84a), we have
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From Eq. (2.83), we have
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From Eq. (2.90a), for the Southern Hemisphere (plus sign instead of minus),
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From Eq. (2.79) or Table 2.5, Ho  24.84 kJ/m2, and from Eq. (2.82),
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For a day in which H   H, KT  0.707, and from Eq. (11.32b),
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Then, from Eq. (11.31),
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From Eq. (2.109), for the Southern Hemisphere (plus sign instead of minus),
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From Eq. (2.108), for the Southern Hemisphere (plus sign instead of minus),
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From Eq. (2.105d),
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From Eq. (2.107),
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From Eq. (11.33), the dimensionless average critical radiation level is
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From Eq. (11.34):
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Finally, the month utilizable energy is

 NH NHRtΦ Φ     30 17.56 1.376 0.819 593.7MJ/m2
 

Both the  and the Φ  concepts can be applied in a variety of design prob-
lems, such as heating systems and passively heated buildings, where the unuti-
lizable energy (excess energy) that cannot be stored in the building mass can be 
estimated. Examples of these applications are given in the following sections.

11.2.3   design of active Systems With the  
utilizability method

The method can be developed for an hourly or daily basis. These are treated 
separately in this section.

hourly uTilizabiliTy
Utilizability can also be defined as the fraction of incident solar radiation that 
can be converted into useful heat. It is the fraction utilized by a collector hav-
ing no optical losses and a heat removal factor of unity i.e., FR()  1, oper-
ating at a fixed inlet to ambient temperature difference. It should be noted that 
the utilizability of this collector is always less than 1, since thermal losses exist 
in the collector.

The Hottel-Whillier equation (Hottel and Whillier, 1955) relates the rate 
of useful energy collection by a flat-plate solar collector, Qu, to the design 
parameters of the collector and meteorological conditions. This is given by Eq. 
(3.60) in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.4. This equation can be expressed in terms of 
the hourly radiation incident on the collector plane, It, as

 Q A F I U T Tu c R t L i a   [ ( ) ( )]τα  (11.35)

where
FR  collector heat removal efficiency factor.
Ac  collector area (m2).
()  effective transmittance-absorptance product.
It  total radiation incident on the collector surface per unit area (kJ/m2).
UL  energy loss coefficient (W/m2-K).
Ti  inlet collector fluid temperature (°C).
Ta  ambient temperature (°C).
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The radiation level must exceed a critical value before useful output is pro-
duced. This critical level is found by setting Qu in Eq. (11.35) equal to 0. This 
is given in Eq. (3.61), but in terms of the hourly radiation incident on the col-
lector plane, it is given by
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R
tc 
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 (11.36)

The useful energy gain can thus be written in terms of critical radiation  
level as:

 Q A F I Iu c R t  ( )( )τα tc  (11.37)

The plus superscript in Eqs. (11.35) and (11.37) and in the following equations 
indicates that only positive values of Itc are considered. If the critical radiation 
level is constant for a particular hour of the month having N days, then the 
monthly average hourly output for this hour is
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Because the monthly average radiation for this particular hour is It , the 
average useful output can be expressed by

 Q A F Iu c R t ( )τα Φ  (11.39)

where  is given by Eq. (11.22). This can be estimated from the generalized 
 curves or Eq. (11.26), given earlier for the dimensionless critical radiation 
level, Xc, given by Eq. (11.23), which can now be written in terms of the col-
lector parameters, using Eq. (11.36), as
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where ()/()n can be determined for the mean day of the month, shown in 
Table 2.1, and the appropriate hour angle and can be estimated with the inci-
dence angle modifier constant, bo, from Eq. (4.25).

With  known, the utilizable energy is ItΦ. The main use of hourly utiliz-
ability is to estimate the output of processes that have a critical radiation level, 
Xc, that changes considerably during the day, which can be due to collector 
inlet temperature variation.
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Suppose that a collector system supplies heat to an industrial process. The collec-
tor inlet temperature (process return temperature) varies as shown in Table 11.9 
but, for a certain hour, is constant during the month. The calculation is done for 
the month of April, where KT  0.63. The system is located at 35°N latitude and 
the collector characteristics are FRUL  5.92 W/m2-°C, FR()n  0.82, tilted at 
40°, and the incidence angle modifier constant bo  0.1. The weather conditions 
are also given in the table. Calculate the energy output of the collector.

Solution
First, the incidence angle is calculated, from which the incidence angle modi-
fier is estimated. The estimations are done on the half hour; for the hour 8–9, 
the hour angle is 52.5°. From Eq. (2.20),
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The dimensionless critical radiation level, Xc, is given by Eq. (11.40):
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From Table 2.5, Ho  35.8 MJ/m2. From the input data and Eq. (2.82),

 H K HT o   35 8 0 63 22 56. . . MJ/m2
 

tab�e 11.9  Collector Inlet Temperature and 
Weather Conditions for Example 11.11

Hour Ti (°C) Ta (°C) It (MJ/m2)

8–9 25 9 1.52

9–10 25 11 2.36

10–11 30 13 3.11

11–12 30 15 3.85

12–13 30 18 3.90

13–14 45 16 3.05

14–15 45 13 2.42

15–16 45 9 1.85
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To avoid repeating the same calculations as in previous examples, some val-
ues are given directly. Therefore, hss  96.7°,   0.709, and   0.376. From 
Eq. (2.84a),
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From Eq. (2.83), we have
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From Eq. (11.29),
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The monthly average hourly clearness index, kT , is given by Eq. (11.28):
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From Eq. (11.26c),
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From Eq. (11.26b),
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From Eq. (11.26a),
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Finally the useful gain (UG) of the collector for that hour is (April has  
30 days):
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0 82 0 929 30 1 52 0 723

25 11 MJ/m2
 

The results for the other hours are shown in Table 11.10.
The useful gain for the month is equal to 427.6 MJ/m2.

Although the  curves method is a very powerful tool, caution is required 
to avoid possible misuse. For example, due to finite storage capacity, the criti-
cal level of collector inlet temperature for liquid-based domestic solar heating 
systems varies considerably during the month, so the  curves method cannot  

tab�e 11.10  Results for All Hours in Example 11.11

Hour h (°)  (°) K Xc rd r Rh kT Xm g  UG

8–9 52.5 54.3 0.929 0.294 0.080 0.075 0.898 0.591 1.841 5.289 0.723 25.11

9–10 37.5 40.1 0.969 0.159 0.100 0.101 1.036 0.635 1.776 3.464 0.845 47.54

10–11 22.5 26.7 0.988 0.144 0.114 0.120 1.149 0.666 1.737 2.802 0.859 64.93

11–12 7.5 16.2 0.996 0.102 0.122 0.132 1.293 0.682 1.747 2.953 0.900 84.90

12–13 7.5 16.2 0.996 0.080 0.122 0.132 1.310 0.682 1.753 3.049 0.921 88.01

13–14 22.5 26.7 0.988 0.250 0.114 0.120 1.127 0.666 1.728 2.676 0.760 56.34

14–15 37.5 40.1 0.969 0.355 0.100 0.101 1.062 0.635 1.787 3.695 0.669 38.59

15–16 52.5 54.3 0.929 0.544 0.080 0.075 1.093 0.591 1.936 14.63 0.525 22.20

Total  427.6
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be applied directly. Exceptions to this rule are air heating systems during  
winter, where the inlet air temperature to the collector is the return air from the 
house, and systems with seasonal storage where, due to its size, storage tank 
temperatures show small variations during the month.

daily uTilizabiliTy
As indicated in Section 11.2.2, the use of  curves involves a lot of calcula-
tions. Klein (1978) and Collares-Pereira and Rabl (1979b; 1979c) simplified 
the calculations for systems for which a critical radiation level can be used for 
all hours of the month.

Daily utilizability is defined as the sum for a month over all hours and all 
days of the radiation on a tilted surface that is above a critical level, divided 
by the monthly radiation. This is given in Eq. (11.30). The critical level, Itc, is 
similar to Eq. (11.36), but in this case, the monthly average () product must 
be used and the inlet and ambient temperatures are representative temperatures 
for the month:
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In Eq. (11.41), the term ( ) /( )τα τα n can be estimated with Eq. (11.11). 
The monthly average critical radiation ratio is the ratio of the critical radiation 
level, Itc, to the noon radiation level for a day of the month in which the total 
radiation for the day is the same as the monthly average. In equation form,
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The monthly average daily useful energy gain is given by

 Q A F Hu c R t ( )τα Φ  (11.43)

Daily utilizability can be obtained from Eq. (11.34).
It should be noted that, even though monthly average daily utilizability 

reduces the complexity of the method, calculations can be still quite tedious, 
especially when monthly average hourly calculations are required.

It is also noticeable that the majority of the aforementioned methods 
for computing solar energy utilizability have been derived as fits to North 
American data versus the clearness index, which is the parameter used to indi-
cate the dependence of the climate. Carvalho and Bourges (1985) applied some 
of these methods to European and African locations and compared results 
with values obtained from long-term measurements. Results showed that these 
methods can give acceptable results when the actual monthly average daily 
irradiation on the considered surface is known.
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Examples of this method are given in the next section, where the Φ and  
f-chart methods are combined.

11.3  the Φ, f-chart method
The utilizability design concept is useful when the collector operates at a known 
critical radiation level during a specific month. In a practical system, however, 
the collector is connected to a storage tank, so the monthly sequence of weather 
and load time distributions cause a fluctuating storage tank temperature and thus 
a variable critical radiation level. On the other hand, the f-chart was developed 
to overcome the restriction of a constant critical level but is restricted to systems 
delivering a load near 20°C.

Klein and Beckman (1979) combined the utilizability concept described in 
the previous section with the f-chart to produce the Φ, f-chart design method for 
a closed loop solar energy system, shown in Figure 11.10. The method is not 
restricted to loads that are at 20°C. In this system, the storage tank is assumed 
to be pressurized or filled with a liquid of high boiling point so that no energy 
dumping occurs through the relief valve. The auxiliary heater is in parallel with 
the solar energy system. In these systems, energy supplied to the load must be 
above a specified minimum useful temperature, Tmin, and it must be used at a 
constant thermal efficiency or coefficient of performance so that the load on 
the solar energy system can be estimated. The return temperature from the load 
is always at or above Tmin. Because the performance of a heat pump or a heat 
engine varies with the temperature level of supplied energy, this design method 
is not suitable for this kind of application. It is useful, however, in absorption 
refrigerators, industrial process heating, and space heating systems.

The maximum monthly average daily energy that can be delivered from the 
system shown in Figure 11.10 is given by

 
Q A F Hu c R t ( ) maxτα Φ∑  (11.44)
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Figure 11.10  Schematic diagram of a closed loop solar energy system.
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This is the same as Eq. (11.43), except that Φ  is replaced with Φmax , which is 
the maximum daily utilizability, estimated from the minimum monthly average 
critical radiation ratio:
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Klein and Beckman (1979) correlated the results of many detailed simula-
tions of the system shown in Figure 11.10, for various storage size–collector area 
ratios, with two dimensionless variables. These variables are similar to the ones 
used in the f-chart but are not the same. Here, the f-chart dimensionless param-
eter Y (plotted on the ordinate of the f-chart) is replaced by Φmax ,Y  given by
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And the f-chart dimensionless parameter X (plotted on the abscissa of the f-
chart) is replaced by a modified dimensionless variable, X, given by
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In fact, the change in the X dimensionless variable is that the parameter 
(100  Ta ) is replaced with an empirical constant 100.

The Φ, f-charts can be obtained from actual charts or from the following 
analytical equation (Klein and Beckman, 1979):

 f Y f X Rs     Φmax
.. [exp( . ) ][ exp( . )]0 015 3 85 1 1 0 15 0 76  (11.48)

where Rs  ratio of standard storage heat capacity per unit of collector area of 
350 kJ/m2-°C to actual storage capacity, given by (Klein and Beckman, 1979):
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350  (11.49)

where M  actual mass of storage capacity (kg).
Although, in Eq. (11.48), f is included on both sides of equation, it is rela-

tively easy to solve for f by trial and error. Since the Φ, f-charts are given for 
various storage capacities and the user has to interpolate, the use of Eq. (11.48) 
is preferred, so the actual charts are not included in this book. The Φ, f-charts 
are used in the same way as the f-charts. The values of Φmax Y, and X need to 
be calculated from the long-term radiation data for the particular location and 
load patterns. As before, fL is the average monthly contribution of the solar 
energy system, and the monthly values can be summed and divided by the total 
annual load to obtain the annual fraction, F.
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An industrial process heat system has a 50 m2 collector. The system is located 
at Nicosia, Cyprus (35°N latitude), and the collector characteristics are 
FRUL  5.92 W/m2-°C, FR()n  0.82, tilted at 40°, and double glazed. The 
process requires heat at a rate of 15 kW at a temperature of 70°C for 10 h each 
day. Estimate the monthly and annual solar fractions. Additional information is 
()n  0.96, storage volume  5000 L. The weather conditions, as obtained 
from Appendix 7, are given in Table 11.11. The values of the last column are 
estimated from Eq. (2.82).

As can be seen, the values of Ho are slightly different from those shown 
in Table 2.5 for 35°N latitude. This is because the actual latitude of Nicosia, 
Cyprus, is 35.15°N, as shown in Appendix 7.

Solution
To simplify the solution, most of the results are given directly in Table 11.12. 
These concern RB , given by Eq. (2.108); H HD / , given by Eqs. (2.105c) and 
(2.10d); R, given by Eq. (2.107); rn and rd,n, given by Eqs. (2.84) and (2.83), 
respectively, at noon (h  0°); RB,n, given by Eq. (2.90a) at noon; HD/H, given 
by Eqs. (11.32); and Rn, given by Eq. (11.31).

Subsequently, the data for January are presented. First, we need to esti-
mate ( ) /( ) .τα τα n  For this estimation, we need to know S  and then apply  
Eq. (11.10) to find the required parameter. From Eqs. (3.4a) and (3.4b),
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tab�e 11.11  Weather Conditions for Example 11.12

Month H  (MJ/m2) Ta  (°C) KT Ho  (MJ/m2)

January 8.96 12.1 0.49 18.29

February 12.38 11.9 0.53 23.36

March 17.39 13.8 0.58 29.98

April 21.53 17.5 0.59 36.49

May 26.06 21.5 0.65 40.09

June 29.20 25.8 0.70 41.71

July 28.55 29.2 0.70 40.79

August 25.49 29.4 0.68 37.49

September 21.17 26.8 0.66 32.08

October 15.34 22.7 0.60 25.57

November 10.33 17.7 0.53 19.49

December 7.92 13.7 0.47 16.85
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From Figure 3.24, for a double-glazed collector,

 ( ) /( )τα ταD n  0.87  

and

 ( ) /( )τα ταG n  0.57  

Therefore,

 ( ) ( ) . . . .τα ταD n    0 87 0 96 0 87 0 835  

 ( ) ( ) . . . .τα ταG n    0 57 0 96 0 57 0 547  

These values are constant for all months. For the beam radiation, we use 
Figures A3.8(a) and A.3.8(b) to find the equivalent angle for each month and Figure 
3.24 to get ()/()n. The 12 angles are 40, 42, 44, 47, 50, 51, 51, 49, 46, 43, 40, 
and 40, from which 12 values are read from Figure 3.24 and the corresponding val-
ues are given in Table 11.13. The calculations for January are as follows:
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tab�e 11.12  Results of Radiation Coefficients for Example 11.12

Month RB H HD / R rn rd,n RB,n HD/H Rn

Jan. 1.989 0.40 1.570 0.168 0.156 1.716 0.590 1.283

Feb. 1.624 0.36 1.381 0.156 0.144 1.429 0.505 1.225

March 1.282 0.36 1.162 0.144 0.133 1.258 0.469 1.119

April 1.000 0.35 0.982 0.133 0.123 1.074 0.450 1.018

May 0.827 0.29 0.867 0.126 0.116 0.953 0.336 0.955

June 0.757 0.25 0.812 0.122 0.112 0.929 0.235 0.921

July 0.787 0.25 0.834 0.124 0.114 0.924 0.235 0.939

Aug. 0.921 0.27 0.934 0.130 0.120 1.020 0.276 1.008

Sept. 1.160 0.29 1.103 0.140 0.129 1.180 0.316 1.117

Oct. 1.503 0.34 1.316 0.152 0.141 1.400 0.432 1.216

Nov. 1.885 0.36 1.548 0.164 0.153 1.648 0.505 1.311

Dec. 2.113 0.42 1.620 0.171 0.159 1.797 0.630 1.285
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From the data presented in previous tables,
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From Eq. (2.106),
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From Eq. (11.10),
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The results for the other months are shown in Table 11.13.

tab�e 11.13  Results of ( ) /( )  n for Other Months for Example 11.12

Month ()/()n ( )τα B S  (MJ/m2) ( ) ( ) /( )  n

January 0.96 0.922 12.62 0.90 0.94

February 0.96 0.922 15.31 0.90 0.94

March 0.95 0.912 17.85 0.88 0.92

April 0.93 0.893 18.33 0.87 0.91

May 0.92 0.883 19.42 0.86 0.90

June 0.91 0.874 20.25 0.85 0.89

July 0.91 0.874 20.36 0.86 0.90

August 0.92 0.883 20.53 0.86 0.90

September 0.93 0.893 20.37 0.87 0.91

October 0.95 0.912 17.92 0.89 0.93

November 0.96 0.922 14.36 0.90 0.94

December 0.96 0.922 11.50 0.90 0.94
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Now we can proceed with the Φ, f-chart method calculations. Again, the 
estimations for January are shown in detail below. The minimum monthly aver-
age critical radiation ratio is given by Eq. (11.45):
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From Eqs. (11.34),
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From Eq. (11.46),
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From Eq. (11.47),
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The storage parameter, Rs, is estimated with Eq. (11.49):
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Finally, f can be calculated from Eq. (11.48). The solar contribution is fL. 
The calculations for the other months are shown in Table 11.14. The use of a 
spreadsheet program greatly facilitates calculations.

tab�e 11.14  Monthly Calculations for Example 11.12

Month Xc,min Φmax ΦmaxY X L (GJ) f fL (GJ)

Jan. 0.83 0.229 0.230 4.74 16.74 0.22  3.68

Feb. 0.68 0.274 0.334 4.74 15.12 0.32  4.84

March 0.57 0.315 0.445 4.74 16.74 0.42  7.03

April 0.51 0.355 0.519 4.74 16.20 0.48  7.78

May 0.45 0.390 0.602 4.74 16.74 0.55  9.21

June 0.39 0.445 0.713 4.74 16.20 0.64 10.37

July 0.35 0.494 0.804 4.74 16.74 0.71 11.89

Aug. 0.35 0.497 0.809 4.74 16.74 0.71 11.89

Sept. 0.37 0.478 0.771 4.74 16.20 0.68 11.02

Oct. 0.47 0.398 0.567 4.74 16.74 0.52  8.70

Nov. 0.65 0.300 0.342 4.74 16.20 0.32  5.18

Dec. 0.89 0.222 0.203 4.74 16.74 0.20  3.35

Total  197.10 Total  94.94
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The annual fraction is given by Eq. (11.12):
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It should be pointed out that the Φ, f-chart method overestimates the 
monthly solar fraction, f. This is due to assumptions that there are no losses 
from the storage tank and that the heat exchanger is 100% efficient. These 
assumptions require certain corrections, which follow.

11.3.1  Storage tank losses Correction
The rate of energy lost from the storage tank to the environment, which is at 
temperature Tenv, is given by

 
Q UA T Ts sst env ( ) ( )  (11.50)

The storage tank losses for the month can be obtained by integrating Eq. (11.50), 
considering that (UA)s and Tenv are constant for the month:

 Q UA T T ts sst env ( ) ( )∆  (11.51)

where Ts  monthly average storage tank temperature (°C).
Therefore, the total load on the solar energy system is the actual load 

required by a process and the storage tank losses. Because the storage tanks are 
usually well insulted, storage tank losses are small and the tank rarely drops 
below the minimum temperature. The fraction of the total load supplied by the 
solar energy system, including storage tank losses, is given by
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where
Ls  solar energy supplied to the load (GJ).
Lu  useful load (GJ).

Therefore, after Qst is estimated, fTL can be obtained from the Φ, f-charts as 
usual. The solar fraction f can also be represented by Ls/Lu, i.e., the solar 
energy supplied to the load to the useful load, then Eq. (11.52) becomes
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Storage tank losses can be estimated by considering that the tank remains at 
Tmin during the month or by assuming that the average tank temperature is equal 
to the monthly average collector inlet temperature, Ti , which can be estimated 
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by the Φ  charts. Finally, the average daily utilizability is given by (Klein and 
Beckman, 1979):

 
Φ 

f

Y
TL  (11.54)

For the estimation of the tank losses with Eq. (11.51), Klein and Beckman 
(1979) recommend the use of the mean of Tmin and Ti . The process is iterative, i.e., 
Ti is assumed, from which Qst is estimated. From this, the fTL is estimated with the 
Φ, f-charts; subsequently, Φ  is estimated from Eq. (11.54) and Xc is obtained from 
Φ charts, from which Ti  is estimated from Eq. (11.45). This new value of Ti  is 
compared with the initially assumed value and a new iteration is carried out if nec-
essary. Finally, Eq. (11.53) is used to estimate the solar fraction, f.

e x a m p � e   1 1 . 1 3

For the industrial process heat system in Example 11.12, estimate the stor-
age tank losses for the month of June by considering the ambient temperature 
where the tank is located to be at 18°C and the tank (UA)s  6.5 W/°C.

Solution
To solve this problem, we have to assume an average tank temperature. For June, 
we assume a value of 72°C. The tank losses are estimated with Eq. (11.51):

 Q UA T T ts sst env .91GJ      ( ) ( ) . ( )− ∆ 6 5 72 18 30 24 3600 0  

The total load would then be  16.20  0.91  17.11 GJ. Because the load 
is indirectly proportional to the dimensionless parameters, the new values are 
16.20/17.11 times the values given in Example 11.12. Therefore,
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From Eq. (11.48), we get fTL  0.61. From Eq. (11.46), we can estimate Y:
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From (11.54),
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The KT  in June is 0.70; therefore, the coefficients are A  1.5715, 
B  0.0871, and C  1.0544. Now, from Eq. (11.34a) by trial and error, the 
new value of Xc   0.43 from the original of 0.39.

As in Eq. (11.45) Xc is directly proportional to temperature difference, 
then the original difference of (70  25.8)  44.2°C must be increased by the 
ratio 0.43/0.39. Therefore,
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The average tank temperature is then equal to (74.5  70)/2  72.3°C. 
This is very near the original assumption, so no iterations are required.

The solar fraction is then obtained from Eq. (11.53):
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Therefore, the consideration of tank losses reduces the fraction for June 
from 64% to 59%.

11.3.2  Heat exchanger Correction
The heat exchanger increases the storage tank temperature by adding a ther-
mal resistance between the tank and the load. This results in a reduction in the 
useful energy collection by having higher collector inlet temperatures and an 
increase in the storage tank losses. The average increase in tank temperature 
that is necessary to supply the required energy load is given by (Klein and 
Beckman, 1979):
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 (11.55)

where
tL  number of seconds during a month the load is required (s).
L  effectiveness of load heat exchanger.
Cmin   minimum capacitance of the two fluid streams in the heat exchanger 

(W/°C).

The temperature difference found by Eq. (11.55) is added to the Tmin to find the 
monthly average critical radiation from Eq. (11.45).
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As in Example 11.13, add the effect of a load heat exchanger to the perfor-
mance for the month of June for the system in Example 11.12. The effective-
ness of the heat exchanger is 0.48 and its capacitance is 3200 W/°C.

Solution
Here we need to assume a storage tank temperature increase of 5°C due to the 
action of the load heat exchanger. From Eq. (11.45),
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The KT  in June is 0.70; therefore, the coefficients are A  1.5715, 
B  0.0871, and C  1.0544. From Eq. (11.34a) Φmax  0.387. As the use of 
heat exchanger increases the tank temperature, we need to assume a new tank 
temperature, as in the previous example. Let us assume a tank temperature of 
77°C. For this temperature, from Eq. (11.51), Qs  0.99 GJ and the total load 
is 16.20  0.99  17.19 GJ. Therefore, as in previous example,
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and

 Φmax . . .Y   0 387 1 510 0 584  

From Eq. (11.47),
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From Eq. (11.48), fTL  0.54. Then, we have to check the increase of stor-
age tank temperature assumption. From Eq. (11.54),
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From Eq. (11.34a) by trial and error the new value of Xc   0.47 from the 
original of 0.39. From Eq. (11.45),
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The average tank temperature for the losses is then equal to (75  78.6)/2  
76.8°C. This is effectively the same as the one originally assumed, so no itera-
tion is required. From Eq. (11.53),
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Finally, we also need to check the assumption of storage tank temperature 
increase (5°C) due to the action of the load heat exchanger. From Eq. (11.55).
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Because this is the same value as the original assumption, no iterations are 
required and the calculations are complete. Therefore, the solar fraction for June 
dropped from 64% to 51% due to the presence of the load heat exchanger. This 
substantial drop in performance is due to the increase of tank temperature and the 
increased tank losses at the higher temperature.

Klein and Beckman (1979) also performed a validation study to compareperformed a validation study to compare a validation study to compare 
the results of the present method with those obtained by the TRNSYS program. 
Comparisons between the Φ, f-chart estimates and TRNSYS calculations were 
performed for three types of systems: space heating, air conditioning (using a 
LiBr absorption chiller operated at Tmin  77°C), and process heating applica-
tions (Tmin  60°C). The comparisons show that, although there are some partic-
ular circumstances in which Φ, f-chart will yield inaccurate results, the method 
can be used to predict the performance of a wide variety of solar energy systems.

11.4  unutilizability method
Passive solar energy systems are described in Chapter 6, Section 6.2. It is of 
interest to the designer to be able to estimate the long-term performance of pas-
sive systems. In this way, the designer could evaluate how much of the absorbed 
energy cannot be used because it is available at a time when the loads are satis-
fied or exceed the capacity of the building to store energy.
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The unutilizability method is an extension of the utilizability method that 
is suitable for direct gain, collector storage walls, and active collection with 
passive storage (hybrid) systems. These are treated separately in the following 
sections. The unutilizability (called UU) method, developed by Monsen et al. 
(1981; 1982), is based on the concept that a passively heated building can be 
considered a collector with finite heat capacity. As in the case of the f- and Φ  
chart methods, the estimations are carried out on a monthly basis and the result 
is to give the annual auxiliary energy required. The building thermal load is 
required for the present method. For this purpose, the methods presented in 
Chapter 6, Section 6.1, can be used. These vary from the detailed heat balance 
and transfer function methods to the simple degree day method.

11.4.1  direct Gain Systems
The utilization of large glazed areas and massive thermal storage structures in 
passive heating systems is an effective and simple means of collecting and stor-
ing solar energy in buildings. The method of analysis for this type of system is 
presented by Monsen et al. (1981). The design of such a passive system can-
not be based on a fixed design indoor temperature, as in active systems. The 
monthly energy streams of a direct gain structure are shown in Figure 11.11. 
As can be seen, the energy absorbed by the passive system is expressed as

 H N A NSAt r r( )τα   (11.56)

where
Ar  area of the collector (receiving) window (m2).
( )τα    product of monthly average value of window transmissivity and room 

absorptivity.

The monthly average energy absorbed S  is given by Eq. (3.1) by replacing 
the hourly direct and diffuse radiation terms with the monthly average terms, 
as indicated just after the equation in Chapter 3, given by
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Figure 11.11  Monthly energy flows of a direct gain building.
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The energy lost through the building envelope is shown in Figure 11.11 as 
the load L. This is estimated by considering that the transmittance of the glaz-
ing is 0, given by

 L UA T Th b a ( ) ( )  (11.58)

where
(UA)h   product of the overall heat transfer coefficient and the area of the 

building structure, including the direct gain windows (W/°C).
Tb  indoor base temperature (°C).

When solar energy is not enough to supply the load, auxiliary energy, Qaux, 
must be provided. Also, there might be excess absorbed solar energy, above what 
is required to cover the load, that cannot be stored and must be dumped, denoted 
by QD. Sometimes during a month, sensible heat may be stored or removed from 
the building structure, provided it has thermal capacitance, called stored energy, 
not shown in Figure 11.11.

Two limiting cases here need to be investigated separately. In the first, we 
assume an infinite storage capacity, and in the second, zero storage capacity. In 
the first case, during a month, all the energy absorbed in excess of the load is 
stored in the building structure. The infinite capacitance of the building structure 
implies a constant temperature of the conditioned space. This stored energy is 
used when required to cover the load, thus it offsets the auxiliary energy, given 
by the monthly energy balance, as

 
Q L H N Aaux i t r, ( ( ) )  τα  (11.59)

The plus superscript in Eq. (11.59) indicates that only positive values are con-
sidered. Additionally, no month-to-month carryover is considered.

For the second limiting case, the building structure has zero storage capacity, 
and any energy deficits are covered with auxiliary energy, whereas any excess 
solar energy must be dumped. The temperature of the building is again constant  
but this time is due to the addition or removal of energy. The rate of energy 
dumped can be obtained from an instantaneous energy balance, given by

 
Q I A UA T TD z t r h b a, [ ( ) ( ) ( )]   τα  (11.60)

Similar to the case of solar collectors in an active solar energy system, a 
critical radiation level can be defined as the level at which the gains are equal 
to the losses, given by
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Because we have zero storage capacity, any radiation above this criti-
cal level is unutilizable and is dumped. Therefore, the dumped energy for the 
month, QD, is given by

Q A I I dtD z r t, ( ) ( )  τα tc

month
∫  (11.62)
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Over a month, Itc can be considered to be constant, and from Eq. (11.61), 
its monthly average value is given by
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Energy below Itc is useful, whereas energy above Itc is dumped. Equation 
(11.62) can be expressed in terms of the monthly average utilizability given by 
Eq. (11.30), and QD may be written as

 
Q H N AD z t r, ( ) τα Φ  (11.64)

It is worth noting that, for a passive solar heating system, Φ  is a measure of 
the amount of solar energy that cannot be used to reduce auxiliary energy, and 
it may be called unutilizability.

Using a monthly energy balance, the amount of auxiliary energy required 
by the zero storage capacity building can be estimated as being equal to the 
load plus dumped energy minus the absorbed solar energy, given by

 
Q L H N Az t raux, ( ) ( )  1 Φ τα  (11.65)

Therefore, Eqs. (11.59) and (11.65) give the limits on the amount of aux-
iliary energy of a real building. Correlations have been developed by Monsen 
et al. (1981; 1982) in terms of the fraction of the load covered by solar energy. 
Similar to the active solar energy systems, the solar fraction is equal to 
f  1  (Qaux/L). For these correlations, two dimensionless parameters are spe-
cified, X and Y. The X dimensionless parameter is the solar-load ratio, defined as 
(Monsen et al., 1981):
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For the infinite capacitance system, by dividing all terms of Eq. (11.59) by 
L, X is equal to the solar fraction, fi, given by
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For the zero capacitance case,
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Replacing Qaux,z from Eq. (11.65), we get

 
f Xz  ( )1 Φ  (11.69)
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The Y dimensionless parameter is the monthly ratio of the maximum stor-
age capacity of the building to the solar energy that would be dumped if the 
building had zero thermal capacitance. It is therefore called the storage-dump 
ratio, given by (Monsen et al., 1981):
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where
Cb  effective thermal capacitance, i.e., mass times heat capacity (J/°C).
Tb   the difference of upper and lower temperatures, i.e., the temperature 

range the building is allowed to float (°C).

The two limiting cases have Y values equal to 0 for the zero storage capa-
city building and infinity for the infinite storage capacity building. The values 
of the effective thermal capacitance, given by Barakat and Sander (1982), are 
equal to 60 kJ/m2-°C for light construction buildings, 153 kJ/m2-°C for medium 
construction buildings, 415 kJ/m2-°C for heavy construction buildings, and 
810 kJ/m2-°C for very heavy construction buildings.

Finally, the correlation of the monthly solar fraction is given in terms of X, 
Y, and Φ  and is given by (Monsen et al., 1981):

f PX P X     min{ ( )( . . )[ ( . )], }1 3 082 3 142 1 0 329Φ exp 1  (11.71a)

where

 P Y  [ . ] .1 0 294 0 652exp( )  (11.71b)

The auxiliary energy can be calculated from the solar fraction as

 Q f Laux  ( )1  (11.72)
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A residential building located in 35°N latitude is well insulated and has a direct 
gain passive solar energy system. Estimate the fraction of heating load supplied 
by the solar energy system for December and the auxiliary energy required, 
given the following information:

Window area  10 m2.
Effective heat capacity of the building, Cb  60 MJ/°C.
Allowable temperature swing  7°C.
Low set point temperature  18.3°C.
U value of window without night insulation  5.23 W/m2-°C.
Building UA, excluding direct gain window  145 W/°C.
Degree days for December, estimated at a base temperature of 18.3°C  

928 °C-days



Mean ambient temperature, Ta   11.1°C.
Monthly average daily total radiation H   9.1 MJ/m2.
Monthly average ( )τα   0.76.

Solution
The thermal load needs to be calculated first. The UA for the building, includ-
ing the direct gain window, is

 ( ) ( . ) .UA h     145 10 5 23 197 3W/ C  

From Eq. (6.24),

 L UA h h     ( ) ( ) . .DD GJ197 3 928 24 3600 15 82  

Because the latitude of the building under consideration is the same as the 
one used in Example 11.12, rn  0.171, rdn  0.159.

From Table 2.5, Ho   16.8 MJ/m2, which from Eq. (2.82) gives KT  0.54. 
For December, hss  72.7°; from Eq. (11.32a), HD/H  0.483; from Eq. 
(2.105c), H HD /   0.35; and from Eq. (2.108), RB   2.095. Using   90° 
(vertical surface) and assuming a ground reflectance of 0.2, RB,n  1.603, Rn  
1.208, R   1.637.

From Eq. (11.66),
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From Eq. (11.63),
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The next parameter that we need to calculate is Φ. From Eq. (11.33),
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From Eq. (11.34),
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From Eq. (11.70),
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From Eq. (11.71b),

 P Y     [ exp( . )] [ exp( . . )] .. .1 0 294 1 0 294 6 55 0 9020 652 0 652− −  

From Eq. (11.71a),
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Finally, from Eq. (11.82),

 Q f Laux 12.50GJ     ( ) ( . ) .1 1 0 21 15 82  

11.4.2  Collector Storage Walls
The thermal analysis of collector storage walls is presented in Section 6.2.1, 
Chapter 6, where a diagram of the wall and the thermal gains and losses are 
given. The unutilizability concept, developed by Monsen et al. (1982), can also 
be applied in this case to determine the auxiliary energy required to cover the 
energy supplied by the solar energy system. Again here, two limiting cases are 
investigated: zero and infinite capacitance buildings. For the infinite thermal 
capacitance case, all net monthly heat gain from the storage wall, Qg, given by 
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Eq. (6.52), can be used. The monthly energy balance of the infinite capacitance 
building is given by

 
Q L Qi m gaux, ( )    (11.73)

where Lm  monthly energy loss from the building (kJ), given by Eq. (6.45).
For the zero thermal capacitance case, which applies to both the storage 

wall and the building structure, maximum auxiliary energy is required. The col-
lector storage wall in this case acts as a radiation shield that alters the ampli-
tude but not the time of the solar gains to the building. The monthly energy 
balance of the zero capacitance building is given by

 
Q L Q Qz m g Daux, ( )     (11.74)

The dumped energy, QD, can be determined by integrating QD , the rate 
at which excess energy must be removed to prevent the room temperature 
from reaching a value above the high thermostat set temperature. The rate of 
dumped energy, QD , is the difference between the rate of heat transfer through 
the collector storage wall into the building and the rate of heat loss from the 
building structure, given by

 
Q U A T T UA T TD k w w R b a    [ ( ) ( )( )]  (11.75)

where Uk  overall heat transfer coefficient of the thermal storage wall includ-
ing glazing, given by Eq. (6.50) (W/m2-°C).

For the case of the zero thermal capacitance collector storage wall, an 
energy balance gives

 I A U A T T U A T Tt w o w w a k w w R( ) ( ) ( )τα      (11.76)

where Uo  overall heat transfer coefficient from the outer wall surface 
through the glazing to the ambient, without night insulation (W/m2-°C).

Solving Eq. (11.76) for Tw gives
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Substituting Tw from Eq. (11.77) to Eq. (11.75) gives
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This equation can be integrated over a month to give QD by assuming that () 
and Ta are constant and equal to their mean monthly values ( )τα  and Ta :
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where Itc is the critical radiation level, which makes QD equal to 0, given by
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It should be noted that the summation in Eq. (11.79) is the same as the 
summation in daily utilizability Φ, given by Eq. (11.30); therefore, Eq. (11.79) 
becomes
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The solar fractions corresponding to the limits of performance of the col-
lector storage wall systems, given by Eqs. (11.73) and (11.74), are
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where X is the solar-load ratio given by
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 (11.84)

Two parameters are then required: the storage capacity of the building, Sb, 
and of the storage wall, Sw. The building storage capacity for a month is given 
by (Monsen et al., 1982):

 S C T Nb b b ( )∆  (11.85)

where
Cb  effective building storage capacitance (J/°C).
Tb   allowable temperature swing, the difference between the high and low 

thermostat settings (°C).

The storage capacity of the wall for the month is given by (Monsen et al., 1982):

 
S c A T Nw p w w δ ρ ∆( )  (11.86)

where
cp  heat capacity of the wall (J/kg-°C).
  density of the wall (kg/m3).
  thickness of the wall (m).
Tw   one half of the difference of the monthly average temperatures of the 

outside and the inside surfaces of the wall (°C).
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The heat transfer through the wall into the heated space, Qg, given in terms of 
Tw, is

 
Q

kA
T tNg

w
w

2

δ
( )∆ ∆  (11.87)

Solving Eq. (11.87) in terms of Tw and substituting into Eq. (11.86),
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A dimensionless parameter called the storage-dump ratio needs to be spec-needs to be spec-
ified. It is defined as the ratio of a weighted storage capacity of the buildingdefined as the ratio of a weighted storage capacity of the building 
and wall to the energy that would be dumped by a building having zero capaci-
tance, given by (Monsen et al., 1982):
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 (11.89)

The solar fraction here is given by
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Q

L Lm w

 


1 aux  (11.90)

A correlation of the solar fraction, f, was developed from simulations as a 
function of fi and Y (Monsen et al., 1982):

 f Pf P fi i    min{ . ( )[ exp( . )], }0 88 1 1 1 26 1  (11.91a)

where

 P Y  [ exp( . )] .1 0 144 0 53  (11.91b)

It should be noted that here the X dimensionless parameter is not used in the 
correlation for the solar fraction. The auxiliary energy required for a month is 
given by

 Q f L Lm waux   ( )( )1  (11.92)

The monthly auxiliary energy requirements are then added to obtain the annual 
auxiliary energy needs of the building.

The steps to follow to estimate the annual performance of the collector 
storage wall are:

1.  Estimate the absorbed solar radiation for each month.
2.  Estimate the loads Lm and Lw from Eqs. (6.45) and (6.46), respectively, 

by taking into account internal heat generation, if it exists.
3.  Estimate the heat gain across the collector storage wall, Qg, using Eq. (6.52).
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4.  Estimate daily utilizability and the energy dump that would occur in a 
zero capacitance system, QD, from Eq. (11.81).

5.  Estimate fi, Sb, and Sw from Eqs. (11.82), (11.85), and (11.88), respectively.
6.  Estimate Y from Eq. (11.89).
7.  Finally, estimate the monthly fraction, f, and auxiliary energy, Qaux.

e x a m p � e   1 1 . 1 6

The building of Example 11.15 is fitted with a collector storage wall. All the 
problem data of Example 11.15 apply here with the following additional infor-
mation about the collector storage wall:

Density  2200 kg/m3.
Heat capacity  910 J/kg-°C.
Wall thickness, w  0.40 m.
Loss coefficient from the wall to the ambient, Uo  4.5 W/m2-°C.
Overall heat transfer coefficient of the wall including glazing, Uw  

2.6 W/m2-°C.
Thermal conductivity of the wall, k  1.85 W/m-°C.

Estimate the solar fraction for December and the auxiliary energy required 
for the month.

Solution
Initially, we need to calculate the loads Lm and Lw. From Eq. (6.45),

 L UAm h h     ( ) ( ) . .DD GJ197 3 928 24 3600 15 82  

As the room temperature is the same as the base temperature, (DD)h  (DD)R. 
From Eq. (6.46),

 L U Aw w w R      ( ) . .DD GJ2 6 10 928 24 3600 2 08  

From Eq. (6.50),
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(note from Chapter 6, Section 6.2.1, hi  8.33 W/m2-°C).
From Example 11.15, R   1.637. From Eq. (2.107),

 H RHt    1 637 9 1 14 9. . . MJ/m2
 

From Eq. (6.51),
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Therefore, the total heat transferred into the room through the storage wall 
is given by Eq. (6.52):
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From Eq. (11.80),
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From Eq. (11.33),
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From Example 11.15, A  0.888, B  0.615, and C  0.521. From  
Eq. (11.34),
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From Eq. (11.81),
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From Eq. (11.82),
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From Eq. (11.85),

 S C T Nb b b     ( )∆ 60 10 7 31 13.02GJ6
 

From Eq. (11.88),
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From Eq. (11.89),
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From Eq. (11.91b),

 P Y      [ exp( . )] [ exp( . . )] .. .1 0 144 1 0 144 37 34 0 9980 53 0 53−  

From Eq. (11.91a),
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Finally, from Eq. (11.92),

 Q f L Lm waux (1 0.175)(15.82 2.08) 14.77GJ      ( )( )1  

11.4.3  active Collection with Passive Storage Systems
The third type of system analyzed with the unutilizability method concerns active 
air or liquid collector systems used to heat a building that utilize the building 
structure for storage. The advantages of such a system are the control of heat 
collection with the solar collector; the elimination of separate storage, which 
reduces the cost and complexity of the system; and the relative simplicity of the 
system. The disadvantages include the large temperature swings of the building, 
which are inevitable when the building provides the storage, and the limits of the 
solar energy that can be given to the building in order not to exceed the allowable 
temperature swing. The method of estimation, developed by Evans and Klein 
(1984), is similar to that of Monsen et al. (1981) for direct gain passive systems, 
outlined in Section 11.4.1. In this system, two critical radiation levels are speci-
fied: one for the collector system and one for the building. As in previous sys-
tems, the limits on performance are required by considering the two extreme 
cases, i.e., the infinite and zero capacitance buildings. As before, the performance 
of real buildings is determined on correlations based on simulations.
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As indicated in Section 11.2.3, the output of an active collector can be 
expressed with Eq. (11.43). For a month output, it becomes

 
Q A H F N A SF Nu c t R c c R c ( )τα Φ Φ∑  (11.93)

where Φc  monthly average utilizability associated with solar energy collection.
The critical radiation level used to determine Φc is similar to Eq. (11.41), 

given by
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where Ti   monthly average inlet temperature, the building temperature dur-
ing collection (°C).

It should be noted that, in both limiting cases of zero and infinite capaci-
tance, Ti is constant. For real cases, this temperature is higher than the minimum 
building temperature and varies slightly, but this does not affect ^Qu too much. 
For a building with infinite storage capacity, the monthly energy balance is

 
Q L Qi uaux,  



∑( )  (11.95)

For the zero capacitance building, energy has to be dumped if solar input 
exceeds the load. The intensity of radiation incident on the collector that is 
adequate to meet the building load without dumping is called the dumping crit-
ical radiation level, given on a monthly average basis by
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where
(UA)h  overall loss coefficient-area product of the building (W/K).
Tb  average building base temperature (°C).
Ti  average building interior temperature (°C).

Therefore, for the zero capacitance building, a radiation level above Itc,c is nec-
essary for collection to take place and Itc,d for the collector to meet the building 
load without dumping on a monthly basis. Energy greater than Itc,d is dumped, 
estimated by

 Q A F SND c R d Φ  (11.97)

where Φd   monthly average utilizability, in fact unutilizability, based on Itc,d.
So, for the zero capacitance building, the energy supplied from the collec-

tor system that is useful in meeting the load is the difference between the total 
energy collected and the energy dumped, given by

 
Q Q Q A F SNu b u D c R c d, ( )   Φ Φ∑  (11.98)
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The monthly auxiliary energy required for the zero capacitance building  
is then

 
Q L Q Qz u Daux,   



∑( )
 (11.99)

The limits of auxiliary energy requirements are given by Eqs. (11.95) and 
(11.99), and the auxiliary of a real building with finite capacitance can be 
obtained by correlations of the solar fraction, f, with two dimensionless coef-
ficients, the solar-load ratio, X, and the storage-dump ratio, Y, given by
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Finally, the correlation of the monthly solar fraction, f, with monthly collec-
tion utilizability, Φc , and the monthly dumping utilizability, Φd , is given by

 f PX P Xc u     Φ Φ( )( . . )[ exp( . )]1 3 082 3 142 1 0 329  (11.102a)

 P Y  [ exp( . )] .1 0 294 0 652  (11.102b)

 Φ Φ Φu c d  1  (11.102c)

The parameter Φu  is the zero capacitance building unutilizability resulting from 
energy loss from the collectors (1  Φc) and the energy loss from dumping, 
Φd . It should be noted that the correlation for f is very similar to Eq. (11.71) 
for direct gain systems, for which Itc, c  0 and Φc   1. It then follows that X 
and Y are the same as in Eqs. (11.66) and (11.70).

e x a m p � e   1 1 . 1 7

The system described in Example 11.15 is heated by a hybrid collector– 
passive storage system. The solar collector is air type with an area equal to 
30 m2, FR()n  0.65, FRUL  4.95 W/m2-°C, and ()n  0.91. In this case, 
the room temperature is 20°C. Estimate the solar fraction for December and 
the auxiliary energy required.

Solution
From Eq. (11.94),
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From Eq. (11.96),
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From Eq. (11.33),
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From Example 11.15, A  0.888, B  0.615, and C  0.521. From  
Eq. (11.34),
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Similarly, Φd   0.603.
From Eq. (11.100),
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From Eq. (11.101),
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From Eq. (11.102b),

 P Y       [ exp( . )] [ exp( . . )] .. .1 0 294 1 0 294 2 871 0 6930 652 0 652
 

From Eq. (11.102c),

 Φ Φ Φu c d      1 1 0 797 0 603 0 806. . .  

From Eq. (11.102a),
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Finally, from Eq. (11.72),

 Q f Laux GJ    ( ) ( . ) . .1 1 0 287 15 82 11 28  

11.5   modeling and simulation oF solar  
energy systems

In this chapter so far, we have seen simple methods that can be used to design 
active solar energy systems of standard configuration using f-chart and other 
solar processes with the utilizability methods. Although these methods are 
proven to be accurate enough and possible to carry out with hand calculations, 
the most accurate way to estimate the performance of solar processes is with 
detailed simulation.

The proper sizing of the components of a solar energy system is a complex 
problem that includes both predictable (collector and other performance char-
acteristics) and unpredictable (weather data) components. The initial step in 
modeling a system is the derivation of a structure to be used to represent the 
system. It will become apparent that there is no unique way of representing a 
given system. Since the way the system is represented often strongly suggests 
specific modeling approaches, the possibility of using alternative system struc-
tures should be left open while the modeling approach selection is being made. 
The structure that represents the system should not be confused with the real 
system. The structure will always be an imperfect copy of reality. However, the 
act of developing a system structure and the structure itself will foster an under-
standing of the real system. In developing a structure to represent a system, sys-
tem boundaries consistent with the problem being analyzed are first established. 
This is accomplished by specifying what items, processes, and effects are inter-
nal to the system and what items, processes, and effects are external.

Simplified analysis methods have the advantages of computational speed, 
low cost, rapid turnaround (which is especially important during iterative design 
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phases), and ease of use by persons with little technical experience. The disad-
vantages include limited flexibility for design optimization, lack of control over 
assumptions, and a limited selection of systems that can be analyzed. Therefore, 
if the system application, configuration, or load characteristics under consid-
eration are significantly non-standard, a detailed computer simulation may be 
required to achieve accurate results.

Computer modeling of thermal systems presents many advantages, the 
most important of which are the following:

1.  They eliminate the expense of building prototypes.
2.  Complex systems are organized in an understandable format.
3.  They provide a thorough understanding of the system operation and 

component interactions.
4.  It is possible to optimize the system components.
5.  They estimate the amount of energy delivery from the system.
6.  They provide temperature variations of the system.
7.  They estimate the design variable changes on system performance by 

using the same weather conditions.

Simulations can provide valuable information on the long-term perfor-
mance of solar energy systems and the system dynamics. This includes tem-
perature variations, which may reach to values above the degradability limit 
(e.g., for selective coatings of collector absorber plates) and water boiling, with 
consequent heat dumping through the relief valve. Usually, the detail or type 
of output obtained by a program is specified by the user; the more detailed the 
output required, the more intensive are the calculations, which leads to extended  
computer time required to obtain the results.

Over the years aa number of programs have been developed for the model-
ing and simulation of solar energy systems. Some of the most popular ones are 
described briefly in this section. These are the well-known programs TRNSYS, 
WATSUN, and Polysun. The chapter concludes with a brief description of arti-
ficial intelligence techniques used recently for the modeling and performance 
evaluation of solar and other energy systems.

11.5.1  trNSYS Simulation Program
TRNSYS is an acronym for “transient simulation,” which is a quasi-steady 
simulation model. This program, currently in version 16.1 (Klein et al., 2005), 
was developed at the University of Wisconsin by the members of the Solar 
Energy Laboratory and written in the FORTRAN computer language. The first 
version was developed in 1977 and, so far, has undergone 11 major revisions. 
The program was originally developed for use in solar energy applications, but 
the use was extended to include a large variety of thermal and other processes, 
such as hydrogen production, photovoltaics, and many more. The program con-
sists of many subroutines that model subsystem components. The mathemati-
cal models for the subsystem components are given in terms of their ordinary 
differential or algebraic equations. With a program such as TRNSYS, which 
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can interconnect system components in any desired manner, solve differential 
equations, and facilitate information output, the entire problem of system simu-
lation reduces to a problem of identifying all the components that make up the 
particular system and formulating a general mathematical description of each 
(Kalogirou, 2004b). The users can also create their own programs, which are 
no longer required to be recompiled with all other program subroutines but just 
as a dynamic link library (DLL) file with any FORTRAN compiler and put in a 
specified directory.

Simulations generally require some components that are not ordinarily con-
sidered as part of the system. Such components are utility subroutines and out-
put-producing devices. The type number of a component relates the component 
to a subroutine that models that component. Each component has a unique type 
number. The unit number is used to identify each component (which can be used 
more than once). Although two or more system components can have the same 
type number, each must have a unique unit number. Once all the components of 
the system have been identified and a mathematical description of each compo-
nent is available, it is necessary to construct an information flow diagram for the 
system. The purpose of the information flow diagram is to facilitate identification 
of the components and the flow of information between them. Each component is 
represented as a box, which requires a number of constant parameters and time-
dependent inputs and produces time-dependent outputs. An information flow 
diagram shows the manner in which all system components are interconnected. 
A given output may be used as an input to any number of other components. 
From the flow diagram, a deck file has to be constructed, containing information 
on all components of the system, the weather data file, and the output format.

Subsystem components in the TRNSYS include solar collectors, differential 
controllers, pumps, auxiliary heaters, heating and cooling loads, thermostats, peb-
ble bed storage, relief valves, hot water cylinders, heat pumps, and many more. 
Some of the main ones are shown in Table 11.15. There are also subroutines for 
processing radiation data, performing integrations, and handling input and out-
put. Time steps down to 1/1000 hour (3.6 s) can be used for reading weather data, 
which makes the program very flexible with respect to using measured data in 
simulations. Simulation time steps at a fraction of an hour are also possible.

In addition to the main TRNSYS components, an engineering consulting 
company specializing in the modeling and analysis of innovative energy sys-
tems and buildings, Thermal Energy System Specialists (TESS), developed 
libraries of components for use in TRNSYS. The TESS libraries, currently in 
version 2, provide a large variety of components on loads and structures, ther-
mal storage, ground coupling, applications, geothermal, optimization, collec-
tors, HVAC, utility, controls, and many more.

Model validation studies have been conducted to determine the degree to 
which the TRNSYS program serves as a valid simulation program for a phys-
ical system. The use of TRNSYS for the modeling of a thermosiphon solar 
water heater was also validated by the author and found to be accurate within 
4.7% (Kalogirou and Papamarcou, 2000).
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tab�e 11.15  Main Components in the Standard Library of TRNSYS 16

Building loads and structures Hydronics

Energy/degree-hour house Pump

Roof and attic Fan

Detailed zone Pipe

Overhang and wingwall shading Duct

Thermal storage wall Various fittings (tee-piece, diverter, 

tempering valve)

Attached sunspace Pressure relief valve

Detailed multizone building Output devices

Controller components Printer

Differential controllers Online plotter

Three-stage room thermostat Histogram plotter

PID controller Simulation summary

Microprocessor controller Economics

Collectors Physical phenomena

Flat-plate collector Solar radiation processor

Performance map solar collector Collector array shading

Theoretical flat plate collector Psychrometrics

Thermosiphon collector with integral storage Weather data generator

Evacuated tube solar collector Refrigerant properties

Compound parabolic collector Undisturbed ground temperature profile

Electrical components Thermal storage

Regulators and inverters Stratified fluid storage tank

Photovoltaic array Rock bed thermal storage

Photovoltaic-thermal collector Algebraic tank

Wind energy conversion system Variable volume tank

Diesel engine generator set Detailed storage tank

Power conditioning Utility components

Lead-acid battery Data file reader

Heat exchangers Time-dependent forcing function

Constant effectiveness heat exchanger Quantity integrator

Counter flow heat exchanger Calling Excell

Cross flow heat exchanger Calling EES

Parallel-flow heat exchanger Calling CONTAM

Shell and tube heat exchanger Calling MATLAB

Waste heat recovery Calling COMIS

HVAC equipment Holiday calculator

Auxiliary heater Input value recall

Dual source heat pump Weather data reading

Cooling towers Standard format files

Single-effect hot water fired absorption chiller User format files
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TRNSYS used to be a non-user-friendly program; the latest version of the 
program (version 16), however, operates in a graphic interface environment 
called the simulation studio. In this environment, icons of ready-made compo-
nents are dragged and dropped from a list and connected together according to 
the real system configuration, in a way similar to the way piping and control 
wires connect the components in a real system. Each icon represents the detailed 
program of each component of the system and requires a set of inputs (from 
other components or data files) and a set of constant parameters, which are spe-
cified by the user. Each component has its own set of output parameters, which 
can be saved in a file, plotted, or used as input in other components. Thus, once 
all the components of the system are identified, they are dragged and dropped in 
the working project area and connected together to form the model of the sys-
tem to be simulated. By double-clicking with the mouse on each icon, the para-
meters and the inputs can be easily specified in ready-made tables. Additionally, 
by double-clicking on the connecting lines, the user can specify which outputs 
of one component are inputs to another. The project area also contains a weather 
processing component, printers, and plotters through which the output data are 
viewed or saved to data files. The model diagram of a thermosiphon solar water 
heating system is shown in Figure 11.12.

More details about the TRNSYS program can be found in the program 
manual (Klein et al., 2005) and the paper by Beckman (1998). Numerous appli-
cations of the program are mentioned in the literature. Some typical examples 
are for the modeling of a thermosiphon system (Kalogirou and Papamarcou, 

Weather

Plotter 1

Tee piece

Plotter 2Thermosiphon system

Load profile Daily load Diverter

Daily integration

Efficiencies

Daily results

TotalsSimulation integration

Figure 11.12  Model diagram of a thermosiphon solar water heating system in simulation 
studio.
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2000; Kalogirou, 2009), modeling and performance evaluation of solar domes-
tic hot water systems (Oishi and Noguchi, 2000), investigation of the effect 
of load profile (Jordan and Vajen, 2000), modeling of industrial process heat 
applications (Kalogirou, 2003a; Benz et al., 1999; Schweiger et al., 2000), and 
modeling and simulation of a lithium bromide absorption system (Florides et 
al., 2002). As an example, the results of modeling a thermosiphon system are 
given (Kalogirou, 2009). The system model diagram is shown in Figure 11.12 
and its specifications in Table 11.16. The system monthly energy flows are 
shown in Figure 11.13, which includes the total radiation incident on the col-
lector (Qins), the useful energy supplied from the collectors (Qu), the hot water 
energy requirements (Qload), the auxiliary energy demand (Qaux), the heat losses 
from the storage tank (Qenv), and the solar fraction.

The system is simulated using the typical meteorological year of Nicosia, 
Cyprus. As it can be seen from the curve of total radiation incident on collector 
(Qins), the maximum value occurs in the month of August (1.88 GJ). The useful 

tab�e 11.16  Specifications of the Thermosiphon Solar Water System

Parameter Value

Collector area (m2) 2.7 (two panels)

Collector slope (°) 40

Storage capacity (L) 150

Auxiliary capacity (kW) 3

Heat exchanger Internal

Heat exchanger area (m2) 3.6

Hot water demand (L) 120 (four persons)
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Figure 11.13  energy flows of the thermosiphon solar water heater.
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energy supplied from the collectors (Qu) is maximized in the month of April 
(0.62 GJ). It can be also seen from Figure 11.13 that there is a reduction in the 
incident solar radiation and consequently the useful energy collected during 
the month of May. This is a characteristic of the climatic conditions of Nicosia 
and is due to the development of clouds as a result of excessive heating of the 
ground and thus excessive convection, especially in the afternoon hours.

From the curve of the energy lost from storage tank (Qenv), it can be seen 
that, during the summer months, the energy lost from storage to surroundings 
is maximized. This is true because, in these months, the temperature in the 
storage tank is higher and consequently more energy is lost.

Referring to the curve of hot water load (Qload), there is a decrease of hot 
water load demand during the summer months. This is attributed to the fact that, 
during the summer months, the total incidence of solar radiation is higher, which 
results to higher temperatures in the cold water storage tank (located on top of the 
solar collector). Consequently, the hot water demand from the hot water storage 
tank during these months is reduced.

The variation in the annual solar fraction is also shown in Figure 11.13. The 
solar fraction, f, is a measure of the fractional energy savings relative to that 
used for a conventional system. As can be seen, the solar fraction is lower in the 
winter months and higher, reaching 100%, in the summer months. The annual 
solar fraction is determined to be 79% (Kalogirou, 2009).

11.5.2  WatSuN Simulation Program
WATSUN simulates active solar energy systems and was developed originally 
by the Watsun Simulation Laboratory of the University of Waterloo in Canada 
in the early 1970s and 1980s (WATSUN, 1996). The program fills the gap 
between simpler spreadsheet-based tools used for quick assessments and the 
more complete, full simulation programs that provide more flexibility but are 
harder to use. The complete list of systems that can be simulated by the origi-
nal program is as follows:

l Domestic hot water system with or without storage and heat exchanger.
l Domestic hot water system with stratified storage tank.
l Phase change system, for boiling water.
l Sun switch system, stratified tank with heater.
l Swimming pool heating system (indoor or outdoor).
l Industrial process heat system, reclaim before collector.
l Industrial process heat system, reclaim after collector.
l Industrial process heat system, reclaim before collector with storage.
l Industrial process heat system, reclaim after collector with storage.
l Variable volume tank-based system.
l Space heating system for a one-room building.

Recently, Natural Resources Canada (NRCan) developed a new version of 
the program, WATSUN 2008 (NRCan, 2008). This is also used for the design 
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and simulation of active solar energy systems and is provided free from the 
NRCan website (NRCan, 2008). The two programs share the same name, focus 
on the hourly simulation of solar energy systems, and use similar equations for 
modeling some components; however, the new program was redeveloped from 
scratch, in C, using object-oriented techniques.

The program currently models two kinds of systems: water heating systems 
without storage and water heating systems with storage. The second actually 
covers a multitude of system configurations, in which the heat exchanger can 
be omitted, the auxiliary tank-heater can be replaced with an inline heater, and 
the pre-heat tank can be either fully mixed or stratified. Simple entry forms are 
used, where the main parameters of the system (collector size and performance 
equation, tank size, etc.) can be entered easily. The program simulates the inter-
actions between the system and its environment on an hourly basis. This can 
sometimes, however, break down into sub-hourly time steps, when required by 
the numerical solver, usually when on-off controllers change state. It is a ready-
made program that the user can learn and operate easily. It combines collection, 
storage, and load information provided by the user with hourly weather data 
for a specific location and calculates the system state every hour. WATSUN 
provides information necessary for long-term performance calculations. The 
program models each component in the system, such as the collector, pipes, 
and tanks, individually and provides globally convergent methods to calculate 
their state.

WATSUN uses weather data, consisting of hourly values for solar radia-
tion on the horizontal plane, dry bulb ambient temperature, and in the case of 
unglazed collectors, wind speed. At the moment, WATSUN TMY files and 
comma or blank delimited ASCII files are recognized by the program.

The WATSUN simulation interacts with the outside world through a series 
of files. A file is a collection of information, labeled and placed in a specific 
location. Files are used by the program to input and output information. One 
input file, called the simulation data file, is defined by the user. The simulationis defined by the user. The simulation. The simulation 
program then produces three output files: a listing file, an hourly data file, and 
a monthly data file.

The system is an assembly of collection devices, storage devices, and load 
devices that the user wants to assess. The system is defined in the simula-
tion data file. The file is made up of data blocks that contain groups of related 
parameters. The simulation data file controls the simulation. The parameters in 
this file specify the simulation period, weather data, and output options. The 
simulation data file also contains information about the physical characteristics 
of the collector, the storage device(s), the heat exchangers, and the load.

The outputs of the program include a summary of the simulation as well 
as a file containing simulation results summed by month. The monthly energy 
balances of the system include solar gains, energy delivered, auxiliary energy, 
and parasitic gains from pumps. This file can be readily imported into spread-
sheet programs for further analysis and plotting graphs. The program also gives 
the option to output data on an hourly or even sub-hourly basis, which gives 
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the user the option to analyze the result of the simulation in greater detail and 
facilitates comparison with monitored data, when these are available.

Another use of the program is the simulation of active solar energy systems 
for which monitored data are available. This can be done either for validation 
purposes or to identify areas of improvement in the way the system works. For 
this purpose, WATSUN allows the user to enter monitored data from a separate 
file, called the alternate input file. Monitored climatic data, energy collected, 
and many other data can be read from the alternate input file and override the 
values normally used by the program. The program can also print out strategic 
variables (such as collector temperature or the temperature of water delivered 
to the load) on an hourly basis for comparison with monitored values.

The program was validated against the TRNSYS program using several test 
cases. Program-to-program comparisons with TRNSYS were very favorable: 
differences in predictions of yearly energy delivered were less than 1.2% in all 
configurations tested (Thevenard, 2008).

11.5.3  Polysun Simulation Program
The Polysun program provides dynamic annual simulations of solar thermal 
systems and helps to optimize them (Polysun, 2008). The program is user-
friendly and the graphical user interface permits comfortable and clear input 
of all system parameters. All aspects of the simulation are based on physical 
models that work without empirical correlation terms. The basic systems that 
can be simulated include:

l Domestic hot water.
l Space heating.
l Swimming pools.
l Process heating.
l Cooling.

The input of the required data is very easy and done in a ready-made 
graphical environment like the one shown in Figure 11.14. The input of the 
various parameters for each component of the system can be done by double-
clicking on each component. Such templates are available for all types of sys-
tems that can be modeled with Polysun, and there is a template editor for users 
who want to create their own, tailored to the requirements of specific products. 
The modern and appealing graphical user interface makes it easy and fast to 
access the software. The convenient modular unit construction system allows 
the combination and parameterization of different system components through 
simple menu prompts.

Polysun is now in version 4.2 and makes the design of solar thermal sys-
tems simple and professional. An earlier version of Polysun was validated by 
Gantner (2000) and found to be accurate to within 5–10%. The characteristics 
of the various components of the system can be obtained from ready-made cata-
logs, which include a large variety of market available components, but the user 
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can add also the characteristics of a component, such as a collector, not included 
in the catalogs. The components included in catalogs include storage tanks, 
solar collectors, pipes, boilers, pumps, heat exchangers, heat pumps, buildings, 
swimming pools, PV modules and inverters, and many more. The program also 
features simple analysis and evaluation of simulations through graphics and 
reports. Worldwide meteorological data for 6300 locations are available, and 
new locations can be individually defined. There is also provision to specify the 
temperature of cold water and the storage room. All features of the program are 
in English, Spanish, Portuguese, French, Italian, Czech, and German.

Storage tanks can be specified with up to ten connection ports, up to six 
internal heat exchangers, up to three internal heaters, and an internal tank and 
coil heat exchanger. The output of the program includes solar fraction, energy 
values (on the loop and component levels), temperatures, flow rate, and status 
for all components as a curve diagram, economic analysis, and summary of the 
most relevant values as a PDF file.

The simulation algorithm provides dynamic simulation, including variable 
time steps, flow rate calculation including consideration of pressure drop, and 
material properties depending on temperature.

11.6   artiFicial intelligence in solar  
energy systems

Artificial intelligence systems are widely accepted as a technology that offers an 
alternative way to tackle complex and ill-defined problems. These systems can 
learn from examples, are fault tolerant in the sense that they are able to handle 
noisy and incomplete data, are able to deal with nonlinear problems, and once 
trained, can perform prediction and generalization at high speed (Rumelhart 
et al., 1986). They have been used in diverse applications in control, robot-
ics, pattern recognition, forecasting, medicine, power systems, manufacturing, 
optimization, signal processing, and the social/psychological sciences. They 
are particularly useful in system modeling, such as in implementing complex  

Figure 11.14  polysun graphical environment.
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mappings and system identification. Artificial intelligence (AI) systems com-
prise areas such as artificial neural networks, genetic algorithms, fuzzy logic, 
and various hybrid systems, which combine two or more techniques.

Artificial neural networks (ANNs) mimic somewhat the learning process 
of a human brain. ANNs are collections of small, individually interconnected 
processing units. Information is passed between these units along interconnec-
tions. An incoming connection has two values associated with it: an input value 
and a weight. The output of the unit is a function of the summed value. ANNs, 
though implemented on computers, are not programmed to perform specific 
tasks. Instead, they are trained with respect to data sets until they learn patterns 
used as inputs. Once they are trained, new patterns may be presented to them 
for prediction or classification. ANNs can automatically learn to recognize pat-
terns in data from real systems or physical models, computer programs, or other 
sources. They can handle many inputs and produce answers in a form suitable 
for designers.

Genetic algorithms are inspired by the way living organisms adapt to the 
harsh realities of life in a hostile world, i.e., by evolution and inheritance. In the 
process the algorithm imitates the evolution of a population by selecting onlythe algorithm imitates the evolution of a population by selecting only 
fit individuals for reproduction. Therefore, a genetic algorithm is an optimum 
search technique based on the concepts of natural selection and survival of the 
fittest. It works with a fixed-size population of possible solutions to a prob-
lem, called individuals, which evolve over time. A genetic algorithm utilizes  
three principal genetic operators: selection, crossover, and mutation.

Fuzzy logic is used mainly in control engineering. It is based on fuzzy logic 
reasoning, which employs linguistic rules in the form of if-then statements. 
Fuzzy logic and fuzzy control feature a relative simplification of a control 
methodology description. This allows the application of a “human language” 
to describe the problems and their fuzzy solutions. In many control applica-
tions, the model of the system is unknown or the input parameters are highly 
variable and unstable. In such cases, fuzzy controllers can be applied. These 
are more robust and cheaper than conventional PID controllers. It is also easier 
to understand and modify fuzzy controller rules, which not only use a human 
operator’s strategy but are expressed in natural linguistic terms.

Hybrid systems combine more than one of these technologies, either as part 
of an integrated method of problem solution or to perform a particular task, 
followed by a second technique, which performs some other task. For example, 
neuro-fuzzy controllers use neural networks and fuzzy logic for the same task, 
i.e., to control a process; whereas in another hybrid system, a neural network 
may be used to derive some parameters and a genetic algorithm might be used 
subsequently to find an optimum solution to a problem.

For the estimation of the flow of energy and the performance of solar 
energy systems, analytic computer codes are often used. The algorithms 
employed are usually complicated, involving the solution of complex differen-
tial equations. These programs usually require a great deal of computer power 
and need a considerable amount of time to give accurate predictions. Instead 
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of complex rules and mathematical routines, artificial intelligence systems are 
able to learn the key information patterns within a multidimensional informa-
tion domain. Data from solar energy systems, being inherently noisy, are good 
candidate problems to be handled with artificial intelligence techniques.

The major objective of this section is to illustrate how artificial intelligence 
techniques might play an important role in the modeling and prediction of 
the performance and control of solar processes. The aim of this material is to 
enable the reader to understand how artificial intelligence systems can be set 
up. Various examples of solar energy systems are given as references so that 
interested readers can find more details. The results presented in these exam-
ples are testimony to the potential of artificial intelligence as a design tool in 
many areas of solar engineering.

11.6.1  artificial Neural Networks
The concept of ANN analysis was conceived nearly 50 years ago, but only in 
the last 20 years has applications software been developed to handle practical 
problems. The purpose of this section is to present a brief overview of how 
neural networks operate and describe the basic features of some of the mostly 
used neural network architectures. A review of applications of ANNs in solar 
energy systems is also included.

ANNs are good for some tasks but lacking in some others. Specifically, 
they are good for tasks involving incomplete data sets, fuzzy or incomplete 
information, and highly complex and ill-defined problems, where humans 
usually decide on an intuitional basis. They can learn from examples and are 
able to deal with nonlinear problems. Furthermore, they exhibit robustness and 
fault tolerance. The tasks that ANNs cannot handle effectively are those requir-
ing high accuracy and precision, as in logic and arithmetic. ANNs have been 
applied successfully in a number of application areas. Some of the most impor-
tant ones are (Kalogirou, 2003b):

l Function approximation. The mapping of a multiple input to a single 
output is established. Unlike most statistical techniques, this can be done 
with adaptive model-free estimation of parameters.

l Pattern association and pattern recognition. This is a problem of  
pattern classification. ANNs can be effectively used to solve difficult prob-
lems in this field—for instance, in sound, image, or video recognition.  
This task can be made even without an a priori definition of the pattern. 
In such cases, the network learns to identify totally new patterns.

l Associative memories. This is the problem of recalling a pattern when 
given only a subset clue. In such applications, the network structures 
used are usually complicated, composed of many interacting dynamical 
neurons.

l Generation of new meaningful patterns. This general field of appli-
cation is relatively new. Some claims are made that suitable neuronal 
structures can exhibit rudimentary elements of creativity.
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ANNs have been applied successfully in various fields of mathematics, engi-
neering, medicine, economics, meteorology, psychology, neurology, and many 
others. Some of the most important ones are in pattern, sound, and speech rec-
ognition; the analysis of electromyographs and other medical signatures; the 
identification of military targets; and the identification of explosives in passenger 
suitcases. They have also being used in forecasting weather and market trends, 
the prediction of mineral exploration sites, prediction of electrical and thermal 
loads, adaptive and robotic control, and many others. Neural networks are also 
used for process control because they can build predictive models of the process 
from multidimensional data routinely collected from sensors.

Neural networks obviate the need to use complex, mathematically explicit 
formulas, computer models, and impractical and costly physical models. Some 
of the characteristics that support the success of artificial neural networks 
and distinguish them from the conventional computational techniques are 
(Nannariello and Frike, 2001):

l The direct manner in which artificial neural networks acquire informa-
tion and knowledge about a given problem domain (learning interesting 
and possibly nonlinear relationships) through the “training” phase.

l The ability to work with numerical or analog data that would be difficult 
to deal with by other means because of the form of the data or because 
there are many variables.

l Its “black box” approach, in which the user requires no sophisticated 
mathematical knowledge.

l The compact form in which the acquired information and knowledge 
is stored within the trained network and the ease with which it can be 
accessed and used.

l The ability of solutions provided to be robust, even in the presence of 
“noise” in the input data.

l The high degree of accuracy reported when artificial neural networks are 
used to generalize over a set of previously unseen data (not used in the 
“training” process) from the problem domain.

While neural networks can be used to solve complex problems, they do suf-
fer from a number of shortcomings. The most important of them are:

l The need for data used to train neural networks to contain information 
that, ideally, is spread evenly throughout the entire range of the system.

l The limited theory to assist in the design of neural networks.
l The lack of guarantee of finding an acceptable solution to a problem.
l The limited opportunities to rationalize the solutions provided.

The following sections briefly explain how the artificial neuron is visual-
ized from a biological one and the steps required to set up a neural network. 
Additionally, the characteristics of some of the most used neural network archi-
tectures are described.



biological and arTificial neuronS
A biological neuron is shown in Figure 11.15. In the brain, coded information 
flows (using electrochemical media, the so-called neurotransmitters) from the 
synapses toward the axon. The axon of each neuron transmits information to a 
number of other neurons. The neuron receives information at the synapses from 
a large number of other neurons. It is estimated that each neuron may receive 
stimuli from as many as 10,000 other neurons. Groups of neurons are organized 
into subsystems, and the integration of these subsystems forms the brain. It is 
estimated that the human brain has around 100 billion interconnected neurons.

Figure 11.16 shows a highly simplified model of an artificial neuron, which 
may be used to stimulate some important aspects of the real biological neuron. 
An ANN is a group of interconnected artificial neurons, interacting with one 
another in a concerted manner. In such a system, excitation is applied to the 
input of the network. Following some suitable operation, it results in a desired 
output. At the synapses, there is an accumulation of some potential, which in 
the case of the artificial neurons, is modeled as a connection weight. These 
weights are continuously modified, based on suitable learning rules.
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(neuron output device)
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Dendrites 
(neuron input devices)

Synapses 
(point of contact between an axon 

branch and a receiving neuron)
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Axon of another neuron

Figure 11.15  a schematic of a biological neuron.
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Figure 11.16  a simplified model of an artificial neuron.
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arTificial neural neTwork principleS
According to Haykin (1994), a neural network is a massively parallel distri-
buted processor that has a natural propensity for storing experiential knowledge 
and making it available for use. It resembles the human brain in two respects:

l Knowledge is acquired by the network through a learning process.
l Interneuron connection strengths, known as synaptic weights, are used 

to store the knowledge.

Artificial neural network models may be used as an alternative method in 
engineering analysis and predictions. ANNs mimic somewhat the learning 
process of a human brain. They operate like a “black box” model, requiring 
no detailed information about the system. Instead, they learn the relationship 
between the input parameters and the controlled and uncontrolled variables by 
studying previously recorded data, similar to the way a nonlinear regression 
might perform. Another advantage of using ANNs is their ability to handle 
large, complex systems with many interrelated parameters. They seem to simply 
ignore excess input parameters that are of minimal significance and concentrate 
instead on the more important inputs.

A schematic diagram of a typical multilayer, feed-forward neural network 
architecture is shown in Figure 11.17. The network usually consists of an input 
layer, some hidden layers, and an output layer. In its simple form, each single 
neuron is connected to other neurons of a previous layer through adaptable 
synaptic weights. Knowledge is usually stored as a set of connection weights 
(presumably corresponding to synapse efficacy in biological neural systems). 
Training is the process of modifying the connection weights in some orderly 
fashion, using a suitable learning method. The network uses a learning mode, 
in which an input is presented to the network along with the desired output and 
the weights are adjusted so that the network attempts to produce the desired 
output. The weights after training contain meaningful information, whereas 
before training they are random and have no meaning.

Figure 11.18 illustrates how information is processed through a single 
node. The node receives the weighted activation of other nodes through its 
incoming connections. First, these are added up (summation). The result is 

Output layerInput layer

Hidden layers

…

…

…

Figure 11.17  Schematic diagram of a multilayer feed-forward neural network.
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then passed through an activation function; the outcome is the activation of the 
node. For each of the outgoing connections, this activation value is multiplied 
by the specific weight and transferred to the next node.

A training set is a group of matched input and output patterns used for train-
ing the network, usually by suitable adaptation of the synaptic weights. The out-
puts are the dependent variables that the network produces for the corresponding 
input. It is important that all the information the network needs to learn is sup-
plied to the network as a data set. When each pattern is read, the network uses 
the input data to produce an output, which is then compared to the training pat-
tern, i.e., the correct or desired output. If there is a difference, the connection 
weights (usually but not always) are altered in such a direction that the error is 
decreased. After the network has run through all the input patterns, if the error is 
still greater than the maximum desired tolerance, the ANN runs again through all 
the input patterns repeatedly until all the errors are within the required tolerance. 
When the training reaches a satisfactory level, the network holds the weights 
constant and the trained network can be used to make decisions, identify pat-
terns, or define associations in new input data sets not used to train it.

By learning, we mean that the system adapts (usually by changing suitable 
controllable parameters) in a specified manner so that some parts of the system 
suggest a meaningful behavior, projected as output. The controllable param-
eters have different names, such as synaptic weights, synaptic efficacies, free 
parameters, and others.

The classical view of learning is well interpreted and documented in 
approximation theories. In these, learning may be interpreted as finding a suit-
able hypersurface that fits known input-output data points in such a manner that 
the mapping is acceptably accurate. Such a mapping is usually accomplished 
by employing simple nonlinear functions that are used to compose the required 
function (Pogio and Girosi, 1990).

A more general approach to learning is adopted by Haykin (1994), in 
which learning is a process by which the free parameters of a neural network 
are adapted through a continuing process of simulation by the environment 
in which the network is embedded. The type of learning is determined by the 
manner in which the parameter changes take place.

Generally, learning is achieved through any change in any characteristic of a 
network so that meaningful results are achieved, meaning that a desired objective 
is met with a satisfactory degree of success. Thus, learning could be achieved 
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Figure 11.18  information processing in a neural network unit.
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through synaptic weight modification, network structure modifications, appro-
priate choice of activation functions in and other ways.

The objective is usually quantified by a suitable criterion or cost function. 
It is usually a process of minimizing an error function or maximizing a benefit 
function. In this respect, learning resembles optimization. That is why a genetic 
algorithm, which is an optimum search technique (see Section 11.6.2), can also 
be employed to train artificial neural networks.

Several algorithms are commonly used to achieve the minimum error in the 
shortest time. There are also many alternative forms of neural networking sys-
tems and, indeed, many different ways in which they may be applied to a given 
problem. The suitability of an appropriate paradigm and strategy for an appli-
cation depends very much on the type of problem to be solved.

The most popular learning algorithms are back-propagation and its vari-
ants (Barr and Feigenbaum, 1981; Werbos, 1974). The back-propagation (BP) 
algorithm is one of the most powerful learning algorithms in neural networks. 
Back-propagation training is a gradient descent algorithm. It tries to improve 
the performance of the neural network by reducing the total error by changing 
the weights along its gradient. The error is expressed by the root mean square 
value (RMS), which can be calculated by
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where E is the RMS error, t is the network output (target), and o is the desired 
output vectors over all patterns, p. An error of zero would indicate that all the 
output patterns computed by the ANN perfectly match the expected values and 
the network is well trained. In brief, back-propagation training is performed by 
initially assigning random values to the weight terms (wij)

1 in all nodes. Each 
time a training pattern is presented to the ANN, the activation for each node, 
pi, is computed. After the output of the layer is computed the error term, pi, 
for each node is computed backward through the network. This error term is 
the product of the error function, E, and the derivative of the activation func-
tion and, hence, is a measure of the change in the network output produced by 
an incremental change in the node weight values. For the output layer nodes 
and the case of the logistic-sigmoid activation, the error term is computed as
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For a node in a hidden layer,
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1The j subscript refers to a summation of all nodes in the previous layer of nodes, and the i 
subscript refers to the node position in the present layer.
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In this expression, the k subscript indicates a summation over all nodes in the 
downstream layer (the layer in the direction of the output layer). The j sub-
script indicates the weight position in each node. Finally, the  and  terms for 
each node are used to compute an incremental change to each weight term via

 
∆ ε δ αw mwij pi pj ij ( ) ( )old  (11.106)

The term , referred to as the learning rate, determines the size of the weight 
adjustments during each training iteration. The term m is called the momentum 
factor. It is applied to the weight change used in the previous training iteration, 
wij(old). Both of these constant terms are specified at the start of the training 
cycle and determine the speed and stability of the network. The training of all 
patterns of a training data set is called an epoch.

neTwork paraMeTer SelecTion
Though most scholars are concerned with the techniques to define artificial 
neural network architecture, practitioners want to apply the ANN architecture 
to the model and obtain quick results. The term neural network architecture 
refers to the arrangement of neurons into layers and the connection patterns 
between layers, activation functions, and learning methods. The neural network 
model and the architecture of a neural network determine how a network trans-
forms its input into an output. This transformation is, in fact, a computation. 
Often, the success depends on a clear understanding of the problem, regardless 
of the network architecture. However, in determining which neural network 
architecture provides the best prediction, it is necessary to build a good model. 
It is essential to be able to identify the most important variables in a process 
and generate best-fit models. How to identify and define the best model is very 
controversial.

Despite the differences between traditional approaches and neural net-
works, both methods require preparing the model. The classical approach is 
based on the precise definition of the problem domain as well as the identifi-
cation of a mathematical function or functions to describe it. It is, however, 
very difficult to identify an accurate mathematical function when the system 
is nonlinear and parameters vary with time due to several factors. The control 
program often lacks the capability to adapt to the parameter changes. Neural 
networks are used to learn the behavior of the system and subsequently to sim-
ulate and predict its behavior. In defining the neural network model, first the 
process and the process control constraints have to be understood and identi-
fied. Then, the model is defined and validated.

When using a neural network for prediction, the following steps are cru-
cial. First, a neural network needs to be built to model the behavior of the pro-
cess, and the values of the output are predicted based on the model. Second, 
based on the neural network model obtained in the first phase, the output of the 
model is simulated using different scenarios. Third, the control variables are 
modified to control and optimize the output.
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When building the neural network model, the process has to be identified 
with respect to the input and output variables that characterize it. The inputs 
include measurements of the physical dimensions, measurements of the vari-
ables specific to the environment or equipment, and controlled variables 
modified by the operator. Variables that have no effect on the variation of the 
measured output are discarded. These are estimated by the contribution factors 
of the various input parameters. These factors indicate the contribution of each 
input parameter to the learning of the neural network and are usually estimated 
by the network, depending on the software employed.

The selection of training data plays a vital role in the performance and con-
vergence of the neural network model. An analysis of historical data for iden-
tification of variables that are important to the process is important. Plotting 
graphs to check whether the various variables reflect what is known about the 
process from operating experience and for discovery of errors in data is very 
helpful.

All input and output values are usually scaled individually such that the over-
all variance in the data set is maximized. Therefore, the input and output values 
are normalized. This is necessary because it leads to faster learning. The scaling 
used is either in the range 1 to 1 or in the range 0 to 1, depending on the type 
of data and the activation function used.

The basic operation that has to be followed to successfully handle a problem 
with ANNs is to select the appropriate architecture and the suitable learning rate, 
momentum, number of neurons in each hidden layer, and the activation function. 
The procedure for finding the best architecture and the other network parameters 
is laborious and time-consuming, but as experience is gathered, some parameters 
can be predicted easily, tremendously shortening the time required.shortening the time required.the time required.

The first step is to collect the required data and prepare them in a spread-
sheet format with various columns representing the input and output param-
eters. If a large number of sequences or patterns are available in the input 
data file, to avoid a long training time, a smaller training file may be created, 
containing as much as possible representative samples of the whole problem 
domain, in order to select the required parameters and to use the complete data 
set for the final training.

Three types of data files are required: a training data file, a test data file, 
and a validation data file. The former and the last should contain representative 
samples of all the cases the network is required to handle, whereas the test file 
may contain about 10% of the cases contained in the training file.

During training, the network is tested against the test file to determine 
accuracy, and training should be stopped when the mean average error remains 
unchanged for a number of epochs. This is done in order to avoid overtraining, 
in which case, the network learns the training patterns perfectly but is unableperfectly but is unablebut is unable 
to make predictions when an unknown training set is presented to it.

In back-propagation networks, the number of hidden neurons determines 
how well a problem can be learned. If too many are used, the network will tend 
to memorize the problem and not generalize well later. If too few are used, the 
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network will generalize well but may not have enough “power” to learn the 
patterns well. Getting the right number of hidden neurons is a matter of trial 
and error, since there is no science to it. In general, the number of hidden neu-
rons (N) may be estimated by applying the following empirical formula (Ward 
Systems Group, Inc., 1996):
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where
I  number of input parameters.
O  number of output parameters.
Pi  number of training patterns available.

The most important parameter to select in a neural network is the type of archi-
tecture. A number of architectures can be used in solar engineering problems. 
A short description of the most important ones is given in this section: back- 
propagation (BP), general regression neural networks (GRNN), and the group 
method of data handling (GMDH). These are described briefly in the next sections.

back-propagaTion archiTecTure
Architectures in the back-propagation category include standard networks, 
recurrent, feed forward with multiple hidden slabs, and jump connection net-
works. Back-propagation networks are known for their ability to generalize 
well on a wide variety of problems. They are a supervised type of network, i.e., 
trained with both inputs and outputs. Back-propagation networks are used in a 
large number of working applications, since they tend to generalize well.

The first category of neural network architectures is the one where each layer 
is connected to the immediately previous layer (see Figure 11.17). Generally, 
three layers (input, hidden, and output) are sufficient for the majority of prob-
lems to be handled. A three-layer back-propagation network with standard con-
nections is suitable for almost all problems. One, two, or three hidden layers can 
be used, however, depending on the problem characteristics. The use of more 
than five layers in total generally offers no benefits and should be avoided.

The next category of architecture is the recurrent network with dampened 
feedback from either the input, hidden, or output layer. It holds the contents of 
one of the layers as it existed when the previous pattern was trained. In this way, 
the network sees the previous knowledge it had about previous inputs. This extra 
slab is sometimes called the network’s long-term memory. The long-term mem-
ory remembers the input, output, or hidden layer that contains features detected 
in the raw data of previous patterns. Recurrent neural networks are particularly 
suitable for prediction of sequences, so they are excellent for time series data. A 
back-propagation network with standard connections, as just described, responds 
to a given input pattern with exactly the same output pattern every time the input 
pattern is presented. A recurrent network may respond to the same input pattern 
differently at different times, depending on the patterns that had been presented 
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as inputs just previously. Thus, the sequence of the patterns is as important as 
the input pattern itself. Recurrent networks are trained as the standard back-
propagation networks, except that patterns must always be presented in the same 
order. The difference in structure is that an extra slab in the input layer is con-
nected to the hidden layer, just like the other input slab. This extra slab holds 
the contents of one of the layers (input, output, or hidden) as it existed when the 
previous pattern was trained.

The third category is the feed-forward network with multiple hidden slabs. 
These network architectures are very powerful in detecting different features 
of the input vectors when different activation functions are given to the hidden 
slabs. This architecture has been used in a number of engineering problems for 
modeling and prediction with very good results (see the later section, “ANN 
Applications in Solar Energy Systems”). This is a feed-forward architecture 
with three hidden slabs, as shown in Figure 11.19. The information processing 
at each node is performed by combining all input numerical information from 
upstream nodes in a weighted average of the form

 .
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where
(pi)  activation for each node.
b1  a constant term referred to as the bias.
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Figure 11.19  feed-forward architecture with multiple hidden slabs.
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The final nodal output is computed via the activation function. This archi-
tecture has different activation functions in each slab. Referring to Figure 
11.19, the input slab activation function is linear, i.e., (pi)  i (where i is the 
weighted average obtained by combining all input numerical information from 
upstream nodes), while the activations used in the other slabs are as follows.

Gaussian for slab 2,
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Tanh for slab 3,
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Gaussian complement for slab 4,
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Logistic for the output slab,
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Different activation functions are applied to hidden layer slabs to detect dif-
ferent features in a pattern processed through a network. The number of hidden 
neurons in the hidden layers may also be calculated with Eq. (11.107). However, 
an increased number of hidden neurons may be used to get more “degrees of 
freedom” and allow the network to store more complex patterns. This is usu-
ally done when the input data are highly nonlinear. It is recommended in this 
architecture to use Gaussian function on one hidden slab to detect features in 
the middle range of the data and Gaussian complement in another hidden slab 
to detect features from the upper and lower extremes of the data. Combining the 
two feature sets in the output layer may lead to a better prediction.

general regreSSion neural neTwork archiTecTure
Another type of architecture is general regression neural networks (GRNNs), 
which are known for their ability to train quickly on sparse data sets. In numer-
ous tests, it was found that a GRNN responds much better than back-propa-
gation to many types of problems, although this is not a rule. It is especially 
useful for continuous function approximation. A GRNN can have multidimen-
sional input, and it will fit multidimensional surfaces through data. GRNNs 
work by measuring how far a given sample pattern is from patterns in the train-
ing set in N dimensional space, where N is the number of inputs in the prob-
lem. The Euclidean distance is usually adopted.

A GRNN is a four-layer feed-forward neural network based on the nonlinear 
regression theory, consisting of the input layer, the pattern layer, the summation  
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layer, and the output layer (see Figure 11.20). There are no training parameters, 
such as learning rate and momentum, as in back-propagation networks, but 
a smoothing factor is applied after the network is trained. The smoothing factor 
determines how tightly the network matches its predictions to the data in the train-
ing patterns. Although the neurons in the first three layers are fully connected, each 
output neuron is connected only to some processing units in the summation layer. 
The summation layer has two types of processing units: summation units and a sin-
gle division unit. The number of summation units is always the same as the number 
of the GRNN output units. The division unit only sums the weighted activations of 
the pattern units of the hidden layer, without using any activation function.

Each GRNN output unit is connected only to its corresponding summation 
unit and the division unit (there are no weights in these connections). The func-
tion of the output units consists of a simple division of the signal coming from 
the summation unit by the signal coming from the division unit. The summa-
tion and output layers together basically perform a normalization of the output 
vector, making a GRNN much less sensitive to the proper choice of the number 
of pattern units. More details on GRNNs can be found in Tsoukalas and Uhrig 
(1997) and Ripley (1996).

For GRNN networks, the number of neurons in the hidden pattern layer is 
usually equal to the number of patterns in the training set because the hidden 
layer consists of one neuron for each pattern in the training set. This number 
can be made larger if one wants to add more patterns, but it cannot be made 
smaller.

The training of the GRNN is quite different from the training used in other 
neural networks. It is completed after presentation of each input-output vector 
pair from the training data set to the GRNN input layer only once.
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Figure 11.20  general regression neural network architecture.



The GRNN may be trained using a genetic algorithm (see Section 11.6.2). 
The genetic algorithm is used to find the appropriate individual smoothing fac-
tors for each input as well as an overall smoothing factor. Genetic algorithms 
use a “fitness” measure to determine which individuals in the population sur-
vive and reproduce. Therefore, survival of the fittest causes good solutions 
to progress. A genetic algorithm works by selective breeding of a population 
of “individuals,” each of which could be a potential solution to the problem. 
In this case, a potential solution is a set of smoothing factors, and the genetic 
algorithm seeks to breed an individual that minimizes the mean squared error 
of the test set, which can be calculated by
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where
E  mean squared error.
t  network output (target).
o  desired output vectors over all patterns (p) of the test set.

The larger the breeding pool size, the greater is its potential to produce a 
better individual. However, the networks produced by every individual must 
be applied to the test set on every reproductive cycle, so larger breeding pools 
take longer time. After testing all the individuals in the pool, a new “genera-
tion” of individuals is produced for testing. Unlike the back-propagation algo-
rithm, which propagates the error through the network many times, seeking a 
lower mean squared error between the network’s output and the actual output 
or answer, GRNN training patterns are presented to the network only once.

The input smoothing factor is an adjustment used to modify the overall 
smoothing to provide a new value for each input. At the end of training, the indi-
vidual smoothing factors may be used as a sensitivity analysis tool; the larger the 
factor for a given input, the more important that input is to the model, at least as 
far as the test set is concerned. Inputs with low smoothing factors are candidates 
for removal for a later trial.

Individual smoothing factors are unique to each network. The numbers are 
relative to each other within a given network, and they cannot be used to com-
pare inputs from different networks.

If the number of input, output, or hidden neurons is changed, however, the 
network must be retrained. This may occur when more training patterns are 
added, because GRNN networks require one hidden neuron for each training 
pattern.

group MeThod daTa handling neural neTwork  
archiTecTure
One type of neural network that is very suitable for modeling is the group method 
of data handling (GMDH) neural network. The group method of data handling 
technique was invented by A. G. Ivakhenko, from the Institute of Cybernetics, 
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Ukrainian Academy of Sciences (Ivakhenko, 1968, 1971), but enhanced by others 
(Farlow, 1984). This technique is also known as polynomial networks. Ivakhenko 
developed the GMDH technique to build more accurate predictive models of fish 
populations in rivers and oceans. The GMDH technique worked well for model-
ing fisheries and many other modeling applications (Hecht-Nielsen, 1991). The 
GMDH is a feature-based mapping network.

The GMDH technique works by building successive layers, with links that 
are simple polynomial terms. These polynomial terms are created by using linear 
and nonlinear regression. The initial layer is simply the input layer. The first layer 
created is made by computing regressions of the input variables, from which the 
best ones are chosen. The second layer is created by computing regressions of 
the values in the first layer, along with the input variables. Only the best, called 
survivors, are chosen by the algorithm. This process continues until the network 
stops getting better, according to a prespecified selection criterion. More details 
on the GMDH technique can be found in the book by Hecht-Nielsen (1991).

The resulting network can be represented as a complex polynomial descrip-
tion of the model in the form of a mathematical equation. The complexity of 
the resulting polynomial depends on the variability of the training data. In some 
respects, GMDH is very much like using regression analysis but far more power-
ful. The GMDH network can build very complex models while avoiding over-
fitting problems. Additionally, an advantage of the GMDH technique is that it 
recognizes the best variables as it trains and, for problems with many variables, 
the ones with low contribution can be discarded.

The central idea behind the GMDH technique is that it is trying to build a 
function (called a polynomial model) that behaves as closely as possible to the 
way the predicted and actual values of the output would. For many end users, it 
may be more convenient to have a model that is able to make predictions using 
polynomial formulas that are widely understood than a normal neural network, 
which operates like a “black box” model. The most common approach to solv-
ing such models is to use regression analysis. The first step is to decide the 
type of polynomial that regression should find. For example, a good idea is to 
choose, as terms of the polynomial, powers of input variables along with their 
covariants and trivariants, such as
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The next step is to construct a linear combination of all the polynomial 
terms with variable coefficients. The algorithm determines the values of these 
coefficients by minimizing the squared sum of differences between sample out-
puts and model predictions, over all samples.

The main problem when utilizing regression is how to choose the set of 
polynomial terms correctly. In addition, decisions need to be made on the 
degree of the polynomial. For example, decisions have to be made on how 
complex the terms should be or whether the model should evaluate terms such 
as x10, or maybe limit consideration to terms such as x4 and lower. The GMDH 
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technique works better than regression by answering these questions before 
trying all possible combinations.

The decision about the quality of each model must be made using some 
numeric criterion. The simplest criterion (a form of which is also used in lin-
ear regression analysis) is the sum, over all samples, of the squared differences 
between the actual output (ya) and the model’s prediction (yp) divided by the 
sum of the squared actual output. This is called the normalized mean squared 
error (NMSE). In equation form,
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However, if only the NMSE is used on real data, the NMSE value gets 
smaller and smaller as long as extra terms are added to the model. This is 
because the more complex the model, the more exact it is. This is always true 
if NMSE is used alone, which determines the quality of the model by evaluat-
ing the same information already used to build the model. This results in an 
“overcomplex” model or model overfit, which means the model does not gen-
eralize well because it pays too much attention to noise in the training data. 
This is similar to overtraining other neural networks.

To avoid this danger, a more powerful criterion is needed, based on informa-
tion other than that which was used to build the evaluated model. There are sev-
eral ways to define such criteria. For example, the squared sum of differences 
between the known output and model prediction over some other set of experi-
mental data (a test set) may be used. Another way to avoid overfitting is to intro-
duce a penalty for model complexity. This is called the predicted squared error 
criterion.

Theoretical considerations show that increasing model complexity should 
be stopped when the selection criterion reaches a minimum value. This mini-
mum value is a measure of model reliability.

The method of searching for the best model based on testing all possible 
models is usually called the combinatorial GMDH algorithm. To reduce com-
putation time, the number of polynomial terms used to build the models to be 
evaluated should be reduced. To do so, a one-stage procedure of model selec-
tion should be changed to a multilayer procedure. In this, the first two input 
variables are initially taken and combined into a simple set of polynomial terms. 
For example, if the first two input variables are x1 and x2, the set of polyno-
mial terms would be {c, x1, x2, x1  x2}, where (c) represents the constant term. 
Subsequently, all possible models made from these terms are checked and the 
best is chosen; any one of the evaluated models is a candidate for survival.

Then, another pair of input variables is taken and the operation is repeated, 
resulting in another candidate for survival, with its own value of the evaluation 
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criterion. By repeating the same procedure for each possible pair of n input 
variables, n(n  1)/2 candidates for survival are generated, each with its own 
value of the evaluation criterion.

Subsequently, these values are compared, and several candidates for survival 
that give the best approximation of the output variable are chosen. Usually aare chosen. Usually a. Usually a 
predefined number of the best candidates are selected for survival and are stored 
in the first layer of the network and preserved for the next layer. The candidates 
selected are called survivors.

The layer of survivors is used for inputs in building the next layer in the 
network. The original network inputs used in the first layer may also be chosen 
as inputs to the new layer. Therefore, the next layer is built with polynomials 
of this broadened set of inputs. It should be noted that, since some inputs are 
already polynomials, the next layer may contain very complex polynomials.

The layer building of the GMDH procedure continues as long as the evalu-
ation criteria continue to diminish. Each time a new layer is built the GMDH 
algorithm checks whether the new evaluation criterion is lower than the previ-
ous one and, if this is so, continues training; otherwise, it stops training.

ann applicaTionS in Solar energy SySTeMS
Artificial neural networks have been used by the author in the field of solar 
energy, for modeling the heat-up response of a solar steam generating plant 
(Kalogirou et al., 1998), the estimation of a parabolic trough collector intercept 
factor (Kalogirou et al., 1996), the estimation of a parabolic trough collector 
local concentration ratio (Kalogirou, 1996a), the design of a solar steam genera-
tion system (Kalogirou, 1996b), the performance prediction of a thermosiphon 
solar water heater (Kalogirou et al., 1999a), modeling solar domestic water heat-
ing systems (Kalogirou et al., 1999b), the long-term performance prediction of 
forced circulation solar domestic water heating systems (Kalogirou, 2000), and 
the thermosiphon solar domestic water heating system’s long-term performance 
prediction (Kalogirou and Panteliou, 2000). A review of these models, together 
with other applications in the field of renewable energy, is given in an article by 
Kalogirou (2001). In most of those models, the multiple hidden layer architecture 
shown in Figure 11.19 was used. The errors reported are well within acceptable 
limits, which clearly suggests that artificial neural networks can be used for mod-
eling and prediction in other fields of solar energy engineering. What is required 
is to have a set of data (preferably experimental) representing the past history of 
a system so that a suitable neural network can be trained to learn the dependence 
of expected output on the input parameters.

11.6.2  Genetic algorithms
The genetic algorithm (GA) is a model of machine learning that derives its 
behavior from a representation of the processes of evolution in nature. This is 
done by the creation, within a machine or computer, of a population of indi-
viduals represented by chromosomes. Essentially, these are a set of character 
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strings that are analogous to the chromosomes in the DNA of human beings. 
The individuals in the population then go through a process of evolution.

It should be noted that evolution as occurring in nature or elsewhere is not 
a purposive or directed process, i.e., no evidence supports the assertion that the 
goal of evolution is to produce humankind. Indeed, the processes of nature seem 
to end with different individuals competing for resources in the environment. 
Some are better than others; those that are better are more likely to survive and 
propagate their genetic material.

In nature, the encoding for the genetic information is done in a way that 
admits asexual reproduction and typically results in offspring that are geneti-
cally identical to the parent. Sexual reproduction allows the creation of geneti-
cally radically different offspring that are still of the same general species.

In an oversimplified consideration, at the molecular level, what happens is 
that a pair of chromosomes bump into one another, exchange chunks of genetic 
information, and drift apart. This is the recombination operation, which in GAs 
is generally referred to as crossover because of the way that genetic material 
crosses over from one chromosome to another.

The crossover operation happens in an environment where the selection of 
who gets to mate is a function of the fitness of the individual, i.e., how good the 
individual is at competing in its environment. Some GAs use a simple function 
of the fitness measure to select individuals (probabilistically) to undergo genetic 
operations, such as crossover or asexual reproduction, i.e., the propagation of 
genetic material remains unaltered. This is a fitness proportionate selection. 
Other implementations use a model in which certain randomly selected individ-
uals in a subgroup compete and the fittest is selected. This is called tournament 
selection. The two processes that most contribute to evolution are crossover and 
fitness-based selection/reproduction. Mutation also plays a role in this process.

GAs are used in a number of application areas. An example of this would 
be multidimensional optimization problems, in which the character string of 
the chromosome can be used to encode the values for the different parameters 
being optimized.

Therefore, in practice, this genetic model of computation can be imple-
mented by having arrays of bits or characters to represent the chromosomes. 
Simple bit manipulation operations allow the implementation of crossover, 
mutation, and other operations.

When the GA is executed, it is usually done in a manner that involves the 
following cycle. Evaluate the fitness of all of the individuals in the population. 
Create a new population by performing operations such as crossover, fitness-
proportionate reproduction, and mutation on the individuals whose fitness has just 
been measured. Discard the old population and iterate using the new population. 
One iteration of this loop is referred to as a generation. The structure of the stan-
dard genetic algorithm is shown in Figure 11.21 (Zalzala and Fleming, 1997).

With reference to Figure 11.21, in each generation, individuals are selected 
for reproduction according to their performance with respect to the fitness func-
tion. In essence, selection gives a higher chance of survival to better individuals. 
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Subsequently, genetic operations are applied to form new and possibly better off-
spring. The algorithm is terminated either after a certain number of generations 
or when the optimal solution has been found. More details on genetic algorithms 
can be found in Goldberg (1989), Davis (1991), and Michalewicz (1996).

The first generation (generation 0) of this process operates on a population 
of randomly generated individuals. From there on, the genetic operations, in 
concert with the fitness measure, operate to improve the population.

During each step in the reproduction process, the individuals in the cur-
rent generation are evaluated by a fitness function value, which is a measure 
of how well the individual solves the problem. Then, each individual is repro-
duced in proportion to its fitness. The higher the fitness, the higher is its chance 
to participate in mating (crossover) and produce an offspring. A small number 
of newborn offspring undergo the action of the mutation operator. After many 
generations, only those individuals who have the best genetics (from the point 
of view of the fitness function) survive. The individuals that emerge from this 
“survival of the fittest” process are the ones that represent the optimal solution 
to the problem specified by the fitness function and the constraints.

Genetic algorithms are suitable for finding the optimum solution in prob-
lems were a fitness function is present. Genetic algorithms use a “fitness” 
measure to determine which individuals in the population survive and repro-
duce. Thus, survival of the fittest causes good solutions to progress. A genetic 
algorithm works by selective breeding of a population of “individuals,” each 
of which could be a potential solution to the problem. The genetic algorithm 
seeks to breed an individual that either maximizes, minimizes, or is focused on 
a particular solution to a problem.

The larger the breeding pool size, the greater the potential for producing a 
better individual. However, since the fitness value produced by every individual 
must be compared with all other fitness values of all other individuals on every 
reproductive cycle, larger breeding pools take longer time. After testing all the 
individuals in the pool, a new “generation” of individuals is produced for testing.

Genetic algorithm
Begin (1)

t � 0 [start with an initial time] 
Initialize population, P(t ) [initialize a usually random population of individuals]
Evaluate fitness of population P(t ) [evaluate fitness of all individuals in

population]
While (Generations � Total number) do begin (2)

t � t � 1 [increase the time counter]
Select Population P(t) out of Population P(t�1) [select sub-population for

offspring production]
Apply crossover on population P(t )
Apply mutation on population P(t )
Evaluate fitness of population P(t ) [evaluate new fitness of population]

end (2)
end (1)

Figure 11.21  The structure of a standard genetic algorithm.
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During the setting up of the GA, the user has to specify the adjustable 
chromosomes, i.e., the parameters that would be modified during evolution to 
obtain the maximum value of the fitness function. Additionally, the user has to 
specify the ranges of these values, called constraints.

A genetic algorithm is not gradient based and uses an implicitly parallel 
sampling of the solutions space. The population approach and multiple sam-
pling means that it is less subject to becoming trapped in local minima than tra-
ditional direct approaches and can navigate a large solution space with a highly 
efficient number of samples. Although not guaranteed to provide the globally 
optimum solution, GAs have been shown to be highly efficient at reaching a 
very near optimum solution in a computationally efficient manner.

The genetic algorithm is usually stopped after best fitness remains unchanged 
for a number of generations or when the optimum solution is reached.

An example of using GAs in this book is given in Chapter 3, Example 3.2, 
where the two glass temperatures are varied to get the same Qt/Ac value from 
Eqs. (3.15), (3.17), and (3.22). In this case, the values of Tg1 and Tg2 are the 
adjustable chromosomes and the fitness function is the sum of the absolute dif-
ference between each Qt/Ac value from the mean Qt/Ac value (obtained from the 
aforementioned three equations). In this problem, the fitness function should be 
0, so all Qt/Ac values are equal, which is the objective. Other applications of GAs 
in solar energy are given in the next section.

ga applicaTionS in Solar energy SySTeMS
Genetic algorithms were used by the author in a number of optimization prob-
lems: the optimal design of flat-plate solar collectors (Kalogirou, 2003c), pre-
dicting the optimal sizing coefficient of photovoltaic supply systems (Mellit and 
Kalogirou, 2006a), and the optimum selection of the fenestration openings in 
buildings (Kalogirou, 2007). They have also been used to optimize solar energy 
systems, in combination with TRNSYS and ANNs (Kalogirou, 2004a). In this, 
the system is modeled using the TRNSYS computer program and the climatic 
conditions of Cyprus. An artificial neural network was trained, using the results 
of a small number of TRNSYS simulations, to learn the correlation of collec-
tor area and storage tank size on the auxiliary energy required by the system, 
from which the life cycle savings can be estimated. Subsequently, a genetic 
algorithm was employed to estimate the optimum size of these two parameters, 
for maximizing life cycle savings; thus, the design time is reduced substantially. 
As an example, the optimization of an industrial process heat system employ-
ing flat-plate collectors is presented (Kalogirou, 2004a). The optimum solutions 
obtained from the present methodology give increased life cycle savings of 4.9 
and 3.1% when subsidized and non-subsidized fuel prices are used, respectively, 
as compared to solutions obtained by the traditional trial and error method. The 
present method greatly reduces the time required by design engineers to find the 
optimum solution and, in many cases, reaches a solution that could not be easily 
obtained from simple modeling programs or by trial and error, which in most 
cases depends on the intuition of the engineer.
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genopT and TrnopT prograMS
When simulation models are used to simulate and design a system, it is usually 
not easy to determine the parameter values that lead to optimal system per-
formance. This is sometimes due to time constraints, since it is time consum-
ing for a user to change the input values, run the simulation, interpret the new 
results, and guess how to change the input for the next trial. Sometimes time 
is not a problem, but due to the complexity of the system analyzed, the user 
is just not capable of understanding the nonlinear interactions of the various 
parameters. However, using genetic algorithms, it is possible to do automatic 
single- or multi-parameter optimization with search techniques that require only 
little effort. GenOpt is a generic optimization program developed for such system 
optimization. It was designed by the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 
and is available free of charge (GenOpt, 2008). GenOpt is used for finding the 
values of user-selected design parameters that minimize a so-called objective 
function, such as annual energy use, peak electrical demand, or predicted per-
centage of dissatisfied people (PPD value), leading to best operation of a given 
system. The objective function is calculated by an external simulation program, 
such as TRNSYS (Wetter, 2001). GenOpt can also identify unknown parameters 
in a data fitting process. GenOpt allows coupling any simulation program (e.g., 
TRNSYS) with text-based input-output (I/O) by simply modifying a configura-
tion file, without requiring code modification. Further, it has an open interface 
for easily adding custom minimization algorithms to its library. This allows 
using GenOpt as an environment for the development of optimization algorithms 
(Wetter, 2004).

Another tool that can be used is TRNopt, which is an interface program that 
allows TRNSYS users to quickly and easily utilize the GenOpt optimization 
tool to optimize combinations of continuous and discrete variables. GenOpt 
actually controls the simulation and the user sets up the optimization before-
hand, using the TRNopt preprocessor program.

11.6.3  Fuzzy logic
Fuzzy logic is a logical system, which is an extension of multi-valued logic. 
Additionally, fuzzy logic is almost synonymous with the theory of fuzzy sets, a 
theory that relates to classes of objects without sharp boundaries in which mem-
bership is a matter of degree. Fuzzy logic is all about the relative importance of 
precision, i.e., how important it is to be exactly right when a rough answer will 
work. Fuzzy inference systems have been successfully applied in fields such 
as automatic control, data classification, decision analysis, expert systems, and 
computer vision. Fuzzy logic is a convenient way to map an input space to an 
output space—as for example, according to hot water temperature required, to 
adjust the valve to the right setting, or according to the steam outlet temperature 
required, to adjust the fuel flow in a boiler. From these two examples, it can be 
understood that fuzzy logic mainly has to do with the design of controllers.

Conventional control is based on the derivation of a mathematical model 
of the plant from which a mathematical model of a controller can be obtained. 
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When a mathematical model cannot be created, there is no way to develop a 
controller through classical control. Other limitations of conventional controlthrough classical control. Other limitations of conventional control Other limitations of conventional control 
are (Reznik, 1997):

l Plant nonlinearity. Nonlinear models are computationally intensive and 
have complex stability problems.

l Plant uncertainty. Accurate models cannot be created due to uncer-
tainty and lack of perfect knowledge.

l Multi-variables, multi-loops, and environmental constraints. 
Multi-variable and multi-loop systems have complex constraints and 
dependencies.

l Uncertainty in measurements due to noise.
l Temporal behavior. Plants, controllers, environments, and their con-

straints vary with time. Additionally, time delays are difficult to model.

The advantages of fuzzy control are (Reznik, 1997):

l Fuzzy controllers are more robust than PID controllers, as they can cover 
a much wider range of operating conditions and operate with noise and 
disturbances of different natures.

l Their development is cheaper than that of a model-based or other con-
troller to do the same thing.

l They are customizable, since it is easier to understand and modify their 
rules, which are expressed in natural linguistic terms.

l It is easy to learn how these controllers operate and how to design and 
apply them in an application.

l They can model nonlinear functions of arbitrary complexity.
l They can be built on top of the experience of experts.
l They can be blended with conventional control techniques.

Fuzzy control should not be used when conventional control theory yields 
a satisfactory result and an adequate and solvable mathematical model already 
exists or can easily be created.

Fuzzy logic was initially developed in 1965 in the United States by 
Professor Lofti Zadeh (1973). In fact, Zadeh’s theory not only offered a theo-
retical basis for fuzzy control but established a bridge connecting artificial intel-
ligence to control engineering. Fuzzy logic has emerged as a tool for controlling 
industrial processes, as well as household and entertainment electronics, diag-
nosis systems, and other expert systems. Fuzzy logic is basically a multi-valued  
logic that allows intermediate values to be defined between conventional  
evaluations such as yes-no, true-false, black-white, large-small, etc. Notions 
such as “rather warm” or “pretty cold” can be formulated mathematically and 
processed in computers. Thus, an attempt is made to apply a more humanlike 
way of thinking to the programming of computers.

A fuzzy controller design process contains the same steps as any other design 
process. One needs initially to choose the structure and parameters of a fuzzy 
controller, test a model or the controller itself, and change the structure and/or 
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parameters based on the test results (Reznik, 1997). A basic requirement for 
implementing fuzzy control is the availability of a control expert who provides 
the necessary knowledge for the control problem (Nie and Linkens, 1995). More 
details on fuzzy control and practical applications can be found in the works by 
Zadeh (1973), Mamdani (1974; 1977), and Sugeno (1985).

The linguistic description of the dynamic characteristics of a controlled 
process can be interpreted as a fuzzy model of the process. In addition to the 
knowledge of a human expert, a set of fuzzy control rules can be derived by 
using experimental knowledge. A fuzzy controller avoids rigorous mathemati-
cal models and, consequently, is more robust than a classical approach in cases 
that cannot, or only with great difficulty, be precisely modeled mathematically. 
Fuzzy rules describe in linguistic terms a quantitative relationship between two 
or more variables. Processing the fuzzy rules provides a mechanism for using 
them to compute the response to a given fuzzy controller input.

The basis of a fuzzy or any fuzzy rule system is the inference engine respon-
sible for the inputs’ fuzzification, fuzzy processing, and defuzzification of the out-
put. A schematic of the inference engine is shown in Figure 11.22. Fuzzification 
means that the actual inputs are fuzzified and fuzzy inputs are obtained. Fuzzy 
processing means that the inputs are processed according to the rules set and pro-
duces fuzzy outputs. Defuzzification means producing a crisp real value for fuzzy 
output, which is also the controller output.

The fuzzy logic controller’s goal is to achieve satisfactory control of a pro-
cess. Based on the input parameters, the operation of the controller (output) 
can be determined. The typical design scheme of a fuzzy logic controller is 
shown in Figure 11.23 (Zadeh, 1973). The design of such a controller contains 
the following steps:

1.  Define the inputs and the control variables.
2.  Define the condition interface. Inputs are expressed as fuzzy sets.
3.  Design the rule base.
4.  Design the computational unit. Many ready-made programs are avail-

able for this purpose.
5.  Determine the rules for defuzzification, i.e., to transform fuzzy control 

output to crisp control action.

Fuzzification

Membership 
functions of inputs:

Fuzzy processing

Fuzzy rules:

If pressure is Neg
Big, then time is
long 
If pressure is Pos
Big, then time is
short

Defuzzification

Membership functions 
of output (s ):Actual

inputs
 Fuzzy

inputs
 Fuzzy

output
Control
output(s)

Figure 11.22  operation of a fuzzy controller.
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MeMberShip funcTionS
A membership function is a curve that defines how each point in the input space 
is mapped to a membership value, or degree of membership, between 0 and 1. 
In the literature, the input space is sometimes referred to as the universe of dis-
course. The only condition a membership function must really satisfy is that it 
must vary between 0 and 1. Additionally, it is possible, in a fuzzy set, to have a 
partial membership, such as “the weather is rather hot.” The function itself can 
be an arbitrary curve whose shape can be defined as a function that suits the 
particular problem from the point of view of simplicity, convenience, speed, and 
efficiency.

Based on signals usually obtained from sensors and common knowledge, 
membership functions for the input and output variables need to be defined. The 
inputs are described in terms of linguistic variables as, for example, very high, 
high, okay, low, and very low, as shown in Figure 11.24. It should be noted that, 
depending on the problem, different sensors could be used showing different 
parameters such as distance, angle, resistance, slope, etc.

The output can be adjusted in a similar way, according to some member-
ship functions—for example, the ones presented in Figure 11.25. In both cases, 

Controller

Crisp input(s)

Input membership
functions

Knowledge base
Database Rule base

Inference engineFuzzification Defuzzification

Process
to

control 

Crisp output

Output membership
functions

Fuzzy
output

Fuzzy

input

Rules table

Figure 11.23  basic configuration of fuzzy logic controller.
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Figure 11.24  Membership functions for linguistic variables describing an input sensor.
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membership curves other than the triangular can be used, such as trapezoidal, 
quadratic, Gaussian (exponential), cos-function, and many others.

logical operaTionS
The most important thing to realize about fuzzy logical reasoning is that it is 
a superset of standard Boolean logic, i.e., if the fuzzy values are kept at their 
extremes of 1 (completely true) and 0 (completely false), standard logical oper-
ations hold. In fuzzy logic, however, the truth of any statement is a matter of 
degree. The input values can be real numbers between 0 and 1. It should be noted 
that the results of the statement A AND B, where A and B are limited to the range 
(0, 1) can be resolved by using min (A, B). Similarly, an OR operation can be 
replaced with the max function so that A OR B becomes equivalent to max (A, B), 
and the operation NOT A is equivalent to the operation 1 – A. Given these three 
functions, any construction can be resolved using fuzzy sets and the fuzzy logical 
operations AND, OR, and NOT. An example of the operations on fuzzy sets is 
shown in Figure 11.26.

In Figure 11.26, only one particular correspondence between two-valued 
and multivalued logical operations for AND, OR, and NOT is defined. This 
correspondence is by no means unique. In more general terms, what are known 
as the fuzzy intersection or conjunction (AND), fuzzy union or disjunction 
(OR), and fuzzy complement (NOT) can be defined.

The intersection of two fuzzy sets, A and B, is specified in general by a 
binary mapping, T, which aggregates two membership functions as

 µ µ µA B A Bx x x∩ ( )  T[ ( ), ( )]  (11.116)

The binary operator, T, may represent the multiplication of A(x) and B(x). 
These fuzzy intersection operators are usually refined as T norm (triangular 
norm) operators. Similarly, in fuzzy intersection, the fuzzy union operator is 
specified in general by a binary mapping, S, as

 µ µ µA B A Bx S x x∪ ( ) [ ( ), ( )]   (11.117)
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Figure 11.25  Membership functions for linguistic variables describing motor operation.
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The binary operator, S, may represent the addition of A(x) and B(x). 
These fuzzy union operators are usually referred to as T conorm (or S norm) 
operators.

if-Then ruleS
Fuzzy sets and fuzzy operators are the subjects and verbs of fuzzy logic. While 
the differential equations are the language of conventional control, if-then  

Operations of fuzzy sets
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Figure 11.26  operations on fuzzy sets.
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rules, which determine the way a process is controlled, are the language of 
fuzzy control. Fuzzy rules serve to describe the quantitative relationship 
between variables in linguistic terms. These if-then rule statements are used 
to formulate the conditional statements that comprise fuzzy logic. Several rule 
bases of different complexity can be developed, such as

IF Sensor 1 is Very Low AND Sensor 2 is Very Low THEN Motor is Fast 
Reverse

IF Sensor 1 is High AND Sensor 2 is Low THEN Motor is Slow Reverse
IF Sensor 1 is Okay AND Sensor 2 is Okay THEN Motor Off
IF Sensor 1 is Low AND Sensor 2 is High THEN Motor is Slow Forward
IF Sensor 1 is Very Low AND Sensor 2 is Very High THEN Motor is Fast 

Forward
In general form, a single fuzzy IF-THEN rule is of the form

 IF  is A and  is B THEN  is Cx y z  (11.118)

where A, B, and C are linguistic values defined by fuzzy sets on the ranges 
(universe of discourse) X, Y, and Z, respectively. In if-then rules, the term  
following the IF statement is called the premise or antecedent, and the term 
following THEN is called the consequent.

It should be noted that A and B are represented as a number between  
0 and 1, and so the antecedent is an interpretation that returns a single number 
between 0 and 1. On the other hand, C is represented as a fuzzy set, so the con-
sequent is an assignment that assigns the entire fuzzy set C to the output variable 
z. In the if-then rule, the word is gets used in two entirely different ways, depend-
ing on whether it appears in the antecedent or the consequent. In general, the 
input to an if-then rule is the current value of an input variable, in Eq. (11.118), x 
and y, and the output is an entirely fuzzy set, in Eq. (11.118), z. This will later be 
defuzzified, assigning one value to the output.

Interpreting an if-then rule involves two distinct parts:

1.  Evaluate the antecedent, which involves fuzzifying the input and apply-
ing any necessary fuzzy operators.

2.  Apply that result to the consequent, known as implication.

In the case of two-valued or binary logic, if-then rules present little dif-
ficulty. If the premise is true, then the conclusion is true. In the case of a fuzzy 
statement, if the antecedent is true to some degree of membership, then the 
consequent is also true to that same degree; that is,

In binary logic, p → q (p and q are either both true or both false)
In fuzzy logic, 0.5p → 0.5q (partial antecedents provide partial implication)

It should be noted that both the antecedent and the consequent parts of a rule 
can have multiple components. For example, the antecedent part can be

if temperature is high and sun is shining and pressure is falling, then …
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In this case, all parts of the antecedent are calculated simultaneously and 
resolved to a single number using the logical operators described previously. 
The consequent of a rule can also have multiple parts, for example,

if temperature is very hot, then boiler valve is shut and public mains water 
valve is open

In this case, all consequents are affected equally by the result of the antecedent. 
The consequent specifies a fuzzy set assigned to the output. The implication 
function then modifies that fuzzy set to the degree specified by the antecedent. 
The most common way to modify the output set is truncation using the min 
function.

In general, interpreting if-then fuzzy rules is a three-part process:

1.  Fuzzify inputs. All fuzzy statements in the antecedent are resolved to a 
degree of membership between 0 and 1.

2.  Apply a fuzzy operator to multiple part antecedents. If there are mul-
tiple parts to the antecedent, apply fuzzy logic operators and resolve the 
antecedent to a single number between 0 and 1.

3.  Apply the implication method. The degree of support for the entire rule 
is used to shape the output fuzzy set. The consequent of a fuzzy rule 
assigns an entire fuzzy set to the output. This fuzzy set is represented 
by a membership function that is chosen to indicate the quantities of the 
consequent. If the antecedent is only partially true, then the output fuzzy 
set is truncated according to the implication method.

fuzzy inference SySTeM
Fuzzy inference is a method that interprets the values in the input vector and, 
based on some sets of rules, assigns values to the output vector. In fuzzy logic, 
the truth of any statement becomes a matter of a degree.

Fuzzy inference is the process of formulating the mapping from a given 
input to an output using fuzzy logic. The mapping then provides a basis from 
which decisions can be made or patterns discerned. The process of fuzzy infer-
ence involves all of the pieces described so far, i.e., membership functions, fuzzy 
logic operators, and if-then rules. Two main types of fuzzy inference systems 
can be implemented: Mamdani-type (1977) and Sugeno-type (1985). These two 
types of inference systems vary somewhat in the way outputs are determined.

Mamdani-type inference expects the output membership functions to be 
fuzzy sets. After the aggregation process, there is a fuzzy set for each output vari-
able, which needs defuzzification. It is possible, and sometimes more efficient, 
to use a single spike as the output membership function rather than a distributed 
fuzzy set. This, sometimes called a singleton output membership function, can be 
considered a pre-defuzzified fuzzy set. It enhances the efficiency of the defuzzifi-
cation process because it greatly simplifies the computation required by the more 
general Mamdani method, which finds the centroid of a two-dimensional func-
tion. Instead of integrating across the two-dimensional function to find the cen-
troid, the weighted average of a few data points can be used.
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The Sugeno method of fuzzy inference is similar to the Mamdani method in 
many respects. The first two parts of the fuzzy inference process, fuzzifying the 
inputs and applying the fuzzy operator, are exactly the same. The main differ-
ence between Mamdani-type and Sugeno-type fuzzy inference is that the out-
put membership functions are only linear or constant for the Sugeno-type fuzzy 
inference. A typical fuzzy rule in a first-order Sugeno fuzzy model has the form

 If  is A and  is B, then x y z px qy r    (11.119)

where A and B are fuzzy sets in the antecedent, while p, q, and r are all con-
stants. Higher-order Sugeno fuzzy models are possible, but they introduce signif-
icant complexity with little obvious merit. Because of the linear dependence of 
each rule on the system’s input variables, the Sugeno method is ideal for acting 
as an interpolating supervisor of multiple linear controllers that are to be applied, 
respectively, to different operating conditions of a dynamic nonlinear system. A 
Sugeno fuzzy inference system is extremely well suited to the task of smoothly 
interpolating the linear gains that would be applied across the input space, i.e., it 
is a natural and efficient gain scheduler. Similarly, a Sugeno system is suitable 
for modeling nonlinear systems by interpolating multiple linear models.

fuzzy SySTeMS applicaTionS in Solar energy SySTeMS
The applications of fuzzy systems in solar applications are much fewer. They con-
cern the design of a fuzzy single-axis tracking mechanism controller (Kalogirou, 
2002) and a neuro-fuzzy based model for photovoltaic power supply system 
(Mellit and Kalogirou, 2006b). In fact, the membership functions shown in 
Figures 11.24 and 11.25 and the rule basis, given previously, are from the first 
application, whereas the latter is a hybrid system described in the next section.

11.6.4  Hybrid Systems
Hybrid systems are systems that combine two or more artificial intelligence tech-
niques to perform a task. The classical hybrid system is the neuro-fuzzy control, 
whereas other types combine genetic algorithms and fuzzy control or artificial 
neural networks and genetic algorithms as part of an integrated problem solution 
or to perform specific, separate tasks of the same problem. Since most of these 
techniques are problem specific, more details are given here for the first category.

A fuzzy system possesses great power in representing linguistic and struc-
tured knowledge using fuzzy sets and performing fuzzy reasoning and fuzzy 
logic in a qualitative manner. Also, it usually relies on domain experts to pro-
vide the necessary knowledge for a specific problem. Neural networks, on the 
other hand, are particularly effective at representing nonlinear mappings in 
computational fashion. They are “constructed” through training procedures 
presented to them as samples. Additionally, although the behavior of fuzzy 
systems can be understood easily due to their logical structure and step by step 
inference procedures, a neural network generally acts as a “black-box,” without 
providing explicit explanation facilities. The possibility of integrating the two 
technologies was considered quite recently into a new kind of system, called 
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neuro-fuzzy control, where several strengths of both systems are utilized and 
combined appropriately.

More specifically, neuro-fuzzy control means (Nie and Linkens, 1995)

1.  The controller has a structure resulting from a combination of fuzzy 
systems and artificial neural networks.

2.  The resulting control system consists of fuzzy systems and neural net-
works as independent components performing different tasks.

3.  The design methodologies for constructing respective controllers are 
hybrid ones coming from ideas in fuzzy and neural control.

In this case, a trained neural network can be viewed as a means of knowl-
edge representation. Instead of representing knowledge using if-then localized 
associations as in fuzzy systems, a neural network stores knowledge through 
its structure and, more specifically, its connection weights and local processing 
units, in a distributed or localized manner. Many commercial software (such as 
Matlab) include routines for neuro-fuzzy modeling.

The basic structure of a fuzzy inference system is described in Section 11.6.3. 
This is a model that maps the input membership functions, input membership 
function to rules, rules to a set of output characteristics, output characteristics to 
output membership functions, and the output membership function to a single-
valued output or decision associated with the output. Thus, the membership func-
tions are fixed. In this way, fuzzy inference can be applied to modeling systems 
whose rule structure is essentially predetermined by the user’s interpretation of 
the characteristics of the variables in the model.

In some modeling situations, the shape of the membership functions can-
not be determined by just looking at the data. Instead of arbitrarily choosing 
the parameters associated with a given membership function, these parameters 
could be chosen to tailor the membership functions to the input-output data 
in order to account for these types of variations in the data values. If fuzzy 
inference is applied to a system for which a past history of input-output data 
is available, these can be used to determine the membership functions. Using a 
given input-output data set, a fuzzy inference system can be constructed, whose 
membership function parameters are tuned or adjusted using a neural network. 
This is called a neuro-fuzzy system.

The basic idea behind a neuro-fuzzy technique is to provide a method for 
the fuzzy modeling procedure to learn information about a data set, in order 
to compute the membership function parameters that best allow the associated 
fuzzy inference system to track the given input-output data. A neural network, 
which maps inputs through input membership functions and associated param-
eters, then through output membership functions and associated parameters to 
outputs, can be used to interpret the input-output map. The parameters associ-
ated with the membership functions will change through a learning process. 
Generally, the procedure followed is similar to any neural network technique 
described in Section 11.6.1.

It should be noted that this type of modeling works well if the data pre-
sented to a neuro-fuzzy system for training and estimating the membership 
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function parameters is representative of the features of the data that the trained 
fuzzy inference system is intended to model. However, this is not always the 
case, and data are collected using noisy measurements or training data cannot 
be representative of all features of the data that will be presented to the model. 
For this purpose, model validation can be used, as in any neural network sys-
tem. Model validation is the process by which the input vectors from input-
output data sets that the neuro-fuzzy system has not seen before are presented 
to the trained system to check how well the model predicts the corresponding 
data set output values.

11.7  limitations oF simulations
Simulations are powerful tools for solar energy systems design, offering a 
number of advantages, as outlined in the previous sections. However, there are 
limits to their use. For example, it is easy to make mistakes, such as assum-
ing wrong constants and neglect important factors. As with other engineering 
calculations, a high level of skill and scientific judgment is required to produce 
correct, useful results (Kalogirou, 2004b).

It is possible to model a system to a high degree of accuracy to extract the 
required information. In practice, however, it may be difficult to represent in 
detail some of the phenomena taking place in real systems. Additionally, physi-
cal world problems, such as plugged pipes, leaks, poor system installation, scale 
on heat exchanger surfaces, problematic operation of controllers, and poor insu-
lation of collectors and other equipment, cannot be easily modeled or accounted 
for. Additionally, simulation programs deal only with the thermal behavior of 
the processes, but mechanical and hydraulic considerations can also affect the 
thermal performance of solar energy systems. An exception to this is the use 
of artificial intelligence systems when data from real systems are used, where  
possible problems are embedded into the data used for training the systems.

It should be noted that there is no substitute for carefully executed experi-
ments. Additionally, a combination of system simulation and physical experi-
ments can lead to better understanding of how processes work and thus to 
better systems. These can reveal whether or not theory is adequate and where 
difficulties are present in the design and/or operation of the systems. As a con-
clusion, simulations are powerful tools for the modeling, design, prediction 
of performance, and research and development of solar energy systems. They 
must, however, be used very carefully.

No study of solar energy systems is complete unless an economic analysis 
is carried out. For this purpose, a life cycle analysis is usually performed, as 
explained in the following chapter.

exercises
11.1 A house located at 45°N latitude with UA  156 W/°C has a solar 

energy system which includes a 30 m2 collectors and a 2250 L storage 
tank. The collector heat exchanger parameters, obtained from standard 
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collector tests, are FR n ( )τα   0.80 and F UR L   4.25 W/m2-°C. The 
load heat exchanger has Z  2.5, the radiation on the collector surface 
Ht  13.5 MJ/m2 and ( ) /( )τα τα n   0.94. The domestic water heating 
load is 1.9 GJ per month. For the month of January, estimate the solar 
fraction and contribution. The average ambient temperature of the loca-
tion in January is 3°C and the degree days are 730.

11.2 If, in Exercise 11.1, Z  0.75 and the storage tank size is halved, what 
is the new value of solar fraction and contribution?

11.3 A space heating system is located in Boulder, Colorado. Estimate the 
monthly and annual solar fraction and contribution if the following char-
acteristics apply:

 Collector area  40 m2.
 Collector FR n ( )τα   0.78.
 Collector F UR L   4.21 W/m2-°C.
 ( ) /( )τα τα n   0.96.
 Collector slope  45°.
 Storage volume  150 L/m2.
 Load heat exchanger Z  2 (standard size).
 Building UA  250 W/K.
 Hot water load  2.45 GJ per month (constant).
 Ground reflectance  0.2.
11.4 A space heating system is located in an area where Ht  13.5 MJ/m2, 

Ta  2°C, and the degree days are 550. The system uses an air heating 
system of standard configuration, with standard air flow rate and storage 
size. Estimate the solar fraction and contribution in January if the hot 
water load is 1.95 GJ and the system has the following characteristics:

 Building UA  325 W/°C.
 Collector area  35 m2.
 Collector FR n ( )τα   0.78.
 Collector F UR L   3.45 W/m2-°C.
 ( ) /( )τα τα n  0.94.
11.5 In Exercise 11.4, what collector area is required to cover 50% of the 

load?
11.6 A house with UA  350 W/K has an air space heating system and is 

located in Springfield, Illinois. The collectors are double glazed, inclined 
50° and face 30° east of south. Estimate the monthly and annual solar 
fraction and contribution of the system, which uses air collectors that 
have the following characteristics:

 Collector area  50 m2.
 Collector FR n ( )τα   0.65.
 Collector F UR L   5.45 W/m2-°C.
 Air flow rate  15 L/m2-s.
 Storage capacity  0.2 m3/m2 of rocks.
 Hot water load  1.95 GJ per month (constant).
 Ground reflectance  0.2.
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11.7 A collector is used in an application located at 40°N latitude and has a 
slope of 45°. If, for January, the average daily radiation on horizontal is 
11.9 MJ/m2 and the critical radiation level for the collector is 156 W/m2, 
estimate the daily utilizability and the utilizable energy for the month. 
Ground reflectance  0.2.

11.8 Using the  method, estimate the total energy collection in March of a 
collector located at 35°N latitude that has the following characteristics:

 Collector FR()  0.81 (constant value).
 Collector FRUL  5.05 W/m2-°C.
 Collector inclination  40°.
 Ground reflectance  0.3.
 KT   0.55.
 Ho  29.6 MJ/m2.
 Ta  1°C.
 Ti  45°C.
11.9 Repeat Exercise 11.8 using the  method.
11.10 A collector system supplies heat to an industrial process. The collec-

tor inlet temperature (process return temperature) varies as shown in 
the following table but, for a certain hour, is constant during the month. 
The calculation is done for the month of March, when KT   0.55 and 
G  0.2. The system is located at 35°N latitude and the collector char-
acteristics are FRUL  5.44 W/m2-°C, FR()n  0.79, tilted 40°, and 
the incidence angle modifier constant bo  0.1. The weather conditions 
are also given in the table. Calculate the energy output of the collector.

Hour Ti (°C) Ta (°C) It  (MJ/m2)

8–9 45 2 1.48

9–10 45 0 2.13

10–11 60 2 3.05

11–12 60 5 3.67

12–13 60 7 3.85

13–14 75 8 2.95

14–15 75 6 2.32

15–16 75 3 1.80

11.11 The collector system of Exercise 11.10 is located in Albuquerque, New 
Mexico, and has an area of 60 m2, ()n  0.96, and a storage tank vol-
ume of 4000 L. If the process requires heat at a rate of 12 kW at a temper-
ature of 80°C for 8 h/d, estimate the monthly and annual solar fractions.

11.12 For Exercise 11.11, estimate, for the month of July, the storage tank 
losses by considering an environmental temperature of 20°C and (UA)s  
4.5 W/°C. Estimate also the effect of the load on the heat exchanger if the 
heat exchanger has effectiveness  0.52 and its capacitance is 4000 W/°C.
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11.13 A building located in Albuquerque, New Mexico (35°N latitude), has a 
12.5 m2 south-facing window. The UA of the building is 325 W/°C and its 
thermal capacitance is 18.9 MJ/°C. The window is double glazed and has 
U  3.25 W/m2-°C. The room is maintained at 18.3°C and the allowable 
temperature swing is equal to 6°C. For the month of January, if G  0.2 
and monthly average ( )τα   0.75, estimate the auxiliary energy required.

11.14 A building located at 35°N latitude has an active collection–passive 
storage system. The building has UA  500 W/°C, a thermal capacitance 
of 21.7 MJ/m2, the indoor temperature is kept at 20°C, and the average 
temperature and degree days for January are 8.9°C and 875°C-days, 
respectively. The allowable temperature swing is 5°C and KT   0.63. 
Estimate the auxiliary energy required if the system uses air collectors 
inclined 45° with the following characteristics:

 Collector area  50 m2.
 Collector FR()n  0.65.
 Collector FRUL  5.45 W/m2-°C.
 ( ) /( )τα τα n  0.85.
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Although the resource of a solar energy system, that is, the solar irradiation, 
is free, the equipment required to collect it and convert it to useful form (heat 
or electricity) has a cost. Therefore, solar energy systems are generally char-
acterized by high initial cost and low operating costs. To decide to employ a 
solar energy system, the cost of collectors, other required equipment, and con-
ventional fuel required as backup must be lower than the cost of other conven-
tional energy sources to perform the same task. Thus, the economic problem is 
to compare an initial known investment with estimated future operating costs, 
including both the cost to run and maintain the solar energy system and auxil-
iary energy used as backup. Other factors that need to be considered include the 
interest paid on money borrowed, taxes if any, insurance cost if any, and resale 
of equipment at the end of its life.

In previous chapters, various solar energy components and systems are dis-
cussed and various methods to determine the long-term thermal performance of 
the solar systems are presented. It is very important to be able to analyze and 
assess the economic viability of these systems, in order to convince prospective 
clients to install a solar energy system. The objective of the economic analysis 
is to find the right size of a system for a particular application that gives the 
lowest combination of solar and auxiliary energy cost.

Since the availability of solar energy is intermittent and unpredictable, it is 
generally not cost effective to provide 100% of the energy requirements of a ther- 
mal system with solar energy year round. This is because, when the system satis-
fies fully the requirements under the worst operating conditions, it will be greatly 
oversized during the rest of the year, requiring the dumping of thermal energy, 
which is not cost effective. Usually, the other way around is effective, i.e., size the 
system to satisfy 100% the thermal energy requirements under the system’s best 
operating conditions, usually during summertime, and use auxiliary energy for 
the rest of the year to back up the solar energy system. The actual size is usually 
decided by following an economic analysis, as described in this chapter. The best 
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use of solar energy is in conjunction with the type and cost of the conventional 
fuel used as backup. The target is to design a solar energy system that operates 
at full or nearly full capacity most of the time and uses auxiliary energy for the 
rest of the year, although the total percentage of annual demand covered is less 
than 100%. It can easily be proved that such a system is much more economical 
than a larger system satisfying fully the thermal load year round. The auxiliary 
system can also cover the load in extreme weather conditions, thus increasing 
the reliability of the solar energy system. The annual load factor covered by solar 
energy compared to the total annual thermal load is called the solar fraction, F. 
It is defined as the ratio of the useful solar energy supplied to the system to the 
energy needed to heat the water or the building space if no solar energy is used. 
In other words, F is a measure of the fractional energy savings relative to that 
used for a conventional energy system. This is expressed in percentage, given by 
an equation similar to Eq. (11.1):

 
F

L L

L


 AUX  (12.1)

where
L  annual energy required by the load (GJ).
LAUX  annual energy required by the auxiliary (GJ).

12.1 Life CyCLe anaLysis
The right proportion of solar to auxiliary energy is determined by economic 
analysis. There are various types of such analysis, some simple and others more 
complicated, based on thermoeconomics.

The economic analysis of solar energy systems is carried out to determine 
the least cost of meeting the energy needs, considering both solar and non-solar 
alternatives. The method employed in this book for the economic analysis is 
called life cycle analysis. This method takes into account the time value of money 
and allows detailed consideration of the complete range of costs. It also includes 
inflation when estimating future expenses. In the examples given in this chapter, 
both dollars ($) and euros (€) are used. The actual monetary value used, however, 
is not important to the actual method, and life cycle analysis can be used for any 
monetary system.

Several criteria can be used to evaluate and optimize solar energy systems. 
The definitions of the most important ones are as follows:

1.	 Life cycle cost (LCC) is the sum of all costs associated with an energy 
delivery system over its lifetime in today’s money, taking into account 
the time value of money. LCC can also be estimated for a selected period 
of time. The idea of LCC is to bring back costs that are anticipated in the 
future to present-day costs by discounting, i.e., by calculating how much 
would have to be invested at a market discount rate. The market discount 
rate is the rate of return of the best alternative investment, i.e., putting the 
money (to be invested) in a bank at the highest possible interest rate.
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2.	 Life cycle savings (LCS), for a solar plus auxiliary energy system, is 
defined as the difference between the LCC of a conventional fuel-only 
system and the LCC of the solar plus auxiliary system. This is equiva-
lent to the total present worth of the gains from the solar energy system 
compared to the fuel-only system (Beckman et al., 1977).

3.	 Payback time is defined in many different ways, but the most common 
one is the time needed for the cumulative fuel savings to become equal 
to the total initial investment, i.e., it is the time required to get back 
the money spent to erect the solar energy system from the fuel savings 
incurred because of the use of the system. This time can be obtained 
with and without discounting the fuel savings. Other definitions of pay-
back time are the time required for the annual solar savings to become 
positive and the time required for the cumulative solar savings to 
become zero.

4.	 Return on investment (ROI) is defined as the market discount rate that 
results in zero life cycle savings, i.e., the discount rate that makes the 
present worth of the solar and non-solar alternatives equal.

All the software programs described in Chapter 11 have routines for the eco-
nomic analysis of the modeled systems. The economic analysis of solar energy 
systems can also be performed with a spreadsheet program. Spreadsheet pro-
grams are especially suitable for economic analyses because their general for-
mat is a table with cells that can contain values or formulas and they incorporate 
many built-in functions. An economic analysis is carried out for every year for 
which various economic parameters are calculated in different columns. For 
example, the ROI can easily be obtained using different values of the market 
discount rate until the life cycle savings become 0 by trial and error. A detailed 
description of the method of economic analysis of solar energy systems using 
spreadsheets was given by the author (Kalogirou, 1996).

12.1.1	 Life	Cycle	Costing
Life cycle analysis, in fact, reflects the benefits accumulated by the use of solar 
energy against the fuel savings incurred. Compared to conventional fossil fuel 
systems, solar energy systems have relatively high initial cost and low operat-
ing cost, whereas the opposite is true for conventional systems. Therefore, in a 
naive selection, based on the initial cost alone, the solar energy system would 
have no chance to be selected. As will be proved in this chapter, this is not 
the case when a life cycle analysis is employed, because it considers all costs 
incurred during the life of the solar energy system. Additionally, one should 
consider that, as the resource becomes scarce, oil prices will rise, and the higher 
the fuel cost replaced by the solar energy system, the better are the economic 
factors, such as the life cycle savings and the payback times. The detrimen-
tal effects of the use of conventional fuel on the environment, as outlined in 
Chapter 1, should not be underestimated. An analysis of the environmental ben-
efits of solar water heating systems was given by the author (Kalogirou, 2004).
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In life cycle analysis, both the initial cost and the annual operating costs are 
considered for the entire life of the solar energy system. These include the initial 
purchase cost of the system, operating costs for fuel and electricity required for the 
pumps, interest charges on money borrowed, maintenance costs, and taxes paid, if 
applicable. There is also a salvage value, which is returned at the end of the life of 
the system, when the components are sold as scrap metal for recycling.

The initial purchase cost should include the actual equipment cost, designer 
fee, transportation cost, labor cost to install the system, cost of brackets and any 
other modifications required to install the system, the value of space required 
to install the system if this is not installed on the roof of the building, and the 
profit of the installer. The actual equipment cost includes the solar collectors, 
storage tank, pumps or fans, piping or ducting, insulation, heat exchangers, and 
controls.

As the solar energy system size increases, it produces more energy but costs 
more. It would, therefore, be required to determine the optimum size of the 
solar energy system that has the maximum life cycle savings or the quickest 
payback time. The problem of finding the lowest-cost system is a multivariable 
one, in which all the components of the system and the system configuration 
have some effect on its thermal performance and cost. In practice, the total load 
that needs to be covered is known or given. For example, for a hot water system, 
it is the hot water demand multiplied by the temperature difference between the 
supply make-up water and the hot water delivery temperature; in a space heat-
ing application, it is the total thermal load. Therefore, the problem is to find 
the size of the solar energy system with the other parameters, such as the stor-
age capacity, to be fixed relative to the collector area. Additionally, solar energy 
systems are much more sensitive to the size of the collector array area than 
to any other component of the system, such as storage. Therefore, to simplify 
the analysis, the collector size is considered as the optimization parameter for 
a given load and system characteristics, with the other parameters selected in 
accordance with the collector size. Therefore, the total cost of the solar equip-
ment, Cs, is given by the sum of two terms: one is proportional to the collector 
area, Ac, called area-dependent costs, Ca, and the other is independent of the 
collector area, called area-independent costs, Ci, given by

 C C A Cs a c i   (12.2)

In Eq. (12.2), the area-dependent cost, Ca, includes not only costs related to 
the purchase and installation of the collector system, such as collector panels, 
brackets, and piping, but also other costs that depend on the size of the collec-
tor system, such as portion of the cost for storage and portion of the solar pump 
cost. Area-independent cost includes the cost of components not related to the 
collector area, such as the cost of controls and electrical installation. It should be 
noted that, if any subsidies apply, these should be subtracted from the total sys-
tem cost, since this is not really an expenditure. For example, if a 40% subsidy 
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on the initial system cost applies in a country, then if the total system cost  
is €10,000, the real expenditure required is 0.6  10,000  €6,000, because 
the buyer receives from the government 0.4  €10,000  €4,000. Because the 
subsidy applies at the beginning of the system’s life, it is not subject to the 
effects of time on money and is a present worth in a life savings analysis.

Operating costs, Co, include maintenance, parasitic, and fuel costs. Maintenance 
costs are usually considered to be a percentage of the initial investment and are 
assumed to increase at a certain rate per year of the system operation to account 
for the system aging. For stationary collectors, maintenance can be assumed to 
be 1% and, for tracking collectors, 2% of the initial investment, inflated by 0.5% 
and 1%, respectively, per year of system operation (Kalogirou, 2003). Parasitic 
costs accounts for the energy required (electricity) to drive the solar pump or 
blower, depending on the type of system.

Fuel savings are obtained by subtracting the annual cost of the conventional 
fuel used for the auxiliary energy from the fuel needs of a fuel-only system. 
The integrated cost of the auxiliary energy use for the first year, that is, solar 
backup, is given by the formula

 

C C L dt
t

AUX FA AUX

0
∫  (12.3)

The integrated cost of the total load for the first year, that is, the cost of 
conventional fuel without solar energy, is

 

C C L dtL

t

 FL

0
∫  (12.4)

where CFA and CFL  cost rates (in $/GJ) for auxiliary energy and conventional 
fuel, respectively.

If the same type of fuel is used by both systems, CFA  CFL. Both values 
are equal to the product of fuel calorific value and heater efficiency. Equation 
(12.4), in fact, gives the fuel costs for the conventional (non-solar) system. In  
Eq. (12.3), instead of LAUX, the total thermal load, L, can be used, multiplied by 
(1  F).

In equation form, the annual cost for both the solar and conventional backup 
systems to cover the energy need of the thermal load is given by

 

Annual cost mortgage payment fuel cost maintenance cost  

   pparasitic energy cost property taxes
 insurance cost inc



  oome tax savings  (12.5)

It should be noted that not all parameters apply to all possible systems. 
Only those that apply in each case should be used. For example, if the solar 
energy system is paid completely with available funds, then no annual mortgage  
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payment is required. This applies to other factors, such as property taxes, insur-
ance costs, and income tax savings, which are different in each country or not 
applied at all and concerning the insurance may be different for each consumer. 
Because the rules of tax savings differ from country to country or even in some 
cases, as in the United States, from state to state and these rules change contin-
uously, this chapter cannot go into detail on this matter. As part of the design 
process, the designer must adapt to the rules followed in the area where the 
solar energy system is to be installed. For the United States, the income tax 
savings depend on whether the system is non-income producing, such as home 
systems, or income producing, such as an industrial process heating system. 
The appropriate equations are as follows (Duffie and Beckman, 2006).

For non-income-producing systems,

 

Income tax savings effective tax rate interest payment
p

 

   rroperty tax  (12.6)

For income-producing systems,

 

Income tax savings effective tax rate

interest payment
 pr

 

 ooperty tax
 fuel expense
 maintenance
 insurance
 parasit







 iic energy
 depreciation





















 (12.7)

State income taxes are deductible from income for federal tax purposes. In 
cases where the federal taxes are not deductible from the state tax, the effective 
tax is estimated by (Duffie and Beckman, 2006):

 

Effective tax rate federal tax rate state tax rate
(fede

 

   rral tax rate state tax rate)  (12.8)

According to the definition of the life cycle savings given in previous sec-
tion, solar savings can also be obtained by the difference between the cost of 
conventional and solar energy systems:

 Solar savings cost of conventional energy cost of solar en  eergy  (12.9)

It should be noted that, if savings are negative, then they are deficits 
(expenses) instead of savings. According to Beckman et al. (1977), in solar sav-
ings, costs which are common to both systems are not evaluated. For example, a 
storage tank is usually installed in both solar and non-solar energy systems, so if 
the storage tank or other equipment in the two systems is of a different size, the 
difference in their costs is included as an increment to the solar energy system 
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cost. Therefore, in this concept, it is necessary to consider only the incremental 
or extra cost in installing the solar energy system, as given by

Solar savings fuel savings extra mortgage payment
extra 

 

   mmaintenance extra insurance
 extra parasitic energy cost



  

 

extra property tax
 income tax savings  (12.10)

Concerning the last term of Eq. (12.10), equations similar to Eq. (12.6) and 
Eq. (12.7) can be written by adding the word extra to the various terms.

12.2 Time vaLue of money
As was indicated before, the usual approach in solar process economics is to use 
a life cycle cost method, which takes into consideration all future expenses and 
compares the future costs with today’s costs. Such a comparison is done by dis-
counting all costs expected in the future to the common basis of present value 
or present worth, i.e., it is required to find the amount of money that needs to be 
invested today in order to have funds available to cover the future expenses.

It must be noted that a sum of money at hand today is worth more than the 
same sum in the future. Therefore, a sum of money or cash flow in the future 
must be discounted and worth less than its present-day value. A cash flow (F) 
occurring (n) years from now can be reduced to its present value (P) by

 
P  

F

d n


( )1
 (12.11)

where d  market discount rate (%).
Therefore, an expense anticipated to be €100 in six years is equivalent to an 

obligation of €70.50 today at a market discount rate of 6%. To have €100 avail-
able in six years, it would be necessary to make an investment of €70.50 today 
at an annual rate of return of 6%.

Equation (12.11) shows that a present worth of a given amount of money 
is discounted in the future by the factor (1  d)n for each year in the future. 
Therefore, the fraction (1  d)n can be used to estimate the present worth at 
any year (n), PWn, given by

 
PW

( )
n nd




1

1
 (12.12)

The present worth can be estimated from Eq. (12.12) or obtained directly 
from Table 12.1. The present worth can be multiplied by any cash flow in the 
future at time (n) to give its present value. Its use in a life cycle analysis allows 
all calculations to be made at present by discounting costs and savings incurred 
during the life of the system.
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Tab�e 12.1 Present Worth

Year  
(n)

Market discount rate (d)

2% 4% 6% 8% 10% 12% 15% 20% 25%

1 0.9804 0.9615 0.9434 0.9259 0.9091 0.8929 0.8696 0.8333 0.8000

2 0.9612 0.9246 0.8900 0.8573 0.8264 0.7972 0.7561 0.6944 0.6400

3 0.9423 0.8890 0.8396 0.7938 0.7513 0.7118 0.6575 0.5787 0.5120

4 0.9238 0.8548 0.7921 0.7350 0.6830 0.6355 0.5718 0.4823 0.4096

5 0.9057 0.8219 0.7473 0.6806 0.6209 0.5674 0.4972 0.4019 0.3277

6 0.8880 0.7903 0.7050 0.6302 0.5645 0.5066 0.4323 0.3349 0.2621

7 0.8706 0.7599 0.6651 0.5835 0.5132 0.4523 0.3759 0.2791 0.2097

8 0.8535 0.7307 0.6274 0.5403 0.4665 0.4039 0.3269 0.2326 0.1678

9 0.8368 0.7026 0.5919 0.5002 0.4241 0.3606 0.2843 0.1938 0.1342

10 0.8203 0.6756 0.5584 0.4632 0.3855 0.3220 0.2472 0.1615 0.1074

11 0.8043 0.6496 0.5268 0.4289 0.3505 0.2875 0.2149 0.1346 0.0859

12 0.7885 0.6246 0.4970 0.3971 0.3186 0.2567 0.1869 0.1122 0.0687

13 0.7730 0.6006 0.4688 0.3677 0.2897 0.2292 0.1625 0.0935 0.0550

14 0.7579 0.5775 0.4423 0.3405 0.2633 0.2046 0.1413 0.0779 0.0440

15 0.7430 0.5553 0.4173 0.3152 0.2394 0.1827 0.1229 0.0649 0.0352

16 0.7284 0.5339 0.3936 0.2919 0.2176 0.1631 0.1069 0.0541 0.0281

17 0.7142 0.5134 0.3714 0.2703 0.1978 0.1456 0.0929 0.0451 0.0225

18 0.7002 0.4936 0.3503 0.2502 0.1799 0.1300 0.0808 0.0376 0.0180

19 0.6864 0.4746 0.3305 0.2317 0.1635 0.1161 0.0703 0.0313 0.0144

20 0.6730 0.4564 0.3118 0.2145 0.1486 0.1037 0.0611 0.0261 0.0115

25 0.6095 0.3751 0.2330 0.1460 0.0923 0.0588 0.0304 0.0105 0.0038

30 0.5521 0.3083 0.1741 0.0994 0.0573 0.0334 0.0151 0.0042 0.0012

40 0.4529 0.2083 0.0972 0.0460 0.0221 0.0107 0.0037 0.0007 0.0001

50 0.3715 0.1407 0.0543 0.0213 0.0085 0.0035 0.0009 0.0001 —
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Example	12.1
You are about to receive €500 over three years and there are two options. The 
first is to receive €100 during year 1, €150 in year two, and €250 in year three. 
The second is to receive nothing in year 1, €200 in year two, and €300 in year 
three. If the interest rate is 8%, which option is more beneficial?

Solution
From Table 12.1 or Eq. (12.12) the present worth for the various years are:

 Year 1 0 9259 .  

 Year 2 0 8573 .  

 Year 3 0 7938 .  

The present worth of each option is obtained by multiplying PWn by the 
annual amount received, as shown in Table12.2.

Therefore, it is better to receive more money sooner than more money  
later.

Therefore, as shown in Example 12.1, a discount rate of 8% means that, for 
an investor, the value of money is worth 8% less in one year, or €100 this year 
has the same value as €108 in one year’s time.

Similarly, the amount of money needed to purchase an item increases 
because the value of money decreases. Thus, an expense (C), when inflated at 
a rate (i) per time period, equals (C) at the end of the first time period, equals 
C(1  i) at the end of the second time period, equals C(1  i)2 at the end of 
the third time period, and so on. Therefore, with an annual inflation rate (i), a 
purchase cost (C) at the end of year (n) becomes a future cost (F) according to

 F C i n  ( )1 1  (12.13)

Thus, a cost that will be €1000 at the end of the first time period will be  
1000(1  0.07)5  €1402.6 at the end of six time periods at an inflation rate of 7%.

Tab�e 12.2 Present Worth of Each Option in Example 12.1

Year (n) PWn Annual benefit (€) Present worth (€)

Option 1 Option 2 Option 1 Option 2

1 0.9259 100 0 92.59 0

2 0.8573 150 200 128.60 171.46

3 0.7938 250 300 198.45 238.14

Totals 500 500 419.64 409.60
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12.3  DesCripTion of The Life CyCLe  
anaLysis meThoD

In life cycle cost analysis, all anticipated costs are discounted to their present 
worth and the life cycle cost is the addition of all present worth values. The 
cash flow for each year can be calculated, and the life cycle cost can be found 
by discounting each annual cash flow to its present value and finding the sum 
of these discounted cash flows. Life cycle costing requires that all costs are 
projected into the future and the results obtained from such an analysis depend 
extensively on the predictions of these future costs.

In general, the present worth (or discounted cost) of an investment or cost 
(C) at the end of year (n) at a discount rate of (d) and interest rate of (i) is 
obtained by combining Eqs. (12.11) and (12.13):

 
PW

( )

( )
n

n

n

C i

d






1

1

1

 (12.14)

Equation (12.14) gives the present worth of a future cost or expenditure at the 
end of (n) years when the cost or expenditure at the end of first year is (C). 
This equation is useful for estimating the present worth of any one payment of 
a series of inflating payments. Therefore, in a series of annual payments, if the 
first payment is €1,000, due to inflation, say, at a rate of 5%, the sixth payment 
will be €1,276.28, which worth only €761 today at a discount rate of 9%. This 
is obtained by Eq. (12.14):
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Equation (12.14) gives the present worth of a single future payment. 
Summing up all the present worth values of (n) future payments results in the 
total present worth (TPW), given by
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where PWF(n, i, d)  present worth factor, given by
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The solution of Eq. (12.16) is as follows.
If i  d,
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If i  d,
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 (12.18)

Equation (12.14) can easily be incorporated into a spreadsheet with the 
parameters (d) and (i) entered into separate cells and referencing them in the 
formulas as absolute cells. In this way, a change in either (d) or (i) causes auto-
matic recalculation of the spreadsheet. If the PWF(n, i, d) is multiplied by the 
first of a series of payments made at the end of each year, the result is the sum 
of (n) payments discounted to the present with a market discount rate (d). The 
factor PWF(n, i, d) can be obtained with Eqs. (12.17) or (12.18), depending 
on the values of (i) and (d), or from the tables in Appendix 8, which tabulate 
PWF(n, i, d) for the most usual range of parameters.

e x a m p � e  1 2 . 2

If the first payment is $600, find the present worth of a series of 10 payments, 
which are expected to inflate at a rate of 6% per year, and the market discount 
rate is 9%.

Solution
From Eq. (12.18),
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 8 1176.

 

Therefore, the present worth is 600  8.1176  $4,870.56.

A mortgage payment is the annual value of money required to cover the 
funds borrowed at the beginning to install the system. This includes payment 
of interest and principal. An estimation of the annual mortgage payment can 
be found by dividing the amount borrowed by the present worth factor (PWF). 
The PWF is estimated by using the inflation rate equal to 0 (equal payments) 
and with the market discount rate equal to the mortgage interest rate. The PWF 
can be obtained from tables (see Appendix 8) or calculated by the following 
equation, which is obtained from Eq. (12.18):
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 (12.19)

where
dm  mortgage interest rate (%).
nL  number of years of equal installments for the loan.
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Therefore, if the mortgage principal is M, the periodic payment is

 
Periodic payment

PWF( )


M

n dL m, ,0
 (12.20)

e x a m p � e  1 2 . 3

The initial cost of a solar energy system is $12,500. If this amount is paid 
with a 20% down payment and the balance is borrowed at a 9% interest for 10 
years, calculate the annual payments and interest charges for a market discount 
rate of 7%. Also estimate the present worth of the annual payments.

Solution
The actual amount borrowed is $10,000, which is the total present worth of all 
mortgage payments. The annual mortgage payment is estimated with Eq. (12.19):
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Therefore, annual mortgage payment  10,000/6.4177  $1,558.20.
The annual mortgage payment includes a principal payment and interest 

charges. Year after year, as the principal remaining on the loan reduces, the 
interest charge decreases accordingly. The estimation needs to be carried out 
for every year.

For year 1,

 Interest payment $  10 000 0 09 900, .  

 Principal payment $  1 558 20 900 658 20, . .  

 Principal remaining at the end of year $1 10 000 658 20 9  , . ,3341 80.  

 

Present worth of interest payment, from Eq. ( ),
(

12 11
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0 07
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$  
For year 2,

 Interest payment $  9 341 80 0 09 840 76, . . .  

 Principal payment $  1 558 20 840 76 717 44, . . .  

 Principal remaining at the end of year $1 9 341 80 717 44  , . . 88 624 36, .  

 

Present worth of interest payment, from Eq. ( ),12 11
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These calculations are repeated for all other years. The results are shown in 
Table 12.3.

As can be understood from Example 12.3, the calculations can be carried 
out very easily with the help of a spreadsheet program. Alternatively, the total 
present worth of all payments can be calculated from the following equation:
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where nmin  the minimum of nL and period of economic analysis.
It should be noted that the period of economic analysis may not coincide 

with the term of mortgage; for example, the economic analysis may be per-
formed for 20 years, which is the usual life of solar water heating systems, but 
the loan is to be paid in the first 10 years.

e x a m p � e  1 2 . 4

Calculate the total present worth of interest paid (PWi) in Example 12.3.

Solution
The various PWF values may be obtained from the tables of Appendix 8, as 
follows:

 PWF( , , ) PWF(   )minn d0 10 0 0 07 7 0236 , , . .  

 PWF( , , ) PWF(   )n dL m0 10 0 0 09 6 4177 , , . .  

 PWF( , , ) PWF(   )minn d dm  10 0 09 0 07 10 172, . , . .  

Tab�e 12.3 Calculations for Remaining Years in Example 12.3

Year Mortgage 
payment 
($)

Interest 
payment 
($)

Principal 
payment 
($)

Principal 
remaining 
($)

PW of interest 
payment  
($)

1 1,558.20 900.00 658.20 9,341.80 841.12

2 1,558.20 840.76 717.44 8,624.36 734.35

3 1,558.20 776.19 782.01 7,842.35 633.60

4 1,558.20 705.81 852.39 6,989.96 538.46

5 1,558.20 629.10 929.10 6,060.86 448.54

6 1,558.20 545.48 1,012.72 5,048.14 363.48

7 1,558.20 454.33 1,103.87 3,944.27 282.93

8 1,558.20 354.98 1,203.22 2,741.05 206.60

9 1,558.20 246.69 1,311.51 1,429.54 134.19

10 1,558.20 128.66 1,429.54 0.00 65.40

Total $15,582 $5,582 $10,000 $4,248.66
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Using Eq. (12.21),
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This is effectively the same answer as the one obtained before.

Life cycle analysis is performed annually and the following are evaluated 
according to Eq. (12.10) to find the solar savings:

l Fuel savings.
l Extra mortgage payment.
l Extra maintenance cost.
l Extra insurance cost.
l Extra parasitic cost.
l Extra property tax.
l Extra tax savings.

As indicated before, not all these costs may be present in every case, depend-
ing on the laws and conditions in each country or region. Additionally, as already 
indicated, the word extra appearing in some of the items assumes that the associ-
ated cost is also present for a fuel-only system and, therefore, only the extra part of 
the cost incurred for the installation of the solar energy system should be included. 
The inflation, over the period of economic analysis, of the fuel savings is estimated 
by using Eq. (12.13) with (i) equal to the fuel inflation rate. The parasitic cost is 
the energy required to power auxiliary items, such as the pump, fan, and control-
lers. This cost also increases at an inflation rate over the period of economic analy-
sis using Eq. (12.13) with (i) equal to the annual increase in electricity price.

Solar savings for each year are the sums of the items shown above, as shown 
in Eq. (12.10). Actually, the savings are positive and the costs are negative. 
Finally, the present worth of each year’s solar savings is determined using Eqs. 
(12.11) and (12.12). The results are estimated for each year. These annual val-
ues are then added up to obtain the life cycle savings, according to the equation:

 

PW
Solar energy savings

( )
LCS 

 11 d j
j

n

∑  (12.22)

To understand the method better, various aspects of the economic analysis are 
examined separately and mainly through examples. In this way, the basic ideas of 
life cycle analysis are clarified. It should be noted that the costs specified in the 
various examples that follow are arbitrary and have no significance. Additionally, 
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these costs vary widely according to the type and size of system, location where 
the solar energy system is installed, laws and other conditions of the country or 
region, international fuel prices, and international material prices, such as for cop-
per and steel, which affect the cost of the solar equipment.

12.3.1	 Fuel	Cost	of	Non-Solar	Energy	System	Examples
The first example is about the fuel cost of a non-solar or conventional energy 
system. It examines the time value of an inflating fuel cost.

e x a m p � e  1 2 . 5

Calculate the cost of fuel of a conventional (non-solar) energy system for 15 
years if the total annual load is 114.9 GJ and the fuel rate is $17.2/GJ, the mar-
ket discount rate is 7%, and the fuel inflation rate is 4% per year.

Solution
The first-year fuel cost is obtained from Eq. (12.4) as

 

C C LdtL

t

   FL $
0

17 2 114 9 1 976 30∫ . . , .

 

(because the total annual load is given, the integral is equal to 114.9 GJ).
The fuel costs in various years are shown in Table 12.4. Each year’s cost 

is estimated with Eq. (12.13) or from the previous year’s cost multiplied by 

Tab�e 12.4 Fuel Costs in Various Years for Example 12.5

Year Fuel cost ($) PW of fuel cost ($)

1 1,976.30 1,847.01

2 2,055.35 1,795.22

3 2,137.57 1,744.89

4 2,223.07 1,695.97

5 2,311.99 1,648.42

6 2,404.47 1,602.20

7 2,500.65 1,557.28

8 2,600.68 1,513.62

9 2,704.70 1,471.18

10 2,812.89 1,429.93

11 2,925.41 1,389.84

12 3,042.42 1,350.87

13 3,164.12 1,313.00

14 3,290.68 1,276.18

15 3,422.31 1,240.40

Total PW of fuel cost $22,876
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(1  i). Each value for the present worth is estimated by the corresponding 
value of the fuel cost using Eq. (12.11).

An alternative method is to estimate PWF(n, i, d) from Eq. (12.18) or 
Appendix 8 and multiply the value with the first year’s fuel cost as follows.

From Eq. (12.18),
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 11 5752.

 

 Present worth of fuel cost $  1 976 3 11 5752 22 876, . . ,  

As can be seen, this is a much quicker method, especially if the calcula-
tions are done manually, and the same result is obtained but the intermediate 
values cannot be seen.

Although in the previous example, a fixed fuel inflation rate is used for all 
years, this may vary with time. In the case of a spreadsheet calculation, this can 
be easily accommodated by having a separate column representing the fuel infla-
tion rate for each year and using this rate in each annual estimation accordingly. 
So, in this case, either the same value for all years or different values for each 
year can be used without difficulty. These estimations can also be performedcan be used without difficulty. These estimations can also be performedwithout difficulty. These estimations can also be performed 
with the help of the PWF, as shown in Example 12.5, but as the number of dif-
ferent rates considered increases, the complexity of the estimation increases, 
because the PWF needs to be calculated for every time period the rate changes, 
as shown in the following example.

e x a m p � e  1 2 . 6

Calculate the present worth of a fuel cost over 10 years if the first year’s fuel 
cost is €1,400 and inflates at 8% for 4 years and 6% for the rest of the years. 
The market discount rate is 7% per year.

Solution
The problem can be solved by considering two sets of payments at the two 
inflation rates. The first set of five payments has a first payment that is €1,400 
and inflates at 8%. Therefore, from Eq. (12.18),
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or
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Thus, the present worth of the first set is 1,400  4.7611  €6,665.54.
The second set starts at the beginning of the sixth year and, for this period, 

i  6% per year. To find the initial payment for this set, €1,400 is inflated four 
times by 8% and one time by 6%. Therefore,

Initial payment for the second set is 1,400(1.08)4(1.06)  €2,018.97.
As before, for the second series of payments,
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The second set of payments needs to be discounted to the present worth by
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4 5864 2 018 97
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So the answer is the sum of the present worth of the two sets of payments: 
6,665.54  6,602.11  €13,267.65.

12.3.2	 Hot	Water	System	Example
The example in this section considers a complete solar water heating system. 
Although different solar energy systems have different details, the way of han-
dling the problems is the same.

e x a m p � e  1 2 . 7

A combined solar and auxiliary energy system is used to meet the same load as 
in Example 12.5. The total cost of the system to cover 65% of the load (solar 
fraction) is $20,000. The owner will pay a down payment of 20% and the rest 
will be paid over a 20-year period at an interest rate of 7%. Fuel costs are 
expected to rise at 9% per year. The life of the system is considered to be 20 
years, and at the end of this period, the system will be sold for 30% of its origi-
nal value. In the first year, the extra maintenance, insurance, and parasitic energy 
costs are $120 and the extra property tax is $300; both are expected to increase 
by 5% per year. The general market discount rate is 8%. The extra property 
taxes and interest on the mortgage are deducted from the income tax, which is at 
a fixed rate of 30%. Find the present worth of the solar savings.
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Solution
The values estimated for the various costs and savings for the entire life of the 
system are shown in Table 12.5. Year zero includes only the down payment, 
whereas the values for the first year are as given by the problem definition. In 
the table, the savings are positive and the expenses (or payments) are negative. 
The down payment is equal to 0.2  20,000  $4,000. The annual mortgage 
payment is found from Eq. (12.20):
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Tab�e 12.5 Estimated Costs and Savings for the System in Example 12.7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Year Extra 
mortgage 
payment 
($)

Fuel 
savings 
($)

Extra 
insurance, 
maintenance, 
and parasitic 
cost ($)

Extra 
property 
tax  
($)

Income 
tax 
savings 
($)

Solar 
savings 
($)

PW of 
solar 
savings 
($)

0 — — — — — 4,000.00 4,000.00

1 1,510.29 1,284.70 120.00 300.00 426.00 219.59 203.32

2 1,510.29 1,400.32 126.00 315.00 422.30 128.66 110.31

3 1,510.29 1,526.35 132.30 330.75 418.26 28.73 22.80

4 1,510.29 1,663.72 138.92 347.29 413.84 81.07 59.59

5 1,510.29 1,813.46 145.86 364.65 409.01 201.66 137.25

6 1,510.29 1,976.67 153.15 382.88 403.73 334.08 210.52

7 1,510.29 2,154.57 160.81 402.03 397.98 479.42 279.74

8 1,510.29 2,348.48 168.85 422.13 391.71 638.92 345.19

9 1,510.29 2,559.85 177.29 443.24 384.88 813.91 407.16

10 1,510.29 2,790.23 186.16 465.40 377.45 1,005.83 465.89

11 1,510.29 3,041.35 195.47 488.67 369.36 1,216.29 521.64

12 1,510.29 3,315.07 205.24 513.10 360.57 1,447.01 574.63

13 1,510.29 3,613.43 215.50 538.76 351.01 1,699.89 625.05

14 1,510.29 3,938.64 226.28 565.69 340.63 1,977.01 673.10

15 1,510.29 4,293.12 237.59 593.98 329.37 2,280.63 718.95

16 1,510.29 4,679.50 249.47 623.68 317.14 2,613.20 762.77

17 1,510.29 5,100.65 261.94 654.86 303.89 2,977.44 804.71

18 1,510.29 5,559.71 275.04 687.61 289.51 3,376.29 844.91

19 1,510.29 6,060.08 288.79 721.99 273.94 3,812.95 883.51

20 1,510.29 6,605.49 303.23 758.09 257.07 4,290.95 920.62

20 6,000.00 1,287.29

Total present worth of solar savings $6,186.07
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The first year fuel savings is 114.9 GJ  0.65  74.69 GJ. According to 
Example 12.5, this corresponds to $1,284.70.

 The interest paid for the first year $  16 000 0 07 1 120, . ,  
 The principal payment $  1 510 29 1 120 390 29, . , .  
 Principal balance $  16 000 390 29 15 609 71, . , .  
 Tax savings ( ) $  0 3 1 120 300 426. ,  

The annual solar savings is the sum of the values in columns 2 to 6. These are 
then brought to a present worth value using the market discount rate of 8%. Year 
20 is repeated twice so as to include the resale value of 20,000  0.3  $6,000. 
This is a positive value as it is a saving.

The sum of all the values in the last column is the total present worth of the 
savings of the solar energy system as compared to a fuel-only system. These 
are the savings the owner would have by installing and operating the solar 
energy system instead of buying fuel for a conventional system.

As can be understood from the analysis, a supplementary table is required 
with analysis of the money borrowed (to find tax savings) and cumulative 
solar savings, as in Table 12.6. The last column is required in the estimation of  
payback time (see Section 12.2.4).

Tab�e 12.6 Supplementary Table for Example 12.7

Year Interest  
paid  
($)

Principal 
payment  
($)

Principal  
balance  
($)

Cumulative 
solar savings 
($)

0 0 0 16,000.00 4,000.0

1 1,120.00 390.29 15,609.71 4,203.3

2 1,092.68 417.61 15,192.10 4,313.6

3 1,063.45 446.84 14,745.26 4,336.4

4 1,032.17 478.12 14,267.14 4,276.8

5 998.70 511.59 13,755.55 4,139.6

6 962.89 547.40 13,208.15 3,929.1

7 924.57 585.72 12,622.43 3,649.3

8 883.57 626.72 11,995.71 3,304.1

9 839.70 670.59 11,325.12 2,897.0

10 792.76 717.53 10,607.59 2,431.1

11 742.53 767.76 9,839.84 1,909.5

12 688.79 821.50 9,018.34 1,334.8

13 631.28 879.01 8,139.33 709.8

14 569.75 940.54 7,198.80 36.7

15 503.92 1,006.37 6,192.42 682.3

16 433.47 1,076.82 5,115.60 1,445.0

17 358.09 1,152.20 3,963.41 2,249.7

18 277.44 1,232.85 2,730.56 3,094.7

19 191.14 1,319.15 1,411.41 3,978.2

20 98.80 1,411.49 0 4,898.8

20 6,186.1
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Another way of solving this problem is to carry out separate life cycle anal-
yses for the solar and non-solar energy systems. In this case, the total present 
worth of the solar savings would be obtained by subtracting the total present 
worth of the two systems. It should be noted, however, that, in this case, equip-
ment common to both systems needs to be considered in the analysis, so more 
information than that given is required.

12.3.3	 Hot	Water	System	Optimization	Example
When a solar energy system is designed, the engineer seeks to find a solution 
that gives the maximum life cycle savings of the installation. Such savings rep-
resent the money that the user/owner will save because of the use of a solar 
energy system instead of buying fuel. To find the optimum size system that 
gives the maximum life cycle savings, various sizes are analyzed economically. 
When the present values of all future costs are estimated for each of the alter-
native systems under consideration, including solar and non-solar options, the 
system that yields the lowest life cycle cost or the maximum life cycle savings 
is the most cost effective.

As an example, a graph of life cycle savings against the collector area is 
shown in Figure 12.1. For this graph, all other parameters except the collec-
tor area are kept constant. As can be seen, the life cycle savings start at a nega-
tive value for a collector area equal to 0, representing the total value of money 
required for fuel for a non-solar energy system, and as solar collectors are added 
to the system, the life cycle savings reach a maximum and then drop. An increase 
in collector area beyond the maximum point gives lower life cycle savings (than 
the maximum value), as the bigger initial expenditure required for the solar 
energy system cannot replace the cost of the fuel saved. It even gives nega-
tive life cycle savings for large areas in multiplication of the optimum value, 
which represent the money lost by the owner in erecting and operating the 
solar energy system instead of buying the fuel.
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figure 12.1 Variation of collector area with life cycle savings.



In previous examples, the annual fraction of load met by the solar energy 
system and the collector area, and thus the solar energy system cost, were given. 
In the following example, the relationship between the solar fraction, F, and collec-
tor area, obtained from thermal performance calculations, are given instead, so the 
objective is to find the area (system size) that gives the highest life cycle savings.

e x a m p � e  1 2 . 8

If, in Example 12.7, the area-dependent costs are $250/m2 and the area- 
independent cost is $1250 and all other parameters are kept constant, find the 
optimum area of the solar energy system that maximizes the life cycle savings. 
From a thermal analysis of the solar process, the relationship of the collector 
area and solar fraction are as given in Table 12.7.

Solution
To solve this problem, the life cycle savings method needs to be applied for 
each collector area. A spreadsheet calculation of this can very easily be done by 
changing the collector area and the first year fuel savings, which can be estimated 
from the annual solar fraction. The complete results are shown in Table 12.8.

Tab�e 12.7 Relationship of Collector Area 
and Solar Fraction in Example 12.8

Area (m2) Annual solar fraction (F)

0 0

25 0.35

50 0.55

75 0.65

100 0.72

125 0.77

150 0.81

Tab�e 12.8 First-Year Fuel and Solar Savings for Example 12.8

Area (m2) Annual solar 
fraction (F)

Installed cost 
($)

First-year fuel 
savings ($)

Solar savings 
($)

0 0 1,250 0 5,680.7

25 0.35 7,500 691.8 3,609.9

50 0.55 11,250 1,087.1 6,898.9

75 0.65 20,000 1,284.7 6,186.1

100 0.72 26,250 1,423.1 4,275.0

125 0.77 32,500 1,521.9 1,562.3

150 0.81 38,750 1,600.9 1,551.2
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The life cycle solar savings are plotted against the collector area in 
Figure 12.2. As can be seen, the maximum occurs at Ac  60 m2, where the 
LCS  $7,013.70.

12.3.4	 Payback	Time
The payback time is defined in many ways. Three of the most useful ones are 
shown in Section 12.1. As indicated, the most common one is the time needed 
for the cumulative fuel savings to equal to the total initial investment, i.e., it is 
the time required to get back the money spent to erect the solar energy system 
from the fuel savings incurred because of the use of the system. This time can 
be obtained with or without discounting the fuel savings.

Not discouNtiNg fuel saViNgs
Initially, we consider that the fuel savings are not discounted. The fuel saved in 
a year (j) is given by

 Fuel saved in year ( )j FLC iF F
j  

1
11  (12.23)

where
F  solar fraction, obtained from Eq. (12.1).
L  load (GJ).
CF1   first year unit energy cost delivered from fuel (like parameters CFA and 

CFL, it is the product of fuel heating value and heater efficiency) ($/GJ).
iF  fuel inflation rate.

It should be noted that the product FL represents the energy saved because 
of the use of solar energy. Summing the fuel saved in year (j) over the payback 
time (nP) and equating to the initial system cost, (Cs), given by Eq. (12.2), gives

 

FLC i CF F
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s
j

nP

1
1
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∑  (12.24)
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figure 12.2 life cycle solar savings for each collector area.
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The summation gives
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Solving Eq. (12.25) for the payback time, nP, gives
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 (12.26)

Another way to determine the payback time is to use the PWF values tabu-
lated in Appendix 8. Here, the sum of the fuel savings is given by the multi-
plication of the first year’s saving, FLCF1 and PWF at zero discount rate. In 
equation form, this is given by

 FLC n i CF P F s1 0 PWF( , , )  (12.27)

Therefore, the payback time can be found by interpolation from the tables 
in Appendix 8, for which, PWF  Cs/FLCF1.

e x a m p � e  1 2 . 9

Find the undiscounted payback time of a solar energy system that covers 63% 
of an annual load of 185 GJ and costs €15,100. The first-year fuel cost rate is 
€9.00/GJ and inflates at 9% per year.

Solution
Using Eq. (12.26),
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The same result can be obtained from tables of Appendix 8. In this case, 
PWF  Cs/FLCF1  15,100/(0.63  185  9)  14.395. This is very close to 
the first value (d  0) of the column for i  9% for n  10 (PWF  14.487). 
Interpolation can be used to get a more correct answer, but the exact result can 
be obtained with more accuracy with Eq. (12.26).

discouNtiNg fuel saViNgs
The procedures followed to equate discounted fuel costs to initial investment 
are similar. For discounted fuel costs, Eq. (12.27) becomes

 FLC n i d CF P F s1  PWF( ), ,  (12.28)
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Similarly, the payback time is given by the following.
If iF  d,
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If iF  d,
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e x a m p � e  1 2 . 1 0

Repeat Example 12.9 with a fuel costs discounted at a rate of 7%.

Solution
Using Eq. (12.29),
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Other definitions of payback time are the time required for the annual solar 
savings to become positive and the time required for the cumulative solar sav-
ings to become 0. These can be determined by life cycle analysis. Using the 
results of Example 12.7, the payback time is

1.	 The time required for the annual solar savings to become positive  4 
years

2.	 The time required for the cumulative solar savings to become zero  15 
years

12.4 The p1, p2 meThoD
Another way of viewing the calculations of Example 12.7 is to obtain the pres-
ent worth of each column and sum them to obtain the present worth of solar 
savings, using appropriate signs for each column. Therefore, the life cycle sav-
ings (LCS) of a solar energy system over a conventional system is expressed as 
the difference between a reduction in the fuel costs and an increase in expenses 
incurred as a result of the additional investment required for the solar energy 
system, given by

 LCS  P C FL P CF s1 1 2  (12.31)
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where
P1  ratio of life cycle fuel cost savings to first-year fuel savings.
P2   ratio of life cycle expenditure incurred from the additional investment to 

the initial investment.

The economic parameter P1 is given by

 P Ct n i de e F1 1 ( ) PWF(   ), ,  (12.32)

where
te  effective income tax rate.
C  flag indicating whether the system is commercial or non-commercial,
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For example, in the United States, the effective tax rate is given by Eq. (12.8).
The economic parameter P2 includes seven terms:

1.	 Down payment, P2,1  D
2.	 Life cycle cost of the mortgage principal and interest,
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4.	 Maintenance, insurance and parasitic energy costs,
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5.	 Net property tax costs,
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And P2 is given by

 
P P P P P P P P2 2 1 2 2 2 3 2 4 2 5 2 6 2 7      , , , , , , ,  (12.34)

where
D  ratio of down payment to initial total investment.
M1   ratio of first year miscellaneous costs (maintenance, insurance, and par-

asitic energy costs) to the initial investment.
V1   ratio of assessed value of the solar energy system in the first year to the 

initial investment.
tp  property tax, based on assessed value.
ne  term of economic analysis.
nmin    years over which depreciation deductions contribute to the analysis (usu-

ally the minimum of ne and nd, the depreciation lifetime in years).
R  ratio of resale value at the end of its life to the initial investment.

It should be noted that, as before, not all these costs may be present, accord-
ing to the country or region laws and regulations. Additionally, the contribu-
tions of loan payments to the analysis depend on nL and ne. If nL  ne, all nL 
payments will contribute. If, on the other hand, nL  ne, only ne payments will 
be made during the period of analysis. Accounting for loan payments after ne 
depends on the reasoning for choosing the particular ne. If ne is the period over 
which the discounted cash flow is estimated without consideration for the costs 
occurring outside this period, nmin  ne. If ne is the expected operating life of 
the system and all payments are expected to be made as scheduled, nmin  nL. If 
ne is chosen as the time of sale of the system, the remaining loan principal at ne 
would be repaid at that time and the life cycle mortgage cost would consist of 
the present worth of ne load payments plus the principal balance at ne. The prin-
cipal balance should then be deduced from the resale value.

e x a m p � e  1 2 . 1 1

Repeat Example 12.7 using the P1, P2 method.

Solution
As noted in Example 12.7, the system is not income producing; therefore, 
C  0. The ratio P1 is calculated with Eq. (12.32):

 P n i dF1 20 0 09 0 08 20 242  PWF(   ) PWF(   ), , , . , . .  

The various terms of parameter P2 are as follows:
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Finally, from Eq. (12.34),
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From Eq. (12.31),
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, 880 50.  

This is effectively the same answer as the one obtained in Example 12.7.
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As can be seen from this example, the P1, P2 method is quick and easy to 
carry out manually.

As also can be seen, Eqs. (12.32) and (12.34) include only PWF values 
and ratios of payments to initial investment of the system and do not include as 
inputs the collector area and solar fraction. Therefore, as P1 and P2 are indepen-
dent of Ac and F, systems in which the primary design variable is the collector 
area, Ac, can be optimized using Eq. (12.31). This is analyzed in the following 
section.

12.4.1	 Optimization	Using	p1,	p2	Method
As we have already seen in solar energy system design, the collector area is 
considered as the primary parameter for a given load and system configuration. 
The collector area is also the optimization parameter, i.e., the designer seeks to 
find the collector area that gives the highest life cycle savings. A method for the 
economic optimization was given in Section 12.2.3, in which life cycle savings 
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figure 12.3 optimum collector area determination from the slope of the F versus Ac curve.
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are plotted against the collector area, Ac, to find the area that maximizes sav-
ings. The optimization procedure can be simplified if life cycle savings (LCS) 
can be expressed mathematically in terms of the collector area. Therefore, the 
optimum is obtained when

 

∂
∂
(LCS)

Ac

 0  (12.35)

or, by using Eq. (12.31) for LCS and Eq. (12.2) for Cs,
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   (12.36)

Rearranging, the maximum savings are obtained when the relationship 
between the collector area and solar fraction satisfies the following relation:
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1 1
 (12.37)

According to Eq. (12.37), the optimum collector area occurs where the slope of 
the F versus Ac curve is P2CA/P1CF1L. This condition is shown in Figure 12.3.

e x a m p � e  1 2 . 1 2

For a residential liquid-based solar space heating system, the following infor-
mation is given:

Annual heating load  161 GJ.
First-year fuel cost rate, CF1  $8.34/GJ.
Area-dependent cost  $210/m2.
Area-independent cost  $1,150.
Market discount rate, d  8%.
Mortgage interest rate, dm  6%.
General inflation rate, i  5%.
Fuel inflation rate, iF  9%.
Term of economic analysis  20 years
Term of mortgage load  10 years
Down payment  20%.
Ratio of first year miscellaneous costs to the initial investment, M1  0.01.
Ratio of assessed value of the system in the first year to the initial invest-

ment, V1  1.
Ratio of resale value  0.3.
Property tax, tp  2%.
Effective income tax, te  35%.

In addition, the solar fraction to the collector area varies as shown in  
Table 12.9.
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Determine the optimum collector area that maximizes the LCS and the LCS.

Solution
As the system is residential C  0. The present worth factors can be estimated 
from Eq. (12.18) or the tables of Appendix 8 as follows:

 PWF( ) PWF( )n i de F, , , . , . . 20 0 09 0 08 20 242  

 PWF( , , ) PWF( )minn d0 10 0 0 08 6 7101 , , . .  

 PWF( , , ) PWF( )n dL m0 10 0 0 06 7 3601 , , . .  

 PWF( , , ) PWF( )minn d dm  10 0 06 0 08 8 5246, . , . .  

 PWF( ) PWF( )n i de, , , . , . . 20 0 05 0 08 14 358  
From Eq. (12.32),

 P Ct n i de F1 1 20 242  ( ) PWF( , , ) .  

The various terms of parameter P2 are as follows:
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Tab�e 12.9 Solar Fraction to Collector Area in 
Example 12.12

Area (m2) Annual solar fraction (F)

0 0

20 0.29

50 0.53

80 0.68

100 0.72
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Finally, from Eq. (12.34),
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From Eq. (12.37),
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The data of Table 12.9 can be plotted, and the optimum value of Ac can 
be found from the slope, which must be equal to 0.00874. This can be done 
graphically or using the trend line of the spreadsheet, as shown in Figure 12.4, 
and equating the derivative of the curve equation with the slope (0.00874). By 
doing so, the only unknown in the derivative of the trend line is the collector 
area, and either by solving the second-order equation or through trial and error, 
the area can be found that gives the required value of the slope (0.00874).

As can be seen, the optimum solution occurs at about a collector area of 
30 m2 and F  0.39. For this size, the total cost of the solar energy system is 
obtained from Eq. (12.2) as

 Cs    210 30 1150 7 450$ ,  

The life cycle savings are obtained from Eq. (12. 31) as

 

LCS
$

       



P C FL P CF s1 1 2 20 242 8 34 161 0 39 1 1316 7 450
2 170

. . . . ,
,  

y � 0.000000457x 3 � 0.0001403x 2 � 0.016694x 

R 2 � 0.9992
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figure 12.4 table 12.9 plotted using the spreadsheet trend line.
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12.5 unCerTainTies in eConomiC anaLysis
Due to the nature of the economic analysis, i.e., predicting the way various costs 
will occur during the life of a solar energy system, a number of uncertainties are 
involved in the method. The person responsible for the economic analysis of a solar 
energy system must consider a number of economic parameters and how these will 
develop in the years to come. A usual technique is to find how these parameters 
were modified during the previous years and expect that the same behavior will be 
reflected in the future years. These two periods are usually equal to the expected 
life of the system. Additionally, the prediction of future energy costs is difficult 
because international oil prices change according to the quantity supplied by the 
oil-producing countries. Therefore, it is desirable to be able to determine the effect 
of uncertainties on the results obtained from an economic analysis.

For a given set of economic conditions, the change in LCS resulting from a 
change in a particular parameter, say, xj, can be obtained from
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When uncertainties exist in more than one parameter, the maximum possible 
uncertainty is given by
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Therefore, the most probable uncertainty in LCS can be written as
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From Eq. (12.38),
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The partial derivatives of the ratios P1 and P2 can be obtained using  
Eqs. (12.32) and (12.34) for the most crucial parameters, as follows.

For the fuel inflation rate,
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For the general inflation rate,
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For the resale value,
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The partial derivative of the LCS with respect to the solar fraction is
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The partial derivatives of all parameters can be seen in (Brandemuehl and 
Beckman, 1979).

Finally, it is necessary to know the partial derivatives of the PWF values. 
Using Eqs. (12.17) and (12.18), the following equations can be obtained, as 
given by Duffie and Beckman (2006).

If i  d,
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If i  d,
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It should be noted that, in order to estimate the uncertainties of more than one 
variable, the same procedure can be used to determine the appropriate terms in 
Eqs. (12.39) and (12.40). A much easier way to determine uncertainties is to use 
a spreadsheet for the calculations. In this case, the change of one or more parame-
ters in appropriate cells (e.g., cells containing i, d, iF, etc.) causes automatic recal-
culation of the spreadsheet, and the new value of LCS is obtained immediately.
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Example	12.13
If, in a domestic solar energy system economic analysis, the fuel inflation rate 
is taken as 8%, find the uncertainty in LCS if the fuel inflation rate is 2%. 
The solar energy system replaces 65% of the annual load, the first year fuel 
cost is $950, the initial installation cost is $8,500, ne  20 years, d  6%, 
P1  21.137, and P2  1.076.

Solution
The LCS of the system without uncertainty is obtained from Eq. (12.31):

 LCS $       P C FL P CF s1 1 2 21 137 950 0 65 1 076 8 500 3 906. . . , ,  

The fuel inflation rate affects only P1. Therefore, from Eq. (12.42), for C  0,
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From Eq. (12.50),
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The uncertainty in LCS can be obtained from Eqs. (12.38)–(12.41), all of 
which give the same result, as only one variable is considered. Therefore, from 
Eq. (12.38),
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Therefore, the uncertainty in LCS is almost equal to the two thirds of the 
originally estimated LCS, and this is for just 2% in uncertainty in fuel inflation 
rate.

assignmenT
As an assignment the student is required to construct a spreadsheet program that 
can be used to carry out almost all the exercises of this chapter.
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exerCises
12.1 What is the present worth of $500 in 10 years if the market discount 

rate is 6%?
12.2 Estimate the present worth of a €1,000 payment in seven years for a 

market discount rate of 8% and inflation rate of 4%.
12.3 If the initial cost of a solar energy system is €7,500, the mortgage term 

is 12 years, and the interest rate is 9%, find the annual payment.
12.4 The initial cost of a solar energy system is €14,000. If this amount is 

paid with a 30% down payment and the balance is borrowed at 8% 
interest for 12 years, calculate the annual payments and interest charges 
for a market discount rate of 6%. Also estimate the present worth of the 
annual payments.

12.5 Calculate the total present worth of the interest paid (PWi) in Exercise 12.4.
12.6 Calculate the present worth of a 10 period series of payments, the first 

of which is $980, payable at the end of the first period, inflating by 6% 
per period, and the discount rate is 8%.

12.7 Calculate the cost of fuel of a conventional (non-solar) energy system for 
12 years, if the total annual load is 152 GJ and the fuel price is $14/GJ, 
the market discount rate is 8%, and the fuel inflation rate is 5% per year.

12.8 Calculate the present worth of a fuel cost over 12 years, if the first year’s 
fuel cost is €1,050 and inflates at 7% for four years and 5% for the rest 
of the years. The market discount rate is 9% per year.

12.9 The area-dependent cost of a solar energy system is $175/m2 and the area-
independent cost is $3,350. The down payment of the initial expenditure 
is 25% and the rest is paid in equal installments over 20 years at an inter-
est rate of 7%. The backup fuel costs $12/GJ and its price inflates at 6% 
per year. Find the optimum system, if the combination of collector area and 
load covered is as shown in the following table and the total annual load is 
980 GJ. The life of the system is considered to be 20 years, and at the end of 
this period, the system will be sold at 25% of its original value. In the first 
year, the extra maintenance, insurance, and parasitic energy costs are equal 
to 1% of the initial investment and the extra property tax is 1.5% of the ini-
tial investment, both expected to increase by 3% per year. The general mar-
ket discount rate is 8%. The extra property taxes and interest on mortgage 
are deducted from the income tax, which is at a fixed rate of 30%.

Collector area (m2) Energy covered (GJ)

0 0

100 315

200 515

300 653

400 760

500 843
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12.10 Tabulate the annual cash flows of a solar energy system that has an ini-
tial cost of $7,000 for a 12-year analysis, where the following economic 
parameters apply:

 Down payment  20%.
 Interest rate  9%.
 First-year fuel saving  $1,250.
 Market discount rate  8%.
 Fuel inflation rate  8%.
 Maintenance and parasitic cost  0.5% increasing at 1% per year.
 Resale value  25%.
 Also estimate the life cycle savings and the return on investment.
12.11 Repeat Exercise 12.10 using the P1, P2 method.
12.12 Find the undiscounted and discounted payback times of a solar energy 

system that covers 73% of an annual load of 166 GJ and costs €13,300. 
The first year fuel cost rate is €11.00/GJ and inflates at 8% per year and 
fuel costs are discounted at a rate of 6%.

12.13 For a residential solar space heating system, the following information 
is given:

 Annual heating load  182 GJ.
 First-year fuel cost rate, CF1  $9/GJ.
 Area-dependent cost  $190/m2.
 Area-independent cost  $1,200.
 Market discount rate, d  8%.
 Mortgage interest rate, dm  7%.
 General inflation rate, i  6%.
 Fuel inflation rate, iF  7%.
 Term of economic analysis  12 years
 Term of mortgage load  8 years
 Down payment  15%.
 Ratio of first-year miscellaneous costs to the initial investment, M1  0.01.
 Ratio of assessed value of the system in the first year to the initial 

investment, V1  1.
 Ratio of resale value  0.4.
 Property tax, tp  2%.
 Effective income tax, te  40%.
 In addition, the solar fraction to the collector area varies as follows. 

Determine the optimum collector area that maximizes the LCS and the LCS.

Area (m2) Annual solar fraction (F)

0 0

10 0.32

20 0.53

30 0.66

40 0.73



12.14 Estimate the uncertainty in LCS of Exercise 12.13, if the uncertainty in 
general inflation rate is 3%.
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In this book, all the symbols used are explained the first time they are used. 
This appendix includes a general list that could be consulted in case of doubt. 
It should be noted, however, that only the general or most used symbols are 
included in the following list and not variations, usually denoted with subscripts. 
The appendix initially presents the nomenclature used with respect to radiation 
and then the general list of symbols. Finally, a list of abbreviations is given.

Radiation nomenclatuRe
G Irradiance (W/m2)
H Irradiation for a day (J/m2)
I Irradiation for an hour (J/m2)
R Radiation tilt factor

Subscripts
B Beam
D Diffuse
G Ground reflected
n Normal
t Radiation on tilted plane
c Critical

SymbolS
A Aperture area (m2)
a Thermal diffusivity (m2/s)
Aa Absorber area (m2)
Ac Total collector aperture area (m2)
Af Collector geometric factor
Ar Receiver area (m2)

a p p e n d i x  1

Nomenclature
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bo Incidence angle modifier constant
b1 Incidence angle modifier constant
C Collector concentration ratio,  Aa/Ar; capacitance rate; speed of light; 

useful accumulator capacity (Wh)
Ca Cost per unit of collector area or area dependent cost ($/m2)
Cb Bond conductance (W/m-°C)
CF1 Cost of fuel during first year of operation ($)
Ci Area-independent cost ($)
cp Specific heat at constant pressure (J/kg-°C)
Cs Total cost of the solar equipment ($)
co Intercept efficiency,  FR()
c1 First-order coefficient of the collector efficiency (W/m2-°C)
c2 Second-order coefficient of the collector efficiency (W/m2-°C2)
D Riser tube outside diameter (m); energy demand (J)
d Market discount rate (%); interest rate (%); pipe diameter (m)
Di Tube inside diameter (m)
dm Mortgage interest rate (%)
Do Tube outside diameter (m)
dr Displacement of receiver from focus (m)
d* Universal nonrandom error parameter due to receiver mislocation and 

reflector profile errors, d*  dr/D
E Emissive power (W/m2-m); exergy (W); voltage source (V); root mean 

square error
Ep Photon energy (J)
EPV Energy delivered from a PV array (J)
Ein Exergy in (W)
Eout Exergy out (W)
F Annual fraction by solar energy; view factor; fin efficiency; cash flow ($); 

fraction of time night insulation is used; fraction of window shaded
f Focal distance (m); monthly solar fraction; friction factor; fraction of 

steam in turbine bleed
F Collector efficiency factor
F Flow factor
FR Heat removal factor
FR  Collector heat exchanger efficiency factor
fTL Fraction of total load supplied by solar including tank losses
Gr Grashof number
Gon Extraterrestrial radiation measured on a normal surface (W/m2)
Gsc Solar constant,  1366.1 W/m2

h Hour angle (degrees); Specific enthalpy (kJ/kg); Plank’s con-
stant,  6.625  1034 (J-s)

H Enthalpy (J)
hc Convection heat transfer coefficient (W/m2-°C)
hfi Heat transfer coefficient inside absorber tube or duct (W/m2-°C)
Ho Total extraterrestrial radiation on a horizontal surface over a day (J/m2)
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Hp Lactus rectum of a parabola (m),  opening of the parabola at focal 
point

hp Height of the parabola (m)
hr Radiation heat transfer coefficient (W/m2-°C)
Ht  Monthly average daily radiation incident on the collector surface per 

unit area (J/m2)
hss Sunset hour angle (degrees)
Hss Sunset time
hv Volumetric heat transfer coefficient (W/m3-°C)
hw Wind heat transfer coefficient (W/m2-°C)
I Irreversibility (W); current (A)
i Inflation rate (%)
iF Fuel inflation rate (%)
Io Dark saturation current (A)
Iph Photocurrent (A)
Isc Short circuit current (A)
J Radiosity (W/m2)
K Extinction coefficient
k Thermal conductivity (W/m-°C); friction head (m)
KT Daily clearness index
kT Hourly clearness index
K Incidence angle modifier
ko Intercept efficiency,  FRo

k1 First-order coefficient of the collector efficiency (W/m2-°C),  c1/C
k2 Second-order coefficient of the collector efficiency (W/m2-°C2),  c2/C
L Half distance between two consecutive riser pipes (m),  (W – D)/2;  

collector length (m); latitude (degrees); annual energy required by the 
load (J); thickness of glass cover (m); pipe length (m); mean daily  
electrical energy consumption (Wh)

LAUX Annual energy required by the auxiliary (J)
Lm Monthly load (J)
LS Load covered by solar energy (J)
M Mass flow number; mass of storage capacity (kg); molar mass 

(kg/mole)
m Air mass
m Mass flow rate of fluid (kg/s)
N Days in month; number of moles
n Number of years; refraction index; number of reflections
Ng Number of glass covers
np Payback time (years); number of photons
Ns Entropy generation number
Nu Nusselt number
P Profile angle (degrees); power (W)
Pa Partial water vapor pressure of air (Pa)
Ph Collector header pressure drop (Pa)
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Pr Prandtl number
Ps Saturation water vapor pressure at air temperature, ta (Pa)
Pw Saturation water vapor pressure at water temperature, tw (Pa)
PWn Present worth after n years
P1 Ratio of life cycle fuel savings to first year fuel energy cost
P2 Ratio of cost owed to initial cost
Q Energy (J); rate (energy per unit time) of heat transfer (W)
q Energy per unit time per unit length or area (W/m or W/m2); heat loss 

(J/m2-d)
Qaux Auxiliary energy (J)
QD Dump energy (J)
qfin  Useful energy conducted per unit fin length (J/m)
Qg Net monthly heat gain from storage wall (J)
Ql Load or demand energy (J); rate of energy removed from storage tank (W)
Qo Rate of heat loss to ambient (W)
qo
∗  Radiation falling on the receiver (W/m2)

QS Solar energy delivered (J)
Qs Radiation emitted by the sun (W/m2)
Qtl Rate of energy loss from storage tank (W)
qtube  Useful energy conducted per unit tube length (J/m)
Q* Solar radiation incident on collector (W)
Qu Useful energy collected (J); rate of collected energy delivered to storage 

tank (W); rate of useful energy delivered by the collector (W)
qu  Useful energy gain per unit length (J/m)
q* Irradiation per unit of collector area (W/m2)
R Receiver radius (m); ratio of total radiation on tilted plane to horizontal 

plane; thermal resistance (m2-°C/W)
r Ratio of total radiation in an hour to total in a day, Parabolic reflector 

radius (m)
Ra Rayleigh number
rd Ratio of diffuse radiation in an hour to diffuse in a day
Re Reynolds number
Rs Ratio of standard storage heat capacity per unit area to actual,  

 350 kJ/m2-°C
Rtotal Total thermal resistance (m2-°C/W)
S Absorbed solar radiation per unit area (J/m2); Seebeck coefficient
s Specific entropy (J/kg-°C)
Sgen Generated entropy (J/°C)
T Absolute temperature (K)
t Time
Ta Ambient temperature (°C)
Ta  Monthly average ambient temperature (°C)
Tav Average collector fluid temperature (°C)
Tb Local base temperature (°C)
TC Absolute temperature of the PV cell (K)
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Tc Cover temperature (°C)
Tf Local fluid temperature (°C)
Tfi Temperature of the fluid entering the collector (°C)
Ti Collector inlet temperature (°C)
Tm Public mains water temperature (°C)
To Ambient temperature (K); temperature of the fluid leaving the  

collector (°C)
Toi Collector outlet initial water temperature (°C)
Tot Collector outlet water temperature after time t (°C)
Tp Average temperature of the absorbing surface (°C); stagnation  

temperature (°C)
Tr Temperature of the absorber (°C); receiver temperature (°C)
Tref Empirically derived reference temperature,  100°C
Ts Apparent black body temperature of the sun, 6000K
Tw Minimum acceptable hot-water temperature (°C)
T* Apparent sun temperature as an exergy source, 4500K
U Overall heat transfer coefficient (W/m2-°C)
Ub Bottom heat loss coefficient (W/m2-°C)
Ue Edges heat loss coefficient (W/m2-°C)
UL Solar collector overall heat loss coefficient (W/m2-°C)
Uo Heat transfer coefficient from fluid to ambient air (W/m2-°C)
Ur Receiver-ambient heat transfer coefficient based on Ar (W/m2-°C)
Ut Top heat loss coefficient (W/m2-°C)
V Wind velocity (m/s); volumetric consumption (L); voltage (V)
v Fluid velocity (m/s)
VL Load flow rate from storage tank (kg/s)
Voc Open circuit voltage (V)
VR Return flow rate to storage tank (kg/s)
W Distance between riser tubes (m); net work output (J/kg)
Wa Collector aperture (m)
X Dimensionless collector loss ratio
x Mass concentration of LiBr in solution; mole fraction
Xc Corrected value of X; dimensionless critical radiation level
X Modified dimensionless collector loss ratio
Y Dimensionless absorbed energy ratio
Yc Corrected value of Y
Z Dimensionless load heat exchanger parameter
z Solar azimuth angle (degrees)
Zs Surface azimuth angle (degrees)

GReek
 Absorber absorptance
 Fraction of solar energy reaching surface that is absorbed (absorptivity); 

solar altitude angle (degrees)
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 Collector slope (degrees); misalignment angle error (degrees)
 Volumetric coefficient of expansion (1/K)
* Universal nonrandom error parameter due to angular errors, *  C
 Collector intercept factor; average bond thickness (m); correction fac-

tor for diffuse radiation (CPC collectors)
 Absorber (fin) thickness (m); declination (degrees)
 Expansion or contraction of a collector array (mm)
T Temperature difference,  Ti – Ta

x Elemental fin or riser tube distance (m)
 Specific exergy (J/kg)
g Emissivity of glass covers
p Absorber plate emittance
 Wavelength (m)
 Efficiency
o Collector optical efficiency
 Frequency (s1); kinetic viscosity (m2/s)
 Density (kg/m3); reflectance; reflectivity
m Mirror reflectance
 Dimensionless temperature,  T/To; angle of incidence (degrees)
c Acceptance half angle for CPC collectors (degrees)
e Effective incidence angle (degrees)
m Collector half acceptance angle (degrees)
 Stefan-Boltzmann constant,  5.67  108 W/m2-K4

* Universal random error parameter, *  C
sun Standard deviation of the energy distribution of the sun’s rays at nor-

mal incidence
slope Standard deviation of the distribution of local slope errors at normal 

incidence
mirror Standard deviation of the variation in diffusivity of the reflective mate-

rial at normal incidence
 Transmittance
 Absorber transmittance
 Transmittance-absorptance product
τα  Monthly average transmittance-absorptance product
()B Transmittance-absorptance product for estimating incidence angle 

modifier for beam radiation
()D Transmittance-absorptance product for estimating incidence angle 

modifier for sky (diffuse) radiation
()G Transmittance-absorptance product for estimating incidence angle 

modifier for ground-reflected radiation
 Zenith angle (degrees); utilizability
 Parabolic angle (degrees), the angle between the axis and the reflected 

beam at focus of the parabola
r Collector rim angle (degrees)
Note: A horizontal bar over the symbols indicates monthly average values.
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abbReviationS
AFC Alkaline fuel cell
AFP Advance flat plate
ANN Artificial neural network
AST Apparent solar time
BIPV Building integrated PV
BP Back-propagation
CLFR Compact linear Fresnel reflector
COP Coefficient of performance
CPC Compound parabolic collector
CPV Concentrating photovoltaic
CSP Concentrating solar power
CTC Cylindrical trough collector
CTF Conduction transfer function
DAS Data acquisition system
DD Degree days
DS Daylight saving
ED Electrodialysis
ER Energy recovery
ET Equation of time
ETC Evacuated tube collector
E-W East-west
FF Fill factor
FPC Flat-plate collector
GA Genetic algorithm
GMDH Group method of data handling
GRNN General regression neural network
HFC Heliostat field collector
HVAC Heating, ventilating, and air conditioning
ICPC Integrated compound parabolic collector
ISCCS Integrated solar combined-cycle system
LCC Life cycle cost
LCR Local concentration ratio
LCS Life cycle savings
LFR Linear Fresnel reflector
LL Local longitude
LOP Loss of load probability
LST Local standard time
LTV Long tube vertical
MCFC Molten carbonate fuel cell
MEB Multiple-effect boiling
MES Multiple-effect stack
MPP Maximum power point
MPPT Maximum power point tracker
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MSF Multi-stage flash
MVC Mechanical vapor compression
NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology
NOCT Nominal operating cell temperature
N-S North-south
NTU Number of transfer units
PAFC Phosphoric acid fuel cell
PDR Parabolic dish reflector
PEFC Polymer electrolyte fuel cell
PEMFC Proton exchange membrane fuel cell
PTC Parabolic trough collector
PV Photovoltaic
PWF Present worth factor
RES Renewable energy systems
RH Relative humidity
RMS Root mean square
RMSD Root mean standard deviation
RO Reverse osmosis
ROI Return on investment
RTF Room transfer function
SC Shading coefficient
SEGS Solar electric generating systems
SHGC Solar heat gain coefficient
SL Standard longitude
SOC State of charge
SOFC Solid oxide fuel cell
SRC Standard rating conditions
TDS Total dissolved solids
TFM Transfer function method
TI Transparent insulation
TPV Thermophotovoltaic
TVC Thermal vapor compression
VC Vapor compression
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This appendix presents the definitions of various terms used in solar engi-
neering. A valuable source of definitions is the ISO 9488:1999 standard, which 
gives the solar energy vocabulary in three languages.
Absorber Component of a solar collector that collects and retains as much of 

the radiation from the sun as possible. A heat transfer fluid flows through 
the absorber or conduits attached to the absorber.

Absorptance The ratio of absorbed to incident solar radiation to that of inci-
dent radiation. Absorptivity is the property of absorbing radiation, pos-
sessed by all materials to varying extents.

Absorption air conditioning Achieve a cooling effect through the absorption-
desorption process without the requirement of large shaft work input.

Air mass The length of the path though the earth’s atmosphere traversed by 
direct solar radiation.

Aperture The opening through which radiation passes prior to absorption in a 
solar collector.

Auxiliary system A system that provides backup to the solar energy system 
during cloudy periods or nighttime.

Azimuth angle The angle between the north-south line at a given location and 
the projection of the sun-earth line in the horizontal plane.

Battery An electrical energy storage system using reversible chemical 
reactions.

Beam radiation Radiation incident on a given plane and originating from a 
small solid angle centered on the sun’s disk.

Brayton cycle A heat engine that uses the thermodynamic cycle used in jet 
(combustion turbine) engines.

Cadmium sulfide (Cds) A yellow-orange chemical compound produced from 
cadmium metal. As a semiconductor, Cds is always n-type.

Capital cost The cost of equipment, construction, land, and other items 
required to construct a facility.

A p p e n d i x  2

Definitions
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Cavity receiver A receiver in the form of a cavity where the solar radiation 
enters through one or more openings (apertures) and is absorbed on the 
internal heat-absorbing surfaces.

Collector Any device that can be used to gather the sun’s radiation and convert 
it to a useful form of energy.

Collector efficiency The ratio of the energy collected by a solar collector to 
the radiant energy incident on the collector.

Collector efficiency factor The ratio of the energy delivered by a solar collec-
tor to the energy that would be delivered if the entire absorber were at the 
average fluid temperature in the collector.

Collector flow factor The ratio of the energy delivered by a solar collector to 
the energy that would be delivered if the average fluid temperature in the 
collector were equal to the fluid inlet temperature.

Collector tilt angle The angle at which the collector aperture plane is tilted 
from the horizontal plane.

Concentration ratio The ratio of aperture to receiver area of a solar collector.
Concentrating collector A solar collector that uses reflectors or lenses to redi-

rect and concentrate the solar radiation passing through the aperture onto 
an absorber.

Cover plate Transparent material used to cover a collector-absorber plate so 
that the solar energy is trapped by the “greenhouse effect.”

CPC collector Compound parabolic concentrator, a non-imaging collector 
consisting of two parabolas one facing the other.

Declination The angle subtended between the earth-sun line and the plane of 
the equator (north positive).

Diffuse radiation Radiation from the sun scattered by the atmosphere that falls 
on a plane of a given orientation.

Direct radiation Radiation from the sun received from a narrow solid angle 
measured from a point on the earth’s surface.

Direct system A solar heating system in which the heated water to be con-
sumed by the user passes directly through the collector.

Efficiency The ratio of the measure of a desired effect to the measure of the 
input effect, both expressed in the same units.

Emittance The ratio of radiation emitted by a real surface to the radiation 
emitted by a perfect radiator (blackbody) at the same temperature.

Evacuated tube collector A collector employing a glass tube with an evacu-
ated space between the tube and the absorber.

Evaporator A heat exchanger in which a fluid undergoes a liquid to vapor 
phase change.

Extraterrestrial radiation Solar radiation received on a surface at the limit of 
the earth’s atmosphere.

Flat-plate collector A stationary collector that can collect both direct and dif-
fuse radiation. The two basic designs of flat-plate collectors are the header 
and riser type and the serpentine type.

Fresnel collector A concentrating collector that uses a Fresnel lens to focus 
solar radiation onto a receiver.
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Geometric factor A measure of the effective reduction of the aperture area of 
a concentrator due to abnormal incidence effects.

Glazing Glass, plastic, or other transparent material covering the collector 
absorber surface.

Global radiation Hemispherical solar radiation received by a horizontal plane, 
i.e., the total of beam and diffuse radiation.

Greenhouse effect A heat-transfer effect where heat loss from the surfaces is 
controlled by suppressing the convection loss, frequently incorrectly attrib-
uted to the suppression of radiation from an enclosure.

Heat exchanger Device used to transfer heat between two fluid streams with-
out mixing them.

Heat pipe A passive heat exchanger employing the principles of evaporation 
and condensation to transfer heat at high levels of effectiveness.

Heat pump A device that transfers heat from a relatively low-temperature res-
ervoir to one at a higher temperature by the input of shaft work.

Heat removal factor The ratio of the energy delivered by a solar collector to 
the energy that would be delivered if the entire absorber were at the fluid 
inlet temperature.

Heliostat A device to direct sunlight toward a fixed target.
Hole A vacant electron state in a valence band, behaves like a positively 

charged electron.
Hour angle The angle between the sun projection on the equatorial plane at a 

given time and the sun projection on the same plane at solar noon.
Incident angle The angle between the sun’s rays and a line normal to the irra-

diated surface.
Indirect system A solar heating system in which a heat transfer fluid other 

than the water to be consumed is circulated through the collector and, with 
a heat exchanger, transfers its heat to the water to be consumed.

Insolation A term applying specifically to solar energy irradiation (J/m2).
Integrated collector storage A solar heating system in which the solar collec-

tor also functions as the storage device.
Intercept factor The ratio of the energy intercepted by the receiver to the 

energy reflected by the focusing device.
Irradiance (G) The rate at which radiant energy is incident on a surface per 

unit area of that surface (W/m2).
Irradiation The incident energy per unit area on a surface found by integration 

of irradiance over a specified time (usually, an hour or a day) (J/m2).
Latitude The angular distance north () or south () of the equator, measured 

in degrees.
Line focus collector A concentrating collector that concentrates solar radiation 

in one plane, producing a linear focus.
Local solar time System of astronomical time in which the sun always crosses 

the true north-south meridian at 12 noon. This system of time differs from 
local clock time according to the longitude, time zone, and equation of time.

n-type Semiconductor doped with impurities so as to have free electrons in the 
conduction band.
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Non-imaging collector Concentrating collector that concentrates solar radia-
tion onto a relatively small receiver without creating an image of the sun 
on the receiver.

Open circuit voltage Photovoltaic voltage developed on an open circuit, which 
is the maximum available at a given irradiance.

Optical efficiency The ratio of the energy absorbed by the receiver to the 
energy incident on the concentrator’s aperture. It is the maximum effi-
ciency a collector can have.

p-type Semiconductor doped with impurities so as to have vacancies (holes) in 
the valence band.

Parabola Curve formed by the locus of a point moving in a plane so that its 
distances from a fixed point (focus) and a fixed straight line (directrix) are 
equal.

Parabolic dish reflector Paraboloidal dish, dual axis tracking, solar ther-
mal concentrator that focuses radiant energy onto an attached point focus 
receiver or engine-receiver unit.

Parabolic trough collector A paraboloidal trough (line focus collector), single-
axis tracking, solar thermal concentrator that focuses radiant energy onto an 
attached linear focus receiver.

Parasitic energy Energy, usually electricity, consumed by pumps, fans, and 
controls in a solar heating system.

Passive system System using the sun’s energy without mechanical systems 
support.

Payback period Length of time required to recover the investment in a project 
by benefits accruing from the investment.

Photovoltaic effect The generation of an electromotive force when radiant 
energy falls on the boundary between certain dissimilar substances in close 
contact.

p-n junction Junction of dissimilar semiconductor materials, where electrons 
move from one type to another under specific conditions.

Point focus collector A concentrating collector that focuses solar radiation on 
a point.

Present value The value of a future cash flow discounted to the present.
Radiation The emission or transfer of energy in the form of electromagnetic 

wave.
Radiosity The rate at which radiant energy leaves a surface per unit area by 

combined emission, reflection, and transmission (W/m2).
Rankine cycle A closed-loop heat engine cycle using various components, 

including a working fluid pumped under pressure to a boiler where heat is 
added, expanded in a turbine where work is generated, and condensed in a 
condenser that rejects low-grade heat to the environment.

Reflectance The ratio of radiation reflected from a surface to that incident 
on the surface. Reflectivity is the property of reflecting radiation, pos-
sessed by all materials to varying extents, called the albedo in atmospheric 
references.
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Selective surface A surface whose optical properties of reflectance, absorp-
tance, transmittance, and emittance are wavelength dependent.

Silicon cells Photovoltaic cells made principally of silicon, which is a 
semiconductor.

Solar altitude angle The angle between the line joining the center of the solar 
disc to the point of observation at any given instant and the horizontal plane 
through that point of observation.

Solar collector A device designed to absorb solar radiation and transfer the 
thermal energy so produced to a fluid passing through it.

Solar constant The intensity of solar radiation outside the earth’s atmosphere, at 
the average earth-sun distance, on a surface perpendicular to the sun’s rays.

Solar distillation Process in which the sun’s energy is utilized for the puri-
fication of sea, brackish, or poor quality water. The greenhouse effect is 
utilized to trap heat to evaporate the liquid. The vapor so formed then con-
denses on the cover plate and can be collected for use.

Solar energy Energy, in the form of electromagnetic energy, emitted from the 
sun and generated by means of a fusion reaction within the sun.

Solar fraction Energy supplied by the solar system divided by the total system 
load, i.e., the part of the load covered by the solar system.

Solar ponds Ponds of stratified water that collect and retain heat. Convection 
normally present in ponds is suppressed by imposing a stable density gra-
dient of dissolved salts.

Solar radiation Radiant energy received from the sun both directly as beam 
component and diffusely by scattering from the sky and reflection from the 
ground.

Solar noon Local time of day when the sun crosses the observer’s meridian.
Solar simulator A device equipped with an artificial source of radiant energy 

simulating solar radiation.
Solar time Time based on the apparent angular motion of the sun across the sky.
Stagnation The status of a collector or system when no heat is being removed 

by a heat transfer fluid.
Sun path diagram Diagram of solar altitude versus solar azimuth, showing 

the position of the sun as a function of time for various dates of the year.
Thermosiphon The convective circulation of fluid occurring in a closed sys-

tem wherein less dense, warm fluid rises, displaced by denser, cooler fluid 
in the same fluid loop.

Tracking system The motors, gears, actuators, and controls necessary to main-
tain a device (usually a concentrator) orientated with respect to the sun.

Transmittance The ratio of the radiant energy transmitted by a given material 
to the radiant energy incident on a surface of that material, depends on the 
angle of incidence.

Unglazed collector A solar collector with no cover over the absorber.
Zenith angle Angular distance of the sun from the vertical.
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Figure A3.2 Sun path diagram for 30°N latitude.

Figure A3.1 Sunset and sunrise angles in various months for a number of latitudes.
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Figure A3.3 Sun path diagram for 40°N latitude.
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Figure A3.4 Sun path diagram for 50°N latitude.
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Figure A3.6 Values of RB for collector slope equal to latitude.

Figure A3.7 Values of RB for collector slope equal to latitude 10°.
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Absorbance, reflectance, and transmittance of terrestrial solar energy are impor-
tant factors in solar thermal system performance, photovoltaic system perfor-
mance, materials studies, biomass studies, and solar simulation activities. These 
optical properties are normally functions of wavelength, which requires that the 
spectral distribution of the solar flux be known before the solar weighted prop-
erty can be calculated. To compare the performance of competitive products, a 
reference standard solar spectral irradiance distribution is desirable. Table A4.1, 
given in this appendix, is constructed from data contained in ISO 9845-1:1992, 
Reference Solar Spectral Irradiance at the Ground at Different Receiving 
Conditions, Part 1, Direct Normal and Hemispherical Solar Irradiance for Air 
Mass 1.5 (see Figure A4.1).

A p p e n d i x  4

Terrestrial Spectral 
Irradiance
723
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Table A4.1 Direct Normal Solar Irradiance at Air Mass 1.5

 (m) E (W/m2-m)  (m) E (W/m2-m)  (m) E (W/m2-m)

0.3050 3.4 0.7100 1002.4 1.3500 30.1

0.3100 15.8 0.7180 816.9 1.3950 1.4

0.3150 41.1 0.7240 842.8 1.4425 51.6

0.3200 71.2 0.7400 971.0 1.4625 97.0

0.3250 100.2 0.7525 956.3 1.4770 97.3

0.3300 152.4 0.7575 942.2 1.4970 167.1

0.3350 155.6 0.7625 524.8 1.5200 239.3

0.3400 179.4 0.7675 830.7 1.5390 248.8

0.3450 186.7 0.7800 908.9 1.5580 249.3

0.3500 212.0 0.8000 873.4 1.5780 222.3

0.3600 240.5 0.8160 712.0 1.5920 227.3

0.3700 324.0 0.8230 660.2 1.6100 210.5

0.3800 362.4 0.8315 765.5 1.6300 224.7

0.3900 381.7 0.8400 799.8 1.6460 215.9

0.4000 556.0 0.8600 815.2 1.6780 202.8

0.4100 656.3 0.8800 778.3 1.7400 158.2

0.4200 690.8 0.9050 630.4 1.8000 28.6

0.4300 641.9 0.9150 565.2 1.8600 1.8

0.4400 798.5 0.9250 586.4 1.9200 1.1

0.4500 956.6 0.9300 348.1 1.9600 19.7

0.4600 990.0 0.9370 224.2 1.9850 84.9

0.4700 998.0 0.9480 271.4 2.0050 25.0

0.4800 1046.1 0.9650 451.2 2.0350 92.5

0.4900 1005.1 0.9500 549.7 2.0650 56.3

0.5000 1026.7 0.9935 630.1 2.1000 82.7

0.5100 1066.7 1.0400 582.9 2.1480 76.5

0.5200 1011.5 1.0700 539.7 2.1980 66.4

0.5300 1084.9 1.1000 366.2 2.2700 65.0

0.5400 1082.4 1.1200 98.1 2.3600 57.6

0.5500 1102.2 1.1300 169.5 2.4500 19.8

0.5700 1087.4 1.1370 118.7 2.4940 17.0

0.5900 1024.3 1.1610 301.9 2.5370 3.0

0.6100 1088.8 1.1800 406.8 2.9410 4.0

0.6300 1062.1 1.2000 375.2 2.9730 7.0

0.6500 1061.7 1.2350 423.6 3.0050 6.0

0.6700 1046.2 1.2900 365.7 3.0560 3.0

0.6900 859.2 1.3200 223.4 3.1320 5.0
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Figure A4.1 Direct normal solar irradiance at air mass 1.5.
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Table A5.1 Physical Properties of Air at Atmospheric Pressure

T  
(K)

  
(kg/m3)

cp  
(kJ/kg-°C)

 (kg/m-s) 
 105

 (m2/s)  
 106

k  
(W/m-°C)

 (m2/s)  
 104

Pr

100 3.6010 1.0266 0.692 1.923 0.00925 0.0250 0.770

150 2.3675 1.0099 1.028 4.343 0.01374 0.0575 0.753

200 1.7684 1.0061 1.329 7.490 0.01809 0.1017 0.739

250 1.4128 1.0053 1.488 9.490 0.02227 0.1316 0.722

300 1.1774 1.0057 1.983 16.84 0.02624 0.2216 0.708

350 0.9980 1.0090 2.075 20.76 0.03003 0.2983 0.697

400 0.8826 1.0140 2.286 25.90 0.03365 0.3760 0.689

450 0.7833 1.0207 2.484 31.71 0.03707 0.4222 0.683

500 0.7048 1.0295 2.671 37.90 0.04038 0.5564 0.680

550 0.6423 1.0392 2.848 44.34 0.04360 0.6532 0.680

600 0.5879 1.0551 3.018 51.34 0.04659 0.7512 0.680

650 0.5430 1.0635 3.177 58.51 0.04953 0.8578 0.682

700 0.5030 1.0752 3.332 66.25 0.05230 0.9672 0.684

750 0.4709 1.0856 3.481 73.91 0.05509 1.0774 0.686

800 0.4405 1.0978 3.625 82.29 0.05779 1.1951 0.689

850 0.4149 1.1095 3.765 90.75 0.06028 1.3097 0.692

900 0.3925 1.1212 3.899 99.30 0.06279 1.4271 0.696

950 0.3716 1.1321 4.023 108.2 0.06225 1.5510 0.699

1000 0.3524 1.1417 4.152 117.8 0.06752 1.6779 0.702

Notes: T  temperature,   density, cp  specific heat capacity,   viscosity,   /  kinetic 
viscosity, k  thermal conductivity,   cp/k  heat (thermal) diffusivity, Pr  Prandtl number

A p p e n d i x  5
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Table A5.2 Physical Properties of Saturated Liquid Water

T  
(°C)

  
(kg/m3)

cp  
(kJ/kg-°C)

 (m2/s)  
 106

k  
(W/m-°C)

 (m2/s)  
 107

Pr  (K1)  
 103

0 1002.28 4.2178 1.788 0.552 1.308 13.6

20 1000.52 4.1818 1.006 0.597 1.430 7.02 0.18

40 994.59 4.1784 0.658 0.628 1.512 4.34

60 985.46 4.1843 0.478 0.651 1.554 3.02

80 974.08 4.1964 0.364 0.668 1.636 2.22

100 960.63 4.2161 0.294 0.680 1.680 1.74

120 945.25 4.250 0.247 0.685 1.708 1.446

140 928.27 4.283 0.214 0.684 1.724 1.241

160 909.69 4.342 0.190 0.680 1.729 1.099

180 889.03 4.417 0.173 0.675 1.724 1.004

200 866.76 4.505 0.160 0.665 1.706 0.937

220 842.41 4.610 0.150 0.652 1.680 0.891

240 815.66 4.756 0.143 0.635 1.639 0.871

260 785.87 4.949 0.137 0.611 1.577 0.874

280 752.55 5.208 0.135 0.580 1.481 0.910

300 714.26 5.728 0.135 0.540 1.324 1.019

Notes: T  temperature,   density, cp  specific heat capacity,   /  kinetic viscosity, 
k  thermal conductivity,   cp/k  heat (thermal) diffusivity, Pr  Prandtl number, 
  coefficient of volumetric expansion of fluid

Table A5.3 Properties of Materials

Material Specific heat 
(kJ/kg-K)

Density 
(kg/m3)

Thermal 
conductivity 
(W/m-K)

Volumetric 
specific heat 
(kJ/m3-K)

Aluminum 0.896 2700 211 2420

Concrete 0.92 2240 1.73 2060

Copper 0.383 8795 385 3370

Fiberglass 0.71–0.96 5–30 0.0519 4–30

Glass 0.82 2515 1.05 2060

Polyurethane 1.6 24 0.0245 38

Rock pebbles 0.88 1600 1.8 1410

Steel 0.48 7850 47.6 3770

Water 4.19 1000 0.596 4190
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Table A5.4 Thermal Properties of Building and Insulation Materials

Material Density (kg/m3) Thermal conductivity 
(W/m2-K)

Granite 2500–2700 2.80

Marble 2800 3.50

Limestone, soft 1800 1.10

Limestone, hard 2200 1.70

Limestone, very hard 2600 2.30

Plaster (cement  sand) — 1.39

Concrete, medium density 2000 1.35

Concrete, high density 2400 2.00

Hollow brick 1000 0.25

Solid brick 1600 0.70

Fiber wool 50 0.041

Expanded polystyrene Min. 20 0.041

Extruded polystyrene 20 0.030

Polyurethane 30 0.025

Table A5.5 Thermal Resistance of Stagnant Air and Surface Resistance (m2-K/W)

Thickness of air (mm) Heat flow direction

Sideways Up Down

5 0.11 0.11 0.11

7 0.13 0.13 0.13

10 0.15 0.15 0.15

15 0.17 0.16 0.17

25 0.18 0.16 0.19

50 0.18 0.16 0.21

100 0.18 0.16 0.22

300 0.18 0.16 0.23

Surface resistance

Internal surface 0.12 0.11 0.16

External surface 0.044
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Table A5.6 Decimal Multiples

Multiple Prefix Symbol

1024 yotta Y

1021 zeta Z

1018 exa E

1015 peta P

1012 tera T

109 giga G

106 mega M

103 kilo k

102 hecto h

101 deca da

101 deci d

102 centi c

103 milli m

106 micro 

109 nano n

1012 pico p

1015 femto f

1018 atto a

1021 zepto z

1024 yocto y



Correlation

R2  1.0

R2  1.0

R2  1.0

R2  0.9999

)  2850.04(P)  21.704 R2  0.9981

)  1232.74(P)  2510.81 R2  0.9978

 9.6043(P)  0.0869 R2  0.9973

1(P)  8.9909 R2  0.9955

  0.85596(P2)  37.0458(P)  R2  0.9984

 103(P3)  0.441(P2)  12.458(P) R2  0.9961

05(P3)  4.213  103(P2)  R2  0.9976

05(P3)  4.13  103(P2)  R2  0.9955
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Table A5.7 Curve Fits for Saturated Water and Steam

Range Relation

Saturated water and steam, temperature in °C as input

T  1  100°C hf  4.1861(T)  0.0836

hg  0.0012(T2)  1.8791(T)  2500.5

sf  2.052  105(T2)  1.507  102(T)  2.199  103

sg  7.402  105(T2)  2.515  102(T)  9.144

Saturated water and steam, pressure in bar as input

P  0.01  1 bar hf  15772.4(P6)  52298.1(P5)  67823.6(P4)  43693.9(P3)  14854.1(P2

hg  6939.53(P6)  22965.64(P5)  29720.13(P4)  19105.32(P3)-6481.2(P2

sf  55.76(P6)  184.508(P5)  238.5798(P4)  153.024(P3)  51.591(P2) 

sg  92.086(P6)  304.24(P5)  392.33(P4)  250.3(P3)  83.356(P2)  14.84

P  1.1  150 bar hf   3.016  1010(P6)  2.416  107(P5)  7.429  105(P4)  0.011(P3)

 442.404

hg   3.48  1010(P6)  2.261  107(P5)  5.6965  105(P4)  6.9969 

 2685.153

sf   9.656  1012(P6)  4.743  109(P5)  9.073  107(P4)  8.565  1

 0.1148(P)  1.3207

sg   9.946  1012(P6)  4.8593  109(P5)  9.225  107(P4)  8.602  1

 0.1058(P)  7.3187
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When greater accuracy is required, the following equations can be used to rep-
resent the curves plotted in Figures 3.34 to 3.36. The various symbols used are 
presented in Figure A6.1. The subscript T is for the truncated CPC design.

The following equations apply for a full and truncated (subscript T) CPCs 
(Wellford and Winston, 1978):

 f c  α θ[ cos( )]1  (A6.1)

 
α

α
θ




sin( )c  (A6.2)

A p p e n d i x  6

Equations for the 
Curves of Figures  

3.34 to 3.36

Figure A6.1 A truncated CPC. its height-to-aperture ratio is about one half the full 
height of a CPC.
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For a truncated CPC,

 
C T
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α  (A6.6)

For a full CPC,
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By replacing  from Eq. (A6.2),
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The reflector area per unit depth of a truncated CPC is given by:
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For Eq. (A6.9), if T  2c, then ART  AR.
The average number of reflections, ni, is given by (Rabl, 1976):
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This appendix lists the meteorological data of various locations. Since this kind 
of information can be obtained over the Internet, data for only a few selected 
locations are presented, mostly used in examples and problems of the book. 
The data presented for the U.S. locations are from http://rredc.nrel.gov/solar, 
except the monthly average clearness index, which is calculated from Eq. 
(2.82), and the estimation of extraterrestrial horizontal radiation, given by Eq. 
(2.79) for the average day of Table 2.1. For the other locations, the NASA 
Internet site, http://eosweb.larc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/sse, can be used by entering 
the longitude and latitude of each location found from www.infoplease.com/
atlas/latitude-longitude.html. For the degree days presented, the base tempera-
ture for both cooling and heating is 18.3°C for the U.S. locations and 18°C for 
all other locations.

The data recorded are the following:
H   Monthly average radiation on a horizontal surface (MJ/m2).
KT   Monthly average clearness index.
Ta   Monthly average ambient temperature (°C).
HDD  Heating degree days (°C-days).
CDD  Cooling degree days (°C-days).

The data reported are for the following locations.
In the United States: Albuquerque, NM; Boulder, CO; Las Vegas, NV; Los 

Angeles, CA; Madison, WI; Phoenix, AZ; San Antonio; TX, Springfield, IL.
In Europe: Almeria, ES; Athens, GR; London, UK; Nicosia, CY; Rome, IT.
In the rest of the world: Adelaide, AU; Montreal, CA; New Delhi, IN; 

Pretoria, SA; Rio de Janeiro, BR.

A p p e n d i x  7

Meteorological Data
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www.infoplease.com/atlas/latitude-longitude.html
www.infoplease.com/atlas/latitude-longitude.html
http://rredc.nrel.gov/solar
http://eosweb.larc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/sse
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A
ppendix 7

Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

24.84 21.24 16.92 12.60 10.44

0.67 0.67 0.67 0.65 0.62

24.4 20.3 13.9 6.8 1.8

0 10 144 345 512

188 70 6 0 0

Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

21.60 18.00 13.68 9.36 7.56

0.59 0.60 0.61 0.57 0.55

21.9 16.8 10.8 3.9 0.6

0 80 238 433 586

113 35 4 0 0
United stAtes

table A7.1 Albuquerque, NM: Latitude (N), 35.05°, Longitude (W), 106.62°

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul

H 11.52 15.12 19.44 24.48 27.72 29.16 27.00

KT 0.63 0.65 0.66 0.68 0.69 0.70 0.66

Ta 1.2 4.4 8.3 12.9 17.9 23.4 25.8

HDD 531 389 312 167 49 0 0

CDD 0 0 0 4 36 155 233

table A7.2 Boulder, CO: Latitude (N), 40.02°; Longitude (W), 105.25°

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul

H 8.64 11.88 15.84 20.16 22.32 24.84 24.12

KT 0.57 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.56 0.60 0.59

Ta 1.3 0.8 3.9 9.0 14.0 19.4 23.1

HDD 608 492 448 280 141 39 0

CDD 0 0 0 0 6 71 148



Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

25.92 22.32 16.92 12.24 10.08

0.70 0.71 0.69 0.65 0.62

31.5 26.9 20.2 12.8 7.6

0 0 34 169 332

408 258 91 0 0

Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

23.40 19.08 15.12 11.52 9.36

0.62 0.59 0.59 0.57 0.54

21.4 21.1 19.3 16.4 13.8

3 12 18 71 143

98 94 49 14 4
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table A7.3 Las Vegas, NV: Latitude (N), 36.08°; Longitude (W), 115.17°

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul

H 10.80 14.40 19.44 24.84 28.08 30.24 28.44

KT 0.61 0.63 0.67 0.70 0.70 0.73 0.70

Ta 7.5 10.6 13.5 17.8 23.3 29.4 32.8

HDD 336 216 162 79 8 0 0

CDD 0 0 12 64 163 332 449

table A7.4 Los Angeles, CA: Latitude (N), 33.93°; Longitude (W), 118.4°

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul

H 10.08 12.96 17.28 21.96 23.04 23.76 25.56

KT 0.53 0.54 0.58 0.61 0.58 0.57 0.63

Ta 13.8 14.2 14.4 15.6 17.1 18.7 20.6

HDD 143 119 124 88 53 30 5

CDD 0 4 4 6 14 42 76
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A
ppendix 7

t

Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

19.44 14.76 10.08 6.12 5.40

0.54 0.51 0.48 0.42 0.46

20.2 15.4 9.4 1.9 5.7

21 93 277 493 746

78 7 0 0 0

t

Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

25.56 21.96 17.64 12.96 10.80

0.68 0.68 0.68 0.64 0.61

33.1 29.8 23.6 16.6 12.3

0 0 9 74 192

457 343 173 23 4
able A7.5 Madison, WI: Latitude (N), 43.13°; Longitude (W), 89.33°

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul

H 6.84 10.08 13.32 16.92 20.88 23.04 22.32

KT 0.52 0.54 0.51 0.50 0.53 0.55 0.55

Ta 8.9 6.3 0.2 7.4 13.6 19.0 21.7

HDD 844 691 563 327 163 38 7

CDD 0 0 0 0 17 58 110

able A7.6 Phoenix, AZ: Latitude (N), 33.43°; Longitude (W), 112.02°

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul

H 11.52 15.48 19.80 25.56 28.80 30.24 27.36

KT 0.60 0.64 0.65 0.71 0.72 0.73 0.67

Ta 12.0 14.3 16.8 21.1 26.0 31.2 34.2

HDD 201 126 101 42 4 0 0

CDD 4 12 53 123 242 387 491



Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

23.04 19.44 16.20 12.24 10.44

0.61 0.58 0.58 0.54 0.52

29.4 26.3 21.2 15.8 11.2

0 17 100 227

43 238 106 23 7

Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

20.52 16.56 12.24 7.92 6.12

0.56 0.55 0.54 0.48 0.44

23.2 19.6 13.1 6.1 1.3

24 174 368 608

54 63 12 0 0
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table A7.7 San Antonio, TX: Latitude (N), 29.53°; Longitude (W), 98.47°

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul

H 11.16 14.04 17.28 19.80 21.60 24.12 24.84

KT 0.52 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.59 0.61

Ta 9.6 11.9 16.5 20.7 24.2 27.9 29.4

HDD 274 184 93 18 0 0 0 0

CDD 4 6 36 89 181 287 344 3

table A7.8 Springfield, IL: Latitude (N), 39.83°; Longitude (W), 89.67°

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul

H 7.56 10.44 13.32 18.00 21.60 23.40 23.04

KT 0.49 0.51 0.48 0.52 0.54 0.56 0.57

Ta 4.3 1.8 4.9 11.8 17.5 22.7 24.7

HDD 703 564 417 201 92 4 0 4

CDD 0 0 0 4 67 136 198 1
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A
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e

t

g Sep Oct Nov Dec

.52 19.44 14.08 10.26 8.57

6 0.61 0.56 0.54 0.53

.5 22.8 19.0 15.0 12.2

0 10 88 172

7 147 45 3 0

t

g Sep Oct Nov Dec

.83 18.76 12.38 7.85 6.23

4 0.60 0.51 0.42 0.40

.9 24.5 20.1 15.2 11.5

0 13 87 195

5 195 81 9 0
Urope

able A7.9 Almeria, ES: Latitude (N), 36.83°; Longitude (W), 2.45°

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Au

H 9.83 12.89 17.35 22.03 24.48 27.40 27.54 24

KT 0.56 0.56 0.58 0.61 0.61 0.65 0.67 0.6

Ta 11.0 11.8 13.7 15.8 18.7 22.5 25.1 25

HDD 210 168 128 70 20 0 0 0

CDD 0 0 1 5 41 133 221 23

able A7.10 Athens, GR: Latitude (N), 37.98°; Longitude (E), 23.73°

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Au

H 7.70 10.37 14.40 19.33 23.15 26.86 26.50 23

KT 0.45 0.46 0.49 0.54 0.57 0.64 0.65 0.6

Ta 10.2 10.1 12.2 16.1 21.1 25.7 28.1 27

HDD 234 218 179 71 6 0 0 0

CDD 0 0 0 10 95 225 308 30



ug Sep Oct Nov Dec

5.62 10.55 6.44 3.56 2.23

.46 0.41 0.38 0.36 0.32

8.9 15.7 11.9 7.4 4.9

2 76 183 316 405

0 9 1 0 0

Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

25.49 21.17 15.34 10.33 7.92

0.68 0.66 0.60 0.53 0.47

29.4 26.8 22.7 17.7 13.7

0 1 36 128

53 263 146 29 0
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table A7.11 London, UK: Latitude (N), 51.50°; Longitude, 0.00°

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul A

H 2.95 5.26 8.82 13.39 16.96 17.89 17.93 1

KT 0.35 0.37 0.39 0.42 0.44 0.43 0.45 0

Ta 4.1 4.3 6.6 8.8 12.8 16.2 18.8 1

HDD 429 381 348 273 163 73 22 2

CDD 0 0 0 0 2 15 44 5

table A7.12 Nicosia, CY: Latitude (N), 35.15°; Longitude (E), 33.27°

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul

H 8.96 12.38 17.39 21.53 26.06 29.20 28.55

KT 0.49 0.53 0.58 0.59 0.65 0.70 0.70

Ta 12.1 11.9 13.8 17.5 21.5 25.8 29.2

HDD 175 171 131 42 3 0 0 0

CDD 0 0 1 26 112 234 348 3
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A
ppendix 7

t

g Sep Oct Nov Dec

.16 18.29 12.24 7.60 6.08

6 0.61 0.55 0.47 0.47

.1 21.8 18.6 14.2 10.9

0 17 108 207

1 118 42 2 0

r

t

g Sep Oct Nov Dec

.92 15.73 19.69 22.75 24.19

3 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.54

.9 13.3 16.0 19.3 21.5

6 142 85 33 10

7 24 73 118
able A7.13 Rome, IT: Latitude (N), 41.45°; Longitude (E), 12.27°

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Au

H 7.13 10.51 15.55 19.73 24.41 27.50 27.61 24

KT 0.49 0.52 0.56 0.57 0.61 0.65 0.68 0.6

Ta 9.6 9.5 11.2 13.1 17.6 21.4 24.7 25

HDD 247 233 204 146 37 2 0 0

CDD 0 0 0 0 23 99 202 22

est of the world

able A7.14 Adelaide, AU: Latitude (S), 34.92°; Longitude (E), 138.60°

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Au

H 24.66 22.36 17.96 13.61 9.94 8.32 9.22 11

KT 0.57 0.57 0.55 0.54 0.52 0.51 0.53 0.5

Ta 22.8 23.0 20.5 17.4 13.9 11.2 10.1 10

HDD 2 2 13 50 124 190 228 20

CDD 152 147 90 32 6 0 0 0



Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

17.68 13.57 8.57 5.22 4.61

0.50 0.48 0.42 0.38 0.44

19.9 15.1 7.7 0.7 7.1

17 103 317 519 783

80 23 0 0 0

Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

17.28 18.18 17.39 15.05 12.67

0.45 0.53 0.60 0.64 0.60

28.0 26.7 23.7 19.3 14.7

0 0 0 5 79

311 269 190 62 4
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table A7.15 Montreal, CA: Latitude (N), 45.50°; Longitude (W), 73.58°

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul

H 5.69 9.07 13.03 16.06 18.32 20.20 19.87

KT 0.47 0.51 0.51 0.48 0.46 0.48 0.49

Ta 11.2 9.6 4.2 4.7 12.6 18.5 21.0

HDD 912 788 689 397 178 43 7

CDD 0 0 0 0 7 53 97

table A7.16 New Delhi, IN: Latitude (N), 28.60°; Longitude (E), 77.20°

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul

H 13.68 16.85 20.88 22.68 23.11 21.85 18.79

KT 0.61 0.62 0.64 0.60 0.57 0.53 0.46

Ta 13.3 16.6 22.6 28.0 31.1 31.7 29.2

HDD 129 48 2 0 0 0 0

CDD 2 19 149 295 399 405 346
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A
ppendix 7

t

Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

18.68 21.96 22.57 23.04 23.40

0.69 0.67 0.59 0.55 0.54

15.5 19.4 21.3 22.0 22.5

80 18 6 2 0

9 62 109 122 142

t

Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

15.55 15.05 17.06 17.89 18.04

0.55 0.45 0.44 0.43 0.42

20.5 21.3 22.3 22.8 23.6

10 6 3 1 0

98 110 142 153 187
able A7.17 Pretoria, SA: Latitude (S), 24.70°; Longitude (E), 28.23°

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul

H 23.76 22.10 20.16 17.89 16.60 15.23 16.52

KT 0.55 0.55 0.57 0.60 0.68 0.69 0.72

Ta 23.2 23.1 22.1 19.4 16.0 12.6 12.4

HDD 0 0 0 8 59 148 161

CDD 163 145 130 56 10 0 0

able A7.18 Rio de Janeiro, BR: Latitude (S), 22.90°; Long(W), 43.23°

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul

H 18.76 19.48 17.14 15.48 13.18 13.14 13.18

KT 0.44 0.48 0.48 0.51 0.52 0.57 0.55

Ta 24.6 24.7 23.7 22.5 20.6 19.6 19.4

HDD 0 0 0 0 2 8 17

CDD 212 196 189 148 98 74 72



A p p e n d i x  8

Present Worth  
Factors

In all tables in this appendix, the columns represent interest rates (%) and rows 
the market discount rates (%).
747
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A
ppendix 8

Ta

d

7 8 9 10

5.7507 5.8666 5.9847 6.1051

5.5747 5.6859 5.7993 5.9149

5.4067 5.5136 5.6226 5.7336

5.2463 5.3491 5.4538 5.5606

5.0932 5.1920 5.2927 5.3954

4.9468 5.0419 5.1388 5.2375

4.8068 4.8984 4.9916 5.0867

4.6729 4.7611 4.8509 4.9424

4.5447 4.6296 4.7162 4.8043

4.4219 4.5038 4.5872 4.6721

1 4.3042 4.3831 4.4636 4.5455

1 4.1913 4.2675 4.3451 4.4241

1 4.0831 4.1566 4.2314 4.3077

1 3.9792 4.0502 4.1224 4.1960

1 3.8794 3.9480 4.0177 4.0888

1 3.7835 3.8498 3.9172 3.9858

1 3.6914 3.7554 3.8206 3.8869

1 3.6028 3.6647 3.7277 3.7918

1 3.5176 3.5774 3.6384 3.7004

1 3.4355 3.4934 3.5524 3.6124

2 3.3565 3.4126 3.4697 3.5277
ble A8.1 n  5

i

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

0 5.0000 5.1010 5.2040 5.3091 5.4163 5.5256 5.6371

1 4.8534 4.9505 5.0495 5.1505 5.2534 5.3585 5.4655

2 4.7135 4.8068 4.9020 4.9990 5.0980 5.1989 5.3018

3 4.5797 4.6695 4.7610 4.8544 4.9495 5.0466 5.1455

4 4.4518 4.5382 4.6263 4.7161 4.8077 4.9010 4.9962

5 4.3295 4.4127 4.4975 4.5839 4.6721 4.7619 4.8535

6 4.2124 4.2925 4.3742 4.4574 4.5423 4.6288 4.7170

7 4.1002 4.1774 4.2561 4.3363 4.4181 4.5014 4.5864

8 3.9927 4.0671 4.1430 4.2204 4.2992 4.3795 4.4613

9 3.8897 3.9614 4.0346 4.1092 4.1852 4.2626 4.3415

0 3.7908 3.8601 3.9307 4.0026 4.0759 4.1506 4.2267

1 3.6959 3.7628 3.8309 3.9003 3.9711 4.0432 4.1166

2 3.6048 3.6694 3.7351 3.8022 3.8705 3.9401 4.0109

3 3.5172 3.5796 3.6432 3.7079 3.7739 3.8411 3.9095

4 3.4331 3.4934 3.5548 3.6174 3.6811 3.7460 3.8121

5 3.3522 3.4104 3.4698 3.5303 3.5919 3.6546 3.7185

6 3.2743 3.3307 3.3881 3.4466 3.5061 3.5668 3.6285

7 3.1993 3.2539 3.3094 3.3660 3.4236 3.4823 3.5420

8 3.1272 3.1800 3.2337 3.2885 3.3442 3.4010 3.4587

9 3.0576 3.1087 3.1608 3.2138 3.2677 3.3227 3.3786

0 2.9906 3.0401 3.0905 3.1418 3.1941 3.2473 3.3014



7 8 9 10

13.816 14.487 15.193 15.937

13.014 13.635 14.289 14.979

12.275 12.851 13.458 14.097

11.594 12.129 12.692 13.286

10.965 11.462 11.986 12.537

10.383 10.846 11.334 11.847

9.8447 10.277 10.731 11.208

9.3458 9.7488 10.172 10.618

8.8828 9.2593 9.6547 10.070

8.4527 8.8047 9.1743 9.5625

8.0526 8.3820 8.7279 9.0909

7.6800 7.9887 8.3126 8.6524

7.3326 7.6221 7.9257 8.2442

7.0083 7.2801 7.5651 7.8638

6.7053 6.9607 7.2284 7.5089

6.4219 6.6621 6.9137 7.1773

6.1564 6.3826 6.6194 6.8674

5.9076 6.1207 6.3437 6.5772

5.6741 5.8751 6.0853 6.3053

5.4547 5.6444 5.8429 6.0504

5.2484 5.4277 5.6151 5.8110

P
resent W
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Table A8.2 n  10

d i

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

0 10.000 10.462 10.950 11.464 12.006 12.578 13.181

1 9.4713 9.9010 10.354 10.832 11.335 11.865 12.425

2 8.9826 9.3825 9.8039 10.248 10.716 11.209 11.728

3 8.5302 8.9029 9.2954 9.7087 10.144 10.603 11.085

4 8.1109 8.4586 8.8246 9.2098 9.6154 10.042 10.492

5 7.7217 8.0464 8.3881 8.7476 9.1258 9.5238 9.9425

6 7.3601 7.6637 7.9830 8.3188 8.6720 9.0434 9.4340

7 7.0236 7.3078 7.6065 7.9205 8.2506 8.5976 8.9624

8 6.7101 6.9764 7.2562 7.5501 7.8590 8.1836 8.5246

9 6.4177 6.6674 6.9298 7.2053 7.4946 7.7984 8.1176

10 6.1446 6.3791 6.6253 6.8837 7.1550 7.4398 7.7388

11 5.8892 6.1097 6.3410 6.5837 6.8383 7.1055 7.3858

12 5.6502 5.8576 6.0752 6.3033 6.5425 6.7934 7.0566

13 5.4262 5.6216 5.8263 6.0410 6.2660 6.5018 6.7491

14 5.2161 5.4003 5.5932 5.7953 6.0071 6.2291 6.4616

15 5.0188 5.1925 5.3745 5.5650 5.7646 5.9736 6.1926

16 4.8332 4.9973 5.1691 5.3489 5.5371 5.7341 5.9404

17 4.6586 4.8137 4.9760 5.1458 5.3235 5.5094 5.7040

18 4.4941 4.6409 4.7943 4.9548 5.1227 5.2983 5.4819

19 4.3389 4.4779 4.6232 4.7750 4.9338 5.0997 5.2733

20 4.1925 4.3242 4.4618 4.6056 4.7558 4.9128 5.0769
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A
ppendix 8

7 8 9 10

25.129 27.152 29.361 31.772

22.942 24.748 26.718 28.867

21.000 22.616 24.377 26.297

19.273 20.722 22.300 24.017

17.733 19.035 20.451 21.991

16.357 17.529 18.802 20.187

15.125 16.182 17.329 18.575

14.019 14.974 16.010 17.134

13.024 13.889 14.826 15.842

12.127 12.912 13.761 14.681

11.317 12.030 12.802 13.636

10.584 11.233 11.935 12.694

9.9187 10.511 11.151 11.842

9.3143 9.8560 10.440 11.070

8.7638 9.2598 9.7940 10.370

8.2616 8.7165 9.2060 9.7328

7.8025 8.2205 8.6697 9.1527

7.3820 7.7667 8.1796 8.6233

6.9962 7.3507 7.7310 8.1392

6.6414 6.9688 7.3196 7.6957

6.3148 6.6176 6.9417 7.2887
Table A8.3 n  15

d i

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

0 15.000 16.097 17.293 18.599 20.024 21.579 23.276

1 13.865 14.851 15.926 17.098 18.375 19.767 21.285

2 12.849 13.738 14.706 15.759 16.906 18.156 19.517

3 11.938 12.741 13.614 14.563 15.596 16.719 17.942

4 11.118 11.845 12.634 13.492 14.423 15.436 16.536

5 10.380 11.039 11.754 12.530 13.372 14.286 15.279

6 9.7122 10.311 10.960 11.664 12.426 13.254 14.151

7 9.1079 9.6535 10.244 10.883 11.575 12.325 13.138

8 8.5595 9.0573 9.5954 10.177 10.807 11.488 12.225

9 8.0607 8.5159 9.0073 9.5380 10.111 10.731 11.402

10 7.6061 8.0230 8.4726 8.9576 9.4811 10.046 10.657

11 7.1909 7.5735 7.9856 8.4297 8.9085 9.4249 9.9822

12 6.8109 7.1627 7.5411 7.9485 8.3872 8.8598 9.3693

13 6.4624 6.7864 7.1346 7.5090 7.9116 8.3450 8.8116

14 6.1422 6.4412 6.7621 7.1067 7.4769 7.8750 8.3031

15 5.8474 6.1237 6.4200 6.7378 7.0789 7.4451 7.8386

16 5.5755 5.8313 6.1053 6.3989 6.7136 7.0512 7.4135

17 5.3242 5.5615 5.8153 6.0869 6.3778 6.6895 7.0236

18 5.0916 5.3120 5.5475 5.7992 6.0685 6.3567 6.6654

19 4.8759 5.0809 5.2998 5.5335 5.7832 6.0501 6.3357

20 4.6755 4.8666 5.0703 5.2875 5.5194 5.7671 6.0318



7 8 9 10

40.995 45.762 51.160 57.275

36.190 40.284 44.913 50.150

32.084 35.612 39.594 44.093

28.564 31.613 35.050 38.926

25.536 28.180 31.156 34.506

22.922 25.222 27.806 30.710

20.659 22.665 24.916 27.442

18.692 20.448 22.414 24.617

16.977 18.519 20.242 22.169

15.476 16.834 18.349 20.039

14.160 15.359 16.694 18.182

13.001 14.063 15.243 16.556

11.977 12.920 13.967 15.129

11.070 11.910 12.841 13.872

10.263 11.014 11.844 12.762

9.5445 10.217 10.959 11.779

8.9017 9.5062 10.172 10.905

8.3252 8.8697 9.4680 10.126

7.8067 8.2985 8.8379 9.4301

7.3389 7.7843 8.2718 8.8061

6.9159 7.3202 7.7619 8.2452
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Table A8.4 n  20

d i

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

0 20.000 22.019 24.297 26.870 29.778 33.066 36.786

1 18.046 19.802 21.780 24.009 26.524 29.362 32.568

2 16.351 17.885 19.608 21.546 23.728 26.186 28.958

3 14.877 16.221 17.727 19.417 21.317 23.453 25.857

4 13.590 14.771 16.092 17.571 19.231 21.093 23.185

5 12.462 13.503 14.665 15.965 17.419 19.048 20.874

6 11.470 12.391 13.417 14.562 15.840 17.269 18.868

7 10.594 11.411 12.320 13.332 14.459 15.717 17.122

8 9.8181 10.546 11.353 12.250 13.247 14.358 15.596

9 9.1285 9.7785 10.498 11.296 12.181 13.164 14.258

10 8.5136 9.0959 9.7390 10.450 11.238 12.112 13.082

11 7.9633 8.4866 9.0632 9.6998 10.403 11.182 12.044

12 7.4694 7.9410 8.4596 9.0307 9.6607 10.356 11.125

13 7.0248 7.4509 7.9186 8.4326 8.9983 9.6218 10.310

14 6.6231 7.0094 7.4323 7.8962 8.4057 8.9660 9.5830

15 6.2593 6.6103 6.9939 7.4137 7.8738 8.3788 8.9338

16 5.9288 6.2487 6.5975 6.9784 7.3951 7.8514 8.3520

17 5.6278 5.9199 6.2379 6.5845 6.9628 7.3764 7.8291

18 5.3527 5.6203 5.9110 6.2271 6.5715 6.9472 7.3577

19 5.1009 5.3465 5.6128 5.9019 6.2162 6.5584 6.9316

20 4.8696 5.0956 5.3402 5.6052 5.8928 6.2053 6.5453
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A
ppendix 8

7 8 9 10

63.249 73.106 84.701 98.347

53.869 62.003 71.550 82.762

46.164 52.906 60.800 70.051

39.804 45.417 51.974 59.639

34.531 39.224 44.693 51.071

30.137 34.079 38.660 43.990

26.458 29.784 33.639 38.112

23.364 26.183 29.440 33.210

20.750 23.148 25.912 29.103

18.530 20.580 22.936 25.648

16.636 18.396 20.412 22.727

15.012 16.530 18.264 20.248

13.615 14.929 16.425 18.133

12.406 13.548 14.846 16.322

11.356 12.353 13.483 14.764

10.439 11.314 12.301 13.417

9.6357 10.406 11.272 12.249

8.9286 9.6090 10.372 11.230

8.3036 8.9072 9.5822 10.339

7.7489 8.2864 8.8857 9.5555

7.2547 7.7351 8.2692 8.8642
Table A8.5 n  25

d i

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

0 25.000 28.243 32.030 36.459 41.646 47.727 54.865

1 22.023 24.752 27.929 31.633 35.958 41.014 46.933

2 19.523 21.832 24.510 27.622 31.245 35.470 40.401

3 17.413 19.375 21.644 24.272 27.322 30.867 34.994

4 15.622 17.298 19.229 21.459 24.038 27.028 30.498

5 14.094 15.532 17.184 19.085 21.277 23.810 26.740

6 12.783 14.024 15.444 17.072 18.943 21.098 23.585

7 11.654 12.729 13.954 15.356 16.961 18.803 20.923

8 10.675 11.611 12.674 13.885 15.269 16.851 18.666

9 9.8226 10.641 11.568 12.620 13.817 15.182 16.743

10 9.0770 9.7960 10.607 11.525 12.566 13.749 15.097

11 8.4217 9.0560 9.7693 10.574 11.482 12.512 13.682

12 7.8431 8.4051 9.0349 9.7426 10.540 11.440 12.459

13 7.3300 7.8300 8.3884 9.0138 9.7159 10.506 11.398

14 6.8729 7.3195 7.8167 8.3716 8.9926 9.6892 10.473

15 6.4641 6.8646 7.3089 7.8033 8.3547 8.9713 9.6625

16 6.0971 6.4575 6.8562 7.2983 7.7898 8.3377 8.9500

17 5.7662 6.0918 6.4508 6.8476 7.2875 7.7763 8.3207

18 5.4669 5.7620 6.0864 6.4439 6.8390 7.2766 7.7626

19 5.1951 5.4635 5.7576 6.0809 6.4370 6.8303 7.2657

20 4.9476 5.1924 5.4600 5.7532 6.0753 6.4300 6.8215



7 8 9 10

94.461 113.283 136.308 164.494

77.462 92.367 110.545 132.735

64.050 75.922 90.353 107.916

53.404 62.914 74.435 88.413

44.900 52.563 61.813 73.000

38.065 44.276 51.746 60.748

32.537 37.601 43.668 50.953

28.037 32.190 37.147 43.076

24.351 27.778 31.851 36.704

21.313 24.157 27.523 31.518

18.792 21.166 23.965 27.273

16.687 18.681 21.022 23.776

14.918 16.603 18.572 20.879

13.423 14.855 16.520 18.464

12.151 13.375 14.792 16.438

11.063 12.115 13.327 14.729

10.126 11.035 12.078 13.279

9.3146 10.104 11.007 12.041

8.6082 9.2981 10.083 10.979

7.9898 8.5956 9.2816 10.061

7.4456 7.9801 8.5828 9.2649
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Table A8.6 n  30

d i

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

0 30.000 34.785 40.568 47.575 56.085 66.439 79.058

1 25.808 29.703 34.389 40.042 46.878 55.164 65.225

2 22.396 25.589 29.412 34.002 39.529 46.201 54.270

3 19.600 22.235 25.374 29.126 33.624 39.029 45.541

4 17.292 19.481 22.076 25.163 28.846 33.254 38.541

5 15.372 17.203 19.363 21.919 24.955 28.571 32.891

6 13.765 15.307 17.116 19.246 21.765 24.751 28.302

7 12.409 13.716 15.241 17.028 19.131 21.612 24.549

8 11.258 12.372 13.667 15.176 16.942 19.017 21.461

9 10.274 11.230 12.335 13.618 15.111 16.856 18.904

10 9.4269 10.253 11.202 12.299 13.569 15.046 16.771

11 8.6938 9.4112 10.232 11.175 12.262 13.520 14.982

12 8.0552 8.6819 9.3954 10.211 11.147 12.225 13.472

13 7.4957 8.0462 8.6699 9.3795 10.190 11.119 12.188

14 7.0027 7.4888 8.0371 8.6578 9.3634 10.169 11.091

15 6.5660 6.9975 7.4819 8.0278 8.6456 9.3473 10.147

16 6.1772 6.5620 6.9921 7.4748 8.0185 8.6332 9.3310

17 5.8294 6.1742 6.5579 6.9868 7.4677 8.0091 8.6208

18 5.5168 5.8271 6.1710 6.5538 6.9813 7.4604 7.9995

19 5.2347 5.5150 5.8247 6.1679 6.5496 6.9757 7.4531

20 4.9789 5.2333 5.5132 5.8222 6.1646 6.5453 6.9700
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A
Absorbed solar radiation 151–156, 187, 

498–503
Absorber 122–123, 126, 167, 205, 711
Absorption units 367–381

Lithium bromide – water system 
368–371

Water ammonia – system 379–381
Solar operated system 381–383

Absorptance 73, 82, 711
Absorptivity 73
Acceptance angle 137, 142, 182, 191, 

232–233
Acid rain 11
Active systems 263–275
Active solar dryers 411–413

Distributed type 411
Integral type 411–412
Mixed mode type 412–413

Adsorption units 365–367
Air water–heating systems 268–269
Air collector 175–180

Efficiency factor 176–177
Heat removal factor 177

Air mass 92, 499, 711
Alkaline fuel cell (AFC) 405
Altitude angle 58, 715
Angle of refraction 80
Aperture 181, 711
Apparent solar time (AST) 51
Array design 288–297
Artificial intelligence 627
Artificial neural network (ANN) 629

Applications 644
Atmospheric attenuation 91–93
Auxiliary energy 357–358, 669
Azimuth angle 58, 711

B
Back (or bottom) losses 161
Back-propagation (BP) 634
Battery 488–489, 711

State of charge 488
Beam radiation 91, 97, 711

Tilt factor 97
Biodiesel 40

Biofuels 39–41
Biogas 38
Biomass 38–41
Blackbody 74

Emissive power 74
Radiation 74

Building heat transfer 325–328
Bond conductance 170
Building integrated PV (BIPV) 495
Building materials thermal properties 729
Building capacitance 604, 609, 615
Building shape and orientation 338

C
Carbon dioxide 19–20
Carbon monoxide 21
Central receiver collector 149, 533
Charge controllers 490–491
Clearness index 93

Hourly 580
Coefficient of performance (COP) 269, 359
Collector; see flat–plate or concentrating 

collector
Collector absorbing plates 126–127
Collector module and array design 287–297

Array design 288–297
Galvanic corrosion 292
Module design 287–288
Over temperature protection 297
Shading 290–291
Thermal expansion 291–292

Collector heat exchanger 293–296
Collector heat removal factor 172–175, 713
Collector overall heat loss coefficient 156
Collector-storage wall 332–334, 334–338, 

608
Collector top heat loss 157
Collector useful energy gain 166
Collectors in series 226–227
Compact linear Fresnel reflector (CLFR) 

146–147
Compound parabolic concentrator (CPC) 

129–131, 712
Optical analysis 183–186
Thermal analysis 186–191

Index



756  Index
Concentrating photovoltaic (CPV) 511–512
Concentrating solar power (CSP) 522–523
Concentration ratio 181, 712
Concentrating collectors 181–183, 712

Efficiency 202
Optical analysis 191–194
Thermal analysis 199–206

Conduction transfer function (CTF) 318–319
Cooling degree days 323
Cooling tower 383
Cost of solar system 668
Critical radiation level 174, 578, 579, 581, 

586, 590
Current voltage characteristics 476

D
Day length 59
Dark current 476
Data acquisition system (DAS) 246–248
Day length 59
Daylight saving (DS) 51
Declination 54–56, 712
Degree days (DD) 323–324
Desalination 423
Desiccant 366
Detoxification 409–410
Differential controller 297–301
Diffuse radiation 78, 91–92, 98, 712
Direct heating system 252, 264–266
Direct gain systems 603
Direct radiation 91–92, 712
Direct solar drying 411
Direct steam generation concept 398
Dish systems 537–539
Drain back system 267–268
Drain down system 265–266
Dynamic system test method 235–236

E
Earth motion 52
Earth-sun distance 49
Ecliptic axis 54
Economic analysis 666
Economic optimization 684, 692–693
Edge losses 161
Effectiveness-NTU 294
Efficiency (flat-plate) 174

Thermal (PTC) 202
Optical (PTC) 194–198

Efficiency factor 163, 712
Electrodialysis (ED) 452
Electromagnetic waves 72
Electromagnetic radiation spectrum 89
Emissive power 74, 76
Emissivity 76
Emittance 712

Energy of photon 474
Energy recovery (ER) 450–451
Energy storage 275–286

Pebble bed 276–277
Water 277–280
Thermal analysis 280–286

Equation of time (ET) 50–51
Equinox 54
Evacuated tube collector (ETC) 131–135, 

712
Exergy 208–209, 375, 427–431, 432–433
Expansion tank 266, 267–268
Extraterrestrial solar radiation 88–91, 712
Extrinsic semiconductor 472

F
f-chart design method 553

Air-based systems 568
Liquid-based systems 557

Fill factor (FF) 478
Fin efficiency 169
Fixed concentrators 137
Flat-plate collector (FPC) 122–129, 712

Absorber mean temperature 174–175
Air type 127–128
Efficiency 174
Efficiency factor 170
Fin efficiency 169
Flow factor 173, 712
Flow rate correction 225–226
Heat removal factor 173
Liquid type 127
Performance testing 221–229
Thermal analysis 166–171

Flat reflectors 136–137
Forced circulation water heater 251, 

263–275
Freeze protection 260, 265, 267–268
Fresnel equation 81
Fresnel lens collector 144–145, 712
Fresnel collectors 144–147
Fuel cells 402–408

Basic characteristics 402–403
Chemistry 403–405
Types 405–408
Charge carrier 402
Contamination 402
Fuels 403
Performance factors 403

Fuel cost 669, 679–681
Fuzzy logic 648

G
Generalized utilizability 578, 579
Genetic algorithm (GA) 644



Index  757
Applications 647
General regression neural network  

(GRNN) 639
Geometric factor 195, 196, 713
Geothermal energy 41, 456–457
Glazing materials 125–126
Global climate change 12–13
Global radiation 106, 713
Global temperature 18–19
Glycol antifreeze 260, 266
Graybody 76
Greenhouses 416–418

Materials 417–418
Greenhouse gases 12, 20–21
Ground reflected radiation 99
Group method of data handling  

(GMDH) 641

H
Halocarbons 22
Header 122–123
Header and riser design 122–123
Heat exchangers 293–296, 713

Effectiveness 294
External 266–267, 278
Mantle 266–267

Heat removal factor 172–173
Heat loss coefficient 156
Heat transfer coefficient 157
Heat pipe 132–133, 713
Heat pump systems 269–270, 358–360, 713
Heating degree days 323
Heating ventilating and air conditioning 

(HVAC) 329
Heliostat field collector (HFC) 149–150
Hot water demand 301–303
Hot water load 555, 575
Hour angle 56–57, 713
Hourly solar radiation 95
Hybrid PV/T systems 512–516
Hydrogen 33–37, 400, 402

I
Incidence angle 60–62, 713

Tracking surfaces 62–68
Incidence angle modifier 230–232

Flat-plate 230–231
Concentrating 231–232

Industrial process heat, chemistry  
applications, and solar dryers 391

Infinite capacitance building 604, 608–609, 
615

Insolation 91, 713
Insolation on tilted surfaces 101–103
Instrumentation 311

Insulation 339
Insulating materials thermal properties 73
Integrated compound parabolic collector 

(ICPC) 134–135
Integrated solar combined-cycle system 

(ISCCS) 530–531
Integrated collector storage (ICS)  

260–263, 713
Intercept factor 196, 713
Interest rate 674, 675
Inverters 489
Irradiance 91, 713
Irradiation 91, 713

Terrestrial 61
Isotropic model 98

L
Latitude 54, 714
Leaks 180, 269
Life cycle analysis 666–671
Life cycle cost (LCC) 666
Life cycle savings (LCS) 667
Linear Fresnel reflector (LFR) 144–145
Linear parabolic concentrators 140
Liquid-based solar heating systems 557
Lithium bromide-water system 368–371
Load heat exchanger 307, 354
Local concentration ratio (LCR) 197–198
Local longitude (LL) 51
Local standard time (LST) 51
Long tube vertical (LTV) evaporator 445
Longitude correction 51–52
Loss of load probability (LLP) 508

M
Market discount rate 671
Maximum power point (MPP) 491
Maximum power point trackers (MPPT)  

491
Mean day of month 56
Mechanical vapor compression (MVC) 

evaporator 449
Meteonorm 106
Methane 20–21
Mirror 137–138, 141, 144–145, 149–150
Molten carbonate fuel cell (MCFC)  

406–407
Module design 287–288
Monthly average clearness index 93
Mortgage 675
Multiple effect boiling (MEB) evaporator 

444–448
Multiple effect stack (MES) evaporator 

446–447
Multi stage flash (MSF) evaporator  

441–444



758  Index
N
National institute of standards and  

technology (NIST) 498, 500
Natural circulation system 252
Natural ventilation 345–347
Night insulation 336
Nitrous oxide 21–22
Nominal operating cell temperature  

(NOCT) 504
Non imaging concentrators 129–130, 

137–138, 184, 714
Normalized mean squared error  

(NMSE) 643
Nuclear energy 13–14
Number of transfer units (NTU) 286, 294
Nusselt number 158, 200–201

O
Ocean energy systems 43–45

Thermal energy conversion 45
Open circuit voltage 477–478, 714
Operating cost 669
Optical analysis of compound parabolic  

collectors 183–186
Optical analysis of parabolic trough  

collectors 191–194
Optical efficiency 194–198, 714
Optimization 684, 692–695
Overhangs 341–345
Ozone layer depletion 11–12

P
P1–P2 method 688–692
Parabolic dish reflector (PDR) 147–149, 714
Parabolic trough collector (PTC) 138–144, 

714
PTC power plants 140, 524–533
Parabola construction 141–142
Parasitic cost 669
Passive water heating systems 252–263
Passive solar buildings 33
Passive space heating design 328–347
Passive solar dryers 413–416

Distributed type 414
Integral type 414–415
Mixed mode type 415–416

Payback time 686–687
Pebble bed storage 277, 285, 350–351
Peak power trackers 491
Phosphoric acid fuel cell (PAFC) 405–406
Photon energy 474
Photovoltaic (PV) 469

Absorbed solar radiation 498–503
Applications 491–495
Arrays 485–486

Cell temperature 503–505
Characteristics 476–482
Design procedure 495–511
Effect 474–476, 714
Electrical loads 495–497
Panels 483–487
Rating conditions 484
Sizing 505–511
Types 486–487

Photovoltaic applications 491–495
Direct coupled 492
Grid connected 493
Hybrid systems 493
Stand-alone 492–493
Types of applications 494–495

Pipes 308–309
Friction factor 256
Pipe losses 296
Support 309
Insulation 309

Plug flow storage tank model 283
p-n junction 472–474
Polymer electrolyte fuel cell (PEFC) 406
Polysun 626
Power systems 537

Brighton 537
Rankine 539
Stirling 538

Power tower system 533–536
Prandtl number 158, 201
Present worth 671, 674
Present worth factor (PWF) 674
Pressure relief valve 253, 265, 297, 310
Profile angle 70, 341
Proton exchange membrane fuel cell 

(PEMFC) 408
Pyranometer 104–105
Pyrheliometer 104–105

Q
Quality test methods 239–243

R
Radiation exchange between surfaces 84–88
Radiation heat transfer 86, 159
Radiosity 78, 714
Rankine cycle 539, 714
Ray trace 197–198
Rayleigh number 158
Receiver 181
Rectifier 380
Reflectance 82, 714
Refractive index 80
Refrigeration 362, 381–383
Reforming of fuels 400–401



Index  759
Relative humidity (RH) 271
Renewable energy technologies 15–18
Resale value 683, 689, 690
Resistance 477
Return on investment (ROI) 667
Reverse osmosis (RO) 450–452
Reynolds number 201
Riser 122–123
Rock bed, see Pebble bed
Room transfer function (RTF) 318–319
Root mean square (RMS) 634, 641
Root mean standard deviation (RMSD)  

108

S
Saline water 428, 431
Salt-gradient solar ponds, see solar ponds
Saturated steam 530
Sea level 22
Second law efficiency 376, 432
Selective coating 140, 146, 206
Selective surface 126, 128–129, 132,  

135, 715
Semiconductors 470–482
Sensors 301
Serpentine design 122–123
Shading coefficient (SC) 320
Shading of collectors 72, 290–291
Shadow determination 70–72
Short circuit current 477–478
Silicon 26, 470, 472, 475, 476, 483

Amorphous 26–27, 486–487
Monocrystalline 475
Multicrystalline 486

Simple system models 307–308
Simulation 618
Slope surface 64, 101
Snell’s law 80
Solar angles 52–72
Solar constant 88, 715
Solar cooling 360–381
Solar desalination 421, 424
Solar distillation 422, 433, 434–436, 

439–440, 715
Solar drying 33–45, 410
Solar electric generating systems (SEGS) 

140, 524, 530
Solar fraction 553–554, 665–666, 715
Solar furnace 23, 408–409, 521
Solar heat gain coefficient (SHGC) 320
Solar Keymark 245–246
Solar ponds 545–551, 715
Solar radiation 72–84, 715
Solar savings 670, 678
Solar simulator 229, 715
Solar stills 433–434

Solar system cost 668–669, 685–686, 
686–687

Solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) 407–408
Solstice 54
Space cooling 347–360, 347, 350, 362
Space heating 325, 348–350, 352
Speed of light 49, 73, 475
Stagnation temperature 129, 134, 208, 210, 

222–223, 239–240, 241–242
Standard longitude (SL) 51
Standard rating conditions (SRC) 484
State of charge (SOC) 488
Steam-flash steam generation concept 397
Stirling engine 523, 537, 539
Storage 275–286

Air-based systems 276–277
Liquid-based systems 277–280

Storage batteries 488–489
Storage wall 332–334, 334–338, 608
Stratification 259, 263, 280, 282, 284–285, 

306
Surface azimuth angle 61
Sun 49
Sun path diagram 68–69, 715
Sunrise hour angle 59–60
Sunset hour angle 59–60
Sun tracking 62, 142, 526, 528–529, 533, 

537
Sunspace 339–340
Surface azimuth angle 61
Swimming pool heating system 270–275

T
Tank losses 281, 575
Tax 669–670
Temperature gradient in solar ponds 

545–546
Terrestrial irradiation 93–96
Thermal conductivity 161, 170, 201
Thermal efficiency 174, 180, 202, 221–229
Thermal load estimation 315–328

Building heat transfer 325–328
Heat balance method 316–318
Heat extraction rate 322–323
Transfer function method (TFM) 

318–322
Thermal mass effects 328–338, 329
Thermal radiation 58, 74
Thermal storage wall, see storage wall
Thermal vapor compression (TVC)  

evaporator 449
Thermophysical properties of materials 729
Thermophotovoltaic (TPV) 487
Thermosiphon 252–260, 715
Thin films 26–27, 469, 486–487
Tidal energy 45



760  Index
Tilt angle 61, 99
Tilted surface 97, 98, 99, 101–103, 102–103
Time constant of collectors 233–235
Time value of money 671–673
Top loss coefficient 156
Total dissolved solids (TDS) 447, 451
Total solar radiation on titled surfaces 

97–103
Tracking errors 182, 193
Tracking mode 62

E-W horizontal 66–67
Full 62–64
N-S horizontal 67–68
Polar 64–66
Tilt daily adjusted 64

Tracking mechanisms 142–144
Transmission in solar ponds 550
Transmittance 81, 82, 715
Transmissivity 73
Transmittance-absorptance product 151, 

153, 499, 556
Transparent insulation (TI) 129
Transparent plates 80–84
TRNSYS 619
Trombe wall 328
Truncated CPC 184, 190
Typical meteorological year 106–108

U
Uncertainties in economic analysis 696–698
Unfired boiler steam generation concept 398

Unutilizability design method 602
Useful energy 173
Utilizability method 578

V
Valves 309–311
Vapor compression (VC) 448–450
Volumetric heat transfer coefficient 286

W
Water heater 251
Water storage 277–280

Fully mixed 280
Stratification 280

Watsun 624
Wave energy 44–45
Wien’s displacement rule 74
Wind coefficient 161
Wind energy 33–37
Wind turbines 34–35
Windows 339–340
Wing walls 346–347

Z
Zenith angle 58, 715
Zero capacitance building 605, 609, 615
Zinc oxide 409 
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